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THE CIA AND THE MEDIA

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1977
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE
PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room

2322 Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Les Aspin (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding) Boland (chairman of
the full committee), Mineta, and Wilson.

Also present: Thomas K. Latimer, staff director; Jeannie McNal-
ly, clerk of the committee; and Loch Johnson, Richard Giza, James
Bush, and William Funk, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE EDWARD P.
BOLAND

Mr. BOLAND. I have a brief opening statement. As the press
knows and those who have been before this Intelligence Commit-
tee, this committee is structured into four subcommittees, and the
Subcommittee on Oversight is chaired by the distinguished gentle-
man from Wisconsin, Les Aspin.

I believe that it is appropriate and fitting that the first hearings
conducted by this committee's Subcommittee on Oversight are
public hearings.

I feel that the topic which is the subject of these hearings, the
relationships between the CIA and the press, is a very crucial one.

We are a nation that values a free press above many other
highly prized rights. Our long-standing conviction and our constitu-
tional framework rely heavily on the unfettered exercise of free
speech

So we ought to consider the opinions which members of the press
have on any relationship with the intelligence services, and we do
so in an appropriate forum, in open session and on the public
record.

At the same time, it is also appropriate to mention that our
national interest, our position as a world power, and indeed, our
very survival in this nuclear age, make it imperative that our
Government and our policymakers have the necessary intelligence
to enable them to act in an informed fashion and for the common
good.

Thus, our need for an effective and reasonably unfettered intelli-
gence capability is also very strong. I say reasonably unfettered.
This committee was created to insure effective congressional over-
sight of intelligence activities. It will not become the unquestioning
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ratifier of all that the intelligence community proposes. But its
duty to insure a strong and dedicated intelligence service is just as
strong as its obligation to prevent abuse.

Much has been made in recent years of the ill that the CIA and
other Federal intelligence agencies have begot. Unfortunately, but
correctly, theirs is a profession where the successes and the tri-
umphs cannot be trumpeted.

The press has been the tool by which not only the CIA but
congressional oversight of the CIA has been reshaped in the recent
past.

The service that our news media have played has all in all been
a very useful one and a very necessary one, perhaps one which
only the press could provide.

We meet today, however, to explore the press's relationship With
the CIA in another context.

Simply stated, we know that in the past the CIA has had con-
tractual relationships, paid and unpaid, with individual journalists
in both American and foreign news organizations.

In some cases, officials of these organizations were witting of
these relationships; in others not.

Some of the journalists did positive intelligence gathering for the
CIA; others merely exchanged information or offered information
on their own.

Some journalists went further; they published stories both true
and false for the CIA or they helped recruit agents. Sometimes the
journalists weren't really journalists at all, but rather CIA agents
under cover.

No doubt the motives behind the relationships were varied.
There are a number .of questions which arise from what we know
of these CIA-press relations. They reach the very heart of a free
press,-its impartiality and credibility, and they raise the possiblity
that Americans at home can be victims of disinformation sown by
their own Government. Sometimes the likelihood of such a result is
small, but we are here to explore even remote possibilities.

We are also here today, as we will be in the succeeding hearings,
to explore whether the CIA should be involved with the press at
all, and if so, to what degree and under what restraints.

The CIA, under its new Director, Admiral Stansfield Turner,
whom we will hear toward the end of these hearings, has recently
issued newly revised regulations on just what sorts of relationships
it will allow itself when dealing with individual members of the
press and their employer organizations.

We will consider the guidelines in light of what we hear from
representatives of the intelligence community and the press.

We will try to explore each possible relationship as well as the
larger ramifications each may present.

Lastly, we will seek the opinions of our witnesses about what, if
anything, ought to be done about CIA-press entanglements, and if
some remedy is called for, whether it is the Congress, the press or
somebody else who ought to pursue it.

Let me close with this observation.
This subject matter is undoubtedly one where black and white

give over only too quickly to great areas of grey. That is why this
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subcommittee has scheduled as exhaustive a series of hearings as
possible.

And that is why we have asked this distinguished group of
witnesses to appear before us.

We are not interested in drawing attention to past excesses of
intelligence activities. We are aware that access to and knowledge
of past excesses are essential to shaping a better future in this
field. The important thing to remember as we plunge into what
follows is that we want to emerge, if possible, with workable sug-
gestions for a stronger- press and a healthy, efficient CIA.

That might be a tough order, but our system of government
deserves no less.

I want to express my appreciation to all the witnesses who have
agreed voluntarily and on their own to come before this subcom-
mittee, and I am delighted that the subcommittee is chaired by the
distinguished Member of Congress from Wisconsin, Les Aspin and
that the ranking minority member is Congressman Bob Wilson of
California.

And so Mr. Aspin, as I have indicated, chairman of the Oversight
Subcommittee, will handle these hearings.

May I thank you very much, Mr. Colby, for your appearance
here this morning.

Mr. COLBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LES ASPIN
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Chairman, today we open a series of hearings on

the relationship between the intelligence community and the
media. This is only part of a very much larger subject of the
relationship between the intelligence community and other Ameri-
can institutions, the academic community, the publishing houses,
and others. Eventually, we hope to hold hearings on all of them,
but today we begin with the media.

To begin with the CIA-media relationship is the most important,
perhaps the most difficult, and certainly potentially the most sen-
sational relationship of all; important because of the first amend-
ment to the Constitution; difficult because the CIA has issued a
number of directives on the subject over the years, the latest being
Admiral Turner's earlier this month; and potentially sensational as
witness the number of stories and articles done on the subject. The
latest in the New York Times is being published right now.

It is important to say at the outset that these hearings were not
set up to learn the names of journalists who may have been work-
ing for the CIA in the past nor were they set up to try and uncover
more abuses from the past. The hearings have been designed to try
to determine what, if any, is the proper relationship between the
media and the CIA, or in other words, in what way is the CIA like
other Government agencies and should be treated as such by the
press, and in what way is it different from other Government
agencies?

To answer such questions, we need to have experienced intelli-
gence officers to tell us what kinds of relations with the press they
consider useful and ethical, and why; and we want the media to
tell us what kinds of relations they consider harmful and unethical
and why.
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To begin the hearings, and hopefully shed some light on the first
of these questions, we have our first witness today, Mr. William
Colby, a former Director of the CIA.

Mr. Colby, it is a pleasure to welcome you here this morning.
Mr. COLBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I'm delighted to be here.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Wilson, do you have anything?
Mr. WILSON. No, I just want to welcome Mr. Colby, and let's play

ball.
Mr. AsPIN. It's your floor.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM COLBY, FORMER DIRECTOR,
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Mr. COLBY. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which I
have made a few minov changes in, but if I may I will just read
that to you.

Thank you for this opportunity to contribute to what I hope will
be a clarification of pas,; relationships between CIA and the press,
and the identification of appropriate guidelines for the future.

I speak as one who swore to support and defend the Constitution,
including its first amendment protecting our free press, through
the contribution which an effective foreign intelligence service can
provide.

First, I think that a number of concepts and distinctions need to
be clarified, as some of the basic elements of the subject have
unfortunately been confused and jumbled in the diffuse debates on
this topic. Fundamental to any discussion must be an understand-
ing of the nature of modern intelligence as the gathering and
analysis of all relevant information on the international problems
affecting our country. The central features of this process are the
most advanced disciplines of scholarship and technology, not
merely the old techniques of the clandestine trade.

Thus, it is essential to recognize the important CIA responsibility
to collect what is known as overt information. This includes such
noncontroversial activities as subscribing to journals and news ser-
vices, gathering technical publications and encyclopedias, and re-
cording and analyzing the public radio broadcasts and statements
of the other nations in the world. It also includes CIA offices in
some 40 cities of the United States to request our fellow citizens to
share with their government information they may have about
foreign matters.

In this overt information capacity, the CIA is merely a subscriber
to the product of our jouri alists and the recipient of whatever
information the citizen wishes to give his Government. To the
extent that newsmen have contact with CIA in informal exchanges
with CIA station chiefs abroad or analysts at home, no interference
with the independence of our press takes place, and both sides
benefit from the exchange of knowledge.

Of course, some relationships have in the past gone beyond these,
and have included CIA employees on intelligence missions abroad
who served as real or pretended journalists. I myself have handled
such individuals in my service abroad. But here again, some dis-
tinctions need to be drawn. For example, my agents and I had a
clear understanding that they did their intelligence work for me,
but that the news reports they wrote were a matter between them-
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.selves and their editors and were not given prior clearance or
direction by me.

The reason for such an understanding is simple. The function of
the CIA is to work abroad, not to determine the content of Ameri-
can media. The many discussions on the subject of CIA's relation-
ships with the press have not brought forth cases of CIA operating
covertly to control what should appear in the American press.
While this may have been only an understanding in the past, not a
clearly articulated regulation, and while this may not have been
followed in some isolated instances, a serious examination should
recognize the existence of this restraint to put to rest any myth
that CIA dominated our media output in Am .?Y-.ca.

Indeed, the recent New York Times review of this subject essen-
tially confirms that CIA's efforts to affect public opinion were
aimed abroad, conforming to its mission assJi, 3ed by a series of
American Presidents and supported by a series of American Con-
gresses.

A third important distinction is between CIA's connections with
the press, American and foreign, to collect intelligence, and the
more aggressive mission which CIA had in the past, and paren-
thetically has in far less degree today, of influencing political de-
velopments in foreign nations. Obvious means for exerting such
influence have been foreign journals and other media affecting
political opinion, attitudes and actions in those countries. For
many years, clear d ctrinal differences have governed such work,
differentiating between so-called white propaganda, acknowledged
openly by its source, that is, the U.S. Government, in which case it
would not be a CIA task; gray propaganda, unattributed to some
ostensible third source; and so-called black propaganda which pre-
tended to be the output or even an internal document of the target
group. For example, this last category was a particular favorite of
the Soviet intelligence services with their department of disinfor-
mation, such as the bogus American documents distributed in
Africa and described in Congressional hearings in 1961.'

While some black propaganda was indeed produced by CIA and
circulated abroad, by far the largest part of its effort fell in the so-
called gray area. This included the support of journalists and other
media circulating material beneficial to the United States, and
such larger operations as Radio Free Europe, which was formed
under ostensibly private sponsorship to avoid the diplomatic con-
straints applicable to governmental emanations.

It is fashionable today to denounce these efforts as products of
the cold war and to condemn individual instances which were
failures or even reckless. But a larger view of the cultural and
intellectual battle which raged in Europe and the less developed
world in the 1950's and 1960's would recognize that CIA's support
of the voices of freedom in the face of the massive propaganda
campaigns of the Communist world contributed effectively to the
cohesion of free men during that period.

And I say that the recent New York Times disclosures of the
tactical maneuvers and stratagems of that conflict should not

'Hearing before the Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security
Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate entitled
"Communist Forgeries," June 2, 1961.
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dismay us today, but should rather give us pride that our Nation
met those chal enges with the weapons of ideas, and in fact won
that ideological battle without recourse to bloodier weapons.

It has been suggested by some critics, especially some members
of the press, that CIA should have absolutely no contact with any
element of the news media, that CIA be treated as some sort of
pariah which would contaminate by its shadow. Since the journal-
ists' product with the United States has been and remains free of
influence by CIA, the major reason advanced for such prohibition
is that the revelation of one American journalist as an intelligence
agent or contact would cast suspicion on all other American jour-
nalists and adversely affect their ability to perform their true
functions.

With all due deference to this thesis, the facts do not bear it out.
Foreign nations, and especially hostile foreign nations, are not apt
to believe protestations that our journalists have no intelligence
relationships, however firmly we declare them. Indeed, false
charges of being intelligence agents are periodically made against
American journalists, either because another nation does not be-
lieve our claims of restraint, or more often, because it opposes
unwelcome inquiries by anyone, including journalists. The close
relationships between journalists and intelligence services in
almost all other nations, including some impeccably democratic
ones, will continue to be regarded as the norm and will not be
changed by our forebearance. I

Even in those cases in which we have absolutely -set a bar
against intelligence connections with American programs, such as
the Peace Corps, we regularly see individuals of those services
expelled from other nations for pressing their inquiries or their
work too far. The fact that they have no contact whatever with
CIA has not protected them, nor would a similar prohibition pro-
tect our journalists in the future. Indeed, this ostrich-like tendency
to pretend that journalism can be purified by a total separation
from CIA bears a strong similarity to Secretary of State Stimson's
closing of a code-breaking unit in the Department of State in the
1920's with the comment that "Gentlemen do not read each other's
mail." Secretary Stimson presumably believed that he lived in a
world of gentlemen. But when he became Secretary of War a few
years later, Mr. Stimson was reading as much Japanese mail as he
could obtain, having learned that the real world is not populated
solely by gentlemen.

I believe certain principles should and can be identified to insure
both that the independence of our press under the Constitution is
respected and that our intelligence service can accomplish its mis-
sion to help preserve that independence. This should include a
regulation reaffirming the long understanding that our intelligence
services in no way control the content of information or opinion in
American media. To enforce this rule, the House and Senate have
established these permanent committees on intelligence, and they
can insure that our intelligence services adhere to such a regula-
tion and carry out only those activities directed by the President
and acceptable to these committees.

Given such arrangements, I strongly recommend that we not
establish any blanket prohibition against any relationship whatso-
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ever between American journalists and intelligence services. I
would particularly hope that we would not be so foolish as to forbid
any relationship between American intelligence services and the
journalists of foreign and even hostile powers. We do not need, for
example, the self-inflicted wound of being barred from intelligence
operations targeted against TASS.'

But I recognize the concern of our press over its independence,
and thus I agree fully with some restrictions on the CIA's relation-
ships with the American press. Some of those in existence date
from the early 1960's; I instituted others in 1973; Mr. George Bush
established more stringent ones in 1976,2 and Adm. Stansfield
Turner further clarified and limited this relationship earlier this
month.3 I believe the subject fully covered at this point and suggest
no further steps are needed beyond adopting Admiral Turner's
directive as a formal regulation.

But having said this, I call upon this committee to discharge the
other side of its responsibilities. You must control our intelligence
services and insure that they follow the policies of our country. But
you are equally obliged to insure that our intelligence services can
function so as to protect our country. One of the greatest areas of
frustration and difficulty in our clandestine intelligence work
abroad is the subject of cover. Intelligence officers cannot be effec-
tive in hostile areas of the world if they wear the initials CIA on
their hatbands. It is essential that we give these officers other
explanations for their presence, and for their contacts with the
secret intelligence sources that they must meet in other nations.
They must be allowed to live and work without exposure to hostile
counterintelligence services, to disaffected ex-employees, or to vi-
cious terrorists. If you accept that intelligence work is important to
the protection of our country, and both our laws and Presidential
Executive orders say that it is, as does the very existence of this
committee and its Senate counterpart, then you must also give CIA
the essential tools with which to do its work.

The last 10 years have seen a critical erosion of the cover under
which American intelligence officers must work. The Peace Corps,
the Fulbright scholars, the U.S. Information Agency, the U.S.
Agency for International Development and now journalisL are off
limits, and additional groups clamor to be included in this charmed
circle. But if one examines the resident American community in
many countries, it is obvious that the remaining areas of cover are
few and that many CIA officers are all too easy to identify. And
earnest investigators and even hostile groups are today busily en-
gaged in programs to expose them.

Thus, I ask this Committee to compensate for barring our intelli-
gence from the use of American journalist credentials by reversing
the tide of prohibition with respect to official cover. This committee
should insist that the agencies of the U.S. Government incorporate
in their ranks small numbers of intelligence officers under proper
administrative arrangements so that they are not revealed. This
will no more discredit the work of those agencies than the proper
performance of intelligence work under the firm guidelines and

I

'The official Soviet News Agency.
2See appendix A, p. 331.
'See appendix B, p. 333.
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supervision now established will discredit the United States as a
whole.

With this change, our journalists can be kept immune, and intel-
ligence can be improved. The melting ice floe of adequate cover has
already led to the tragic death of one of our officers and the
frustration of the work of a number of others. We must halt this
trend and decide sensibly and seriously which parts of the Ameri-
can scene should indeed be kept free of connection with intelli-
gence, and which can help discover the dangers and problems
abroad about which our country needs to know in the years ahead.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Colby, for a very good and useful

statement.
We want to welcome another member of the committee here. He

is not a member of the subcommittee, but we are happy to have
him and hope that he will be able to participate, the gentleman
from California, Mr. Mineta.

What I would propose to the members of the committee is that
we question the witnesses rather informally. I think rather than
have any specific -time limit, if we could just ask questions, and
then when you come to the end of a subject, yield the time. I think
we have enough time and not too many members; I think we would
all beable to ask all the questions we have in mind.

Let me just start, if I might, with just a couple of factual ques-
tions, Mr. Colby.

One is the question in your opening statement where it states
that "the melting ice floe of adequate cover has already led to the
tragic death of one of our officers * *

Was that Richard Welch?
Mr. COLBY. Mr. Welch, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. OK.
My second question concerns where you talk about the disinfor-

mation programs such as the bogus American documents distribut-
ed in Africa and described in congressional hearings in 1961. I am
not familiar with that.

Could you describe that, please?
Mr. COLBY. Well, they developed-there were various fake em-

bassy dispatches, American State Department cables and things
like that handed around to various leaders of African countries at
that time to show that somehow the American government and
CIA were involved in plots to overthrow them, and so forth.

The State Department sent a truth squad around to those coun-
tries to demonstrate by internal examination of the actual docu-
ments, compared with the format of real documents, that indeed
these were bogus and were fake and were distributed with the idea
of leading them astray.

Mr.AsPIN. Thank you.
L fme just ask one question to start the hearings, and then I

will yield the floor. Perhaps you could put"-it in as succinct a
manner as you can: Why is it necessary for the CIA to have
involvement with journalists at all? Why not say, OK, journalists
are off limits?

You have mentioned, for example, the diminishing cover and
that is a good point, but why journalists? What is it about journal-
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ists that is so useful to the CIA? Why do you need them particular-
ly?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think you have to start back one point which
is why do you have to have anybody other than an official repre-
sentative of the United States abroad? Why do you have to have a
fellow outside of the embassy official community?

Because he can get to people that officials cannot get to. Because
he can circulate in areas without bringing with him the official
presence of the United States. He can speak to people who would
not speak to a representative of the American Embassy.

Now, obviously he is not going to be what is in our parlance a
real spy, because a spy is almost by definition a foreigner who is
within the other society, within the target group that you are after.
But you do need to maintain contact with such an individual, and
it is extremely difficult for a middle grade or junior officer in the
American embassy to be meeting on a street corner with a member
of a foreign politburo or the central committee of the Communist
Party in some neutral country where that group is a real threat to
what happens in that country. Therefore, you need somebody out-
side.

Now, if you look around as to who can do that best, the journal-
ist can circulate perhaps the best. The local businessman has
almost as difficult a time explaining why he is in contact with
some local trade union member as an official of the United States,
and, therefore, it is a matter of which possible contacts you could
use as against how many there are and then what you are willing
to do. As I say, I surrender on the journalist, but I think this is the
reason why many countries have used journalists. They do have
the ability to circulate much more broadly than many other intelli-
gence representatives abroad.

Mr. ASPIN. So basically they can go and talk to a lot of people
and ask a lot of questions without--

Mr. COLBY. Without arousing that degree of suspicion.
Mr. ASPIN. The other side of the question is what dangers do you

see in the relationship between the CIA and the journalists? I
mean, what is it that we are really trying to protect from your
point of view?

Mr. COLBY. To me the key element is that our Government not
determine what the opinion of our citizens should be. That is what
our free press is all about, that the press make up its own mind
independently as to what it puts in its media. And that I think is
the critical element of the constitutional relationship. As I say, the
problem of discrediting journalists by using them as intelligence
agents, I don't think that is a substantial ore, although naturally it
is a matter of concern to everybody and that is a matter of the
wisdom with which you use this, I mean, how careful you are to
protect that cover.

But from a constitutional point of view, I think the fundamental
thing is to prevent our Government from determining what our
people should read in their free press.

Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Colby.
Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. I take it, Mr. Colby, that your position is and has

been for some time that the CIA should not pay the journalists.
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They should not be employees of the CIA, and additionally, journal-
ists should not be under contract to the CIA; but the CIA, when-
ever it can, may obtain information from journalists on a voluntary
basis.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think I would extend the first part of your
equation to a larger one, whether it is paid or unpaid, employed or
not. I think this has been a moving regulation. I set up a regula-
tion that the full time staff members of regular journals not "Ca
CIA contacts and active relationships. Mr. Bush cut that-reduced
that by saying anyone accredited by an American journal, that is,
even a foreigner.

Mr. BOLAND. How do you describe the word "accredited"?
Mr. COLBY. "Accredited" in that context I think means some

indication from that particular journal or news media outlet that
that person represents him in any way, either as a stringer, a
freelancer, whatever, if he has a document, any kind of indication
of sponsorship by that journal. There are many journals which had
stringers around the world who presented themselves as represen-
tatives of particular American journals, although they were not
regular staff employees.

Now, Admiral Turner's restriction goes further than that. It
accepts the idea that no accreditation, no one foreign or American
accredited by any journal, but then he adds a different element to
Mr. Bush's. Mr. Bush has said no paid or contractual relationship.
Admiral Turner's statement is no relationship, any relationship is
off limits, and then he makes an exception for the independent
exchange of views with the representative abroad, which I think is
accurate, and I think that Admiral Turner's restriction, as I indi-
cate, is probably the one that should stick right now.

Mr. BOLAND. Of course, no one would object to the independent
exchange of views between the Agency and the journalist.

Mr. COLBY. Some would. Some would.
Mr. BOLAND. Some might?
Mr. COLBY. Some do.
Mr. BOLAND. Some do.
I would think that would be very few, though, because I would

think most journalists and newsmen would recognize the fact that
a great source of their information is the CIA, and they have to
have the ability and judgment to really balance it and determine
whether or not that which is said to them is really valid-whether
it is white or whether it is grey or whether it is black.

Mr. COLBY. Surely.
Mr. BOLAND. And I would think the good judgment of those in

the field, provided they have no connections with CIA, would give
them the opportunity to determine whether or not the information
which they seek and which they obtain ought to be used by them.

Mr. COLBY. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. I think that more
and more of CIA's product should be made available publicly as
well as on background to journalists, and still protect the source.

Mr. BOLAND. Reporters, I think, and I am talking about accredit-
ed reporters, those who are not under contract and those who are
not paid, would be perhaps the best source for information for the
Agency in foreign nations. They have great lines of communica-
tions themselves to some people whom the CIA has no contact
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with, and usually their personality is the kind that oftentimes will
unearth stories the CIA could not unearth.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think more it lies in the area of judgment and
experience in that area. In some areas, the resident American
journalist has been there for a number of years. He circulates
around our Government and the local government and various
other places, and then makes his own judgments as to what he
writes for his journal, and is- perfectly proper. The CIA officer is
one of his sources. He checks in with him occasionally, the CIA
chief of station. I think there is no problem with that.

Obviously most journalists will tell you that you don't just ask
questions. You engage in a conversation in which there is an
exchange and a discussion of information. Out of this exchange,
some of the judgments rather than the simple information-the
judgments of the journalist are of advantage to the local American
CIA officer in getting a better understanding of the background of
politics, the general culture of that atmosphere, and so there is a
net benefit from it, but it is not a specific item of information
reported to him.

Mr. BOLAND. Journalists use that tack pretty well, I think; in-
stead of asking specific and direct questions, they are conversation-
al and they are engaging.

Mr. COLBY. An exchange of views.
Mr. BOLAND. Unfortunately, at times they are not forgetful of

those conversations.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Colby, many years ago Allen Dulles established a policy

which said that we can neither affirm nor deny any charges made
against CIA because to do so would be giving additional-would be
giving information away and either denying or affirming in effect
would be broadcasting the charges.

I think you probably made the major change in that policy when
you came in, and I think I was somewhat doubtful about the
validity of it or the wisdom in doing it, but I must say that with
the cloud that CIA has been operating under as a result of Water-
gate and other such things, this policy that you adopted 1-think has
proved to be correct.

Are you familiar with the new statement of CIA relationships,
regulations on relationships with the U.S. news media that Admi-
ral Turner--

Mr. COLBY. I have a copy of it, yes.
Mr. WILSON. Do you pretty fully subscribe to the new regula-

tions?
Mr. COLBY. Yes, I think so.
Mr. WILSON. I think it might be well, Mr. Chairman, to put this

in the record, the Central Intelligence Agency memorandum for
the media because it should be a subject of discussion before this
committee anyway.

Mr. ASPIN. Without objection.
[The information referred to appears as appendix B, p. 333.]
Mr. WILSON. Are there any specific points in this two-page state-

ment, Mr. Colby, that you might differ with Admiral Turner?
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Mr. COLBY. I think the phrasing of the paragraph 1(a), "enter
into any relationships", that is very broad. That would presumably
include the informal exchange, but then he gets out of that on the
next page by saying that there are certain limitations on the policy
that he stated, so that I think he solves that difficulty.

Mr. WILSON. But he does say in that "enter into any relation-
ships" "for the purpose of conducting any intelligence activities."

That more or less, to me anyway, implies a contractual relation-
ship for--

Mr. COLBY. I think, no, that would include a conversation with a
local journalist discussing what is going on in the local govern-
ment, because the obvious CIA purpose is to find out what is going
on, and as I say, in modern intelligence, what is openly known is

------ just as much intelligence as what is secret.
Mr. WILSON. Do you think that these policies will be unduly

restrictive on the obtaining of information?
Mr. COLBY. Well, as I say, Mr. Wilson, I am concerned that this

process of erosion continue, that I think I would agree with the
chairman that the importance of the press in America gives it a
very special status, but if we begin to running through large por-
tions of the American scene and say each of those has a special
status, we end up with nothing in the way of cover, and that I
think would be dangerous, and therefore that is why I have
dragged my feet on some of these things even though there has
been self-restraint by CIA. I hate to see these restraints established
because then other groups clamor to be included within the group.
- Mr. WILSON. In other words, you are saying that we have gone

-T -aboutas far as we can go in this.
Mr6-C--BV. We have. I think that there are a lot of other groups

that would like to be included in this category of not having any
relationship with CIA, and if this keeps on going, it will include
some very broad groups indeed.

Mr. WILSON. Well, that brings up one of the points in your
remarks, your statement about other agencies of the Government
being allowed to particpate on a regulated basis in helping the CIA.

Mr. COLBY. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. Is that--
Mr. COLBY. Well, that-you see, the strange thing is that it was

really within the Government itself that this process of pushing
CIA out of the way started, with the Peace Corps, the USIA, AID,
all the other groups, the Fulbrights and so forth, and my point is
that if there are private groups in America that we want to keep
immune, fine, but one who works for the U.S. Government I think
must accept the fact that he is a part of a large government and
part of his obligations are to help the other aspects of the U.S.
Government do their job. I don't think you could properly set up a
rule that said that no Foreign Service officer will have any contact
with any military officer. It would be flatly absurd, in other words,
that he would try to keep himself totally apart from anything to do
with force or violence or military affairs. That would be absurd.

Similarly, I think it is wrong for any part of the American
Government to say they will have nothing to do with any intelli-
gence work, if we condutL intelligence work under the guidelines
and under the supervision that we now have.
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Now, that doesn't mean that there won't be some mistakes, some
exposures, some errors. That occurs in all elements of the govern-
ment. I think the Congress does a very good job in pointing those
out from time to time, and it will undoubtedly occur in intelligence
in the future. But I think that we also have to recognize that
intelligence needs cover in order to operate.

Mr. WILSON. Do you know of any similar restrictions on foreign
governments' intelligence activities operating in this country? Of
course, that was not your jurisdiction, but you must have been
aware of some Russian intelligence operations.

Do they put restrictions like this on their'---
Mr. COLBY. They do not. The Soviet ones, I know, are very broad

in their relationships with their intelligence people.
Certain other countries do restrain themselves in this country

just as we in certain other countries restrain ourselves.
Mr. WILSON. You mean we have to assume that anybody who

works for a Communist government in this country--
Mr. COLBY. Might be.
Mr. WILSON [continuing]. Is a possible agent.
Mr. COLBY. Is a possible, and I don't think that makes very much

difference. You know he is a possible and you pay attention to him
as a possible. It doesn't affect his ability to operate as a representa-
tive of his government.

Mr. WILSON. That's all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOLAND. Will the gentleman yield for one question?
As a followup to Mr. Wilson's question on whether or not other

governments impose' restrictions on the activities of reporters or
the connections of those governments with newsmen, I wonder
whether or riot any of the departments of our Government impose
these restrictions on our newsmen. I am talking about the State
Department and other departments of the Government which, of
course, have offices in many areas of the world.

Mr. COLBY. Well, certainly some of the our Government agencies
have given instructions to their own personnel as to how to handle
newsmen who come to the door, that they should be sent to the
press office and things of this nature, and I think this is true in the
military and other elements of the U.S. Government. It is what can
only be called a defensive approach, trying to keep the access of
the newsmen within some channels that the management of the
agency can control.

I think that is different, though, from your question as to wheth-
er they are using them aggressively rather than defensively.

Mr. BOLAND. And whether or not any of those departments or
agencies of the government might have had paid journalists on
their staffs.

Mr. COLBY. Well, there are a certain number of journalists who
have moved into press officer positions in the military, in the
National Security Council and various other places and then re-
turned to private life, and a few of them have written rather
extensive discussions of what they learned while they were in the
Government. I think there is some doubt in the press as to whether
this is good practice. I know there is doubt in my mind as to
whether it is a good practice. I think some of the articles we have
read have been the kind of information exchange within the Gov-

24-353 0 - 78 . 2
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ernment, and then to find it in the pages of the press a couple of
years later in an expose I think is kind of a surprise.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am just wondering with the recent directive put out by Admiral

Turner, would you interpret it as saying that contact-at least for
information gathering purposes-ought not to take place?

Mr. COLBY. I think what it says is that if you go-if you are a
station chief in a foreign country, you would be proscribed from
going to the local AP-American AP representative and saying will
you go do this for me, whether you pay him or not. I think it would
be proscribed. However, if he comes into the office or if you meet
him at a party or have lunch with him and you discuss that is_
happening in the country as a general, well what do you think is
happening and what do I think is happening, and there is a kind of
an exchange of views, that would be all right.

It is the difference between leaving you with a mission or just
exchange of views, and no funds involved in the exchange of views
either.

Mr. MINETA. It seems to me one of the elements that distin-
guishes a democratic society from other forms of government is the
fact that it is a two-way street. Information flow, and the public's
right to know about what is going on, is a very great one and I am
just wondering whether or not that flow of information, whether or
not it is really "intelligence", isn't an important kind of facility
that ought to be available to the press as well?

Mr. COLBY. I think it should in much higher degree than we have
had it in the past and even than I was able to bring about. Quite
frankly, I think that a great amount of CIA's intelligence-and by
that I mean the modern intelligence, which is the accumulation of
all kinds of information and then judgments about them, should be
put out in unclassified form.

Now, there are many things that are unclassified today. We can
discuss here in great detail the numbers and characteristim of
Soviet missiles which we have learned from very sensitivg~hd
delicate sources, but we can talk about the substance. We don't
talk about the sources.

I would like to apply' the same principle that our press has,
which is putting the substance of the information out but their
insistence on protecting the source.

Now, I think that will require some changes in the normal
procedures of intelligence, which has been to incorporate the
source in the report. Therefore, if the report leaks the source leaks,
and I think that we have to experiment with ways in which we can
put the material out in unclassified form but without reference to
the specific source so that you do protect the source.

Nobody knows who Deep Throat is, but we all have benefited by
his information. Now, I think that is the standard I would like to
apply to intelligence as well.

Mr. MINrrA. And yet national security is usually the reason
given for nondisclosure of even something that is already available
in various media.
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How do you distinguish that fine line between the public's right
to know and that?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I would use the source as the distinction, the
intelligence source, I think, though, that there is another area,
however. There are certain things that you want to keep secret
because they are a particular technological weapons system, say,
that our country has. It has nothing to do With intelligence, but a
particular secret that gives us a net advantage in the world for a
certain length of time, you want to keep it secret. Some of our
diplomatic relationships have to be kept secret.

To some degree in diplomatic exhanges, there are some situa-
tions that the other country can be well aware of but they don't
want us to admit because then they are forced to react if we
officially state it, and I think this is the category that frequently is
thought of as a violation of any reason in national security to
prevent the Government speaking. There are certain operations
which have become exposed that other countries, that the press
knows about, and yet that our Government has not spoken official-
ly on. And it is deliberate. That not speaking officially is deliberat-
ly set in order to avoid pushing the other country into a corner and
making him react.

In Khrushchev's memoirs, he very clearly points out that the
thing that upset him about the U-2 downing in 1960 was not so
much the U-2 flying over his country, or even the false cover story
that CIA put out at the time about a weather plane off course. He
says in his memoirs that the thing that really sent him up the wall
and made him cancel the Paris summit conference was when Presi-
dent Eisenhower felt that he had to state that he personally had
approved that mission. That made it a challenge. Up to that time
he was dealing with a kind of an ambiguous thing as to who was
responsible, but then it became a challenge by a chief of state that
he had a right to fly over the other chief of state's country, and Mr.
Khrushchev felt that he had to react to that particular challenge.

Mr. MINETA. You say you are concerned about the growing ring
of exempt agencies for use of cover, and you don't feel that Govern-
ment employees as such should be exempted.

Would you make a distinction between the public and private
sector then?

Mr. COLBY. Oh, well-yes, I would say that if we could get a
reasonable relationship with the members of the U.S. Government,
whoever they may be-and there may be one or two that you
would like to except there, just so long as it doesn't get too broad-
then you could be more restrictive with respect to outsiders, with
the private sector.

I would not bar anybody in the private sector because again that
would mean that all intelligence officers were sitting in an embas-
sy.

But nonetheless, I would think you could be a little more restric-
tive in the nongovernmental area if you are a little less restrictive
in the governmental area.

Mr. MINErA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Mr. Colby, let me just follow up on some of the questions that

people have been asking about the Turner directive, because I
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think your interpretation of it is very, very interesting and one
that I wondered about myself. I guess eventually we are going to
have to ask Admiral Turner when he comes up just what his
interpretation of that memorandum is; but your understanding is
that any relationships with full or part time journalists would
mean voluntary things. That paragraph, coupled with the para-
graph on the back, which says "does not deny any person an
opportunity to furnish information," implies: What page 1 taketh
away, page 2 giveth back-only in part, though, right?

Mr. COLBY. Only in part.
Mr. AsPIN. Because there certainly are voluntary relationships

which a journalist might in good conscience undertake with the
CIA, for example, allowing the CIA to prior task him, suggesting
areas that he might look at. It has been suggested that members of
the press have been asked and have in fact hosted parties to
provide the chance for members of the intelligence community to
meet some contacts, acted as couriers for information or money
being passed, or conducted agents spotting, some of the things that
are involved with identifying agents as potential spies-saying to
this gentleman, here is a likely suspect, here is a good person, this
kind of thing.

But it is your understanding that all of those things, even volun-
tarily, are barred by the Turner directive.

Mr. COLBY. It would bar anything other than the giving of infor-
mation.

Mr. ASPIN. Of information, which is--
Mr. COLBY. Anything other than the giving of information.
Mr. ASPIN. And that has to be initiated on behalf of the--
Mr. COLBY. Of the newsman.
Mr. ASPIN. So really this would even bar calling up a journalist

coming back and asking him if he would be interested in debrief-
ing? Would that be barred by this, do you think?

Mr. COLBY. Asking him if he wants to, overtly, I think it men-
tions in there, would be all right, I think.

Mr. ASPIN. So you could ask him if he wanted to come out to the
Agency and be debriefed and tell us what you learned.

Mr. COLBY. I think the point being the essential characteristic of
the open relationship, that it would be an openly admitted relation-
ship.

Now, that isn't necessarily true among other American citizens.
In other words, CIA frequently can assure to an American citizen

who tells us something that we will not reveal our source, but I
think in this situation we are saying that in the journalist area, we
are not going to have even that kind of a quiet, confidential rela-
tionship. I think any relationship, the change from any paid or
contractual to any is a very, very broad.

Mr. AsPIN. It seems to me when I read it I thought that was
important.

Would it also, in your view, eliminate, for example, calling up
and asking if they wanted to be prebriefed? That may not happen
very often. I guess mostly the prebriefing is instituted on behalf of
the journalist. But would the directive preclude prebriefing?
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Mr. COLBY. Well, I think the prebriefing, again I would say yes,
an aggressive chasing of a journalist would be excluded under this
because there is a tasking involved.

I mean, if you tell him to look at what the factory smokestack
looks like, you know--

Mr. AsPIN. It gets very close to the tasking.
Mr. COLBY [continuing]. Why, you are really giving him a chore.
Mr. AsPIN. Yes, I know, the dividing line between prebriefing

and tasking is sometimes very, very difficult because the journalist
will ask, well, what should I look at and what should I be looking
for.

Mr. COLBY. Well, if he asks, then--
Mr. ASPIN. You can suggest.
Mr. COLBY. I would say sure, the questions we have about this

country are what are the state of the health of the leaders, you
know, what are the factions. These are the questions that we in the
intelligence business don't know. There is no commitment that he
is going to come back and tell us what he learned.

Mr. AsPIN. I think your interpretation is very interestLig because
I think that was my interpretation of reading the directive; and I
think it is much bigger and much broader than anybody thought
when Admiral Turner put it out.

Mr. COLBY. And again, I accept that, you know, the press is
concerned about its independence, and let's recognize it.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask you about people in connection with the
Turner directive because I think that is another aspect of the
question.

We have got a chart that lists the people who are usually talked
about in this connection with the direction.'

First, is the full and part time accredited journalists, second,
then, the stringers. Third, is nonjournalist staff employees. Fourth,
is editors and media policymakers. And then, fifth, there is free-
lancers, and then, of course, the whole area of the foreign media;
but the Bush directive of February 19762 really dealt with the first
item: full and part time accredited journalists. The Turner direc-
tive--

Mr. COLBY. Stringers would probably be included in that, too,
because normally the stringer is dealing with a particular journal.

Mr. AsPIN. All right.
Mr. COLBY. There would be some way-
Mr. ASPIN. Because there was some question as to whether

stringers applied under the Bush directive.
Mr. COLBY. If you were a total freelancer, then I think it would

be open, dealing with half a dozen different journals.
Mr. ASPIN. But anyway, the Turner directive does include string-

ers specifically. It mentions them.
Mr. COLBY. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. So now we have full and pai-t time accredited journal-

ists and stringers specifically mentioned.
In the Turner directive, nonjournalist staff employees are fair

game if management knows.

'See appendix C, p. 335.
2See appendix A, p. 331.
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Mr. COLBY. If management-yes.
Mr. ASPIN. So there is some question raised by some people

whether that is proper or that is not proper; but there are two
other areas that people have very often suggested ought to be
included in a directive such as the one of Admiral Turner's. One is
the editors and media policymakers, and the other is freelancers,
particularly freelancers who write often for a U.S. news outlet.
Those two are perhaps the ones that I think people say, well, the
Turner directive or the CIA directive, really ought to be broadened
to include those two categories if you are really concerned about
the content of American media. Some freelancers who write fre-
quently for the American press are certainly as important as full
time accredited journalists or stringers, and others, editors and
media policymakers, in other words, the people back in the home
office who shape and help determine what gets in the paper or how
the things is rewritten, or how it comes out, or editorial content,
are equally important.

What would be your views about those two groups of people
being included in a directive?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I would start from the point of view that a
freelancer is selling his copy to whoever is going to buy it, both
foreign and domestic, foreign and American, but he-I don't find
any particular moral issue involved in the use of a freelancer in
that respect because the editor to whom he submits his material
knows that he is dealing with a total outsider, and so the editor is
going to make an editorial judgment about whether this material
should be used or not.

Mr. BOLAND. And they are going to be much more careful.
Mr. COLBY. He's going to be more careful, exactly, than about

one that he has on some kind of a firm relationship.
Therefore, I would say that the broad phrasing here might ex-

clude some freelancers, but that if a freelancer began to get an
association with a particular journal and became known around
the town as writing frequently for the XYZ Gazette, then, he would
probably fall into the prohibited category. If he was just some
fellow that sent home letters to the editors once in a while and
maybe got a couple of dollars for one or two of them, then I don't
think he is so set as an American journalist, in that sense, that he
would have to be included.

Mr. ASPIN. How about the editors and media policymaker?
Mr. COLBY. The editors and media-in a way, they are journal-

ists, let's face it.
Mr. ASPIN. I see.
Mr. COLBY. And in that sense I think they are included as

journalists because they are an important part of the journalist
function.

Mr. AsPIN. So your interpretation of the Turner directive would
be actually to include those people already.

Mr. COLBY. Oh yes.
Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Mr. COLBY. I mean, I couldn't imagine anything you would want

less than to have the editor of the something or other Times as a
CIA paid intelligence officer. No, I think he fits clearly into the
journalist category there.
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Mr. AsPIN. When you say that the important thing is not to get
something into the American media that shouldn't be, your posi-
tion is very, very clear.

I am wondering about the question of credibility which is an-
other thing that other people are worried about, to make sure that
the American press remains credible. I think there are a number
of people who would say that what we really ought to do is sever
these relationships so that I as a reader of the press can believe
what I read, and I think that some of those people might want to
broaden that, and I am thinking particularly about freelancers.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think the answer to that is that you as a
member of the American public pick up a journal and you are
reading information that comes from all sorts of sources--

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Mr. COLBY. Foreign, domestic, interested types, noninterested

types, objective, very prejudiced, all the rest of it, filtered through
the staff journalists and staff editors who decide what should be
presented to the public, that you are putting your judgment, your
faith in that editorial process rather than in the origin of the
particular information.

Mr. MINETA. Would the Chairman yield?
Mr. ASPIN. Surely.
Mr. MINETA. I am wondering if we can make a distinction be-

tween the people and their work product because to a certain
extent we are concentrating on the written media here; but what
about the work product of, let's say television cameramen? Is that
something that CIA should have access to or look at, say, a smoke-
stack or a construction project that has some kind of a tube there,
or an underground shelter program going on.

Is that something of importance?
Mr. COLBY. Well, some of the journalists take the position that

anything that doesn't occur in the published-and that includes
the TV media-on the project should be totally held away from
government.

Now, I think many of us will accept that the government should
not be able to subpena it, that there are certain implications in the
editorial process that are involved in that, but if the journal and
the station openly and voluntarily, and openly I think is important
there, without any secrecy involved, lets the official look at some-
thing which is not made public generally, as a voluntary act,
without pay, without any kind of a relationship, I don't see. any
great problem with it, any any more than I see a problem with the
American who travels abroad who comes back and tells his Ameri-
can Government that, gee, I noticed something very significant
over there. I don't think that affects his independence. It would
affect his independence if he were sent over there and paid to come
back with the right information, but it wouldn't affect his indepen-
dence' if he just comes home and lets the Government know.

Similarly, I don't think it would affect the independence of one
of our news channels to let the Government look at the full take
on some particular set of scenes that were in an area of great
importance to us, provided this was not any secret arrangement,
just made available anything you want to see on this that would be
very useful, go ahead.
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Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. In other words, in a conversation over lunch or a

martini, a newsman working for AP in some foreign city said I had
an opportunity to visit some military base and I surreptitiously
took some pictures.

Mr. COLBY. We probably would not want to take those, quite
frankly, because we would be afraid that he would be arrested with
that and with that evidence of passing it over to us, that that kind
of thing would be very dubious.

But if he took his pictures and then he used half a dozen of them
in his show, that he had 50 others, yes, we might like to look
through the others.

Mr. WILSON. Well, that's sort of like it was covered in what Life
and Time used to do. They always took 1,000 pictures for every 1
printed, and the Agency was interested in pictures they took of the
May Day parade in Moscow, and so they weren't working for CIA if
they showed these other pictures that were never--

Mr. COLBY. Sometimes if you get one piture of a weapon, it leaves
you very dubious as to what the real measurements are. If you get
another picture, you can tell them very precisely.

Mr. WILSON. Do you think that Admiral Turner's regulations
would proscribe that?

Mr. COLBY. No; that's the voluntary furnishing of information.
That's perfectly all right, I think.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Colby, talk for a little while about foreign media
because I think that is clearly where the debate is now.

There's a number of people who have said that we ought to apply
the same standards to foreign media that we apply to our own. I
know that Senator Inouye has in his , nd of the year report'
suggested that the foreign media be off limits to the CIA. The
American Society of Newspaper Editors has made that suggestion.2

A number of people writing, including Charles Seib, who writes for
the Washington Post upon this subject, has said that foreign media
should not be part of the CIA's assets and part of their apparatus.3

Why is it important to have the foreign media?
Mr. COLBY. I don't believe in unilateral disarmanent, Mr. Chair-

man. I don't believe we ought to dispose of our Army and our Navy
in the hopes that the other countries will do the same.

The fact is that there is an international ideological contest
going on, a very significant one to people like Mr. Lenin, even
recently Mr. Brezhnev who made a particular point of saying yes,
co-existence, but no, that does not mean the end of the contest of
ideologies. The ideology is a contest in terms of ideas. How are
those presented? Through the media to the mass of the people, and
consequently, I believe that we should not disarm ourselves in this
contest in the hopes that the rest of the world will be gentlemen.

Mr. ASPIN. First of all, I guess the foreign media is used differ-
ently or is useful to the Agency in a different context from the
domestic media. Really the thing that you want out of American
journalists is usually intelligence. You are not anxiously using--

'Senator Daniel K. Inouye, chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, report to
the Senate, Dec. 1, 1977, p. 9.

'See testimony of Eugene Patterson, p. 242.
'See appendix F, p. ?38.
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Mr. COLBY. You try to stay away from them.
Mr. ASPIN. For propaganda or for agent handling or for anything

else; but I take it in the foreign media those other things tend to be
more important, and particularly with the propaganda aspect tends
to be a lot more important.

Mr. COLBY. Yes, certainly, although I would say that you I am
sure are well aware that the political and paramilitary work of
CIA in the 1950's was something like 40 odd, 50 percent of its
budget.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Mr. COLBY. Very active programs of all sorts, everything from

the war in Laos to the newspaper articles in various countries
around the world. It was part of this context. Today that percent-
age has dropped to something less than 2 percent, I don't know the
figures anymore, but I gather it is somewhere down in there, that
is, there is very little of this going on because of the change in the
nature of the world today.

But I look ahead to the next 10 and 20 years and some of the
ideological contests that may come upon us, and I think that we
are going to need a way of putting out information, views, opinions,
ideas important to our country in foreign media, in foreign areas,
and not just hope that they are going to cover them.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you. I think that is very good.
Let me tell you what the people who have made objections to

using foreign media say, just to catch your reaction if I might.
One is kind of a moral, ethical position that what this country

stands for-as opposed to our principal rivals in the world, totali-
tarian regimes, the Soviet Union particularly-is freedom of the
press. I think one of the things that distinguishes our two forms of
government is freedom of the press, and that freedom of the press
is one of our big selling points and one of the things we use when
we are in ideological dispute, arguing not so much with them but
with Third World countries. Why is the United States better than
the Soviet Union? We have a free press.

Isn't that undermined by a situation which allows the CIA to use
the foreign media? By permitting us to treat foreign media differ-
ently from our own media, aren't we in a sense undermining our
position in the world that way?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think that the alternative-in the first place;
no, I don't think so, because what we are talking about is life in
the United States, and life in the United States does have a free
press. Life in the United States has a lot of other qualities that
attract people to us, free enterprise, our social security system, our
prosperity, all the other things, the free workings of the Congress,
all these-the free workings of the judiciary, all these attract to
the United States. This doesn't mean that we have to impose them
elsewhere, that we have to avoid dealing with anything other than
free enterprise abroad, that we won't deal with a state economy
someplace. It doesn't mean that at all. Of course we have to deal
with them.

The other side of the point, however, is that if we-abstain totally
from any influence through this means, then we give it to the
other groups who use this vehicle very assiduously. The best exam-
ple of that, of course, was in western Europe in the 1950's, the
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amount of covert assistance that was going into, say, the Italian
Communist Party and its mass of fronts at that time was conserva-
tively estimated as in the $50-million-a-year category.

Now, we can abandon the field, say no, we won't have anything
to do with anything else, and the situation will be dominated. by
those hostile views and hostile voices.

There are many hostile voices today saying what kind of society
we have. I think you will find that in an examination of our use of
this particular tool of foreign policy, the use of foreign press, that
in general we have tried to put forward true stories. There have
been a few that have been lopsided, but most of it is an attempt to
get our story, which is a true story, and the truth of the opposing
stories, the truth rather than the facade presented to the peoples of
the world through their own press, and that, therefore, it is a
matter of getting the information to them, and that if we don't try,
if we don't get it through that vehicle, they won't learn it.

Mr. BOLAND. That is a pretty important weapon, in the arsenal
of democracy, isn't it to get our word across?

Mr. COLBY. It is a very important weapon.
Mr. BOLAND. Which probably would prevent the more serious

undertakings down the road.
Mr. CoLBY. The intellectural communities in the early 1950's

were heavily, heavily dominated by the press, the organizations of
various cultural groups mounted and supported from the Soviet
Union. We know that. Yes; CIA did involved itself in a lot of
activities to meet that kind of a challenge, to support the people
who believed in freedom, free thought. We supported journals, we
supported organizations. I think we won that war because of the
quality of life in this country, that freedom was put over as really
existing here. But if we had not-spoken, then the demagogy of the
other side might well have won in a number of countries.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, is the measure whether or not some-
thing is a corrupting influence or not?

Mr. COLBY. That is a very difficult word to handle because obvi-
- ously there are occasions on which somebody who has less than

totally pure motives may think that he can get support to run
some kind of an effort from the United States, and we have been
involved in supporting things that really didn't work out very well
because of the quality of the individual.

Generally, you try to look for an effective, good leader, speaker,
whatever it is, and support him, but sometimes you make a mis-
take I think, the corruption thing would be hard to put as a
guideline. I think that the problem is it is very hard to make
guidelines, public guidelines of this nature, and that I think is why
we have this committee and the corresponding committee in the
Senate, so that you don't have to make these flat rules, that you
can supervise and check each individual case, and in sort of a case
system of determining policy by looking at each individual case
and then gradually letting the policy grow out of the distinctions
you have made.

Mr. MINETA. So far, our experience is the after-the-fact. We are
closing the barn door after something has happened. I think what
we are trying to do is figure out in advance what the dangers are
we ought to stay away from.
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Mr. COLBY. Well, I think that today-well, as I say, this 2-percent
figure that I mentioned indicates that we are not dealing with a
very large problem right at the moment. I think that there is an
opportunity here to get some principles settled by looking at indi-
vidual situations and finding some that are on the far side of the
line and some that are clearly on the near side of the line and
gradually determining from that where the line actually is rather
than artificially drawing a line, finding it later to be in the wrong
place, and then being unable to change it. I think that--

Mr. BOLAND. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, can you weight the value
of the overt propaganda, that is, stimulated by the USIA, and the
covert propaganda that is disseminated through paid foreign
media.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think the biggest propaganda that goes out of
this country is carried by our normal news services. That is the
thing that has the greatest impact abroad, obviously. The Ameri-
can news services, journals, TV, all the rest of the print and radio.
Government is a very small portion of that total quantity of news
and quantity of opinion going abroad. The USIA and the VOA, of
course, have a certain amount of that.

We still do have the Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty which
we took away from CIA a few years ago, but they are still continu-
ing to take those voices back into areas that otherwise would not
be supported in that way.

The additional aspect of the covert contribution, as I say, at this
moment is very small, less than 2 percent of CIA's activities budget
at the moment, but in that period of the cold war, it was very
substantial and I think it had a major impact on the development
of the policies of Western Europe in the 1950's, no question about
that. It had a very substantial impact, and I think an even bigger
impact than the official governmental machinery in some of those
areas.

Mr. BOLAND. Is the USIA an important source of propaganda we
are selling to the people who are listening?

Mr. COLBY. I think their charter is to put out accurate informa-
tion about the United States.

Mr. BOLAND. Does it get through, and is it effective?
Mr. COLBY. I think it is in great part; yes. I think they do a very

good job. I have known a lot of the USIA people and they have had
a lot of contacts with foreign press and outlets around the world.
Their libraries are very effective. They also are bombed once in a
while to show their effectiveness.

Mr. BOLAND. Is it, or can it be, as effective as the foreign media
that are using propaganda in describing our way of life and its
benefits and blessings?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think there are some situations in which an
individual in a foreign country is going to accept what USIA says
as the official view of the American Government about what it is
doing, but if it reads what a local journalist-columnist writes as his
opinion, then he is going to say well, that man speaks or thinks as
I do. He is a conational of mine, and that is his view, and that
seems to make sense.

Mr. BOLAND. Because a listener of the USIA certainly knows that
it is an Official outlet.
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Mr. COLBY. An official outlet, yes.
Mr. BOLAND. This is propaganda or an official respresenting this

Nation; while it would seem to me that the story in the foreign
press would be more believable by people who read it.

Mr. COLBY. If it is a reasonable story, of course.
Mr. BOLAND. And the ability to circulate that would be more

effective, too, in certain areas.
Mr. COLBY. In certain areas, yes.
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. Getting back to Admiral Turner's new directive and

your interpretation of it, which I think is important because you
have got enough background to know what he means--

Mr. COLBY. I haven't spoken to him about it.
Mr. WILSON. Well, I would be interested.
Assuming our case officers are so cleverly covert that a newspa-

perman, an American stringer in a foreign country, establishes a
friendship with him and the case officer under cover as an agricul-
tural attach is not suspected of being a CIA employee-would you
consider that relationship proscribed if he was pumping him for
information or was feeding him information that could be useful?

Mr. COLBY. Yes; in other words, if the CIA officer were pretend-
ing to be the agricultural attache, he obviously would have to deal
with respresentatives of the agricultural press, he would have to
talk to them and respond to their questions, and so forth, but if he
then began to say, well, look, why don't you do this, you do that for
his intelligence, total intelligence knowledge, and you can't distin-
guish covert from Overt at this point, began to task him and use
him, then I think he would clearly be getting over the line here. If
he were just exchanging views on what it looks like in the agricul-
tural areas, then that would be free.

Mr. WILSON. But supposing it is a foreign correspondent of TASS
or whatever it is, and he is the agricultural attach, and he wants
to give the foreign guy misinformation about our crops or whatever
it is, for some reason he wants to give some misinformation, this
would not be proscribed.

Mr. COLBY. No; technically it would not.
Mr. WILSON. Because he is dealing as an intelligence agent,

getting away with it in a covert manner, dealing with the foreign
press, and the foreign press not being aware ostensibly of what he
is doing.

Mr. COLBY. Right.
Mr. WILSON. So that is not a restriction.
Mr. COLBY. That would not be a restriction, nor 'would it be a

restriction to go ahead and recruit that foreign newsman as a
regular agent.

Mr. WILSON. In other words, he could actually, there is no pro-
scription on his actually making arrangements with any foreign
press person or editor or whatever.

Mr. COLBY. No, foreign press is not included.
Mr. WILSON. To feed him misinformation or elicit information

from him.
Mr. COLBY. No, nor to help him run his .Iournal. If his journal

was one that put out a favorable look about the United States, he
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would not have a restriction against recruiting the individual, pro-
viding him support in order that that word extended and went
further in that country.

Mr. WILSON. Wouldn't any covert operators have to be very
careful that they did not in fact give out false information that
would find its way back into the U.S. press.

Mr. COLBY. Well, in the first place, false information, as I indicat-
ed, is really fairly rare that CIA is involved because it is checkable,
and if it turns out to be false.

Mr. WIIsoN. Well, let's say military.
Mr. COLBY. The false information, he would certainly, giving it to

a foreign newsman, I think that he would say that that is going to
the foreigner. If he gave it to an American newsman, he would be
giving false information to the American newsman, to send to the
American media, that would be wrong, but if he gave it to a
foreign newsman to run in the local paper--

Mr. WILSON. Well, Aviation Week would pick it up the next day,
so we would have it back here.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think Aviation Week would already have it.
Mr. WILSON. All right, thank you.
Mr. COLBY. But that is a problem, what is called the feedback

problem, of being printed abroad and then being used here. It has
happened very rarely, I gather, but there have been a few minor
occasions on which it has.

Mr. WILSON. But I am with you in not wanting to have any more
proscriptions. That is why I am trying to bring out cases where in
your opinion--

Mr. COLBY. It would still work.
Mr. WILSON. It would still work despite these restrictions.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Mineta?
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Very quickly, Mr. Colby, in your statement on page 7 you say:
I believe the subject fully covered at this point and suggest no steps are needed

beyond adopting Admiral Turner's directive as a formal regulation.

Is it not already a formal form?
Mr. COLBY. Oh, it may be. I just-it says at the top that it is-

"ordered implementation of the following regulations.' I really am
not in touch with Admiral Turner on this, and so I don't know, but
just so that it isn't just a statement by one Director, that it is a
part of the formal regulations of the Agency, affecting the behavior
of the people in the Agency.

That may already have been done. I don't know
Mr. MINETA. Let me go one step further.
Do we need legislation in this area, or should we rely on the

ability of the media to protect themselves from being manipulated
by the CIA?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think that you may well have some legislative
limits here, but I would suggest that they be very carefully phrased
and not go into massive detail, but rather be more of a statutory
principle, leaving it to be implemented by regulations which this
committee can then review to see whether it is keeping in touch
with the proper policies.

But I think it would be a mistake to pass every phrase of this
into a law because of the difficulty of changing it. You might get in
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a situation 10 years from now where you would like to change it,
but if it is in a law, you couldn't, whereas if it were in a regulation
you could with the approval of the committee at the time.

Mr. MINETA. Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Colby, let me go back again to the foreign media

and let me press you a little further because you give very good
answers; but I want to make sure that you have a chance to
respond to the points that others will make when they say that by
using the foreign media we succeeded and we won the propaganda
war and it was important to get our point of view across. That
implies that the CIA was unable to get its point of view across on
its own.
- Is it your view, really, that the foreign media-and I don't mean

TASS, which is obviously different-but is the foreign media, even
in Western democratic countries, different than it is in this coun-
try?

Mr. COLBY. It is a bit different in their concept of their responsi-
bilities. They don't have the firm constitutional distinction that we
do between the press and the Government. There is much more of
a symbiotic relationship in many countries, not all but many. I
think many countries are tending toward our approach. I think
that is what some of the international associations of journalists
are moving toward, is more of a general recognition of a separate
role of press from government, but you know, it runs everywhere
from-and I don't mean just in the authoritarian countries-that
the press is thought of as much more of an educational tool than
independent.

Mr. ASPIN. An arm of the government or of a political party.
Mr. COLBY. Many countries view the idea of having their broad-

casts and their TV as totally independent of government as really
quite a shock.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Mr. COLBY. Because in most of the countries of the world those

services are run by government.
Mr. AsPIN. To be sure foreign journalists come with a lot of

ideological baggage that is not part of our scene. I mean, they write
for party publications, or the government controls the outlet.
-To +hat in part what you think is a justification or a rationale for

Cwhy we should also make sure that our point of view gets in there
and why it is necessary to have these kinds of contacts?

Mr. COLBY. No; I never justified what we did by what they do.
Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Mr. COLBY. I don't think that is a proper standard. I think we

have to justify what we do by the necessity of defending our coun-
try in this era of independent states, and appropriate limits to
what we will do, supervised by the Congress so that we stay within
the borders.

Now, we haven't done this in all cases. Don't get me wrong.
There have been all sorts of failures. But I think your ideal situa-
tion is to make an American judgment about what is proper and
what is not proper, and then enforce it, and it really has nothing to
do with what the KGB or the XYZ does in other countries. That is
a total separate problem. "I don't do it, they do it and therefore we
do it," is absolutely wrong.
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Mr. ASPIN. OK. Thank you.
Let me ask the second big problem of using the foreign media.

One is this kind of ethical question, the other is the feedback
question.

You say that feedback is relatively rare; but how do you handle
it? I mean, what do you do when you have got a story, we want to
put it out in a foreign media, and you have got a number of
chances for this to come back through 'replay" or feedback?

The Church committee, I know, listed two major concerns that
they had of feedback., One was in an area of the world where there
was not much coverage. If something had occurred and there were
very few media in that particular part of the world at the time,
whatever the propaganda was put out in that place tended to get
picked up and relayed as being the most relevant news.

The second problem was for area specialists, people who were
really specialists in the country, in universities and other things,
who really follow an area of the world very closely. If we put out a
story which is totally false propaganda, hov do you protect those
people against the domestic feedback of the planted story?

Mr. COLBY. It is a tough problem. I think I first have to say that.
Second, there are certain things you can do. For example, we have
had a relationship for many years that if a false story is put out by
the CIA, that the Ambassador, somebody of this nature will be told
of it so that he is not misled into believing that it is totally true. To
some extent there have been cases that I have read indicating that
Mr. Dulles or Mr. McCone or somebody went to a couple of the
journals and told them not to use the material coming from a
certain press agency that was being supported by us abroad. Now,
that doesn't catch every individual citizen, but it does catch the
major journals, the major people.

To a limited extent you could do that then. I am not sure you
could do it now. Today you would probably generate a story by
doing it, and, therefore, you can't do that now, but I think that
let's accept that there may be a de minimis area here where if it is
just a little story at the bottom of page 14, it really doesn't matter
that much. If we report the fact that some political group is rising
in strength and becoming better in a country, and if that is just a
little item over here, it is not going to affect American opinion in
the broad sense at all.

If it does become a major story in that country, then, maybe it is
becoming a major fact as well. Maybe it started as just an idea and
maybe as just a story, but if it becomes a major fact thanks to the
kinds of support it got, then, it is a real fact even though it
originated, and I think that was true of some of the cultural groups
and political groups that we did support and assist in the 1950's
and 1960's, that they became real facts, even though they were
initiated deliberately as an effort to get another voice into the
forum.

Again I go back to the basic point that most of these must have
some basis in truth. Otherwise they won't fly, that the image of the
totally false story suddenly dominating American media is just not

'See final report of the Select Committee to Study Government Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Activties, Report No. 94-755, book I, p. 197 ft.
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going to happen, because in the first place, if it is that big of a
story, if it is beyond the de minimis area, American media will
start to focus on it and show there is nothing there. If it does
become a big story, it becomes a real big story, even though it may
have originated--

Mr. AsPIN. I think you put your finger on a more difficult part of
the problem; these things are not just black and white. There is not
a totally false story and there is a totally true story. What you
really have, I would guess, in 85 percent of the cases, or maybe
that is too high, is some kind of a story which has some aspect of
fact to it, but then it is given a little bit of a twist or given some
kind of an interpretation or a certain slant to try and get that part
across.

How, then, can you protect against the feedback of that kind of
slant? I mean, that is what seems so awfully difficult.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think you there have to make the distinction
between whether it is a big story, and if it really became a big
story with no foundation at all, then you would have a problem. I
think the post mortems of some of the coups that have occurred
around the world have indicated that the propaganda quotient of it
was very high as distinct from the actual force used, and that in at
least two countries, the political situation in that country was
changed by the degree of propaganda put out exaggerating the
truth of a very small resistance group which then won thanks to
that propaganda. Now, you can argue about whether we should
have done it or not in each case, but the fact is that in that case
you did produce a result and once the result was there, it was a
result, even though it started with an exaggeration of the size of
resistance that was actually there.

Mr. AsPIN. In other words, if you do the job well, the story
becomes true.

Mr. COLBY. Yes, sure, if you support the XYZ party and it wins
the election, it is true.

Mr. AsPIN. No; that is certainly the case. I am not sure that is
what we want, but--

Mr. COLBY. You may want the XYZ party to win instead of the
ABC party in that country which would be very hostile to the
United States.

Mr. AePIN. One of the cases where we do have some example of
feedback on the record is the propaganda assessment that followed
the efforts against Allende in Chile.

Now here is a case where the Church committee came up with
the document that showed under the CIA's auspices there were
stories planted and they were relayed throughout all of Latin
America, and it did note that there was some kind of assessment
and these did come back into American press in some 9f the major
publications. I think what we really are concerned abohk is asking
the question about when you have got a whole campaign ke that,
how do you do it? I mean it is not just a story where you cdn phone
up people and say, hey, don't pay attention to this. It is a whole
kind of campaign, a whole point of view which is being put out in
many, many ways.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think in that situation there was a legitimate
difference as to what the true story really was. Now, in that
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situation the one story was being put out, that the situation looked,
we'll say, pink, and it was a question of whether enough attention
could be gotten to the story that it was, let's say, green, so that the
latter became at least competitive, or whether the government-
supported story was going to dominate totally, and I mean the
foreign government-supported story.

Now, the CIA program was to try to get the other story generally
circulated and develop the amount of opinion that gave it credibil-
ity and gave it some attention, and in that case it was accepted
that that was effective and the program centered around it, and
some of the American press did pick it up.

I think that was another one in which the question was not
whether the raw facts were true-they probably were true on both
stories. The basic facts were probably true. The question was
whether this selective group of facts was going to dominate public
consciousness, or another group of facts would also be in public
consciousness, and CIA's effort was to make sure that this set got a
full run, and in that case it did, and in that case I think you got
into another situation where with a reasonable amount of success
in doing it, it became a real fact, that it really did become an
appropriate interpretation of what was going on.

Mr. ASPIN. I am beginning to understand why there are so few
black propaganda campaigns.

Mr. COLBY. Really, black is almost impossible to handle.
Mr. ASPIN. Is there a formal mechanism in the Government for

alerting people on the black propaganda?
Mr. COLBY. Well, I can't say right now, but I know that there was

one at various times. If there was a pure black story, then there
were certain arrangements, we had to inform certain people-and I
have forgotten who there were right now-but second, of course,
you had the various committees which went under various num-
bers 40 and 303 and all those, and there is the present one, where
the general program has to be submitted for overall approval, and
today, of course, any such program would have to be brought here
to this committee right away after the President has approved it.

Mr. ASPIN. But it really is mostly, I suppose, limited to fairly
high officials in the Government, in the executive branch, the 40
committee and now--

Mr. COLBY. Yes; although there are staff members, some of whom
have written books.

Mr. AsPIN. I don't know, it is a tough area because it probably
doesn't go down very far and you have people who, of course, are
probably very important in funneling or in making policy at lower
levels who may be misinformed by what is going on.

You have got area specialists who are writing and who may
eventually come into the Government and become high officials
who didn't know at the time what it was, and when they come
back in there is no attempt to brief them and say, hey, all of these
stories were false. So, sure, the current Secretary of State knows
but somebody who is out of Government, say, a lawyer in New
York who is going to be the Secretary of State in the next adrninis-
tration, may get the wrong impression. It is just a very difficult
situation.

24-353 0- 78- 3
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Mr. COLBY. They are generally briefed on anything that is impor-
tant to him. In other words. if he has to deal with the Prime
Minister of country X, then I think he will probably be told that 10
years ago that CIA had something to do with his arrival in power
through some assistance or whatever so that he will be able to
handle the conversation. There have been one of two exceptions to
that, too, but generally I think--

Mr. ASPIN. Do you think it is practical to try and notify media?
Mr. COLBY. These days it is practically impossible, unfortunately.

As I Say, I think either Mr. Dulles or Mr. McCone did this on a few
occasions but today I would say absolutely impossible. You would
generate a story right away, and you know, that is the relationship
and that is'accepted as fact, but let's not deprive ourselves of this
necessary weapon.

Mr. AsPIN. Does anybody have any questions?
All right, let me go to another subject if I could, and let me ask

about one area that you talked about in particular, made reference
in your opening statement to an area of Agency-media relations
that the important thing is that the Agency not be in a position to
influence the content of the American media. Now, there is, or
course, one area where you might be interested in influencing the
content, and that would be to try and dissuade the media from
using a story which you considered to be--

Mr. COLBY. I was rather heavily involved in at least one of those.
Mr. ASPIN. That's right. so the question is--
Mr. COLBY. I don't think that falls in this category at all.
Mr. AsPIN. No; this is a separate category, but it led into the

question and I would like to ask you a couple of questions about
that kind of area, the Bay of Pigs, the Glomar, events where you
really do believe that the national security is important in this
issue, and that what we are really trying to do is to prevent the
story from getting out or maybe to delay the story. I guess my
question is how should this kind of thing be handled? How do you
handle a story when this happens?

Thanks to the Freedom of Information suit, we saw how you
tried on one case. Is there a better method than that?

Mr. COLBY. That wasn't very effective.
Mr. AsPIN. No.
Let me tell you, I guess what worries me about it. First of all, I

was a little uneasy about the methods that were being used. I
mean, for example, the telephone conversations being recorded and
investigating people, and a lot of stuff in the files about newspaper-
men and their motives. That is one aspect. But there is the second
aspect of the thing that I think is almost bound to fail. When you
start out with a story, you don't know who all has got it, you don't
know who is writing it. First of all, it seemed to take an inordinate
amount of your time, or the DCI's time, whoever happens to be in
charge at the time.

Mr. COLBY. Mine.
Mr. ASPIN. Yours, in this case. It takes a lot of time. You are

calling and telling a lot of people who didn't know the story on the
off chance that they did and were about to go with it, becomes kind
of a topic of conversation because newspaper X wants to make sure
that newspaper Y isn't going with it, so they start communicating
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to make sure that they don't break the agreement. It becomes the
kind of discussion going on around the bar at the Press Club, more
magazines start stomping the ground and looks like they are going
to write an article, people ask, why is the press suppressing, not
writing this story? Eventually it is bound to go because there are
so many people involved, and indeed, it is almost bound to be a
story bigger than it would have been before because of all of the
kind of hype it has been given by the attempt to suppress it.

I read that whole episode. I think that in the case of the Glomar,
a very good case for security existed. I was rather sympathetic that
that was really a national security secret and a genuine one.

How do you handle that kind of thing?
Mr. COLBY. Well, I think you have to first realize that there was

a difference in the time between the successful suppression of the
Bay of Pigs invasion and the Glomar exposure, and that came out
of the different relationship between intelligence and the press in
America today from what it was then. Then the press did lay off,
sometimes they think to their regret now, but nonetheless, up to
the point of not running it, they did.

Obviously there is a provision in the New York Times case, in
the Pentagon Papers case, that in the event of grave and irrepara-
ble damage to the Nation you could get an injunction. I think that
would be almost impossible to establish unless you saw that the
Capitol was about to explode tomorrow morning or someting, that
you would get that, and in fact, the Supreme Court has made it
very clear, that prior restraint will be just about the last thing that
they will ever consider, and I think that is appropriate. I agree
with that, that approach.

There have been a number-I have been engaged in other efforts
to get people to change, preferably change slightly a story so that it
doesn't pinpoint a certain item, and I have had individuals in the
press who have agreed to do that, and I have written at least one
of them a letter of thanks for that, that he had a story, he had it
dead right, he thought the operation was all over-in which case I
would not have argued with him-but,' it was still going on and I
asked him to refer to the Continent rather than the individual
country. He did. It caused no flap. I don't think anybody was any
the worse off for it. He agreed to it. I don't think there was any
improper-I explained to him only one fact, that we still needed
this. This was very good and it was still going on, and he under-
stood it and bought it immediately, and it was true.

But I did think I had to explain to people the need for-the need
to prevent this thing from going out.

The Glomar thing, I think President Ford made the best remark
one time when he said that he really wouldn't have minded if 214
million Americans knew about it so long as the foreigners didn't.
Well, that is the approach that is right. It really didn't matter to
me how many Americans knew about it so long as it didn't get to
the foreigners.

Now, that became impossible in that case, but I think it was a
part of the whole CIA investigations and everybody was all stirred
around, and in that case also, it got out, and was printed in one
paper which believed that the operation was over, and as soon as
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we explained that it wasn't over, they cooperated and tried to
clamp it down. By that time it was too late.

But in that, even though it had appeared in that one, I thought
that it might be reasonable that the foreign country wouldn't
necessarily take it as serious. They had read an awful lot of other
stuff about the CIA at the time and they might have just discount-
ed it, and I thought they might not take it seriously at that point.
They didn't react until much later until it became a more general
story.

I think that the standard has to be that you go, you have to have
a serious matter of great importance, great interest, and great
interest in a positive sense, and you have to go to the editor, the
publisher or somebody and say here is why it is in our national
interest for you not to run this story. The choice is his, and I made
that very clear to all the different individuals I spoke to. I said, I
have no authority to tell you not to run this, but I say it is terribly
important that we not run it, at least until we get another chance,
and many of them accepted it.

And as you said, then it ran around the Press Club bar too much
and somebody finally blew it. But'I think that on a somewhat less
sensational story, we may have been successful, and that one we
held for about 6 weeks. I didn't get through the following summer,
but we did hold it for about 6 weeks, and one very effective investi-
gative reporter was onto it a year before, and he held it for that
whole year after I had gone specifically to him and said look,
please, this one is important. And I have had my troubles with him
since, but he is an honest American and he responded I think very
responsibly.

Mr. AsPIN. So basically maybe I have painted too pessimistic a
picture of this informal arrangement. I can't think of any structur-
al way to do it.

Mr. COLBY. No, I don't think you can solve it structurally. I don't
think-you just have to go to the newsman, who is going to be very
suspicious, and he should be, that you are giving him some flim-
flam, and you are going to have to convince him that what you are
saying is true, and that it is important, and he has to then agree
with you that it is worth saving, and then you might succeed, you
might succeed.

Mr. AsPIN. You know, I guess one of the amazing things about
the Glomar example was the lack of suspicion, I thought. I mean,
maybe it is a credit to you that, in spite of Watergate, in spite of
Vietnam, the people you talked to seemed to be very ready to
accept your word for it.

Mr. COLBY. I think we were talking of technology, and it is easier
to convince of the facts of the technological things of that nature. If
you had had a thing like the Bay of Pigs, I think you would have
had much different reaction. If you had had a political program or
something like that, then I don't think I would have succeeded in
convincing them at all. -

Mr. AsPIN. Because I would have thought it was the other way
around.

Mr. COLBY. The technology of this was so obvious.
Mr. AsPIN. Is that right? Because I would have thought it would

have been easier to make people understand on the Bay of Pigs. I
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mean, then you run into the ideological problem of is this a good
idea or isn't it, but it is immediately obvious to anybody, if you lay
out the story of the Bay of Pigs, that obviously if it is published the
whole operation has to be scrubbed. And then you run into the
question of whether people want it to be scrubbed or not scrubbed,
but I would have thought the Glomar thing would have been much
much more difficult because it is technical. In a sense, I mean, the
issue with the Glomar was whether the CIA had in fact blown a lot
of money here, whether it was money that was stupidly spent.

Mr. COLBY. Well, that would come up sooner or later, though.
That would come up a little later, maybe, rather than a little
sooner, and the money thing wasn't a major problem at that stage,
that you weren't dealing in enormous threats and damages and so
forth. Some of the newsmen disagree with this, you know. They say
that it should have gone right away because not so much for the
money as the potential political embarrassment, the potential diffi-
culties, diplomatic difficulties, but I think that that was one well
worth trying, and I am sorry we couldn't hold it for 6 more months
because I am convinced we would have succeeded.

Mr. ASPIN. What do you think should be the reaction of a man-
ager of a newspaper or television network when you call them with
something like this? I mean, would you expect them to say to you,
thank you, I am glad to have your points of view, but I would like
to check it out.

What should be the proper response from people?
Mr. COLBY. Well, I think they would listen to you and probably

not give you an answer right then, as most of these did not give me
an answer right then, that I will think about it and I will obviously
consult with the people that they wanted to, and then I will decide
what I will do, and I think that is the proper relationship, unless it
is the grave and irreparable damage in which I could get an
injunction, and that I doubt.

Mr. AsPIN. Do you generally find more cooperation with manage-
ment than reporters in this business?

Mr. COLBY. No, I had the same reaction on both sides. You know,
it is all-it is a profession and you deal with it, and I think an
honorable profession. I have no-I think they contributed enor-
mously to the kind of society we have, even though they put the
bureaucrats under a little difficulty every once in a while. That is
good.

Mr. ASPIN. Is there anybody else who would like to ask ques-
tions? I have some more but I would like to have anybody else try.

All right, let me go to the part of your testimony, Mr. Colby,
where you said that we are losing our cover with other people and
particularly the U.S. Information Service,1 AID (Agency for Inter-
national Development), and others.

I wasn't really aware until -I read your testimony that in fact
there was a prohibition on the U.S. Information Service and AID.

Could you tell us, how did this prohibition come about? I guess it
is following on a question that Congressman Wilson asked a little

'This is the term used overseas to describe the United States Information Agency, USIA, which
has a new name as of 1978: the International Communications Agency (or ICA).
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earlier, but could you go into how these prohibitions come about
and why don't we know about them?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think it basically started with the Peace Corps
which was public. Each of these has been in some public forum. I
mean I am not--

Mr. ASPIN. No, I mean, I went back and looked at the record and
discovered that in fact it was. But go ahead.

Mr. COLBY. I believe it started with the Peace Corps and the idea
that it is such an obvious danger to some countries that an individ-
ual American be way out in the back country if he is an intelli-
gence agent, that when the Peace Corps was set up, that restraint
was set in immediately. That would be one that I think I would be
inclined to agree with still.

Then the question became about the Fulbright scholars, and then
the question came about USIA and I don't know which one came
first, but how can a USIA officer do hisjob of convincing people
abroad if people are suspicious of him, and in the late 1960's the
idea of pushing CIA out of AID became the particular-I know one
Senator was particularly active in pushing that, in the appropri-
ations hearings of the AID Agency, and it was accepted by AID and
we lost all our cover, and that, you know, when you wipe out all
those agencies, when you combine it with the difficult administra-
tive aspects of dealing even in the agencies that are remaining, you
end up with very few people in any country who can possibly be
working for CIA.

The other countries don't necessarily believe this, but it can be a
real thing from CIA's point of view.

Mr. ASPIN. But I went back and looked at some of the hearings.
In fact it is said in-these hearings that in the case of U.S. Informa-
tion Service there is some testimony in public to the effect they are
not being used; but it is never in the open record that there is a
blanket prohibition forever. What they are talking about is at the
current time, you know. For instance, in 1973, when those hearings
went on the head of AID said I have been assured by the CIA
Director that there is nobody under AID cover; but it was never
made public in the form of a directive, and I am wondering what
good does it do not to make it public? I mean, the whole purpose of
protection would be to make it public. It seems to me extraordinary
that we have got two things. First of all, you can't recruit in AID
and USIS, and yet AID and USIS are not getting the benefit
because the prohibition is not being made public.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think the benefit was in dealing with Con-
gress.

Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Mr. COLBY. And that the testimony was the part that made the

impact, that Congress itself was insisting on this prohibition.
Mr. ASPIN. The what?
Mr. COLBY. The Congress was largely--
Mr. ASPIN. It was really instituted by the Congress in these

cases, was it?
Mr. COLBY. I know it was instituted by the Congress on the AID

thing. I am not quite sure some of the-I am pretty sure it was on
the Fulbright, for obvious reasons.

Mr. ASPIN. Probably Senator Fulbright's own concern.
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Mr. COLBY. And about USIA, I am not sure, frankly. The Peace
Corps--

Mr. ASPIN. And the rationale was that these things were not--
Mr. COLBY. Would adversely affect their receptivity in the for-

eign country if they were thought to be possibly CIA.
Mr. ASPIN. But again, why not make it public? It seems to me it

would be crazy to say it would affect their receptivity and then ban
it, but not announce it so that the foreign countries would know.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think-I do not know the answer to that
question. It was made public but it was not put out as a--

Mr. ASPIN. Is there anywhere on the public record a list of people
who are banned from CIA?

Mr. COLBY. I hope not.
Now, the reason I say I hope not is why make it easier for the

foreign country. If he does actually believe our protestations, then
it just makes his whole chore of identifying who the CIA people are
much easier, and, therefore, why give him a list? I mean we suc-
ceeded at one point in having one list withdrawn that was too easy
to decipher, and I think wisely that we have. Its main function was
to help send Christmas cards, I think. I think we could get along
without that.

Mr. ASPIN. But I see. The point you are making is that if you
issue a list of people that are prohibited, then that tells the world
where the rest of them are, but at the same time, if you don't issue
the list of who is prohibited, I don't know what good it does to the
people who have been prohibited?

Mr. COLBY. Well, as I say, I am totally opposed to the prohibition
among official Government agencies, with maybe one or two excep-
tions.

Mr. AsPIN. You have a good point, and I think it is really worth
going into by the committee as you suggest.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I would really welcome it because I think if we
did, and if we didn't have to announce one way or the other that
suddenly all our other agencies will be full of clandestine officers,
but if we just quietly withdrew from this restriction and then
gradually used it-you know, we can't overuse it because it will
stick out, and, therefore, a discreet amount of it would i think not
affect the effectiveness of those agencies-it and would enormously
help the Agency in its work.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Mr. COLBY. The problem is that this cover thing, it has a double

impact. It not only is difficult to work in but it discourages the
people in CIA to even attempt to maintain a good cover, and some
of the CIA's own sloppiness in cover has come from the feeling of
futility, that it really doesn't do any good anyway, that there is no
sense in moving your house every 2 years as each new officer
appears because all you have to do is read the embassy list and you
can tell who is in CIA. So what is the difference? You are not
hiding anything.

And then the administrative aspects of not going through the
expenses, and all the rest of it, of the enormous amount of effort it
takes to maintain good cover comes into effect, and people really
don't maintain good cover, whereas if they think they really have a
chance of doing it, then they will.
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Mr-MINETA. Mr. Chairman, I am wondering, is there a distinc-
tion here between the intelligence gathering aspect of the CIA and
the operational aspects? Perhaps there is not sufficient control or
coordination between the intelligence gathering duties and the
operational aspects?

Mr. COLBY. No; that is not one of the problems. They've got some
problems, but that is not one of the problems. After General Smith
took a look at it and decided you could not run, in 1952, I think it
was, could not run two separate clandestine networks abroad be-
cause you would end up chasing the same people. Therefore, he
said we must merge them into one clandestine service abroad, and
there's one chief of station in a country and he controls both the
intelligence gathering and any operational activities that may be
involved.

Now, that was not true in the late 1940's.
Mr. MINETA. It is not so compartmentalized that the left hand

does not know what the right hand is doing?
Mr. COLBY. There have been cases of that where individuals have

been sent out from Washington to do a separated, compartmented
job in the country and the officer in the place not know about it. I
have run onto a couple of those and managed to protest rather
vigorously when I would run into it, but it is not a common thing.
It is very rare, and today, I doubt that it exists today. I just don't
know.

Mr. MINETA. Is that done even to check on the operations?
Mr. COLBY. No; it is because of some very high security relation-

ship that you want to keep totally secret, and you want to reduce
the number of people who know anything about it whatsoever, and,
therefore, you send an individual out to go do it and come back.

But today you tell his chief of station certainly.
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Let me, Mr. Colby, go to another subject, if I might,

and that is the question of cover, especially the Richard Welch
case.

You say for example, that Welch lost his life because of this
diminishing cover.

I guess I don't understand the relationship between the Welch
case and diminishing cover.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I have essentially four reasons why he was
killed. One was the fact that he had bad cover. He had-the
administrative arrangements indicated who was in CIA and who
wasn't.

Second, the second reason was that the station there, this aspect
I had gotten into earlier, had accepted this bad cover in that he
lived openly and his predecessor had lived openly, and they lived in
the same house, and they didn't really make any big effort to
remain hidden.

And the third reason, of course, was that the amount of hysteria
about CIA during 1975 stimulated a lot of activity around the
world-anti-CIA activity and so forth.

The fourth reason-and you need all four to add up-was that
there were groups who had gone around deliberately identifying
individual members of CIA.
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Now, his name came up in something, but it was while he was in
Lima or something that his name came up. It is not so much that
he was named right there and fingered there, although an Athens
paper did carry his name shortly before his death, but the main
thing was that this concept of driving the individuals of CIA out of
these places began to personalize the antagonism that some people
had with respect to CIA. If you combine all four factors, then the
terrorist group which moved against him found it fairly easy to
find him. They were stimulated to move against a CIA officer, and
stimulated to move against CIA, and, I think, therefore, the four
factors add up.

Now, one of those factors is the bad cover that affected not only
Mr. Welch but lots of other people, and there were families else-
where in the world whose children were told at school that their
daddy was something reprehensible, a spy, this sort of focusing on
individuals, chatter among some of the communities abroad, the
American communities as to who is in CIA and who isn't. These
lists that are today being put out in various countries are not
entirely accurate but they are to some degree accurate, they to
some extent include people who are not members of CIA. To some
extent they leave people out who are members of the CIA. But
their batting average is not all that bad, and this again is this
matter of putting pressure on not only the individuals but the
families of these officers who are serving abroad in difficult jobs,
and I think they need-they deserve much more than what we
have given them in terms of cover. We are not going to be able to
solve all the problems, I am not saying that, but we can certainly
improve this one.

Mr. AsPIN. So the point is just cover generally?
Mr. COLBY. Cover generally.
Mr. ASPIN. Because certainly the station chief in any country is

not going to be operating under a cover other than an official
cover, would he?

Mr. COLBY. There have been, there have been.
Mr. AsPIN. There have been. So you might actually be wanting

private cover for somebody as important as a station chief.
Mr. COLBY. You might.
Mr. ASPIN. Might. OK.
But it leads to another whole issue here which I think we ought

to talk about before we finish this morning, and that is the Welch
case as an example of a kind of a relationship with the CIA.
Namely, that the Agency or the Government agency, whatever it
is, tries to sell its side of the story, and maybe you and I have
talked about this, I think, on occasions, but I was always convinced
that you did a great-job on that Welch assassination in the way
you sold your side of the story. I mean, you say today that there
were four reasons, but the phone calls that were going out to the
media by the CIA information officer mentioned only one at that
time, and that was--

Mr. COLBY. That was for the first day, in a hiigh degree of
emotion, and I cut that off, I remember.

Mr. ASPIN. It did, because I know the story going out at that
time was that Welch was fingered in Counterspy Magazine and
that--
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Mr. COLBY. The statement I made was that, in response to a
statement made by one of these groups that said that the reason
Mr. Welch was killed was because of CIA's interference in Greece,
that I thought that was absolutely outrageous to try to bring that,
to try to drag that whole thing into his death, when that wasn't
what his death was all about. I got a little upset about that, and I
think some of my associates were a little upset at the moment, but
within about a day I think we had calmed down and we said, now
look, let's be dignified about the way we do this. Let's not make
charges. Let's give him the kind of burial that he deserves as an
officer killed in the service of his country.

Mr. AsPIN. Because certainly I think that the general impression
in the country, if you were to take a poll of those who remember it,
I am sure their impression is that the reason Welch was killed was
because he was mentioned in a magazine, mentioned publicly by
a--

Mr. COLBY. I rather specifically have avoided saying that, and
you may be right about the first few phone calls. I just don't know.
But as I say, as soon as I did get a hold of it I think-and the field
was pretty emotional.
, Mr. AsPIN. In fact, it wasn't until the middle of January that
anybody began to write things about the station chief, the light
cover, the fact that he had always lived in the same house, that he
had always had the same title, Assistant to the Ambassador, that
people in fact knew pretty freely who he--

Mr. COLBY. Yes; but I think if you go the root cause, the root
cause I think was the hysteria and sensationalism about the CIA.
Now, we have not discovered who killed him, but if you go the root
cause, I think that is the root cause, and that is what upset me
because the way we conducted ourselves during most of 1975, and
the hysteria about CIA I think was endangering the physical lives
of our officers abroad. Greece was not the only country with terror-
ists.

Mr. ASPIN. But you had us on the run at that time on the Pike
Committee, you know. It was on the downhill side of the slope by
then. I mean, if I am remembering through that year, the hysteria
reached its peak in the spring and the summer. By the fall of that
year-1975-it was already on the down side.

Mr. COLBY. No; September was the Senate's first open hearing.
That was one of the low points.

Mr. ASPIN. But the crazy attempts on Jerry Ford's life, you
remember. I think that was the turning point, and then, of
course--

Mr. COLBY. We didn't have anything to do with that at all.
Mr. ASPIN. No.
Mr. COLBY. Let's stop that one before it gets going.
Mr. ASPIN. I wasn't accusing you---
Mr. COLBY. I know.
Mr. AsPIN. But I think the public was turning; but leave the

issue aside. We will never agree on that one; but the general point
being, when the CIA has a story that they are trying to sell, is this
different from, other agencies of the Government? There's been the
recent allegations about trying to sell stories. Mr. Stanley Karnow
as an example, and I can use his name because he used it himself.
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In 1959 he said somebody from the Agency approached him and
wanted him to write a story saying that the Chinese were about to
explode a nuclear bomb, and he said something about how do I
know that and what happens if they don't, and they said, well,
just-just write it and say that they tried and failed. And Mr.
Karnow never did write it.1 But he writes about this as an example
that you have to be careful about the Agency, and his point is
essentially that the CIA is not unlike Defense or State. They are
trying to sell the Trident submarine or the B-1 bomber, and some-
body has always got an axe to grind. It is a town full of people
trying to peddle one line or another, and it is not unlike that. Is
that your view?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I would say you have got to distinguish two
different things. I think we have covered any idea of putting out a
story about the bomb, which is a false story or a propaganda move.

Mr. AsPIN. Right.
Mr. COLBY. That you can't go to an American newsman with,

bang, that's out.
Second item, however, is suppose it is a real assessment, even

wrong, but a real assessment, then I am-I believe that we should
make more of these assessments available to the press. The press is
going to look at -them, be suspicious of them, but that's all right,
that's fair enough, but you know, all this information that is in the
public, you know, about the weapon systems of foreign countries
and so forth I think is properly in the public domain. I think that
it would be wrong to keep it totally secret. I think the more that
we can make available to our citizens to help them make the right
judgment, the better. This does mean separating the sources and
putting the substance down.

But the third category of what you are talking about is CIA's
attempt to explain its role in some contentious situation. Now, that
is not the bomb story either, but it is perhaps the Welch story, I
mean, an attempt to explain the CIA institutional interest in a
certain appreciation which it believes in, that is, that intelligence
is a good thing, that we should be able to use foreign media, that
the war in Laos was a success. I don't see anything improper with
that. That is given to the press. They can look at it, see whether
they like it, check it, disagree with it. There's nothing wrong with
that.

Mr. AsPIN. One thing makes me question it: I wonder if it isn't
true that the stories put out by the CIA or the line put out by CIA
is harder to check for journalists than others. I mean, for example,
clearly if the Department of Agriculture tells you it is putting out
the line that the Agriculture Department's programs this year are
a booming success, you can phone 15 farmers and get 15 different
opinions on that issue. Even with Defense and State, it seems to me
that it is easier to check a story if the Navy is saying the Trident
submarine is the greatest thing since sliced bread. You can find
other people around who know something about it, who are willing
to talk, who will give another point of view.

But so much of the Agency s information is hard to check. How
does Stanley Karnow check the story that the Chinese are about to

'See appendix G, p. 339.
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explode a nuclear device? He could call somebody else in the
Agency, but that person might not be in on the story because of
compartmentalization or something.

Or Mr. Frank Snepp has said, for example, that the Agency was
putting out the "bloodbath story" in Vietnam, that if North Viet-
nam took over South Vietnam, there would be a bloodbath.2 I don't
know how you check those stories out if you are a journalist, and if
some contact in the Agency gives you some kind of a leak. The only
question- I pose about the suggestion the Agency is just like any
other agency of Government is that it seems to be so much harder
to check CIA stories.

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think it is true that an individual item of
information may be harder to check, although it is not entirely
impossible there. I think it is easier to check an assessment. If our
assessment is that the Chinese are going to blow a bomb, it is
easier to check that as an assessment with other agencies of the
Government, with other experts in sort of general Chinese politics
and science, things of that nature, you can do some checking.

The third level, though, I think that is important is again the
responsibilities of these committees, of the Senate and of this one
here in the House, that-and I suggested in past times that an

-.... annual accounting or something of that nature without revealing
anything that shouldn't be revealed, can give a general assessment.
I think it is-the various committees have put out their version of
things that they felt went wrong. The Senate the other day on the
oil estimate. The CIA conducts post mortems, I know, about things,
whether they are right or wrong. I think it is important that these
committees not build, up a solid case of showing only the bad
things, even though that has a function in the congressional ap-
proach to the bureaucracy, but I think in intelligence it is danger-
ous because nobody really does know the other side of it very well.
Therefore, I would think a balanced assessment of the effectiveness
of our intelligence on an annual basis by the committees would be
a useful thing, would keep the heat on the agency to get a good
mark, and you would be able to make a real assessment and know
the facts as to whether they are accurate or not.

I think that is a way around this inherent problem that you very
- appropriately raised.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just one additional area that we haven't covered.
Are you familiar with what the Senate has been talking about

for additional restraints or. intelligence agencies dealing where you
cannot hire or have on your payroll or deal with anybody in a
religious profession?

Mr. COLBY [nods in the affirmative]. And academics. Those were
in the Senate report.

Mr. WILSON. And also anybody who travels on a subsidized trip
sponsored by the Federal Government.

Mr. COLBY. That was an extension of the Fulbright concept, the
cultural things.

160 Minutes, Volume X, Number 11 as broadcast over the CBS Television Network, Sunday,
November 20, 1977. "Coverup?" Produced by Barry Landa.
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Mr. WILSON. Do you feel that these are unnecessary additional
restraints, more of the iceberg?

Mr. COLBY. Well, again, I am resistant, quite frankly, to the idea
of incorporating more and more and more of these because I think
it will generate a request by more and more and more groups, and
my original reaction to the question on the missionaries was that I
think we shouldn't be barred from it. It really took several months
later for either Mr. Bush or Admiral Turner to realize that we
weren't using any anyway, and you know, my defense was kind of
useless, but I didn't really get to that question. I just hated to see
another group set up as a bar because somebody else will be along,
you know, somebody will talk about students, American students
abroad. Somebody will talk about businessmen. I mean, I don't
know why businessmen would be so reluctant to be included in
that group, you know, and then you end up with everybody.

And, therefore, I say-I hate to see these become hard and fast
rules, and even though in good discretion, good sense we are not
going to use certain of them as we have, as we haven't the mission-
aries. But in World War II there were a lot of missionaries that
were very helpful to our intelligence in various far parts of the
world that we didn't know much about, and I would hate to see us
write into law that we couldn't ask some missionaries what the
situation in central China in 1941 and 1942 was.

Mr. WILSON. Well, I can see that if you keep chopping off a little
more, the further you go down the pike, for example, if we have
already denied the use of any intelligence activity by AID, and AID
deals with a lot of U.S. businessmen, I mean, we could extend that
further and say anybody that is doing business with AID would be
included in that proscription.

Mr. COLBY. That's my problem.
In other words, I would like to hold this one to the press and

then if necessary fight each one of these other ones later, but at
the same time go in the other direction with respect to official
officers of the U.S. Government as I really don't see that they need
to be protected to the degree they are.

Mr. WILSON. OK, that's all I have.
Mr. ASPIN. Just one final question to follow up on the subject we

were discussing before, which is the danger with journalists dealing
with the CIA's version of a story. One of the things which concerns
me, to go back to the foreign media, is that I would think under
the current guidelines, and even without the current guidelines,
maybe the best way to get a CIA slant to a story in the domestic
press would be through the foreign media.- Let's say, for example,
you were trying to peddle a story and you went to a Stanley
Karnow with a story back in 1959 that the Chinese are about to
blow a nuclear device. So Stanley Karnow says, "Why, what proof
have you got?" and then wants to check it out.

I don't know how he checks it out, but he asks for proof. But let's
say that story has already appeared in the foreign press somewhere
and, with the competitive nature of the business, once it has ap-
peared, it has a tendency to go and the wires are particularly
competitive. I would guess if you put that story into someplace that
was fairly creditable, I think it might have been easily picked up.
In other words, it might be almost easier to get something into the
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U.S. press past the skepticism of the reporter if you do it and make
it a fast breaking story that the wires have to pick up and that
everybody has to jump on.

Mr. COLBY. I think you are right, that-you see, I think you have
to distinguish-and I don't know the background of this, if the
story was a true assessment, that they are probably going to blow a
bomb, then I think you ought to make it available to all the press.

Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Mr. COLBY. Without necessarily showing where it came from, not

to pick out Mr. Karnow or anybody else but just make it available
as a release as we have done with the Sovet oil estimate, things
like that, and I think that is a good thing, to release that kind of
thing, and let the argument occur as to whether it is right or
wrong. The discipline of being proved right or wrong will make the
assessments better, and I think consequently that is not much of a
problem.

If it is a false story, then I suspect if it is a terribly important
false story, and it appears in the Squeedunk Gazette of Lower
Slobbovia, it really won't get much attention. If it appears in the
London Times, it will, but I guarantee you the London Times isn't
going to print it unless it thinks it is right, or some other compara-
ble paper.

So I think there is an inherent protection against being grossly
misled there, although there are cases on the margins, if you get a
story in some country's important newspaper through an agent
that you have working for him, it could be picked up, and if it is a
shading of the full story or even the additional aspects of a story
that hasn't been given coverage before, it may get some coverage,
but it is going to be-if it is going to go, it is probably going to have
a high degree of truth to it, and then it is a question of whether
you accept the fact that that additional information comes-even
though it was started from CIA, and if it comes through a foreign
source and is totally impractical and did not get knocked down, if
it became a big story in this country and we suddenly realized that
CIA had started it, not thinking that I was going to become such a
big story, I guarantee you the President would do something about
it because he really would move.

And then this committee, of course, and the corresponding
Senate one are goirg to want to know about this general activity,
and you know, t.e degree to which you want to know, and certain-
ly any major campaign you can insist on knowing right away, and
if you don't agree with it, tell them to stop.

Mr. WILSON. Misinformation purposely leaked to the foreign
press about, say, let's talk about military strength for example, a
new weapons system, either false or misleading, either too much or
too little of what our strength is, isn't that or wouldn't that be
considered a pretty valuable tool for this country to use in such
things as SALT negotiations?

Mr. COLBY. Well, you know, the greatest danger around the
world is, in my view, is a total misreading of the American poten-
tial. We do put out an awful lot of criticism about ourselves which
is part of our society, but there have been a whole series of very
prominent state leaders in this century who have misinterpreted
American criticism and American free discussion into a belief that
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America is weak, and one was named Wilhelm and one was named
Togo and one was named Stalin and various others, arid each of
them felt that they could just push us away, and it is just-they
made terrible misassessments. Therefore, I think the degree to
which we get an honest picture, a picture of America's strength
and determination in the rest of the world is important, even
though there may be a cacophony of noise here complaining about
how weak we are.

Mr. WILSON. I have been impressed in recent trips to foreign
countries in hearing over and over again how much more superior
our weapons are than the Soviet weapons, and yet we are told here
about the Soviet weapons superiority over most of ours, and I think
you are right, that this kind of misinformation could be a danger-
ous--

Mr. COLBY. And again, I think the answer there is not false
information about American strength, but an attempt to put out
true information about American strength which otherwise
wouldn't get put out, and I don't mean just military strength. I
mean moral strength and all of that stuff, because if you read some
of the more critical journals abroad about America, you get a very
different impression of what kind of a country this is by reading
them.

And it would be unfortunate if that impression really was the
only one that existed.

Mr. WILSON. OK, just one final question, Mr. Chairman.
What areas, getting back to Admiral Turner's new regulations,

what areas do you think in that two-page document, offer the
biggest problem, I mean, where it is really the shoe is starting to
pinch and it is getting pretty tight.

Mr. COLBY. Well, the "enter into any relationships" you know,
that broad proscription way down that list is a very extensive
restraint, although as I indicated, I accept it. It is a fact of political
life in America today and the role of the media.

Mr. WILSON. Well, it is possible that this--
Mr. COLBY. I would like to have a situation--
Mr. WILSON [continuing]. This committee and the Congress will

be adopting resolutions that would in effect become the regula-
tions. If this is an unworkable regulation that has been determined
by the DCI, then, I think we need to know more, where the re-
straints, and the possible restraints are so that we don't unduly
restrict operations in the future.

Mr. CoLBY. Well, I would say that with respect to the media, I do
accept this. Two things I ask: That we not go headlong into large
other areas of American life and proscribe them, and second, I
think we ought to reverse this absolutely absurd situation we have
among the official representatives of the U.S. Government. I think
that is just plain dead wrong, and that needs to be changed.

Mr. WILSON. I said that was the last thing, but let me ask
another big question.

Do you feel we need something comparable to the British Official
Secrets Act?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think we need a better way of keeping the
secrets that our intelligence people learn in the course of their
business. I would not agree with the British Official Secrets Act. It
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is much too sweeping for our society, and I think it is unconstitu-
tional, frankly. But I believe that we should have an improved
espionage statute, secrecy statute. The present statutes are really
very poor, and I would say that we need a very specific statute that
says that anyone who undertakes to learn and keep the secrets of
intelligence sources and methods-by that I mean signs the agree-
ment as an employee-should be subject to criminal penalties if he
leaves the service and then decides to violate that agreement.

Now, I think those criminal penalties--
Mr. WISON. You could put Congressmen under that, too.
Mr. COLBY. Well, no, Congressmen, you are protected by the

Constitution, on the floor. Outside the floor, that is another ques-
tion, but I think that I would have two restraints: One, that it only
apply to the individuals who undertake the obligation and not to
whoever they give the information to-that protects the newsman
or whoever it is. Second, that before a prosecution, I would insist
that you would have to go before an independent judge and con-
vince him that it really was a secret. Now, there is some language
you can fool around with on this, but so that you not get the
whistle blower trying to demonstrate corruption, mismanagement,
whatever, clamped down.

With those two restraints, I would have the punishment, and I
frankly would give up on the idea of prior restraints and the idea
of requiring all employees to send every publication to the Agency.
I would merely say that the Agency ought to offer its services to
review and assure the person that there were no intelligence
sources and methods included, and that, therefore, he could go
ahead and print, but they not be under the obligation. I think this
recent Snepp thing shows that that particular vehicle is not going
to work. It worked in the one Marchetti case and was supported by
the courts under the idea of an employee agreement, but it really
didn't work very well there either, and I think if you just have a
criminal penalty for people who undertake the obligation and a
protection that the case be reviewed by a judge to make sure that
it really is an intelligence source and method, then you would
have, I think the kind of secrecy arrangements that would reduce
the degree of leakage.

I think you have to turn that around, with greater exposure of
the substance of our information, while we protect our sources
better, and as I say, I would apply, the one thing I have learned
from the journalists is that they believe in putting out their infor-
mation. They also insist on protecting their sources.

I think we in this country need to protect our sources of our
Nation as well.

Mr. WILSON. OK, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. One final area before we leave the whole foreign

media. The purpose of the foreign media operation in terms of
whatever propaganda we do is always said to be to influence the
opinion of foreigners, that we are trying to avoid the feedback, we
don't want to msinform or even to really bias the opinions of
Americans, that what we are really trying to do with the propagan-
da effort is to win the battle in the foreign country.

In connection with that, it has always seemed to be most puz-
zling as to why it is that one of the things the CIA seems to be
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most involved with, as far as proprietaries or subsidies go, is Eng-
lish language newspapers in foreign capitals. I mean, if you are
really after the foreigner, why use the English language paper?
The people who are most likely to read an English language news-
paper, I would guess, are first of all, the U.S. correspondents who
are there, particularly those who don't speak the language very
well, and second, any American tourists in the area. And it seems
to me if we are really after the foreigners, we should not be
involved in English language newspapers.

Mr. COLBY. Your thought process is right, and I think we-at
least I know I in general follow that thought process. One particu-
lar English language newspaper I was not very happy about seeing
us get involved with, but nonetheless, we did, but I think also that
in many countries of the world the English language newspaper is
a general circulation newspaper, in certain areas where there are
different dialects spoken in the country, then the English language,
say in ex-English colonies-places of that nature, has an impact, a
local impact and not merely a foreign one.

I didn t really like getting into supporting a newspaper anyway. I
mean, it is a terrible burden, it is expensive, it is a nuisance to try
to manage, and everybody wants to manage it from Washington,
and it is just the way you get a story into a foreign opinion. The
best way is, as you say, through foreign journals. Their local jour-
nals, through preferably a relationship with somebody who contrib-
utes to that journal, and that is both cheaper and more effective,
and I couldn't agree more with your basic point.

Mr. ASPIN. But do you ever think that perhaps the CIA was
being had by a couple of these guys who once set up--

Mr. COLBY. Oh, well, I have had lots of local news people come up
to me with this great--

Mr. AsPIN. Scheme for setting up a paper.
Mr. COLBY. Well, setting up, they hardly got in the door, but this

paper is going under and it is going to be taken over by terrible
people who are hostile and will use it against our interests and so
forth, and all it needs for you to do is to put a certain amount of
subsidy into it.

No thank you. I have said no lots of times, because you start,
then you are never free of it.

Mr. ASPIN. You wouldn't have basically--
Mr. COLBY. That's not to say it hasn't been done. Don't get me

wrong. That is my own personal attitude.
Mr. AsPIN. Going back to the foreign media, and I am trying to

think of some remedies now, one possibly would be to say: OK, no
more English language newspapers.

Mr. COLBY. English language wouldn't be good. But let's say no
restraints on dealing with media whose principal, you know, effec-
tively all-you would have to leave off a few extra copies that come
to the Library of Congress maybe-but no restriction on a journal
or other outlet whose major target is in a foreign area, in the
foreign country in question or a series of foreign countries, so that
you don't just use the language as a test. There are a lot of areas of
the world where you would otherwise scratch yourself out of some
pretty important areas.

24-353 0 - 78 - 4
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Mr. AsPIN. All right. I know, for example, there is the English
language paper in Athens, and there's one in Rome and Tehran
and all these other kinds of places. They have got to be--

Mr. COLBY. Yes; I always found them kind of useless.
Mr. ASPIN. Yes; they have got be dealing mainly with the Eng-

lish-speaking community there.
Mr. COLBY. But I am thinking more of some of the-and I don't

know that any of these are active now but some of the ex-English
colonies and things of that nature.

Mr. ASPIN. OK.
So the English language newspaper is not the way to go.
Mr. COLBY. I don't think that is the way.
Mr. WILSON. Well, you would have a little difficulty with London.
Mr. COLBY. Well, that is a whole separate problem. We have got

a whole separate arrangement.
Mr. ASPIN. That's a whole separate arrangement.
That's one possible area to look at, and the other possible area to

look at is to make a little bit more formal and rigorous this
business of trying trying to prevent the feedback. I take it that is a
little bit haphazard and it is not very formal.

Mr. COLBY. An example could be, I mean that if anything devel-
ops to have any substantial impact or feedback, that the Agency
would be under an obligation to come up and tell you all about it,
tell the Congress about it right away.

Then you would put pressure on them to do something about it,
and you don't know what it is right now. You might have to ask
the President just to say don't accept this in a public statement, or
there might be other ways you could solve it.

Mr. AsPIN. But basically, short of prohibiting everything, which
is what you don't want to do-others may, but you don't want to do
that-but you would not be adverse to some kind of tightening up
or some kind of restructuring these programs and information
systems to prevent the feedback from hitting certain people.

Mr. COLBY. And bringing the Congress into the system.
Mr. ASPIN. And for bringing the Congress into the system. You

don't think it is possible to bring the press in without blowing the
story.

Mr. COLBY. At this point I am afraid not; 20 years ago yes; but
not today.

Mr. ASPIN. And basically if we were to go into and have a look at
some of these subsidized operations and proprietaries, you would
think that we might find some things that we have been involved
with in the past which are really not aimed directly at the local
public.

Mr. COLBY. Oh, I am sure if you look around far enough in the
past, you will find all sorts, you know, individual things. But I
think you will find the major thrust has been foreign opinion, a
concern about the feedback, and an effort to reduce it if not elimi-
nate it.

So I think that, just as the New York Times reviews here in the
last few days indicate that pretty generally an effort was made to
keep CIA from dominating what appeared in the American press,
even while it had a major chore abroad. I think that came through
with the stories there.
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Now, they had some stories that certain things did come back;
yes, there were some exceptions, but I think the general rule is
pretty clear.

Mr. ASPIN. And just for the record, you do not think that by
prohibiting the use of journalists a la the Turner directive we are
going to help much in preventing our journalists abroad from
possible physical harm and increase their access?

From the journalist standpoint, their concern about a CIA-media
relationship is first of all objectivity; second, credibility of the
press; but third there really are a number of them who are worried
about physical danger from association with the CIA.

Mr. COLBY. I don't think they are going to be saved by that.
Mr. ASPIN. And that's not going to help, you don't think?
Mr. COLBY. That's not going to help.
Mr. ASPIN. The fourth problem is really access. They are con-

cerned that, when the Agency has ties with journalists, people in
various parts of the world are not going to want to let the journal-
ists come in and talk. If a fellow comes in and is ostensibly to be
interviewing the leader for a story, but they are afraid that what
he is really doing is checking to see how many machineguns they
have got, they don't let him in.

Mr. COLBY. I think that there are a lot of countries that would
consider it a lot less of a threat to deal with a CIA agent reporting
to the American Government in classified form what they thought,
what their ideas were, than by dealing with an American newsman
who is going to make a front page story out of it. I think that is
what scares a lot of other countries. The intelligence thing is kind
of incidental.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Loch, do you have any questions?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; I have three quick points which I would like

to clarify, if I may, and I will try not to be redundant.
The first one has to do with the Turner directive. I am afraid

that when the Bush directive come out there was some confusion
as to how far that net reached, and I am afraid there may be
similar confusion with the Turner directive.

If I may refer you to the first page, paragraph (a), do you think it
would clarify this paragraph if it read this way:

Enter into any relationships with full time or part time journalists-including
editors, media policymakers and so-called stringers-accredited by a U.S. news
service, newspaper, periodical, radio or television network or station as well as any
accredited or unaccredited freelance writer who writes on a regular basis in the
area of public affairs.

What I am introducing first, of course, is the phrase "editors,
media policymakers."

Mr. CoiLey. Yes. I don't mind that one. I do have trouble with the
freelancers.

Mr. JOHNSON. Why is that?
Mr. COLBY. Well, I just hate to give up any more than I can help,

quite frankly, but you say "write regularly in the area of public
affairs." I don't think that is the test. The test is whether he is
known as a particular contributor to an American journal, you
know, that freelancer who writes in the area of public affairs
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would include the Azerbaijanian who writes in the local Azerbai-
janian News.

Mr. JOHNSON. What if the reference were clearly to public affairs
related to the United States.

Mr. COLBY. Related to is hard. I mean, I don't think we can
really draft it very well right here, but in other words, if you
wanted to include freelancers I would put freelancers up in there
in the earlier stage, including the so-called whatever it is, accredit-
ed by or with a regular relationship with, you know, something of
that nature.

Mr. JOHNSON. The second point I wanted to ask you about once
again is this notion of "prior tasking". It wasn't clear in your
testimony about what kind of relationship a journalist who is an
American ought to enter into with the CIA, on just a voluntary
basis. Let me suggest, for example, that a reporter may go out to
the Agency on his own volition for a briefing before he goes over-
seas, and what if in that briefing he asks the CIA briefer what,
kinds of things he ought to look at in a certain country and the
briefer, seeing this opening, begins to suggest a number of items of
information that might be of interest to the CIA as well?

Mr. COLBY. Sure.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, does this imply giving the journalist a mis-

sion? I
Mr. COLBY. No; I don't think so. In that case, the question is

whether the journalist is still independent or whether he is doing
something for the CIA. In other words, if the CIA, in the back-
ground briefing, before he goes to a country, he says, well, what
questions do you all really have about the country and he says,
well, we don't know who is going to be the successor to the Prime
Minister, we don't know what the groups are around the military
leadership, who they really are and how they relate to each other,
those are some of the problems, and by the way, we haven't the
faintest idea what that factory is over in Lower Slobbovia. They
are doing something there, but we really don't know what it is,
period.

Now, he is not doing anything for CIA. He has learned that there
are some open questions. He is going to go---

Mr. JOHNSON. But doesn't that imply the CIA would like to know
about that factory and would want him to come back and tell the
Agency about it?

Mr. COLBY. Sure. He can come back and put it in his newspaper.
Mr. JOHNSON. And what if it doesn't go in the newspaper?
Mr. COLBY. Then my point would be that sure, we could go to the

newspaper and say, I don't know what your reaction is, but would
you be willing to share it with us? We are not going to make any
spooky arrangement out of this, but if you will give it to us, we
certainly would appreciate it, but you don't have to, and I don't
think that's a violation.

In other words, he is still independent. He is making his own
decisions about what he does, what he writes, what he covers, what
he shows us, and that is the key to it it seems to me.

If you then go-if you went to the journalist and said, now, you
have get to find this one out and you have got to tell me, and don't
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cover it in the paper because we don't want them to know that we
know it, then you are tasking him and then I think that is bad.

Mr. JOHNSON. OK.
And the final point I wanted to talk to you about is this subject

of the use of foreign media. It seems tome generally one might use
the foreign media for intelligence gathering, on the one hand, or
for propaganda purposes, on the other hand.

Let's set aside intelligence gathering for a moment and just look
at the propaganda aspects.

That is a covert action, isn't it?
Mr. COLBY. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. It occurs to me that covert actions are taken very

seriously these days in this country, and they have to go through
many approval processes.

Mr. COLBY. They sure are.
Mr. JOHNSON. I know Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, appearing

last year before the Church committee, said that covert action
should be used only in the most dire circumstances, when it was
really necessary for the country.,

Given all that, shouldn't these black propaganda programs follow
the same criteria, and be used only when it is really of considerable
importance to the country?

Mr. COLBY. Well, I think the present Hughes-Ryan amendment
says that before CIA can do anything other than intelligence gath-
ering, that it must get the President's certification that it is impor-
tant to the national security, which puts up a certain number of
hurdles, and it must be immediately reported, in a timely fashion
or whatever it is, to the committee.

So that gives the committee a chance, I guarantee you, to stop it
if they think it is wrong.

Mr. JOHNSON. So do you think that when the CIA infrastructure
places an editorial in some far-flung country this is reported
through Hughes-Ryan?

Mr. COLBY. Not every one, but I think that-I don't know what
they do now, but I know when we did it, I took that law very
seriously and what we did was summarize a whole series of rela-
tionships and said this is the kind of thing that is going on every
day, and if you want to know more about it, ask, we will tell you,
but this kind of activity is going on.

Now, that then left it up to the Congress to say well what is
going on in one country or another? And we would tell them.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, just following up on that. Usually

the operation has already gone into effect, and the question of
timely reporting is something that could be 1 day or 1 week later.

Mr. COLBY. Not really. Quite frankly, I think the timely fashion
is adequate, unless you want to get in a situation of prior approval,
and I really don't think you do.

And I think if the President signs it, then my practice was to call
up the committee that afternoon and say, you know, I have

'Hearings before the Select Committee to study Government Operations with respet to
Intelligence Activities, U.S. Senate, Volume 7, p. 54ff.
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something to report and I am available any time you want me,
tomorrow morning.

Mr. MINETA. Before it becomes operational?
Mr. COLBY. No; but in the real world it is going to take you that

long to do something, and if there is a great explosion in the
committee when you get up there the next day or even a week
later, and the committee says this is the stupidest thing I have
ever heard of, absolutely not, and we think you had better stop
this, and right now, then I think in most cases you have got a
chance to do it. Most of these are continuing operations. We are
talking about a relationship with a newsman, a line of propaganda
with various countries. We can turn those off with a cable.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Colby, ":n this Turner regulation, we have got
first the policy, second the limitations, and third the exceptions. I
am wondering whether or not the exceptions become the boiler-
plate language to allow just about anything to occur on the basis of
prior approval by the DCI.

What kind of mechanism for oversight would you suggest there?
Mr. COLBY. Well, obviously, if the Director issues this directive,

he can change this directive any day. I mean if he is the authority
that issues it. If, as the Chairman suggested, you have some gener-
al legislation, then you put additional requirements on him, as the
Hughes-Ryan amendment is an additional requirement on him
beyond his restrictions, beyond even the President's restrictions.
But here supervision seems very simple. The committee just has to
tell him, I want to know every one of those specific approvals, just
every one, you come up and tell us about.

Mr. MINETA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Any more?
Thank you very much, Mr. Colby. We are going to meet this

afternoon at 2 o'clock with some people from the CIA, and we hope
to go into some more of the media relations in greater detail. We
appreciate very much your coming.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:04 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:08 p.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Les Aspin
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Boland (chairman of
the full committee), Mineta, and Wilson.

Also present: Thomas K. Latimer, staff director; and Loch John-
son, professional staff member.

Mr. AsPIN. We resume the hearings this afternoon on the CIA
and the media with three more witnesses with extensive CIA expe-
rience. Mr. John Maury served as the CIA Chief, Soviet Oper-
ations, Station Chief in Athens, Greece, and several other posts in
a career as an intelligence officer that stretched over two decades.
He capped his public service with 2 years as an Assistant Secretary
of Defense from 1974 to 1976.
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Dr. Ray Cline also spent two decades with the CIA, and served in
the- Office of Strategic Services before that. While with the Agency,
Dr. Cline served in Asia and Europe, and was Deputy Director for
Intelligence for 4 years. After leaving the CIA in 1969 he also
served as Director, Bureau of Intelligence and Research in the
Department of State. Today Dr. Cline is director of studies, George-
town University Center for Strategic and International Studies
here in Washington, and the author of a recent book called "Se-
crets, Spies and Scholars."

Mr. David Atlee Phillips has been both a journalist and an
intelligence officer. He was once editor and publisher of the "South
Pacific Mail," an English-language newspaper in Chile, and then
an intelligence officer for over two decades with broad experience
throughout Latin America. Mr. Phillips retired from the Agency in
1975 to form the Association of Retired Intelligence Officers, and
has recently authored a book on intelligence entitled "The Night
Watch: 25 Years of Peculiar Service."

WeJcome, Gentlemen.
Mr. Maury, may we begin with your opening statement, sir?

STATEMENT OF JOHN MAURY, FORMER EMPLOYEE, CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Mr. MAURY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to be here to discuss something that I think concerns us all.
Never before, it seems to me, has our country been in greater need
of reliable information about what is going on in the world. With-
out such information, we are, for all our military might, a blind
giant stumbling around an uncharted minefield. I recall a col-
league who worked in the White House some years ago remarking
that perhaps the greatest danger to peace in our time is an
ill-informed American President. I think the same could be said
about our American political leaders and our American press and
our American people, and for 'the information we need in these
days, I think we have to rely both on our intelligence services and
on our media.

I regret to say that I think the credibility and effectiveness of
both have been badly damaged recently. The credibility of the
intelligence community, I think, and its effectiveness, have been
damaged by irresponsible and false allegations in the media, and I
think the same irresponsibility has damaged the credibility of the
media.

Now, I see nothing sinister in the basic hostility of the media
toward any Government agency that conducts its affairs in secret. I
think that is inherent in our system. On the other hand, I think
Lord Acton, when he said, "Power corrupts," would today certainly
have included the media among those whom he feels it has corrupt-
ed.

The media has been instrumental in destroying two presidents in
recent years and in influencing the outcome and the conduct of a
major war, and it seems to me that when they complain about how
they have been corrupted and descredited by the CIA, they are
being shortsighted, because it seems to me only they can suffer by
these agitations and allegations about how CIA has somehow se-
duced them. It seems to me the media has taken aim at a nonexis-
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tent target and then shot themselves in the foot because in truth I
find very little evidence that any news destined for American
consumption has been significantly influenced in any way be CIA
involvement. Furthermore, I find no evidence in my experience
and in that of colleagues with whom I have discussed the matter,
that the cooperation of the media with the Agency has had a
corrupting effect on either the Agency or the media.

The great bulk of what CIA has done through the media in the
way of disseminating information has been,. as Mr. Colby said this
morning, the dissemination of truth to combat falsehood rather
than the distortion of the truth, and I think, Mr. Chairman, that
regarding journalists cooperating in the collection of intelligence, I
have known many such cases, but I have yet to know of any case
where these individuals who cooperated with intelligence services
willingly and served them well in any way did so at the expense of
their obligation to either their employers or their readers.

So much for what CIA has done to the integrity of the press.
Now I believe we are all concerned about the integrity of CIA. I
remember a Soviet intelligence officer, a defector, said some years
ago that members of the KGB were always taught that their first
priority was to put out the eyes of their adversary by degrading
and disrupting his intelligence service. If this is true, then I think
Moscow must be very pleased with some of the things that have
appeared in the American press, and let me hasten to say that I
am not talking about all of the press. I am not talking about the
wire services and I am not talking about the news magazines. I am
talking about some of our leading dailies and some of our more
fashionable periodicals.

But let me give you some examples. We have all seen in various
news stories repeated references to CIA involvement in Watergate.
The truth is that there was never any such involvement.

Second, we have seen references to CIA as a rogue elephant
operating without any direction. The truth is that both the Church
and Pike Committees have confirmed that in all important re-
spects, CIA operations were under the direction of the White
House.

We have seen many allegations of CIA involvement in illicit drug
traffic. The truth, as Mr. John Ingersoll, the Director of the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs has said, in response to a con-
gressional inquiry, is that the CIA has been "this Bureau's strong-
est partner" in running down illegal drug traffic.

I could name a number of such examples, Mr. Chairman, and let
me just take two or there others here.

We have seen a story by Jack Anderson headlined "CIA Teaches
Terrorism to Its Friends." You have .to read the story to realize
that the only content of the story is that CIA teaches counterter-
rorism to certain allied security service. I don't know who wrote
that headline.

We have seen evidence here of falsely lableled photographs used
to support a false charge, shades of Joe McCarthy. I have read in a
leading daily that the CIA Station Chief in Athens tried to kindle a
war in Lebanon. I have read another leading journalist echoing the
allegations of the Soviet propaganda that the so-called Penkovsky
papers were precisely the coarse straw which Soviet authorities
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claimed, and I have seen allegations recently that CIA was recruit-
ing mercenaries in Zaire and introducing swine virus into Cuba.

These stories I mention, Mr. Chairman, because while I recognize
that anyone can make a mistake in the press and CIA and else-
where, many of these and a number of other stories I have not
mentioned, I have called to the attention of leading journal and
asked if any of my allegations were unfounded or unfair, and if
not, suggested that the record be set straight, mentioning that I
could prove that these stories were false, and the answer came
back that my allegations were not impressive. But there was never
any suggestion that they were not well documented.

Another one of the disservices, Mr. Chairman, which I feel the
press has done to the intelligence community has been to provide a
small handful of disgruntled former intelligence officiers like Mar-
chetti and Agee and- Stockwell and Snepp and John Marks free
media coverage, making of them instant celebrities, and in the
course of it, doing grave damage not only to the effectiveness of
certain intelligence operations, but as we have seen in the case of
Dick Welch, even jeopardized their personal safety and their lives.

Some discussion about Mr. Welch earlier this morning brings to
mind the fact that I was staying with Mr. Welch just after front
headlined stories appeared in the Athens press identifying the CIA.
We talked about this at the time. I had preceded him by several
years as Station Chief in Athens, and he was staying in the same
home that I had lived in and my predecessors had lived in for some
years. He said that it had been suggested by headquarters that he
might move to another address, but he realized that this would be
quite absurd under the circumstances. He said, of course I am a
marked man now, but not because people have found out who I am.
They could have found that out any time. But, as he pointed out
quite accurately I think at the time, the terrorism which we see so
much of today is not interested in who they get unless it is some-
body that makes headlines. Mr. Welch would have been just an-
other dead spy if his name had not been featured on the front
pages of the Athens press.

Now, there, I think, is the key to it. They could find other CIA
station chiefs, or they don't have to be station chiefs. All they have
to be is somebody who will make headlines. I mean, why Olympic
athletes, for example, in Munich? Because there is good press
coverage of Olympic athletes. They had nothing to do with CIA.

So the point is, I think, in the Welch case that this was indeed
the result of publicity, an irresponsible publicity of the press. The
Athens press having picked it up from some of the extremist
American media, not the responisble press, but Mr. Chairman, let
me mention another example of what I think is troublesome, not
only what the press prints but what it doesn't print.

Not long ago Messrs. Evans and Novak had a column-last
spring it was, actually-indentifying Philip Agee as CIA's first
defector. A number of newspapers, over 100, ran that column.
Some of them killed it. One of those that killed it just 3 weeks
earlier had defended its record in providing public information
public information about CIA's secret support to King Hussein of
Jordan, and in that editorial defending its revelation of that sensi-
tive information appeared these words: "The real point is that
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__ newspapers cannot be true to their trust if they allow themselves
to get in the position of managing the news, or picking and choos-
ing, or publishing or withholding."

That is the kind of hypocrisy in the press that I want to point to,
Mr. Chairman, but I do so not out of malice--

Mr. WILSON. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
What newspaper was that, Mr. Maury?

- Mr. MAURY. The Washington Post.
- I have a number of examples from the Washington Post. I have
others from the New York Times I also have certa' " other materi-
al, that I can put into the record if the committee is interested.

[The subcommittee approved the insertion of the information
refered to. See appendix H, p. 340.]

Mr. MAURY. I might explain though, that since I have mentioned
the Washington Post, I think maybe I should be quite precise in
what I have said because I had in my prepared testimony, as you
may have noticed, said that I was not anxious to name names
because I merely wanted to make the point and make sure that I
got evidence into the record that would support the point, but since
I have mentioned the Washington Post, perhaps I should take just
a moment and explain just what I am talking about.

I had called these misstatements, to the attention of the Wash-
ington Post in a letter on April 7 to Mrs. Graham in which I said-
and I quote:

My purpose in writing this letter is not to embarrass the Post or make headlines
or bylines for myself. But I feel that in its treatment of this subject the Post has
been less than candid with its readers and has damaged the credibility, and hence
the effectiveness, of an important national asset.

I had hoped, and still hope, that the Post might permit this issue to be raised in
its own pages, perhaps as a "takin, exception' piece, and this was my purpose in
submitting the enclosed "credibility' item. If it contains any factual inaccuracies or
unfair allegations, I would appreciate having them called to my attention. Other-
wise, unless the Post is prepared to reconsider running it, I hope to have it
published elsewhere.

The reply I received was a note from Mrs. Graham of April 15
enclosing a memo to her of Mr. Charles Seib of the Post Staff,
which contains the following passage:

The fourth item (which was actually the first chronologically) is the most sensi-
tive because it amounts to a direct attack on the Post in support of Maury's thesis
that the paper is biased and unfair in its handling of CIA matters.

I don't think his bill of particulars in the article is impressive.

I will submit for the record, if you wish, Mr. Chairman, more
material on this precise point, but let me explain that in raising
this I am not trying to settle a personal score with the Post or
anybody else, but I am trying to make the following point. I feel
that the irresponsible handling of stories regarding CIA by the
American media has created a dangerous misconception about the
Agency's activities which, if unchallenged, will generate pressures
for excessive restrictions and revelations, thereby crippling the
effectiveness of the Agency. It is for this reason that I think it is
important that this record be brought to the attention of the com-
mittee, which is properly examining restrictions on Agency oper-

.ations and activities, and I feel that if these false allegations that
are so widespread and widely accepted are not challenged, that we
may end up with a cure worse than the disease.
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Also, to go back to a matter that I touched on earlier, I feel
strongly that when it gets to the matter of CIA and the press, with
the oversight of a diligent committee such as this committee I
certainly think is, and as the Senate committee has proved itself to
be in its existence so far, the abuses that we have been concerned
about can be brought under satisfactory control without putting
our intelligence services in a legislative straitjacket which we may
regret in some of the crises that may be waiting for us around the
corner.

But Mr. Chairman, I do feel strongly that the issue of CIA
corrupting the press is relatively minor-after all, attempts are
being made by a lot of people other than CIA to influence what
goes into the press, the reporters that file and the editors that
publish material have their own biases. There are many people in
the lucrative profession of public relations in this town that are
trying to get their story in the press and calculated leaks from the
White House, the Pentagon, and various other elements of the
Government I think are a time honored institution, and so I per-
sonally feel from my experience that the CIA role in manipulating
the American press is minimal compared to a lot of other people
that are engaged in this kind of activity.

But I am not suggesting, Mr. Chairman, that the issue of intelli-
gence manipulation of the press is negligible. I happen to be aware
of a document, a manual entitled "The Practice of Recruiting
Americans in the USA and Third Countries," published by the
First Chief Directorate of the KGB. It lists a dozen top priority
targets for Soviet recruitment; first, government officials with clas-
sified clearances; second, members of the American press.

Now, I think it is only logical that the press would be a top
priority. After all, the intelligence agent operating under press
cover has a unique advantage. He can openly pry into the most
sensitive secrets of the White House, the Pentagon and CIA. After
all, that is what all Washington correspondents seem to be doing
most of the time. Even if he attracts suspicion he can invoke the
first amendment and probably avoid investigation, and in addition,
our espionage laws, as I will mention in a moment, are I think
woefully inadequate, even if he does attract suspicion. And finally,
an agent under press cover is in fact twn agents. He is an espio-
nage agent with excellent mobility and access, but he is also what
the KGB calls an agent of influence, well suited to disseminate
misinformation abroad which is one of the priority preoccupations
of the KGB as you know.

Now, it has been some years since I had details regarding live
operational cases in this regard, but I do know that in the past the
Soviets have been quite successful in some of these respects, and I
can only assume that they haven't given up.

Now, let me explain the vulnerability of our system to this kind
of operation because I think it does bear on the viability -of our
intelligence operations.

We have a number of laws in this country that protect Govern-
ment secrets of various kinds. Several statutes provide clearcut
criminal penalties for revealing insecticide formulas, agricultural
marketing agreements, the names of persons on relief, bank loan
applications, income tax data, export controls, and so on. But as to
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the secrets of intelligence sources and methods, as Mr. Colby men-
tioned this morning, we have far from adequate statutory protec-
tion; 18 U.S.C. 793 makes it a crime to reveal classified information
relating to the national security only if it can be proved that it was
done "with intent or reason to believe that the information is to be
used to the injury of the United States or the advantage of a
foreign nation.'

Now, as we all know, intent is almost impossible to prove in
court, and so these Marchettis and Agees and so on, unless you
catch them dealing with a foreign agent, can spill everything they
know with virtual impunity, as we have seen.

And I am not suggesting, Mr. Chairman-and I will close with
this point--anything as stringent as the British Official Secrets
Act, but I am suggesting that we need some kind of legislation
which will protect intelligence sources and methods similar to that
applying to restricted data under the Atomic Energy Act. It would
cover only information specifically designated as involving sensi-
tive sources and methods by the Directors of the various Intelli-
gence Agencies, and would only bind individuals who had, as a
condition of their employment, made a sworn commitment to ob-
serve the restriction.

I do think that the lives of our personnel and the effectiveness of
our intelligence operations('are at least as worthy of protection as
soybean crop statistics, and I would respectfully suggest that at an
appropriate time the committee might want to look into that possi-
bility.

And in closing, let me just quote from a letter of George Wash-
ington some 200 years ago when he wrote to Colonel Elias Dayton:

The necessity for procuring good intelligence is apparent and need not be further
urged. All that remains for me to add is that you keep the whole matter as secret as
possible. For upon secrecy, success depends in most enterprises of the kind, and for
want of it, they are generally defeated however well planned.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Maury.
[The prepared statement of John M. Maury follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN M. MAURY

My name is John M. Maury. My background includes law practice in Charlottes-
ville, Va.; service in World War II as a Marine officer assigned to Naval Intelligence
and commanding the U.S. Military Mission to North Russia in Murmansk; 27 years
in CIA, including assignments in Berlin, on the NSC staff, on a Presidential Task
Force to review U.S. foreign policy, on a disarmament delegation in Geneva, eight
years as chief of Soviet operations, six years as Chief of Station in Athens and five
years in charge of CIA liaison with the Congress. After retirement from CIA I
served two years, 1974-1976, as Assistant Secretary of Defense. In appearing here
today I speak for myself alone.

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to appear before your Subcommittee on
a matter which I believe concerns us all. Never before has this country been in
greater need of reliable information about what is going on in the tense and fragile
world beyond our borders. Without such information we are, for all our military
might, a blind giant stumbling through an uncharted minefield. For this informa-
tion we must rely on both our intelligence services and our press. But to serve our
purposes this information must be not only reliable, it must be credible.

I fear the credibility of both our chief intelligence service-the CIA-and our
press has been badly damaged in recent years. I believe the credibility, and the
effectiveness, of CIA has suffered because of a series of false allegations and irre-
sponsible revelations by the press. I believe the credibility of the press, at least
among those familiar with the facts, has equally suffered. Not all of the press has
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been a party to this irresponsible campaign to discredit the CIA. The wire services
and the news weeklies have, in general, been more responsible. And I find nothing
sinister in the basic hostility of the press toward any government agency which
operates in secret. In our free society this is inevitable. But the record of some of
the nation's leading dailies, and that of some of the fashionable periodicals, has
been a shabby one. Their performance brings to mind the words of Mr. Jefferson
when, in 1807, he wrote to his friend John Norvell that "nothing can now be
believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put
into that polluted vessel".

A favorite theme of those who seek to discredit the CIA is that the Agency
attempts to manipulate the news, and thus is a threat to the integrity of the
American press. On the basis of the record, which I shall cite in a moment, one may
ask, "What integrity?". One may also ask just how a press so jealous of its integrity
could think its interest would be served by proclaiming to the world that it has been
seduced and subverted by a sinister CIA. But in fact, Mr. Chairman, to the best of
my knowledge there is no case where significant news destined for American
consumption has been falsified or corrupted due to CIA involvement.

Last year Mr. Carl Bernstein, a diligent investigative reporter who was working
on this question, told me he had reached the same conclusion. Mr. Stuart Loory
attacked this issue in the Columbia Journalism Review of September/October 1974,
but the best he could come up with were two cases: One, where an unidentified
informant told him of a hypothetical case in which the "United States Government,
for example, might decide to float a story discrediting the Soviet Union as an
irresponsible nuclear power"; and another where a scientist "while consulting for
CIA, developed a scheme for misleading Soviet Scientists by publishing articles
containing false research results in American scientific journals' -a scheme which
was ultimately vetoed by CIA Director Allen Dulles.

The Church Committee of the Senate, which investigated CIA media and other
activities last year, registered considerable concern about the possibility of CIA
supported "black" propaganda abroad producing "fallout" which might be picked up
and unwittingly played back to American audiences by US media. The Committee
report mentioned books and articles, the Publication of which was supported by
CIA, usually without the knowledge of the author (who thus was hardly a CIA
mouthpiece), but which sometimes were available in English and obtainable in the
US. The Committee cited no cases where these had had a mischievous or misleading
effect on American readers. The examples mentioned included a book about a
student in a communist country. Interestingly enough this book happened to have
been reviewed by Eric Severeid who, with no knowledge of the CIA role, commented
that "our propaganda services could do worse than flood (foreign) university towns
with this volume". Other examples cited by the committee were CIA-supported
translations of Machiavelli's "Prince" into Swahili and T.S. Eliot into Russian. The
Committee apparently found no evidence that these projects had produced any
sinister results in the U.S.

I can appreciate the concern to protect the American reader from false informa-
tion disseminated abroad. But the gv'et bulk of CIA media operations has been
aimed at dissminating the truth to areas where it is not otherwise available, as in
the case of Radio Free Europe broadcasts to the truth-starved populations of East-
ern Europe. If I may say so, it seems to me that by agitating this issue the press has
taken aim at a non-existent target and succeeded only in shooting itself in the foot.
News manipulation no doubt is a problem for a free press. Indeed news is manipu-
lated every day by the reporters who file it and the editors who present it. News
manipulation is both a common practice and a lucrative profession. Calculated news
leaks, both true and otherwise, are a favored device of statemen, bureaucrats,
politicians, defense contractors, public relations experts and innumerable pressure
groups. If our concern is really about manipulating the media, the CIA aspect of the
problem seems to me hardly significant.

As to the related issue of the role of journalists in the collection of intelligence, I
know of some who have served their country in this capacity willingly and well. I
know of none where this service was at the expense of their obligation either to
their employers or to their readers.

So much for what CIA has done to the integrity of the press. Now, since I believe
we are all concerned about the integrity of CIA, let me explain why I believe the
press has caused serious mischief in this regard. I recall hearing a former Soviet
intelligence officer quoted as saying, "We were taught that our first task was to put
out the eyes of our enemy by disrupting and discrediting his intelligence service'. If
so, Moscow must be pleased with some of the material appearing in the American
press in recent years. For example:
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Numerous stories have implied CIA involvement in Watergate. In fact there was
no such involvement. When Helms learned that the White House was seeking CIA
assistance for some unknown but suspicious purpose he ordered it stopped, and he
later refused CIA assistance in the post-Watergate coverup.

Press stories have described CIA as an uncontrolled "rogue elephant", defying
even Presidential direction. The fact as confirmed by both Church and Pike commit-
tee of the Congress, is that CIA in all significant respects has acted at White House
direction.

Various stories have linded CIA to illegal drug traffic. The fact is that, as BNDD
Director Ingersoll has certified, "CIA has for some time been this Bureau's strongest
partner" in running down foreign illegal drug sources.

A few years ago there were stories about CIA's "illegal" and "unauthorized" war
in Laos, conducted without Congressional knowledge. In fact, various Congressional
committees and subcommittees were briefed on this operation on 359 occasions
between 1959 and 1972.

One familiar trick has been misleading headlines, as where a leading daily
headlined a Jack Anderson column "CIA Teaches Terrorism To Friends." In fact,
the story said only that the teaching in question was how to counter terrorism.
Another leading paper headlined a story "CIA Goal: Drug, Not Kill, Anderson." In
fact the story said only that the White House had consulted a doctor who had
formerly worked for CIA about such a possibility. Another headline proclaims
"Benefits From CIA Rated Low." The story merely quoted a speaker as saying,"very little good" had come out of congressional investigations of CIA.

One major daily has used falsely labelled photographs of CIA buildings to support
the false charge that CIA is much larger now than it was in 1960.

Other outright falsehoods printed in the most influential dailies in the country
include allegations that the CIA Station chief in Athens tried to "Kindle a war" in
Lebanon; That the so-called Penkovskiy Papers, (material from a senior Soviet
intelligence officer working for CIA) were precisely the coarse fraud soviet authori-
ties claimed" (in fact, virtually every word in the papers attributed to Penkovskiy
was his own); that the CIA was recruiting U.S. mercenaries for Zaire; and that CIA
had introduced swine virus into Cuba.

One of the disservices of the media has been to reward and encourage that small
handful of disgruntled former intelligence employees Victor Marchetti, John Marks,
John Stockwell, Frank Snepp and CIA's first defector to the Comunists, Philip
Agee who, in violation of their secrecy agreements (which the courts have ruled are
binding contracts) have betrayed their public trust by "telling all". Some of these
media-created instant celebrities may have irreparably damaged the careers, and
even endangered the lives, of former colleagues whom they have publicly identified.
Just two years ago I was visiting my old friend Dick Welch, the CIA Station Chief in
Athens-a position which I had once occupied. Welch's name had just prominently
appeared in the Greek press, replaying revelations appearing in American publica-
tions. Welch commented to me that he was now a marked man. A few days later,
back in the States, I learned that Welch had been assassinated in front of his athens
home as he returned from an Embvassy Christmas party.

Agee, by the way, was reported in a column by Evans and Novak some months
ago to be suspected of collaboration with the DGI, the Cuban intelligence service
which is intimately associated with the KGB. (Indeed, Agee has admitted as much.)
This column appeared in a number of papers, but not in a leading national daily
that regularly carries the Evans and Novak column. Just three weeks before killing
the Evans and Novak column this paper defended its disclosure of the highly
sensitive covert support CIA was providing King Hussein of Jordan in an editorial
which concluded with the following words: "' * * The real point is that newspapers
cannot be true to their trust if they allow themselves to get in the position of
managing the news, of picking and choosing-publishing or withholding-on the
basis of anybody's hopes or fears of real (or fancied) consequences"

Mr. Chairman, I do not claim that the squalid record I have cited is typical of
most of the American press. It is based mainly on material I have noted appearing
in the two or three dailies I see regularly. I have had an exchange of correspon-
dence with top officials of one of them in which I have pointed out several serious
distortions and falsehoods and proposed an article setting the record straight. I also
asked that if any of my allegations were inaccurate or unfair I be so advised. The
response did not address that point, but merely stated that my case was not
"impressive". The reason I have not named names in this connection is that I do not
feel this is the proper forum to pursue personal differences. If the committee so
desires I will of course document the above points in detail. But I have felt it
necessary to cite at least enough specific facts to demonstrate that some of the
media have, through a series of distortions, created an image of a dangerous and
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irresponsible CIA which has little relation to reality. Unless these distortions are
challenged, I fear widespread misconceptions will generate pressure for cures far
worse than the disease for Ieislative restrictions and public exposures which will
damage the effectiveness of the Agency even more than it has been damaged by
false allegations, public disclosures and clumsy personnel management to date. I see
no harm in confidential collaboration in the interest of national security between
consenting adults even a journalist and an intelligence officer so long as neither
violates his professional obligations.

However, Mr. Chairman, I do not wish to leave the impression that intelligence
penetration of our media is not a problem. A manual entitled, "The Practice Of
Recruiting Americans In The USA And Third Countries," published by The First
Chief Directorate of the KGB, lists some dozen priority recruitment targets. First on
the list are government employees with secret clearance, second are members of the
press. And what could be more logical? The Soviet intelligence agent operating
under press cover in the United States has unique advantage. He can openly pry
into the most sensitive secrets of the White House, the Pentagon and CIA without
attracting suspicion. after all, that's what the other Washington correspondence
apparently spend their time doing. Even if he does attract suspicion, he can rely on
the currently fashinonable interpretations of the First Amendment to block investi-
gation. Moreover, an agent under press cover is, in fact, two agents. He is a well
placed espionage agent, but he is also an ideally situated "agent of influence",
available to disseminate through journalistic, political and academic channels infor-
mation, and misinformation, in the service of his Soviet masters. In fact, one of the
major departments of the KGB is department A, whose sole mission is the dissemi-
nation of subversive and deception information abroad.

It has been some years since I have been privy to details regarding the involve-
ment of members of the American media with foreign intelligence services, so I am
in no position to cite currently active cases. I can say that such involvements in the
past were of significance, and, based on both logic and experience, I must assume
that this is true today. Let me explain the vulnerability of our national security to
espionage conducted through media channels. Our basic espionage law (18 USC 793)
makes it a crime to reveal classified information only if it is done "with intent, or
reason to believe, that the information is to be used to the injury of the United
States or to the advantage of any foreign nation". As any lawyerknows, intent is
often quite impossible to prove. Thus if an American official passes secrets to a
known foreign intelligence agent, he may be in trouble. But if he passes them to a
member of the media, who then publishes them or passes them on to whomever he
pleases, he is safe; he merely has to claim that his intent was onlyto let the
American people know what their government is doing behind their backs.

The irony is that our Federal statutes provide clear-cut criminal penalties for the
revelation of a wide variety of government information. For example: the unauthor-
ized revelation of insectide formulas, $1,000 and 1 year; Department of Agriculture
information, $1,000 and 1 year; agriculture marketing agreement information,
$1,000 and 1 year; Department of Commerce informaton, $5,000 and 5 years; names
of persons on relief, for political purposes, $1,000 and 1 year; crop information,
$10,000 and 10 years; confidential business information, $1,000 and 1 year; bank
loan information by a bank examiner, $5,000 and 1 year; names of borrowers from
land bank by examiners, $5,000 and 1 year; names of borrowers from National
Agricultural Credit Corporation by examiner, $5,000 and I year; income tax infor-
mation, $5,000 and 5 years; patent information, $10,000 and 2 years; tax return
information by an employee of HEW; shipping information by an employee of a
common carrier, $1,000; selective service records, $10,000 and 5 years; confidential
information on export controls, $10,000 and 1 year; information for commodity
speculation, $10,000 and'1 year. But the employees and former employees of our
intelligence services, whether acting from spite or greed or secretly in the interest
of a foreign power, apparently can reveal sensitive secrets with impunity unless we
can prove their intent.

Mr. Chairman, if we are to have the reliable and timely intelligence which our
executive and legislative leaders need to face the issues before them our intelligence
services must be provided with the security protection without which no intelligence
service can hope to operate effectively. It s a demonstrated fact that foreign agents
and foreign intelligence services will not cooperate witi'. an intelligence service that
can't keep a secret, and today's fabulous and costly technical collection systems can
survive and function only under tight security protection.

This is not to suggest anything as drastic as the British Official Secrets Act, or
the security laws of most of the European democracies, under which any disclosure
of classified material could bring severe criminal penalties. But under our present
laws only communications intelligence appears to enjoy protection. In passing the
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National Security Act of 1947 the Congress recognized the unique sensitivity of
information on intelligence sources and methods by specifically charging the Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence with responsibility for protecting such information. How-
ever, the law did not provide him with the means to carry out this responsibility.

May I respectfully suggest, Mr. Chairman, that this Committee might render the
nation a great service by examining the possibility of a law similar to that applying
to "Restricted Data" under the Atomic Energy Act. It would cover only information
specifically designated by the Director of Central Intelligence and the heads of the
other intelligence agencies as relating to intelligence "sources and methods"-the
identities of agents or the details of technical collection systems. It would have no
application to other categories of classified material. And it would be binding only
on those individuals who, by virtue of employment or a contractual relationship
with an intelligence agency, voluntarily assumed, by sworn commitment, the obliga-
tion to protect source and method information.

In considering such information, it may be appropriate to recall the comment of
Gen. Washington who, precisely 200 years ago, wrote in a letter to Col. Elias
Dayton; "The necessity for procuring good intelligence is apparent and need not be
further urged-all that remains for me to add is that you keep the whole matter as
secret as possible. For upon secrecy, success depends in most enterprises of the kind
and for want of it, they are generally defeated however well planned."

Mr. Chairman, to newspaper articles relevant to this subject have recently ap-
peared in the New York Times. One, by Mr. C. L. Sulzberger entitled, "Memories:
Media Shifts" was in the issue of December 17. The other, by Mr. Stanley Karnow
entitled, "When a Newsman Consults the CIA" appeared December 18. So far as I
know neither of these articles was written by or for CIA. With your permission I
should like to place them in the record.

Dr. Cline.

STATEMENT OF DR. RAY S. CLINE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
STUDIES, THE CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Mr. CLINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. My old

friend and colleague Jack Maury has come out swinging on the
issue of abuse of the press by CIA or of CIA by the press, according
to which way you look at it. I must say I find that rather
heartwarming, but I would like to move back a step or two to talk
about the kinds of relationships between the press and the CIA
that do come into question before we decide whether they are
damaging or not damaging. After all, since feelings are strong on
these issues, it strikes me that we tend to use language and adjec-
tives about a whole range of relationships while we really are
taking exception only to some narrow field. So it occurs to me that
it might help this committee in its work if we were a little system-
atic about what we are talking about, if that is not too irregular.

Mr. AsPIN. No, no, please.
Mr. CLINE. I think we all probably can agree that this country

very much needs an effective intelligence system, and it very much
needs a free press; so our problem is what the appropriate relation-
ships between the two can be in an open society, and I am not sure
that we have very good answers in some cases.

Now, to start off with a cliche, some of my best friends are
journalists, and I think that is natural because if you really stop to
think about it, there is a very close parallel between the work of a
newspaperman, a news gatherer, and an intelligence officer who
also spends most of his time collecting information. There are a
few other activities, and I think those are the ones that we will
come to shortly as the nub of the problem between CIA and the
press. But as far as information gathering is concerned, there is a
close correspondence between news gatherers, whether they work
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for CIA, the Washington Post, the New York Times or a TV
network, assuming that we are talking about simply discovering
the truth about a very messy outside world. And that, after all, is
the main mission and the main task of the CIA. I think sometimes
we forget this because we get very interested in the more exotic
activities of propaganda and covert action.

But, as news gatherers, there is a great similarity of interest,
and I think it is entirely natural that there should be close rela-
tions. I believe a man from Mars would be surprised if newspaper-
men, the media, newsgatherers, and intelligence officers didn't
compare notes and have something in common.

In my 30 years of intelligence work, I exchanged views and
information with literally hundreds and hundreds of American
journalists as well as many foreign ones; and, as far as I can see,
all of those relationships and exchanges were mutually beneficial
and entirely honorable on both sides, and that is why I want to
raise the issue here that the objections which are often made
probably relate to a rather narrow field of activity.

Let me explain what kinds of relationships there have been over
the years, most of them, as I say, benign. I don't intend to reveal
any names or identities. I leave that to Phillip Agee and some of
the others because, while I don't expect any newspapermen to be
assassinated for their relationships with CIA, I think their charac-
ters might be. Further, I think we are talking about an issue of
political and social responsibility, not personalities.

The recent wave of sanctimony which has swept over the press
implying that all journalistic contacts are in some way sinister and
immoral is, in my view, misguided. Perhaps it is based on the
assumption that at this time in history the first amendment of the
Constitution is the main principle around which all of our govern-
mental responsibilities should be organized. I must say, I find that
a little difficult to swallow. I got out the Constitution this morning
just to take a look and while I am sure the committee doesn't need
to be reminded, perhaps occasionally the press does-that first
amendment is an amendment. The Constitution starts off by pro-
viding a system of establishing justice, insuring domestic tranquil-
ity, providing for the common defense and promoting the general
welfare, and it established a Congress and an executive office to
take care of that.

Then finally, as the first and very important article of the Bill of
Rights, it did say that the Congress, under this Constitution, shall
make no law respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech or of
the press, and it went on to some other provisions.

Now, I find it very hard to turn all of this around and say that
there is an absolute principle that the Government will be conduct-
ed in this country in a way which has as its primary objective the
protection of a free press. I think a free press with very mixed
responsibilities and powers, is part of our society, and that we
should try to balance off the benefits which we gain from it with
the responsibility of all American citizens, and of the Congress and
the President to protect the general welfare. Excuse me for being a
little professorial about that, but I think the first amendment is

24-353 0 - 78 - 5
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not the central purpose of our Constitution-it is an important
provision of it.

Now, in the field of passing information back and forth between
newspapermen and intelligence officers, there are a number of
kinds of relationships; your staff has kindly indicated the main
relationships on a placard large enough for the people here to see.1
I will not follow those boards exactly, but let me give you a thumb-
nail sketch of the kind of relationships which do develop almost
automatically between these two types of news gatherers.

A journalist very commonly comes to an intelligence officer to
provide unsolicited information, usually something unsuitable for
dissemination in the journalistic media-it doesn't make a good
story. He is not paid for this information. All he wants really is a
well-informed CIA person to talk to him concerning his experi-
ences, to confirm or deny those experiences, to give him some
reaction. Now, in the intelligence business that is what we call
debriefing. In other words, he wants to debrief himself-to use an
English-language barbarism which is very common in this Govern-
ment-to debrief himself to an intelligence officer so as to get some
idea of whether or not he has valuable information. It is often true
that information which is not valuable to the newspaperman or his
media-the media to which he might submit it-is valuable to the
Government; it might be a detail that would be important in some
respect in filling out a picture relating to our security which the
intelligence officer is deeply concerned with.

I think examples of this could easily suggest themselves. A rela-
tionship between two officials in a Communist country, a rather
hostile country, which had not been noted publicly and did not
appear in their press since it is not free, might be observed by a
Western newspaperman. It wouldn't make much of a story in our
press, but it would be a matter of note for U.S. intelligence officers.

Now, the next step beyond confirming stories and swapping in-
formation is asking for a prebriefing. Many newspapermen have
come to me, and I am sure to all my colleagues, saying:

We are going to do a story on so and so. Perhaps we will be making a trip
somewhere or interviewing some important personalities. What should we ask or
what should we look for? Is there anything important we might not think of about
this situation which you are aware of because you have been studying the problem
for the U.S. Government for a long time?

I see no reason why they shouldn't ask those questions and be
given good information. In that case they are being prebriefed on
the intelligence elements of a story. Again, no money is passed, no
obligation is made; it is a voluntary relationship, mutually benefi-
cial as far as I can see.

Let me say right here that I think by far the great preponder-
ance of contacts between CIA and journalists have been the de-
briefings and prebriefings, and that they have been unpaid, volun-
tary, and mutually beneficial. I think that is an important distinc-
tion to keep in mind as we go on into these problems.

Then, of course, it is true that occasionally-and I have had this
experience-an American newspaperman has said to me that he
thought he was onto a good story but his own newspaper or other

'See appendixes C, D, and E.
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news medium was unwilling to pay his expenses to pursue the
story. He has said:

They don't think it is sexy, but I think I am onto something useful, and I think
the U.S. Government would really like to know what I will find out. How about
your coughing up a little dough for an air trip to Prague, say, in return for which I
won't tell you anything that I wouldn't tell anybody; but still, I may get some
information that you would like to have.

On occasion that kind of financial assistance has been given; and
as far as I can see, it has probably been a fairly good bargain
because in view of the restrictions on all travelers in most totalitar-
ian countries, the casual observations of U.S. newspapermen on
matters about which they are unlikely to print a story are some-
times useful as nuggets of information-political information and
economic information-valuable to the CIA and to the U.S. Govern-
ment.

Now, the last possible category of relationship is when the news-
paperman has accepted such an assignment for pay, beyond accept-
ing money as expenses or even an honorarium of some sort to
enable him to make a trip. He will be tasked, he will be told
exactly what would be very nice to know, and he will systematical-
ly debrief himself again after the trip. At that point there is a
relationship which begins to be I think in the eyes of the press
suspect, and I know that some of my journalist friends feel that the
passage of money somehow is what corrupts. I don't know what
they do about taking pay from their own newspapers. I assume
that that is pure somehow. I am not sure that the passage of
money is the right dividing line between correct and incorrect
behavior; but in any case, I am sure that there has been very little
money passed between CIA and newspapermen, and that on the
whole, it has been passed for exactly the kind of information which
in my view would not in any way affect the duties of a newspaper-
man in connection with his own employment.

Now, let me move on to say that it seems to me that there is one
area of CIA activity which occasionally involves newspapermen
which causes most of the difficulty in the relationships; that is
when CIA, entirely abroad and mostly with foreign journalists,
provides slanted or even fabricated stories in the interests of de-
ceiving foreign people-mostly adversary people, officials in adver-
sary countries-about U.S. intentions or the intentions of our
allies.

This doesn't happen very often. It mostly is associated with war-
time or quasi-wartime situations. Nevertheless, there is a propa-
ganda element in a very limited sector of CIA's work-its political
action programs overseas-but since this fascinates people so
much, I think many journalists, like many American citizens, tend
to believe that CIA s work is about 95 percent political propaganda
and 5 percent information gathering, whereas in fact it is the other
way around. The main job of CIA is information gathering, and I
would say considerably less than 5 percent of CIA work has any-
thing to do with political propaganda or action.

Nevertheless, clearly here is a different field. I must say I cannot
get terribly concerned about the charge that this occasional plant-
ing of a probably not totally untrue but perhaps slanted story
about a foreign government in a totalitarian society and its con-
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tacts in a conflict zone in international affairs, is a matter likely to
contaminate the American press. I think the advantages on occa-
sion of such provision -of stories to foreign newspapers are clear
enough from the U.S. Government's pofiit of view so that I am not
sure it is a serious encroachment on the time and intellectual
efforts of the American news media to sift out those stories and
deal with them just as they would any other dubious story-dubi-
ous because of its source or its internal character, or because of the
lack of confirming information.

I think it is a responsibility of all editors and newspaper report-
ers to check their sources, to beware of being taken in by slightly
slanted statements. As Mr. Maury said, they come from all over
the world. They even come from all over this town, and I think it
world be awfully naive of the media to suggest they only encounter
the danger of picking up false information from the stories that
CIA might have spread.

At any rate, I would suggest that the byword for editors and
newspapermen in the free marketplace, the free news, is caveat
emptor, let the buyer beware. Intelligence officers have the same
problem. After all, there are a lot of agents in the world, intelli-
gence agents who are trying to sell dubious information to CIA;
and it is simply a professional matter of skill to determine the
valid from the invalid story. Why journalists should feel they are
particularly susceptible to being traduced in this way I don't know.
Considering the amount of dubious garbage that is printed in the
U.S. press from a variety of sources, I feel that the charge of a
chance of contamination by a source in contact with CIA is exag-
gerated at best and probably not a very serious one. The media,
after all, don't have to run any story they are dubious about.

Therefore, it seems to me the real anguish comes down to the
feeling that perhaps some single major story, whether planted by
an American journalist or foreign journalist, would creep into the
U.S. press and mislead our Government, our public, our informa-
tion network. I have been concerned about that in my career in
Government. As a matter of fact, I used to serve on some commit-
tees which were anxious to be sure that no CIA politically slanted
propaganda story did mislead our own State Department or any
other part of our Government. There have been a few instances
where there was a chance that that would happen and I consulted
Foreign Service officers and State Department officers to be sure
that it was not the case. I cannot recall a single instance where
such fabrications or slanted stories really fed through in an impor-
tant matter, or in dealing with an important matter in the U.S.
news media. I can't think of a single case that I could build where
the U.S. public might have been confused or disturbed by false or
distorted information of this kind.

I am sure if it has happened, it must have been quite rare and on
subjects of relatively limited interest to most of our people. There
has been only small amount of such material disseminated in the
past by CIA. I suspect there isn't much of any these days, judging
by news stories about changes in emphasis at the Agency, and I am
sure that little of it has any danger of contaminating legitimate
news.
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Therefore, I would like to conclude by saying most CIA relation-
ships with journalists are with foreign nationals and are harmless,
a 'point that should be stressed because it is the access of foreign
journalists which is most useful to CIA; that these contacts, and
contacts with U.S. journalists by CIA are mostly unpaid; that
nearly all are simply debriefing sessions with an exchange of infor-
mation and a mutually beneficial session of confirming or pointing
out lack of confirmation of information. And last, the danger of
contamination is exaggerated. Good political propaganda actually
involves spreading the truth, not falsehood. The relatively small
number of instances of CIA's planting deceptive news stories has
been usually local, that is, designed for a specific target audience in
a specific foreign country, and rather limited or technical in its
news impact. Most misleading of the U.S. press is done by agents of
foreign governments operating in closed societies or by U.S. policy
level officials simply putting out their own version of the news.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Cline.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ray Cline follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAY S. CLINE

To start off with a resounding cliche, some of my best friends are journalists. I
believe that is natural and entirely appropriate. There is an inevitable professional
parallelism, even a certain degree of symbiosis, between American information
gatherers of all kinds working in the foreign field, whether they work for The New
York Times, The Washington Post, a TV network, or the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA). Collectors of news and intelligence-they mean the same thing-all
are searching for nuggets of truth about the outside world. They all try to acquire
reliable sources, whose identity they often feel it necessary to protect, and in every
case their credibility depends on a record for objectivity and accuracy.

At this historical moment, the American news media, which have so successfully
wrapped themselves in the First Amendment as if there were no other Constitution-
al obligations, constitute the only relatively unfettered espionage organizations in
this country. Reporters investigate all leads to good stories, pay sources whose
secrecy they preserve, and receive-and print-stolen documents from inside our
own government. That is exactly what U.S. intelligence agencies do except that
they concentrate exclusively on penetrating foreign governments and institutions,
not our own.

In my thirty years of intelligence work I exchanged views and information with
hundreds of American journalists, as well as many foreign ones. All of these
relationships were, in my view, mutually beneficial and entirely honorable. Let me
explain what kinds of relationships CIA developed over the years with journalists.
Nearly all of them were entirely benign in my opinion. For that reason I do not
intend to reveal any identities. Instead I want to list the many types of contacts
between journalists and CIA that can exist-very few of them objectionable. I
believe the recent wave of sanctimony implying that and and all journalists' con-
tacts with CIA are in some way sinister and immoral is misguided-a kind of
presumed guilt by association which in other areas of society our free press would
be the first to protest.

These relationships have ranged over the following spectrum:
A. In the field of providing information to CIA in anticipation that it will benefit

the U.S. Government-
. A Journalist provides unsolicited information, usually unsuitable for dissemina-

tion in journalistic media; he is not paid; all he wants is a well-informed CIA person
to debrief him on experiences he has had and observations he has made.

2. A journalist asks for prebriefing before making a trip or interviewing a source
so he will not miss the opportunity to ask good questions and turn up unique or
especially significant data.

3. A journalist receives CIA expense money to enable him to make a trip or
entertain a source likely to yield data of interest to the U.S. Government when his
own news agency will not pay for the story.
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4. A journalist accepts an assignment for pay from CIA, being prebriefed and
debriefed in the process of providing data of intelligence value to the U.S. Govern-
ment. In some cases the news media management may be aware of this moonlight-
ing and consider it acceptable; in others they are unwitting.

B. In the field of receiving information from CIA in anticipation that it will
enhance newsgathering skill or the reputation of journalists-

1. CIA gives reaction to journalist's information, perhaps confirming or denying.
2. CIA passes true information to journalist in belief it generally serves public

interest to have the facts known; in Washington this is a "leak.
3. CIA gives interpretive analysis of situations and trends-often cribbed by news-

analytical reporters and editorial writers.
4. CIA provides slanted or fabricated stories in interests of deception.
Unfortunately most comments on CIA contacts with journalists fail to make any

of these key distinctions. My own philosophy on these different relationships fol-
lows, with special attention being paid to whether the journalist is a foreign nation-
al or a U.S. citizen:

A. With respect to information gathering-
1. All foreign journalists are fair game as information sources; they often have or

can get information valuable to military safety and foreign policy objectives of the
United States, and I can see no injury to the American free press in secret exploita-
tion of these sources. Many of them pass their information along to American
journalists, too, and it is really only a question of which channel gets the data first
that determines whether an item of information is a news story or an intelligence
report.

2. Moonlighting American employees of American media who provide information
to CIA-like foreign journalists do not damage the U.S. press in any way unless
they undertake so much special work for CIA that it handicaps them in carrying
out their normal duties. Naturally CIA would prefer' this not to happen, since
reporters overseas have good cover for access to many sources of information that
are not easy to acquire except in the capacity of reporter, stringer, or free-lance
writer. Obviously, if serious encroachment on journalistic time and performance
does occur, the media outfit involved should fire the journalist for not doing his
job-and the problem is solved. It should not matter that his difficulty was moon-
lighting for CIA anymore than if it was excessive time spent on wine, women,
gambling, or even stamp collecting.

3. Prebriefed journalists, whether foreign or U.S. nationals, accepting payment for
expenses or an occasional stipend for getting information of value to CIA, do no
injury to the U.S. free press provided the moonlighting does not impinge on regular
newsgathering duties. If it does, as in the case of voluntary provision of information
without prebriefing, the situation is corrected automatically because the journalists
sooner or later lose their jobs.

4. All voluntary, unpaid provision of information by journalists to CIA is mutually
beneficial. CIA will be anxious to protect its source and will keep the relationship
confidential if the journalists so desire. No harm to the reputation of the U.S. free
press will be done if the journalists themselves do not gossip about their contacts
with CIA. This relationship between journalists and CIA should be encouraged in
the same way that citizens are encouraged to report suspicious persons or actions to
the police of the FBI.

5. While it is, always has been, and in the future should be limited to a small
number of special cases, a regular, contractual relationship with U.S. nationals who
are journalists in an information providing mode seems to me to be acceptable and
to do no harm Wo the U.S. free press if the CIA relationship is known to the
management of the news media involved. If the media management can live with
the potential conflict of interest in the assignment of tasks-which it may without
damage to its own interests if CIA is flexible in its prebriefings and tasking-there
seems to be no injury to the U.S. free press. Any feedback of information into the
press as a result of the CIA contact is valid news data-some of it gathered because
CIA subsidized the effort but nonetheless true.

6. In other words, it is hard to see why journalists should not provide information
to CIA. The argument that some cannot do so without casting suspicion on others is
spurious. Nowhere abroad does any government assume that the news media have
an independent sovereignty that prevents journalists from passing national-security
information to their own government's intelligence agency. In fact, they assume
that all journalists, including Americans, do so. There is simply nowhere, except in
the United States, an "immaculate conception" of journalism which needs protec-
ion from intelligence contacts of every kind. I think American journalists will be

Better served if they accept this real international world and live it. Most of them
did for many years without any injury to our free press. It is only the extravagant
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post-Watergate pretension to purity and morality that suggests to some journalists
that they should preserve a reputation for "cloistered and fugitive virtue" at the
expense of a healthy relationship with the parallel profession of newsgatherers in
CIA.

B. With respect to the dissemination of news at CIA's suggestion-
1. A few journalists are still willing to slant or plant news stories in foreign

publications because CIA sees a benefit to U.S. security or foreign policy. In the past
there were quite a few, nearly all foreign nationals, working for foreign news media.
This presents U.S. media considering disseminating the stories with problems of
assessing their reliability and seeking confirmation from other sources. These are no
different from editorial decision responsibilities for assessing thousands of stories
daily which have not the remotest connection with CIA. In the marketplace of free
news, the editors' byword has to be caveat emptor: let the buyer of news beware!
Intelligence officers have to assess the reliability of reports reaching them on the
basis of sophisticated examination of the internal details of the item of information,
the record for reliability of its source, and the existence of confirmatory or contra-
dictory evidence. Why editors should complain about their need to exercise this
judgment on all news stories is not clear to me. Considering the amount of dubious
garbage that is printed in the U.S. press from a variety of sources, I cannot
understand the alleged fear of contamination by a source in contact with CIA. The
media do not have to run any story they are dubious about.

2. If a foreign journalist is paid or persuaded by CIA to slant or plant news
stories, CIA should be alert to prevent U.S. embassies, other U.S. government
agencies, and news agencies from being deceived by the story. In an important
instance, the State Department, with which major deception stories ought to be
coordinated, should alert central news media that the story cannot be relied on.

3. Except in time of war or some extremely grave international crisis, U.S.
journalists and news media should not be used to place slanted or fabricated stories;
and, even then, care should be taken as suggested above to alert U.S. agencies and
central news media that a story is unreliable. In fact, I do not recall a single
instance where fabrications were planted in U.S. news media. I am sure if it
happened, it must have been quite rare.

4. Only a small amount of untrue or deceptive material is disseminated by CIA,
and little of that is of such a character as to constitute any danger of "contaminat-
ing" the legitimate news.

From all of this I conclude:
A. Most CIA-paid, protracted relationships with journalists are with foreign na-

tionals and harmless.
B. Most contacts with U.S. journalists by CIA are unpaid and nearly all are

simply debriefing sessions-with the journalists and the CIA officer simply exchang-
ing information and views in a mutually beneficial way.

C. The danger of "contamination" of the U.S. press by false information is grossly
exaggerated. Good political propaganda involves spreading the truth, not fabrica-
tion. The relatively small number of instances of CIA's planting deliberately decep-
tive news stories has been usually local (i.e., in specific foreign countries) and rather
limited or technical in its news impact. I am not aware of any instances of CIA
misleading the U.S. press on a matter of policy consequence in the past thirty years.
Most misleading of the U.S. press is done by agents of foreign governments operat-
ing in closed societies or by U.S. policy-level officials simply putting out their own
version of the news.

Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Phillips.

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. PHILLIPS, ASSOCIATION OF FORMER
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, for the record, I would like to point
out that the members of the Association of Retired Intelligence
Officers recently met in solemn conclave and changed their name
to the Association of Former Intelligence Officers. They didn't like
the geriatric ring of that first title.

Mr. BOLAND. You will have a lot more in a couple of months.
[General laughter.]

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportuity to
participate in your deliberations on the role of the CIA and the
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press. Perhaps I can contribute to a discussion of the complexities
of the issue because of my background.

From 1954 until 1975 I was a professional intelligence officer.
Prior to that, for several years, I was an independent journalist
overseas, the editor and proprietor of an English-language newspa-
per, and at the same ti- e, an intelligence operative.

In 1950 a man I had rnown only as a diplomat in the American
Embassy in Santiago invited me to lunch. I wondered why he took
me to such a remote restaurant on the outskirts of town, and he
explained over coffee by revealing that he was the chief of the CIA
in Chile, and wanted me to help him on a part-time basis.

The cold war was hot. Joseph Stalin was still alive. It never
occurred to me to say no.

Not only did I agree to cooperate with American intelligence, but
I accepted a salary, $50 a month and license to spend $12.50 a
month for my expenses, and I signed a secrecy agreement. I did not
feel any less a citizen for having done so.

When I asked the CIA chief why he had selected me to work
with him he cited my situation and mobility. As a newsman I had
cover, and explanation of why I was in the country, and access, I
could move about and ask questions.

Some say that there should be no contact of any kind between
the CIA and the media abroad, a suggestion I find to be frivolous,
and even question the propriety of all such relationships in the

K past.
There is a natural affinity between American journalists and

American intelligence officers abroad. They perform tasks which
are similar, except that one reports to the public and the other to
his Government. An American journalist overseas might be de-
scribed as a person sent to a foreign city by his employer to
establish contacts and develop sources so that he can ferret out
information to send to the home office. While much of his work
may be tedious, the journalist is expected to be alert for the im-
pending event which might change history, predicting it when
possible and describing it without prejudice when it occurs.

Precisely the same definition applies, I believe, to an American
intelligence officer abroad. The analogy is even more apt in the
case of intelligence officers and investigative reporters: Both fre-
quently seek out anonymous sources who must be convinced that
their identities will remain inviolate; and both search for that all-
important second, confirming source. If the newsman or the intelli-
gence officer allows his final product, his report to the home office,
to become contaminated in any way, for any reason, the question of
impropriety, even legality, looms large.

In the American communities I have lived in overseas, some nine
foreign capitals, it was my experience to find that there was a
clique of Americans who were especially knowledgeable about local
political, economic and social developments. The group was gener-
ally comprised of the American Ambassador and his political offi-
cers, the resident American bankers, American journalists, and the

>-CIA -station chief. In the past, symbiotic relationships between
members of this coterie were perfectly natural. I see no reason that
under certain guidelines such relationships should not be contin-
ued.
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I have reviewed the new regulations concerning CIA relations
with U.S. news media recently implemented. It is obvious that
American journalists will be asked to contribute in the future to
intelligence efforts rarely, if at all. This committee and other over-
sight entities will be exploring whether future relationships shall
be even more restricted.

I am concerned because it appears intelligence officers abroad
have fewer and fewer opportunities to find cover and meet well
informed sources. A junior intelligence officer posed the problem to
me in a crude but thought-provoking manner. "If the restrictions
continue," he asked, "will we soon be allowed only to collect intelli-
gence from pimps and prostitutes?"

The kind of information our policymakers need today cannot be
obtained in the streets and back alleys of the world.

The subject of whether we should conduct secret operations in
our free and open society, especially after Vietnam and Watergate,
has been a valid subject for debate, but that issue now seems to
have been resolved.

It is my hope that this committee can, by exploring the tricky,
grey areas involved in any intelligence endeavor, help us find the
answer to the question which remains. Can we conduct secret
operations?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Phillips, and thank you all very

much for very interesting questions that you raised and points that
you raised.

Let me, if I might, just start out, and I want to ask each of you
different questions; but I think I would like to start with the very
important issues raised by Dr. Cline. All of you, to some extent,
raised the issue that of course journalists are very much like
intelligence officers in what they do and how they operate and the
kind of questions they ask, the people they see, which of course is
the point Mr. Colby was making this morning about why it is so
important that we not sever all relationships between the journal-
ists and the Agency, and I think it is true. I mean, in certain
respects, a CIA officer and a journalist are operating exactly the
same; but then, of course, the CIA does things other than what a
journalist does, covert operations being one of them. So it is both a
great parallel, but also a great danger. And I would like to explore
that issue of to what extent is the CIA the same and to what
extent is the CIA a little different from the journalism profession.

In particular, I think that what Dr. Cline was saying is very
important, which is to illuminate the various activities-that were
possible relationships, because journalists have had relations with
the CIA. It depends upon what you are talking about with the
relationship, I guess, is really what you are saying. I suppose if you
included everything on that activities chart, from story confirma-
tion, information swapping, prebriefing, debriefing, access to files,
outtakes, prior tasking, intelligence collection-that whole lot-you
are talking about several thousands of people, and where the cutoff
point is depends upon what people believe is ethical and proper. It
is somewhat a judgement call.

But let me go to the question of the kinds of bonds of association
for just a minute, before we turn to that question. Dr. Cline, you
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mentioned that, for example, you could anticipate a member of the
press conducting an intelligence gathering operation for the CIA,
for expenses, say, and leaving aside the Turner directive what we
are really trying to ask is not what is the law now. We are asking
what ought to be the law.

You see no danger, I take it, in that kind of a relationship, no
danger to the media from having a part-time contractual relation-
ship?

Mr. CLINE. That's right, Mr. Chairman. I think that the technical
fact of having some expenses paid for by the U.S. Government
rather than by a newspaper or television network does not in any
way affect the character of the relationship. Therefore, the provi-
sion of expense money seems to me to be almost irrelevant.

Now, I think other people may disagree with me. Somehow
money seems to be very crucial in personal relations and perhaps
it is the root of all evil. I thought it was the love of money that was
the root of all evil. I don't think the kind of money that was passed
out to Dave Phillips, for instance, $50 a month and $12.50 for
expenses, was going to corrupt him very much one way or another;
and the sums of money which I am aware of ever having been
provided to U.S. newspapermen for expenses have been picayune
and insignificant. Therefore I do not think they have had any
effect on their behavior.

The only way in which I can see that a relationship of this kind,
particularly if it was repeated frequently, might do damage to the
news media would be when it would eat up too much of the time of
the newsman. Because he found it more fascinating, he would
spend more time-wasted from the point of view of his own news
media because he wouldn't get a story-in pursuing leads and ideas
suggested to him by a CIA officer.

But it seems to me that itself is not a dangerous situation. It is
in itself correcting. If he wastes a lot of time gambling, chasing
women or drinking, he will get fired by his news agency. If he
spends too much time pursuing CIA leads which don't develop
news stories, I expect he will have to quit his news job and see if he
can wangle a job with the CIA. I don't know if that ever happened.
But I don't see how that corrupts the press in any way. it seems to
me to be a problem that might affect it only administratively.

Mr. AsPIN. OK, that would be reimbursement for expenses, and I
guess you put in the same category, occasional payment on a
contract basis for particular services.

Mr. CLINE. Right.
Mr. AsPIN. What would you say than about regular financial

payment, having somebody either on a retainer or a regular
salary?

Mr. CLINE. Well, there you are getting into a longer term rela-
tionship and one for which certainly, if you are an intelligence
officer, you would expect a substantial contribution of time and
services. My own feeling is that if a newspaperman had such
special access to valuable information, that is, information sources
valuable to the U.S. Government, he ought to be permitted to
contribute that kind of help to our government as a master of our
national welfare, and that probably he should not do so without
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some sort of administrative clearance with the employing organiza-
tion.

I say that not so much because I think it is going to corrupt the
press if he does it, but because it is probably going to cause some
Kind of a snafu at some point between the CIA and the news
agency concerned, and because it would be almost creating a cover
situation in a newspaper which I think ought to be cleared with
the top management.

Mr. AsPIN. Do I understand you then to say that if the journalist
is taking on reimbursement for expenses and occasional payment
on a contract basis, you do not think it would be necessary to clear
that with the management?

Mr. CUNE. No; I don't see that an occasional use of that sort is
going to interfere with his regular duties very much, and I don't
see any moral issue involved. I don't see any real conflict of inter-
est. It is simply serving two users of information, interested in
slightly different information. But clearly if he is going to spend a
lot of the hours of his day concerned with Government purposes
rather than private news purposes, I feel there is a conflict of
interest, not of a moral kind but of a practical kind, and I think if I
were running such an agent, I would probably want to clear it in
some way with one of the responsible officials.

But this is a matter of administrative judgment, and I don't
really argue that there is any great philosophical basis for such a
position.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me put the counterargument because I don't
know how to ask questions to get at what I am trying to say. So let
me argue with you and let you come back.

What I would say, or what somebody probably on the other side
would say, to that line of reasoning about even reimbursement for
expenses is that what we are talking about with the media is a
number of problems: how much his time is and his objectivity,
those are only two. But there is one other thing that we are talking
about, namely, the credibility of the media, and the credibility of
the media with the leadership. And reimbursement for expenses is
something of value. A person can't take the trip to Prague unless
you pay for it, so that is something worth having.

Let's take some examples where I think this thing might run
into problems. You have got a reporter named Joe Smith, and the
CIA has him under contract, reimbursing for expenses or occasion-
al payment on a contract basis. It is supplementing his income,
allowing him to travel to certain parts of the world where he
couldn't otherwise.

Now comes a number of chances for Joe Smith to write a story.
Let's suppose that, for example, in country X there is an overthrow
of the government, and the old government goes into exile. The
new government takes over, and the old government in exile
makes the charge that the CIA was involved in the coup which
overthrew him.

Joe Smith now writes a story which says in effect that there is
nothing to that charge, that he has checked it all out. He files the
story saying there is nothing to the charge. Who is going to believe
Joe Smith?
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And let me give you another example. Country X invades coun-
try Y. Questions are raised in Congress about the possibility that
the CIA was caught flatfooted by this happening, that in fact the
CIA didn't know anything about it.

Joe Smith writes a story that says, in fact, no, that the CIA knew
all about it, that they were right on top of it, that they had
informed their superiors, and so forth.

Who is going to believe Joe Smith if you have to him on expenses
and on contract?

A third example-this could go on forever, but let me give you a
third example.

One Monday morning Evans and Novak write a column which
says that Air Force intelligence has just discovered the Soviet
Union has made a brand new antisubmarine warfare break-
through, and the whole submarine ballistic missile fleet of the
United States is going to be obsolete in 1985. Evans and Novcak
further go on to say that the arms control-niks in the Carter
administration are putting the kybosh on this story because it is
going to hurt SALT II, and they are getting help from the CIA who
has been pooh-poohing the Air Force story

Now, Joe Smith writes a story about this bureaucratic clash and
comes to the conclusion that in fact the CIA is right, that General
Keegan's proteges in the Air Force have been exaggerating the
threat again and in fact the CIA is right.

Who is going to believe Joe Smith?
What I am saying is that when you have a relationship between

a journalist, a reporter, even for expenses, you are giving him
something of value and you are calling into question his credibility
when he writes stories, and he inevitably writes stories about what
the CIA is doing: Are they involved in a coup, did they know about
this invasion, are they right in this interpretation of the Soviet
strategic posture, all of these examples, and I can name 100 more. I
can give you another example about Panama, Middle East, you
name it, you can go on for a million examples. But the point is that
once you pay people like that, you damage their credibility and you
can't have a credible press if the CIA is paying them even ex-
penses.

What would you say to that?
Mr. CLINE. Well, I think that you are mixing up two propositions

a little bit, if I may.
Mr. AsPIN. Sure, go ahead.
Mr. CLINE. All right, I will treat the scenarios generally rather

than specifically one by one. In the first place, you have to decide
whether you think the relationship is widely known or not known.
Now, as far as CIA is concerned, if it provides expense money to a
journalist, it damned well doesn't want anybody to know about it
because he obviously won't get the story if this is known. They are
not protecting themselves from the U.S. press' They are protecting
themselves and the journalist from the security officers in any
country he visits. So if the journalist who feels that it is alright to
take such a voluntary assignment and to be reimbursed for his
expenses, keeps his mouth shut, I don't think anybody is going to
know about it. So that fact will not add to the discrediting of
himself or his colleagues.
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So, I think what you are reduced to is saying, well, if it is not
denied by any newspaper, and if it is not said that no newspaper-
man ever takes any money or has any serious dealings with the
CIA, then they will all be suspect. That I find obviously true, but I
can't find it a terribly disturbing thing because I can assure you
from my 11 or so years overseas, all foreign governments, all
foreign journalists, and all foreign security officers believe that all
newspapermen are intelligence agents. There is no "immaculate
conception" of the U.S. press in the areas we are talking about;
what is much more likely is that there will be so many charges of
newspapermen working for CIA when it is not true, that this will
tend to protect the few occasions when one is legitimately doing a
task of use to the Government.

So I feel that is a spurious challenge. I think that journalists,
including American journalists, have to accept the fact that when
they are operating in their newsgathering capacity overseas, many
people will suspect them of being intelligence officers, and they
either better not be or they better be able to disguise, as any other
covert operator does, what they are doing. That would be exactly
what CIA would want them to do.

We are not talking about thousands of cases. As I said, the
thousands of cases apply simply to exchanging views over the bar.
We are talking about a small number of cases where something
valuable to our Government is to be procured. I think in those
cases they ought to take their chances and try to preserve their
security and let the general reputation of everyone abroad being
corrupted by CIA, which is a great cliche, be laughed off like water
off a duck's back.

Mr. ASPIN. I guess it is just a difference of perception. Basically,
of course, I am talking about the American's perceptions of their
own media. I know that abroad people think that everybody is
working for the CIA, and perhaps there is nothing that is going to
be said or done around here that is going to change that; but I am
really talking about the American s perception of the media. I
guess I believe that if we don't have these kind of statements, and
even if we do there is perhaps some suspicion, but if we don't have
these kind of statements then the suspicion is: Gee, we can't really
believe any pro-CIA stories because, of course, they might be the
ones that are involved in paying them.

Mr. CLINE. Well, I guess the conclusion to what I was trying to
say is that there are going to be those attitudes about journalists
and journalistic stories and all favorable stories about CIA, and
whether it is true or not doesn't really make very much difference.
May I ask you a question? How would you guarantee to the public
and convince them that CIA never had anything to do with news-
papermen if in fact they didn't? What would you say?

Mr. ASPIN. Well, I would say that if you had the Turner directive
or whatever directive, and it is public and it is in operation, there
isn't any guarantee other than, of course, there would be an enor-
mous brouhaha if it were discovered that they were ignoring the
Turner directive, and at some point it just becomes to the CIA not
worth the effort.
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I mean, one or two journalists or even three or four journalists
on the payroll, whatever they are doing is not worth the potential
damage to the CIA that would come out if that were exposed.

So I would say to anybody who asked me if I were sure that the
Turner directive or the Bush directive is being followed: No, I can't
guarantee you that. All that I cark say is it is unlikely just because
of the enormous risk that they wold be running and the enormous
outcry that would insure if they were doing it. That is the only
guarantee.

Mr. CLINE. Well, I hope you have better luck with that in this
cynical town than I do. I tell people it really wasn't CIA that did it,
but I am sure you are familiar with the old New Yorker cartoon
showing two native residents, obviously of an African country,
watching a volcano explode and one of them saying to the other,
"Pass it on, CIA did it.' This is the general attitude of stories about
CIA, and I am not sure we can disembody the real facts.

Mr. BOLAND. Let's look at the examples that Les Aspin gave
about the deposed leader in some foreign nation and the CIA being
responsible for it, and the military structure or posture of the
Soviet Union. When a reporter who is reimbursed for expenses and
slants stories and says that the CIA is not involved and that the
story with respect to the posture is or is not correct; that really
goes to the credibility of the press itself, or the reporter. I think it
does harm. It does immeasurable harm, I think, to the press gener-
ally.

The further question is: Who are you going to believe? That is a
matter for the policymakers. I don't think the policymakers ought
to believe some particular story of some reporter in a foreign
nation that says CIA was not involved in this. I would think they
ought to know; certainly the CIA would know. I would think the
CIA's responsibility is to indicate to those in positions of responsi-
bility that this is not so; that CIA was not involved. Then whatever
intelligence could be picked up in foreign nations with respect to
the military posture of the Soviet Union this is important, terribly
important; but I think that they would have some concern about
where does it come from. I mean, would they believe the reporter
who writes the story about whether or not the Soviet Union has
expanded its submarines or whether our ability to defend ourselves
against them is now obsolete? Who are they going to believe? And I
think Les Aspin asked the question, and I think it is probably a
good question; but it would occur to me that perhaps we ought to
believe those whom we can depend upon with a great degree of
accuracy and credibility.

Mr. CLINE. Well, Mr. Boland, I agree with you. And, of course, if
you are speaking of responsible officials, you ought to ask the
Director of CIA about the facts, and this committee can do that.
We are talking about less privileged people, where in fact their
mind is made up on the basis of the newspaperman who is so
foolish as to slant a story about these matters simply because he is
getting a $100-airplane trip. I wouldn't think that that had much
to do with his working for CIA or anything else; I think he is not a
very good newspaperman.

I assure you the CIA officers concerned would not ever urge him
to slant a story in the U.S. press for those reasons. They are
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interested in him for another purpose. That is really where my
difficulty with this problem is. If he did it, it would be a gratuitous
act which would be stupid. It would probably discredit him with his
own newspaper editor fairly soon.

Mr. WIMsON. Well, Mr. Chairman, to the question that Dr. Cline
brings up about whether or not it would be moral for a reporter to
surreptitiously and covertly accept money. The situation you men-
tion couldn't prevail because obviously he wouldn't be a good spy,
he wouldn't be a good covert operator if it was generally known
that he was receiving reimbursement from CIA. I think the ques-
tion that Dr. Cline raised of whether it is moral or immoral can
only be answered in the person's own mind. A lot of people think
espionage itself is immoral, it is ungentlemanly, it's a dirty busi-
ness, and I don't want to compare that at all with you distin-
guished gentlemen, but garbage collection is a dirty business-it is
necessary in the system that we have, and in some ways it is
inconceivable that some people would ever take a job such as you
are doing, and yet I look upon them as men who are risking their
lives, just as servicemen or policemen or others who are looking
after our security. So I don't think we need to be concerned about
the morality of it.

We are faced with this fact, the Director of CIA has put out some
very stringent guidelines, not guidelines but regulations that may
later be put into law by the Congress and thus make them actual
statutory considerations that say you are not going to be able to
hire anybody associated with the American press. If this is the
case, do you think the intelligence service-and I would like any
one of you to answer, or all of you, if you want to-do you think
this is going to be a restriction that hampers the capability of the
CIA to operate effectively in the future?

Mr. CLINE. I would like to say I think it would limit CIA. I think
each category of well informed persons with access to information
abroad that is ruled out of bounds for CIA limits its effectiveness.

Now, it is a price you may be willing to pay, but I personally will
try to give you the benefit of my views based on my own experi-
ence. My personal view is that the limited occasional use of Ameri-
can newspapermen as sources of information does not cause them
to slant their stories. It has nothing to do with putting deceptive or
slanted material in the U.S. press; and if it is conducted in a
professional and reasonable way, it is not going to injure either the
media or the CIA. So I think it is a self-denying ordinance which is
a little bit damaging.

Now, if that were all to the story, perhaps you would say:
Oh, well, OK, but if that is true, I feel confident that next year you will be

hearing from some other profession which says: "A lot of people think we are CIA
officers, too, and while we don't have the first amendment to worry about, we are
moral and righteous citizens, and we don't want to be suspected of working for the
CIA."

So, as Dave Phillips says, you will end up not being able to talk
to anybody who knows anything about events overseas. That is the
danger.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Maury, what is your attitude?
Mr. MAURY. Yes, sir. I am an old-fashioned liberal and I don't

object to any relationships between consenting adults, whether
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public or private, as long as neither one violates the law or his
obligations to his society or his company or his Government
agency. As far as I am concerned, this is something I don't think
we can legislate or regulate about, sir. It seems to me that there is
an affinity between members of the media and members of the
intelligence community. There are certainly scoundrels on both
sides, and hopefully the good will displace the bad. Hopefully those
members of the media who neglect or violate their responsibilities
to their publishers or to their public as a result of any CIA involve-
ment will be caught up with and hopefully the CIA or other
Government intelligence agencies will not misuse the media.

I think that as a result of the ov,0rsight of this committee, in
which I have great confidence, CIA involvement with the press will
be kept within the proper bounds. As far as the press maintaining
its own integrity is concerned, I think that is up to the press to set
and maintain its own standards.

The media has always taken the position, when I have com-
plained to members of the media about publishing leaks, damaging
leaks from the intelligence or defense communities, that this is not
their problem. They say you guys police your own leakers. Don't
bother us with your problems. Well, I say the same to them. Let
them police their business and we will police ours.

Mr. WiLsoN. Thank you.
Mr. Phillips?
Mr. PHILLIPS. In one category of American journalists overseas,

the American journalist who is sending his product news back to
the United States, I would like to borrow your phrase, Mr. Aspin,
and say this conversation is not worth the effort. Because the
possibility that this committee, I believe, and the Senate commit-
tee, are going to go back to Admiral Turner and say no, that is
much too strong a statement in that field, is just inconceivable to
me; that we are going to say that there should be a regulation n6w
that says yes, you can pay a salary to working journalists who are
providing information.

My concern is I sort of see that in a sense as a lost cause, with a
background as an intelligence officer, and having been brought up
in the tradition of the British intelligence service. I suspect that
there are a lot of people who think that maybe some of the most
prominent newsmen and writers in Britain may have had some
connection with intelligence: Somerset Maugham, Ian Fleming,
Kim Philby; so that was the past.

In the present situation I don't see this committee, or anyone
else, saying sure, it is all right to give salaries or money to working
American newsmen.

My concern then goes on to this present new directive, the
regulation which has just been implemented, in what it will do in a
second category which you are going to be talking more about
later, and that is the support category. And I can-I was trying to
imagine my own -eaction to that regulation if I were still working
at the CIA, and this was the basij for my statement that there will
be only rare instances where the press contributes to American
intelligence, because as I read that regulation now it starts out and
says the Agency won't .ve any contact at all with American
newsmen. Then it backs off on the second page and it says there
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that yes, you can talk to an American newsman and tell him if you
think he has a clinker in his story, and he can do the same to you
about the reports you are about to send back. But I also see that
phrase on the first page cutting out some absolutely essential busi-
ness that can be performed by Americans working in journalism
overseas without prejudicing either.

I am trying to think of two instances in my own past. One, for
instance: I was in a country and I was a very close friend of an
American newsman. We had been neighbors here in Bethesda
before he went to this country. I saw him regularly overseas. He
knew where I worked. We had lunch; I bought lunch one time; he
bought lunch the next time, and then one day he said to me; a man
is in town and I am having lunch with him tomorrow. I am going
to get a good story. The man he was meeting was a high official of
a closed society, a man I had previously known, but only slightly. I
had also heard stories that this high official was disaffected, so I
said to my American newspaperman friend: Do you mind if tomor-
row when you are having lunch with this Lellow if I stop by your
table and renew my acquaintance with this man so I will have an
excuse to call him later and talk to him? And the newman said, no,
by all means.

So that is what I did. According to this regulation I shouldn't do
that. I would feel I was proscribed from doing it.

Also, the business of definition of the people we are talking
about. I recall a case which in essence went like this: An American
in Latin America was a stringer for an American publication
which had to do with mining. He had that job as a stringer simply
because he was in the mining business and lived around mines and
miners traveled all the time.

I recall someone saying to him: Would you mind keeping a spare
radio communications set up in the mountains in case our embassy
is ever overtaken by a mob, so that we can be sure that we can
communicate with the United States? Under the present guide-
lines, I can't see that I could ask him to participate, even voluntar-
ily, in that kind of intelligence work.

So the points I am trying to make are that I believe that the way
things are now, that there is no way that anyone is going to decide
that American newsmen could be on the CIA payroll if they are
sending information back to this country.

The present regulation, it seems to me, proscibes even the most
innocuous type of meeting with American newsmen, other than
these conversations over lunch.

Mr. WILSON. Well, if I could comment on that, as this regulation
is drafted, the very last pn.'agraph, No. 3: exceptions. "No excep-
tions to the policies, prohibitions stated above may be made except
with the specific approval of the DCI."

Now in the second case you spoke of, as long as that exception is
allowable, it is conceivable that an exception could be made. So I
don't think that would be quite as strong 'as the first point you
made about how far you could go under these regulations in main-
aining your contact with a friendly newsman.

Mr. ASPIN. But I think you are right, Mr. Phillips, to raise these
issues because clearly by the time Admiral Turner comes we are
going to have a wl-de list of these questions to ask him. You know,
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does this really mean this or that, or does it mean something else.
But I think that any relationship which substituted for the "paid
and contractual relationship" (which was the wording of the Bush
directive) has got to be considered significant. And I think it is
clearly something we have to talk to Admiral Turner about.

Let me go on. I don't guess we will ever agree on whether we can
pay expenses, so let's go on to another issue.

Mr. CLINE. Is the committee paying our expenses today?
Mr. AsPIN. Oh, yes, sir, yes, sir.
Mr. CLINE. Fine.
Mr. AsPIN. On the understanding, of course, that you don't have

to say anything that makes us happy. Say anything you want.
Mr. WILSON. Transportation on the subway from downtown.
Mr. CLINE. 40 cent.
Mr. AsPIN. Let me go on to another issue because I think Dr.

Cline did us a great service by raising this issue in these hearings.
What we are really talking about is a whole range of different,

activities that media might undertake with the Agency, and the
whole question, of course, of the numbers is wrapped up with this.
The question of how many, whether it is 400, whether it is 1,000,
whatever the number is of people having a relationship with the
CIA depends, f course, upon what activities you are talking about.
And if you are talking about that whole range of activities, every-
thing on that "Activities Chart", we are talking about, I am sure,
thousands of people. The question is: What is the line that ought to
be drawn?

What we listed on the chart, Dr. Cline, are things we picked up
in preparation for this hearing that we had heard about in other
places, and lined up in terms of from the most innocuous up,
starting out with story confirmation which is probably the most
innocuous kind of relationship in which somebody calls the CIA to
check out a story. We also have information swapping, meeting
casually with a member of the Agency somewhere and just banter-
ing stuff back and forth. The next one being prebriefing, or going
out to the Agency and talking to somebody before going on a trip;
and debriefing when one comes back, which involves imparting
some information presumably which probably did not appear in the
story. Access to files and outtakes would be another area; that
would mean you let a CIA official see files and outtakes that never
appeared in print. And then, finally, the prior tasking of intelli-
gence collection. That is when you go out for your briefing and
allow the Agency to say OK, here is what we want you to look at
when you go overseas.

That information is, of course, only one aspect of the activities
that journalists might undertake for the CIA. Another is support.
The most innocuous would be a friend in the Agency asks a jour-
nalist to host a party so the CIA can make contact with people;
second would be to provide some kind of safe houses or post office
boxes for the Agency; and third, then, and more involved with the
Agency, would be to act as a courier, either for information or
money that is, run information to an asset or money to an asset.

Agent work is another thing that journalists might be very, very
useful for, helping to spot agents for the Agency, saying so and so
looks like a good bet, he seems like a reliable fellow, you know,
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spotting and assessing agents, similar things, including actually
recruiting the agent; and then actually handling the agents. I guess
actually handling the agents is a pretty unlikely thing to be asking
a journalist to do.

And then of course the whole area of propaganda which of course
we discussed this morning and probably will discuss a little bit
more.

Let me ask unanimous consent to put the chart, into the record
if we might.

[The charts referred to are printed as appendix C, D, and E. See
pp. 335, 336, and 337.]

Mr. ASPIN. A lot of journalists say, for example, that they will do
journalistic things but they don't want to be involved with espio-
nage. In other words, they are journalists, and then in connection
with their life as journalists, sure, they will cooperate with the
Agency the way they would cooperate with any source or the way
they would develop any source; but they don't want to be involved
with espionage.

Where in that line of activities does espionage come? Maybe, Dr.
Cline, you could tell me where in your judgment on each of those
activities you think the line is where a journalist still could main-
tain his integrity as a journalist? What could he do and what
couldn't he do?

Mr. CLINE. Well, by my somewhat academic definition, all of the
functions under the heading "Activities" are intelligence work or
espionage, if you want to use that term, if they are conducted by
an intelligence officer. I would say that all of the activities on that
chart under the heading of "Information" would also be legitimate
activity of a newspaperman, a journalist doing his media work.

Now, the places where you might make some distinctions follow:
except for hosting parties, I very much doubt that I would ask a
U.S. newspaperman to do any of those other things; but I suppose
if he did so for compensation, he would then properly be called
participating in espionage. Propaganda is a separate case. That is
something else, and we have already discussed that.

That would be my usage Of the terms, just trying to be consist-
ent. There is no magic to it.

Mr. WILSON. Excuse me. You put the condition for compensation
on it. What if he did almost any of those things under the first
three, voluntary proposal, under bonds of association, either
through patriotism, friendship ties or for his own benefit, realizing
that if he worked with you, you don't have to pay him, but that he
is going to do a better job for his newspaper.

Now, under this regulation, clearly you could not do it.
Mr. CLINE. That's right.
Mr. WILSON. Because it says enter into any relationship with

full-time or part-time jounalists for the purpose of conducting any
intelligence activity.

Now, it is conceivable to me that you might be able to stretch
this regulation enough to say the first three or four, story confir-
mation, information swapping, prebriefing and debriefing, on the
basis of the first three, bonds of association, and get away with it,
but wouldn't it be a lot better if you put the condition monetary-
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you can't enter into any contractual arrangement with any news-
paper. In other words, to go on the payroll?

Mr. CLINE. Well, it would certainly make things simpler. Maybe
that is the object of the exercise. On the other hand, as I argued
earlier, the passage of money does not really determine the charac-
ter of the function. The function, just as you said, may well be the
same, whether it is done for patriotism or for money. As a matter
of fact, a lot of professional espionage is done by foreign citizens
who do it out of idealistic reasons and don't take any money.

Mr. WILSON. I think if I went to somebody and I were an agent,
and I went to a press man or to confirm a story, a report that I had
gotten, and I did it strictly because of friendship or I thought it was
good for the country, I think I would not be violating this rule.

Mr. CLINE. I think that's right. I hope that's right, but I am not
sure. The rule is a little murky.

Mr. AsPIN. You wouldn't draw the line at prior tasking, I take it,
from what you are saying.

If the CIA told the journalist, "Gee, while you are there, why
don't you see how many machine guns they have got, or whether
you see any enemy tanks," that doesn't bother you?

Mr. CLINE. That doesn't commit the newspaperman to look for
them, or to tell you about them even if he saw them. What it says
is: It just happens that we would be very interested if you discov-
ered this piece of information. So I don't see that it compromises
the newspaperman in any way.

I have prebriefed a lot of travelers to foreign countries, who were
not newspapermen, telling them, at their request, what to look for
and what not to look for, mainly in the interest of their own safety.
It's not always true, but in the past, in particular, it used to be
true that American businessmen who had gone to the Soviet
Union, and showed an interest in certain areas, regions, or types of
people, were very likely to get socked in the clink. We always tried
to warn them what not to show an interest in. This prebriefing is a
very general thing.

Mr. AsPIN. Well, there is a lot of grey area between prebriefing
and prior tasking. Where does it really become a request?

But if you really asked a person, say, to go out and look at that
and report back, you think that is not going over the bounds?

Mr. CLINE. Well, I tend to agree with Jack Maury. It is still a
voluntary association. If the guy doesn't want to do it, he doesn't
do it, and he says, "No, I won't do this anymore."

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask Mr. Phillips, because he is the one that
has had some experience in both areas.

How do you look at the issue of activities, and where do you stop
as a journalist and become an employee of the CIA?

Mr. PHLLIPS. First of all, of course, espionage, no matter who
conducts it, is illegal in every country in the world, whether it is a
newspaperman or anyone else, and those grey areas sometimes are
very grey indeed.

It only occurred to me a couple of years ago that I had been
violating U.S. law over a period of years without the least thought
of causing any harm, but when I went overseas as an undecover
CIA agent in deep cover I used to go down to K Street and fill out
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an application for a passport. When they asked what is your occu-
pation, I did not write down spy. I lied on that application.

So this is the kind of problem you have in almost everything on
that board.

Now, in the middle bracket-host parties, provide safe house and
act as a courier-I would guess that in 80 percent of the countries
of the world that the host government would consider "provide safe
house" and "act as a courier" as a crime for which they would send
someone to jail. Or shoot you; sometimes they even shoot spies
today.

So the point I-I am going to answer your question about where
I will cut it off-but again, in each case, assess it. If I have a friend
overseas who is a newsman, and there is someone in that govern-
ment who I really feel it is vital to get to, and I want to recruit
him, I would say to myself, is it really wrong to say to that man, I
understand you did a long story on him 2 weeks ago. What do you
think his psychological makeup is? What are his vulnerabilities?

Would that be improper? Would it be improper for him to tell
me?

I don't think so on the one shot basis. I don't think so as a
human relationship between an intelligence officer and a news-
man.

The difference, of course, no matter where you are on that map,
is the institutionalization of the role of a newsman. Here is a
newsman overseas reporting back to the United States, and he
spends a good portion of his time, maybe 20 hours a week, doing
these chores for me. That is, it seems to me: where it comes down.

So generally speaking, I would say that the activities under
"Information" are pretty much ethical for both persons concerned,
including the newsman. In the second one, I think the newspaper-
man would be foolish indeed to do anything other than host the
parties or he might be in jail, and that the intelligence officer
would be unwise to ask him to do it.

In the third one, except on the occasional basis, any one of those
things is involving the newsman in intelligence operations.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Maury, any comments on this question?
Mr. MAURY. Sir, we are discussing the Director's regulations. It

strikes me, knowing something about how things work up there, or
used to work up there, that these regulations are based on the idea
that if we in CIA don't put out something to quiet the media down
a little bit, they will turn the screws on this committee, and this
committee might come up with something even worse. So I think
that is what we have got right here in front of us to worry about.

I agree with my colleagues here, Mr. Chairman. I think that we
have to go back to what I said earlier, and that is that there are
opportunities for abuses under every one of these headings, but I
do not see how we can legislate or regulate in any sensible way
that will plug all of the ratholes. I think we have to rely on this
committee and the SCC, the Special Coordinating Committee of the
NSC, that has the oversight role of the intelligence community on
the executive side, and the leadership of the CIA, and the sister
committee on the Senate side to keep the CIA honest and hopefully
the press can do something to keep itself honest.
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Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask whether or not either one or all of you
believe that these regulations ought to be imbedded in legislative
concrete, or would you prefer to see them as directives?

Mr. MAURY. If I may comment on that sir, I am deeply concerned
about legislative concrete as you say, for two reasons. First of all, I
think the world is perhaps more fragile and unstable than it has
ever been. I think the United States is more susceptible and vul-
nerable to events abroad then it has ever been. I think the condi-
tions that lie ahead, the pitfalls that lie ahead in the conduct of
our foreign policy are many and varied and impossible to predict
with precision. I would hate to think that the effectiveness of our
intelligence agencies was circumscribed in advance in the present
climate so that when a crisis strikes, we would not have the flexi-
bility to respond effectively to whatever challenge we may face.

The reason I am concerned, in all honesty, about legislative
solutions to this admittedly difficult problem, Mr. Chairman, is
that once we start down that road we have inevitably a wide
variety of amendments, suggestions, pressures for additional re-
strictions. Once we open up that bucket of worms we're going to be,
as somebody has pointed out earlier today, deluged with proposals
for restrictions against the use of this and that and the other
group, and I don't know where it's apt to end.

I would hope that we have a responsible executive branch that
can lay down reasonable regulations acceptable to the appropriate
oversight committees of the Congress, but also subject to change
where vital national interests require.

Mr. CLINE. I'd like to agree with that and say in addition that
even the promulgation of this kind of publicly announced regula-
tion tends to inhibit activities more than the words themselves
clearly suggest. We're having difficulty this afternoon. We haven't
really, I think, defined any of these terms with crystal clarity. I
assure you that the general drift of this new regulation will be that
any sensible intelligence officer is going to stay away from all of
this business of the press just as much as he can, unless he has
what he considers to be an opportunity so golden that he couldn't
live with himself unless he brought it out. I think this will be a
very stong self-denying ordinance, and only those exceptions which
Mr. Wilson mentioned-where you can go right to the Director,
which isn't very easy to do-wil be the cases in which use of the
contacts of the press which I would consider legitimate will be
undertaken.

So the more informal, the more a matter of working definitions
and the more a matter of consultations with members of this
committee and with the intelligence supervisory people in the ex-
ecutive branch so that you can help define these things in a prag-
matic way which would enable us, as I said earlier, to have a free
press and to have a good intelligence system, both of which I think
you ought to aim for. No words in legislation or in directives are
going to feed down with 100-percent clarity.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHLLIPS. Sir, it seems to me that perhaps the answer to-I

am a little torn on this issue because there have been so many
instances in my past where I have been involved in operations,
where I thought it was what everyone wanted, including the Presi-
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dent and the Secretary of State, and later people talked about its
being improper and illegal. What it turned out to be was one of
those bad zigs in American foreign policy that we have gone
through from year to year on many occasions.

So I am sort of tempted to say, yes, let's have the law so that
intelligence people know what they should do. What we have had
before was the charter of the CIA which said you fellows can
collect intelligence and perform "such other functions and duties."
Well, that banana peel, of course, has caused all the problems.

So I almost welcome the idea of some laws so that intelligence
officers can understand them. They are bright enough to under-
stand them. There are some loonies, but they go off, they leave the
Agency, they go into other professions: insurance salesmen, plumb-
ers, so forth.

Mr. WILSON. Journalism.
Mr. PmLLps. But my point is this. Right now, for instance, I

would see no problem at all in a U.S. statute or law which made it
a punishable offense for any intelligence officer to become involved
in an attempt to influence American public opinion. It seems to me
that would be a very good law to have to prevent any sort of
institutional effort to participate in a program, the primary objec-
tive of which was to change our views in this country. I think there
should be such a law and people should go to jail, including intelli-
gence officers, if they violate that law.

But then we come down to the business of how is that going to be
interpreted, under what circumstances? How will the young people
who are now supposed to conduct intelligence do so-and intelli-
gence is a profession which requires, once the decision is made, to
be pursued with vigor or it won't work. So the laws that are
necessary, yes. It is almost like covert action. I believe that we
should undertake covert action rarely, only in situations where it is
absolutely vital, and I think we need some laws in those areas
where it is vital, but in doing that, it seems to me we must avoid
the situation that we have been in before where at the beginning of
World War II we found ourselves making public requests to people
who had been tourists over the years saying would you please send
us any photographs you took while you were traveling abroad, and
where our understanding of the new enemy was so shallow that we
allowed in our own country really incredibly bad things to happen.
Our understanding of Japanese intentions was so poor that we
allowed ourselves to move all of those Japanese citizens in Califor-
nia into concentration camps.

So somewhere between the law and the flexibility necessary for
vital intelligence operations we have to find that answer, and it is
not easy.

Mr. WILSON. May I ask, I asked Mr. Colby this morning and I
would like to ask you gentlemen, I know we don't need a British
Official Secrets Act, but do you feel we need legislation that would
prohibit the sort of thing that we have seen recently where revela-
tions by former intelligence officers, where they break an oath that
they have taken to not make their activities public, could be sub-
ject to very severe fine and imprisonment? Would this be too much
of a penalty for us to pay from the standpoint as libertarians, to
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require that anyone who takes an oath and breaks it has broken a
law that is punishable by jail?

What do you think about that, Mr. Phillips?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, my feeling is one, that no matter how much

intelligence officers might yearn for a British secrecy act, it is not
worth the effort; we are not going to have one.

I do feel that people who have worked in intelligence have the
same obligation that any businessman has when he signs a busi-
ness contract; that in civil court he can be prosecuted if he breaks
that contract under certain conditions. There is an argument made
that without the whistleblowers; our society is not as healthy as it
should be, and in many instances that is certainly true. But if we
institutionalize the art of whistleblowing by intelligence officers,
then we are going to get into the situation where it will seriously
damage the ability of or intelligence agencies to work.

So it seems to me that a reasonable aspiration is some sort of
statute or law that says intelligence officers who have signedan
agreement are not allowed to violate that agreement.

Now, there are all sorts of areas there. I recently wrote a book
and I had to take it for clearance, and there were some bloody
sessions because I thought there were some things that were sort of
silly that I was being asked not to have in that book, and so forth.
However, there were always a lot of avenues to me. If I had just
written a book on Vietnam, for instance, and I were to show up at
this committee, I don't believe you would turn me away from your
doors if I said that I was really, really being shackled in trying to
get across my viewpoint, and this and that and the other. So once
again it is a tricky, grey business. But in that one area, people who
have worked in intelligence, I think we are going to have to have it
or the institution won't survive.

Mr.WILSON. Dr. Cline?
Mr. CLINE. Well, this is one of the most troubling problems in

our intelligence profession today, and I don't know what the
answer is. I don't believe that legislation on the subject will solve
the problem. My feeling is that the leaks-and I think unfortunate
behavior of some former intelligence officers in this respect-have
come more from the public attitude toward revelations and the
welcoming of whistle blowing than from deficiencies in the regula-
tions.

I thought when I was in charge of a lot of intelligence officers,
that the regulations were pretty good--I could fire the guy, I could
bring civil suit against him, and I might even, in an extreme case,
get an Espionage Act indictment. But it turns out that because of
the state of public opinion that has been created in this city in the
last few years, no sensible official would ever take any of these
actions because he would lose the case. He would lose it publicly,
simply because public opinion is against secrecy in the intelligence
agencies. There is no real confidence in the intergrity of this
system.

So I don't think a law would help us very much. I am inclined to
take my chances with the integrity of the intelligence officers if
this committee will do what it can and other responsible people
will do what they can to give clear guidelines to CIA, as to what its
responsibilities are and the way it should conduct its duties, and
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then concentrate on making this profession and this kind of work
again a respectable form of public service in which you will get
good quality people who will have every career reason to want to
protect the secrecy of their activities.

So I would be inclined to say legislation probably wouldn't help.
It is the public mood which we ought to try to correct.

Mr. WILSON. Before I call on Mr. Maury, I would just like to say
that we had an experience recently where a Congressman, accord-
ing to the rules of the Armed Services Committee was required to
sign a statement to be allowed to read a top secret document taken
in executive session. He signed the statement to the effect that he
recognized that it was top secret, could not reveal it to our staff or
any members of the press, and so forth. He signed it and then
immediately went out and gave the story and admitted it in a
hearing that we had, and Congress was unable to--

Mr. CLINE. Didn't know what to do about it.
Mr. WILSON. And it just didn't know what to do about it, couldn't

police it, and I wouldn't leave it up to the responsibility of an
intelligence officer, but any citizen who knowingly violates a top
secret confidence and disseminates it is guilty of a crime, and that
is treason or whatever you want to call it.But I really feel strongly enough that if it is a newspaperman
that does it, he ought to be subject to it, too.

Mr. CLINE. I am very sympathetic to that point of view. I am
just saying that it is just like the Congress; I find it very hard to
say how it could be policed.

Mr. WILSoN. I don't think anybody has to hold their breath until
that becomes law. I really feel that that is going to be about the
only way we can get around to it.

Jack, what do you think?
Mr. MAURY. Mr. Wilson, first of all, let me say that I think in

reviewing this problem, it is remarkable that perhaps over the last
30 years, there have been 70,000, 80,000, 90,000 people who at one
time or another worked for CIA, some of whom worked there very
briefly. Of that number, there are only a half a dozen that have
violated their oath. In the case of the Congress, this one individual
that you speak of is the only one that I know of recently that has
done the same thing, but it doesn't take but one bad apple to spoil
the barrel, and it does seem to me that where you have the Victor
Marchettis and John Marks and John Stockwells and Frank
Snepps and Phillips Agees, any one of whom can do and some of
whom have done irreparable damage to highly sensitive and impor-
tant intelligence operations, and jeopardized the careers and even
the lives of some of their former colleagues, I think that we owe it
to the rest of the intelligence personnel to try to find some legisla-
tion that will give some protection against this. Every civilized
country has it. In some of the Scandinavian countries you can go to
jail for even mentioning the existence of the official intelligence
service. There are guys in jail right now in Norway for revealing
information that they got, who have no government connection at
all, but who have published information of a classified' nature.

And in this country it is ironic that we have two gentlemen who
are doing life in prison now, one named Lee and one named Boyce
who were in the TRW involvement, getting information out of
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TRW involving sensitive intelligence operations and passing it to
the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. Now, if they had gone to the
Los Angeles Times or San Francisco Chronicle or Aerospace Daily
and passed out the same information, they would be free and the
Russians would probably have the information even sooner.

So we have that irony, and it seems to me that again I say, we
owe it to ourselves and to the members of the intelligence commu-
nity to do what we can to fill this gap because it is an invitation to
anybody who is disgruntled or doesn't like the way his supervisor
treated him or didn t get a promotion when he wanted one, to go to
some member of the media and become an instant celebrity, and
get a lot of money for betraying the secrets that he had sworn to
protect.

Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MINETA. Something sort of bothers me about what is going

on here.
First of all, let me just comment. Mr. Phillips, when you said

Japanese citizens were moved into the camps, I think you mean
American citizens of Japanese ancestry, did you not?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Of course I did.
Mr. MINETA. Because I was one of those 111,000 at the time, and

I think your analysis of that time is correct. But one of the things,
Dr. Cline, you said was about the public mood which we ought to
correct; and Mr. Maury, you just mentioned the Scandinavian ex-
ample of disclosure. You are not suggesting that the CIA ought to
be free of rules by which the game is played or by which the
conduct of their business in an open society such as ours ought to
be set, are you?

Are you saying that CIA ought to be able to "do their thing"
without being shackled, so to speak, by rules and regulations?

Mr. CLINE. I certainly didn't mean to say that, sir. What I was
trying to say was that I was not sure the wisdom of man, even the
wisdom of Congress, could make a law which would clearly indicate
when it is appropriate to release certain information and when it is
criminal to do so. I was saying that you have to create a climate of
opinion, through the conduct of your business, which will give
guidelines to intelligence officers so they will know what is expect-'
ed of them.

My impression is that most of them are trying to follow what
they think is public interest in these matters, and that there is
some genuine confusion now because of the notoriety that some of
the publicists have received.

So I would urge the committee to try to define what they think is
right and wrong and to impress it on the intelligence profession,
which you have every opportunity to do; and between the House
and Senate, I think you can set a climate of opinion which will
make it clearer what honorable conduct is.

I am a little dubious about reducing that kind of wisdom to
criminal legislation. That was the only point I was trying to make.

Mr. MINETA. Criminal legislation.
Mr. CLINE. Yes.
Mr. MINETA. Now, as far as the public mood goes, doesn't that

get formed by some of the information that does surface as to some
of the transgressions?
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Mr. CLINE. Yes; I think it has been created by-what is it now-3
full years of investigations and disclosures of abuses and misde-
meanors of various kinds; and I think that what has not happened,
is that it has not been made sufficiently clear that the intelligence
agencies themselves were trying to discontinue and clean up these
abuses before they were revealed publicly. I think it is true that
most of the information came from internal investigations by CIA
itself, and it has not been made clear that the many instances that
can be fairly criticized really represent a very tiny percentage of
the total activity of CIA and the other intelligence agencies, and
that most of their functions and tasks have been performed credita-
bly in the interests of the public and the security of this country. I
would like to see that balance righted a little more; people should
talk about the achievements of the intelligence profession as well
as certain abuses.

Mr. MINETA. I think there is great support for having a good
intelligence network. I personally was in military intelligence in
Korea and Japan and I think that, as far as an intelligence-gather-
ing arm, there is a great need for them. And I think people want
that; but I think they get troubled when policy directives of the
CIA or others go beyond policy directives of the Government; and I
think that does more harm to the credibility. And there is no sense
of accountability on the part of those who are in intelligence agen-
cies, either; I think that is what becomes the problem.

I think basically there is a support for a good intelligence net-
work; but the transgressions get us into trouble

Mr. CLINE. Well, I simply repeat, I think the transgressions have
been limited in comparison to achievements. I think they are all at
least 4 years old. I am not aware of any new transgressions since
the investigations started.

Mr. MINETA. Maybe we get smarter as we get older.
Mr. CLINE. Exactly, and I think the creation of this committee

and the Senate committee has done a good bit for accountability in
these matters.

Mr. MINETA. Is it better policy, then, maybe more than regula-
tions that we need?

Mr. CLINE. I think we need some new positive policy. 1 like to
hear people like you say what you just said-that we want a good
intelligence system, we know we need it, and we are trying to find
ways to make it completely compatible with a free society, which
we also want.

Mr. MINETA. Some in the intelligence community dispute wheth-
er we do need a new charter within the intelligence community.
Would you dispute that?

Mr. CLINE. Well, it depends on what you mean by new. I think
the charter that President Ford issued is pretty good. I assume that
is what they are operating on. I have seen drafts of new legislation,
I believe from the Senate side, which is very similar and makes a
few more moves which I think pins down some of the questionable
points a little better.

I think that legislation concerning these matters is appropriate. I
would like to see a charter approved by both Houses of the Con-
gress, but I say that not so much because I think the law will then
be crystal clear as to what you should do and shouldn't do, but
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because there will be the beginning of a climate of understanding
between the Congress, the executive branch, and the professionals
as to what is in the common interest; and so, it is the educational
effect that I would welcome more than any possibility of using a
law for criminal procedures. That is where I demurred a bit be-
cause I think it is difficult to legislate these gray areas.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Maury.
Mr. MAURY. Mr. Mineta, I want to be clear. I certainly do not

object to regulation and control, and furthermore, I never intended
to suggest that the Agency should operate without responsible
controls. My concern was that legislative measures to say who you
could recruit and who you could buy lunch for and so on, who you
could exchange information with and when and how, I think is an
unnecessary solution to a not very serious problem. I think the
problems of the past have resulted in the fact that first, nearly all
of the major improprieties that I know of with which the intelli-
gence community has been charged originated outside of the intel-
ligence community. I think that was confirmed by both the Church
and the Pike committees. At least as far as the CIA was concerned,
I recall the conclusion of the Church committee report was that
CIA in all important respects had acted in accordance with Presi-
dential or White House direction.

I think also that most of the things that we have been concerned
about were well known to the Congress or certain Members of the
Congress, but my experience was that in many cases they didn't
want to know any more than they had to, and I welcome the fact
that here we have new committees that obviously are going to dig
deep and keep a close watch on the intelligence community. But I
also want to support what my friend Ray Cline has said, and that
is that most of these improprieties were uncovered by in-house
investigations within the intelligence community, and the results
of those investigations leaked, and then the press had its fun with
them. But I would hope that this committee and the Senate com-
mittee could get together with the executive branch and agree
upon guidelines that would not require detailed legislative do's and
dont's because then I am afraid we might pass something in the
present political climate that might prove quite unrealistic in some
of the unforeseen circumstances that we might confront in the
years ahead.

Mr. MINETA. Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. There is one other area that I would like to go into a

little bit, and that is the propaganda area. I know Dr. Cline has
said something about that and would like to explore it a little bit.

Before we do that, I was sitting here worrying about the fact that
I cannot make Dr. Cline, who I consider a very bright and able
fellow, understand my concern about CIA paying the expenses of a
journalist, and why that is damaging to the credibility and why
that worries me.

Let me try it from one oth r angle, and then I will give up. It is
your view that if a person works for a newspaper and moonlights
for the CIA, that-as long as it doesn't interfere with his job, in
other words, doesn't take up too much time, basically he can serve
two masters because one is a moonlighting job and the other is a
daytime job.
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Let me ask you, how about if it were for the reverse? How about
if your station chief in Cairo were moonlighting as a stringer for
the Washington Post. What would you think of that?

Mr. CLINE. If it were a cover relationship which I knew about,
that would be perfectly OK; that would be fine.

Mr. ASPIN. How about if you didn't know about it because, under
your definition of expenses, it wasn't necessary to tell the newspa-
per management that you covered these expenses. So suppose your
man--

Mr. CLINE. If my man did anything that I did not know about-
in the intelligence world you monitor all of his activities because
you have to protect him against being exploited by counterintelli-
gence services and so on.--of course, I would stop him immediately.

Mr. ASPIN. Because in one sense, of course, if your man in Cairo
is stringing for the Post, you at least know what he says and you
pick up the Washington Post in the morning and read about it. The
Post, in contrast, is never sure what he is doing.

Mr. CLINE. Doesn't know what he is doing.
Mr. ASPIN. And so you could understand that the Post-I say the

Post, but any newspaper-might be very unhappy with that rela-
tionship.

Mr. CLINE. Sure, and I think I said-I may not have made it very
clear in my statement-I would take no offense if one of the
newspapers or news agencies fired the guy for cooperating with
CIA. All I was saying is that if he entered into a voluntary ar-
rangement that did not interfere with his doing his own duties, I
see that as a problem between the newspaper and the employee,
and not a corruption of him by CIA. I predicated that position not
so much on some metaphysical decision--

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Mr. CLINE. But on my observation that I don't know of any cases

where newspapermen did anything that damaged their perform-
ance as newspapermen as a result of these voluntary associations.
So it is really as a historian rather than a metaphysician that I say
that.

Mr. ASPIN. OK, then we are back to the credibility issue which is
a different issue on which we disagree.

Let me go on. We shouldn't keep you much longer. We have kept
you here a long time, but let's talk about black propaganda for a
little while and the whole propaganda effort.

We talked to Mr. Colby about it this morning and I would like to
get Dr. Cline's views because he specifically mentioned it in his
opening statement, but also the views of the other two gentlemen. I
take it basically your position is that any slanted story the CIA'
may be interested in peddling to the media is the media s problem
because there are all kinds of things going on and lots of people out
peddling stories. This town is full of people peddling stories, and so
it is just a question that journalists have to watch out for and they
can't take anything without checking it. That is true of CIA stories,
that is true of Defense Department stories, Agriculture stories and
every agency.

Let's go back to the feedback of stories planted abroad, not
planted through the U.S. media but planted essentially through the
foreign media by people who are perhaps paid assets. I know you
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don't think it is a very serious problem, but what procedures can
we set up to make sure that if we do do this in the future, we make
sure it doesn't play back in the U.S. press?

Mr. CUNE. My opinion is that in the rare circumstance in which
such a story, floated for a legitimate Government purpose but
obviously not in the public interest to be spread around in this
country, was getting a lot of play. I would authorize someone in the
position that I held once in CIA, the senior analyst, the guy who is
supposed to decide whether information is reliable enough to go to
the White House-such a person normally having lots of contacts
with the press, legitimate contacts, swapping stories and confirm-
ing and denying stories-to simply go to the managerial element in
the media concerned and say, "Look, I wouldn't go with that story.
I think we have reason to doubt very much whether it is valid." I
think that happens from time to time, and I see no harm in it. I
think it would be a good thing to do.

It used to worry me a lot because at various points, a long time
ago, I had a little contact with some black propaganda mainly
intended to try to get the Chinese Cummunist regime out of Korea
and keep them out of Southeast Asia; on one or two occasions
stories started which I knew were not valid stories, but which I
thought were serving a useful purpose as deterrents to conduct by
the authorities in Peking. We really wanted to deter them, and my
recollection was that we mostly were concerned lest the Foreign
Service and the State Department itself se3 these as valid activi-
ties, valid situations which would be reported and then spread
around the Government; and we had arrangements to try to spike
those stories and not let them get credibility.

I don't remember whether anyone ever went to one of the news
media and suggested that they be careful about this story, but I see
no reason why one of the overt officials in the intelligence appara-
tus couldn't keep that in mind as a responsibility.

Mr. AsPIN. I think that is an important addition to whatever
does go on now.

Mr. CLINE. I am not sure there is anything going on.
Mr. AsPIN. All right, but whatever the guidelines are now for

dealing with this, I take it that they are informal and there is no
set relationship or set list of people who are informed, except if
black propaganda operations are considered covert actions, and
then have to go through a process before they get approved.

Anyway, one of the questions, then, is, of course, with that kind
of procedure of notifying, whatever it is, of notifying senior officials
in the U.S. Government, it has left out the press, which then of
course leaves out a lot of people who have impact on U.S. Govern-
ment policy in the future or currently, and it was of some concern.

Now, when we asked Mr. Colby this morning, his views were
that you couldn't inform the press without prompting a story. That
if you call up the newspapers and say "Look, there is a story that
is coming in from Zaire, but we planted it and it is a false story,
that you are going to get a story on the fact that the CIA planted a
false story." In other words, you end up creating more problems.

Mr. CLINE. Yes. That may be right. I may be reflecting my
experience, which is now a number of years ago, when I felt I could
do that with a lot of newspaper people. Maybe Admiral Turner's
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guidelines would make it impractical for me to try to do it today,
but I still think it is the way reasonable people can handle it.

Mr. AsPIN. You could, of course, call them up and say look, it is
my view that that story is incorrect. It is our view over here it is
incorrect without saying that-

Mr. CLINE. Well, I wouldn't in any circumstance say "Hey, we
planted a particular story, don't run it." That is sort of stupid, I
think.

But you do often have an opportunity to comment on the reliabil-
ity of stories, and I see no reason not to say, "Just in case you are
running this one," or "I notice that you gave this a play. I think
ou are off base on it: I have good reason to believe you are off
ase." Now, they might well make a story out of it, but I hope they

wouldn't.
Mr. ASPIN. Everybody that I have talked to about this whole

issue seems to me a little vague on how it would be done if we had
a propaganda effort, a black propaganda effort, which leaves me
with the impression that in fact there is very little in the way of
established procedures.

Am I incorrect in drawing that assumption?
Mr. CLINE. I think you are right. I think there is very little in

the way of black propaganda, so it is a little hard for people even
to worry about the problem. As a result, of course, there isn't much
in the way of procedure.

Mr. AsPiN. And the problem, again, goes back to the real ques-
tion of black propaganda. When we were working with Mr. Colby
this morning, it seemed there was almost nothing that was really
black propaganda because black propaganda meant there was abso-
lutely no grain of truth in it anywhere, whereas almost any story
has got some kernel of truth, and so it is a mixture.

Mr. CLINE. The best propaganda is the truth. That is part of the
problem.

Mr. ASPIN. The best propaganda has got to be that kernel of
factual truth with a little bit of CIA slant, though, hasn't it? That's
the really best propaganda.

Mr. CLINE. Well, no, I would say a little bit of solid interpretive
knowledge.

Mr. ASPIN. That's very nice.
Now, would either of the other witnesses like to comment on the

whole black propaganda effort and what we do on it?
Mr. MAURY. Well, let me say this. You spoke of a little CIA slant,

but actually in my experience, almost without exception, the slant,
such as it was, or the emphasis, let us say, because it really wasn't
so much slant as emphasis, it was what factual stories to push, and
was based not on any priorities assigned within CIA, but was in
accordance with guidance from-the State Department and the NSC.
We in CIA got the same quidance when I was in Athens, for
example, that my USIA friends got. For example, I remember a
period during the Cyprus negotiations when Secretary Vance, at
that time recalled from his law practice, came over as a special
arbitrator on the Cyprus issue, and we were able to manipulate
some of our press assests there and make sure that the American
side of the story got fair play because if you left it up to the Greek
press, all of our efforts in connection with resolution of the Cyprus
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issue were described as simply a sell out to the Turks, and I am
sure the Turkish media were telling the same story to their people.
So what CIA was trying to do was to make sure that a balanced
story got to the Greek people.

That is really typical of the kind of things that we were doing
with our press assets. As far as planting falsehoods, I can't think of
a case where any black progaganda was actually a fabrication that
was disseminated in the free world. Now, there may have been
some, but the only cases I know of were aimed at specific, limited
objectives behind the Iron Curtain.

Mr. PHILLPS. Sir, there is no question that if you are going to
approach this from the angle of what is absolutely moral and the
question of ethics, the best thing to do is to say, in order to avoid
fallout, there shall be none of these operations, propaganda oper-
ations overseas. If you decide that in some cases we need this
adjunct to our foreign policy, something that happens along with
USIA and so on, it is inevitable that you must suffer sometimes the
consequences in the form of fallout in this country.

And so it seems to me that the answer to the problem must be in
an intelligence service which is so geared that it does not embark
upon that course. Certainly it can and has taken care of the
problem within the Government on many occasions. There has not
been a formal structure for that sort of thing. But these days I
agree with Mr. Colby 100 percent. If word came in to CIA head-
quarters that it was just noted that such and such a publication
was going to repeat one of our stories overseas and someone picked
up the phone and called that publication it would probably result
in a newspaper story about the telephone call rather than what we
said in the black propaganda, and that is that is just the way
things are.

So as a practical matter we are going to have to decide if we are
going to conduct such operations, that you are just going to have to
take your chances, as long as you are satisfied that you don't have
a bunch of spooks conspiring to influence American opinion.

An example of that: You mentioned earlier an example of the
progaganda during the 1970 period in Chile, and of course, thca
entire Chilean episode was one of the ones which was the subject of
perhaps more controversy than any other political action thing.
But the intent of the progaganda at that time was to repeat for the
public record what Salvador Allende had been saying for 32 years
in speeches, things that he did not-he began to downplay a little
bit at that time. If you make the decision to do it, then the
inevitable consequence will be that there will be some fallout. The
only way to avoid it, I think, is to say-that you shouldn't have such
operations overseas.

Mr. WILSON. You referred to spook, are you-is a spook a kook in
a black cloak or what?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Sir, "spook" is a term that is applied to intelligence
officers, sometimes in a perjorative sense, sometimes affectionately,
by the people who work with them overseas. Over the years we
have even gotten to the point that we refer to ourselves as spooks.-

Mr. WILSON. I didn't know whether you were being critical or not
when--

Mr. PHLuPS. No, sir.
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Mr. WILSON. What you are saying is it is all right to tell our
story, and obviously it is biased, but it is essentially the truth, it is
just the truth from our point of view. It is like the history books
they used to have in the southern schools after the Civil War, an
unbiased account of the recent unhappiness between the States
from the Southern point of view, and there are various versions of
the truth, and obviously the CIA would be responsible for dissemi-
nating it with as much truth as possible.

Mr. AsPIN. Any others?
Loch, do you have some questions?
Mr. JOHNSON. If I may, for just a minute.
Dr. Cline, if I may refer to your prepared statement. I personally

think we have the best free press in the world; but I wonder if it is
the only free press. You say all foreign jounalists are fair game.
Later on you say you can see no injury to the American free press;
but I wonder if there aren't some other countries that also value
their free press and wouldn't be upset at what they might view as
our efforts to corrupt their free press?

Mr. CLINE. Well, I was speaking from the point of view of the
protection of our own free press. When I say it is fair game to
recruit foreign journalists, I am sure that other governments would
object, but the point I was trying to make is that I think that in
most foreign countries, the journalists are subject to pressures to
enter into relationships with their own goverments which cause
them to give any information their governments want directly to
the governments. That is the distinction I was really trying to
make. So I think they should be treated, in thinking of these
various activities, in a different category from U.S. joune.lists who
do have this very unique and special protection of the first amend-
ment, which obviously is a constitutional obligation for us to pro-
tect.

Mr. JOHNSON. Also in your prepared statement you talk about
"moonlighting," and I really wonder, is it possible-I am being
somewhat redundant here, I suppose-but is it really possible for a
human being, as opposed to an angel, to have loyalties to two
masters without being in some way biased?

For instance, if you had a journalist who was collecting intelli-
gence for the CIA but also writing critical articles about the CIA
on the side, would you continue to pay that journalist to gather
information for you; or would you say to yourself, well, since this
fellow is being so critical of the Agency, why should we continue to
associate with him?

Mr. CLINE. Well, actually, Loch, it is a very hypothetical case,
but if I had a journalist who was in effect moonlighting a lot and
getting me very good information from hard-to-get clandestine
sources-I couldn't get any other way-I would prefer him to write
stories against the CIA because then his cover would be good. I
guess this is just a pereverted operational mind, but I really think
what you are worrying about doesn't exist.

But the CIA intelligence officer overseas who is trying to find out
something about East Germany really couldn't.care less what it
says in the American press about this and that. He' is trying to get
that negative information, and I don't see that the journalist would
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make any money, win any brownie points, do anything to his
benefit by slanting his stories in the American press.

This is a very practical matter.
Mr. JOHNSON. You don't think it is possible that a journalist may

become an addict who is hooked on either information from the
CIA or some other kind of payment, and therefore, to continue the
analogy, in order to keep "mainlining" from the CIA, he will write
things favorable to the CIA?

Mr. CLINE. Well, he may-human beings are very corruptible, we
all know that-but, as I said, it would not be the objective of the
CIA case officer concerned; and in fact, if he discovered that the
particular journalist was hooked and became an irresponsible jour-
nalist, he wouldn't be a very good source. You would want to drop
him, you see.

All the cases I know about, where journalists have given useful
information to CIA, were occasional activities by quite responsible
journalists who simply felt it was their duty to pass along informa-
tion in the same way that someone might pass along criminal data
to the police or the FBI. I don't know if they felt any differently
about it, but they were not in any sense hooked.

Now, they might like to swap stories and boast about accomplish-
ments privately with their friends in CIA, but that comes under
category one or two, certainly, and I think is harmless.

Mr. JOHNSON. In your prepared statement you used the phrase
"flexible" * * * "if CIA is flexible in its prebriefings and tasking

* *0"-what do you mean by that?
Mr. CLINE. Oh, yes. Well, what I mean is I think in such a

relationship as we are hypothesizing here of having a regular
contractual relationship, it would be very important for CIA to be
flexible in the way it handled the journalist so as not to compro-
mise his status, not to endanger his safety would be the primary
concern; so you would have to be flexible in the way you briefed
him. You wouldn't give him all of the tasks that you could think of.
You would say, "Oh, no, this guy is in a very special category. We
will task him with just one mission that he might accomplish that
nobody else could accomplish." I mean CIA must be very sensitive
in handling the man in his own interests so as not to interfere with
hi s status in his own profession.

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Phillips, I was wondering if you, based on your
experience in the Western Hemisphere, would tell us a little about
the procedure of having a journalist sign a secrecy oath before
becoming affiliated with the CIA.

Was that standard procedure for American and foreign journal-
ists back in those days?

Mr. PHILLIPS. No, it is not standard procedure. As a matter of
fact, recalling Latin America over a period of 25 years, I can think
of only, and I mean it literally, a handful of cases where journalists
signed secrecy agreements. In your usual relationship with a jour-
nalist it would seem to me the worst thing in the world you could
say at the bar where you are talking to him; by the way, you have
to sign a secrecy agreement. I could see him getting up and leav-
ing.

It depends to some degree, however, on what he is tasked to do.
Now, I was in the position where I had a small, foreign language
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newspaper in Chile. I was not reporting to the American press. I
was not a stringer for any American organization, and during the 4
years that I was part time and during the almost 7 or 8 years after
that when I was a full time intelligence officer outside of Chile and
still owned that newspaper, I was never asked on a single occasion
to place anything in that paper, or replay, or write an editorial on
political things. I was asked to perform other things, such as han-
dling agents, recruiting, assessing, spotting and that sort of thing.
So it didn't seem to me to be improper to sign a contract on my
understanding of what I was going to do. It is not a common
practice by any means.

I have been quoted in one magazine as saying that I confirmed
the fact that I knew of over 200 cases where journalists signed
secrecy agreements. That was a misunderstanding of what I said. I
know in my experience of a handful, and it is not a usual basis.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. All right, anybody else?
I want to thank you all very, very much for coming. It was very

informative and I really appreciate it.
Thank you very much.
Tomorrow morning we will meet at 9 o'clock' and we will have

some testimony from some correspondents, a panel of foreign corre-
spondents.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 4:36 o'clock, the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 9 o'clock, Wednesday, December 28, 1977.]
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2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Les Aspin (chairman of
the subcommittee), presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Boland (chairman of
the full committee), Mineta, and Wilson.

Also present: Thomas K. Latimer, staff director; and Loch John-
son, William Funk and James Bush, professional staff members.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you all very much. We will open the hearing
this morning. Yesterday we had testimony from former employees
of the CIA, and today we have some very distinguished foreign
correspondents with us.

Mr. Joseph Fromm has been the foreign correspondent for U.S.
News and World Report for 28 years, working in Asia, the Middle
East, and for the last 18 years out of London.

Mr. Tad Szulc has reported for the Associated Press from Brazil,
for the United Press from the U.N. and for the New York Times
from Latin America, Spain, Portugal, and Eastern Europe, and is
now a freelance writer specializing in foreign policy and living in
Washington.

Mr. Herman Nickel also has had a rich background as a foreign
correspondent. For two decades he was a Time-Life reporter in
London, Johannesburg, Bonn, and Tokyo, and is presently on the
board of editors for Fortune magazine.

And Mr. Ward Just has reported for Newsweek and the Wash-
ington Post from around the world, including London, Cyprus, the
Dominican Republic and Vietnam. He is now a freelance writer
living in Vermont, and a fiction writer. Let's open the hearing this
morning perhaps with some opening statements from some of the
witnesses. I know Joe Fromm has one, atid Herman Nickel has
one, and Ward has something to say.

Why don't we begin with Joe Fromm.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH FROMM, DEPUTY EDITOR, U.S. NEWS

& WORLD REPORT
Mr. FROMM. Mr. Chairman, may I first thank you for inviting me

to participate in this hearing, dealing with what, I think, is one of
the most critical dilemmas we face in this country the dilemma of
how to operate an effective intelligence service in the free democra-
cy we have. I am sure it is a dilemma we are not going to resolve
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here, but I hope that my contribution at least will help clarify the
issue that we are discussing.

For a responsible journalist, the relationship with intelligence
officials doesn't differ fundamentally from his relationship with
politicians, diplomats, civil servants or businessmen.

All are legitimate news sources. All must be treated with a
measure of skepticism when they provide information on a nonat-
tributable basis. A journalist, in such circumstances must weigh
the motive of the source and the reliability of the information in
determining whether and how to use it.

Similarly, the exchange of information between a journalist and
a news source, any news source, is not only legitimate, but is an
indispensible tool of successful reporting. If, as a foreign correspon-
dent for 28 years, I learned one lesson, it was that it takes informa-
tion to get information. The best informed reporters are the ones
who find doors open to them and who gain ready access to ordinari-
ly inaccessible news sources.

I should emphasize, however, that the exchange of information
must be governed by strict ethical rules, which a journalist violates
at his own professional peril. These rules apply regardless of the
news source involved, whether a CIA station chief or a Prime
Minister.

First of these, confidences must be respected. If a reporter re-
ceives information in confidence or on the understanding that the
source will not be divulged, he betrays that trust at the risk of
jeopardizing his professional credibility. I recall one case-only one
case-of an American correspondent in London who betrayed a
confidence and who immediately found his effectiveness in Britain
destroyed.

Second, the only information that a journalist normally should
exchange is that which he has or would feel free to publish himself
in his newspaper or magazine or to broadcast.

Third, information should not be supplied for pay except to a
journalist's publication or openly to other media outlets. A respon-
sible journalist cannot serve two masters. By that I mean that he
must not obtain information as a journalist and then sell it to a
businessman, a politician or an intelligence agent to enable them
to utilize it for their own particular, nonjournalistic ends. In
London some years ago we had such a case, a correspondent ac-
credited to an American media organization who accepted a part-
tihe position as paid adviser to an American industrial firm which
was actively engaged in business in Britain. The firm obviously
stood to gain from the correspondent's access to official briefings
and other privileges associated with his work as a journalist. As
president of American Correspondents' Association at the time it
was my unpleasant duty to notify the man that we proposed to
expel him if he retained his connection with the business firm.

Now, in sketching out these basic principles which I believe
should govern the relationship between journalists and their news
sources, I am not attempting to discount the special problems
involved in dealings between journalists and intelligence officials.
Rather, what I am suggesting is that these problems may not be as
special or as acute as one might assume on the basis of recent
exposes.
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Obviously journalists, and foreign correspondents in particular,
hold an exceptional attraction for intelligence organizations, for-
eign as well as American. After all, a correspondent travels widely,
often to sensitive or ordinarily inaccessible areas, and comes into
contact with a broad range of individuals in foreign countries. In
the 28 years that I spent overseas as a journalist, I encountered
three special problems in my dealings with intelligence people.

First was the disinformation problem, the attempt not by the
CIA, in my case, but by Soviet intelligence operatives to plant
information calculated to influence American attitudes. This oc-
cured on several occasions in Japan in the 1940's and early 1950's,
and again at the height of the Cuban missile crisis. So blatant were
these Soviet attempts at disinformation that I had no difficulty
whatever in seeing them for what they were and responding ac-
cordingly. My only experience with the CIA in this general area of
intelligence activity involved the overthrow of the Mossadegh gov-
ernment in Iran. CIA officials in Teheran at the time ridiculed
suggestions that they had engineered the anti-Mossadegh coup.
Strictly speaking, this was not so much disinformation as conceal-
ment of a covert operation.

I suppose it would have been too much to expect the CIA to
confirm the flimsy evidence that I had at the time that the Agency
had, in effect, financed and organized the demonstrations that
resulted in Mossadegh's ouster.

Second is the recruiting problem, the attempt by intelligence
organizations to hire journalists as part-time or even full-time
agents. During my years overseas, I was twice approached by intel-
ligence agencies. Neither involved the CIA directly although the
representative of the intelligence organization of a friendly power
did mention in the course of his attempt to recruit me, that he had
consulted the Agency and had received its approval for the over-
ture to me.

As far as I was concerned, there was no difficulty in rebuffing
these overtures, either from friendly espionage organizations or
unfriendly. For one thing, as I mentioned earlier, I operate on the
principle that a responsible journalist cannot serve two masters.
Furthermore, that conviction was reinforced in my case by a policy
that David Lawrence, the editor and publisher of my magazine,
enforced that barred cooperation between any member of the staff
of U.S. News & World Report and the CIA or indeed, any intelli-
gence organization, beyond the legitimate relationship between
journalists and news sources.

Third, and most tricky for a journalist, is the tasking problem:
The attempt by intelligence agencies to persuade a reporter to
accept specific assignments on an informal and usually unpaid
basis. What makes this particularly difficult to handle is that
tasking can take very subtle forms, so much so that one sometimes
is barely aware that he is being used. The problem is to draw a
distinction between a legitimate news tip that should be acted upon
and an effort at tasking by an intelligence official. A simple rule of
thumb that I have observed is to accept news tips from any source
but on the explicit understanding that the results of my inquiries
would be reported to my editors for publication.
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To recapitulate briefly, a journalist's relationship with the CIA
or any intelligence agency, for that matter, should be guided by
four principles: No' pay, no tasking, no violation of confidence, and
no conscious reporting of disinformation.

Finally, on the question of possible legislation to regulate this
relationship between the CIA and the news media: Should the
Agency be prohibited from recruiting journalists, American or for-
eign or both, or from tasking journalists? Should the CIA be barred
by law from planting information-or rather disinformation-on
American reporters abroad, or even in this country for the purpose
of having this appear in journals or broadcasts in the United
States?

I strongly question whether such legislation is necessary or even
desirable. Existing legislation, if effectively enforced, it seems to
me, would prevent the Agency from engaging in such domestic
activities. That could be interpreted to apply to deliberate attempts
to engage in disinformation in this country. A new law seeking to
regulate CIA relations specifically with the news media would, in
my judgment, raise more questions than it would answer, both
with respect to freedom of the press and the future effectiveness of
legitimate clandestine collection of intelligence.

If the CIA were barred by law from employing or tasking jour-
nalists or using reporters' credentials as cover for clandestine
agents, why should the same provision not apply to businessmen,
missionaries, explorers, or diplomats? And would the CIA be
obliged by such legislation to spurn an offer by an editor of Tass to
cooperate with the Agency?

If carried to its logical conclusion, I suspect that new legislation
of this sort either would prove unworkable, and invite systematic
violation, or would emasculate the CIA's clandestine collection of
intelligence. Neither result would serve the national interest nor
contribute to greater independence of the news media.

Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Mr. Nickel.

STATEMENT OF HERMAN NICKEL, BOARD OF EDITORS,
FORTUNE MAGAZINE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. NICKEL. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to accept the invitation
of this committee to state my views on the proper relationship
between the press and the intelligence community. I want to stress
at the outset that these views are entirely my own and that I do
not presume to speak for my employer, Time, Inc., although I
obviously draw on nearly 20 years of experience as a Time corre-
spondent in Washington, London, Africa, Central Europe, and Asia.

I hope that these hearings may succeed in demythologizing and
desensationalizing a subject on which some people here and abroad
seem to have become rather confused.

Over the past 20 years it has been my reporter's job to obtain
information from all kinds of sources. Naturally, these have includ-
ed intelligence sources, many Americans, but of other nationalities
as well. They have even included people I assumed to be working
for the KGB. In principle, and I would agree in this respect with
Mr. Fromm completely, I can see little difference between an intel-
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ligence source and any other source. Some are good, some are bad,
and a lot are a waste of one's time. Some become your friends. But
that does not mean that you should ever forget that sources have
their own reasons for talking to you, other than doing you a favor.

Normally, sources talk to reporters because they like to put
across their side of the story and, thereby, to advance their own
purposes. Frequently they will give you a calculated leak and plant
a story with you that may or may not be the truth, or at least not
the whole truth. This applies to intelligence sources as it does to
other Government officials, diplomats, businessmen, and even, it
has been rumored, to sources right here on Capitol Hill,

In extreme cases, this can amount to what in intelligence par-
lance is known as disinformation. Our job is to identify and keep in
mind the source's interest, the effect these have on his or her
credibility, and to cross-check the information as much as we can.
Especially when the source refuses to be identified in print, we
must make sure that we are not just being used to carry someone
else's water.

Naturally this involves judgment, and since even reporters are
only human, some of the best of us get taken once in a while.

Another reason why sources may be interested in talking to us is
that they themselves may learn something in the course of the
conversation. As Stanley Karnow put it in the New York Times on
December the 18th, information is often the best leverage for ac-
quiring more information. From the reporter's point of view, the
name of the game is getting more than you give, but it would be
naive to assume that a lot of sources don t look at it in exactly the
same way. They have their job and we have ours.

Here the problem starts. As a journalist I see it as my profession-
al duty, indeed, as my service to the public and my country, to
gather and to get published information which will hopefully make
for an enlightened and vigilant public opinion. It is emphatically
not the function of journalists to gather information for their gov-
ernment, except in the sense that government officials can buy
newspapers and magazines or obtain the transcripts of on-the-
record press conferences or interviews like anyone else. Anyone
who allows himself or other journalists to be used in this fashion
does serious damage to the cause of an independent press. If the
impression were to get around that many, or even only a fcw,
American Journalists allowed themselves to be used in this fash-
ion, it would seriously undermine the effectiveness, access, and
credibility of all correspondents for American media abroad,
whether they be U.S. citizens or not.

Already, alleged links to the CIA have been used as welcome
pretexts for the Soviets to expel correspondents whose reporting
they didn't like.

But even greater dangers arise in some of the countries of the
third world where mere rumor that a reporter is really an intelli-
gence agent can subject him to arrest, torture, and worse. Only a
few months ago, Michel Goldsmith of the Associated Press was
personally beaten up in Bangui by Emperor Bokassa because of
unfounded rumors that he was a South African intelligence agent.
It could just as easily have been a rumor that he was working for
the CIA.
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It should be clear from what I have said that I basically welcome
the new directive by the Director of Central Intelligence which
recognizes the special status of the press under our Constitution
and puts an end to the recruiting of journalists for American news
media. But how effective the directive will be in allaying questions
raised around the world by stories that literally hundreds of U.S.
journalists have secretly worked for the CIA is another question.
When someone you suspect of being a spy gives you his boy scout's
honor that he isn't one, you don t necessarily believe him. The
insidious thing about the charge is that it shows suspicions which
are impossible to disprove.

In the end, the problem can't be solved by CIA policy directives,
and certainly not by congressional action which would probably
violate the first amendment anyway. The principal burden, I
firmly believe, rests on the press itself. When faced with requests
they regard as improper, ladies throughout the ages have found it
useful to use the little word "No." When faced with requests that
could in any way jeopardize the independence and credibility of the
press, publishers, editors, and reporters should do likewise. Publish-
ers and editors who allow the CIA accesss to the files, or allow an
intelligence service to use their news service as a cover for intelli-
gence operations in my view do a grave disservice to our profession.
When the CIA man you have been having lunch with occasionally
asks you to look out for certain things before you go out on an
assignment and to let him know afterward, when he tries to turn
your occasional get-togethers into regular institutions, or when the
requests start coming from him rather than from you, then any
circumspect and self-respecting reporter gets the message and
backs off.

A reporter who moonlights for the CIA or any other intelligence
service because of the lure of money in my view prostitutes him-
self. But appeals to patriotism, not to mention appeals to patrio-
tism, not to mention appeals to the vanity of people who revel in
being picked by their government for an important secret mission,
should be resisted just as hard. The mighty U.S. Government has
plenty of resources of its own without having to rely on journalists
to do things that simply aren't their job. Our patriotic duty as
journalists is to keep our independence, for if we don't, we can't
properly fulfill our constitutionally recognized function in a free
society.

Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Mr. Just.

STATEMENT OF WARD JUST, FREELANCE WRITER
Mr. JUST. Thank you, Mr. chairman. I just have one comment to

make, a short comment on Mr. Colby's statement of yesterday. It
seemed to me to be an ecumenical statement, or a statement of
ecumenism where the spies, he seemed to be saying, depend upon
the journalists to do their work, and the journalists depend upon
the spies to do theirs, and I don't believe it for a minute,. It seems
to me, in a foreign country the problem is not to know the station
chief, it is to know the people of the country. I think the loser in
these rather intricate relationships that have been described just
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previously is the reader of the newspaper or the magazine or the
watcher of the television screen because the reader doesn't know
where he is. The reader doesn't know where these sources are
coming from, and the result is he doesn't know whose hand is on
whose leg, in my opinion. I think it is a mistake. I don't believe
there should be relationships between journalists abroad and spies,
either foreign or domestic.

Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Anybody else?
Mr. Szulc?

STATEMENT OF TAD SZULC, FREELANCE WRITER
Mr. SzuLc. I would like, if I may, to make one comment. Essen-

tially, I agree with Mr. Nickel's and Mr. Fromm's general state-
ments. I believe that it should be emphasized over and over again
that in this kind of relationships in the past, as in the future, a
great deal of responsibility has to rest on the journalist himself. Is
he taken, as has been quite often, does he believe the information
which comes from intelligence sources? I think it might be worth-
while to recall the narrative of the fall of Saigon in the Frank
Snepp book, which came out recently, in which relationships be-
tween correspondents in Saigon and the CIA station are described
in some detail, and which indicate that, in effect, some correspon-
dents have almost incredibly relayed CIA information back to the
readers, evidently serving the intent of the station and the CIA to
affect legislation on the Vietnam appropriations.

The second problem is a more personal and minor one in terms
of the relationships between the Agency-the CIA-and newsmen,
American newsmen. It is what I found from my own experience
and based on the study of my own CIA file which I obtained under
the Freedom of Information Act. It is the systematic tracking of
movements of American correspondents overseas, their travel,
their contacts, whom they see. I believe that this is in some way a
violation, if not of statute, because this happens abroad, of the
ethical relationship which should exist.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Let me say at the outset what perhaps I should have said before

the opening statements and Mr. Nickel s comment reminded me of
it. We assume that you are all speaking for yourselves and not any
publications that you may work for or have worked for unless you
state to the opposite. We have asked you here as individuals, and
what we are asking for is your own views on these matters.

Let me start with something that Mr. Nickel had in his opening
statement, which is to try to delineate for the committee what you
see as the dangers of a CIA-media relationship, just to lay it out for
the record.

Mr. Nickel, I think you mentioned first of all perhaps physical
danger if there is a perceived relationship or alleged relationship
between the media and the CIA. I think you also mentioned the
problem of correspondents' credibility.

Am I right in saying that the problem is the problem of credibil-
ity of correspondents, what can we believe in what we read in the
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paper if there is say, for example, a paid relationship; and then the
problem of a physical harm.

What are the other problems?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, Mr. Chairman, you are addressing the ques-

tion to me?
Mr. AsPIN. Sure.
Mr. NICKEL. Let me perhaps start with one extreme situation

which I was involved in as a reporter in Northern Ireland. In
Northern Ireland it is in the nature of the situation that the
reporter has to report on a lot of activities by various groups, some
of which are clearly illegal. It is one of the remarkable things that
has happened in the coverage of Northern Ireland, that practically
all the groups involved, all the antagonistic groups, whether it is
the IRA, the Provisionals, or the UDA, or the RUC, or the North-
ern Ireland office, or the army, they have accepted the role which
the press has to play in talking to each of these groups, and it
would be absolutely impossible to provide coverage of that situation
if the impression got around that reporters carried the information
they have gathered from sources in one group to people in the
other group.

I know of no clearer example for the importance of journalistic
independence, and I think that this affects our credibility, it affects
our access. It is quite obvious that if people were to get the idea
that a journalist isn't just a journalist but will use this information
for other purposes, that people will become very circumspect in
talking to him or her.

I mentioned the physical danger and I am not sure that anything
that Admiral Turner can decree as Director of the CIA can elimi-
nate this danger. Of course, as I said, the Soviets have used as a
pretext connections with the CIA for kicking out correspondents
whose copy they didn't like, and there is no guarantee, with or
without directives by Admiral Turner, that this will not be taken
as a pretext again. But there have been instances, especially in the
Third World-I think, you know, getting kicked out is not some-
thing that involves physical danger, but in the Third World, places
like Africa, places in Asia, too, it can become a physical threat if
people get the idea that you are not on the level, that you are not a
bona fide reporter.

Mr. ASPIN. Any other? OK, so you have got "access" to add to the
list: Objectivity, credibility, access problems, physical danger,
danger of being kicked out of the country.

Let me just ask members of the panel for their comments on the
Turner directive, leaving aside the specific wording which we may
want to get into in a little bit to see whether it, in your viev', is
adequate. Are those kinds of directives going to be enough to deal
with the kinds of problems that you see? In other words, are they
going to be believed? Are they going to be believed abroad, particu-
larly? Are they going to be believed by people you want to have
access to? Are they going to be believed by people who might
otherwise throw you out of the country, or is that going to continue
in any case?

Mr. Fromm?
Mr. FROMM. I could follow up on Herman's point and deal with

that as well. I doubt if it is going to be believed. I think the general
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assumption abroad would be that such a regulation or a law was
just another form of concealment or deception given the nature of
intelligence. Whether one is involved in intelligence work or not,
you are suspect. In Iraq I was picked up twice as a suspected spy
and held in the south and then shipped up north and interrogated
for many hours. In Malta once they pulled my suitcases apart
because they were sure I was carrying secret messages. I think
whether one is or not engaged in espionage, you are going to be
suspected.

One has to look at this in the terms of the realities of how people
abroad view intelligence. Because journalists are widely used for
espionage-as we have seen with the British with Philby and
others, the KGB-whether you have regulations or laws or not, the
suspicion will remain.

Mr. JUST. I think it is probably better to have that directive than
to not have it, but I would agree with Joe that I don't think it is
going to make a lot of difference abroad.

One of the reasons it is not going to make much difference
abroad is the history of the past and especially when you have had
journalists receive CIA briefings before they go abroad, which is, to
my mind, a witless practice. I don't understand where in the CIA
charter they are obliged to brief American journalists, and this
kind of cozy relationship we have been talking about, you have got
this contact, it seems to me, a regular, ongoing contact between
foreign correspondents, particularly the establishment press, so-
called, and this is more or less visible. It seems to me a foreign
government could be forgiven for assuming that there is some kind
of informal link. That is one of the difficulties and why I think I
would propose a little greater distance, I mean quite a lot greater
distance between journalists operating abroad and the CIA people
there.

Mr. AsPIN. Any other comments?
Tad?
Mr. SZULC. A small comment, which is this essentially: So many

years of history have to be stripped away before foreign govern-
ments, foreign journalists, foreign intelligence services believe that
there. are no American newsmen involved in intelligence oper-
ations. The directive itself will not change very much. This goes
back so far.

I recall that when I went to Latin America in the 1950's, before
the world really discovered the CIA, I was often accused of being
an FBI agent, mainly because the FBI was the ongoing firm which
all the Latin American governments were familiar with at the
time.

Specifically, on Admiral Turner's directive-I do not have the
text in front of me, but my recollection is that, I think it is the
second paragraph, it opens the possibility of relationships with
nonjournalistic employees of news media, among whom I presume
would be cameramen, if that is what he has in mind, technicians,
teletype operators. I think this is a rather dangerous gap or loop-
hole in the directive in the sense that the teletype operator in the
news bureau or a television crew would be aware under normal
circumstances of the knowledge held in the news office-be it in
Rome, in the Third World, or elsewhere, and I think that so long as
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that loophole remains open, you have the danger that an illicit
relationship Would be constructed.

Mr. ASPIN. Any other comments?
Mr. BOLAND. I was interested in Mr. Fromm's comment and also

Mr. Just's that there seems to be apparently a different opinion on
whether or not Admiral Turner's directive is going to be useful.

Turning that around a little bit, what about the directive really
being harmful? What about this kind of directive really being put
out and foreign governments who are not particularly friendly
saying, "Well this kind of directive that they are putting out is just
going to shield them all. We don't believe it anyway. They are all
undercover or paid agents." What about that reaction from some
foreign governments?

Mr. FROMM. My impression is it won't affect attitudes much at
all either way. But I suppose the general attitude would be that the
directive, the regulations were inspired by domestic political pres-
sures rather than by the realities of the intelligence situation as
they view it. Even though I think we should assume that the
directive is going to be implemented, I suspect the general attitude
abroad is simply going to be that the situation is not going to
change significantly.

Mr. BOLAND. All of you have, of course, long careers of distin-
guished reporting as foreign correspondents. What about those gov-
ernments that are not friendly to us-not particularly adversaries,
but those that are not friendly? How do they rely view American
correspondents abroad? How do they really view them? You read a
lot about it, but they are oftentimes confusing in whether or not
they believe they are all part of the establishment here or all part
of the intelligence community.

You have been there and you have talked with a lot of the
leaders in those countries.

How do they really view American correspondents, would you
say generally?

Ward?
Mr. JUST. Troublemakers.
Mr. BoIAND. That is how they are viewed in America. -

Mr. FROMM. Also, you must remember, they view it in the con-
text of their culture. In many of those countries, they just assume
any journalist is under the control of the Government. I think the
Russians find it very difficult to assume that American journalists
are not paid or unpaid servants of the American Government just
as Tass and Pravda people are. So I think that they do have a
ctiltural problem in accepting the reality.

Mr. SzuLc. If I may pursue Joe's line, in my own experience in
Eastei Europe, which is fairly typical of the situation, I think the
assumption is that the American correspondent, the permanent
correspondent in a given city, or the visiting correspondent, if he is
not an intelligence agent for the American Government, he is
presumed to have a relationship with the U.S. Government, wheth-
er at the intelligence lever or elsewhere which, in effect, serves the
same purpose.

I think most of us have had the experience in that part of the
world in. which we will be approached with trial balloons trying to
test out American reactions. If you were to call the American
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ambassador because he is a friend of yours or because it is a
courtesy call, the assumption is made immediately in most cases-I
am talking about Warsaw, Prague, Bucharest, what have you, that
you are rc ceiving instructions, if you will. Or that you are filling in
the ambassa-or or his staff on that which you have discovered in
your conversations with your local sources, to the point that ulti-
mate information or interpretation is given you with the hope that
this will go immediately to the American Embassy even if it does
not appear in the newspapers. I think that situation is a cultural
fact of life to which Joe has referred.

Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WiLSON. We seem to be getting kind of a wide disparity here

between the views on some particular points. One, of course, is the
views of Mr. Fromm, that it takes information to get information. I
understand that very easily. The more contacts you have with
people who are knowledgeable in various areas, the more ability to
do a better job.

On the other hand, Mr. Just says, let's make it illegal for any-
body to even contact an intelligence officer overseas who may have
good information.

I would like to ask Mr. Just, do you feel a foreign correspondent
cannot maintain his integrity if he speaks with an intelligence
officer?

Mr. JUST. I think he can maintain his integrity all right but that
isn't so much the problem. I think it, speaking with an intelligence
officer, with those fellows you never really know what they are up
to as opposed to-well, with any source you are never really entire-
ly sure what they are up to, but with an intelligence agent, they
live in a rather different world from the rest of us, and you ask
them about this or that, you are not sure what-is he disinforming
you or not? You don't know whether he is pushing a particular
operation of the Agency. You don't know-he is not a spokesman
for American policy. If you want that you can go to the State
Department or you can go to the USIA or USIS.

Mr. WILSON. Well, would you cut off contacts with ambassadors
and USIS--

Mr. JUST. Oh, indeed not, indeed not. It is the intelligence agen-
cies that I am--

Mr. WILSON. You think the Ambassador never tries to disinform
you sometimes?

Mr. JUST. Oh, indeed. Oh, sure, sure, but you can-but that's-I
think that is relatively easier to understand than with the CIA
people. Among other things, they are very bright, most of them,
terribly terribly bright guys indeed. I would not, by the way, make
it illegal in any way. This is strictly an ethical problem. It is really
more the problem of journalists in my opinion than with the
agents. You always have to ask yourself, why are they talking to
you? What is being-what purposes of the Central Intelligence
Agency are being served when they speak to you over drinks or
dinner or whatever?

Mr. WILSON. Well, you have to consider that talking with a
politician also. Usually they have ulterior motives.

Mr. JUST. Well, I think it is a little less sinister than talking
with a politician.

" . .
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Mr. FROMM. I would like to make a point here.
Mr. JUST. Let me just add, among other reasons, you can identify

the politician. I have an interview and I identify you one way or
another. With an intelligence source they are never identified.
They are called American Officials or highly informed sources or
well placed sources. If you run that fact through to the reader who
is picking up the newspaper, he is about three more removed than
you are. He doesn't have any idea, you know, who that source is,
and it seems to me there is a very serious difference in, you know,
in quality there.

Mr. NICKEL. I am sorry. I just frankly can't see the distinction
quite as clearly. I think if you, first of all, I don't really regard the
CIA as being that separate from the rest of the United States
Government. Indeed, it has been known to happen that people who
were working in the Embassy who were not billed as CIA officers,
and who were working as political officers, I don't know whether it
is agricultural attaches or whatever, were in fact CIA people-so
sometimes you are really not quite sure as to what the true affili-
ations of an American official are, and mind you, I am not really
sort of being sanctimonious about this because I would agree that
obviously one doesn't expect CIA people to run around with a
hatband that says I am a CIA agent.

I thirAk also I must say that of all the problems one has to watch
out for in talking to the CIA, it also applies to practically almost
all other sources, practically, and the fact that they are in some
cases brighter than others doesn't put me that ill at ease.

The point is, one has to keep one's wits about oneself, and that is
always a question of judgment, and I don't really see that as a rule,
that professional ethic, that you never, never talk to an intelli-
gence source really is very realistic or makes sense. I mean, after
all, these people are in the business of gathering information and
that is something that is part of their job, and that is, of course,
the nature of our job, too. And it is natural that, I think it serves
the journalistic purpose to go to people who have information to
contribute.

On the question of exchanging information, let me make this
quite clear, I find it very difficult to conceive of a meaningful
question that does not in itself have some degree of informational
content. What do you think about this development? What do you
think about that development? Obviously, the question without
informational content, it practically doesn't exist, and it is unfair
to suggest that if we have lunch with somebody, every sentence you
speak has a questionmark behind it.

So I wouldn't go as far as my esteemed colleague Ward Just in
saying that we should never, never talk to any intelligence source.
There are other cases in which the intelligence source is the story.
I mean, if the CIA was involved in bringing over a defector or
something like that, obviously, then, the CIA is the source.

Mr. JUST. That is a different question, if you are writing about
the CIA.

Mr. FROMM. Well, there is a distinction here, too. I think Ward is
looking at CIA as a kind of a monolithic operation, that all of these
people are out doing dirLy tricks. A lot of the people one deals with
in the CIA are analyzing information both from covert and open
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sources. Some of the best informed people I found in London were
peoph in the CIA station who were dealing with analysis and in
coope:cation with the British, for example, on the Middle East or
Eastern Europe and Russia. Certainly some of the best analysis I
heard on the Middle East came from the CIA man there who
participated in the Joint Intelligence Committee. As a matter of
fact, I remember in early 1973, he gave me a scenario of the
Egyptians moving across the canal in a kind of creeping advance
that I refused to believe was feasible, and unfortunately didn't
accepL. That was precisely the tactics that Sadat employed, and it
ran against the conventional wisdom of the time.

But he was doing it, I think, not necessarily from the point of
view of planting something on me, but discussing the possibilities. I
really think that I would have been remiss if I hadn't consulted
him. [ was remiss in not reporting it in that case.

Mr. WILSON. One point that I want to explore a little bit is the
statement by Mr. Just on why should the CIA be obliged to brief
American journalists? I don't think there is any order by which a
CIA can get in and say, by Grid, before you travel, any journalist
travels outside the country, they have got to come and talk to us,
but I think it is offered as an opportunity to gain a little more
information, and you have to be perhaps wary about the informa-
tion, but aren't you cutting yourself off from a source, a possible
background that would be helpful to you as you go into a new area,
that. you are perhaps not familiar with?

Mr. JUST. I don't think so.
Mr. WILSON. You don't think so.
Mr. JUST. No. I have never had one of these briefings. I am told

that, you know, they are ably done. Most of the things those
fellows do over there, you know, are ably done. I don't think it is
necessary to go into the American intelligence headquarters before
you go to Vietnam or wherever to get the drill.

Mr. WILSON. It obviously isn't necessary.
Mr. JUST. But again, it is a problem of a journalist. I can under-

stand why the Agency wants to do it. They need as many friends as
they can get, I suppose, and that builds a relationship of a sort, but
I don't see any purpose behind that and I can't-I really don't
understand why it is done. It doesen't seem to me that that is the
proper role of the Central Intelligence Agency to brief American
newspapermen.

Mr. WILSON. Let me ask one more question, Mr. Szulc.
You stated that-I think I heard you right-did you say that you

had-you were sure that the CIA was tasking you or tracking you?
Mr. SZULC. Tracking my movements.
Mr. WILSON. Can you tell me a little bit more of rour experience

of being tracked by the Central Intelligence Agency.
Mr. SzuLc. Simply from reading the nondeleted parts of my file,

which I have obtained under the Freedom of Information Act,
there are any number of cables and dispatches from station X to
station Y or to headquarters saying Szulc of the New York Times
is leaving tomorrow on Pan American flight so and so for Caracas.
He may be seeing such and such people. He is believed to have
been in contact with such and such groups. This is specifically
what I have in mind, and I take offense or objection at being

24-353 0 - 78 - 8
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tracked or followed in that manner by officials of my own govern-
ment when I am engaged in purely legal and above-the-board jour-
nalistic function. That is precisely what I had in mind, sir.

Mr. WILSON. Well, just to conclude my part of this, Mr. Chair-
man,-what it appears here this morning is that Admiral Turner's
directive is not going to change the attitude of foreign governments
toward harboring suspicions about U.S. journalists being employed
by the CIA, and I wonder if any one of you see any initiatives that
either could be written into law or into directives to allay these
suspicions by foreign governments.

Is that just a part of the business that we have to live with, that
foreign governments are always going to suspect that journlists are
immoral and unethical and so forth, even if it is against the law?

Mr. JUST. I don't think there is any directive or any law that can
be passed that can change that situation. The situation is going to
be changed maybe with time, depending on the conduct of this
Government and depending on the conduct of the journalists. I
can't imagine anything being written out and promulgated from
the White House or anywhere else that is going to make any
difference to a government that doesn't want to believe it. It
doesn't have the evidence.

Mr. SZULC. And also you might-I guess you might add that
situations will arise, as have arisen in the past, in which a govern-
ment may find it simply useful to use the CIA charge against a
correspondent in order to remove him for reasons of his perfectly
valid journalistic activity. So, therefore, one may argue that it is in
the interest of certain governments to maintain this fiction and
therefore the problem is compounded.

Mr. WILSON. Doesn't that back up the State Department's posi-
tion on a journalist who is being tossed out of a country by saying:
"look, there is an absolute law or directive that states there will be
no connection between CIA and journalists?"

Mr. SZULC. I suppose in theory, yes, but if the government is
determined, as a sovereign, to claim that one of us is a CIA agent,
they will do so regardless of the statement by the State Depart-
ment.

Mr. WILSON. It won't probably do any good to call Admiral
Turner to testify for Mr. Shcharansky over in Moscow and swear
up and down that he is not a CIA agent.

Mr. SZULC. I think it would be a marvelous story if he did.
[General laughter.]

Mr. FROMM. You have to remember that usually governments
that are throwing out correspondents as CIA agents are not exactly
friendly governments to the United States and are not going to be
inclined to believe what we say. I think there is the further fact
that-the fact that most other governments are believed to use
3b5iiirnalists as intelligence agents one way or another, is going to
make it difficult for the United States to convince people that we
unilaterally are adopting a unique policy in this respect, and I see
no evidence that the British, the French, the Russians, and the
Italians intend to change traditional practices.

Mr. AsPIN. Go ahead.
Mr. NICKEL. May I just add to this? I agree that in most cases the

explanation that the man who is a journalist was a CIA agent is a

i
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pretext anyway. I think it would be more effective for the U.S.
Government than waiving this directive in front of a foreign goven-
ment, to point out to those governments that the United States
views a free press as an essential part of its political system, and
that countries which come to the United States with requests for
aid and other things should keep in mind, that if they cut off the
channel of communication by throwing out American correspon-
dents who are going about their proper business as reporters, that
this is going to be a factor which the U.S. Government will take
into account in dealing with the requests of other governments for
aid and assistance and things of that sort. I think that would be far
more effective than to refer back to the directives by Admiral
Turner which, A, may not be believed anyway, and which, B, go to
a pretext which that government has used for throwing out a
correspondent whom they wanted to get rid of anyway.

Mr. WILSON. Have you ever thought of going into the diplomatic
service?

Mr. NICKEL. No.
Mr. ASPIN. Just a quick follow-up to Bob Wilson's question. We

have been talking about the Turner directive or some directives
like it in terms of opinion abroad, and in particular I guess we
have been implicitly focusing on the case of an essentially hostile
government, or anyway, people who have a stake in not believing
the Turner directive.

How about in other cases? Do you think that the Turner direc-
tive or something like it would have any impact on more friendly
countries abroad, closer allies of ours, and/or opinion at home?
How about opinion at home? Do you think there is anything to be
said for the Turner directive in terms of domestic attitude toward
what they read in the paper?

Mr. SZULC. I would say, yes. Within the confines of credibility in
general, I suppose that it is a useful thing to have a directive
rather than not to have one. I suppose we would like to satisfy
ourselves to the extent that we are willing to listen to Mr. Turner,
that this is so. It is certainly better to have one.

Would it make others more friendly? I would doubt it for the
general reasons that we have stated. I think it is useful to have it
at home, and we should have it.

Mr. JUST. I don't think this is a great burning issue with the
American public, frankly, and again, it is better to have it, I
suppose, than not to have it.

Mr. AsPIN. The general consensus is that it is better to have the
Turner directive than not to have it, but don't expect any great
results from it.

Let me follow up again on what Bob Wilson was asking and
talking about, and I would like to go down the list and ask each of
you to comment.

Over on the left-hand side is the chart of activities., We are now
getting into the issue of what kinds of relationships the press
might have with the CIA, and there have been various reports that
we have had x number of newspaper correspondents who have had
relationships with the CIA. Well, it depends on what you mean by

'See appendix D, p. 336.
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a relationship, I suppose. If you include everything on that chart,
you would run into several thousands of people who have had
relationships with CIA.

And so the real question is where in your judgment is the kind of
relationship which is proper of a journalist to have with the
Agency, and in what relations is it not proper, I am talking about
the information in the activities information charts. Basically jour-
nalists call the Agency to get story confirmation. They get involved
with information swapping, meeting with somebody from the CIA
and discussing items. There is prebriefing before they go on a trip;
there is debriefing when they come back from a trip. There are
cases where there has been access to files and outtakes; the jour-
nalists have allowed the CIA access to files. And there have been
cases or prior tasking for intelligence collection.

In addition, there has been some other work in the support area
and agent work that journalists have in the past undertaken on
behalf of the CIA. In the support area, they have hosted parties for
the CIA people to meet other contacts; they have provided safe
houses and post office boxes; they have acted as couriers for infor-
mation, and for money. They have even done some agent work of
spotting agents, assessing agents, recruiting and handling agents; it
is not done often. And then we have the whole propaganda area.

But I would like to get your input particularly with respect to
that information column. What do you think really are the proper
things? What among those items do each of you think is the proper
relationship between the CIA and the journalists and which is not
proper. As a lead into that, one time Admiral Turner told me about
his frustrations with dealing with the press. He gave an example of
a case where a journalist was going to make a trip abroad, and the
journalist asked if he could come out to the CIA and receive a
briefing before he went overseas. So Admiral Turner put on a four-
star briefing and really did it up and had a great briefing. The
person went on the trip, came back, and Turner ran into him at a
social function and said, "How was the trip?" "Oh, it was a good
trip." "Would you mind coming out to the Agency and just chatting
about it? Let's talk about it a little bit." And the journalist said,
"Oh, no, I can't do that, that is not ethical."

And Stan Turner was totally perplexed by this. He doesn't un-
derstand why prebriefing is OK, and debriefing isn't OK.

But let me ask each of you to say what you think is OK, and
what you don't think is OK.

How about Joe Fromm?
Mr. FROMM. By story confirmation, I assume, you mean that if

you have a tip or a story and you wanted to confirm, for example,
whether Brezhnev is ill or something of that sort. It seems to me
that is very legitimate and it may be indispensable in certain cases.
For example the Brezhnev illness. In that case I did go to the CIA
and ask what they had on his hea~th. I checked it with other
people as well.

Information swapping, as we discussed, I think is legitimate
within the limits that I spelled out.

Prebriefing. Again, it is quite legitimate if it is on the initiative
of the correspondent. If I go out to the CIA and say I am going to
Greece and would like a quick fill-in, an assessment of the military
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situation of the relationship between Greece and Turkey--I see
nothing wrong with it no more than in going to I and R in the
State Department or in DIA in Defense if I wanted to talk about a
specific Defense problem.

Debriefing, though, gets into a trickier situation. I would have
some hesitance about debriefing in any formalized way. Obviously
the CIA's interest is to get information from a correspondent
beyond that which he would report or have reported, because oth-
erwise they could get it. I would feel that is quite sensitive.

Access to files, totally unethical.
Prior tasking, totally unethical.
Mr. AsPIN. Tad?
Mr. SZULC. Historical information, essentially as Joe said, no

problem there.
Information swapping, this relates to the larger point of relation-

ships with sources. I personally take the view that there should be
no difficulty for a correspondent to maintain a normal source
relationship with CIA. I have done so in the past-others have-so
long as one bears in mind one's own critical judgment of what we
are being told. Information swapping, I suppose I would call it
comparing notes, which I think is something which occurs very
often, very frequently in the social context of a lunch or drinks. If
you are in a situation where there is a major political situation
developing, I don't mind discussing or comparing notes with some-
one whom I consider to be well informed. It is a give and take
relationship which, as has been said repeatedly here, applies to all
officials of the U.S. Government.

Prebriefing, I have no difficulty with it. They are never volun-
teered by the Agency to the best of my knowledge. I have received
several of them before going to Asia, before going to countries
which I did not know. I have found them most of the time to be
objective, extremely well conducted, and I have found them to be
useful to me in the performance of my task abroad.

On debriefing, as Joe points out, we get into a very difficult area.
I suppose the best way I could define it in terms of my own
experience is that I have never gone to a formal debriefing. I have
agreed on one or two occasions, most specifically returning from
Czechoslovakia after the Soviet invasion in 1968, to sit down and
discuss-and to me "discuss" was the key word-with Agency ana-
lysts working on Eastern Europe what were the implications, the
meaning of certain situations which I had observed, which they
had observed, and to me this really comes under the heading of
comparing notes rather than a formal debriefing to which I would
not care to subject myself.

Access to files, outtakes, obviously out of the question.
Tasking, obviously out of the question.
Mr. ASPIN. OK.
Mr. Nickel?
Mr. NICKEL. I have little to add tD this except for the basic

criterion I suppose is does it help me in my independent journalis-
tic job of getting the story. In that context, again, I suppose, story
confirmation, information swapping, in the sense, you know, as I
said in my statement, I would always try to get more than I give.
Prebriefing, I see no theoretical objection to. Debriefing doesn't
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really help my story, does it. That is not my job. They can read my
story after it comes out. That is, hopefully, if the editor has been
wise enough to include everything I found.

Access to files, I can really not see any circumstances when I
would do that.

Mr. WILSON. Would you let me interrupt you?
At one time there was a reference to Time-Life having taken

pictures of the May Day parade, of the new military missiles and
so forth, and the question was: Does Time-Life owe any thing from
a patriotic standpoint to the Government to let them look at the
photographs that were taken and not published on the basis that
perhaps there would be some military information that would be of
vital importance to the United States? That case is supposed to
have occurred.

Do you find this completely unacceptable?
Mr. NICKEL. My own personal view in this matter would be that

this is not our job. If the U.S. Government can't find a way of
getting a photographer---

Mr. WILSON. I didn't say it was your job. You just say it is
completely unethical for you to do this?

Mr. NICKEL. I would reject it because I would regard it as my
overriding patriotic duty to retain my journalistic independence,
and once I start providing services like this the line becomes pretty
fuzzy, and you get yourself into very difficult situations. So my
personal view would be, to be-and I am sure the U.S. Government
has a way of taking a picture at a parade.

Mr. BOLAND. That is an interesting position. I know in your
statement you said that an appeal of patriotism would have no
effect on you because that is not your task. You know, the U.S.
Government and it has the means by which it can secure informa-
tion perhaps better than some of the sources that you or any of you
might have. Actually that is true, but on a voluntary basis, that
Time or Life, they produce some of the best photographs in the
world, the National Geographic does, and you get particular pho-
tographers that are much more adept at taking pictures from
specific angles, of information that could be helpful, and particular-
ly the May Day parade, where the photographs show some very
modern weapons, that perhaps our Government doesn't have
knowledge of and no photographs of.

Even in that instance, would you on a voluntary basis refuse or
object to a request from any intelligence source, from our intelli-
gence source for a look at the photos?

Mr. NICKEL. I am very leery about the thin end of the wedge. I
mean, where can these patriotic appeals--

Mr. BOLAND. Do you have any responsibility as a citizen of the
United States?

Mr. NICKEL. Well, -let me put it this way. Of course we are
citizens of our country, and of course, if I see somebody who is
about to rob a bank or about to assault somebody or somebody who
is about to assassinate the President of the United States, I don't
go to the telephone to call city desk. Of course I run to the police.

But I think I would have to be convinced that there are very
clear and present dangers for me to fulfill that function, to alert
authorities' to something which I think could be a danger to our
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country or could involve the violation of a very serious crime or
something like that.

Mr. FROMM. I wonder if the question isn't really academic be-
cause Time or Life or any publication are eager to sell their photos.
If the American Government really wants to get its hands on them,
they can buy them through normal commercial channels. In other
words, I don't think it is necessary to have any special covert
effort.

Mr. BOLAND. Especially, when some of those photographs may be
ones that have never been published.

Mr. FROMM. Well, even if they haven't used them, I think Time
has a commercial service. They are quite prepared to sell, anything
in their files. So I think this scenario may seem to be more of a
problem than it really is because most publications are willing to
sell their photos. It is a big business to sell them.

Mr. BOLAND. What if it came to the position where you couldn't
get them and the only source was the news organization that had it
in its file?

Mr. WILSON. Maybe they happened to get a picture of a new
weapons system breaking up in the air or some such thing that
would be an unusual shot.

Mr. FROMM. I would publish it on the cover of the magazine.
Mr. BOLAND. Actually, Time, Inc. did permit the access of the

intelligence agency with respect to some photographs, according to
some article I read. Am I correct on that?

Mr. JOHNSON. That's right.'
Mr. BOLAND. They asked for pictures of the May Day parade. I

guess the person in charge decided this was something that really
wasn't going to prostitute the competence of the organization, and
they permitted the CIA to look at the photographs.

Mr. ASPEN. Let me make an argument. There is another argu-
ment which none of you have made but which you might-make:
Once you allow the Government into those files for patriotic rea-
sons, aren't you compromising your position that says you should
not open the files and should not allow sources, in protection of
your first amendment rights?

I would think that you could make an argument: The thin end of
the wedge not only in terms of becoming more drawn into the
Agency, but you might also say look, this is getting a thin end of
the wedge on the whole issue of independence and freedom of the
press issue.

Mr. FROMM. I think journalists have to be very careful about
appeals to patriotism. It is a very easy gambit that is often used to
get you to do discreditable things rather than to serve your coun-
try.

Mr. BOLAND. That is a judgment call again.
-Mr. WILSON. Well, it is sort of a double standard. We can have

the Freedom of Information Act under which a journalist can go to
the Government and get everything that the Government has said
or collected about him, but--

Mr. SZULC. Not everything.

'See Stuart H. Loory, "The CIA's Use of the Press: 'A Mighty Wurlitzer'," Columbia Journalism Review,
September/October, 1914, p. 16.
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Mr. FROMM. Not everything.
Mr. WILSON. But under the Privacy Act, you are not obligated to

tell anybody anything about what you are doing.
Mr. JUST. But to make the toughest case which you possibly can,

which I think is the interesting case, is some bit of information you
have, you have interviewed somebody somewhere, and the posses-
sion of that information by the American Government could possi-
bly save a life-I can't write the scenario, but assume you got
something like that-that is what is hard. I don't know where
you-that's too tough for me. I don't know where you come down
on that, but I think you would give the information.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me give you this one.
How about saving the life of the CIA agent? Does exposing the

name of a Station Chief really endanger his life in any of the areas
where you have ever been; I mean, the publication of the names of
those who are actually employed by the CIA or the particular
person who might be the Station Chief in a particular area?

Mr. JUST. I think that is one of the things you don't do, personal-
ly, that you don't do for that very reason. It is one more arrow in
my quiver for as much distance as possible between the journalists
and those people.

Mr. SZULC. Even if you know the name, I would suggest that one
should not publicize the name on the rather simple grounds that
my reader doesn't really have to know the name of an individual
who is a station chief in a given city. It doesn't really add to his
knowledge of the situation and may create a Welch type situation.
I think that as a matter of common sense, more than anything
else, I would say it is really a bad practice to disclose names of CIA
people who are in the field.

Mr. FROMM. Any more than it would, for example, in the Nazi
period where the one who disclosed the whereabouts of a refugee or
someone trying to escape. I think there are certain moral princi-
ples that one must observe, but if one carries this argument to the
extreme, obviously there are cases where one is going to report. I
mean, if I discovered that the Soviet Union was going to launch an
attack on the United States Sunday morning at 8 o'clock, I would
not keep that to myself. I think that again one has to use common-
sense. My magazine doesn't come out until next Monday. [General
laughter.]

Mr. SZULC. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment on this?
Mr. ASPIN. Sure.
Mr. SZULC. I think what you have raised, sir, is a series of very

difficult dilemmas to which there is no single answer. I think they
all depend on situations and individuals involved in them, one's
judgment of the seriousness of a national security situation on
which I suppose every individual has to make his own judgment, in
order that he doesn't become trapped into a continual relationship,
as Herman just pointed out, always using the patriotic thing.

I would like to offer an example which does not entirely respond
to your question, but I think may illustrate it.

In 1968 in Prague I spent a good deal of my time as a New York
Times correspondent driving in my black convertible: around
Czechoslovakia and looking at Soviet troop concentrations because
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it was part of my reporting. We wished to know how many tanks
did they have, did they have any guided missiles and so on.

Returning to town, I would fairly often touch base not so much
with the CIA people as with the Defense Attache's office, which
would be the Defense Intelligence Agency, not so much to fill him
-in but to compare notes because he was a professional who can
make a better judgment than I of the military strategic or tactical
importance of that which I had observed. Very often he would go
out and check on an area which I have seen and in the conversa-
tion he would say, yes; you are right, no; you are wrong. Obviously
the Defense attache used this material for his own reporting,
which is fine with me as far as national security or whatever is
concerned. But this was done in the context of my trying to edu-
cate myself, if you will, on the military aspects of the equipment
which the Soviets had in Czechoslovakia.

So again, as we see, the areas become so blurred and so gray,
that I think there would be an exception for every exception.

Mr. ASPIN. Basically, then, it is the concern about where the
boundary line is. On isolated cases you might have debriefings; you
might actually let them have some information that you have got
in the file, or some piece of information you came across because it
is important. I mean, you can concoct scenarios that would. But
basically you are worried about the thin end of the wedge I take it.

Let me go to Ward Just who is left to go through the list.
Would you do any of those activities on the chart, Ward?
Mr. JUST. I suppose I could see a circumstance for story confir-

mation, if it is something that would involve the Agency, that
where-I mean, obviously if you are doing something on the Bay of
Pigs, it would behoove you to talk with Langley on certain military
stuff, I suppose.

The rest of it, I-don't know=-
Mr. SZULC. The Bay of Pigs was denied when we made an inquiry

at the time.
Mr. JUST. Yeah; you guys did very well with that, didn't you?
Mr. AsPIN. So basically you wouldn't engage in any of that.
Mr. JUST. I don't think I would; no.
Mr. ASPIN. And it is really only the CIA that you would have

this feeling about?
Mr. JUST. I don't have any problem with the rest, you know, for

the reasons that I have said, principally, that you can never be
entirely certain-you are less certain with CIA than you are with
any other sources, exactly what their motives are. The prebriefing, I
just have an ethical problem with walking into the intelligence
apparatus of the U.S. Government and getting a briefing. I don't
think that is their job, I don't think it is their job to brief me, and I
don't think it is my job to go there.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, Ward, let me ask, were you tied down for any
length of time in a particular area in a foreign nation as a report-
er? You know, were you there for years or were you just itinerant?

Mr. JUST. I was in Vietnam for 11/2 years.
Mr. BOLAND. What about other countries, such as in Eastern

Europe?
Mr. JUST. I was in London for 1 year and I spent quite a bit of

time in Cyprus.
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Mr. BOLAND. Would it make any difference if you were the
correspondent who was there for a good period of time and not one
just going through picking up stories? Would it make any differ-
ence to you whether or not you would be talking with the CIA
station chief, or someone you know was in the CIA, if you were
really sort of tied down there?

Mr. JUST. That is hard to say. I don't know. I would think, say, if
you were Eastern European correspondent--

Mr. BOLAND. What if everbody else Was getting stories from the
CIA?

Mr. JUST. Exclusive stories which held up, exclusive stories
which--

Mr. BOLAND. It would seem to me it would make a difference if
you were tied down to that area for a length of time.

Mr. JUST. There is a notion, you know, that CIA possesses this
vast fount of information and at the mere touch of a button they
will hand a cable over to you which would go to Langley. I don' t
believe it. In Vietnam my experience was, I think the ablest group
of people out there were CIA people, man for man, terribly able
people. There were an awful lot of able men in that country.

Now, if you got around, I don't think that they were especially
helpful. I certainly did my job without-with the exception, only
one occasion comes to mind, that one did not need that contact.

Mr. FROMM. Could I just take up this point that "Ward is pressing
and the problem with dealing with CIA because you may be misled.
It seems to me that that is going to happen only once. If you are
seeing the CIA station chief in the country where you are based or
operating and they have an interest in maintaining the relation-
ship because they get some value out of the exchange, they are
going to plant information on you only once because once you
discover you have been used, the relationship ends.

Mr. JUST. I take a more pessimistic view of that, which is I think
often you don't know when stuff is, you know, sometimes you do,
sometimes you don't.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. Somebody brought out the Bay of Pigs, and I can

recall Fortune magazine running an article by Mr. Murphy-I
don't know whether Mr. Murphy had any connection with the CIA,
but he had probably the most accurate story of what really hap-
pened at the Bay of Pigs. I discussed it with President Eisenhower
after he retired as President and went to Gettysburg. Bobby Ken-
nedy had gone to Fortune magazine to try to get them to suppress
the- story because it criticized the President and his actions on the
night of the fatal invasion, and Eisenhower told me, he said, I have
read that story and it is entirely accurate, absolutely accurate, and
he said, if it were suppressed, that I would feel it my duty to tell
the American public the truth about what happened.

Now, obviously Mr. Murphy-I don't know whether he was con-
nected with the CIA, but he had to have been to the CIA to get the
basic information on that operation.

Now, is that wrong, to inforin the American public what really
went on?
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Mr. NICKEL. It is my view that if you deal with the CIA as a
source it is perfectly proper.

Mr. WILSON. That s why-I'm not being critical, Mr. Just, be-
cause you are certainly entitled to that opinion, but it seems to me
you are drying up possible sources of informing the American
public if you just arbitrarily say there will be no contact with
intelligence agents.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask Mr. Just, would you apply the same
standards to other intelligence agencies, for example, Defense In-
telligence Agency people? Would you say that you ought not?

Mr. JUST. I would not.
Mr. ASPIN. You would not.
Mr. JUST. You know, Defense Department is something different.
Mr. AsPIN. But even the DIA.
Mr. JUST. Even the DIA part.
Mr. ASPIN. And just a quick question.
Is any of this the kind of thing that you would feel obligated to

inform your management about? Would you feel that if you did go
into a debriefing or in that special case where you did give infor-
mation to-the Agency other than what appeared in a story or what
appeared in print, is that something that you feel you ought to tell
management about? Or is that your own source and you keep it to
yourself?

Mr. FROMM. It is not something one would conceal from manage-
ment. On a briefing you would probably write a memorandum. On
exchange of information you would write a memorandum probably,
indicating the source. I don't think that one should or would nor-
mally make any attempt to conceal. It might just be inconvenient
to write every time you went to a lunch or something.

Mr. SZULC. It is a question of relevance.
Mr. WILSON. In other words, you wouldn't have to do as Mr.

McNamara required his military officials to report every time they
had a luncheon with a correspondent.

Mr. FROMM. Every time I go to the Pentagon I don't tell my
editors.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask this. You have worked for different news
organizations. In the news organizations that you worked for, were
there any guidelines established by management in the organiza-
tions you worked for about what was proper and what wasn't
proper?

I know, for example, some places you have a code of ethics that
you cannot accept gifts for more than so much. Was this part of
the guidelines that were established by the management of any
organization?

Mr. FROMM. In mine it was a firm policy.
Mr. AsPIN. How did it work, Joe?
Mr. FROMM. A firm policy of no cooperation with intelligence

organizations beyond normal cooperation with news sources, rio
-acceptance of pay, no acceptance of free trips, vety specific. Now,
this applies to all news sources. We have a policy that you don't
accept free trips, any special favors, any gifts. David Lawrence, as I
said, had a very firm policy at a time, according to the New York
Times story, when many other organizations were cooperating ac-
tively with the CIA. I understand David Lawrence was approached
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at that time. He informed the CIA that he did not consider it
proper. Our policy in no way inhibited my normal relationship
with intelligence people, but if it had been discovered that anybody
on the staff had what we considered to be an improper association,
I think it would have been grounds for automatic dismissal.

Mr. ASPIN. Anybody else? Are there any guidelines on this that
cover any other organization?

Mr. SZuLC. Well, in my 20 years with the New York Times, we
had very clear and firm guidelines on gifts, free trips, that sort of
thing. I don't recall at any time the question of intelligence being
raised by the managing editor or any of the Times editors with me,
certainly not in my case. I would simply assume that the question
did not cross anyone's mind that a Times correspondent would

- engage in improper and unethical activity of that sort, rightly or
wrongly.

Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Mr. NICKEL. I believe that in my company I can recall no explicit

instructions on where to draw the line when I first joined it in the
fifties, but I think it was always implicit that we valued ourselves
as an independent organization, and it was our job to be sure that
our dealings with the intelligence community were entirely as
sources and not as participants.

But the statement, the policy was cleared up again after it
became a big public issue with articles appearing in the press
about the relationship between the CIA and journalists.

Mr. JUST. I left the Washington Post in 1970. To my recollection
there was nothing written down although it was just as rock hard
as it could be in anybody's mind that you' wouldn't do any of the
obvious things, taking money, doing tasks, you know. I assume
there is a policy now. In my years in the sixties, at Newsweek and
the Post there wasn't any.

Mr. AsPIN. Just briefly, among other activities that are listed-
the support, the agent work-is any of that the kind of thing that
any of you would consider proper?

For example, it seems to me the most innocuous case under*'support" would be if some friend of yours at the CIA asked you to
host a party to let the CIA make contact with some of your sources.
In other words, they come up to you and said "Say, would you have
a cocktail party and invite some of your sources because we would
like to get in on the deal, too." Then, of course, it gets progressively
more involvement, providing safe houses or post offices, and then
acting as courier, or doing agent work.

Would you consider it totally improper to pass on information
about spotting or assessing a potential agent for the Agency, saying
he might be a good person for you, or to point out a new, young
guy working over at the Ministry of Defense that you think is
pretty good-a real comer so the CIA might want to keep its eyes
open. You might pass that information on to the Agency.

Does any of that sound like something that you would want to be
involved with?

Anybody?
No.
Mr. FROMM. I would be happy to accept the invitation to go to

their house and meet their contacts.
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Mr. SzuLc. I might, if I may, for your amuse-, ,at mainly, cite
from memory from a cable from my CIA file in which the agent in
Vienna, unsigned, was explaining to headquarters why he had
attended a cocktail party given at my house, and rather apologiz-
ing for it, and the explanation was: I had to do it because we have
to know the turf on which we are playing-and I still don't know
who my guest was.

The answer to your point is obviously negative.
Mr. BOLAND. Another area in this accord, Mr. Chairman, is an

area, opening a post office box in their name, for an agent of the
CIA. You would be all opposed to that?

I think you would welcome it. You could get all the news, then,
but you would oppose that?

Mr. ASPIN. Are there any other questions on this, before we leave
the subject of activities and go on to another subject?

Mr. WILSON. I am anxious to hear what they say about bonds of
association?

Mr. ASPIN. Yes. Let's talk about that for a second.
What you have, of course, is a relationship-and that word

covers a lot of things. It covers not only various kinds of paid
relationships but it also covers, of course, voluntary relationships.
It covers, for example, paid relationships which are short term,
contract things, expenses, gifts. It might be occasional payment on
a contract basis to get some kind of information, or it might be a
regular financial payment, either as a retainer or a salary. So you
have a lot of different kinds of paid relationships.

Then, of course, you have a lot of voluntary relationships, and
voluntary relationships can be as close as a paid relationship. You
either have a voluntary relationship based upon patriotism or
based upon some kind of friendship ties. People went to school
with somebody, old ties going way back. Or you might have the
good old natural voluntary association based upon career advance-
ment. They give you good stories and you do things in exchange,
the same danger, I guess, that would apply with any source or any
agency.

Let me talk for a second about the paid relationship, and I take
it from your comments, that all of you consider paid relationships
of any kind to be not ethical and not proper.

And all of you, I take it, would include in that even things like
expenses and doing something on a short term contractual basis, is
that correct?

[The witnesses nodded in the affirmative.]
Mr. ASPIN. How about this: hospitality? The guidelines would be

what, the same as for any source?
Mr. FROMM. Yes, if Admiral Turner invites me out to the Agency

for lunch, I think I would go, but that wouldn't make me beholden
to him. I think as far as gifts are concerned, my practice is not to
accept gifts from news sources although sometime' it gets difficult
when the Russians send you a bottle of Vodka for Christmas.

Mr. SZxJLC. I think this is essentially true. I think my recollection
is in most cases I paid for the lunches and the drinks with CIA
contacts, as my expense account will reveal. I suppose to accept a
dinner or lunch or drink at someone's house who is known to be a
CIA official, I see no more harm in that than to have lunch with a
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particular ambassador, but anything beyond that is absolutely out
of the question.

Mr. NICKEL. I have nothing to add to that. I quite agree.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me probe into a more difficult area, then.
What about a part time or "moonlighting" relationship with the

CIA? In what way is that different from other kinds of moonlight-
ing that might be done? Journalists who write for publications do
engage in activities on the side and get paid for them. Why isn't it
just as proper then to do something for the CIA on the side and get
paid for it as it would be, say, to write an article for another
publication or do some lecturing at the university?

Mr. SzuLc. Because here we are dealing with overt situations. In
some organizations-I believe yours is one of them-writers are not
allowed to do any outside writing whatsoever. We do not have this
problem. The kind of moonlighting that you are referring to, writ-
ing books or articles or novels, those are things which appear in
public print and they are not concealed or covert realtionships.

I think that even in moonlighting great care is exercised. Many
of us, for example, would lose our press-Congressional Press Gal-
lery-accreditation if we broadcast for the Voice of America, and I
think there have been a few cases involving this. So even such
overt moonlighting comes under certain constraints in certain
areas, such as congressional accreditation.

So I think the difference is basically between that which you do
overtly and visibly for the whole world to see, and the covert thing.

Mr. FROMM. As I mentioned in my statement, I don't think one
can moonlight as part time consultant to an industrial firm. If I
am the railroad editor of a magazine and I am consulting to the
Railroad Association, that is as unethical as being a consultant to
CIA. So again it is not a principle that just applies to CIA. I think
moonlighting is basically unethical except where you are writing
overtly or lecturing overtly, where there is no question of a conflict
of interest between what you are getting as a journalist and using
to some nonjournalistic end.

Mr. ASPIN. Would you consider it, then, all right, for example, if
you are invited to go to the CIA to lecture a training class of new
people coming into the CIA for a couple hundred bucks? Would you
do that?

Mr. FROMM. I might do it free. I wouldn't take money. In other
words, I think it would be acceptible if it were an open thing,
where you were participating in a seminar or something of that
sort.

Mr. ASPIN. Tad?
Mr. SZULC. I have lectured at a variety of places, the National

War College and the Defense Intelligence Agency. I was never
asked to lecture at a CIA training class. My instinct probably
would be to regret, decline the invitation.

Mr. ASPIN. Why would it be different than doing it at the Nation-
al War College?

Mr. WILSON. Because they don't have a file on him. [General
laughter.]

Mr. SZLJLC. I suppose it is an instinctive sense as much as any-
thing else of not being drawn into what might become a relation-
ship in the future. Once you come to lecture in what is a fairly
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sealed situation at Langley, I think there is a distinction between
that and Fort McNair and the National War College or a seminar
at the State Department, which are not classified and fairly open
meetings for anyone pretty much who cares to attend. I would have
certain misgivings about certain CIA invitations because I would
not be certain in my own mind whether this might not signify the
beginning of a relationship which I might not desire.

Mr. ASPIN. Herman?
Mr. NICKEL. Fortunately the CIA hasn't asked me and the sort of

question hasn't arisen, but I would answer the same way that Tad
did, because of the special nature of the CIA as against other
Government agencies, and the danger of getting sucked into a
relationship which was more than that between reporter and
source.

Mr. WILSON. Ward wouldn't even get invited. [General laughter.]
Mr. FROMM. He might be the most popular one there.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me talk then a bit about voluntary associations.
The problem with the paid associations is the problem of loyal-

ties being divided. Can't you also be sucked in in a divided loyalty
situation purely out of a voluntary association, and isn't that really
even much more of a danger than the payment? My guess is that if
the danger were of American journalists with the CIA, it would
mostly fall under that voluntary association category. What are the
dangers here?

Joe?
Mr. FROMM. Well, this raises again a basic dilemma that every

journalist faces between one's professional position and one's
friendships. Friendships with officials are always very difficult.
When a relationship moves from a professional relationship to one
of friendship, one gets into a very difficult area. In human terms it
is very difficult because whether it is a politician, a diplomat or a
CIA person, there is always danger that the other person is going
to invoke friendship to ask you to do something that goes some-
what beyond professional bounds.

So I really think that this is a problem that affects the journal-
ist's relationships with all of his sources but perhaps more with
intelligence people because they might be a little more inclined to
exploit it.

Mr. SZULC. Yes, I think I would essentially agree. It is a very
difficult area, it is a blurred area. I think one has to be guided by
one's best judgment not to cross this very thin line. I think Joe is
basically right.

Mr. NICKEL. That is the most difficult area of all, but again I
would agree there is nothing generically different between the
associations, the personal friendships that you may have with
people in the intelligence community and any other sources.

Mr. ASPIN. Ward?
Mr. JUST. I just think it is wise to avoid tricky areas and thin

lines, and everyone is talking about ethical problems. If you are a.
journalist, the difficulty really, I think, is, I guess as I said before,
is there is a kind of natural affinity between journalists and spies.
I don't know a journalist that isn't fascinated by the whole appara-
tus that surrounds the intelligence community. Whether you are
talking about spy satellites or safe houses or just the collection of
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information, or just the analysis of information, they are very
adroit, very nimble at that. To refuse the lunch invitation or to
refus t-t6alk over drinks is often very difficult. They are, as a
group of guys, they are about as companionable as journalists, and
journalists are about the most companionable people I know. It
really is a kind of a-: it is almost, it boils down to sort of personal
quality, and I think it is very tough to move away from that, and I
think it ought to be done. I think it ought to be moved away from.

Mr. ASPIN. And even if, for example, you are out in some coun-
try, on your own?

Mr. JUST. Well, Mr. Chairman, if it is 6:30 in the evening in
Famagusta and the Greeks and Turks have been shooting at you
for 7 hours, and a fellow says come into my house and have a
sundowner, you are likely to do it. Anyway, I did, and I suppose
that belies what I was saying before.

Mr. WILSON. I think all spies are incipient journalists anyway,
judging from all the books that are coming out, and look at all the
books that Hunt wrote.

Mr. JUST. I think that is exactly right. I think journalists are
kind of spies manque, and kind of vice versa. That is why the
relationship, I believe, on a kind of a personal level, is really
dangerous because you get kind of a confusement of the realms
which is one of the problems with Washington, and I go back to my
first principle, which I think the spies ought to deal with their
intelligence and I think that journalists ought to write their jour-
nalism, and I have a lot of problems when there are too many
connections between the two because I think the realms get
blurred, I think the information gets muddied, and I think the
ultimate loser in all that is the reader which is, after all, the
primary consumer of all this information.

Mr. AsPIN. Does anybody else have questions before we go on?
Mr. BOLAND. May I just ask a question?
All of you apparently have talked to people in the CIA, in the

long years you spent in the communications area.
What is your judgment on their abilities? How would you rate

them percentagewise: low level, mediocre, or superb?
Tad, how about that? You have obviously been in many areas of

the world; you have run into a lot of them. What is your judgment?
Mr. SZULC. I think it is a split judgment that would emerge here.

In my own experience I found the analysts, the thinkers, if you
will, by and large to be in a fairly high intellectual aid profession-
al class, because of the numbers, because of the time wbich they
have, because of the ability of the Agency to attract people who
have single, double or triple Ph. D.'s, who are much more expert on
a small place in west Africa than the average foreign service
officer who moves from place to place. I would say that by and
large the quality is quite high.

As someone remarked earlier, during the Vietnam period CIA
analysts by and large were the best in town. Perhaps someone
should have listened to them, perhaps on the question of bombing
and NSSM-1, as I recall.

One of the things that I think is a difficulty is on the so-called
clandestine side where people tend to develop rather wild oper-
ational, ideas based on often very weak logical premises. So making
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this difference, I would say that certainly in those cases the CIA
deserves high marks on the quality of analysis of intelligence,
which is really what interests me in my contacts with the
Agency-their knowledge or interpretation of an event.

Mr. FROMM. Well, I agree on the analysis side. On the whole, I
have found them exceptional. On the operational side-the clandes-
tine people--I didn't find them a very useful source of information
because their activities were really rather limited.

But as I say, on the analysis side, it was good. On the clandestine
side, on the whole, I didn't have a close association with them
simply because I didn't find them--clandestine in terms of action
operators-all that interesting.

Mr. SZULC. If I may make a comment that comes to mind, I think
there is a -very interesting example of the dangers of how the two
sides operate, which appears in the Church committee hearings on
Chile1 in which, according to the committee print, the analysis side
were unaware of the covert activities of the clandestine side of the
DDO, and therefore the national intelligence estimates or the ana-
lytical work produced by the analysis side of the Agency could not
take into consideration the reality of clandestine operations, and
therefore, their judgments, perforce, were inaccurate, which was
and is, I presume, a very serious in-house problem which affects
the consumer of intelligence, be it you the Congress, or the execu-
tive branch.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Nickel?
Mr. NICKEL. I think obviously we deal, it is in the nature of our

work that we deal more with the analytical people. I would agreee
that I think the average quality of the analytical people that I
have dealt with is probably on the whole better than that of the
average foreign service officer, because of greater specialization.

As far as the clandestine activities are concerned, it is in the
nature of clandestine activities that we don't really know a great
deal about them and wouldn't really accept sort of an after-the-
event, if you find the story about how a defection we brought about
or something like that, in which case I think there are instances
where the work by the CIA was absolutely superb professionally.

Mr. BOLAND. Ward?
Mr. JUST. The only place I know about in any detail is Vietnam,

and there, as Tad pointed out, the analytical people were top of the
line. the clandestine side, I think, tended to get a little woolly and
wild, but generally very high quality of men there.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Let me just ask a broad question because we are trying to grope

for something here, and see whether anything comes to mind.
Each of you in a way sees the close affinity between journalism

and the CIA, and each on the other hand treats the CIA differently
in your own mind than other agencies. Ward is the most extreme
case, but all of you to a certain extent are reluctant to accept, for
example, an invitation to give a lecture to the new recruits out at
the CIA.

1See "Covert Action in Chile, 1963-1973". Staff Report of the Select Committee to Study
Government Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities. U.S. Senate, December 18, 1975.
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In what way is the CIA like any other agency, and in what way
isn't it like any other agency? I mean, from a journalist standpoint,
what is it about the CIA that makes it different from other agen-
cies, and why is it that it causes this kind of concern on your
behalf that makes you do things in relation to the CIA that you
wouldn't do with other agencies?

Mr. FROMM. Well, isn't there one point about the CIA that made
it distinctly different-the way it operated for the past 30 years,
this great preoccupation with covert action. If one studies the
Church committee report and some of the papers that were done
with respect to it, they point out that the CIA for 30 years concen-
trated on covert operations. The way you got brownie points in the
CIA was to be a good covert operator, to come up with projects and
to carry them out. The problem that it raised was that in an
association with the CIA, they might try to protect or promote or
rationalize a covert action that might be questionable. So I think
there is that in the past.

I think this is now changing in the reorganization of the CIA. I
suppose what made it a problem is that we weren't fully aware of
just how preoccupied or how lopsided the CIA was on that side of
the house-on covert operations as opposed to collection of infor-
mation.

I think it is the open part of CIA, the analytical section that
allows for a normal relationship. This is, as far as I can see, no
different than INR or somebody in a university, because their job
is to analyze and report objectively.

Mr. AsPIN. Anybody else?
Mr. SZULC. Well, I think Joe has made the point that I think it is

the clandestinity which surrounds the Agency which makes it un-
attractive or unwise for one to establish the kind of relationship we
are discussing here. On ethical grounds, I suppose, it is the concern
of being sucked into a situation in which one does not wish to find
oneself in, a problem which obviously does not arise when you
lecture the National War College or spend a great deal of time at
the State Department. I think that is the main thing.

Mr. JUST. Apart, I think, from the secret or covert nature of the
Agency is the- mentality of the agents, which is really a different
kind of people. They really have a different mentality than the rest
of us. You just have to go through Bill Colby's statement, talking
about the journalists and how you deal with media here and
abroad. He speaks of assets and handling people and he speaks of
the support of journalists, and then he follows Tad Szulc around as
he is making his appointed rounds.

I think with people who are of that mentality, I think they are
very difficult to deal with in any sort of open way. I repeat I guess
what I said before, but there is a different quality about those guys,
necessarily so. It is what they do.

I am not necessarily trying to put it down, but they do inhabit a
different temperamental world than the rest of us, and I think you
ought to be damned careful when you deal with fellows like that.

Mr. ASPIN. That is a very interesting comment. It is sort of the
mongoose and the cobra type of thing.

Mr. JUST. I don't know which is which. [General laughter.]
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Mr. ASPIN. All right, any other comment on this before we try
another?

Let me go into another subject, if we can.
Tad has already raised the point of the nonjournalist staff em-

ployees, but I would like to get all of your opinions on "People,"' in
terms of the American media. First, the Bush directive of February
1976 prohibited paid contractual relationships with full and part
time accredited journalists. The Turner directive issued just earlier
this month included stringers specifically, but said that non-jour-
nalist staff employees were perfectly okay to recruit, provided man-
agement knew about them.

Two other groups of people which have been suggested ought to
be included in the directive, and maybe are and maybe aren't, at
least in one case, depending upon how you interpret the directive,
are, first, the editors and media policymakers, on the grounds that
not only the person who is out there in the field writing the story,
but also the person who edits it or decides the placement the story
gets ought to be covered also; then, second, the category of free
lancers, and particularly, I guess, free-lancers who write regularly
for American publications.

I would basically like to get any of your views on these proposals.
Is the Turner directive adequate? Do you find any ambiguities in
what is being said in the directive? Do you find any additions that
you want to add to it. Basically, what is your reaction to the
Turner directive and to the proposed additions? Are there any
questions that you have about the directive?

Joe, do you want to start?
Mr. FROMM. It is a difficult area, really. If 1 start with free-

lancers, I think one gets into the question of whether he is really a
freelancer or a CIA agent with a freelance cover. This gets back to
the question of whether the CIA should be barred from using any
journalist covers. I find this one very hard to deal with. I think it
gets into the question of whether you bar the CIA from providing
any cover.

Mr. ASPIN. So you would be reluctant to include freelancers in
the barring.

Mr. FROMM. I guess I would.
Mr. ASPIN. flow about nonjournalist staff employees?
Mr. FROMM. I think any employee of a publication should not

work for the CIA.
Mr. AsPIN. And you would include, then, editors?
Mr. FROMM. Well, if the New York Times story is correct, they

seem to have been the most cooperative with the CIA, but I think
editors certainly would be barred.

Mr. ASPIN. But freelancers you have got some problem with?
Mr. FROMM. I do simply because it gets down to the basic dilem-

ma: Is there a need, in maintaining an intelligence organization,
for agents to have covers. If one accepts the principle that agents
should have covers, what should the cover be? Should you say they
must never have the cover of journalists, that it is OK for them to
be missionaries or college professors or Congressmen traveling
abroad?

'See appendix C, p. 335.
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I really think we get into a very difficult ethical area here of
whether journalists are a special case, I find it a hard one to come
to grips with.

Mr. ASPIN. Tad?
Mr. SZULC. Well, Joe is undermining my livelihood here as a

fulltime moonlighter or fulltime freelancer, I have to take the
view, which I have taken, that the same restraints which applied
to me when I was employed by the New York Times, should and do
apply to me as a freelancer inasmuch as I do it on a full-time basis
and I appear in any number of American Publications.

Where the line is drawn between someone, a freelancer who
writes every week, every day for a variety of what we call clients,
and the chap who does an occasional travel piece for the Washing-
ton Post and the New York Times, I am not sure where the line is.
Inasmuch as I cannot define the line, I would be inclined to apply
the blanket prohibition to those who claim to be freelancers. If a
person is not a freelancer, then he should not invoke his status as
one.

Writing a piece a year for a minor magazine, I do not believe is a
freelancer as I think most of us understand the words. So I would
certainly be in favor of including freelancers as I understand the
term, under the basic guidelines.

Mr. ASPIN. How do you define a freelancer?
Mr. SzuLc. Well, as I said, it is very difficult. I do it full time and

there are some people who do it part time in addition to other
occupations, private incomes, what have you.

Mr. ASPIN. So your definition of a freelancer that ought to be
covered by this would be a full-time freelancer?

Mr. SZULC. Or one who-I suppose we have to apply the rule of
reason or commonsense here, to anyone who spends a considerable
amount of his time or derives much of his income from freelance
activities from American publications and what have you. I think
common sense would indicate that someone who does an annual
piece for American Airlines magazine would not necessarily quali-
fy, but here we get into the other area of whether Americans of
other professions or activities may or may not be open to CIA
employment or contracts.

But I feel very strongly that busy freelancers should be absolute-
ly covered by the same constraints and guidelines as staff people.

Mr. ASPIN. Herman Nickel?
Mr. NICKEL I return to my basic position, that is, that, namely,

the basic burden of dealing with this problem is on the press itself,
and that for that reason, I don't even have all that much trouble
with point B of the Turner directive, but which does not absolutely
rule out relationships with nonjournalist staff, but requires express
approval.

I would wish that any journalistic organization would share my
view that this should not be, but I am not sure whether we are
really on the right track in denying by directive, by governmental
directive, to the Central Intelligence Agency all kinds of areas for
cover, because we do live irn the real world where other countries
have intelligence services which of course make plenty of use of
these possibilities.
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So I would like to reemphasize my view that it is up to the
journalist to say no, or to publications to say no.

The lines are, as Joe has so rightly said, and I think it was
underlined by Tad, very difficult to draw anyway, and I am a little
bit leery of getting into a field with clear definitions which, in its
nature, is unclear and therefore terribly difficult to regulate.

I am sorry this is a rather broad comment, but I thought I
should perhaps state my basic approach to it.

Mr. AsPIN. Ward?
Mr. JUST. I guess since anybody can call themselves a freelance

writer, without necessarily being one, that is an awkward job de-
scription, I would have thought, and I think my views are probably
well known by now, they should stay away from them. It is just
awkward with freelancers, but there seems to be some sort of
theory, particularly among people in the Agency, that the only
Americans who are abroad suitable for their activities, the Agen-
cy's activities, are journalists. I mean, everybody is abroad. They
have got airline pilots. I have got a list of 12 people here without
even thinking about it, lawyers who are traveling, businessmen are
traveling, bartenders, gamblers, you know, all the way down the
pike. It isn't that there just-that the most suitable cover is some-
how journalistic cover. It isn't necessarily true. The Agency acts as
if somehow they are denied this great resource, that the clandes-
tine services are going to collapse, which is nonsense, absolutely,
bloody nonsense.

Mr. AsPIN. What the agency would say is that the thing they like
about journalists is the fact they have access and can ask ques-
tions.

Mr. JUST. True up to a point, yes.
Mr. AsPIN. And can ask questions, a lot of questions and meet a

lot of people without raising suspicion, which a businessman
cannot. A businessman, if he starts talking to labor leaders and
politicians and others, might raise suspicions. He can ask a lot of
questions about the economics of the situation and see people in
the finance department of the Government, and so forth; but there
is nothing like a journalist-this is what Colby would say-for
being able to go around and ask questions and nobody think that it
is unusual.

Mr. JUST. Yes; I suppose that's true.
Mr. WILSON. A journalist is naturally curious.
Mr. JUST. That's right.
I don't think it is beyond really their wits up there to-find a guy,

you know, who can sort of move around Europe and ask questions
without trying to set him up, you know, as a stringer for the
Washington Post or Time Magazine or something.

Mr. ASPIN. You know, I don't know what your impression is of
the importance of the journalistic ties to the CIA, that is, the
journalistic aspects of their clandestine collection apparatus. It is a
little hard to judge. What do you ask a person? You ask Colby, "Is
it very important?" "Oh, yes; very important," he replies. Well, on
scale of 1 to 10, what is it?

How do you quantify how important it is except to say that I
think the Agency thinks it certainly is of some value.
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Mr. FROMM. Has anybody talked to them about how valuable
businessmen are, or other people?

Mr. ASPIN. Well, we plan to go on into that. What is your feeling
on it, Joe?

Mr. FROMM. Well, it may be that journalists have just gotten to
be more conspicuous in this whole picture. If one has followed the
work of other countries' intelligence organizations, you find that
they use businessmen, they plant them to become deep agents.
They are there for 20 years. They are good businessmen and suc-
cessful, and when they are needed they are available. I suspect
that we may have a distorted picture of CIA overseas operations or
covert operations and that journalists have gotten more publicity
and we tend to publicize ourselves. My impression is, if they run a
good intelligence organization, they don't concentrate exclusively
on journalists.

Mr. SZULC. There is an area which I think is a fascinating one
which has not been fully explored in the Church hearings last year
and the year before, which is the use of foreign students recruited
at American universities and colleges as long-term hidden assets.
As I understand, part of that was sanitized, at the request of the
Agency because of the agents in place, but I think that this is an
area of so-called assets of very, very considerable importance to the
Agency if we start looking beyond our own craft and that which we
write about ourselves all the time.

Mr. FROMM. Actually, I was surprised in reading that New York
Times series, about 70 percent of it was pretty familiar to most of
us. Either we new definitely or suspected. So if )ournalists have
been used, on the whole it seems to me they haven t been very well
concealed.

Mr. AsPIN. If there are no other questions on this area, let me go
into the big area where now the debate is largely centered in terms
of what is right and what is not right. That is, the foreign media.

There are a number of people-Senator Inouye in his wrap-up
statement last year, the American Society for Newspaper Editors,
Charles Seib-the Washington Post, Ombudsman, and others-who
have said that whatever standards we apply to American media
ought also be applied to the foreign media.

CIA officials take a very strong opposite position, saying that this
would cut them off' from everything, that they really need the
foreign media for collection, for agent handling, for propaganda
purposes. "Don't do that to us," they say.

I would like the reaction of each of you as to whether you think
we really ought to be applying the same standards to foreign
media, or no standards, or maybe different standards. Should there
be some kind of restraints on our CIA involvement with foreign
media?

Let's start with Ward this time.
Mr. JUST. I have roughly the same feelings about the foreign

media as I do about our own. I think there is one critical differ-
ence, is that in Europe, there are an awful lot of journalists who
are committed, political journalists. They work for newspapers
with a clear ideological line of one kind or another. They are not
reporters, in the sense, in many countries, in the sense that we
think of reporters. If one of those fellows would come to the
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Agency and say, "You know, I am prepared to do double duty,"
well, it's a free country, or in some cases, it isn't I guess. I don't
know what you do about that. I don't know what laws, what law or
directive that you can pass in Washington that is going to have a
lot of effect on the foreign media as a general proposition. You
know, I would feel the same way about newspapermen or TV
people or magazine people or whatever in Madrid or London or
Bangkok or wherever, as I do here. However, I don't think for one
minute that any directive that would be put out by Langley or any
other place woud have a real effect on that if the Agency wanted to
recruit. I think they would -go right ahead, probably, and recruit
because the area is somehow grayer over there.

But as an ethical matter, no, I think they ought to keep their
hands off, you know, the media there as well as here, but practical-
ly, in the real world, I don't see it having the force, any directive
having the force abroad that it would have here.

Mr. NICKEL. Well, in the best of all possible worlds, I obviously
would like to see an independent press anywhere, functioning in a
free society and therefore not getting mixed up and contaminated
with intelligence gethering, which as I said earlier obviously is not
our professional job. Well, the fact is also that we do not live in the
best of all possible worlds, and the role of a free and independent
press is recognized in very few countries. Ward Just just mentioned
journalists who have a political commitment, and that is very
much the form in many parts of the world, including what we call
parts of the free world. Under these circumstances, especially when
you know that other intelligence services, including the intelli-
gence services of countries that are not at all friendly toward us
have that opportunity and make use of it wherever they can, I am
not sure that I wouldn't agree in this case with the Agency, that it
would be a kind of a unilateral disarmament if they were now
preempted from making contacts. And I am not so sure that it
should be done even if, like Ward, some people might wonder
whether such inhibitions would actually be observed by the Agercy
when it came down to cases.

So I would be disinclined to make this a subject of regulation.
Mr. AsPIN. Tad?
Mr. SzuLc. I would tend to agree with Herman on this point. I

think what we are raising here is a much broader question. Are we
talking about recruiting foreign journalists, are we talking about
CIA influencing of editorial policies of a foreign newspaper? I think
the question which is being raised here calls for a judgment as to
whether or not the CIA should abandon its entire covert political
action program overseas, of which influencing newspapers, maga-
zines, labor unions, what have you, is obviously a part, and here I
tend to agree again with Herman, that this is not a matter to be
legislated or held by directives such as we do at home. I think this
would place constraints on the U.S. Government which are prob-
ably too great in this world which is not ideal, and I think one
should add, too, to be consistent, that if the Agency is prevented
from having any kind of influence with foreign journals or publica-
tions, what do we say about the USIA which sometimes openly,
sometimes less so, make available articles, editorials, on various
subjects to writers in foreign newspapers, unless we altogether
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want to get out of the business of influencing foreign public opin-
ion. Then I would say let's stop it.. But clearly this is not the policy.

Mr. FROMM. Take the extreme case where in a number of coun-
tries, newspapers are Government operated. Reporters and editors
are in fact Government employees. That is true in the entire
Eastern bloc and many Third World countries. I think it is hard to
distinguish between recruiting them and recruiting a cabinet min-
ister. It would be pretty ludicrous to prevent the CIA from accept-
ing offers of cooperation from Soviet editors, Soviet journalists, if
they would like to do it, or other journalists of that sort.

So I think if one feels that it isn't wrong to prohibit recruiting in
that kind of a case, then you can't have a general rule.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me put the argument that people would make for
not allowing the CIA to recruit foreign journalists, and see how you
would respond to it.

What they would say would be something like this: "The United
States stands for certain things, and one of the things we stand for
is a free press," and that is one of our- big selling points when we
argue our system versus, say, the Soviet system. When we stand for
a free press, it is an important part of the argument that we make,
the selling point that we make.

Now, to undermine the press abroad in a sense undermines our
whole argument. L nless we respect the press abroad, we are being
a little bit hypocritical by saying that we only respect these things
that we hold so dear. We only respect them in our country.

You don't find that convincing?
Mr. JUST. I find it pretty convincing. I don't think-I don't find,

or I can't, as a writer, approve of the Central Intelligence Agency
suborning other writers. I don't care where they work. I really
don't think that is their function. I don't think that is one of the
functions of the American Government, to go around suborning
writers, either through dough or whatever ideological appeal. If a
writer wants to come to the CIA, that is something else again. If he
says, look, I want to do double duty for you, that is another thing.
The fellow can do that.

As a question of policy, and it's a question of Government policy
which CIA policy would therefore be, that ve should, you know,
truck around the world hiring journalists who are writing for
foreign publications, broadcasting on foreign television networks, is
an outrage, I think.

Mr. FROMM. I think there are two issues here. What you are
hiring people for, or what activity is the CIA engaging in? Is it
covert political action to hire a journalist to write what they want,
or is it to hire a foreign journalist to act as clandestine agent, and
it seems to me one ought to draw a distinction here.

Mr. JUST. I don't think it is a distinction, Joe. I don't think a
man writing for-pick a newspaper, La Stampa, Los Efitores
Romano-can write his editorials or write his news copy for that
newspaper and at the same time be in the pay of the American
Central Intelligence Agency. I don't think-I don't know of a man
with the capacity of mind to be able to split it right down the
middle like that and be faithful to both causes. Now, there may be
somebody who can, but I would sure like to meet the fellow.
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Mr. SZULC. And then are we talking about planned subornation,
are we talking about recruiting, or are we talking about the larger
,area of CIA, USIA, or State Department propaganda, attempts to
influence public opinion?

Mr. ASPIN. I guess we are talking about both, and maybe we are
mixing the two.

Mr. SZULC. Because I think I would tend to agree with the first
point, Ward's first point, but not necessarily the second one.

Mr. ASPIN. That we should not in one case, but we could in
another?

Mr. SZULC. I would most likely be against pure hiring or sub-
orning of foreign journalists, however, I think we have to look
separately at the area, to what extent the Agency under covert
political action, or what have you, or other agencies of the U.S.
Government, may engage in more or less visible propaganda ef-
forts. I think all governments conduct them, and it is a question
which is a very valid one, how far should American propaganda be
allowed to function in terms of foreign media.

Maybe part of the answer to what you are looking at lies there.
There should be a certain distinction.

Mr. FROMM. And we may be moving it out of the CIA and
concentrating more on the sort of thing the British do.

Mr. SZULC. Possibly.
Mr. ASPIN. Herman?
Mr. NICKEL. It seems to me we are talking about two somewhat

different things. The CIA getting the foreign journalist to provide
information, that is one thing. It is another to ask him to write
what in effect becomes some form of propaganda which suits our
purposes, the propaganda function of the CIA. And I think, as far
as I know, there are quite a few CIA people who would be quite
pleased to shed that responsibility anyway. If the U.S. Government
has a policy of trying to influence opinion in other countries, then
let it be done by the USIA. That is a much more straightforward
approach, it seems to me. I think it probably would save the CIA
quite a few problems.

Mr. BOLAND. Does it get through as effectively though?
Mr. NICKEL I am not sure how effectively the CIA has gotten

through. I am not a great expert on how good the CIA record really
is, and whether it is so much better than what could be accom-
plished by other agencies or by a press attache having people in for
dinner and, of course, working on them. We have to recognize that
in most of the world the concept of a free and independent press
does not exist, and I feel for that reason that there is a certain
amount of justice in a countervailing effort to the propaganda that
state controlled organs may be putting out.

So I do see some points in favor of an effort of this kind, but I am
not at all sure that it should be conducted by the CIA. There are
plenty of other means which the U.S. Government can use in those
countries. After all, that includes the embassy, there are the USIA
information centers-all of which make it their business to culti-
vate journalists in their host country.

So I really don't see that this is a business that the CIA should
get involved in.
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Mr. AsPIN. Let me push just a little bit further on the point that
Ward was saying earlier. To what extent is media abroad different
than it is here? I am not talking about obvious cases where you
have the Soviet Union or another totalitarian system; but even in
Western democracies, is there a difference that would justify treat-
ing foreign press different from our press? In other words, is it a
different kind of thing entirely?

Mr. JUST. Well, as I think about it, as one thinks about it yes,
there is a difference, I mean, in the nature of the press. The more I
think about it, the more I think that that does not mean that the
Central Intelligence Agency has any right to go in and buy up
journalists.

The point that Herman was making, that in propaganda, what-
ever propaganda you like, that can be put over into a more or less,
into a totally overt form out of USIS or USIA, I don't have any
problem with overt propaganda. Everybody has got that. I have got
a lot of problems with this kind of thing operating out of CIA.

I don't see the need for it, I don't think it works. And as I say, as
a writer, I just, I really can't bring myself, you know, to approve of
the American Government buying up writers around the world.

Mr. Szuic. There is a pernicious area in all this which I think
should be recognized, which is the planting of false stories or
disinformation stories in foreign papers to be played back to other
foreign countries to affect the local situations or even to be pub-
lished at home.

Mr. ASPIN. Right.
That is what I was going to get into.
Mr. SZULC. I think that this then impinges on the problems here

at home and probably is an interference in other governments'
foreign affairs, because it transcends true propaganda in the sense
that--

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask about that because this is one of the
things we did go into. Obviously one of the most important aspects
of this whole thing is the question of feedback of propaganda
stories planted abroad.

Now, the position of the CIA in all of this is that, in fact,
feedback is a minimal problem. They all say: "We can't think of
any examples."

In your experience, is it a minimal problem? Is the feedback
potential there? Is that something that we ought to worry about? If
it is, should we set up some kind of a mechanism to deal with it, or
is it such a minimal problem that we don't need to bother with it?

Mr. SZULC. I don't think it is minimal. I'm not sure, as I listen to
you, how one would go about defining these areas; the potential is
there, feedback, if the New York Times or a wire service picks up a
story from an authoritative newspaper in India or France, and this
turns out to be a deep CIA plant, this is played back in the United
States, has an impact on your decisions in the Congress, has an
impact on public opinion, then I think it becomes a very pernicious
and dangerous thing.

How does one police this? I am not sure, without getting to the
whole question of covert political action of the Agency in general,
but I can see the enormous potential for harm in its being conduct-
ed, and I am brought back to a point I made earlier concerning the
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allegations by Mr. Snepp in his book on Vietnam, on the final days
of Saigon, in which the Station deliberately fed pieces of informa-
tion to American correspondents, mainly for the purpose of obtain-
ing approval by the Congress of extra appropriations for Vietnam
and Cambodia, which were being requested at the time. I think this
is an area of extreme danger where those things occur, but I think
this takes us back to a point which I think has been made repeat-
edly here, that in the end it has to be the responsibility of the
journalist, the correspondent, whether he will lend himself intellec-
tually or professionally to be fed that kind of line and create the
feedback and therefore give the Agency the reward it seeks.

I think that we tend to overestimate the harm done by the
Agency and maybe understimate our own professional responsibil-
ities as journalists in sometimes rushing to the typewriter or to the
microphone too quickly in situations of this kind, and I think if we
are going to be honest, I think this.is an area of self-discipline that
perhaps is lacking to an adequate degree.

Mr. FROMM. I would like to comment. I think, Mr. Chairman,
there are two points. One is the question of planting. If the CIA did
it in Saigon-planting stories or information with American jour-
nalists with the express purpose of influencing action in the United
States-it seems to me this is an overt violation of the CIA charter.
They are not supposed to engage in domestic activities. In that case
it would seem to me that you already have grounds for action.

The other point is how much damage is done, how much disinfor-
mation we are reporting back in feedback. I don't think we know
because we don't know how much of this kind of activity the CIA is
engaging in. So it is very difficult, it would seem for me, for us to
judge. Maybe it is little, maybe it is a great deal, and a great deal
is being fed back, but I think two things.

First, normally, if one reports what appears in a foreign publica-
tion, you identify the publication and you may even interpolate
your own judgment on its reliability and certainly its political
orientation. Just last week we had La Figuro being quoted as
reporting that Brezhnev was dead, and that the head of the KGB
was going to take over in the Soviet Union. I don't know if that
was a CIA plant or whether it just was a journalistic dream, but
nobody took it very seriously. At least it was not given great
weight.

Mr. SzuLc. But you never know.
Mr. FROMM. That's right, we don't know. Second, I agree with

Tad. I think most foreign correspondents do attempt to evaluate. If
the story is absurd and has no credibility at all, it is going to be
discredited.

Mr. NICKEL. Well, I think in the total context of faulty, incom-
plete, misleading, misinformation that occurs in the press, I am
inclined to suspect-and one can only suspect-that the feedback
problem is relatively minor. It all goes back again to the responsi-
bility of every journalist and editor to use his best judgment and to
check out as carefully as he can what comes in.

Mr. AsPIN. There are people in the Agency, for example, who say
that one of the factors, is that the noise level is so great. The
British and other allies are working the same game, not to say the
Soviets and not to mention just normal crummy reporting that gets
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reported in the papers abroad. All of that, of course, has a poten-
tial for being picked up; whatever the CIA is doing is only one
small part of the problem.

Mr. FROMM. I question how much damage it really does. I find it
hard to believe that this committee would take very strong action
on the basis of a couple of stories appearing in a newspaper here,
reported quoting a newspaper abroad.

Mr. ASPIN. One of the best examples we have on the record is, of
course, the Allende Chile case studied by the Church committee.
The propaganda assessment of the CIA after the event showed that
in fact stories they had planted' about Allende were getting replay
in the United States in the Post and the Times, papers that are
read by people who are involved in the decisions.

We asked Mr. Colby to suppose the CIA was going to put out a
story to influence events in another country, and they were afraid
that it might get another replay. What would they do? Apparently,
there is some kind of an informal arrangement-and it seems to
me to be very informal-of notifying senior officials that the story
is perhaps not the real story and it is not to be taken seriously.
They have a system whereby they notify the ambassador in the
country and senior officials in Washington, which of course leaves
out the press, the public, Congress, and a few others, and it does
seem to be informal. I say informal because nobody can answer
very specific questions about it, and I am not sure it isn't a very ad
hoc arrangement. But the question is: How about cutting the press
in on the deal if you are putting out a false story, that is, somehow
notify the press that there will be a big article in the whatever
Times or some foreign paper, but not to take it too seriously.

Mr. JUST. The guy who gets that wins a Pulitzer prize.
Mr. ASPIN. That's what Mr. Colby says. Colby says you call up

somebody with that and, bingo, you have got a story.
Mr. FROMM. Well, they wouldn't do it that way. I imagine it

would be done much more on the basis of the normal contacts.
They would say, did you see that story in the Times of India, it is
just full of baloney. We have been checking it out ourselves? I can't
see them calling up an editor and saying look, we planted this
story to try to influence the Indian election, but don t believe it.

Mr. SZULC. It gets to be counterproductive.
Mr. ASPIN. But you think they could at least make the phone call

and say that we have seen the story in the Times of India?
Mr. FROMM. Well, they could, but I doubt if they could do it on

such a systematic basis that they could cover all bets.
-Mr. SzuLc. A story they planted themselves, you mean.
Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Mr. SzuLc. I mean, I guess it would almost verge on the ridicu-

lous.
Mr. NICKEL. Yeah, you set them up and you knock them down.
Mr. FROMM. And you could have one in Indian and then one in

English to say don't believe the Indian.
Mr. WiLSON. Of course, as our Chairman has pointed out, one of

the reasons we are interested in this subject is that under the
regulations that Admiral Turner has proposed, we have issued
here, there is no reference to foreign media or foreign newsmen,
and I think it would be useful if we could find out specifically
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whether you feel this lack of reference has any particular merit or
any particular objection?

I for one think that we have a different rule for different ball-
games, and we are trying to get our side of the story over in a
country that has a controlled press, we have a very difficult prob-
lem, and that if they are going to play that rule, we perhaps have
to use different rules of getting our side of the story told.

I don't like the idea of false information, but I do like the idea of
being able somehow to get across in a foreign country the truth
about our country. The USIA can't do it openly, overtly, so perhaps
we have to go through another means.

Now, this doesn't jibe with our concept of a free press, but it does
jibe with a very real problem we face in dealing with operations in
a foreign country that have a very great effect on our future
existence and so forth.Now, do any of you feel that there should be an inclusion in that
regulation, any restraint with regard to foreign media, to our intel-
ligence agency dealing with foreign media?

Mr. JUST. I think that there ought to be, but I have already
conceded that I don't think it will do any good.

You are right, that it could be written, but I don't have an awful
lot of confidence in it. In other words, it would be nice to enunciate
the policy.

Mr. WILSON. In other words, you take the policy that the whole
set of regulations are really somewhat meaningless.

Mr. JUST. I think-well, as far as the United States is concerned,
I think it is better that we have it than we don't. I don't, as a
practical matter for abroad, I think it would be wise to enunciate
the policy because there are differences in foreign press. I don't
have the confidence that it would be followed to the extent that I
think this directive would be followed. I do not believe that, you
know, that CIA is going to recruit the New York Times stringer in
Bangladesh. Now, I'd say I believe that it probably pretty true.

In foreign countries I think the situation is a little chancier.
Mr. NICKEL. Well, I said earlier that it is a somewhat more

difficult area for precisely the reason you mentioned, that we are
not dealing in the ideal world where everybody's country has a free
and independent press where, you know, this impairment of the
free and independent press that so worries me about the CIA's
relationship with newsmen other than if we get involved in report-
ing and source. So the situation abroad presents itself somewhat
differently, and since it is a very-since there are very borderline
cases, my own feeling was that it would be very chancy to try to
regulate this, even if one were to assume that the regulations
would then be religiously adhered to.

Mr. SzuLc. I would simply add as a practical matter if the
Agency were to issue guidelines at this point then the question
would be raised, why doesn't it apply to foreign labor unions, to
foreign chambers of commerce and other areas of possible, poten-
tial penetration, and again, I think it comes back to the basic
question of what kind of covert political action by the CIA are we
willing to tolerate, and I am not sure that you can wholly separate
all of the parts of this larger political operation of the CIA.
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Mr. FROMM. I think that is basically true. If you accept the need
for a clandestine espionage service, this kind of restriction is im-
practical because it gets to be open ended or potentially open
ended.

Mr. IWILS6N.- Now, is it fair to say that as a result of your
statements here today, that you feel on the question of feedback
from such plants in foreign press, that it is like any other informa-
tion, it needs to be checked, that really the danger of it coming
back and influencing us as citizens of the United States is really
not very great? I have gotten that impression, that you feel that
any stories that appear that are disinformation that have perhaps
been instigated by us still are subject to be reviewed and double
checked and so forth, and so they are like any other source of
information.

Mr. SZULC. Certainly, you know, planted by the CIA or the KGB
for that matter, or whoever.

May I just add one point that comes to mind? In dealing with
foreign journalists, particularly in Third World countries, journal-
ists are not always full-time journalists. They are often lawyers,
government employees, government officials.

Mr. JUST. Politicians.
Mr. SZULC. Politicians, and this again, this whole picture be-

comes blurred even more. By tasking or targeting a journalist in
Nigeria, is the CIA really tasking a full time journalist, or is it also
tasking in the same person an employee of the Ministry of Infor-
mation, which is often the case, or a member of a political party, or
someone close to the local president?

If one were to issue guidelines on foreign newsmen, again, what
is the definition, you know? When do you prevent collection of
intelligence or political action altogether, and I don't know the
answer to this, but I think it is a point to be taken into considera-
tion.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. We have kept you here for a long time; but why don't

we just get one other item before we quit, and that is the matter of
remedies. We have talked about the Turner directive and I guess
the summary is that it is better than nothing, but don't count on it
to do very much.

What might we count on to do something? Is there anything that
might be done in the way of setting out the proper relationships.
Perhaps let me suggest some other alternatives, such as having
each individual media outlet establishing its own rules and guide-
lines regarding the activities on the charts. Would that best be
established by a professional association of one kind or another,
establishing what the right guidelines are? Is there any role in this
thing to be played by groups other than the CIA, which is the
current place where the rules are emanating from right now, or
the Congress? Of course, if the Congress gets in the business of
passing a law, we have got a lot of problems with the Constitution
and the first amendment.

Does anything come to your mind about remedies that we might
further pursue with other organizations or other forums?

Mr. NICKEL. Well, if I may say so-and Joe, I think you probably
have your views on this, too, since we have both spent a good deal
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of time in Britain-I am not sure that the experience of the Press
Council in Britain, which is a professional body which lays down
certain rules, including such things as D notices on subjects which
are supposed to be taboo for the press when the word is slipped
from Whitehall that something shouldn't be printed is all that
reassuring. The experience with that, I think, does not really seem
very promising for us in the United States, and I have my doubts
whether professional associations can or should undertake that
job-in fact, I can't really think of one that would serve that
purpose without really having to be created.

The proper way of dealing with it, I really think it is up to every
individual newspaper, publication and television network, and in
the ultimate analysis, the individual reporter. They must draw the
line, and I can't really see that edicts of any kind are going to be
very effective. Everybody has to live with his own conscience on
that point.

Mr. FROMM. I agree with that very strongly. I think that we are
in an area here of the independence of the press. I think the news
publication and journalist has to observe ethical standards as they
define them. If you had rules, if you had association policies, they
would not be effective if somebody wanted to violate them, and
particularly in this area.

We saw in an earlier period, during the depth of the cold war,
that this sort of thing seemed to be quite acceptable. Some of the
most respected publications in this country did not feel it was
wrong or unethical. Indeed, they thought that they were rendering
a patriotic service by cooperating with the CIA.

Times have changed and morals and standards have changed. I
think it would be a bad mistake to attempt to set up rules because
I just don't think it would work.

Mr. SzuLc. I think Joe and Herman are quite right. We would
bog down in codes of ethics of journalists, which have been at-
tempted in the past, which lead absolutely nowhere. I can't even
visualize the journalistic equivalent of the Ethics Committee of the
American Bar Association, for example. I don't know if you have
ever attended a meeting of journalists. If you had you would see
that they are unable to agree on-any point, on any subject among
themselves. So I am not sure the remedy would lie there.

It does occur to me, and I am not sure I know the legislative
answer, when the White House produces the different charters
which I understand are in the works, whether such things as this
directive in this form or similar form might not be incorporated in
the new legislation, the new National Security Act or the new
charters.

Beyond this, I think we would have to fall back on what Joe said,
which is the professional integrity and responsibility of any hard-
working journalist who does not depend on phone calls at midnight
and on handouts.

Mr. AsPIN. Ward?
Mr. JusT. I am for anything that would put a writer to work. The

more lines the better. You know, I agree, no councils, guidelines,
protocol statements. That isn't it. It really resides with the journal-
ist.
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Mr. FROMM. What you find in the professional associations that
do exist abroad is that legitimate journalists are very jealous about
preserving the integrity of the profession. And on the rare occa-
sions in Tokyo, Rome or London, when we found a journalist violat-
ing these ethics, we felt that in terms of our own self-preservation,
we should take action against them.

Mr. ASPIN. Is there anything else anybody would like to say that
they haven't had a chance to?

We appreciate it very much.
Mr. Chairman?
Mr. BOLAND. I take it from listening to you, particularly your

last comments, that you would prefer to have guidelines, regula-
tions, and directives rather than laws which are embedded in legis-
lative concrete.

Is that fair?
MR. JUST. That's right, and no legislation.
Mr. BOLAND. That will make our task easier.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you all very much for coming. We really

appreciate it.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittee recessed subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Boland (chairman of
the full committee), and Wilson.

Also present: Thomas K. Latimer, staff director; Loch Johnson,
professional staff member and William Funk, professional staff
member.

Mr. ASPIN. We open the hearings today with a little different
perspective on the problem than the ones we have had so far. So
far the witnesses on this important topic of the relationships be-
tween the media and the CIA have been, on the first day, witnesses
from the CIA and, on the second day, was from the media. And
both of those groups gave us opinions of the relationship and how
they viewed the CIA, but in particular, in regard to the foreign
aspect of the question. We thought it would be very useful also to
have some people come give us a different perspective, not a self.
interest perspective. In other words, individuals who weren't look-
ing at it form the standpoint of the CIA or the journalist profes
sion; but looking at it from a little more objective standpoint, and
at the same time a very knowledgeable standpoint. We are very
happy that all of you have been able to come and to help us out.

The witnesses this morning, just to give some background, in-
clude Ambassador L. Dean Brown who joined the Foreign Service
in 1946 and has served in Africa, Canada, Western Europe, and the
Middle East. He was U.S. Ambassador to Senegal, Gambia, and
Jordan, and presently Ambassador Brown is the director of the
Middle East Institute here in Washington.

Ambassador William Porter began his diplomatic career in 1936
as a private secretary to the American minister in Hungary. He
was subsequently posted in the Foreign Service to Iraq, Lebanon,
Syria, Jerusalem, Cyprus, and Morocco, and with the rank of Am-
bassador to Algeria, Vietnam, Korea the Paris talks on Viet-Nam,
Canada, and most recently Saudi Arabia. Mr. Porter also served as
Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs.

Ambassador William Trueheart joined the State Department in
1949 as an intelligence analyst and, as a Foreign Service officer,
subsequently served in Paris, Ankara, London, Saigon, and as Am-
bassador to Nigeria. Most recently, Ambassador Trueheart was a
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consultant to the Church committee during its inquiry into the
American intelligence community.

Gentlemen, we welcome all of you here and are very happy to
have you.

Ambassador Trueheart, I understand, has an opening statement.
Perhaps we could begin with that, and then if the others may give
a short statement or not. We can proceed as you wish.

Go ahead.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. You would like me to read it.
Mr. AsPIN. Yes, please, sir.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM C. TRUEHEART
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I appreciate the invitation to participate in these hear-
ings on CIA and the press. It is an important subject and one
which I believe has not been closely examined previously, at least
in public hearings. It is also a complex subject which does not, in
my opinion, lend itself to simple solutions.

There are two main ways in which CIA uses or may use the
press, by which I mean to refer to the media generally: magazines,
books, radio and television, as well as newspapers. One way is in
the collection of intelligence, by using newsmen either directly as
agents and agent handlers, or indirectly in operational support of
espionage carried out by others. The other way is in the covert
dissemination of information and opinion designed to further U.S.
objectives, that is, dissemination of such material with its U.S.
origin concealed or disguised. This last is a form of covert political
action, perhaps the most widely employed form, and some would
say t h,. most innocuous.

I wculd also make a distinction between the American press and
the foreign press. It is by no means clear-it is not clear to me, at
any rate, that the rules applied to CIA relationships with Ameri-
can media, whether at home or abroad, should also apply to CIA
relationships with foreign media. For the American media, it seems
to me that on balance the sound policy is that there should be no
relationship with CIA or other intelligence organizations, except
insofar as the American newsman like any citizen wishes to volun-
teer information or, of course, to treat these organizations as news
subjects. Such a policy would no doubt entail some sacrifice for the
CIA. The American newsman could be particularly helpful in intel-
ligence work. He is in the information collection business himself
and thus has a sort of built-in cover. He often has access to per-
sons, places and events which are not open to the ordinary citizen
or foreign diplomat without arousing suspicion. He has good com-
munications. But these advantages are more than offset, in my
judgment, by the consideration that the uoe of American newsmen
in espionage operations or covert political action undermines the
credibility of American reporters generally and the institutions
they represent. Given the role the press plays in our system of
government, that is a price I would not be prepared to pay.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to add a bit here if I could at
this point because comments I have seen in the last-since these
hearings started-lead me to believe that there is less than uni-
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form understanding of this point of the role the press plays in our
system of government.

I see for instance that yesterday you were told that no matter
what sort of prohibitions might be put on relations between the
press and CIA, foreign governments would never believe that
American newsmen were not at least on occasion employed by U.S.
intelligence, and last night I heard a commentator on television
deploring the fact that at the present time the American public
tends to regard any relationship between the press and the U.S.
Government as somehow dirtying the hands of the press.

It seems to me that both these comments missed the point. As I
see it, the press, of course, is in the business of informing us, but
its constitutional role or quasi-constitutional role is really an ad-
versary relationship. Its business is to make sure, in effect, that all
parts of the Government, the executive, legislative and judicial
branches are doing their job, or seem to be doing their job, and the
press can't carry out this sort of quasi-constitutional role unless it
is truly independent, and it can't be independent if it is, in effect,
in the employ of the Government.

So it isn't a question of dirtying-the press dirtying its hands at
all. It is a question of serving two masters. Still less is it any
question of whether foreign governments believe or not that the
press is independent of U.S. intelligence.

But to continue, when it comes to the foreign press, my view is
quite different. I would not favor putting specific limitations on
CIA relationships with foreign media when the object is the collec-
tion of intelligence, as opposed to political action. I see no more
reason for putting foreign newsmen off limits than foreign lawyers,
foreign doctors, foreign bankers or foreign government officials.
Each of those groups would have its special uses in clandestine
intelligence collection, each would pose special risks in the event of
exposure, but none of them is sacrosanct. It is the responsibility of
the governments and professional groups concerned to defend
themselves against foreign intelligence penetration and manipula-
tion. We can hardly require that the U.S. Agency charged by
statute with the conduct of espionage safeguard its natural targets..
The foreign press is among the latter, but it is neither the most
important nor the most sensitive target in terms of U.S. foreign
relations.

Let me say in passing that I am quite conscious of applying a
double standard in this matter. I would justify doing so partly
because I believe that in very few foreign countries does the press
play the quasi-constitutional role that it does in the United States.
But my basic argument would be that the double standard flows
directly from the National Security Act of 1947. It has been accept-
ed for 30 years now that that act authorizes CIA to conduct espio-
nage abroad. Espionage involves violating the laws of foreign coun-
tries. On the other hand, we do not authorize anyone or any
agency to violate U.S. laws. That is the basic double standard.

I turn lastly to the CIA use of foreign media in political action
operations, especially the covert use of foreign newsmen and news
organizations to disseminate information in support of U.S. policies
and objectives. I find it much more difficult to make recommenda-
tions in this area, indeed, to make up my own mind.
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To start with the negative, the first objection usually raised to
these operations is that of fallout. The information planted abroad,
which may be true or false or slanted, may find its way back into
the American media, thus influencing American opinion in unin-
tended ways. I see no practical means of preventing such fallout. It
is regrettable. However, given the ocean of information and misin-
formation, some of it the product of foreign intelligence agencies,
which steadily washes over the American public, I find it hard to
believe that this particular contaminant is significant.

A more serious question in my mind is whether these operations
have a significant impact on the foreign audiences they are intend-
ed to influence. As the recent series of articles in the New York
Times brings out, a lot of this sort of thing goes on, or used to:
planting articles and editorials without attribution in publications
to which the CIA has special access. I suppose it is impossible to
measure the impact of such activities objectively, but I do not
personally recall any that were remarkably effective, if one ex-
cludes such massive special operations as Radio Free Europe. On
the other hand, the exposure of such involvements has on occasion
been an embarrassment in our foreign relations and the overall
effect on our national reputation may be significant.

But perhaps the most serious problem about these activities is
that they are not susceptible to the sort of high level review and
supervision which should be accorded covert action operations.
During the Senate select committee investigation of 1975-76, it is
my recollection that, apart from the matter of assassinations, there
was no major question on which distinguished witnesses and com-
mittee members were closer to unanimity, that is, covert action
should be undertaken only when absolutely essential to the nation-
al security and after top level review, perhaps even Presidential
approval. The type of operations I am talking about very rarely if
ever meet such standards of essentiality, and they are too numer-
ous, or once were, and not sufficiently sensitive in most cases to be
examined individually at top levels in the State Department, much
less at the NSC level or the congressional oversight committees.
Finally, these activities tend to develop a life and momentum of'
their own. It takes a corps of resourceful and talented people to
prepare good substantive material, and there is the usual bureau-
cratic pressure to get the material in circulation once it is pre-
pared.

Taking all this into account, I have reluctantly concluded that
the game is not worth the candle, especially when one considers
that USIA and the Voice of America are working by overt means
at most of the same objectives, as are also the ambassadors and
their political staffs. Nevertheless, it is a close decision and one
that I do not feel completely comfortable with. I believe that if you
were to check our embassies around the world, you would find
more than a few cases where overt approaches are not effective
and where press output is pretty uniformly adverse to the United
States and its objectives. In such cases the capability of placing
offsetting material covertly may seem very attractive, especially to
the ambassador on the spot. I am also well aware that our adver-
saries have no compunction about using the media against us and
by covert means if necessary, so that I am in effect advocating a
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unilateral withdrawal. However, this is the only course which
seems to me consistent with a policy of limiting covert action
operations to those truly essential to the national security. By the
same token, I would not, of course, rule out the use of the foreign
press in a covert operation that could meet that strict standard.

To sum up, I believe that there should be a strict arm's-length
relationship between CIA, and other intelligence agencies, and the
American press. I would favor a statutory ban on operational use
of American media for clandestine intelligence or covert action
purposes.

I would not recommend any special restrictions on use of the
foreign press for intelligence purposes.

I believe that the use of foreign media in the covert dissemina-
tion of information and opinion should meet the same require-
ments for essentiality to national security as other types of covert
action and should be subject to the same procedures for review and
approval. Such a rule would drastically reduce though not neces-
sarily eliminate such operations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Ambassador Trueheart. I think that is a

very, very thoughtful and very important statement, and I thank
you very much.

Would either of the other two genlemen like to comment before
we begin the questioning which I think will go over in more detail
the points raised by Ambassador Trueheart, because I think he has
raised all of them.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR L. DEAN BROWN, DIRECTOR,
MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ambassador BROWN. What I would like to do, I will disagree with
some of the points that Bill has raised here, but I would like to
take one in the beginning, and that is as he mentioned in sum-
mary, the arm's length between the press and the CIA.

Mr. ASPIN. Surely.
Ambassador BROWN. In ny field experience in recent years, I

have found it is more the press that woos the CIA than the CIA
that woos the press. It seems almost automatic as a journalist
comes into a small country that he asks to see first the ambassador
and second the station chief. I have a feeling that no matter what
you do in trying to create an arm's-length relationship, that this
will maintain itself, the desire to see first the man at the top and
then the man with the theoretical information of what is going on,
and I am not sure that in any way you can either legislate or.
proscribe an arm's-length relationship of the type that Bill has
talked about.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM PORTER
Ambassador PORTER. I agree in general more with Ambassador

Brown's remarks than with my other good friend, Bill Truehart's. I
am convinced of the importance of CIA to this country, a strong
CIA, but not a hamstrung CIA. I returned home after 40 years of
working abroad alongside our own Agency and of observing those
of other countries. I am sbsolutely against putting CIA at any
disadvantage in dealing with any group on Earth as compared to
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foreign agencies who carry out the same type of work for their
governments.

There are, of course, some requirements. CIA should operate
within the laws of our country, and in dealing with Americans,
they should function, they and those with whom they deal, should
function on a voluntary basis. That is necessary. It is line with our
system and way of life, our laws, and I am particularly adverse to
separating or pushing apart the CIA and our national press by
regulations for the simple reason that would. leave the field here to
foreign intelligence agencies. Everybody knows what a great re-
cruiting ground for such activities, shall we say, Washington is in
particular, as well as other great cities where important newspa-
pers are published in the United States.

Why should we keep our own press at 'arm's length, or own
media I should say more properly, while foreigners have complete
access to them, on any basis, paid or otherwise, voluntary or other-
wise? It doesn't make sense. I came home to find that we are not
only reducing CIA, but keeping them at arm's length away from
their natural adversaries, the U.S. media, who are also their col-
laborators at times. In addition, we are destroying their cover in
that there are so many U.S. national governmental Pgencies which
are permitted to refuse them cover within USG organizations. I
think that is dead wrong.

If you are going to be-if you are going to do things, you might
as well do them right. If you don't want an intelligence set-up, and
a good one, then do these things. But you can't have it both ways,
and I think that this world, being the place it is today politically
speaking, ideologically speaking, we should untie their hands, not
bind them. There must be of course, proper supervision to insure
that they remain within our laws as far as dealings with Ameri-
cans are concerned. That they have proper supervision is of utmost
importance.

That is all I have right now.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Mr. Boland?
Mr. BOLAND. There is a pretty marked difference there, I would

say.
All of you have long and brilliant experience in the service of the

Government, and I think you would recognize these problems per-
haps better than a lot of us who have not dealt on this particular
level in foreign countries, and your opinions, of course, ought to be
considered.

. am not sure, though, Ambassador Porter, that the cover was
instituted for the benefit of the reporter. It would occur to me that
the cover was instituted for the benefit of the CIA. The problem
that arises is whether or not a reporter who is nonofficial cover,
that is, really working covertly and perhaps being paid, perhaps
being under contract, is in the kind of relationship that really
prostitutes his reporting to his own organization, and, really,
whether or not it might prostitute some of the reports which he
might give to our own people in CIA.

So that gives us some pause to reflect, I think, on what is the
purpose of the press in a foreign nation. What is it there to do,
really? The reporter, the journalist: where is his obligation?
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Let me ask all of you, what is his first obligation? To whom? Is it
to his government, or is it to the news organization that he repre-
sents?

Anbassador PORTER. I, of course, take the position that it is to
his government, no question about it, as far as Americans are
concerned, in matters of national interest. Now, I don't say that he
alone should decide. I believe there should be-the question of
supervision, to me, is all important. I don't assume that CIA, let's
say, puts a foreign reporter on the payroll for planting disinforma-
tion or misinformation, or for other purposes, without that step
having been approved at a level well above the station chief level.

That is the important aspect. Where I have found fault with CIA
in the past is that there was never or at times there seemed never
to be a clear directive or a clearance from on high. Too much was
left in the way of important tactics, if you like, in the hands of the
man operating locally. If the ambassador knew about it, he could
help out, have some say in it. But very frequently, in many cases,
ambassadors with political backgrounds were not informed. But
supervision is the key to it all.

Mr. BOLAND. It would seem to me the directives that have been
flowing from CIA, the one from Director Bush and now the one
which is implemented on November 30 by Admiral Turner, really
are in the interests of the CIA itself. It bars, of course, any paid or
contractual covert operations by reporters. I am not sure you are
dealing with them at arm's length anyhow; the reporters may act
voluntarily to indicate to the Station Chief or the Ambassador, or
whomever he might be dealing with, information which he believes
might be essential to the national security. I don't know that there
are very many who would agree with you, Ambassador Porter, and
I don't know that there are many reporters who would agree with
you, that the first obligation is to his country. I think the vast
majority of the indications that we have gleaned over the last
couple of days, and also reading the rather lengthy and I think
rather good series in the New York Times, the 25th, 26th, and 27th

* of December, suggest there is pretty clear indication those in the
press who have been contacted believe their first responsibility is
to the news organization. I think, though, many of them would
agree that a specific item which really impinges upon the security
of the United States or his government would be different. I think
perhaps as a citizen most reporters would perhaps inform the
proper authorities.

Let me ask you, Ambassador Trueheart and Ambassador Brown,
what is your opinion of where the obligation is? Is the first respon-
sibility to the news organization, to their bosses, to their editors, or
is it to the Government?

Ambassador BROWN. Let me try that. I am not sure that it is
exactly to the bosses. Perhaps it is in line with what Ambassador
Trueheart was saying. Perhaps it is to the general responsibility of
journalism; that is to say, the responsibility is as a journalist, not
an employee of X organization to report things as honestly as
possible. Let's say that is the responsibility.

I think there is a responsibility to the Goverment, but perhaps
not in the same narrow sense that Ambassador Porter has phrased
it. I would like to differentiate, as you have done in your state-
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ment, between voluntary supplying of information and paid infor-
mation. I think probably the time has come where we have to be
more selective in the type of agents that are paid by the CIA, that
have to do with the press, and so what I really come down to is a
responsibility of a human being toward his profession with another
responsibility toward his own government as a citizen. If he feels
that something of national interest is concerned, that he should
make that known some how, he doesn't have to make it known
through the CIA. He can make it known many other ways, many
overt ways, and there are very few people who travel abroad,
prominent journalists, who do not come back to the State Depart-
ment, for instance, and say hey, this is what is going on. What do
you think? And have an exchange of ideas. I think this is a useful
thing. I think this is a function of an observing American abroad,
to carry out, in essence, make his contribution to what he thinks is
the national security of the United States.

Mr. BOLAND. Bill?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I think it is clear from my state-

ment that 1 think the responsibility is to the organization. That
certainly doesn't mean that he is unpatriotic, but his working
responsibility is to his organization and not to the Government
because as I tried to explain in my view that would be quite
inconsistent with his constitutional role of the press that he should
in some way be responsible to the Government. He is an adversary
of the Government, and that is why we have the first amendment,
it seems to me.

In any case, I would like to say one other thing about this arm's-
length term which I introduced and I am sort of sorry I did because
I am not sure we all mean the same thing by it.

I don't mean that a newsman should not volunteer information
to the Embassy or the CIA or anybody else he wants to, and I said
that, but I don't consider that in conflict with an arm's-length
relationship, but any sort of paid relationship, or taking assign-
ment for the CIA without pay would not be arm's length, and I
would not agree that that should be permitted.

Mr. WILSON. Do you think across the luncheon table would be
arm's length enough?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Sure. I don't see why they shouldn't
meet and have a discussion, nor do I see any reason why he
shouldn't try, and I think I-well, also, I see no reason why a
newsman shouldn't try to get any information he can out of the
CIA people with whom he comes in contact.

Mr. WILSON. And vice versa.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. And vice versa, but it is a ticklish one,

as I think some of your witnesses yesterday brought out. The only
other thing I would say is, I know people don't always feel this way
and I have a vivid recollection many years ago in Vietnam of a
senior military official meeting with a lot of people, including the
press, and getting some rather tough questions from one of the
reporters, and his response was, why don't you get on the team.
Well, I think this is just exactly what the press is riot supposed to
do at home or abroad, get on the team.

Mr. BOLAND. I agree with you, and I think the position you take
is one the press would agree with. The press is sort of an adver-
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sary. Someone once said that the press is the countervailing force
built into our Constitution against all other forces, and I think that
is probably true. Failure to recognize that particular responsibility
does weaken the Government, at least in my judgment. But I don't
know that the contacts which our Foreign Service officers or the
Station Chief or the CIA may have with journalists in foreign
countries necessarily have to be on a paid basis. I am sure they
should not be. That is my judgment now. But I see no objection to
the voluntary association. I am not sure that I agree with all of the
prohibitions that might be placed against them, and I am not
really sure how I feel totally with respect to the latest directive by
Admiral Turner. That is why it is good to get the opinion of those
who have been working with Station Chiefs and with the press and
have good knowledge. Do you have any knowledge of any reporters
in your particular areas who were paid or under contract with the
CIA?

I am not going to ask you who they are; but do you have of your
own knowledge that there are particular reporters who were work-
ing covertly for the CIA and at the same time representing their
news organization? I refer to accredited reporters and accredited
journalists.

Ambassador PORTER. American of foreign?
Mr. BOLAND. American.
Ambassador BROWN. Not in recent years. They may have more

experience.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I don't have one.
Mr. BOLAND. And would the climate of the times make any

difference with respect to your statements here? Some periods in
history are much more difficult to live through, some are much
more dangerous; some are not.

Would it make any difference in what particular climate we
might be going through as to what our relationships with the press
might be? Or should we really lock into legislative marble some
law which deals with the relationship between the press and the
journalists?

Ambassador PORTER. I would say laws are not desirable for that
purpose. I emphasized in my short first statement that I look at
the whole matter of CIA and the American media as one that must
be based on voluntary cooperation. Laws don't fit this situation,
even regulations. I have doubts, real doubts that recently an-
nounced regulations will hold. There is too much interchange al-
ready and it is on the increase rather than the decrease, regardless
of what may be said this week or next week. There is no way really
of controlling it.

I would like to make a point about paid agents, and in that
connection perhaps also mention the fact that when I said that
man's first duty is to his government, I obviously believe that he
should not be expected to report every minor detail of every hap-
pening that occurs that he becomes aware of. Obviously common-
sense has to enter the picture.

In terms of payment, there is very definitely an obligation by an
agent, say in a newspaper, to his employer. I think he is bound by,
perhaps, his employer s regulations as well as by conscience, to
disclose that he has another relationship, but these situations are
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so variable, so unpredictable in their nature that I come back to
my basic tenet which is that as a great Nation, we simply can't
afford to put our major intelligence, civilian intelligence organiza-
tion at a disadvantage, and I think that some of the things that
have been said here would do that.

Mr. BOLAND. All of you have served in some of the tinderboxes of
the world, looking at your backgrounds. In some very difficult
areas where there have been some very difficult problems, where
war or revolutions could break out at any moment during the
periods in which all of you served in those particular areas.

Would the elimination of the kind of covert activity or barring
the kind of covert activity that would be barred under Turner's
directive, have really seriously impaired our ability to do the job of
getting intelligence in th.e areas you served in during those difficult
periods?

Ambassador PORTER. Yes.
Mr. BOLAND. Would a voluntary association with the press be all

that was necessary in those areas during those periods?
Ambassador PORTER. Yes; that is my view.
Ambassador BROWN. Yes. I was interested in you question of

time phases, when you asked me about relationship to CIA and
press. I said in recent years because I think we have to go back.
Ambassador Trueheart and I served in Western Europe 20 years
ago where there was an entirely different atmosphere, where the
U.S. Government was not only deeply involved in foreign govern-
ments in Western Europe, it was actually subsidizing newspapers,
subsidizing labor unions, subsidizing politic 4i parties for a good
reason at that time, a time of great political stress and turmoil in
Western Europe, and I think when we look back at that period, it
was a success for American policy. Somehow I think we were right,
what we were doing then, as to providing that little bit of subsidy
needed to give the free world forces a chance to organize them-
selves, given the enormous amounts of money that were flooding in
from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe to do just the opposite.

Now, I can foresee that happening again. I can see a time of
economic stress in the world where some of our major allies and
partners start to falter, and I would think we would want to make
sure that whatever we do, we don't tie our hands completely, so
that we can, with proper consultation-this is what I would hope
one of the results of all these hearings will be is a better consulta-
tion with the Congress, a better understanding, and a greater
demand on the part of the country to be informed on what is
proposed, what the risks are, and what the benefits, all of that, yes,
but be very careful to make sure that we don't get ourselves in a
position where we might be powerless.

Now, I don't think that really the problem we are addressing
today has a major part in that, that is to say, the relationship with
the CIA and the American press. I don't think that is the impor-
tant part there. But it shows that there is to be a pattern of
fettering of activities, of limiting of access, and I can just see
someday a hearing going on here with the American Bankers
Association which says they really should not be allowed to have a
relationship with bankers, American bankers, or any American
firms abroad, because that, once again, is a divided loyalty on the
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part of that person. That person should not be reporting to the CIA
and also to whatever company he represents abroad, and I am not
sure how far we want to get along that path in tying down the
Agency's hands.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. I don't think I have anything in partic-
ular.

I wanted to answer your specific question, I don't know of any-
place where I served where in fact there was a relationship be-
tween the CIA and the American press, which is what I guess is
the question. If it was, it wasn't very effective in making the press
cooperate.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson?
Mr. WILsoN. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ambassador Trueheart, you mentioned in your statement that

during the hearings of the last couple of years by the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, that it was certainly a unanimous feel-
ing by committee members and the witnesses that covert action
should be undertaken only when absolutely essential to national
security and after top level review, perhaps even Presidential ap-
proval.

In other words, are you saying that the Central Intelligence
Agency should not conduct any covert activities in foreign coun-
tries unless they are absolutely essential to national security, even
if they involve such important things as our stated foreign policies,
for example, with regard to the Middle East, with regard to human
rights, with regard to other things that are not really national
security matters but they are vital to our way of life as opposed to
the way of life of the country involved, and is there such a policy
that you know in effect today?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, Mr. Wilson, I am speaking about
covert political action, not collection of intelligence.

Mr. WILSON. Well, you didn't say that.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I think I did. That is what I

meant, in any case, and I meant to-it is in this section where I am
talking about covert political action, not the collection of intelli-
gence, where I say I don't recommend any restrictions on CIA use
of the press in collection of intelligence. _

Mr. WILSON. Well, I don't mean just use of the press. you said
the feeling was in the select committee-and I am reading your
words on page 144, you say:

During the Senate select committee investigation of 1975-76, it is my recollection
that, apart from the matter of assassinations, there was no major question on which
distinguished witnesses and committee members were closer to unanimity: covert
action should be undertaken only when absolutely essential to the national security
and after top level review, perhaps even Presidential approval.

Are you putting proscriptions on the CIA to only matters involv-
ing direct national security endangerment?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Mr. Wilson, as I say, I am saying covert
political action, and this is, as a matter of fact, I think the law, the
name of which has gone out of my head, actually proscribes this.
So, it is not-iL is nothing particularly new. The Congress has
already passed a law on this, isn't this right?

Mr. JOHNSON. The Hughes-Ryan Act.
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Ambassador TRUEHEART. The Hughes-Ryan Act actually pro-
scribes this, so I didn't think I was advancing anything new here.Mr. WILSON. Well, I would like to know whether you feel that is
unduly restrictive.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. I do not, sir. If I may make a general
comment here, I realize, if you go back to the 1950's, you will find
some cases, very persuasive, for this sort of action, but it is my
personal judgment that over the years these covert political actions
abroad have caused, on balance, a lot more damage to the United
States than benefits for us.

Mr.-WILSON. I would like to ask the other ambassadors.
Ambassador Porter, do you have any examples where cl ndes-

tine, covert political action has been beneficial to the national
interest in any other countries that you are familiar with?

Ambassador PORTER. It depends on what range you want to
cover, Mr. Wilson. Covert political action, does that mean a con-
stant influence exercised over a person in a political position? Is
that covert?

Mr. WILSON. I would think so.
Ambassador PORTER. My feeling has been that that sort of activi-

ty has been very beneficial in terms of influencing people or at
least being able to explain to them our point of view, where we
found it difficult, perhaps, because of public posturing on the part
of, say, a cabinet minister who had to take a stand, a more militant
stand against U.S. interests than he really felt was desirable, to
make possible, to make it possible for him to understand all the
factors at play as we saw them. We had other channels which we
maintained to those people and which we found beneficial in the
sense that we were certain that he had the whole picture.

Now, that is covert, not my going down or some officer of the
Embassy going down to explain things, as we always did, to people
who were hostile or semihostile in the foreign office.

So covert action, sir, takes many paths, and it depends on-I
w~uld-have to know the precise type of involvement in each case
before 1 can give you-and probably in each case I would give you
a somewhat different answer.

Mr. WILSON. I appreciate that.
Ambassador Brown?
Ambassador BROWN. Well, I think there would be a lot more

dead ambassadors if we hadn't taken some covert actions with
some terrorist groups, without trying to be too specific.

Ambassador PORTER. Where we were not permitted to take
covert action or use covert action through the CIA, sir, we had
some dead ambassadors as a result, just to mention our own tribe.

Mr. WILSON. Well, I wonder if we might have our counsel explain
the technical wording of Hughes-Ryan where it limits all covert
activity in foreign operations.

Do we have a copy?
Mr. ASPIN. We must have the language here somewhere.,
Mr. BOLAND. Our Counsel is in Ohio.
Maybe Loch can.

'See appendix 1, p. 371.

T_
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Mr. WILSON. I think we need to review this whole operation if in
truth, as Ambassador Trueheart has said, his understanding that
the law specifically prohibits any kind of covert action by the
Agency--

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Oh, no, sir, only that it has to be ap-
proved in certain ways at certain levels.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, there I agree.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I am not saying that it shouldn't take

place. I have clearly said that in my statement.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Wilson, the Hughes-Ryan amendment requires

that the CIA, before undertaking a covert action, get a special
finding from the White House, and then that must be reported to
the Congress.

Mr. WILSON. OK, I understand that part of it, but some of those
special findings are not dealing with national security, they are
dealing with other matters that were obviously from a foreign
policy interest, and I was a little concerned that not you but
perhaps the Senate has decided that all covert action should be
under what I would think too great a restraint as far as activities
by the chiefs of station and the ambassadors in their various activi-
ties.

I would like to ask all of you your appraisal of the effectiveness
of the CIA in the periods that you have been engaged in as ambas-
sadors and in Foreign Service, our effectiveness of our Central
Intelligence activities in that country as opposed to other similar
activities in other countries in that same area.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, sir, if I may say something to that on
that, generally speaking, our--

Mr. WILSON. How would you rate CIA?
Ambassador PORTER. Our CIA, I would say, is more effective, or

has been more effective along more lines, in more areas than those
of other Western countries. We have perhaps more talent at our
disposal. We don't pretend that we know all of the answers, and
there may be specialists, for example, in the other services, foreign
intelligence services may have specialists who are unequaled on
our side, but generally speaking, in my experience, CIA has been a
very effective organization, and in a wide variety of countries.

Ambassador BROWN. I would agree with that. i think it is prob-
ably one of the best of the intelligence agencies. Perhaps its prob-
lem is that it has a vacuum cleaner approach.

Mr. WILSON. A vacuum cleaner approach?
Ambassador BROWN. That is, it tends to absorb an awful lot of

material.
Ambassador PORTER. That's what the analysts are for. That is

what they have got hordes of them back here for. They are sup-
posed to pick through it, and they don't provide the analysis of a
situation in exactly the same way we do if we report something.
We almost, automatically, immediately go into an analysis, but
they have their people back here to do that, and maybe that is
better, so they can be vacuum cleaners.

Mr. WILSON. It is almost like the raw files of the FBI, a lot of
extraneous and doubtful information, I suppose.

Ambassador Trueheart, do you feel the same way?
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Ambassador TRUEHEART. Yes; I feel they are extremely effective,
and you know, I don't know, I haven't much basis for judgment, I
think they probably are the best there is.

Mr. BOLAND. If you would yield for just one question?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. BOLAND. In all the areas where we have representation, are

the ambassadors aware of who the CIA Station Chief is? They
know who he is? That is correct, isn't it?

Ambassador PORTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. And whether or not you actually know who might

be working for the CIA or in contact with him on a covert basis,
are you aware of the particular personnel that he is dealing with?

Are ambassadors aware of that all of the time?
Ambassador PORTER. Well, in my case, all I insisted on was

knowledge of high level contacts in the Government to which I was
accredited, and sometimes I put an end to them when I thought
they were into areas where they shouldn't be. Certainly I didn't
show any interest in who was behind the bush passing something
to somebody else. That is way down low, and they have to assume
their responsibilities, but keeping the ambassador informed of any-
thing that is of importance going on and of course, aware of the
high level contacts--

Mr. BOLAND. But you might not be aware of all of the agents?
Ambassador PORTER. No; I would not, generally not. I could be,

but it wouldn't mean anything to me.
Mr. BOLAND. I know the Church committee asked a question, and

I will give it to you now, about whether the ambassadors cleared
all of the agents who were working with the CIA in your particular
area. They do not?

Ambassador BROWN. They do not.
Mr. BOLAND. OK, thank you.
Ambassador BROWN. I think the answer, in a sense, what Bill

says, anybody that the ambassador is dealing with substantively,
not just socially but substantively, if he is also dealing with the
CIA, the ambassador should insist that he should be informed
about it because it is a different relationship.

Mr. BOLAND. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. In the chain of command, when you are an ambas-

sador, you are No. 1 in the country, no question, do you have any
policy direction of the CIA Chief of Station in that as part of your
responsibility?

Ambassador BROWN. If you don't, the first day you are there, you
have made a great mistake. You settle it right away.

Mr. WILSON. You are the conduit through which information
from the CIA flows?

Ambassador PORTER. Well, it doesn't work quite that way, but
back here when CIA sent a directive to the Station Chief the State
Department was informed. They generally told us about it. We did
not receive direct communications except in very rare instances,
from CIA, but we were informed because of liaison here in Wash-
ington.

Mr. WILSON. If you felt that a CIA man who was chief of station
was not doing his job properly, would you have the right to ask his
removal?
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Ambassador PORTER. Oh, yes.
Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. So you are in effect numero uno.
Ambassador PORTER. Well, the Senate group, I think Ambassador

Trueheart was working on this, reminded me and I didn't know it
because the State Department hadn't told me, but there is on the
books Pubic Law 93-475, which cites very precisely the powers of
the Ambassador, and I hadn't seen it before because the State
Department had simply not sent it out to us. They claimed they
had, but no one could produce it.

Mr. WILSON. You had more authority than you knew.
Ambassador PORTER. Much more, and very necessary because

President Kennedy's letter was not enough and Mr. Nixon's letter
was not enough, but the public law I mentioned was very useful
and very necessary.

Mr. WILSON. Do you feel-and this will be my last question, Mr.
Chairman-do any of you feel that oftentimes the chief of station
doesn't get the word of' policy, and things would operate on their
own and get involved in covert and other activities, build up his
little sphere of influence, his own little project going?

Ambassador PORTER. Well, sir, there were Station Chiefs at times
who acted that way, but everything depended on the Ambassador.
This is my experience. As soon as you become aware of it, then of
course he comes in and you have a little chat.

Mr. WILSON. So you are assuming responsibility for all accusa-
tions made against the CIA in foreign activities?

Ambassador PORTER. I have a thick skin and I didn't worry about
that.

Ambassador BROWN. May I answer that?
I think what has happened is that there has been a change in

operating techniques, modalities, and what-have-you in the last
decade in the CIA, that the sort of freewheeling, swinging sort of
Station Chiefs of the past have been put more and more under the
control of headquarters, and that headquarters has a better rela-
tionship with the NSC and the State Department, so there is more
knowledge of what is going on. The various safeguards have been
built in over time, accepted by recent heads of CIA, I think have
eliminated a lot of the fancy footwork we saw a couple of decades
ago or a decade ago.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. I think that is the point. It may have
been the case that you suggest some years ago, but I haven't heard
of anything like that in recent times.

Mr. WILSON. Well, I can recall in 1953 in the Philippines in the
elections when Magsaysay was finally elected, that I was informed
that the CIA was engaged in such things as infiltrating the local
Rotary Clubs, printing up anti-Communist material, distributing it,
actively working in the politicial field to influence the election of
Magsaysay, and they did so effectively. I found no objection to that.

Would you find objection to that sort of an operation against a
government that is hostile to our way of life?

Ambassador PORTER. No, I wouldn t find it particularly objection-
able, provided it had been properly cleared with the Ambassador
and people back here. As long as those who need to know have
considered the matter carefully, that is the basis for an operation.
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Ambassador BROWN. I absolutely agree with that and I would
just hope that in the process of asking the questionF3, that people
would ask better questions than I did in the past. We have always
had some sort of safeguard, but too often in the intelligence busi-
ness it has been a log rolling where everybody just accepts every-
body else's projects, and it is generally agreed in some sort of an
anonymous committee which in the past didn't report to anybody. I
hope we have eliminted some of that.

Mr. WILSON. Well, that's why this committee was set up and the
other committee in the Senate, to actually have some complete
understanding of what the activities are.

Ambassador BROWN. With a political input to it for the national
interest, that's right.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Only one small caveat, Mr. Wilson. If it
is a question of a country where you have genuinely democratic
elections, I would have some doubts about whether we ought to mix
into it, no matter how it is decided back here.

Ambassador BROWN. As a matter of fact, we can't generally do it
if it is a democratic country because it usually comes out the wrong
way. I remember when I was a special representative in Lebanon,
they were having an election and the various candidates came and
said would the Americans support me or that? I said, what you
want me to do is support your opponent. That is the way to get
yourself elected.

Mr. BOLAND. May I ask one question before the chairman gets
into the nuts and bolts of it?

Do you have any opinion of whether the CIA is too large, too
many people, too many bodies?

Ambassador PORTER. Back here I have the opinion that it is, but
that is just a feeling. I feel overwhelmed by the size of the oper-
ation and the number of people you traipse around talking to, all
of whom appear to have functions, but you know, unless you live in
the building, you really can't evaluate.

Overseas, in my case, I had one place where I thought there were
too many, and we fixed that.

Ambassador BROWN. I would like to address that because I ran
the intelligence part of Op Red, which was the Operation Reduc-
tion several years ago where we went into this problem. One of the
things that we are finding-and that was brought out in Bill
Colby's testimony-as various Government agencies stop providing
cover for the CIA, it is basically reduced to the Foreign Service and
,.o the military, and we are getting a disproportionate number of
people in certain embassies where we-and since people in embas-
sies tend to get known one way or another as to what they really
do, we are leaving an-we are starting to leave an impression that
our embassies are basically CIA stations with the Ambassador as a
sort of a general service officer supplying them their daily necessi-
ties, and this has always bugged me and puzzled me. This is why I
would prefer, where from the long-term interests of the U.S. Gov-
ernment, that there be more people in deep cover than people
parked in anonymous corners of embassies.

So I am disturbed by it and always have been.
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Ambassador TRUEHEART. I really don't feel I can pass judgment
on whether they have too many people or not. I don't know how
many they have got, frankly..I have doubts on the covert question.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, that's true, but you hear so many stories
about how many they have got and what they do, you wonder

.whether or not idle minds sometimes become the devil's workshop,
and whether sometimes that is how we get the kind of operations
that develop.

Mr. WILSON. From the letters I am getting, we are obviously
having fewer and fewer each day. [General laughter.]

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. All right. If I could start out with a question that

Ambassador Trueheart addressed in his opening statement, and
perhaps you could address it again, I would like to ask each of you
what you think of the Turner directive. Whether you approve of it
or disapprove of it. And, second, whether you think it would be
useful in terms of convincing people abroad that in fact our jour-
nalist are not CIA people. The point made by the journalists yester-
day, and indeed, by the CIA-the one thing they agreed on--was
that they didn't think this kind of directive is very effective. I
would like to ask each of you your opinion.

Ambassador Trueheart, you have already stated yours, but would
you restate it, please, if you could?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, as I say, I don't know whether we
have convinced anyone or not. I suppose it wouldn't, but I don't, as
I said, think that's the point, really, about-such a directive.

I read this directive, and I frankly don't think it is quite as
categoric as I would like. It refers to-let me get---

Mr. AsPIN. Sure, go ahead. Take your time.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. It is the term in the directive "for the

purpose of conducting any intelligence activities." It is a matter of
definition. What does that mean? If that does not include covert
political action, then that could be my real question, and-if it
does, if it is meant to include that, then I think it is probably-

Mr. ASPIN. Then it is all right.
So your question is on the phrase "conducting any intelligence

activities" and what that term implies. We will have to ask Admi-
ral Turner.

But it may be a broad term meaning all intelligence activities as
defined in the 1947 National Security Act that gives the Agency
the opportunity to conduct other intelligence operations as the
National Security Council may direct. This is, of course, what they
use to justify the conduct of covert operations; so if it is that
definition, then it would cover covert political action and you
would be happy with it.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. What do you think is the point of the Turner direc-

tive, if you could say again? I mean, what does it do if it doesn't
allay suspicions abroad that we are using our journalists by the
CIA?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I would like to think, sir, that it
is a recognition of the point that I made, that it is inappropriate
for journalists to be employed by the Government.
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Mr. ASPIN. So essentially it is a domestic point, you are saying,
as opposed to a foreign point?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. That is what I would think it is, and I
feel pretty sure it never would have been issued if there hadn't
becon a lot of domestic criticism of it.

Mr. ASPIN. But it would really have an impact on the domestic
situation rather than the situation abroad.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. So I would think, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Would others agree with that?
Ambassador BROWN. I would agree with that. It seems to me that

abroad, that the analysis would be, is that the United States has
found another way to do it.

Mr. ASPIN. I see.
Ambassador BROWN. Inasmuch as-I can think of very few gov-

ernments, democratic or not, that don't use their press in intelli-
gence matters to a far greater extent than we do.

Mr. AspiN,. And no matter what we say, they will continue to
believe that in some way.

Ambassador BROWN. They would assume that.
Mr. ASPIN. Assume there is a loophole.
Do you agree with that?
Ambassador PORTER. I agree with that.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me then turn to the question of the foreign

journalists. Ambassador Trueheart has said in his opening state-
ment that he believes this is a different matter, and that in fact we
should not tie our hands by proscribing the use of the foreign press.
He would not recommend any restrictions on the use of the foreign
press.

I take it that the others are in agreement on that?
Is there any disagreement with that position?
You, Ambassador Trueheart, I must say, make the best case for

that any witness has made so far. The point, I guess, is that if you
are trying to go after Government officials in those countries and
other people, why not journalist? That the dichotomy is not really
in in itself a double standard; really the double standard is estab-
lished by the National Security Act of 1974. What one is really
talking about is that foreign policy is different from domestic
policy.

I take it, though, you would not find it particularly offensive that
other countries might try and recruit our journalists or subvert our
free press in some way.

Is that a corollary?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I might find it offensive, but I

would expect it.
Ambassador BROWN. I would find them acting in violation of the

law, because they would have to register as foreign agents under
another act.

Mr. ASPIN. It depends on the country, but we might be violating
some law abroad, too.

All of you see that kind of a dichotomy and it doesn't make you
uncomfortable in any way?

[Ambassador Porter nods in the negative.]
Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you about this business of foreign journal-

ists. The difference, really, between foreign journalists and domes-
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tic journalist, an importance difference, is that I think the use of
domestic journalists, is when we did use them and if we continue to
use them on a voluntary basis, is almost exclusively, I gather, for
intelligence collection. The use of foreign journalists, however,
might be for intelligence collection, but it might also be for this
item called propaganda. I wondered if each of you could give me an
assessment of how important it is to have foreign journalists in this
intelligence collection area.

Let's just talk about the intelligence collection for a second.
Leave the propaganda for later discussion. What is the utility?

Ambassador Trueheart, I know, mentioned that he thought thai
there was a potential embarrassment from trying to recruit some
of these people. What is your general assessment of the effective-
ness of foreign journalists as in intelligence source in intelligence
collection?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not sure I
am qualified to give you a good answer on that. I am not and never
have been engaged in espionage, and I simply suppose because of
the natural activities of newsmen, foreigners, that they do have
sort of a built in cover and could be quite useful to intelligence
work, clandestine intelligence work, but I don't think they are the
best targets of intelligence in the sense that they know the most.
The best targets, of course, are people with access to classified
information, classified by the foreign government concerned.

Mr. AsPIN. So foreign newsmen as intelligence collectors are one
step removed. What you are doing is hiring somebody who perhaps
can get the news or can get the information, but you are not hiring
somebody who has the information the way you would if you were
to recruit, for example, somebody in the Government.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Or who can be an intermediary in the
collection of intelligence, the man who picks up the information
from the minister or whatever, but you are really asking me to
talk about something I really don't know much about.

Mr. AsPIN. I recognize that.
Ambassador BROWN. But on the other hand, just the overt deal-

ing with foreign journalists I think is very important as a way of
collecting very general intelligence. I mean, every embassy I have
been in, we have always encouraged our overt officers to meet, deal
with and have a two way exchange, you know, you go to the United
States as well, with journalists, with journalists of all kinds. It is a
healthy thing. It is part of the duty, in a sense, of providing, of
giving that picture of the United States that you want, but I tend
to find that foreign journalists often represent a political point of
view. What they are going to give you back is slanted from their
political point of view. I mean, you don't find in most places in the
world independent media, operating independently. They are con-
trolled or they represent a party or a political faith.

So I think you would find them even in the Agency, regarding
them from the intelligence point of view as sort of grade C sources.

Mr. WILSON. Did you as Ambassador ever try to cultivate the
foreign press as a means of learning about what goes on in the
country?

Ambassador BROWN. Yes, yes, of course. I mean, I have always
felt that what you should do is give strong support to your USIS
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and press people, make sure that the press people of the country
understand that they have access to the Ambassador, receive them,
see them and not just see them in formal press conferences, but in
informal ways. As I say, it is a two-way street. We are trying to get
across to them an American point of view, as well.

Mr. ASPIN. And as part of your job as ambassador, naturally you
would see the members of the foreign press or the local press on a
fairly regular basis, I suppose.

Ambassador BROWN. Constantly.
Mr. AsPIN. Constantly, I suppose.
Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Does the CIA tell you which ones of the foreign press

are their recruits, their assets, who they have on the payroll?
Ambassador BROWN. The answer is yes and no.
Mr. ASPIN. Shouldn't it be always yes?
I mean, I don't know how you could, as an ambassador, deal with

the press, which is one of the things you have to deal with.
Ambassador BROWN. Once again, what I am saying is anybody

that I deal with substantively I want to know, and that would
include a publisher or editorial writer or a principal journalist.

Now, whether I would want to include that fellow way down the
line, I am not sure, but I would certainly want to know if it is
somebody I am dealing with in a substantive way, yes.

Ambassador PORTER. Oh, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Is that just because of the kinds of ambassadors that

you are, or is it the usual routine?
Ambassador PORTER. I don't know. For me it is the usual routine.
Ambassador BROWN. I don't know. I am a little hard put on this

one. I would say it is not necessarily the usual routine.
Mr. AsPIN. I would guess my interpretation is that it is not the

usual routine either.
Ambassador BROWN. That's right. I think an awful lot of people

would say I prefer not to know.
Ambassador PORTER. Let's be clear here. I don't expect them to

come and volunteer, but if I want to know and I put the ques-
tion--

Mr. ASPIN. You expect an answer.
Ambassador PORTER. I expect a correct answer.
Mr. ASPIN. If you don't ask, though, you are not going to get it.
Ambassador PORTER. You might not.
Mr. ASPIN. Let us say you are assigned as a new ambassador for

us, and you arrive. Unless you have a meeting with the station
chief and unless you put the question to him, saying, "Look, I meet
on a regular basis with the journalists and the publishers and the
editorial writers and the columnists of this country. I want to know
which ones you have on your payroll." Unless you make that a
question, you are not going to get the information.

Ambassador BROWN. That's right, sir.
Ambassador PORTER. I wanted to go back, if you are ready, sir, to

the matter of foreign journalists on the payroll.
May I?
Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Ambassador PORTER. I have always had trouble in that particu-

lar category, trouble because I suspect most of them who are will-
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ing to work for us are working for their own intelligence services.
Maybe that is doing a lot of people an injustice, but I can't really
guess how much time I have spent making sure that when we are
going to make a pass at somebody that we know all about him, and
it is very difficult to find out because, of course, they provide their
agents with as much cover as possible.

So it is a very dicey field to me.
Now, we use it and I can only hope of course, that the answer is

to that, when I voice these fears, that we don't tell them anything.
To take what they bring is all right, but I can't imagine a conversa-
tion without someone asking your views on certain matters, asking
your views, especially if they are newspaper people, they are
trained to ask question.

Ambassador BROWN. Out in the Middle East you don't buy them,
you only rent them, and everybody else rents them, too.

Mr. ASPIN. Do you make suggestions to the Station Chief, or
somebody, either to add to the people that you are buying or
renting, or to delete? Have you ever, in your experience as ambas-
sadors, come to the Station Chief and said this name we should try
to recruit or with this name we should sever connections?

Ambassador BROWN. The latter, frequently.
Mr. AsPIN. The latter, frequently.
What kind of things would worry you?
What are the kinds of things that make you decide, gee, this is

something we ought to drop?
Ambassador BROWN. A suspicion that he is probably working for

someone else as well, an analysis of the stuff he provides. You
realize that it is not worth anything, that why bother, it is not
worth anything. Those two categories mostly.

Mr. AsPIN. The same experience generally?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I would add only that you could have a

case that is so sensitive that you feel that even though the informa-
tion is valuable, the static of an exposure, it isn't worth it, in other
words, and I am afraid you don't always recognize that until too
late.

Mr. WILSON. What you gentlemen are admitting is that we have
a dual standard under this new directive that it is OK for a foreign
government to have a covert operator as a newsman trying to get
information from the Embassy, but it is not OK for us to have a
newsman trying to get information from a foreign -official in that
country, and that is really the thing that disturbs me about the
Admiral Turner directive.

I can agree to the pay part of it, but I think we are just putting
restraints that make it sort of an unfair ballgame with rules
against us.

Do you feel that way?
Ambassador PORTER. I feel it is inhibiting.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. As I say, I feel we are sacrificing to

some extent by not using a newman in that way, but I think that
the offsetting point is overriding, namely, the domestic constitu-
tional point.

Ambassador BROWN. I would hope, though, sir, in answer to your
question, what we would not get in answer to all this is a drying up
of voluntary things, that we would not get a feeling that anybody
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in the media who talks to anybody in the intelligence community is
at fault somehow. I hope we maintain that ability to communicate,
both overtly and covertly. I would hope so.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me just go back to the question about foreign
media and ambassadors. Let us say you are now the Ambassador.
You have already asked the Station Chief for the list of people who
are now paid assets in the foreign press.

What happens now when they recruit somebody during your
term? Do they volunteer that or do you have to ask every 6 months
for an update list?

Ambassador BROWN. What are you up to, and I think the more
you meet with them he more you get this feeling. You want to
remember that the Station Chief has to have a feeling of confi-
dence and trust, too. I mean, he hates the feeling that after the
Ambassador leaves, 6 months later a book will come out blowing
everything, and you know some of the ones I mean, and that leaves
him in that position where he is going to deal on an increasing
frankness and honesty over a period of time.

Mr. ASPIN. If you have a situation where you sometimes urge the
Station Chief to terminate relations or you have to ask to get
information when they bring the new recruits in the foreign media,
don't you think we ought to have some kind of a system where at
least you ought to have a clearance process where they come to you
and say, "look, we are thinking of establishing some kind of an
asset relationship with these people in the press." In other words,
give the ambassador some kind of a veto power or at least require
them to listen to his opinion before they go out and recruit them?

Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. You think that should happen?
It doesn't happen now I take it.
Ambassador PORTER. That falls into the category of no surprises,

please. This is one of the early phrases one uses when you arrive at
a post, and make them understand that that kind of thing, too,
important pickups are brought to your attention.

Ambassador BROWN. I would expand that to any recruiting at a
certain level, influencemaking level, not just journalists.

Mr. AsPIN. Not just journalists, but you would think that it
ought to apply broadly. I take it right now it doesn't; it is only
under the "no-surprises clause," and it is the Station Chief's defini-
tion of what is a surprise and what isn't. I mean, you may be
surprised at somthing that he doesn't think you would be surprised
by.

Ambassador BROWN. I hope the new directives will include this.
Mr. AsPIN. Let me move from that to the propaganda area, if I

might, and again ask some questions about what you all know and
don't know as ambassadors.

One of the things that you have foreign media for is to use them
for propaganda, for getting the word out, for getting our side of the
story out. I guess there are lots of different kinds of things this
might include. One is just planting a story, a one-shot story y in the
press. Another might be a whole series of false stories or, a whole
campaign of stories. They may be true or they may not be true,
such as the kind of operation on Allende that came out. Another
aspect to it might be that you are pushing a slant; some events are
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going on but you want somebody to give it a particular slant, and
interpret the current events in a certain kind of way. You might
call on your assets that you have to do it. And the final thing, I
guess, is that you might want to actually get an editorialist or a
columnist to write a favorable editorial or column.

I am trying to think of the different kind of propaganda that you
might use the assets that you have, and in each of these cases-
never mind the distinction between whether it is true or not true-
you could use it both for true propaganda and for false propaganda.
But I am wondering, in those areas what are you made aware of as
ambassadors?

For example, let's suppose the CIA has planted a favorable edito-
rial in the local paper.

Are you, as Ambassador, made aware of that? Do they volunteer
the information that when you get your local paper in the morning
and read a favorable editorial, does the Station Chief say: "Hey,
chief, you know, don't pay a lot of attention to that editorial. That
was us who put it in there." Or are you led to believe that here we
have some support for this policy. Look, we have a good editorial.

How does it work?
Ambassador PORTER. All right, Bill, do you want to go ahead?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, a couple of things. One, yes, we

are told about it, and my guess would be that in most cases the
Station Chief would be there first to let you know what he has
managed to do, to bring off this coup.

In general, Mr. Aspin, the area of covert action is one where the
State Department and the Ambassador has always been much
more involved than that of clandestine intelligence collection.

Mr. ASPIN. Agreed, yes.
Ambassador TPUEHEART. And there has never been the feeling in

my experience on the part of the CIA that covert action was
something to be kept away from the State Department or the
Ambassador, so that in general I would think that the Ambassador
would be well informed about the kind of operation that you are
talking about, and in general, the kinds of lines that are being used
would be cleared in advance in Washington by the State Depart-
ment, not necessarily at the top level, but in general, the practice
used to be, at any rate, for-I forget whether it was weekly or
monthly-sort of guidelines for this sort of operations were cleared
at medium levels in the Department.

Ambassador BROWN. Well, first of all, I have a very suspicious
mind. If I were living in a country with a generally hostile press
and I saw a favorable editorial I would call the staff and say, who
gets the credit for this one? I mean, how did we do it?

But I do agree, what you have is first of all Station Chiefs who
want credit. They like to have a good relationship with ambassa-
dors. In most cases they don't want an acrimonious one because
they are afraid that it will end up on a piece of paper somewhere
reflecting badly on them back in headquarters that they are unable
to get along with X, Y, or Z, and if they have got something good
that they have been working on and it has come out and it has
worked, by God, they are there parked in your office when you
come in in the morning to tell you about it.
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Mr. ASPIN. So if you get a good story or if you get a good
editorial, they would tell you.

Would they come to you with the idea beforehand sometimes and
say look, we want to try to put this editorial, we want to get this
editorial placed or we want to get the story out? Or we want to do
this? I mean, do they come to you for prior clearance?

Ambassador BROWN. In my experience, most of the time yes. As
a matter of fact, what my reply would be is let's make sure we
have exhausted every other micthod of doing this before we do
anything like that. Let's make sure we are not paying for some-
thing that is free. With a lot of patience you can swing things
around, and sudden switches like in a sense what you are suggest-
ing, sudden switches may not be very productive because the edito-
rial that reflects very favorably on the United States as a result of
a payment is followed usually 2 or 3 days later where somebody
else, with some other country's policy. It is an unstable relation-
ship, and I would rather do it in the other way of convincing the
public.

Mr. ASPIN. LeUt's leave aside the effectiveness issue-in a second I
would like to get into that. I am just trying to learn the procedures
a little bit here. For example, if you are going to conduct a media
operation, such as the Allende operation, and there is a whole
campaign mapped out, what I am interested in trying to find out
and get a feel for is the approval process. In Washington they
probably make the approval in a general, kind of broad-brush way.
They don't, obviously, approve every editorial, every story; I won-
dered at what level those get approved. Does the ambassador get
into the issue of approving the placement of a story or the place-
ment of an editorial? Does he get involved in the individual place-
ments?

Do they come for prior approval to you and ask you: "Should we
place this story, should we place this editorial?"

Ambassador PORTER. Well, I have had it at both ends, as Under-
secretary of Political Affairs, I was a member of the 40 Committee,
and other bodies which dealt with such problems. On the other
hand, of course, as an ambassador, I had to know what was going
on in the field.

To take the latter location, you are never worried about the
appearance of an editorial in a newspaper where you were aware
of an operation, that we were carrying on an operation. You ex-
pected it. In fact, you might ask about it if nothing favorable
appeared from time to time. It is up to the Station Chief to come
and tell you if he is going to take some kind of new line or if he is
going to go into a new newspaper.

In the Allende case that you mentioned back here, the 40 Com-
mittee voted, and as you say, only on broad-brush items like money
to help friendly newspapers and what have you. There was a
consensus.

Now, presumably that consensus was communicated to the Presi-
dent through the National Security Assistant, and we heard later
that it was approved. There was no actual consultation face to face
with the other members. You would do-you have your back-
ground, you have your own people to inform you, your own advi-
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sors, and that is the way it was handled. But as I said, very broad-
brush.

Mr. ASPIN. And then when that broad-brush got transported out
to the country, what happened?

Ambassador PORTER. Then the Ambassador--and this is a matter
of the ambassador and the Station Chief, first of all, should have
been notified if it is an important one. The Ambassador should
have been notified by the State Department. In times past-I don't
say times present-sometimes they forgot to notify us, and some-
times the Station Chief came in before he got any indication of
what was cooking. But nevertheless, he got to know about it. Ile
could query the Department and say why the hell didn't you
inform me? Do I have to be told by the Station Chief or something
like that, if he wanted to, or he could ignore that and just take it
from where it was brought to him.

Then they chat about it and come to some understanding. But in
the normal course of things in the field, when we were interested
in newspapers, we didn't worry about--I know I didn't worry about
seeing every editorial. When it came out it was brought to my
attention in the daily summary.

Mr. ASPIN. Wouldn't you want to have a system whereby the
Ambassador ought to be informed beforehand, say, of every editori-
al or of every story? Maybe he turns that over to an assistant; but
there ought to be some kind of a procedure, shouldn't there? The
Station Chief shouldn't just operate this thing on his own? He has
broad-brush authority from Washington, and within the broad-
brush he could plant editorials, plant stories, and columns? He has
got a lot of latitude, a lot of leeway there as to how he proceeds.

Shouldn't there be a system whereby whatever he does, particu-
larly I am thinking of this foreign media area, the Ambassador
should have prior approval?

Ambassador PORTER. Well, the Ambassador or the Ambassador's
immediate staff, like the political section, they very often, at least
at some of my posts, did get together; or I would say to them get
together with so and so and see that, you know, you get the line
straight. You know, there might be something funny in it that I
want to fix myself, if they thought it important enough to bring to
my attention.

Mr. ASPIN. But again I take it from what you are saying and
from what I read elsewhere, too, that what we are really talking
about is this: If you have a strong ambassador, he can impose
himself on the system.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, that is necessary.
Mr. ASPIN. And if you don't have that strong ambassador, who is

willing to actually ask these questions and require that he be
informed, then in fact the system would run all by itself without
the ambassador knowing about it.

Ambassador PORTER. And generate trouble.
Mr. AsPIN. And generate trouble. So there really isn't any

system that keeps the Ambassador informed; it requires the Am-
bassador to niake the effort himself.

Ambassador BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I know of ambassadors in
the service who see the CIA station once a month.

Mr. AsPIN. Once a month.
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1-mXbassador BROWN. And you know, that won't do it.
Mr. ASPIN. That won't do it.
Ambassador BROWN. I don't know how you peg responsibility on

people who pass it, but if there is a mechanism, it should be done, I
agree.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Ambassador Trueheart?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. It is my recollection, I don't know what

the practice is today, too, but when it comes to covert action
operations, including the press sort of things, that the usual thing
would be to direct the agency to carry these things out under the
general supervision of the Ambassador because here we are dealing
with something, he knows what he is talking about. It is not a
technical espionage operation. This is the forming of opinion so
that it is quite appropriate for him, and he should take a hand in
it, and I think that has been the practice. Whether he wants to
review each editorial, that is a different matter. That is a question
of how he manages things.

Ambassador PORTER. And his confidence in the Station Chief.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. And his confidence in the people under

him.
Ambassador PORTER. Well, he is bound by the law to make

himself aware of what is going on.
Mr. ASPIN. Who is, the ambassador?
Ambassador PORTER. The ambassador. The public law is very

,specific, and that is his strength and his wisdom. It came from the
Congress, it was signed and passed and everything else. So he has
the wherewithal today if he wants to use it.

Mr. ASPIN. Just to follow what Anibassador Trueheart was
saying, I think what you are saying is exactly right, and what we
have got now, under covert actions, for example, is a very broad-
brush. A directive would go out from Washington having gone
through the approval process in Washington; but it would be a
fairly broad-brush thing, in these kind of media propaganda efforts.
Then the question that I am raising is this: Operating under that
broad brush, how much latitude does the local station chief have?-
Apparently, unless we have a strong ambassador, he pretty well
does it as he sees fit. He carries out his instructions in the best way
that he sees, and if he has a strong ambassador there, then that
ambassador also gets into the act and maybe will say, "Look, we
want to see this material before it goes out" and "Don't send out
this one, OK, send out that one" or whatever. But unless that
ambassador is strong there really isn't any supervisi-,,i, which is
perhaps too bad because obviously there can't be det aled instruc-
tions from Washington on that matter; and unless the ambassador
is strong enough to muscle into the act, it is probably the CIA
operating on its own.

Ambassador BROWN. Yes, I think you will find in talking to
station chiefs that there is an awful lot more back seat driving in
the last 7 or 8 years than there ever was before, and that they are
back and forth, constantly in communication on the minutia of
things as well because the people in Washington don't want to be
caught short. So there is more of that.
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Mr. AsPiN. Let me just ask, then, to go on to the whole covert
propaganda operation: How important is it? I mean, why do we
need to have covert propaganda at all? Why can't we do it all
overtly through USIA and others?

Ambassador BROWN. Well, I think one reason, sir, is in areas
somewhat hostile or where press is otherwise controlled, let's take,
for instance, large parts of West Africa, where the press has
historically been in the hands of those people who were close to the
colonial powers, and related to business interests, it may be very
difficult, very difficult no matter what overt methods you have, to
get something through. It may be much more open to hostile
elements or anti-American efforts. I think there is a problem there
that you have to face on a case by case basis.

Now, where there is democratic, free press, as in Australia or
New Zealand or Canada, I should think that any covert activities
in the press there would be absolutely out of the question. There is
no need for them, no reason to do it, points of view will get across.
They, like Americans, are deluged by information in the media. It
is the controlled areas I think that you have more of a problem
that you have to face up to.

Mr. WILSON. What about the potentially controlled areas? Let's
take Italy, for example, where according to reports we have, there
is a very good possibility of it going Communist and becoming a
Communist partner in NATO, are we justified to use covert activi-
ties in the Italian press to try to influence the election in Italy?

Ambassador BROWN. Actually, this comes back to the point I was
trying to make, sir, is, let's make sure that we don't in present
conditions bind our hands too tightly against a return to problems
where we really have to support-we may have to support certain
places democratic institutions. I really think the Italian situation is
one that is fraught with danger, and again, I think the U.S. Gov-
ernment has that very difficult task right now in saying OK, under
sort of the new rules of engagement, what can we do? What should
we be doing to see if we can bolster what is left of a rather fragile
democratic process there?

I mean, I think it is one you have to think through very fully.
Mr. WILSON. Well, it is fraught with national security implica-

tions because Italy is a member of NATO and they could no longer
be if they went--

Ambassador BROWN. But what we know now is if an operation is
mounted to do this in Italy, that it would be with the broad
approval of decisionmakers, the American body politic, legislative
and executive, and it is useful to know that.

Mr. AsPIN. We have heard, for example, from CIA people who
think the vast majority of the propaganda they put out now is
white propaganda, that is, the truth. They say they are not really
putting out much of the black propaganda.

Is that your understanding, from your experiences? Is that right?
Is that mostly what we are doing with these propaganda assets we
have?

Ambassador PORTER. Yes, I think the vast majority, in my expe-
rience, practically 100 percent-I mean recently.

Ambassador BROWN. And in that case, I would rather see the
assets transferred to USIA.
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Mr. AsPIN. Well, that is what I was going to ask. Why are we
spending $400 million with USIA if they are doing the same thing?

Ambassador BROWN. That is where it should be.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me just push this question about why-is it neces-

sary to have a covert propaganda operation.
Let me try and make the divisions. Let me lay it out and argue

and tell me where this analysis is wrong.
You have certain countries-you mentioned New Zealand, Aus-

tralia, Canada-where you don't need covert propaganda, where
you just put out your side of the story. They have a free press and
so you get at least your side of the story represented.

Then you come to other situations where the press is totally
hostile to the United States, and in that case I would think that
covert efforts aren't going to be any good at all because you are not
going to be able to buy a story in Tass. So you don't need covert
propaganda for that.

So, what are you left with? Well, you are left with a situation
where I guess the press is up for sale, and unless you get in there
and bid, too, your side isn't going to be in because the other side is
buying into the story. So you have to buy in, too.

My own feeling about those kinds of situations is that in those
countries the press has gotten so bad over the years that people
largely discount it. I mean, it has become well known that the
press is up for sale in those countries, and they buy the paper to
read the social news or whatever else is going on; but they very
heavily discount any political stories in there. So I am not sure
that I can really conceive of any situation where being able to buy
in is really all that essential. In some places it is not necessary, in
some places it is impossible. Some places it might be possible, but
favorable stories in those countries where the press is bought are
so heavily discounted that I am not sure it is worth it. The only
one benefiting from that is the publisher who is getting money
from everybody to put the material in the paper.

Is that wrong? I mean, is there some category of the press I have
left out here that is still useful to be able to buy in with a true
story?

Ambassador BROWN. Yes, I think there is in a certain format,
and that is the counterstory where out of an agency in Europe
somewhere will appear in a series of countries a series of articles
let's say describing the slave-like conditions under which the
American blacks live, photos, the whole book. You have to counter
it.

Now, there are several ways of countering it. You can go actually
to the chief of state of that country and say look, the people are
buying your press up and they are presenting the wrong picture.
Will you give us a chance? Maybe, but maybe he is not friendly.
We may have to, at the time, then, to counter-this would be an
example, I would think, where we would have a legitimate activity
in countering something that really, really frazzling the relation-
ship of Country X with the United States, or the people of that
country with our people, and I could see a justification in a well
planned--

Mr. WILSON. Well, this would be black propaganda, all right, but
it would be white black propaganda.
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Mr. ASPIN. White counter to a previous black propaganda.
Ambassador PORTER. By and large, if I could add a comment

here, we could dispense with this propaganda effort through the
Agency except in special cases which we can't anticipate the
nature of right now, but by and large, the publicity side should go
over to USIA.

Mr. ASPIN. You would agree with that.
Ambassador PORTER. Oh, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. All of you would agree with it.
Ambassador BROWN. I would agree with that except I will say

that--
Mr. ASPIN. Except on very occasional cases.
Ambassador BROWN. But in mass cases, it is just not worth it

anymore.
Mr. BOLA ND. But you wouldn't bar it completely, of course.
Ambassador BROWN. No, that is the point because I want to

come back to what Mr. Wilson was saying, if you get a case where
we may need to give assistance where it is in the national interest
of the United States, and people think it through as to the risks
and the opportunities--

Mr. BOLAND. I was interested in the chairman's observation that
in some of the nations the people don't believe the press anyhow. I
am not sure that is true in very many nations. How about in our
own country where people say they believe everything they see in
the press. Most people believe everything they see in the press in
this country, and I can't believe that there are any nations in the
world where a lot of people don't believe what they see in the
press, no matter what the form of government that they have. So it
would occur to me then in some of those areas, the propaganda
might be very well worthwhile, particularly if you are trying to
offset propaganda from the other side.

Is that a fair statement?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Yes.
Ambassador PORTER. The people who run the country always

read the press. They are the ones who put it together.
Mr. BOLAND. That's right, and they ought to know whether

what's going in the press is true or false, whether it's black or
white or slanted. But I am talking about the people in the country.
The people in many countries are avid readers; they like to learn,
and I am not sure that the USIA gets through to them all the time,
does it? Is that the best means of propaganda, or is it "propagan-
da"? It's propaganda, but the propaganda, I presume, is true propa-
ganda that is put out by the USIA, is that correct?

Ambassador BROWN. That's correct.
Mr. BOLAND. Or does sometimes USIA put out a little black

propaganda?
Ambassador BROWN. No, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. It never does?
Ambassador PORTER. Sometimes it tends to put out the view of

the administration in power.
Mr. BOLAND. Of course that would not be slanted under any

administration. [General laughter.]
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But I am not sure that the use of the press for propaganda
purposes, black, white, or gray, isn't very significant in some areas,
is it?

Ambassador BROWN. Yes, it is, and television and radio even
more.

Ambassador PORTER. In some areas. In some areas it .is very
useful, but there are large areas where I would rather have a good
steady radio, speaking their own language. And preferably outside
their borders.

Mr. BOLAND. What are we beaming in the Far East? What are
we beaming into Asia? Do we have a Radio Free Asia?

Ambassador PORTER. We don't have a Radio Free Asia. We have,
of course, the VOA.

Mr. BOLAND. We don't have a Radio Free Asia?
Ambassador PORTER. The British carry the burden out there

about informing the--
Mr. BOLAND. Did we try it at one time? It seems to me I read a

story one time about it.
Ambassador PORTER. Yes, we had tried.
Mr. BOLAND. And then somebody told the CIA operators out

there that the Chinese didn't have radios, so they hit upon the
scheme of hooking radios to balloons, and hopefully the balloons
would be whisked by the winds to the China mainland; but the
winds reversed and carried them all back to Taiwan.1 Even under
that kind of a scheme, I don't know how in the world the Chinese
people would have acquired the radios anyhow.

Ambassador PORTER. Sir, we once had a thing called the Blue
Eagle, and it dangled a long wire underneath, because we found
out that there was a radio-a television transmitter, an American
built transmitter in Cambodia. So, we put on a television program
for the Cambodians with the Blue Eagle flying back and forth
across Vietnam to send the signal out. The only trouble was, it was
terribly expensive and some of us persisted in finding out or trying
to find out how many television sets were functioning. There were
three, and they were all in the palace of Shianouk.

Mr. BOLAND. That's why I said some time ago that idle minds are
the devil's workshop, and I don't know whether or not a lot of
these plans are any good.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, we digress.
Mr. AsPIN. That's all right.
Mr. WILSON. Well, on that point, let's talk about the European

situation. Have you felt in your experience that Radio Free Europe
and the other one-the other radio network--

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Radio Liberty.
Mr. WILSON [continuing]. Radio Liberty, have been effective in

putting our side of the story across.
Ambassador PORTER. He knows probably, Ambassador Trueheart.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I think they ve been extremely effec-

tive, and they are sufficiently large scale and they have been going
on a sufficiently long time so that you can get objective measures
to some degree about how much they are listened to and so on. It
varies from country to country. I think there is no question that in

'See the New York Tim.s, December 27, 1977.
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Poland Radio Free Europe is perhaps the most popular program.
As I understand it, it used to be the case. if you wanted to get the
soccer scores of a game taking place in Warsaw, you could probably
find out quicker on Radio Free Europe than on Radio Warsaw. But
this is a very special kind of operation. I mean, their objectives are
not so much to put out the U.S. point of view, which is what the
Voice of America does, but to try to supply objective information
about developments within the countries they are broadcasting to.
Which is why it is so expensive to do.

Mr. WILSON. Well, I have been told by some of these "refuseniks"
from Russia that this is a very important means of their keeping in
touch with what is going on in this country and in other countries.
They may listen only 5 minutes a day, but in their opinion, hun-
dreds of thousands of Russians are listening on a regular basis to
what our output is, and it is not just propaganda, it's just actually
news, as I understand it.

Mr. ASPIN. So am I right in saying, though, that basically, if
you're apparising the whole covert propaganda area, you would not
want to eliminate covert propaganda-this ability to buy a story or
buy an editorial or whatever; but that basically you think an awful
lot of it should be done through open means, the overt efforts.

Ambassador BROWN. One of the best things that could be done,
for instance, is to persuade the American networks to cut their
rates on reruns of television shows.

Mr. ASPIN. On which?
Ambassador BROWN. On reruns of television. It is very high for

some reason.
Mr. ASPIN. Oh, is it?
Ambassador BROWN. I think that is probably one of the best

things we can do, oddly enough.
Mr. ASPIN. Right now they charge a lot, so they don't get very

many of these reruns.
Ambassador BROWN. They get very old ones.
Mr. ASPIN. I see, I see.
Mr. WISOoN. Maybe that ought to be part of the USIA budget.
Ambassador BROWN. Maybe the companies could afford it.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me go on to the question of the black propaganda

effort. What do you think of black propaganda? Is that worth the
effort? Is it something that we ought to keep as a possibility;
should we eliminate it? Give me your views. In your experiences, is
it something that is worth while?

Ambassador PORTER. Are you referring to black propaganda
planted in the press?

Mr. ASPIN. Yes; abroad.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Do you mean false information by this.
Mr. ASPIN. Yes, yes.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Because that isn't necessarily--
Mr. AsPIN. No, no, I meant false information, really. Something

that really is a fabrication.
Ambassador PORTER. I can't recall incidents or happenings that

indicated effectiveness. It is too easily detected.
Mr. AsPIN. So your experience with it is that whenever it's been

tried, it's not been very effective.
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Ambassador PORTER. In general, yes. I don't recall anything to
the contrary.

Mr. ASPIN. Ambassador-Brown, agreed?
Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. Ambassador Trueheart?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I agree completely, and I think the

point is that where you find black or false propaganda effective,
such as "Bodyguard of Lies," for example, in this book, is when you
have a war going on and when you are able to control other
information, so that it isn't detected. But simply trying to show
false information around loosely just doesn't work, because there
are too many ways in which it can be detected as being false.

Mr. WILSON. I think Chairman Mao died about six times before
he finally made it, the propaganda.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. There's no doubt you can do things that
are irritating and what not, but it seems to me we have more
important things in this country to do than that sort of business. I
am sure it is lots of fun for people that are practitioners of it,
but--

Mr. AsPIN. Let me then move on to the question which is the
one, of course, which bothers-that has come up again and again
about the whole use of foreign media and that is the feedback
problem, or the problem of whatever we have placed abroad
coming back in and affecting people in our country.

From your own experience in this area, how serious is the feed-
back problem? We've had people say that they thought it was
serious and others say that it wasn't. What is your own feeling
about it? Is it a serious problem for U.S. journalism?

Ambassador BROWN. I've never encountered it as a problem,
because I've never seen anything that's been that significant that
has dealt with something that I've been dealing with. I would
rather refer in a sense to the newsmen who had experience in
Vietnam as to whether there is something there. But certainly it
has not been a problem that I encountered.

Mr. AsPIN. Ambassador Porter?
Ambassador PORTER. I don't recall anything of that nature, a

problem, coming back. Including Vietnam.
Mr. ASPIN. Ambassador Trueheart.
Mr. WILSON. Well, Ambassador Trueheart has already told us,

only he calls it fallout. The same thing.
Mr. ASPIN. Right.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I didn't think it was a significant factor.
Mr. ASPIN. Do we have a system in our Government to try and

prevent policymakers from being influenced by feedback?
Ambassador PORTER. Our policymakers?
Mr. ASPIN. Our policymakers.
In other words, is there a system whereby people who make

decisions are not; lied on a systematic basis when things are done in
the way of propaganda? Is there any such system?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. There used to be.
Mr. ASPIN. How does it work? How far down does it go, who does

it cover, what kind of pe~ie are informed of this.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, it's my recollection that the pri-

mary object was to make sure that our own intelligence analysts,
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not intelligence operators, analysts were not deceived by some
radio broadcast which was in fact broadcast by our Qwn people.
And so you would have to tip off a certain number of people not to
include this in their analysis of what's going on in the country. I
don't think it would necessarily go very high, unless the thing
began to get attention elsewhere, and then, you know, people
would be told as far up as necessary about such a thing. But there
were specific procedures, in my day, for guarding against misin-
forming the American Government in this way. But it didn't, so far
as I am aware, extend beyond that.

Mr. ASPIN. There also of course have been some particular
horror stories of examples where people were fooled. What I don't
know is how frequently that is. I mean, the only thing I ever hear
about are examples where people are fooled, for example where we
set up a radio station, perhaps in Taiwan, broadcasting to imply
that it comes from the mainland, and here comes some analyst
writing about events in the mainland and he suddently says, good
grief, you know, there's real opposition, there's a radio station
broadcasting on the mainland, That was a case where somebody
was really genuinely fooled, somebody who was writing analyses
back to Washington, and was in fact completely taken in by what
was going on there.

Now, you see, I hear about the horror stories and I don't know
about other things that didn't go on because there was a good
network of information.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. I thought that particular one was taken
care of by the protective measures at the time.

Mr. AsPIN. You would call that particular case that I am talking
about an example of a success?

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I thought that people were tipped
off and did not, at least for very long--

Mr. ASPIN. I thought it went on for some time before they finally
got to the analyst and baid, hey, don't take that radio station too
seriously.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. You may be right, sir. I have forgotten
how long.

Mr. ASPIN. Is there anything just in the general area of feedback
that we should be doing more to avoid misleading people? Is there
anything you can think of, for example, for trying to inform the
American press of an operation that is going on by which they
might somehow be fooled. Have you, as ambassadors, ever done
that in your experience? For example, there is something going on
in the country where you are the ambassador and you authorized
or maybe yourself talked to the local American correspondent
saying, "If I were you I wouldn't pay too much attention to these
stories that are appearing in the paper."

Ambassador PORTER. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. You have done that?
Ambassador PORTER. But we generally use the term psywar.
Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Ambassador PORTER. We'd say, if you hear this or that, that's

port of the psywar action.
Mr. WILSON What do you call it?
Ambassador PORTER. Psywar; psychological warfare.
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Mr. WILSON. Oh, psywar.
Ambassador PORTER. We didn't call it feedback or anything of

that kind.
Mr. ASPIN. I see.
Ambassador PORTER. We used to say that, tell them these things

in Vietnam that it's either the locals making a psywar effort
against the other side, or we are involved in some way. Of course,
if the locals were producing it, we would generally have a hand in
it. But it was-we did our best to alert responsible people.

Of course, when the Europeans picked it up and pushed it into
their capitals, we didn't do too much to-except in one or two cases
where we had particularly close relations-but we didn't do too
much to correct the impressions that others were getting.

Mr. ASPIN. So generally it was aimed mostly at U.S. people.
Ambassador PORTER. Our efforts.
Mr. ASPIN. Our efforts at that. We didn't try and extend--
Ambassador PORTER. And a few close allies.
Mr. AsPIN. And a few close allies. But in other cases it got picked

up in some.
Ambassador PORTER. Picked up.
Mr. AsPIN. Would it ever then get relayed around via the third

country. I mean, did that sometimes, could that happen?
Ambassador PORTER. I don't know. I didn't deal with that situa-

tion.
Mr. ASPIN. Did you find generally that journalists were coopera-

tive with this effort?
Ambassador PORTER. Well, I think they appreciated knowing,

they appreciated the comment, and I think they kept it in mind.
And if it developed into something, they might or might not recall
it. As a matter of practice we didn't try to search out the degree of
cooperation.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you. Let me go on to another area, if I could,
just to ask everybody's opinion. On the chart we have a list of
activities' that the CIA might want journalists to do on their
behalf. Here are the kinds of relationships we might have between
the Agency and media people, starting with the activities listed
under information from the most innocuous, the story confirma-
tion, through prior tasking of intelligence collection. And support
activities: hosting parties, providing safe houses, acting as courier.
And then agent work and propaganda. These are the kinds of
relationships that can develop between the Agency and journalists.
What I would like to ask is the question of what kinds of relation-
ships you have with the press, as people from the State Depart-
ment. For example, which of those activities does the State Depart-
ment or you as ambassadors do in a foreign country?

I take it, for example, that much of this would be the normal
policy between the journalists and his sources, for example things
like story confirmation. A journalist might call the State Depart-
ment or the Ambassador or the Embassy to confirm a story or to
say, "Here, look, we've got this story, what's your reaction to it?"
Information swapping would be just the normal give and take
between a journalist and his source.

,See appendix D, p. 336.
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Does the State Department do that? Do you brief journalists
before they go abroad or when they come back, meet with them
and try to pick up information they might not have put in their
stories?

Ambassador PORTER. Well, on the prebriefing aspect, if they
want to talk to someone, say a desk officer, they are going to visit a
country, or someone in the media side of the Department, yes, we
try to accomodate them. That will-they will usually make inquir-
ies about personalities and the country they intend to visit and
details of the parties and the things of that kind, and there is a
good deal of printed material.

Debriefing, we have-unless they walk in and say they want to
give an account of, you know, just their stay or something-al-
though they may already have done so in the Embassy out there-
they are welcome, but I think the Agency took the lead in that
particular aspect of the matter, debriefing. My colleagues may
have some comment.

Mr. ASPIN. But basically you would do it if they made the initia-
tive, but you don't make the initiative to contact them.

Ambassador PORTER. No.
Mr. ASPIN. Do you ever ask journalists for information they have

in files or outtakes? Do you ever ask journalists for access to their
files or ask TV media people for access to the outtakes that they
have?

Ambassador PORTER. More in the field of TV shots. Perhaps
there has been an interview and you missed it, you heard about it,
perhaps attracted some attention, and we can get and do get from
the networks the actual film of the interview. And we frequently
run those things off in the Embassy abroad or back here in the
Department if there are people really interested in seeing it.

Ambassador BROWN. Our main source of who the killers of Am-
bassador Davies in Cyprus were came from TV shots.

Mr. AsPIN. Oh, is that right? TV shots that did not appear on the
TV?

Ambassador BROWN. Well, they may have appeared but just very
briefly, you see, and there were a lot of people shooting and what
appeared on TV was very short, and we asked the stations could
we see all the footage so we could examine it at length so we could
see if we could identify who was shooting, from where. And it was
very helpful.

Mr. ASPIN. I see. When a journalist come in for a prebriefing, do
you ever give them prior tasking? Do you ever ask them to look
into a particular matter for you, as part of their trip: "Look, one of
the things we are interested in is such and such. Would you ask,
when you interview the President of the country, his reaction to
this and this." You know, that kind of question. Do you ever
suggest things to them that you want to know and ask them to
come back and give you the information?

Ambassador PORTER. Yes.
Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Ambassador PORTER. Particularly in matters pertaining to

health.
Mr. ASPIN. I see.
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Ambassador PORTER. Very rarely in my case at least, political
questions to ask or things of that sort. But how a man looks, his
appearance, any oddities that they notice and so forth.

Ambassador BROWN. And your reaction as a trained journalist to
the personality of that gentleman. I must say, to tell you the truth,
Mr. Chairman, it's far more often the question in, say, a country
like Jordan, when a journalist would come in who had an interview
with the King, the question would be like this, well, Mr. Ambassa-
dor, if you were me, what questions would you ask him.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, that happens, too. I myself don't ven-
ture too deeply into that.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. He may be more interested in finding
out what Ambassador Brown thinks than finding out what King
Hussein thinks when he asks that question.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes. He may be interviewing you by asking you those
questions.

How about some of the support functions. Obviously providing
safe houses is not in the State Department line, but acting as a
courier? I could imagine that could be very useful if a journalist is
going to the Middle East and is going to talk to Arafat; you might
want to run a message. Do you use journalists for that sort of
thing? The great story about John Scali up in New York at the
time of the Cuban missile crisis is one that has come into the
public. So, I take it that it is not unheard of for the State Depart-
ment to use journalists at least as couriers of information.

Ambassador PORTER. Did you say Arafat? He's a no-no.
Mr. AsPIN. He's a no-no.
Ambassador PORTER. I don't know of anyone who would venture

to use a journalist as a courier to Mr. Arafat because of general
restrictions, policy restrictions here.

Mr. ASPIN. I see. I was just trying to think of somebody that we
don't have normal diplomatic relations with whom we might want
to communicate some way.

Ambassador PORTER. Yes. I can't remember anything of that
nature.

Ambassador BROWN. I know cases, but nonjournalists.
Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Ambassador BROWN. More often, nonjournalists, to carry that

message to that person.
Mr. ASPIN. I see. A case recently came out where the CIA was

very interested in trying to stop the publication of the Glomar
Explorer for example, and under the Freedom of Information Act,
information came out about their rather heavy investment in that
project and how they tried to keep that information out of the

ress. Is that the kind of thing which sometimes goes on in the
tate Department? You get wind of a story that is about to happen

or you think is going to be published, and you would like it not to
appear, or you are trying to delay it or you ar trying to kill it. So
you get on the phone to the journalist or maybe to his or her
editor. Is that the kind of thing that has gone on? Is that a
possibility?

Ambassador BROWN. There is a two-way flow, here, Mr. Chair-
man, of things like that, where if someone has a story and a
responsible newspaper will call someone fairly high along the line,
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not the Secretary but someone very close to him and say, we have
this, is there something you want to add to it. Or the other one is
where the journalist has the story and in the processing of check-
ing it out, it becomes knowledgeable to people that he has the
story. And then there is very often the question of saying, well,
let's make sure that what we thing is the correct interpretation or
the facts are presented to him, and a call is made from the news
division, or access is made available to the desk officer, country
officer, Assistant Secretary. That happens frequently. I think that
is a logical and acceptable practice.

Ambassador PORTER. Sometimes we just prepare the spokesman.
If the question comes up, this is it, this is the reply.

Ambassador BROWN. Very often, because we have a noon press
briefing at the State Department, you know, and what you l ve at
11 o'clock in the morning is a frantic activity of telephoning all
over the building trying to get ready for what you think is coming
up. There has been a little story out of Tel Aviv or a little story out
of somewhere or another, and you have to be prepared for it, and
so in a sense you are forming opinions. But I think that is the
logical thing, because that is why you have a press spokesman.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Ambassador BROWN. And they try to keep it honest.
Mr. AsPIN. One other area that I would like to ask about, and

that is the point that Mr. Colby was making before this subcommit-
tee about the dangers of diminishing cover. Do you see any reasons
why the Agency should not be able to use USIA or AID for cover?

Ambassador PORTER. I see no reason why they should not use
these agencies, other agencies, and I think there should be a na-
tional policy indicating that cooperation is expected. A man may
have this or that feeling, a director or whomever, but it is not a
useful thing for a government to be so fragmented that you can't
cooperate when necessary in an important matter. I am not saying
that the other agency should be loaded with low level people, but
at certain times in certain places, other agencies of government
should understand that they are part of this Government, and if
people high enough up and in enough authority consider that there
should be cooperation, then there should be.

Ambassador BROWN. I would like to see it a national policy
stemming from the NSC, so that the agencies themselves don t feel
or don't have the ability to escape constantly, as they do.

Mr. ASPIN. So that there be a national policy on this issue, at
least as far as government agencies go, stating there is a use for
cover.

Ambassador BROWN. That's right. I mean, it needs a good discus-
sion, not only at the interagency, Cabinet or NSC level, but also
with you, as to this whole problem of cover. I think we've got to get
into it sometime.

Mr. AsPIN. When you are an ambassador in a country and you've
got x number of employees working for you in that country in the
embassy or attached to the embassy, do you know which ones are
operating under cover for the Agency? Do you know which ones
are the Foreign Service officers?

Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
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Mr. AsPiN. And you know exactly who they are? That happens as
a matter of absolute routine?

Ambassador BROWN. Absolute routine. There's a section of the
Department, a liaison section, which is in contact constantly, and
the Embassy is always informed, and this includes all visitors, by
the way.

Mr. ASPIN. All visitors that come in, too, is that right?
Ambassador BROWN. TDY visitors, anything.
Mr. ASPIN. But that one you don't have to be a strong Ambassa-

dor to find out. That one you get no matter what kind of an
ambassador you are. They tell you that one.

Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. And there is no problem that you see here? I mean,

you are not uneasy about the fact that some of your employees are
working on other things? I am trying to get at whatever themindset is. It's not fair to ask why AID or USIA does not want to
have employees. But anyway, you feel that there is no problems for
you when you've had situations where some of your people have
been working for the Agency under your cover.

Ambassador BROWN. I think it's mandated in a sense; it's part of
the responsibility.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I think it is a little more complicated.
Mr. ASPIN. OK.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I wouldn't want to bar the use of any

U.S. Government agency as cover for the CIA. I think that is what
the others are saying here. But I think in looking at this, you want
to look very closely at some of the problems that are involved. If
the cover is really used as cover, that's one thing. But if in fact, it
iE transparent, it s another. And I think if you take an agency like
the Peace Corps, let's say, where the members do not have diplo-
matic immunity, unless I am mistaken, they may be exposing
people to a lot more risk than you are in an embassy.

Mr. ASPIN. I see.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. That's just one point.
I think one needs also to look closely at this whole business of

official cover to see whether, in fact, the Agency has used it effec-
tively in the past and at the present time. You know, cover is a
hard thing to have. It doesn't amount simply to getting a designa..
tion as First Secretary and getting your name in the phonebook.
You have to work at your cover job if you're going to have real
cover, otherwise your position is known to everyone. And it is even
more difficult than that. When you come back to Washington, you
don't-let's say you've been in State cover abroad and you are
never seen around the State Department when you get back to
Washington-so that the Agency is rarely, in my experience, will-
ing to make the sacrifices in terms of inefficiency, to get really
good official cover. I think this is the point that you have to have
in mind, that it isn't just a question of having more places to put
people, but how much work are you prepared to put in and how
much work are you prepared to put in and how much sacrifice you
are prepared to make to make the cover really effective?

Mr. ASPIN. By inefficiencies you mean because they are going to
be spending part of their working time--
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Ambassador TRUEHEART. Because they are working for somebody
else.

Mr. AsPIN. In order to maintain that cover.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. And the CIA has a very heavy work-

load abroad. Their people have to work long hours. They have to do
lots of work at night and many things, many more hours than
other people because of the nature of their business, and it is very
rare that a man can work fulltime at a State. Department job and
still have any time to do his intelligence work. This is where the
real problem comes.

Mr. ASPIN. That is very interesting.
Who has diplomatic cover among Americans abroad?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. You mean diplomatic immunity?
Mr. AsPii;. I mean diplomatic immunity.
Ambassador TRUEHEART. Those that have diplomatic passports.
Mr. ASPIN. Which would include AID officials?
Ambassador BROWN. They are included.
Mr. ASPIN. And USIA?
Ambassador BROWN. Yes, Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce--
Mr. ASPIN. All those kinds of people.
And there are certain obvious benefits of using people like that. I

know one of the problems about journalists is that they don't have
diplomatic immunity, and so they are usually open to a certain
amount of concern about their physical safety when the CIA is
using some of the members.

Mr. WILSON. Would the gentleman yield?
You say there isn't any problem? Well, there is a problem. They

are proscribed from members of USIA and Peace Corps.
Mr. AsPiN. Well, that is the problem we are addressing here,

whether they should be, and I was asking what they thought. It is
an interesting point about the extent of cover. It is your feeling
that in fact-perhaps not through its own fault but because of the
pressure of work or whatnot-the people working for CIA have not
worked hard enough at maintaining their cover in these situations.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, I will just say I don't think it has
ever been a very high priority with them.

Mr. ASPN. That is interesting.
Ambassador PORTER. My experience with that has been that the

person involved in doing, let's say, work for another department
connected with the embassy is simply caught between the demands
of the Station Chief, to share the burdens of that office, and of
course, his ostensible purpose which might be commercial matters
or something of that sort, Treasury, whatever. It is too much for
him. It doesn't work. It isn't a good idea. He is blown in very short
order, first to local employees, then of course to others, say com-
mercial contacts in town who expect to know the commercial offi-
cer or person, and he is not available, and then of course, they
have a great psychological problem in avoiding their own tribe
outside the office, ordinary socializing. There are many different
ways of determing who is what in this business, and we are pretty
transparent.

Ambassador BROWN. Terribly transparent.
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Ambassador PORTER. We are not sophisticated enough, and the
only answer, of course, is deep cover, and how much of that has
been done I don't know.

Mr. ASPIN. Deep cover.
Ambassador PORTER. Outside.
Mr. AsPIN. Outside the official cover.
Ambassador PORTER. Not within official cover.
Mr. ASPIN. Without official cover.
Ambassador PORTER. But that entails great inconveniences and

danger.
Mr. ASPIN. Because you are outside of the diplomatic immunity.
Ambassador PORTER. Outside if you are exposed, and if you

appear to be an ordinary civilian, if you are successful, people don't
always feel they have to be as careful about you, about doing away,
with you. It is dangerous but it is the only effective thing. I don t
consider the cover we provide today very useful.

Mr. ASPIN. That is interesting.
You had some more question?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask you gentlemen you opinion on the Turner

directive?
Do you see it possibly weakening or hamstringing our options to

collect foreign intelligence?
Ambassador PORTER. To collect foreign intelligence?
Mr. WILSON. To collect intelligence in foreign countries.
Ambassador PORTER. Not particularly. I think there is more lati-

tude, or more latitude is allowed in the foreign field than of course
in domestic.
'Mr. WILSON. I know, but I am talking about with U.S. media

a broad.
Ambassador PORTER. U.S. media abroad, I think it is definitely

inhibiting and I think it is not a good thing to do. The availability
of cover is narrowing whereas we should be trying to expand it.
When you narrow your cover it means you reduce your comple-
ment and you get rid of your contacts. You are gradually eroding
the basis for operations. That is what bothers me. We are not going
the right way in promulgating or announcing regulations of this
kind.

You have heard my philosophy and you may disagree with it, but
either we are in the game or we ought to get out of the ballpark,
and we can't afford to do that.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. Well, of course, I disagree. I do not
k think that is the first step in a lot of others. I think the press is

really quite unique and has a special position.
Mr. WILSON. And you are still-after our interrogation, yo, still

feel the same way, Ambassador Brown?
[Ambassador Brown nods in the affirmative.]
Mr. WILSON. Well, do you see any circumstances where United

States journalists might be the only source that we might have to
obtain vital information overseas?
, I mean, because he has got contacts, he has got the confidence of
a lot of foreign government officials, if he is daily contacting them,
are there any circumstances you can see where they might be
really the only way we can get information?
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Ambassador BROWN. It could happen.
Ambassador PORTER. It could happen.
Let's take the example of recruiting agents within the Govern-

ment. It might be that he might be the only one that would have
contact with certain people of such a nature that he could put that
question to them. And that has been eliminated.

Mr. WILSON. Did you want to say something?
Ambassador TRUEHEART. I could conceive of such a case.
Mr. WILSON. In other words, we are hamstringing them to a

certain extent.
Ambassador PORTER. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. Do you believe that there is a danger to our institu-

tions if we continue to utilize U.S. newsmen? Is this, on a broad
philosophical basis, is this a real danger to our institutions, or will
they continue despite-I mean, suppose the directive were reconsid-
ered?

Ambassador PORTER. I don't see any danger to our institutions. I
think if I were a journalist I would be taken aback by the obvious
implication here that I don't know how to handle myself when I
see, or talk to, or know well somebody from the Agency.

I think that-if there is one group in this country that knows
how to take care of itself, it is our media, in every way imaginable.

Mr. WILSON. Well, as Ambassador Brown pointed out, the CIA,
the press courts the CIA rather than the other way around in
many instances.

So doesn't that leave the ethical problem up to the press rather
than to the CIA? ;,

Ambassador BROWN. I think it poses both ways, yes.
I do think that we do have something unique in this country,

that a few of our friends and allies share, and that is a free press,
and if the press in itself feels that this association has become
dangerous over a period of time, then I think it is the time perhaps
to close this avenue off, that is, the covert activity of the journal-
ists. I hope this does not kill the voluntary ones.

Mr. WILSON. I would hope so, too. In the last 3 days I have
become resigned to the fact that the Turner directive is not going
to have that much impact as long as we don't go any further, as
long as that is as far as we go, and we allow the operation to go
ahead as it is prescribed by the Turner directive. But I must say
there have been, particularly among former CIA people, very grave
concern that this was going to be more difficult, make it more
difficult for the CIA to do their job.

Do you see the need for any further restrictive legislation or
directives as far as CIA activities go in foreign countries?

Ambassador BROWN. No, sir, statutory, no. I mean, I think the
process, the oversight process can be deepened in time as the
Agency feels, you know, it has entered into that measure of trust
arrangement that I was talking about before between ambassadors
and station chiefs, the same thing with the legislature. I think that
is the way to do it rather than iron clad statutes that bind us for
all time, and when the time comes that we see that some activity is
in the national interest we simply say, hey, you can't do it.

Mr. WILSON. Well, the Turner directive does say-and I have to
admit, at the very end, the exceptions-no exceptions to the policy
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stated above may be made except with the specific approval of the
DCI. Well, that assures that while publicly we are taking this
stand, but if it becomes necessary, we may have to do it some other
way. That ought to confuse everybody.

Ambassador BROWN. The Agency, though, has a bill with escape
hatches.

Mr. WILSON. And in your way of thinking, that perhaps is the
only way you could operate it instead of having tight statutory
requirements.

OK, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. OK, let me ask one question I forgot to ask before,

and that is your experience with some of these English language
newspapers. The point always is that foreign propaganda is always
aimed at the foreigners and not at the Americans, and hence, our
discussion about feedback; but there is a certain kind of puzzle
about that whole policy. If that is true, why does the Agency spend
so much time and effort in subsidizing and in other ways support-
ing foreign language newspapers in places around the world?

What is your experience about who reads English language news-
papers in foreign capitals? Is there really a foreign language com-
munity that really reads them? Are we influencing anybody other
than our own tourists and our own correspondents who happen to
be there?

Ambassador BROWN. I usually thought that they were put out for
the edification of the staff. You have got to get the baseball scores
and things like that, and the language, since most of them aren't
speaking the foreign language anyway. No, it's a kind of old joke.

Mr. ASPIN. Not taken seriously?
Ambassador BROWN. Not taken seriously, at least in the Europe-

an and Middle Eastern context.
Ambassador PORTER. If they are aimed at Europeans in the

English language or others, other people, other continents, there is
not much practical use.

Mr. WILSON. Wouldn't you say the Paris Herald-Tribune?
Ambassador PORTER. Well, because I think there is a large

enough American community within easy range of-within the
operating area of that newspaper to make it worthwhile.

Mr. WILSON. But is it a credible publication?
Ambassador PORTER. It is as credible a publication as the New

York Times and the Washington Post.
Mr. WILSON. That makes it incredible.
Ambassador BROWN. I think it is a good newspaper.
Ambassador PORTER. It is a relief to get it out there. I subscribe

to it, even now. I like it, it has a certain touch that you don't get at
home, and I think it is worthwhile for me.

Ambassador BROWN. But the real point is that English language
newspapers published abroad are basically for an audience that
doesn't read the local language, and that consists of the American,
the British and maybe the Germans in a French speaking country
who reads English, some government officials who like to read
things in English, a certain amount of the elite that have English,
but you will find that they are also subscribing to other publica-
tions because they are the kind of people that are buying the
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Economist and Time magazine and things like that anyway * * *.
So it is additive, and I don't think it really contributes that much.

Mr. ASPIN. Rather than the danger, what you are saying is that
it is probably a waste of money.

Ambassador BROWN. That's right.
Mr. ASPIN. And it is more of a waste of money.
Ambassador BROWN. If we are putting money into those things

now, then we are wasting our time and money.
Mr. ASPIN. Any other questions?
Loch, maybe you would like to ask a question?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; I just have two very quick items.
Ambassador Trueheart, given your philosophy and your com-

ments on the Turner directive, I wonder if you find it odd that no
mention was made of American freelance writers, even those who
may write on a regular basis?

Apparently under the Turner directive, they can continue to
have a paid, contractual relationship with the CIA.

It that your reading of the directive?
Ambassador TRUEhEART. Well, I haven't read it all that closely,

Mr. Johnson, frankly. And I didn't really-usually things like this,
you can find missing points, and I haven t studied it that much, but
in my own view, such people should be included.

On the other hand, I would not include an American citizen
working for a foreign publication. I didn't say that in my state-
ment, but I do make that distinction.

Mr. JOHNSON. But an American freelancer who is contributing
on a regular basis to an American media outlet you would include
in the Turner directive.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. I think so.
Mr. JOHNSON. And Ambassador Porter, you might view it as just

a further erosion of possible cover if freelancers were included, and
so you would be against that.

Ambassador PORTER. That's right.
Mr. JOHNSON. And Ambassador Brown?
Ambassador BROWN. I feel myself as, under the category of

stringer and as a cover, in a sense.
I don't know, maybe they won't.
Mr. WILSON. Maybe it is a so-called stringer.
Mr. ASPIN. You would treat them the same if it included string-

ers. k
Ambassador BROWN. If he is doing what Mr. Johnson mentioned,

if he is doing it on a regular basis, it seems to me he fits into the
category of stringer one way or the other.

Mr. JOHNSON. Does it matter what the person is writing about?
What if, as apparently is the case of a Station Chief we had in
Bonn, he is writing about music only on a freelance basis? Does it
matter if the person is writing on rather extraneous matters from
a public affairs point of view, as opposed to someone who is writing
regularly as a freelancer about international issues or domestic
issues?

Does that make a difference?
Ambassador BROWN. The difference you are making is the CIA

man writing for someone.
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
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Ambassador BROWN. Well, I don't t :nk we want to prevent the
CIA man, or if George Bush wanted I - write an article in Foreign
Affairs, we would encourage that.

Ambassador TRUEHEART. But in t is case his cover occupation
was a music critic.

Ambassador BROWN. Well, now, tiat is kind of ridiculous.
Mr. JOHNSON. The final point I wanLed to touch upon concerns a

statement from an ambassador which I will paraphrase here. This
ambassador said that if he had additional resources, the first move
he would make would be to reestablish political reporting officers
in the several consulates in his country. He went on to explain that
by law the Foreign Service must carry on a number of consular
functions and that with ever-tighiening resources, the political re-
porting function has been squeezed (ut.

Was this a problem for you gentlemen in your tours?
Ambassador PORTER. Or in countries, for exaniple, like Canada,

we can do very little political reporting in the Frovinces, and we
are now paying for that. W are not in a good p isition because of
budgetary reasons.

Mr. JOHNSON. My point is, I wonder if we are misusing our
resources and channeling them, wrongly perhaps, in the direction
of propaganda activities in the CIA instead cf using resources for
political reporting for the State Department whichh may bear more
fruit.

Ambassador PORTER. Well, you find in I practice you can't get
them to shift their budget or their funds to take care of a position
like that, say be filled by a Foreign Service officer. They will quite
happily turn up the money if you will put one of their people in
there. But that isn't always wise, and certainly in a place like
Canada, not at all. I wouldn't countenance that at all. We do need
political r' )orting, but not the kind that they are supposed to do.
We need, i rst, reporting events plus analysis right away, by a man
who is on top of the situation. They are not thinking of that.

Ambassador BROWN,, But you are right. What you were talking
about then would be what you would call a foreign affairs budget,
which money could move around much more easily. We are not at
that, unfortunately. In the State Department the number of For-
eign Service officers is fewer now than it was 10 years ago. We've
had a series of Op Reds and force reductions of one kind or an-
other, and the sacrifice has been made in political reporting.

Mr. JOHNSON. Of course, the Congress might be in a position to
discourage CIA spending in the propaganda area and encourage
State Department spending in the political reporting area through
the legislative process, moving funds from propaganda to political
reporting. Would that be a useful transfer of funds?

Ambassador PORTER. Yes; that would be useful in my opinion.
Ambassador BROWN. It would be useful if you could hold every-

body to it. Basically, what is happening with Foreign Service per-
sonnel is that consular demands are increasing constantly. You are
mandated by Congress to carry out certain consular responsibil-
ities; you cannot abdicate from those. So therefore if the demand
increases for consular services abroad, you have to sacrifice some-
where. And where you sacrifice, let's say in Montreal, where God
knows we should have some good political reporting officers, what
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ou have is consular officers carrying out their mandated responsi-
ilities and very little political reporting from what can be a gut

political issue.
Mr. ASPIN. What is consular activities? What kind--
Ambassador BROWN. Issuing visas, issuing passports, visitors

visas, immigration visas, getting people out of jail, all these
things--

Ambassador PORTER. Port activities.
Ambassador BROWN. They are all mandated by law, and there is

no way you can escape from them. In otber words, let's put it this
way. For an American to go to England, he needs no papers at all,
just his passport. But for an Englishman to come to the United
States, he has to have a visa, which has to be issued by our
Embassy or one of the consulates, a piece of paper stamped in his
passport. Now, all of that requires an enormous amount of time
and effort, but with very little practical reasoning, but there are
thousands of people tied up in this activity.

Mr. JOHNSON. How does our political reporting compare with the
political reporting of the Soviet Union?

Ambassador BROWN. I wouldn't know. I would like to know.
Mr. AsPIN. What you are saying is that the political reporting

gets squeezed out on this and that we don't get the kind of political
reporting that we ought to have in the Montreal case.

Ambassador BROWN. Right. But I am agreeing basically with
what Ambassador Porter says, that where the squeeze has come is
in what they call constituent posts, the posts that report to the
Embassy. The Embassies themselves have held on to their political
reporting responsibilities, but have tended to knock-when they
are confronted with cutting of staff, they tend to knock it off in
these constituent posts, and that has happened on a global basis in
the last 10 years.

Mr. ASPIN. Does this suggest that some of the consular things
could be changed? I mean, has the Department ever made recom-
mendation to Congress or through the system that, for example,
that we do away with visas for Englishmen visiting the United
States?

Ambassador BROWN. We've done it, done it, and it's always fallen
on deaf ears, the visa business, for the last 10 years.

Mr. WILSON. I understand from your previous statements, I guess
it was Ambassador Porter's, that we have no CIA operations in
friendly countries like Canada---

Ambassador PORTER. To the best of my knowledge--
Mr. WILSON. To the best of your knowledge.
Ambassador PORTER [continuing]. We have no operation in

Canada outside of the normal cooperation with Canadian services.
Mr. WILSON. Or at least any covert activity.
Ambassador PORTER. That's right. It's not a standard CIA oper-

ation.
Mr. WILSON. But is it conceivable .that when there is a problem

such as is growing in Montreal and that area, that it would be
helpful to our foreign policy to have better reporting and
better- -
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Ambassador PORTER. Not if it's covert activity involved, no. I
think that would be a very dangerous thing for us to engage in, in
a country like Canada.

Mr. WILSON. O.K. Now, just one thing on Loch Johnson's question
about freelancers and why should it be included in the Admiral's
directive. We have about 20 prominent members of the press here,
and I imagine if we ask them to give us a specific definition of
what is a freelancer, we would get 20 different logical answers.

Ambassador BROWN. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. That is one of the reasons why-what is a free-

lancer? How big is a horse? You know, I just don't think it is
possible to include it and I am frankly glad it is not included.

Mr. AsPIN. Anybody else?
Thank you all, very, very much for coming. It has been very

interesting and very useful.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 9 a.m., Wednesday, January 4, 1978.]
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HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE
PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:10 a.m., in room

2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Les Aspin (chairman of
the subcommittee), presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Mineta and McClory.
Also present: Loch Johnson, professional staff member.
Mr. ASPIN. We begin this second week of hearings this morning

on the CIA and the media with two witnesses who have given this
topic a great deal of thought.

One of the witnesses today is Dr. Morton H. Halperin, who is
presently the director of the Center for National Security Studies,
an organization sponsored by the American Civil Liberties Founda-
tion and the Fund for Peace. Dr. Halperin has a Ph. D. from Yale
University, was on the faculty at Harvard University, served as a
Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Department of Defense, as well
as a senior staff member on the National Security Council, and has
been a senior fellow in foreign policy studies at the Brookings
Institution. His most recent book is entitled "The Lawless State."

Our second witness, Mr. Stuart Loory, has been a journalist for
the past two decades, including service as a foreign correspondent
in Moscow for the New York Herald-Tribune. He has also been a
fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
and Kiplinger professor of public affairs reporting at Ohio State
University. Presently Mr. Loory is managing editor at the Chicago
Sun-Times. In 1974, Mr. Loory wrote an influential article for the
Columbia Journalism Review, entitled "The CIA's Use of the
Press."

A third witness was scheduled, Mr. John P. Roche. Unfortunate-
ly, his responsibilities as academic dean at Tufts University now
prevent him from joining us today. We regret that, but we are
delighted to welcome Dr. Halperin and Mr. Loory.

Who wants to start?

STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR NATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES

Mr. HALPERIN. First I should say, having been at some of your
other hearings, I want to put three statements, in the spirit of full
disclosure, on the record.
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First, I have in fact, at the invitation of the CIA, lectured at
their headquarters, I have been paid for it and I would do it again
if invited to do so.

Second, when I functioned as a freelance journalist, I have used
the CIA as a source of information and if they were prepared to
continue that relationship, so would I. When I was engaged in
graduate study I in fact went for employment at CIA and was told
that they were not interested in people wearing glasses and it was
the shortest interview I had.

I have a prepared statement that I would like to ask be printed
in the record as written, with the attachments, and also request
permission to add some additional attachments on those issues.

Mr. AsPIN. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Morton H. Halperin follows:]
[The attachments referred to above appear as appendix J. p. 372.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORTON H1. HALPERIN*

Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin by taking this opportunity to commend you
and this committee for holding these public hearings on an issue of vital impor-
tance.

My own remarks will focus on two issues:
(1) the CIA use of the American and foreign press to influence events and

opinions in the United States and (2) the CIA conduct of background investigations
of journalists without their permission and knowledge.

As you will no doubt have been told in these hearings, members of the press, on
their own initiative, talk frequently to officials of the CIA both at home and abroad
as part of their regular news gathering activities. No one would want to prevent
this. The difficulty arises when the CIA exploits these relations or uses its network
of foreign propaganda assets to influence American perceptions or to affect politics
in the United States.

The CIA's position is that it simply supplies information to American reporters at
their request (presumably as its contribution to keeping the American public in-
formed), and that when it supplies false and misleading information to its foreign
assets, it views the feedback into the United States as an unintended and undesired
consequenece.

Even if that were the case, CIA propaganda activities which distort American
perceptions are, in my view, unacceptable and should be prohibited. There is,
however, considerable evidence that the CIA has in the past and continues to use its
various disinformation techniques to influence what appears in the American press,
either to indirectly influence events abroad or to affect events in the United States.
(I leave aside CIA efforts to surpress or censor stories relating directly to CIA
activities). I want to review very briefly several episodes which have come to light.
These are:

1. The CIA effort to discredit studies critical of the Warren Commission Report;
2. The CIA effort to present Salvador Allende as a threat to a free press in Chile;
3. The CIA exploitation of the murder of Robert Welsh, its station chief in Greece;

and
4. The CIA effort to discredit Elias Demetracopoulos.

THE WARREN COMMISSION EPISODE

On April 1, 1967, the CIA sent a dispatch to some of its field offices directing
them to take action where there was discussion of the John F. Kennedy assassina-
tion to discredit and counter the claims of American authors challenging the results
of the Warren Commission Report.

The cable provided a list of themes to be used and directed the stations "to
employ propaganda assets to answer and refute the attacks of the critics. Book
reviews and feature articles are particularly appropriate."

The attached material, to be used in attaching the books, contained information
about the political activities and views of Americans from CIA files, including

*Morton H. Halperin is the director of the Center for National Security Studies whose
activities are sponsored by the ACLU Foundation and the Fund for Peace.
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innuendos about Communist Party membership or control. Here is an excerpt from
the CIA's cables:

Joesten's American Publisher, Carl Marzani, was once sentenced to jail by a
federal jury for concealing his Communist Party (CPUSA) membership in order to
hold a government job. Available information indicates that Mark Lane was elected
Vice Chairman of the New York Council to Abolish the House Un-American Activi-
ties Committee on 28 May 1963; he al,,o attended the 8th Congress of the Interna-
tional Association of Democratic Lawyers (an international Communist front organi-
zation) in Budapest from 31 March to 5 April 1964, where he expounded his (pre-
Report) views on the Kennedy assassination.

Why the CIA felt obliged to attack the critics of the Warren Commission remains
unclear. That the Agency should not be permitted to attack Americans or their
writings seems very clear. Such activity is inappropriate. Moreover, its spill back
effects in the United States should have been clearly anticipated.

At Tab A are documents released to Mark Lane by the CIA under the FOIA
detailing this episode.

ALLENDE AND THE CHILEAN PRESS

As part of the effort to prevent Salvadore Allende from coming to power or
remaining in office, the CIA spread the word through its media assets that he would
abolish freedom of the press in Chile. The recent New York Times series on the CIA
and the press reports that the CIA arranged for the Inter-American Press Associ-
a'tion to issue a statement charging that freedom of the press was being jeopardized
in Chile. This statement was reported in the U.S. as well as the Latin American
press.

The CIA must have known that these efforts would be reflected in the American
press, but it went a step further in providing a briefing to Time magazine, at its
request, and perhaps to other magazines as well. The Church Committee described
this episode as follows:

Third, special intelligence and "inside" briefings were given to U.S. journalists, at
their request. One Time cover story was considered particularly noteworthy. Accord-
ing to CIA documents, the Time correspondent in Chile apparently had accepted
Allende's protestations of moderation and constitutionality at face value. Briefings
requested by Time and provided by the CIA in Washington resulted in a change in
the basic thrust of the Time story on Allende's September 4 victory and in the
timing of that story.

As a result of a lawsuit filed under the FOIA, I have obtained most of the text of
the briefing given by the CIA to Time and perhaps other publications. (They are
included as Attachment B). They show that the CIA provided Time with the same
information that was being put out to its assets in Latin America. In particular, the
documents emphasized the threat to freedom of the press in Chile.

This was done despite the fact that the DDI intelligence estimates were apparent-
ly suggesting that no U.S. vital interests would be threatened by an Allende regime.
Time requested a briefing on Chile. It was given a propaganda document by an
official of the clandestine services. Such officials, in my view, consider contacts with
the American press as "operations" designed to foster the objectives of whatever
covert activity they are engaged in. For that reason, I would suggest that contacts
between the press and the CIA in Washington-or at least briefings arranged by the
press office-should be limited to officials of the DDI. I would not seek to prevent
journalists from seeking out members of the clandestine service, but they should
fully understand what they are likely to be getting.

THE WELCH ASSASSINATION

The Welch Assassinaton case is the only episode that I am awareftf where there
is clear evidence of CIA manipulation of the American press for the purpose of
influencing events in the United States. The CIA successfully exploited the murder
of one of its station chiefs to set back efforts to bring the CIA under constitutional
control.

The facts are no loner in serious dispute.
Sometime before Welch went to Greece, an American magazine, Counterspy,

identified him as station chief in Peru. This did not lead to cancellation of his
assignment. When Welch arrived in Athens he decided to live in the home that CIA
station chiefs had occupied many years. A cable from Langley urged him to live
elsewhere, pointing out that it was widely known in Athens' political circles that
the CIA chief lived in that house. Welch was warned that with anti-American and
anti-CIA feeling running high, he risked assassination if he remained in the house.
He tragically rejected the advice.

24-353 0 - 78 - 13
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When word of Welch's murder reached Washington, the CIA assistant to the
Director for press relations, Angus Thuermer, called many Washington reporters
and told them on deep background, that an American magazine had published
Welch's name and that he was now dead. Lest the point be missed, Thuermer, or
some other CIA official, said on background-for attribution to "a U.S. intelligence
source"-that "we've had an American gunned down by other Americans fingering
him-right or wrong-as a CIA agent." Thuermer did not tell anyone that the
Agency had warned Welch not to live in that house. Indeed, Daniel Schorr reported
in the Washington Post on December 27 that, months later, when the Senate
Intelligence Committee was investigating this episode, the CIA Director sought to
persuade the committee not to make that fact public.

American newspapers the next day reported, on their own authority that Welch's
name had been published in an American magazine and now he was dead. Consider
how different the Welch episode would have been if the stories had begun: "Two
months after he was warned not to live in a notorious house long known to be
occupied by CIA station chiefs, Richard Welch was murdered as he returned to the
house late last night." That the stories instead suggested that Counterspy was
responsible for his death was the result of a deliberate CIA manipulation of the
American press.

I urge this committee to get to the bottom of this episode by questioning Mr.
Thuermer and his supervisors.

THE DEMETRACOPOULOS EPISODE

On December 6, 1977, the New York Times carried an article by David Binder,
describing the activities of Elias P. Demetracopoulos. The story contained the follow-
ing sentence: "CIA records show that in 1951 Mr. Dimitracopoulos (sic) offered his
services to the agency and was turned down. They show that he offered to work for
United States Army Intelligence in August 1951 and was again turned down. The
CIA further alleges that in the 1950's he was associated with both Yugoslav and
Israeli intelligence services." I understand that Mr. Binder has since confirmed to
jounalists that he was shown portions of Mr. Demetracopoulos' CIA file.

Mr. Demetracopoulos has been seeking his files under the FOIA. He has seen, I
understand, no files showing the alleged contacts with U.S. intelligence. He has
been given a CIA memorandum saying that the agency had no record of his having
worked for any foreign intelligence service.

Why did a CIA official show portions of Mr. Demetracopoulos' file to a New York
Times reporter? I urge this committee to explore whether this was not part of a
deliberate CIA effort by the clandestine services to discredit a persistent critic.
Whatever the motive the CIA cannot be permitted to deliberately provide informa-
tion from its files about individuals without their permission. Such action may well
violate the Privacy Act. It certainly violates the CIA charter.

These four episodes may be the tip of the iceberg; they may not. This committee
has an obligation to find out.

Let me turn briefly to one other matter.
As a result of a deposition taken in the case related to the background briefing for

Time magazine, which I discussed earlier, we have learned that the CIA routinely
does background investigations of journalists who ask for or who offer information
"to try to get a feel whether there is any potential problem." As a result of the
investigation, the journalist may be given a security clearance but may not be told
that it has been granted. A copy of the deposition is attached.

The Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has recently held in Weissman v. CIA
that the agency has no authority to conduct background investigations on any
American with no connection with the agency. I do not believe that a journalists
request for or offer of information establishes a sufficient connection to justify a
background investigation under the reasoning of Weissman. In any case, I do not
believe that tfie CIA has or should have the authority to secretly investigate the
lives of American reporters.

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to have been invited to participate in these hearings.
I would be glad to any questions the committee mayhave or to submit additional
documentation for the record should the committee request it.

Mr. HALPERIN. I would like therefore simply to talk from my
statement rather than to read it.

I want to focus on two issues. One is the question of the CIA use
of the American and foreign press to influence events and opinions
in the United States directly, rather than as an inevitable or
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unintended consequence of trying to influence opinion abroad and,
second, what I understand to be a continuing CIA practice of
conducting background investigations of journalists who approach
the CIA for information or to give the CIA information, which is
done without the permission or the knowledge of the journalist
who is subjected to this background investigation.

Now of course the CIA claims that it does not seek to influence
events directly in the United States, and does not seek to influence
the activities of Americans functioning within the United States,
and that it is only an unintended consequence of what they do to
the foreign press. I think that is wrong, that in fact the CIA has in
the past and continues, on some occasions, to seek to influence
what appears in the American press.

The most obvious example, and one that I assume the CIA would
not deny, is where the information has to do with what the CIA
calls its intelligence sources and methods. The CIA has been to
court once to stop the publication of a book and it has discussed
recently going to court again against Mr. Snepp and others. It has
tried to persuade publishers of various Looks not in fact to permit
those books to be published.

We know that the CIA feels free to acquire by any means manu-
scripts or outlines of books, and that it came into unauthorized
possession of both Mr. Marchetti's outline of his proposed book and
Mr. Agee's manuscript before either of them had authorized it to
do so. Mr. Snepp, aware of that practice, went to great lengths to
see that it did not come into unauthorized possession of his.

I tbink, in addition to where CIA sources and methods are in-
volved, there are situations where the CIA does feel free to try to
influence what appears in the American press for the purpose of
influencing what happens in the United States.

I have in my statement, and I want to go through. four cases
that we happen to know about because the documents have been
either released or come to light through congressional investiga-
tions or through Freedom of Information Act requests. There is no
way to know whether these are the tip of the iceberg or 90 percent
of what is going on, but our experience in other areas I think
would suggest if we know about these four cases, there in fact is a
substantial number of others. Let me look at them in turn.

The first has to do With the Warren Commission report. The CIA
had a deliberate clear policy, enunciated in a cable which is at-
tached to my statement, of directing its stations in any country
where there was controversy about the Kennedy assassination to
engage in a major effort, using their communications assets, their
ability to influence editorials, newspaper articles in the foreign
press, including we know a great many English language newspa-
pers in countries where English is not the main language, but also
in countries like England and Australia, to do what it could to
discredit the critics of the Warren Commission.

Now why they chose to do that, they seek to explain in the cable,
as having to do with the fact that some people have accused them
of being involved. I would like to stay out of the question of why
they were concerned about this and simply focus on the question of
what they did, which was to send out a list of objectives and to tell
them to try to get book reviews and feature articles explaining the
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seven reasons that they identified as objections to the critics of the
Warren Commission.

One of the things they succeeded in getting which I do not
mention in my statement was an article in the Spectator, a distin-
guished British publication, which apparently, according to the
documents, was written in Langley, Va. at the CIA headquarters,
placed in the magazines by assets of the CIA in Britain. ow that
is obviously a magazine widely read by Americans and one which
could not have helped but to influence the debate within the
United States on the Warren Commission report, as well as abroad.

In addition, the documents show that the CIA, despite its proud
record of resisting McCarthyism during the fifties, was prepared to
engage in what I think can be fairly described as character assassi-
nation, using information which it had in its files about the lawful
political activities of the critics of the Warren Commission.

One of the kinds of information which the cable instructs the
assets to try to place in newspapers and magazines is the para-
graph that I quote in my prepared statement, which includes, for
example, the statement that Mark Lane was elected vice chairman
of the New York Council to Abolish the House un-American Activi-
ties Committee. Now that was a lawful political organization
within the United States.

I do not believe the CIA ought to have in its files the fact that
Mark Lane was elected vice chairman of the New York Committee
to Abolish the House un-American Activities Committee. I certain-
ly do not think it ought to instruct its assets, its propaganda assets
around the world to publish that information as proof, as the cable
suggests they do, that the whole attack on the Warren Commission
is Communist-directed, Communist-inspired, and run by people who
are engaged in a Communist activity.

Now presumably the CIA thought that people would think that
that organization was a Communist organization. As far as I know
it is not, but it seems to me that is again irrelevant, the CIA should
not be in the business and clearly, at least in this case, was in the
business of spreading what it considered to be derogatory informa-
tion about the lawful political activities of American citizens in
order to discredit their first amendment-protected activities of writ-
ing books and articles and making speeches abroad as well as at
home about the Warren Commission report.

Let me mention that a lawyer for the American Civil Liberties
Union, Mark Lynch, on behalf of Mark Lane, sought to get assur-
ances from the CIA that they would not engage in the same kind of
activities in connection with the recently-published book of his
relating to the Robert Kennedy assassination. A letter was received
back, which I do not have with me but which I will submit for the
record, which I think can be fairly described as equivocal.

[See p. 443 for letter.]
The CIA took the position it would not do anything that would

interfere with Mr. Mark Lane'b first amendment rights, but they
did not define what that was nor did it say that any of the activi-
ties described in the cable they would agree violated his rights nor
whether they would not violate his future rights. So again we have
the problem which, while the documentation is from the past, the
CIA is unwilling to give assurances now to people who were in the
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past subjected to this technique that they will not use it in the
future.

The second case that I refer 'to has to do with Mr. Allende. I
think it relates to a point which I would like to make about the
feedback issue.

There was some discussion that you have had about whether or
not the CIA could notify American newspapers that stories were
fake. Everybody has agreed "no," at least in the current climate,
that the story the next day would be "CIA has planned stories,
seeks to steer American press away."

I think the issue is more serious; namely, a lot of foreigners that
the CIA is seeking to influence read the American press, particu-
larly Time magazine, Newsweek, the international edition of The
Herald-Tribune, New York Times, and so on. Therefore, part of the
process of influencing foreign opinion on broad general questions
like "Is Allende a threat to democracy in Chile?" depends upon
that information appearing in the American press as well as in the
foreign press. It certainly depends on the American press not
having a different view of what is going on. So we know the CIA
was going around using all of its Latin American assets to plant
the story that Allende would seek to abolish the free press in Chile,
and in fact was a threat to democracy and a free press.

If Time magazine had run a story saying "There is really not too
much to worry about, this man looks like he is prepared to operate
within the democratic traditions of Chile," that would have undone
throughout Latin America what the CIA was trying to do. So it
was not a question of wanting or not wanting feedback.

Part of the image of getting this policy in Latin American de-
pended on Time magazine writing a large story presenting a very
different image and an image, by the way, which was consistent as
far as we know with the image the analysts in the CIA had,
namely, Allende would not do anything posing a threat to Ameri-
can interests.

What happened was that Time magazine went to the CIA and
asked for information. The CIA arranged for a briefing, not by the

-analysts in the CIA who would have essentially confirmed the
story Time magazine intended to run, basically a story saying there
is no reason to be hysterical about this man. Indeed they were put
in touch with the operators, the clandestine services who viewed
the effort of Time magazine as part of their efforts, as part of the
effort to carry out the operation that they had been instructed to
carry out, which was to discredit Allende and indeed create a
climate in which a coup against him would become possible.

So they were given a briefing, a copy of which I have obtained
and attached to my statement, which is essentially the same as the
information they were giving out to the foreign press. It is not
clear that any specific sentence in that document is known to be
false by the people who wrote it down, but the point is that it
created the impression as it was intended to create the impression,
contrary to what the analysts in the CIA were arguing, in fact
there was a grave danger to freedom of the press from an election
of Mr. Allende's coming to power. Those documents were given to
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Time magazine, according to the Church committee report.1 They
had the intended effect, Time canceled its favorable story and later
wrote a much less favorable story about the Allende episode.

I think those documents are important because they show the
CIA using the propaganda that it prepared to give to its foreign
assets, giving that propaganda to an American journalist, a jour-
nalist by the way who had a clearance, at least one of them they
gave this information to they had previously cleared, and they still
assert the connection between the CIA and this information, at
least some of the information, is in fact classified.

The third episode I want to talk about is the Welch assassina-
tion. I think it is clear and I think some of the statements Mr.
Colby has made before this subcommittee confirm the basic facts of
this situation, namely, that Mr. Welch was living in a house long
known to be the home of the CIA Station Chief in Greece, that he
was in fact murdered returning to that home, so the people who
killed him did not have to know what his name was and that
knowing his name would have done them no good. What they
needed to know was the man in that car was in fact the CIA
Station Chief. The critical fact was that he was the resident of that
house, not his name, since he did not have his name displayed. The
critical fact is that this was known to be the home of the CIA
Station Chief.

The CIA knew that was dangerous. Indeed, they had sent him a
cable telling him not to live in that house because it w3uld be a
threat to his life if he did so. Yet the CIA not only did not release
that fact when Welch was assassinated but, as Daniel Schorr re-
cently reported, tried to persuade the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee not to release the fact that they had warned him not to live in
that house. They succeeded to the point that the fact appears in
the Senate Intelligence Committee report in a rather cryptic foot-
note, which does not make entirely clear what happened. But my
understanding in fact is that he was sent a very clear cable saying
it is known that that house is the home of the Station Chief, there
is anti-CIA sentiment in Greece which, by the way, I think has
much less to do, as Mr. Colby tried to suggest, with general agita-
tion in-Greece and more relates to the coup in Greece. That was a
basis, not that American critics were saying that the CIA was
doing inappropriate things.

When Welch was killed, Angus Thuermer, the CIA Assistant to
the Director for Press Relations, called every journalist, or as many
as he could reach of the journalists in town covering the CIA, and
said to them on deep background that his name, Welch's name,
was published by Counterspy magazine. That meant the reporters
could use the information but not attribute it to the CIA.

So if you look, as I have, at the stories filed out of Washington on
the date of assassination, they all, or almost all lead with the same
sentence: "Several months after his name appeared in an Ameri-
can magazine Mr. Welch was killed tragically in Greece."

If Mr. Thuermer had called those people 'and said, we told him
not to live in that house, he ran that risk, the stories would have

ISee "Covert Action in Chile, 1963-1973". Staff report of the Select Committee to study
government operations with respect to intelligence activities, United States Senate, December
18, 1975.
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said "Two months after he disobeyed or ignored a warning from
the CIA he was murdered," the discussion would have focused not
on Counterspy magazine fingering him but of the whole question,
which I think does deserve attention, of a proper CIA cover for CIA
operatives abroad if they are going to have them.

That episode, the Welch episode, continues today to be cited as
an example of the dangers from too much public discussion about
the CIA, because it leads to assassination. I would call to your
attention, and I will submit for the record, a Washington Post
editorial which I think is a good example of the degree to which
this effort succeeded, the editorial in effect saying that the critics
have gone too far, they published the names, and this has tragical-
ly led to assassination, a very different assessment than the one
Mr. Colby gave this subcommittee.

The fourth episode and very recent has to do with a story written
in the New York Times by Mr. David Binder last month dealing
with the activities of Mr. Elias Demetracopoulos. That article
shows right on its face Mr. Binder was given CIA documents which
the CIA has thus far declined to release to Mr. Demetrcopoulos
under the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act, and
they also apparently gave Mr. Binder information which is appar-
ently contradicted by that which Mr. Demetracopoulos has in fact
received.

He is, as I understand it, a permanent resident alien of the
United States and therefore is covered not only by the U. S. Consti-
tution, but is even a "United States person" as the Justice Depart-
ment has recently used it and is covered by the Privacy Act. I
think this raises questions about the CIA selectively leaking from
its own files to an American newspaper for the purpose of influenc-
ing events in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, let me turn briefly to the other issue that I want
to raise. That is the question of the CIA conducting secret back-
ground investigations of American citizens, particularly as relevant
to this hearing, of journalists without their permission and without
them having applied for a job at the CIA.

The deposition that we have taken in the case in which we have
gotten the Chile background briefing, which I have submitted for
the -record, indicates that the CIA, when approached by journalists
for information or when it is approaching journalists seeking infor-
mation from them as a result of trips they have taken abroad, will
at least on some occasions and continuing into the present, conduct
secret background investigations of that individual. That will clear-
ly include checking with the FBI, with the Passport Office, with
the Secret Service and with other domestic agencies to find out
about that individual.

It would also include going out into the field and gathering
information about the journalist without his or her permission and
without identifying the investigators as from the CIA, as a result of
which the CIA conducts a file on the basis of whicb it makes a
determination whether to give the journalist a clearance. There are
in fact a number of American journalists walking around this
country with CIA clearances without knowing that that honor has
been bestowed upon them and without knowing that the CIA gives
them information as it gave this information on the Allende brief-
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ing, only because they have succeeded in getting clearance. The
fact of this is clear from the deposition.

I would like to also submit for the record what I do not refer to
in my statement, that is a set of documents that Mr. Richard
Dudman, the head of the St. Louis Post Dispatch Washington
Bureau, has received under the Freedom of Information Act. I
would like to hand these in now and include them in the record.
They show that the CIA in fact ordered such an investigation of
Mr. Dudman in 1972 as a result of his contact with the agency
after he took a trip to China. As a result of his contacts with the
agency on his China trip, the CIA conducted a background investi-
gation, it requested the FBI and other agencies to give reports on
him, and a request was made to grant him a security clearance. I
think the documents do not make it clear whether in fact he was
granted that clearance. My understanding is Mr. Dudman was not
informed that investigation was being undertaken and that the
CIA was going to decide whether or not to give him a clearance.

Now the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
Court has ruled in a Freedom of Information Act case that such
background investigations of Americans with no contact with the
CIA violates the CIA charter. I think it also raises grave questions
for the CIA's relation to the press when the CIA uses the excuse of
a journalist seeking information or the excuse of their approaching
a journalist to ask him or her for information to do an investiga-
tion of that journalist to find out about them. As the CIA official
doing the deposition, Mr. Briggs, told us, he said we want to get a
feel as to whether there is any potential problem.

I do not know quite what that means but I do not think the CIA
has the right to use its secret intelligence gathering facilities to
find out what it wants to know about journalists with whom it is
conducting relationships.

That completes my statement. I am of course delighted to answer
questions.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Halperin.
Let's hear next from Mr. Loory.
Mr. MCCLORY. May I join in welcoming Mr. Loory here this

morning from my native State, a distinguished journalist, the man-
aging editor of the Sun-Times, a great national metropolitan news-
paper. I want to say I am delighted he is here with us, and look
forward to hearing his testimony and his responses to our inquir-
ies.

STATEMENT OF STUART LOORY, CHICAIGO SUN-TIMES
Mr. LOORY. Thank you very much, Mr. McClory.
Mr. Chairman, I did not realize that we were expected to make

full disclosure, but I will.
I have never lectured at Langley at the CIA headquarters and

have never taken a fee for any lectures that I have never given. I
did once there have a very good lunch with Mr. Helms in his
dining room, a working lunch. He was a very good source of infor-
mation to me, and indeed the CIA has been a source on many
stories and, like Mort Halperin, I hope they will continue to be.

Thanks for inviting me here to air my views on the relationship
between the CIA and the press.
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I would like to discuss two matters with you this morning: One,
the need that I see to air completely the past relationships between
the CIA and the press, including revelation of names, dates, places
and duties-and now that Mort has raised it, the issue of whether
or how many reporters there are walking around with security
clearances that they do not know about. I think this is necessary in
order to wipe the slate clean and create the conditions for a future
free of suspicion.

Two, I think there is a need to determine the extent to which the
CIA, during the cold war, functioned as a propaganda machine
aimed largely at affecting public opinion in the United States.
Frankly, I do not believe that the primary purpose of the agency's
propaganda effort was always only to support U.S. policy overseas.
I think that it also worked to create a favorable climate at home
for the enactment of foreign policy.

To expand on my first point, ever since former CIA Director
William E. Colby revealed in November 1973 that the CIA had
retained American journalists as paid agents, there has been a
significant disagreement on just how pervasive that relationship
has been. Colby in 1973 said there were "some three dozen" Ameri-
can newspersons on the CIA payroll.

Carl Bernstein, in his article in Rolling Stone earlier this year,
said the agency had had relationships with 400 American journal-
ists. The New York Times in its series last month said "more than
30 and perhaps as many as 100 American journalists" have worked
as salaried intelligence operatives. Obviously 'there is great dis-
agreement here and the real truth is not yet known.

I think the American people a,'e entitled to a more specific
accounting on the extent of the relationship. They are also entitled
to know more specifically just what those journalists did for the
agency, whether they functioned as intelligence gatherers, which
raises one set of issues, or as propaganda disseminators, which
raises yet another and I think far more serious set of issues.

I also think that until the agency makes complete disclosure of
its past relationships with the press there will be little reason to
think it is telling the truth when it says it is sticking by its new
policies.

I agree with others who have appeared before this committee
who argue that there must be no attempts by the CIA to use the
American news business as cover. The agency, even in Admiral
Turner's latest directive on the subject, still insists on allowing
ambiguities. We have no way of knowing just how ambiguous the
directives are unless we are made more familiar with past prac-
tices. Our definition of freelance writer, for example, or stringer
could vary significantly from the agency's. Even our definition of a
paid relationship could be at variance, and the last sentence of
Admiral Turner s directive even allows a huge exception in saying
any exception has to be cleared by himself.

If you believe the agency, the past practice was that, whenever
journalists were being retained, that retention had to be cleared by
the Director of Central Inteligence or one of his deputies. So that
in essence, even with the very nicely drafted statement of Admiral
Turner, what we have is the old policy restated.

That brings me to my second point.
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There have been reports that even some of the most distin-
guished of American, journalists have at times disseminated CIA
propaganda, sometimes knowingly. If this is so, it makes a mockery
of the historic arm's-length relationship between the press and the
Government in the United States. The news business in this coun-
try just cannot function properly if it is to become a handmaiden of
the Government, if its reporters are to moonlight clandestinely for
Government agencies, if its dispatches are to be polluted unwit-
tingly, or wittingly, with untruths or slants that alibi for the
Government.

Mr. Colby has told the New York Times that the agency instruct-
ed foreign journalists in its employ what to write "all the time,"
and that is his quote. He denies that such was the general practice
with the American journalists in his employ.

Frankly, I think we need a more detailed look at the record
before that statement can be believed with confidence.

Mr. Chairman, I think there is good reason to investigate the
past and make public a more detailed and specific record about it.
Permissible future activities cannot be delineated or defined prop-
erly without knowing what went on before. That goes not only for
the CIA but for the news business itself.

Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Loory.
Let me turn to questions from the other two gentlemen who are

here this morning: Mr. Norman Mineta, who has been attending
these hearings last week, and we are grateful to have him back
again; for the first time here at the hearings, Bob McClory from
Illinois.

Mr. McClory, do you have some questions you would like to
address to the witnesses?

Mr. McCLORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Halperin, we were sort of involved in this Welch matter in

the Select Committee on Intelligence in that his assassination oc-
curred at a time that the Pike committee was operating, so we got
rather close 'o that matter. The thing that concerned me, following
the event, was che suggestion in some of the news articles that
leaks had occurred which resulted in the identification of this CIA
station agent.

When I heard that, as the ranking member on the committee, I
communicated with the CIA and asked if they had provided any,
information to anyone that any leak had occurred as far as the
committee was concerned, notwithstanding that the news articles
implied or inferred that such had occurred. They informed me that
they had not represented that there had been any leak from any
committee.

Do you have any information that-in this deep background that
you refer to, information to the contrary?

Mr. HALPERIN. No. My impression is that the CIA simply took
the position that the publication of the name-that they did not
get into the question at all of how the na-me had come into the
possession of the role Counterspy magazine played. This was not an
accusation about a leak.

Mr. MCCLORY. I have tried to determine, too, whether or not Mr.
Colby-and I do not believe Mr. Colby at the time knew where
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Welch was living or had himself indicated where Welch was living.
Do you have any information that Mr. Colby did know or that he
personally had made any decision about Welch's abode in Greece?

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, Mr. Colby has discussed this matter before
this subcommittee last week, and I would not want to paraphrase
him. I would urge you to look at that record.

I think he is indicating there that he did in fact know about his
living in that house and he attributes the activity that the agency
took on the first day to emotion and being upset about the death of
a CIA Station Chief. But my assumption is that when something
like that happens, the counterintelligence file on that individual, in
fact, is brought to the attention of senior officials of the Agency. It
was the counterintelligence staff, that is the staff that is responsi-
ble for protecting CIA agents, that had urged Mr. Welch not to live
in that house, and I find it difficult to believe that that fact was
not on the director's desk within minutes after the assassination.

Mr. MCCLORY. You are suggesting-of course you are suggesting
review of these four incidents, too--

Mr. HALPERIN. That is right.
Mr. MCCLORY [continuing]. To which you have made reference.
You are suggesting, are you not, that the reason why Welch was

assassinated was that he was living in a house that had been used
by CIA agents or Station Chiefs--

Mr. HALPERIN. Station Chiefs.
Mr. MCCLORY [continuing]. In Greece? At the same time, you

appear to be denying that the publication and identification of
Station Chiefs in Counterspy magazine was not the cause?

Mr. HALPERIN. That is right. I think Mr. Colby in his testimony
earlier last week essentially agreed with that, said that he thought
the publication of names had added to the climate in which there
was a tendency to take action against Station Chiefs, but I think is
no longer suggesting that the publication of the name of the partic-
ular individual, Mr. Welch, which identified him by the way as
being in Peru--Mr. MCCLORY. Are you condoning the publication of the names of
Station Chiefs in a magazine without authority?

Mr. HALPERIN. My position is that individuals who have obtained
that information as a result of security clearances should net in
fact publish those names. I think where the CIA has not seen fit to
provide appropriate cover for individuals, and it is easy, as Mr.
Colby concedes, to determine the name simply by looking at State
Department publications, official publications of the State Depart-
ment, that it is difficult to condemn people who do that. I think in
fact it is counterproductive. I have not engaged in it, have urged
people, when they asked me, not to do so, but I do not think it
played any role in this assassination or in any other way.

Mr. MCCLORY. You made reference to the Allende case and then
described some of the things that the CIA was doing there. Actual-
ly, the CIA is a branch of the executive, part of the executive
branch, and the CIA was not doing anything which was inconsist-
ent with national policy with regard to the Allende regime, was it?

Mr. HALPERIN. Absolutely not. I did not mean to give that im-
pression. I think the CIA was operating under clear instructions
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from the White House, doing exactly what the White House
wanted it to do.

Mr. MCCLORY. With respect to these background investigations
that are done, do you think that the background investigation of-
frankly, I would think if they were sending a journalist to Commu-
nist China, it might be important for us to know whether or not he
has any contacts or relatives or whatever over there.

Is it your feeling that these background investigations are all
right as long as you tell the person about it, but they are not all
right if you do not tell them about it?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think they are all right if you get the person's
permission. I think if people want to have the CIA investigate
them-there is a separate question of whether the CIA charter
prohibits them from conducting them at all and some other agency
of the Government ought to do so. I think if an individual wants to
have the Government investigate him and they get his or her
permission, the Government has a right to do it. The question of
whether CIA does is another question.

I do not think the Government has the right, and specifically I
do not think the CIA has the right, to investigate people without
their permission.

Mr. MCCLORY. I was intrigued recently reading in this volume,
"A Man Called Intrepid," by a man called William Stevenson, who
conducted masterful espionage and counterespionage prior to and
during World War II, operating in the Rockefeller Center in New
York primarily in this country. He developed a story with regard
to astrology which was conducted by a person by the name of de
Wohl. This story was a pure fabrication, but it had substantial
effect around the world in undermining Hitler and his influence by
predicting his demise and his defeat.

This was picked up by Associated Press I think and it was-
although it was pure fabrication, it had a substantial effect in the
turn of events in World War II. I would judge that as being a
masterful intelligence activity consistent with what the writer's
goals were and our substantial goals at that time, although this
was before our entry into the war.

What do you think about that?
Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I think that questions about Hitler always

are the hardest to answer about all of these issues. I think clearly
when Congress declares war the situation changes, and I think the
question of what kind of restrictions all of us would accept change
if Congress declares war. If Congress has not declared war, then I
think these activities are in fact unacceptable in democratic soci-
ety.

I think the fact that most of us now looking back at Hitler would
approve of those activities in retrospect, in relation to a single
historical individual, does not make them right.

Mr. McCLORY. Two things, you make a distinction between war
and nonwar?

Mr. HALPERIN. Between Congress declaring war--
Mr. McCLoRY. Then you make a distinction between the objective

of the propaganda story or the fabricated news story as to what the
objective is?

Mr. HALPERIN. Right.
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Mr. MCCLORY. Who is going to make these important decisions?
Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I think that it is up to Congress to, in

general, make them about the historical period in which we live,
and we do not, face a Hitler. I think that that is a fact that
Congress ought to take account of in deciding what kind of authori-
ty it wanted to give to a secret intelligence service.

Mr. MCCLoRY. Some people at that time thought Hitler was a
good guy.

Mr. HALPERIN. That is true. That is the judgments you get paid
to make, and I would urge you to make them--

Mr. MCCLORY. I am sure I have used up my 5 minutes.
Mr. HALPERIN [continuing]. I am sure not enough.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me go back to an article, Mr. Loory, that you had in The

Washington Post back in 1974. You are recounting your experi-
ences in Czechoslovakia some 15 years ago and how you had been
able to travel about, get interviews and then being, I guess inter-
viewed would be a proper word, by an embassy officer. You made
the statement in that article. After being questioned at some
length by the embassy officer, you say, "Unwittingly I had become
an agent of my government rather than a representative of the
American people."

Why do you say just because you were interviewed you had
unwittingly become an agent of the government rather than a
representative of the people?

At that point I assume you had not written any article. Does
that kind of a "debriefing" make you a government agent?

Mr. LOORY. I think so. I think particularly in the context of the
times, Congressman, it was just a relatively short period of time
after an Associated Press correspondent in Czechoslovakia had
been arrested and jailed for spying. It was always considered in
this country that he had been very badly bum-rapped, that action
had been taken against him without any justification. All of a
sudden, after my experiences in the embassy in Prague that day, I
can understand just how Czechoslovakian officials might have con-
sidered Bill Otis a spy, without Bill Otis doing anything that he
thought was unjustified.

The circumstances were that I was a young correspondent in an
Eastern European country who had come into the possession of a
lot of information that I could not evaluate myself, based on inter-
views with various Czechoslovakian organizations. I went to the
American Embassy and I said, "I need help. I have all this infor-
mation and perhaps there is somebody here who can tell me which
of it is good and which of it I should be careful with."

Instead of getting that kind of help, I found myself being subject-
ed to a real intense questioning. " OK, what else did he say? Did he
have anything to say about this or that?" And the person who had
been named to help me was all of a sudden my interrogator, taking
notes furiously. It was an unnerving experience.

With all of the stories that we hear about how embassies are
bugged, having just passed a policeman in a guard box on the way
into the embassy, not yet having written a word, if the Czechs were
listening in, if they noted my coming or going they did not know
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whether I was going to write a word. All they had perhaps on their
tapes and in their records was the fact that I had gone around to
see a whole bunch of Czech officials and then I had first thing run
right to the American Embassy and dumped all of my information.

Sure I think that kind of debriefing ;s not justified; simply on
appearances if for no other reason at all, I think it compromises a
correspondent. If I had to do it over again, I never would do it,
under those circumstances, as soon as I saw how the session was
going.

Mr. MINETA. There is no question that you do not think that
journalists should be propaganda disseminators and you are
making an equally strong case for information--gathering as well?

Mr. LOORY. That is right.
Mr. MINETA. As far as making that relationship between the

journalists and the CIA?
Mr. LoORY. That is right. I think we do our job best when we

report for our readers. If the CIA can find any value in my dis-
patches, terrific, I am all for it, but I do not think that I should
disclose to them the contents of my notebooks beyond what I report
in my dispatches.

Mr. MINETA. But you would still be willing to go to the CIA as
far as intelligence gathering for any information they might have?

Mr. LoORY. Absolutely. Also, in a subtle kind of way, to trade
information with them, because when I conduct an interview--

Mr. MINETA. Have you not crossed the fine line at that point
when you say trade information.

Mr. LOORY. Well, these lines are fuzzy lines and I was going to
amplify on what I mean by trading information.

When I conduct an interview, it is not always so one-sided that I
simply soak up information without giving information. If I am
interviewing you on what this committee is after I might say,
"Congressman, I understand that it is not your purpose to go into
past associations between the CIA and the press," and you may
give me an answer. I will say, "Well, that is funny because Con-
gressman Aspin told me the other day just the opposite."

Well, I have just given you a piece of information. That is the
kind of trading of information that I see no problem with, but it is
when I am going specifically to give information that I would not
be giving to my readers.

Mr. MINETA. Dr. Halperin, do you make that same distinction
between propaganda disseminating and information gathering, and
how do you feel about that arm's-length relationship?

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I would make a distinction between what I
think the CIA ought to be prohibited from doing and the question
of ethics the particular journalists want to follow in their own
profession.

I would think the CIA ought to be prohibited from giving false
information or propaganda information to journalists and ought to
be required, when a journalist comes to CIA headquarters for a
briefing, that that briefing be given by the analytical staff of the
agency based on their analysis, rahter than the clandestine ser-
vices of the agency.

Beyond that, I would leave it to the journalists as to whether
they want to get information from the CIA, whether they want to
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trade information in the form of questions or in the form of read-
ing from their notebooks. That, it seems to me, is a question
journalists ought to decide for themselves.

I guess my view would be if I were a journalist that CIA opera-
tives in the field are in the field to carry out operations of the U.S.
Government, and therefore I would be very skeptical of what they
told me.

On the other hand, my experience when I was in the Govern-
ment with talking to Station Chiefs is that they generally know as
much about the politics of a country as anybody, and if I was a
journalist I would not want to stop talking to the Station Chief. I
would do it, knowing at some point he might be giving a particular
line. I think the journalist has to decide for himself or herself what
he or she may want to do, in what they are prepared to trade to
get what they want, because you cannot conduct a one-sided inter-
view, nobody has ever been able to figure out how to do that.

Mr. MINETA. As both of you have seen the recent directive by
Admiral Turner relative to the press-CIA relationship, do you feel
that regulation goes far enough and is clear enough to stand on its
own; or should it be amplified further?

Should that be backed up by legislation?
Dr. Halperin.
Mr. HALPERIN. I would say it clearly required immediately an

executive order then finally legislation.
There is a final sentence which says the DCI can change this for

any particular purpose he wants to. In terms of public assurance
that this is not going on, the -directive is meaningless. There is a
general exception.

That means the DCI tomorrow, yesterday, or the day after, may
make exceptions.

Mr. MINETA. On a case-by-case basis?
Mr. HALPERIN. It doesn't say that. He can say, "This does not

apply to the 12 largest newspapers of the United States." He could
have made that pronouncement secretly; and if you called and
asked they would say, "It is protected information." That phrase
makes the document meaningless. You have to be prepared to
make rules and stick with them.

I also think there are a number of problems with the specific
wording of the document which could be better and more clearly
stated than the document it replaces.

Mr. MINETA. What about "stringers" and "freelancers"?
Mr. HALPERIN. I think freelancers should be covered in the sense

that anybody identifies himself as a freelance journalist. This is
defined as somebody who has credentials which authorizes him or
her to represent himself or herself as working for a newspaper or
is officially recognized by a foreign government as working for a
newspaper organization.

You can define "stringers" as somebody who identifies as a free-
lance American journalist writing for American publications. I
would include such persons.

Mr. MINETA. Could a freelance journalist be accredited for a one-
shot story?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes; that often happens.
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Mr. MINETA. That would place them in what relationship with
the CIA under this directive?

Mr. HALPERIN. They are still not covered. Often they will get
accreditation from a foreign government. But as a freelancer, the
directive only covers those who are recognized as representing a
news organization. If a journalist goes abroad and says, "I am a
freelance journalist and covering the story to write articles for
magazines," that person is not covered. Also, it does not include
those covered by a fake news organization.

Mr. MINETA. A fake news organization?
Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. If I go abroad and say, "I work for the

Washington Sun Times," and there is no Washington Sun Times, I
can go all the way around the world with fake credentials and, in
fact, be a CIA agent. I think those directives should prohibit the
persons of the CIA from representing themselves as working for
nonexistent organizations. That has the same corruptive effect on
the press.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Lo<ry.
Mr. LOORY. I would agree with everything Mort said.
On the question of freelancers and can they be accredited, we do

that all the time. Somebody will come to me and say, "I have just
been invited to China and I am going with the Chicago Trade
Delegation. How would you like some articles from me?" We say,
"Certainly; we would be happy to take a look at them when they
come in and if they warrant it, we will publish them."

At times, we provide letters to them saying they represent the
Chicago Sun Times and please extend whatever courtesy you can.

I think this directive clearly allows the CIA to use people like
that; perhaps to seek our cover.

The question of the fake organizations, once again, is apparently,
from what the New York Times reported in its series, a very
serious one. I think the way to provide an answer to this is to find
out just what they have done in the past in the way of using those
organizations and how those organizations were used.

Once again, I think there was a big propaganda component in
the use of those organizations. Not only do they provide cover but
also information which found its way into the American. press.

Mr. MINETA. What about legislation? Should this area be legislat-
ed? - ....

Mr. LooRy. I would disagree with Mort as to legislation as a
matter of principle. I think the whole area of the news business
and its responsibilities and rights and privileges are covered by the
first amendment and I would hate to see us get into legislation on
any matter dealing with that if we get to questions of accreditation
or how reporters should specifically be dealt with.

Mr. MINE TA. Should the directive be clarified or legalized by
executive order?

Mr. LOORY. I think you are going to have an awfully difficult
time getting a directive written that will cover all the definitions
adequately. I think the CIA will always want the kind of loophole
that Admiral Turner has left for himself in that last sentence.
They are not in the business of limiting their prerotives. What
they are trying to do is 'arnit their prerogatives in a way they can
live with later on if they need an exception.
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Mr. HALPERIN. May I comment on the legislation issue? I agree
there should not be legislation which seeks to regulate the conduct
of journalists and which seeks to regulate the relationship between
the press and the CIA but as to the use of CIA as to operational
activities, that is a rule which has to do with the CIA's authority to
enter new relationships. That is for nonnews gathering. I think
legislation in that one area is appropriate and desirable.

Mr. MINETA. I don't recall, Mr. Chairman. Was the relationship
between the CIA and Peace Corps volunteers and AID legislated?

Mr. ASPIN. No; that is just an agreement of successive heads of
those organizations. It is strictly an informal agreement; nothing
even made public.

Mr. MINETA. That is not by legislation in that instance. Are we
going to follow the format of going through the charts?

Mr. ASPIN. Sure; go through them.
Mr. MINETA. The chairman has prepared three charts of various

areas covering the press and the CIA, as to their "activities;"
"people;" and "bond of association." I wonder if we could go
through those charts.

First, as to "activities" as far as information, story confirmation,
information swapping, prebriefing, debriefing, access to files/out-
takes, prior tasking of intelligence collection.

Who would like to start on that?
Mr. LOORY. Story confirmation; I see nothing wrong with that.
Information swapping; once again, in the informal way I alluded

to, nothing wrong with that.
Prebriefing; I think oftentimes that can be of terrific value to a

journalist if you are going overseas to some foreign country. It
would be normal to go around to the appropriate state departments
and get a briefing and also go to the CIA and also perhaps to the
Pentagon and get their briefings.

Debriefing; certainly not, in any formal way, in any kind of
informal way. Once again, in the nature of story confirmation, I
see no problem with that.

Mr. MINETA. The question there would be who initiates it; wheth-
er the CIA comes to you or whether you voluntarily come in.

Mr. LOORY. If I initiate it, fine.
Access to files and outtakes; no.
Prior tasking of intelligence collection; absolutely not.
Mr. MINETA. What about the CIA coming to you or one of your

staff photographers and saying: "There was a picture in the paper
showing this, but what about the other 83 pictures that you have
not published? Can we take a look at those?'

Mr. LOORY. No, I wouldn't permit that under any circumstances.
I would sell them copies as we sell anybody copies of pictures

that have already appeared in the paper.
Mr. MINETA. Would you sell pictures that haven't appeared?
Mr. LOORY. No, we don't do that.
Mr. MINETA. You don't do that even as a commercial business?
Mr. LOORY. No.
Mr. MCCLORY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MINETA. Yes.
Mr. MCCLORY. In line with your willingness to provide debriefing

if you initiate it, wouldn't you, if you had photographs which you
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didn't publish, which you thought would be useful to the CIA or
our national security, want to provide those photographs?

Mr. LOORY. No, I would like to think any such photograph would
be of such news value that I would use it in my newspaper. The
only reason I wouldn't use the photographs is if they didn't contain
a significant amount of information.

Mr. MINETA. What about that May Day parade? You don't know
if it is a 9.3 millimeter gun and maybe if we knew it was a 1.5
millimeter taken at f/15 at a certain time in the afternoon we
could figure out if it is a 9.3 or whatever.

Mr. Loon-,'. I covered four May Day revolution parades in the
Soviet Union and they are indeed a funny sight. The best pictures
are always taken by the wives of the military attaches who prac-
tice for days beforehand in the use of lenses this wide. And then
you look around in the stands and they are taking Brownie Kodak
pictures. Those pictures are all processed within minutes and are
on their way back to the United States before we get back to our
offices to write our stories. I am not disclosing any information
because I am sure there are pictures of all the people who take
pictures in files all over the world.

Mr. HALPERIN. And pictures of the people who take pictures.
[General laughter.]

Mr. LOORY. The May Day thing is something which comes up. I
reported in my own article, in the Columbia Journalism Review,
that the editor of Life Magazine used to allow government people
to come up and look at their pictures which they didn't use. I don't
think I would do that; as a matter of fact, I know 1 wouldn't.

Mr. MINETA. Doctor.
Mr. HALPERIN. I again would distinguish between what I think

the Government should regulate and what journalists might want
to do as a matter of their own ethics and style. The only thing I
would require is that the CIA be prohibited as to propaganda, and
the debriefing process should be done by the analytical staff.

As far as what journalists would do, the basic rule I would follow
is to treat the CIA as everybody else. I have occasionally spent
time trying to persuade newspapers to sell me a picture they didn't
publish. In some instances there is flat refusal; in other instances I
am told by the publisher to go to the photographer, "Maybe you
can make a commercial arrangement with him."

The only thing I have to say about this is, if you wouldn't make
the picture available to a private individual or a commercial orga-
nization, then the CIA should not be treated in a different manner.

If you go in to see people in the CIA and say, "What can you tell
me about the construction of grain silos in Bulgaria?" and they
say, "We don't know anything about that at all, but we would love
to know." Has that person violated the directive? I would say there
is no way to define that; it is up to each journalist in terms of his
or her own ethics.

Mr. MINETA. Under this first category, what about foreign jour-
nalists? Would you distinguish between foreign and domestic?

Mr. LOORY. No, I wouldn't. The danger of blowback is you feed
propaganda to a foreign journalist and the first thing you know
you are reading it in the Chicago Sun Times because it was picked
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up by an American news organization and transmitted back to this
country.

Second, I think there are extremely ethical and moral problems
involved in polluting the world's information network with false
information. I would like to see some indication that there was or
is any value to that kind of thing.

Congressman, you raised the issue before of Intrepid in World
War II, and that wonderful propaganda coup Mr. Stevenson pulled
off.

I would like to see some indications that the CIA, with all the
tens or hundreds of millions of dollars it spends on its propaganda
effort, produced anything of value other than Djilas' New Class and
the revelation of Khrushchev's secret speech. Those are the only
things they point to and say there was any success involved. What
else did they do? Frankly, I don't think very much.

Mr. AsPIN. They overthrew Allende didn't they?
Mr. HALPERIN. I think they painted a picture of Allende so that

when he, in fact, was overthrown, they thought maybe that was
good or maybe important for our national security which is not
what the analyst in the CIA believed.

I think they have been successful but I would emphasize again
they can only be successful on local issues. If they are trying to
create an image of Cuban activities in Africa, in order to be suc-
cessful they have to permeate the American press. We know they
were trying to do the Chinese one. If you look at the Smith book,,
he fabricates the story that the Chinese were sending troops into
Indonesia. It was picked up by the American press and it was
pawned off as a worldwide effort of the Chinese expansion. The
CIA was trying to pawn that off. They were not off on their own
doing this. It was through a directive of the President. The success
depended on it being picked up by the American press. You can't
successfully paint a picture of Chinese expansion if you say, no, the
Chinese are worried about their own security and have this coming
out from an unidentified source in Singapore. I suggest this com-
mittee may want to get to the bottom of those worldwide propagan-
da examples. Mr. Smith ran a staff in headquarters concerned with
worldwide propaganda themes. If you look at those themes you will
find they have been substantially successful and the successes have
involved the taking of the themes by the American as well as the
foreign press.

Mr. MINETA. What about the support activities? The three cate-
gories there.

Mr. LOORY. I am not sure about those parties.
Mr. MINETA. Where the CIA might ask a journalist station head

in, say, France--
Mr. LoORY. I don't think any of those are appropriate for journal-

ists to carry out. Similarly, in agent work, I don't think those are
appropriate and I don't think the dissemination of propaganda is
appropriate. There probably are times we do it unavoidably for the
reasons Mr. Halperin is talking about. We get it unwittingly and
reflect it in our news stories.

'See Joseph Burkholder Smith, "Portrait of a Cold Warrior." Putnam: New York, 1976.
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Mr. HALPERIN. All of these are covered in the cryptic sentence:
"* * * for the purpose of conducting any intelligence activities
•* *" in Admiral Turner's directive. I think they all should be

prohibited explicitly by regulation. I would add to the executive
order a statement which says; "Conducting any intelligence activi-
ties includes but is not limited to * * " and lists all those things.
Again, I would not try to prohibit a journalist from inviting a. CIA
Station Chief to a party but I would prohibit a Station Chief from
having a party--

Mr. MINETA. What about foreign journalists?
-- Mr. LOORY. I think the same thing would apply to foreign jour-

nalists.
Mr. MINETA. Doctor.
Mr. HALPERIN. I think I disagree. It depends somewhat on the

country and whether or not there is a free press in that country or
not. Certainly for countries where the press is part of the govern-
ment prohibiting the CIA from recruiting agents, and I am assum-
ing we are continuing to have a clandestine service, it doesn't
make sense to put Tass service recruits off limits simply because
they function in one sense as journalists. So I think I would try to
make a distinction between countries with a free, independent
press and countries where the press is, in fact, a part of the
government and not prohibit it in the latter.

Mr. AsPIN. What would you say in the case where the press is up
for sale?

Mr. HALPERIN. I guess I have less problem with the CIA using
the foreign press for nonjournalistic purposes partly because, in
fact, as you suggest, other people do, so there is nothing we can do
to make the foreign press clean in that sense because their own
Government is not going to issue a regulation. One rule to think
about, I think, is if the foreign government has adopted a similar
rule for its own press, we should respect it. I would be amazed if
any government adopted rules like this. If the Canadian Govern-
ment had a rule saying the Canadian journalists cannot do these
things, we clearly should not do that. And obviously you run it
through a continuum here. Where exactly you draw the line is not
entirely clear. It is clear, on the one hand, you don't want to do it
with the British and Canadian press but, on the other hand, you
want the CIA to do it with the Russian journalists.

Mr. MINETA. What about the problems of blowback?
Mr. HALPERIN. I would limit it to activities which don't involve

placing information in the press. I would, absolutely, if they are
trying to convert a Tass correspondent into giving them secret
information from the Russian Government or using the Bulgarian
correspondent to pick up information from the Bulgarian Govern-
ment. You don't have a blowback situation. I would be prone to
prohibit that activity if you are going to permit it at all.

Mr. MINETA. What about the "people" category; first as far as
the U.S. media is concerned?
IMr. LoORY. As far as the American media is concerned, they

should all be excluded, full- and part-time accredited journalists,
stringers, yes. To nonjournalist staff employees who appear to be
excluded in this directive from the prohibition, editors, media poli-
cymakers, certainly, and freelancers as well, yes.
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The question of free lancers is somewhat difficult when you get
the definitions. I think the definition that I would use, and this
might have to be amended, is a freelancer is defined as somebody
who primarily earns a living by writing and selling what he or she
writes because there is the question of the occasional writer, the
lawyer, the doctor, the businessman who wants to write for the
hometown paper. Here, I think it is just illustrative of the dangers
we get into in this whole area. The CIA can retain that person
then get that cover or ask them to get the cover of the local
newspaper to give them access to information once they get to a
foreign country that they may not have had otherwise.

Mr. HALPERIN. I would say on freelancers, once somebody in-
vokes the name of an American news organization, at that time
they should not be considered a freelancer. If you go to China with
a letter from Stu's paper saying, please give him courtesy, et
cetera, he is not a freelancer. If I am going abroad as a CIA agent
and claim to be a businessman, the fact I occasionally write an
article for a newspaper should not discredit me so long as I don't,
while I am abroad, represent to be a journalist. The key is whether
a person identifies himself as a freelance journalist. I would in-
clude them all in terms of the American media.

Also, I would raise a question as to the directive. Editors seem to
be left out. I have great respect for the drafter of this directive, but
paragraph "a" refers to full- or part-time journalists, those accred-
ited. Paragraph "b" talks about nonjournalistic staff. Paragraph
"c" talks about using the name.

Editors are not mentioned. I don't know why they are not cov-
ered.

Mr. MINETA. They are not covered?
Mr. HALPERIN. No; "a" says:
The term "accredited" means any full- or part-time employee of U.S. or foreign

nationality who is formally authorized by contract or by the issuance of press
credentials to represent himself or herself either in the U.S. or abroad as a corre-
spondent for a U.S. news media organization or who is officially recognized by a
foreign government to represent a U.S. news media organization.

Mr. MINETA. The editor wouldn't necessarily be under that?
Mr. HALPERIN. Not necessarily; he might be. There are some

editors-I suppose Stu goes out and covers stories and would be
covered but there are some who sit there and edit. Therefore, they
are not covered by that paragraph and I think they should be
explicitly covered. We ought to know if the CIA should be an "a"
or "b".

Mr. MINETA. What about an editor who doesn't write a word;
isn't that person still considered a journalist?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think he is but I don't think he is covered by the
CIA's definition. It says, full- or part-time, including accredited by,
et cetera. Then it goes on to define what accredited means. It is
clearly not intended to be all full-time or part-time journalists. No
part of the sense in the CIA directive is accidental.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Loory.
Mr. LOORY. It is not a question of how we interpret the regula-

tion. I like to think editors are journalists, there are some report-
ers around who don't think editors are journalists. It would seem to
me editors would be covered as journalists until you get down to
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the point where they talk about correspondents, then perhaps the
point Mort raises is certainly valid that they have in mind not
covering editors, which covers the question of somebody who sits in
a large bureau overseas functioning as an editor, say, in the wire
services or in one of the larger newspapers of London or Paris.
Maybe they did specifically intend to exclude editors.

Mr. HALPERIN. We should ask them.
Mr. ASPIN. One of the reasons we structured the hearing so that

Admiral Turner comes last is that we have a long list of questions
to ask him. Clearly one of the things we have to take some time on
is a whole bunch of questions you have raised because you have
added some to the list.

Mr. MINETA. Foreign media.
Mr. LOORY. Once again, I think they should be excluded.
Mr. MINETA. Do you make this distinction that Mr. Halperin

does L s to whether or not the press is an agency of the government
in another foreign country as compared to a free press?

Mr. LOORY. Yes. I suppose when you get down to the question of
a state-owned press, the Tass people or the Moscow television
people, we just have never considered them to be legitimate jour-
nalists. We have always considered them to be intelligence gather-
ers for their government of the kind we are trying to prohibit here
in these hearings. So I guess I would agree with that distinction. I
don't think I would go beyond trying to convert someone in a state-
owned organization into an intelligence gatherer.

Mort says he wouldn't hire a British correspondent, yet the
British Government did all the time. That is on the record. People
like Kim Philby, for example.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me put the case to you from the other side as to
why it is not bad and I am now summarizing what other witnesses
have said before this committee. One point you have already al-
luded to, that is that a lot of foreign newspapers are not the kind
of models of objectivity we would like to think of when we think of
the U.S. press. Obviously some are government-owned or totally
government-controlled, some of them are up for sale. There are lots
of different categories and clearly the first question-that we apply
the same standard to foreigners as we do at home-runs into the
problem that our newspapers are not in the same category as
abroad.

The second thing is the noise level abroad of the British, the
French, and others. You have the Russians buying up information;
you have a lot of ideological baggage being covered by newspapers.
They all come with this great slant. You have just normal, crummy
reporting problems.

The third point people make is the question as to why the
distinction. Why is it wrong to subvert journalists, but not to
subvert cabinet leaders, and so on? We believe in a free labor
movement; yet we have no qualms as to getting labor leaders to act
in this area. What are your comments as to this?

Mr. LOORY. To take some of them, I am not sure I will mention
them in the same order as you gave them to me, but, generally,
from everything we know of the revelations of the past few years, a
lot of very shoddy practices were started by American espionage
organizations overseas which were eventually imported into the
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United States and became very much a part of the domestic scene.
We started all kinds of clandestine intelligence gathering functions
overseas, then we were using the same functions at home. We
started various types of harassments overseas which became dirty
tricks at home. Generally, it breaks down our resistance to the use
of those techniques. From that aspect, it is bad practice.

Second, we are not always in a position to make judgments about
the press organizations that we are talking about. We can, in a
.rery off-hand way, say the press in this country is for sale. As long
as it is for sale, we ought to buy. Then we create the conditions
under which a press is for sale which might not have been until we
created a buyer's market. I think that is bad practice.

Third, I don't think I am expressing only a vested interest when
I talk about the need to maintain an independent information
gathering organization overscab that operates as a kind of distant
early warning mechanism for the American public. It should be
kept as pure and clean as possible for the benefit of the whole
country.

Once you start to pollute that directly or indirectly, I think you
are laying this country open to all kinds of great peril and I think
one of the models that I am talking about is Vietnam in the early
1960's where the independent American press was so far ahead of
the Government organizations in reporting what was actully going
on over there. I can see situations like that arising again. We just
need good, pure, clean, unadulterated, independent reporting for
overseas in anything that is done. To tamper with that I think is
perilous.

Mr. MINETA. I gather you make a distinction differently from
Mr. Halperin. He talked about propaganda planting and its distinc-
tion with the intelligence gathering as far as the foreign media is
concerned.

Mr. LOORY. We are both talking about, obviously, keeping foreign
propaganda planting off limits. I think he is talking about the
foreign press and so am I. I am going further by saying I think we
ought to keep other activities out of bounds for the foreign press as
well. I got the impresion from Mort that he would be a little more
permissive as far as that is concerned.

Mr. MINETA. What about "bonds of association"? The voluntary
bond first, then trying to get journalists to work based on patrio-
tism or friendship ties or career advancement?

Mr. LOORY. You are talking again about giving information, per-
forming various support tasks, this sort of thing?

Mr. MINETA. Right. -
Mr. LOORY. I don't think it should be done. I think the higher

order of patriotism in all of this is that the journalist is maintain-
ing the arm's length relationship and performing a greater service
to the country as a result of that.

Once again on the basis of friendship ties, career advancement,
the scoop, I don't think it is necessary.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Halperin.
Mr. HALPERIN. I guess it depends on what it is for. For the

information activities I don't think you can prohibit voluntary
association and I don't think you can tell a journalist, "For the
purpose of your story, you can exchange information with the
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CIA." I would permit that category on any of the motives of volun-
tary association. I wouldn't permit any of the other activities.

Mr. MCCLORY. Will the gentleman yield for a question I think is
relative?

Mr. MINETA. Surely.
Mr. MCCLORY. The representatives of the press I know have

contacts with each other. Take, for example, a journalist who is in
a foreign country and in his association with a journalist from, say,
the Soviet Union or wherever, is given information by the foreign
journalist who discloses he is fed up with that system; he wants to
defect.

Now, you are not going to report that in your story to the
American people and make this a public disclosure, yet if you
apply the rule you are talking about, whether it is patriotism to
your country, whether it is friendship to this guy, or other people
or whatever it is, you are going to withhold that information from
the CIA or whatever intelligence representative it is that would
benefit, or you would expect to benefit from this kind of informa-
tion?

Do I understand it either has to be laid out in your story and the
public has to know about it or, in the alternative, you can't disclose
it to an intelligence agency?

Mr. HALPERIN. Your question shows how hard it is to write
directives or codes of conduct.

Mr. MCCLORY. We need some exceptions.
Mr. LoORY. Absolutely. Under those circumstances I would have

no qualms in stopping at the American Embassy and saying, "Let
me tell you what 'Joe Blow' just told me."

Mr. HALPERIN. I would not advocate any rule at all. I would
leave it to the conscience of the ambassador. Conversely, certainly
if the journalist learns the ambassador is going to be shot when he
walks out the door, we wouldn't keep that to ourselves. I don't
think that type of circumstance is one you can regulate.

Mr. ASPIN. Just to finish up what Norm Mineta started, I take it
you both agree there should be no financial arrangement between
the press and the CIA, not even for expenses.

Mr. LOORY. Right.
Mr. HALPERIN. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. Let me move from these topics to the interesting

issues Mort Halperin raised and the general philosophical issues
Stu raised. The questions raised by Mort Halperin concern some
important issues as to what is going on now. Let me take them in
reverse order, the case of Demetracopoulos. Do you have any back-
up material on that?

Mr. HALPERIN. I will be willing to submit that information for
the record.

Mr. AsPIN. We ought to put in the Binder information and so on.
Mr. HALPERIN. I will put those in the record.,
Mr. ASPIN. For the record, fill out who Demetracopoulos is.
Mr. HALPERIN. He is sitting in the audience here. He is a perma-

nent resident alien, he lives and works in the U.S. as a journalist
and also has some business dealings as well. The record suggests

'See appendix J, p. 372.
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the CIA has been concerned about him in substantial part because
of his activities related to the coup in Greece. The allegation is that
the CIA may have been involved in that. What the document he
has shows is in relation to what the CIA gave to Mr. Binder, at
least according to Mr. Binder's story, that the CIA showed Mr.
Binder documents they have declined to release to Mr. Demetraco-
poulos and they accused him of having worked for foreign intelli-
gence services when, in fact, he has been given a summary docu-
ment prepared by Mr. Colby indicating that the CIA has no evi-
dence that he has ever worked for any foreign intelligence service.
They have given Mr. Binder false information and also, additional-
ly, they are withholding the information from the subject himself,
while giving it to the journalist. The question is, why is the CIA
showing portions of this file of a person who is a .-e.rmanent alien
of the U.S.

Mr. AsPIN. It is an interesting case. Most of the issues we have
discussed have been issues which have gone on in the past. What
this case does is bring the CIA right into this picture and it raises
the very interesting question about the CIA perhaps using files and
other things to harass people who it thinks are damaging in terms
of image or other things. What we had, of course, in the Binder
article was a summary article about the CIA, about Mr. Demetra-
copoulos and his background as an interesting figure in all the
relations that have been going on.

Then the question you have raised is the question Evans and
Novak raised in their article; that is, why is the CIA doing this?
What is the possible motive for this thing? But the question you
are raising here is access to files.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think because this is the file of an individual
protected by the Privacy Act as well as the Constitution, I think
there are questions as to whether it is a violation of the Privacy
Act; but I think it is more than that.

Mr. ASPIN. Are we taking it for granted there was access?
Mr. HALPERIN. Mr. Binder has said on the record that he had

access to the file and he has said that to Mr. Demetracopoulos and
other reporters.

Mr. AsPIN. Was he actually shown the CIA files?
Mr. HALPERIN. I think you should ask him. It is my understand-

ing he is now saying he saw documents from the CIA.
Mr. AsPIN. That is the first question. Does that kind of thing

make a difference? Leave aside this particular case. We would have
to ask Mr. Binder to find out whether it was going on. But does it
make a difference? For example, does it make a difference in your
mind whether the CIA in talking to somebody about somebody
actually shows them a file or just relays them information? Is
there a distinction?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think it may, in some cases, make a distinction
but I think the fundamental question is, is the CIA conducting an
operation through an American newspaper? Is this a situation
where they are simply playing their responsible role as a part of
the Government which is accurate and viable or is this, in fact, a
CIA operation with the information given out carefully tailored to
give the impression the CIA wants to create. This story has all the
earmarks of the latter.
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Mr. ASPIN. Clearly in this case of Mr. Demetracopoulos, the State
Department has been involved in a campaign to discredit him. Why
does the CIA worry what the State Department does? Does that
worry you, too?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. Because it has to do with information of a
person's personal file. Wiesner's Worldwide Wurlitzer, it has a
worldwide capability for propaganda. The CIA, as Mr. Smith says
in his book, the CIA ends up doing it in America to Americans as
well as foreigners. You are dealing with people who are doing this
and who are not subject to checks and balances required of other
agencies. Domestic agencies are subject to a lot of checks and
balances. If they put out a story that the mayor of Chicago is doing
such and such, there are a lot of places yol can go to check out the
story. The problem is less acute because, on the one hand, they
don't have a vast number of people trained in propaganda. CIA
people are trained in this as part of their indoctrination.

Second, they have a lot of internal enemies. Again, if the Navy
puts out a story, 3 days later somebody will have the Air Force
version, et cetera. The CIA is compartmentalized. Smith reports
putting out a story about the Bay of Pigs. He says he wrote in the
story one of the reasons they were defeated is because the Cubans
had modern Soviet tanks. He said he found out later it was a lie.
But he wrote this. He had no indication whether it was true or not
because the information as to the Bay of Pigs had been kept within
a very small group. Very few people in the agency or in the
Government knew whether the story was false. The normal ways
we have of checking information don t work in this instance.

Mr. AsPIN. What should we change to make this kind of case?
Never mind the other cases we will get into, but the case of
discrediting someone, whether they be a journalist or Mr. Demetra-
copoulos.

Mr. HALPERIN. You could go a lo.ig way in preventing it if you
made the CIA observe the Privacy Act which prevents them from
releasing information about an individual except where explicitly
authorized by law to do so, to anybody else without the explicit
permission of the individual.

Mr. AsPIN. Does the Privacy Act cover the CIA?
Mr. HALPERIN. They are exempt from some provisions but not, in

fact, from that provision. That should be looked into. The CIA is
exempted from some portions of the act and that should be looked
into. But the basic problem is to get the CIA to know they are
bound by that act. More generally, the question is how do you
prohibit the CIA from engaging in propaganda activities? One way
to do that is to prohibit it by regulation. Another thing to do is to
prohibit contact between the clandestine services and the press at
the initiative of the CIA.

Mr. ASPIN. That applies to a different case.
Mr. HALPERIN. I assume this was done by a clandestine oper-

ation.
Mr. AsPIN. How could you write a regulation that would apply in

this case? We can clearly apply the Privacy Act if that is the
question. We have to look into that and that is a good suggestion.
But what else can you do? This gets to the point I was raising as to
whether, in fact, the CIA was giving a reporter its files or just
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talking from the files. You can probably write something which
would not require the handing over of the files.

There is a lot of bad mouthing of people going on all over, all the
time. Someone calls and asks, "How do you think so and so is
running such and such a department"? Terrible. It is very difficult
to deal with this sort of thing legislatively.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think, as Mr. Colby and Admiral Turner point
out, if you choose to join the clandestine services of the CIA, you
give up some things. You don't initiate press contacts or have press
contacts because you are in a very special service, a secret intelli-
gence organization which is supposed to operate abroad. I don't
know if Mr. Binder went to the CIA. I would say the CIA should
not be in a position to initiate contacts through its clandestine
service. The contacts with the press are with the analysts. The
analysts produce analyses and I would be delighted to let them
share their analyses as much as they want to with the press.

The operators are in the business of carrying out operations and
I would not permit them to carry out those operations through the
American press.

Mr. ASPIN. How do you deal with it from the standpoint of the
journalist? How does he deal with that? I would have thought
Binder dealt with this correctly in the sense that he quoted the
source, at least generally speaking the sources; or in the one case
he gave Mr. Demetracopoulos a chance to respond by asking him
what he thought of what they said.

Is that not the way you ought to deal with it if you are the
journalist and the CIA has come up to you? Without naming the
person, you at least indicate the general position of where it came
from and give the other person a chance to respond. Is that not the
proper way to deal with it?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think I would not want to comment on the
journalistic efforts in general. I think that is a problem for each
journalist as to how he checks his sources, how far he goes, how
much he worries about why he is being told what he is being told
by the people.

Mr. AsPIN. Do you know of any other case outside of this one of
individual harassment by the Agency in this kind of way?

Mr. HALPERIN. The Agency has clearly done it to people who
were former employees. Witness the incident of Agee drinking in
Cuban bars and the allegation he is an agent of Cuban intelligence.

If you look at David Phillips' description of Agee in his book,
assuming what Dave Philips knows is accurate, and he ought to
know, the allegations of Agee's connection with Cuban intelligence
are very, very preliminary and circumstantial, yet CIA people are
saying on the record, off the record, and in every way that he is in
fact connected. I believe that is a disinformation campaign. Mr.
Phillips' description of what the agency knows and how it knows,
and how it knows it is in fact accurate, that is in fact a hunch
some people have made and not one that has any evidence behind
it.

I think they have suggested, I have been told informally by
reporters that any former CIA person who starts writing articles
critizing the CIA, they will be told "Well, he did not get his
promotion, he has always been a troublemaker," or whatever.
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Apart from people with a connection with the Agency, I do not
know of any persons where the documentation is sufficiently clear
that I would say there was a CIA campaign going on. Of course,
going back, Mark Lane is a case, not only Mark Lane, but all the
critics of the Warren Commission, the CIA had gathered and dis-
seminated abroad for publication in the press derogatory informa-
tion about those people, simply because the CIA did not like what
they were writing about the Warren Commission.

Mr. ASPIN. The thing that makes this different from other agen-
cies doing it or other people doing it is what ?

Mr. HALPERIN. Is that there is much less ability through the
normal processes of the press and of the Government~--

Mr. ASPIN. To check it?
Mr. HALPERIN [continuing]. To check it and counterbalance it.
Mr. ASPIN. The implication is that they have information which,

of course, a secret operation would have which State Department
or Defense would not have; so it has an air of credibility?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. They also have the capacity for constructing
false information. That is one of the things they are trained to do.
It is not, I assume, an easy thing to do if you have no training in it,
but they are trained in how to do it, how to write things that look
real which are not and how to fake documents, and so on. That is
what they are trained to do. That again makes it much more
serious.

Mr. ASPIN. But you have not heard of any allegations about
current reporters? I have some evidence perhaps this is not an
isolated case?

Mr. HALPERIN. I would again suspect it is not, but I do not have
anything further.
, Mr. AsPIN. We will check it out a little further, but I think that
there is some additional evidence. Again you do not know how
prevalent or how frequent these things happen to be.

Mr. HALPERIN. Or who has authorized it.
Mr. ASPIN. Yes; or who has authorized it; whether it is a grudge

by somebody down the line, or whether it is in fact an authorized
episode.

Let me ask about the Welch case, because I think you are abso-
lutely right about that. I think the Welch case is a very successful
CIA-media operation in the United States.

Just to put all of the things on the record, you mentioned the
cable that went from the CIA to the station, which is one of the
less well-known aspects of this. But, in fact, besides him living in
the house, there are other reasons why it was fairly easy to deter-
mine who Welch was. The Station Chiefs lived in that same house
since the forties and had a title of Assistant to the Ambassador in
the State Department Embassy hierarchy. All Station Chiefs had
the title Assistant to the Ambassador and so did Mr. Welch.

There is the problem of light cover in most of these European
countries. It is very, very easy to determine who the Station Chief
is, and indeed in some cases we make a big deal out of it.

When Cord Meyer was sent to London, there was a big article as
if he had been appointed Under Secretary of State or something.
There is a big show. Now this was not the case with Welch, but I
think he was not an unknown.
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Mr. HALPERIN. Ray Cline was the Deputy Director for Intelli-
gence and then went abroad as a Station Chief. I think very few
people in Germany believed he had ceased to be an intelligence
officer and was now whatever he was called in the volumes.

Mr. ASPIN. I think that is right. In fact, somebody who I know
and my staff knows, a Greek journalist, sat down and rattled off
every Station Chief we had there since 1950. He just knew them,
knew their names.

Mr. HALPERIN. There is a bartender in every foreign capital who
could do that. [General laughter.]

Mr. AsPIN. There was a story, and I never knew whether it was
followed up, that Welch's name was one of seven that was listed in
the Athens newspaper about a month before he was assassinated.
Was that right?

Mr. HALPERIN. I have never been able to find anybody who will
produce that article.

Mr. AsPIN. I see.
Mr. HALPERIN. My understanding is that it reported he was the

Station Chief and reported something like six other people who
were supposedly working for him.

Mr. ASPIN. And that after he was assassinated, in fact, those six
were not removed and, according to the -tory I heard, one of them
was appointed his successor.

Mr. HALPERIN. It would not surprise me.
Of course Mr. Welch was appointed Station Chief in Greece after

his name was published in Counterspy magazine. This did not
happen before. I mean he was in Peru. His name appeared in
Counterspy magazine. As David Phillips tells the story in great
detail, Welch had always wanted to be Station Chief in Athens. He
came back and lobbied hard and got the job. Nobody at Langley
said no, you have been blown, you are on that Counterspy list, it
would not surprise me somebody on that list was promoted.

Mr. ASPIN. He was named in the Athens News, named in Coun-
terspy, and also in that East German book that came out.

Mr. HALPERIN. Almost everybody is in that book.
Mr. ASPIN. So there is a whole list of publications that might

have been the reason or might have been the source.
Mr. HALPERIN. But his name, I would continue to argue, was

irrelevant because they did not need to know his name. The fact
that you knew the name of the Station Chief would not help you if
you were trying to assassinate the Station Chief unless you knew
where he lived or what he looked like.

Mr. AsPIN. Bill Colby, when he was up here, said that it was only
the first couple of hours--

Mr. McCLORY. Would the gentleman yield--
Mr. AsPIN. Sure.
Mr. McCLORY [continuing]. For clarification on that?
Is it not a fact that Richard Welch was in Greece earlier and

that he had been involved in a CIA activity or operation which
made him a particular target for the assassin in Greece, so that
when you say it does not make any difference about the name or
the identity--

Mr. HALPERIN. No, I did not mean that. The fact that he had
been in Greece, which he had, and the fact that the CIA was
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believed by many Greeks to have been involved in the colonels'
coup, was I think something that made him the target.

What I am saying is that you had been able to put a face to the
name before the name did you any good. The way to do that was to
do what assassins have done, based on their letters, which is that
they watched the house and they saw the man who clearly lived
there. Once you knew that, you did not have to know his name.

Mr. MCCLORY. They had to know it was the same man who came
back; it was not just an arbitrary Station Chief.

Mr. HALPERIN. But they knew that--
Mr. MCCLORY. It was the individual.
Mr. HALPERIN. But they knew that from the State Department

directory of the Greek Embassy which listed his name. So if they
knew he was previously there as a CIA agent which had not been
published, and I had not discovered, so that was not a fact that was
in Counterspy magazine. If they knew he had previously been in
Greece as a CIA agent, which I suspect they did, all they needed
was the directory of the Greek Embassy personnel to know that he
was back; they did not have to know that he was back as Station
Chief.

Mr. MCCLORY. I think this whole incident is a great tragedy. I
just think it presents a very poor type of example of news manipu-
lation. I think there are many, many reasons perhaps why Richard
Welch was identified and why he was assassinated, including kind
of a reign of terror that seems to have been prevalent, and other
incidents; I mean the identification of the house is one thing, but
certainly exposing the cover must likewise be involved. So I think
it yields to a number of different explanations and hardly satisfies
me that it is a deliberate kind of manipulation of the news that has
misled the American people.

Mr. HALPERIN. The news manipulation is the phone calls Angus
Thuermer had made. If he had called up everybody in Washington
that day and said, there are many reasons why this guy got killed,
there was anti-CIA sentiment, he had lived there and the directory
of the embassy showed him as assistant to the ambassador, I would
have no quarrel with it. Whether that was in fact one of the factors
in how you weigh, it is hard to assess that. But he did not do that.
He said, "His name was in the magazine- and now he is dead."

Mr. MCCLORY. But the press is not that inadquate. Their investi-
gative potential is not such that they are limited to that kind of
information.

Mr. HALPERIN. Right.
Mr. MCCLORY. As a matter of fact, the stories which attributed

the identification of Welch to leaks from congressional committees
certainly was not-that information was not provided by Thuermer
or whatever his name was.

Mr. HALPERIN. It took the press a couple of weeks to catch on,
but you never catch up with that first news leak. The image that
most Americans who followed this issue still have is that Welch
was murdered because Counterspy magazine published his name.

The press has actually done a good job I think of following up on
the story, there was a very long, very good story in the Washington
Star, laying all this out, talking about the manipulation of the
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Washington press by the CIA, but you never catch up. I think the
casual references to the Welch episode in this hearing show that.

Mr. MCCLORY. My own inquiries there, and of course I was pretty
close to the CIA and its activities, certainly do not bear out this
sophisticated news manipulation story.

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I would submit that that was part of the
news manipulation, part of the manipulation of this episode. I will
say absolutely flatly that Angus Thuermer called up the reporters
who covered the CIA and told them that on deep background, and
Mr. Thuermer is around and I would urge this committee to call
him in and ask him whether he did that, and ask him why he did
that, and ask him who instructed him to do that, and ask the
people who instructed him to do that whether they knew about the
other factors that contributed to it.

Mr. MCCLORY. That would be interesting but it would be only a
part and I think maybe a small part of the overall explanation.

Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Bill Colby did say when he was here that they put out the story

linking the Welch death with the Counterspy magazine. He said
they only did that for the first few hours, and then a more bal-
anced presentation was put out after that: Is that your understand-
ing of what happened, or does that make any difference?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think in this case they certainly did not go
around correcting the story. That is, there are no stories on the
second or third day saying American intelligence officials admitted
yesterday that they were too hasty in attributing this solely to the
story in Counterspy; they now admit the story about the house-if
Daniel Schorr is correct, and I have no reason to doubt his reliabil-
ity as a reporter-that they were trying months later to keep the
Senate Intelligence Committee from revealing the fact of the
house.

That cable is not public, by the way, and I would urge the
committee to get that cable and see whether it cannot be made
public. They were concealing that fact weeks later, urging the
committee not to make it public. So if this were discovered at a
later date they had operated in the heat of the moment and their
quite understandable shock and outrage at the murder, they did
not try to correct it at all.

Still to this day, Mr. Colby's statement before this committee is
really the first time that any former or present official of the CIA
has said on the record what they have known for a long time was
true. So if they now think it was a mistake, it has taken them a
long time to correct it.

Mr. ASPIN. OK. What does this episode say from the standpoint
of remedies? What do you do about a thing like this, Mort? Espe-
cially, you can say that reporters ought to check the story before
you go with it, but you have a fast-breaking story and there is not
going to be anybody else in town who knows as much about that as
readily available, None who knows about the other factors that
might have gone into the identification of Welch that we now know
in retrospect. How do you handle that? What do you do?
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It is one of the most frustrating things about this. I do not know
any remedy from the standpoint of Congress directive or from the
journalists standpoint that protects against this.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think there is only one remedy that I know of;
that is the Oversight Committee's getting after them as soon after
they do something like this as you can find out about it, and
making the full story public and making it clear to the agency that
the committee does not tolerate this kind of activity. That is what
makes the Demetracopoulos episode important. It occurred just last
month.

I think the committee ought to get to the truth and say, "We do
not find anything inappropriate here," or "We do" and tell why. I
think it is precisely one of those cases where oversight in fact can
work and is the only thing that can work

Mr. AsPIN. I think it is possible and I thiink the Demetracopoulos
case is one that is current, and the evidence that we have is that
maybe it is going on with other current reporters. I do not know,
and this case comes up every once in a while. But oversight is
about as much as you can think of to do about it?

Mr. HALPERIN. I think oversight would make a very big differ-
ence.

Mr. AsPIN. Stu, do you have any ideas about either of these two
cases? Are you familiar enough with the Welch case? Do you have
any remedies or anything to suggest? How do you handle this kind
of stuff?

Mr. LoORY. I have been sitting here thinking as I have been
listening, and once again this only confirms for me the need that I
see for this committee to go into the past; I know you are reluctant
to do it, you are afraid of witchhunting, of naming names and
creating uncomfortable situations for a whole lot of people without
any justification. But it does not seem to me that a set of directives
can be written that would at once be tight enough to take care of
all kinds of situations and still be loose enough to allow the legiti-
mate kind of newsgathering to go on that has to go on. Then of
course there are the uncomfortable exceptions that Mr. McClory
raised and we can go on and raise many of them.

I would not agree with Mort, for example, that we should allow
CIA analysts to talk to the press and not clandestine operatives,
because there are times when you are going to run into a clandes-
tine operative who is going to have some good and legitimate
information for you as a reporter.

Mr. HALPERIN. I would not let the CIA initiate that contact. I
would not stop the reporters.

Mr. LOORY. OK, I misunderstood you. I thought you were prohib-
iting it all around.

The point is I think that if we lay the record bare, find out
exactly what it is that they were doing, how they were doing it, the
extent to which they were doing it, then we in the news business
can make judgments on how we were at fault in dealing with the
CIA, and I have no doubt that a lot of times we were at fault in
accepting as truth information that was not necessarily truthful,
that could have been checked elsewhere, if we knew that we should
distrust this organization, that is.
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On the other hand, we would have a much better idea of just
what the agency was doing that should be prohibited or treated
with great skepticism in the future. That is why I think that your
oversight function does not only deal with that which is immediate;
I do not think your committee can perform that oversight function
really well without having some kind of base line against which to
judge everything. Not only your committee, but the committees
that have come before you, have been reluctant to get into the
past. I just do not think that it is necessary to treat the news
business with the kind of kid gloves that you have been using in
other areas.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me go into that issue later because I do want to
go into those philosophical issues you raised in your statement. Let
me not go through that now but save it for later.

Let me go to the Chile case, Mort. OK?
In the documents, what you have is some pretty clear evidence I

guess that what the CIA was putting out as to their assets, and
ultimately what they gave to Time magazine, is very different from
the kinds of things that the intelligence arm was saying in its
NIE's. Right?

Mr. HALPERIN. Right.
Mr. ASPIN. Give some quotes. Do you have some?
Mr. JOHNSON. If you lobk at the last two pages of your document,

here are a couple of phrases that may illustrate what you are
getting at, Mr. Halperin.

Mr. AsPIN. First of all, what are you quoting from?
Mr. JOHNSON. This is from the document Dr. Halperin entered

into the record, dated September 18, 1970, which is, I take it, based
on a briefing given by CIA to Time magazine, and perhaps other
journalists.

Mr. HALPERIN. Right.
Mr. ASPIN. This is a document that comes from the CIA that

they used in briefing Time magazine for sure and other journalists
maybe; is that what happens?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. At least some of this was given to a reporter
for Time magazine. Some of it may have been given to a reporter
for some other publication and not Time magazine. It is a little
ambiguous, but all of these pieces of paper were apparently by an
official of the clandestine services of the CIA to one or more
journalists, and they were obtained as a result of a lawsuit under
the FOIA Act.

Mr. AsPIN. Was this document sent out to others?
Mr. HALPERIN. We do not know, we are not able to find out.
Mr. AsPIN. All you know is that it is an internal document for

sure and it was one used in briefing reporters, is that right?
Mr. HALPERIN. Actually apparently handed to one or more re-

porters.
Mr. ASPIN. All right. Give a quote from it.
Mr. JOHNSON. The second to last page:
But violence as a desirable and necessary political factor has not disappeared as a

matter of Socialist Party policy or as a part of Salvador Allende's makeup.

Then on the last page the document refers to a small rally in
Santiago on September 13 where apparently:

24-353 0 - 78 - 15
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Allende told the audience that he and his party would paralyze the country if
anyone tried to steal the "people's victory." The rally had obviously been called to
intimidate those who might be thinking of blocking Allende's ascension to the
Presidency, and his message of terror got through despite the small audience.

Is that the kind of message?
Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. There are copies available for the press, I

might say; the point of course of those who might be thinking of
blocking his ascension to the Presidency is somewhat ironic since
that was the CIA and the White House who seemed to be thinking
mostly about doing that.

As far as I can tell, it is not obvious that any one of these
sentences was believed to be untrue by the person who wrote it
down. It is simply that the job here, and again it is described both
in Smith's book and in David Phillip's book, the job here was to
pull together all the evidence to prove the point they were trying
to prove; he would overthrow the free press, et cetera, so doing
that, as they related in their books, you look for everything that is
true that supports that, you make things up, you stretch the truth,
and you end up with a propaganda document which is as close to
the truth as you can make it, but which gives a very different
impression than the one that the Senate Intelligence Committee
reports the CIA analysts had reached, which was that the ascen-
sion to power of Allende in Chile would not in fact pose a threat to
vital American interests, and he was not likely to end democracy
in Chile.

So that was the contrast between those.
Mr. JOHNSON. I see the point you are making. I have one difficul-

ty with it.
In your opening statement you say in particular the documents

we are referring to emphasize the threat to freedom of the press in
Chile. If you look at the Church report, which you also quote
occasionally, it reads:

The 1970 NIE stated in strong terms that an Allende administration would
proceed as rapidly as possible toward the establishment of a Marxist Socialist state.
It would be a Chilean version of a Soviet-style, Eastern European Communist state. I

This implies to me at least there would be some possible violation
of freedom of the press.

What I do not understand is, does not the NIE itself suggest
there would be a violation?

Mr. HALPERIN. Again it is not clear and we do not have the
documents.

My understanding is that the analysts did not think that there
was a high probability that the free press would be ended, and
when they talked about a Chilean version of it they were suggest-
ing among other things the maintenance of a free press.

But certainly I think the Church committee report makes clear
there was a sharp contrast between the tone and the style of the
documents given to Time magazine.2

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, I think that is documented quite well in the
Church report on pages 46 and 47. Let me give you an example:

'See "Covert Action in Chile, 1963-73." Staff Report of the Select Committee to Study
Government Operations with respect to Intelligence Activities. U.S. Senate, Dec. 18, 1975, p. 44.

'For an exchange of letters on the subject between Dr. Halperin and Time, see appendix K, p.
475.
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"A 1972 Chile NIE noted that Allende to date had sought to
avoid irreparable damage to his relations with Washington." Later
a 1971 NIE stated that Chile was "doing its best to maintain an
ideological distance and closer economic ties to Cuba." So this is a
much more benign look at Chile than is the statement written by
the CIA on September 18, 1970.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask, Mort, let's go to the case and see again
what does it mean and what are you doing with it?

I think one of the difficulties is one that you have said: probably
they would have said that everything in the briefing or every
statement in that briefing is defensible, I guess the question then
becomes: What do you do about it if they are presenting their point
of view? So they are giving a selective version.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think here the remedy is clear, because this wa:
Time magazine formally coming to the CIA and saying, we would
like to know what you think about Allende, what you can tell us
about him?

I think in cases like that the agency either does nothing or it
provides a briefing from its analytic services. I would not try to tell
those analysts what to say, but you do not provide the briefing, as
was done in this case, from a clandestine service person who
viewed that briefing as part of his worldwide campaign to create
an image of Allende as a man who would use violence and end
democracy in Chile.

I think the CIA directives ought to say that requests to the
Agency for briefings by the press, if they are responded to at all,
ought to be responded to by an official from the intelligence analy-
sis side of the agency, who shall provide as much information as
can be provided on an unclassified basis in response to the report-
er's questions.

Mr. AsPIN. Is this a general principle because basically you
agreed more with what the intelligence side of the agency says?

Mr. HALPERIN. No, because they are engaged in producing analy-
ses. If you talk to the people on the clandestine side, they will tell
you their conversations with the press are part of their foreign
operation while the analyst's job is to produce analyses. So by the
way they function would say what they believe which may be
American policy or not.

Mr. AsPIN. You wouldn't, of course, prevent the journalist from
contacting whomever he wants?

Mr. HALPERIN. Absolutely not.
Mr. AsPIN. You are saying if a blanket request comes in for a

briefing as to China, India or whatever, that briefing should be
conducted by people from the analyst side of the agency?

Mr. LOORY. If I might interrupt. Frank Snepp, in his new book,
has several examples in which the CIA station in Saigon prepared
information ostensibly as intelligence reports going back to Wash-
ington and other embassies around the world that were, indeed,
propaganda to rally public opinion in support of the collapsing
Saigon Government.

Mr. McCLORY. We got that kind of information from Bundy and
the late President and we got it from former Secretaries of State
and everybody was trying to paint the thing in rosy hues, whereas
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it was an impending disaster. So we ought to direct our rebuke
against all agencies of government, should we not?

Mr. LOORY. Sure.
Mr. ASPIN. Mort, looking again at the Chile case, let's go beyond

the domestic case of the briefing for domestic correspondents to
examine the campaign abroad and the possible feedback. In the
case you mentioned in your statement, what was the name of the
association who passed the resolution?

Mr. HALPERIN. The Inter-American Press Association.
Mr. ASPIN. What is the moral of the story as far as remedy goes

from that particular case?
Mr. HALPERIN. I think this makes clear the point I have been

hitting over the head maybe to death here this morning, namely,
that it is not just uncontrolled feedback, that picking this up in the
American press is essential to the operation. You can't have Time
magazine saying don't worry and have that campaign work. For
anything of significance, that will be true.

Therefore, I think the alternative would be to shut down Mr.
Wiesner's Wurlitzer for good.

Mr. ASPIN. How far would you carry that?
Mr. HALPERIN. I would prohibit the CIA from disseminating

knowingly false information and from conducting propaganda cam-
paigns. That, I think, can be done because in order to conduct those
campaigns they have the staff Mr. Smith, describes, which this
committee and others can insist be closed down by legislation. They
send out worldwide directives to people. They produce the copy
which is to appear in newspapers. All that activity can be stopped.
You can't prohibit an official of the CIA in Burma from saying
something which is true but is misleading in the hope the Burmese
will write it in a Burmese newspaper, but the difference between
that and the Worldwide Wurlitzer--

Mr. ASPIN. So we are talking about the campaigns such as the
Allende example.

Mr. HALPERiN. And we are talking about worldwide.
Mr. ASPIN. How many are really going to be worldwide?
Mr. HALPERIN. Most of them are directed at Russia, China, Cuba,

Chile, where you are trying not to affect simply views in a particu-
lar country but a general set of views.

Mr. ASPIN. But the Allende incident was directed toward that
government and the United States.

Mr. HALPERIN. I wouldn't limit it to prohibiting it worldwide, but
I would say if you want to prohibit what is going on, the place to
begin is with the directives which come from that covert staff in
charge of disseminating worldwide information for those cases. If
you adopt Stu's suggestion of looking at some of the past, that's
when it doesn't involve a particular journalist or particular covert
operation just look at what they have been peddling throuL'h that
Wurlitzer over the past years.

Mr. ASPIN. What is the difference? For example, suppose you
wanted to have propaganda on things which were essentially true?

Mr. HALPERIN. We have an agency that is supposedto do that.

'See Joseph Burkholder Smith, "Portrait of a Cold Warrior." Putnam: New York, New York,
1976.
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Mr. ASPIN. But suppose you think the true stuff should only be
done through the overt USIA and other overt means and there is
no necessity to do a covert propaganda effort even on things you
would agree are true?

Mr. HALPERIN. One could construct a case but the price to have
that mechanism in place--

Mr. AsPIN. Another remedy would be to have a procedure where-
by the campaign is given approval through the system, such as a
covert operation might be given approval.

Mr. HALPERIN. I assume it is a covert operation and if it is not I
don't think the committee is getting it-I don't think we should be
in the business of secret propaganda and corrupting of the press in
this society or in any society.

Mr. ASPIN. I am fuzzing over the big trouble, which is the truth
according to whom? From whose standpoint are you telling the
truth? Probably what we were saying about Allende was true to
some people and to others it was false.

Even something you would agree was a true campaign and a
campaign targeted against a deliberately false campaign on the
other side, you still wouldn't want to do it?

Mr. HALPERIN. You prompt me to make a speech about the first
amendment. I guess if we have the things that are true and we
have the proof it is true, and trust the people will pick it up. We
ought not to be sneaking it in the back pocket of an editorial
writer who we own, we ought to make it public. Where there is a
free press, we ought to hope people will be able to see the truth.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. McClory.
Mr. MCCLORY. Along that precise line, I would say the principal

theme of this book by William Stevenson, prior to the time the
United States entered World War II, was that he didn't want to
disclose any information or cooperate with J. Edgar Hoover for the
simple reason that J. Edgar Hoover, when he got information
which he thought was useful, called a press conference and publi-
cized everything, blowing the entire operation and really cancelling
out their effort, including the fact that they had decoded, decrypted
the Nazi code and were able to intercept communications of all
kinds which the Nazis were carrying on.

So, there most definitely must be limitations on the value of
letting the public know about all kinds of information.

Mr. HALPERIN. I was referring to information about what we
believe to be going on in foreign countries, if we believe Allende
will close down the press if elected, and we have information to
prove that, we ought to put it out. If we have information now that
the Cubans are involved in activities in various African States, we
ought to put it out and not sneak it in a French newspaper.

Mr. MCCLORY. The fact that Allende might be in contact with
Castro, which we knew from reading those communications, if
published would kill the whole operation, so there must be limita-
tions on how much the public must know about what we know.

Mr. HALPERIN. I agree. But if that is a secret fact, we should not
be giving it indirectly to the press either.

Mr. MCCLORY. That leads me to a line of inquiry I would like to
ask both you gentlemen while you are here. What about a code of
ethics or guidelines for the journalists? Do you think you should
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adopt something along this line so that we could have a guide for
reporters and for journalists? I am thinking, for instance, what
about a journalist or reporter who pays for information and cor-
rupts a domestic or foreign agency in order to get information that
he thinks will make an exciting and interesting, newsworthy story?
You would certainly oppose any such practice, would you not?

Mr. LOORY. Do you want me to handle that?
Sure, I would, and I think most newspaper publishers would. I

would oppose any kind of code of ethics for journalists. Once again,
out of the kind of absolutist view on the sanctity of the first
amendment which I take, the first amendment says nothing about
the need to be responsible in your reporting or in the airing of your
views. I take the point of view that there is a marketplace for
information and ideas in the same way there is a marketplace for
goods and people will buy the truthful, buy the reasonable, and
discard the rest. I think that is what we are talking about here this
morning. The whole idea that the marketplace is being unnecessar-
ily polluted with misinformation and wrongfully manipulated to
the extent that the American people, who are the beneficiaries of
the first amendment, are coming up the loser.

The other part of the argument is that I don't think the codes
can be drafted either for the news business or for the CIA in a way
that will be meaningful.

You can write a very nice directive giving the CIA all kinds of
prohibitions. If they want to ignore them they can, with impunity,
and we would never know about it.

Mr. McCtWRY. We certainly would want to oppose any practice,
for instance, of a journalist who leaked information from a commit-
tee or committee staff, then undertook to sell the information
which he obtains.

Mr. LOORY. I didn't know we were going to get into that today. I
don't want to oppose any journalist who gets leaked information.
We live on leaked information and we use it. Selling? I think I am
selling the evidence when I take a leaked story and I put it in a
newspaper. I earn my money, my living, doing exactly that. To that
extent, sure, I don't want to oppose it at all. The news business in
this country is free, private enterprise and I think that is exactly
the way we want it. We don't want to trade it in for anything else.

Mr. MCCLORY. I happen to agree very strongly with the view as
Mr. Halperin expressed it and I know it really characterizes the
function of this committee that congressional oversight of intelli-
gence activities is extremely important and provides the kinds of
controls which I think are necessary in order to have a responsible
and an accountable intelligence activity.

On the other hand, I would like to say on behalf of this perma-
nent committee that it has a very good record of retaining confi-
dences and secrets disclosed to it and I want to commend the CIA
and other agencies in being very frank and forthright with us. I
don't think there has ever been an instance where intelligence
agencies have disclosed voluntarily more information to this com-
mittee and I suppose the Senate counterpart of this committee.

On the other hand, our earlier experience with the select com-
mittees, I think, left a great deal to be desired and I think a great
deal of damage was done to our national welfare, perhaps to our
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national security, as a result of leaked information which resulted
from our committees having received voluminous information from
the intelligence agencies.

Do you have any view with respect to what this committee
should recommend or what should be done with regard to those
who violate the rules and leak information or disclose essential
information, or declassify secret information which when leaked
does damage to our Natvon.

Mr. LOORY. When you ,talk about the rules, Mr. McClory, I would
like to know more specifically what it is you are talking about. We,
of course, have no official secrets act in this country. I would be
very reluctant to do anything which is going to inhibit the free
flow of information from the Government to the people.

Mr. MCCLORY. We have a statute, of course, which prohibits
individuals from revealing information or copying or communicat-
ing information which relates to our national defense and provides
punishment.

You don't find any fault with that, do you?
Mr. LOORY. I have to say I am really not familiar with the

statute which you are talking about.
Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Halperin, you recently wrote an article, Octo-

ber 1977, on the subject of the classification system. In that article
you made this statement:

An official learning of a covert operation designed for purposes other than intelli-
gence, which has not been approved by the President or reported to the Congress,
would be obligated to make the information public.

Wouldn't that mean every employee of the Federal Government,
especially every employee of the CIA or any intelligence agency
would be an informant or stool pigeon for revealing any kind of
information that comes to his attention that he feels is not for an
intelligence activity?

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, you have an advantage over me since I
don't know what the article is. But that is in the context of a
proposal for reforming the classification system.

The proposal is there would be a legislative classification system
requiring certain categories of information to be made public. One
category would be revealing an illegal activity by the U.S. Govern-
ment. One ambiguity is who decides that it is illegal. A prudent
Government official might well take his suspicions to the Attorney
General or some other official before he makes such an allegation.
In such circumstances I think Government officials now have, and
I would want them to have, that obligation to make that informa-
tion public.

Mr. MCCLORY. What if a person in the exercise of his independ-
ent judgment makes a mistake? He reveals it to the public and it
does damage to our national security.

Mr. HALPERIN. We have suffered much more damage over the
past 25 years by people not making something public and I would
be willing to run the risk.

Mr. MCCLORY. You don't think the individual ought to be pun-
ished?

Mr. HALPERIN. If he makes it public and it was a mistake?
Mr. McCLORY. Yes.
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Mr. HALPERIN. A person who makes an allegation in good faith
should not be subject to criminal prosecution.

Look at all the things people kept secret that impaired our
national security.

Mr. MCCLORY. I happen to feel a good deal of the leaked informa-
tion has done really serious damage to the entire intelligence com-
munity and our national security. I don't want to go into any of the
details of all the different thing but--

Mr. HALPERIN. I would doubt any would involve allegations of
legality. My own judgment would be I would be surprised if any-
thing that has been leaked has damaged our national security.
That would be a long and complicated argument, but this is limited
to activity in violation of the law. I don't know of instances where
somebody has made something like that public and it has, in fact,
damaged our national security.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Mineta.
Mr. MINETA. You accredit journalists. Does the CIA credential

press people?
Mr. LOORY. No; at least not to my knowledge. The only creden-

tials I know of in the Government-no, not from the CIA.
Mr. MINETA. Do they conduct background investigations on jour-

nalists as to whether or not-
Mr. LOORY. The first time I have heard of such background

investigations was this morning when Mort mentioned them.
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Halperin, is that something done in the regular

course of business?
Mr. HALPERIN. The CIA seems to have a practice-here is the

quote from Mr. Briggs on page 19 of the deposition.'
* * * you are familiar with the fact that we have contact with U.S. business or

academia or whatever, for the purpose of acquiring information from them. We will
run a security clearance to try to get a feel as to whether there is any potential
problem. In that instance the individual does not sign any security agreement.

I think the document as a whole makes clear-and I can pull out
additional quotes-that the CIA has a practice when dealing with a
journalist in exchanging information of doing a background check
on that journalist. In fact, they did this to Mr. Dudman in 1972. My
view is that the practice has not stopped, the Agency still continues
to conduct such investigations and continues to have a list of
journalists who have clearances and, according to Mr. Briggs, those
persons would't necessarily know they had a clearance; the individ-
uals, indeed, wouldn't know.

Mr. MINETA. What about CIA management?
Mr. HALPERIN. If they asked, they could find out.
Mr. MINETA. What about newspaper publishers?
Mr. HALPERIN. No.
Mr. MINrrA. From a journalist's viewpoint, what is your reaction

to that?
Mr. LoORY. The only Federal accreditations I have ever gotten

have been from the congressional press galleries, the White House,
and when I have traveled abroad, from the Defense Department in
places such as Southeast Asia.

'See appendix J, p. 372.
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I think it is pernicious to have an agency like the CIA going
around conducting clandestine background checks and giving what
amounts to clandestine clearances and accreditations to some re-
porters.

If I understand what Mort is saying, properly, the situation is
that the agency is doing these kinds of background checks, then
establishing a list of cleared reporters to whom it will give informa-
tion. What can I say beyond the fact that that is very wrong?

If the agency is talking to any American reporters it should be
talking to all of them.

Mr. MINETA. On page 9 of this same deposition there is a phrase
as to the limited press background briefing, with an allusion that it
could only have been to one person.

Mr. HALPERIN. It is clear from the deposition they gave the
information to the reporter only because he or she had a clearance
and that reporter may not have known this. The only reason the
reporter got the information is that the reporter had a clearance. If
some other reporter had gone to the CIA and had no clearance-
they follow the normal procedures of the Executive order in giving
clearances-that reporter wouldn't have gotten the information.
The reference to the White House makes clear the distinction
between the CIA's method of operation and the other agencies. If
you go to the White House and apply for a pass and you don't get
it, you know it. The ACLU had a case in court asking that the
White House declare rules. We were able to fight that in the
courts. In this instance with the CIA clearance, the reporter does
not know whether he has a clearance, does not know whether the
CIA was prepared to clear him or not. It was all done in secret. If
the CIA had its way, they would continue to do it in secret based
on their own judgment. If you apply for a Government job and you
are denied clearance there are certain due process rights you have
to appeal. If the CIA is denying a reporter a clearance, they don't
even know they have been denied a clearance.

Mr. MINETA. They would know in the sense that they would not
have access to.

Mr. HALPERIN. No; because they might just think that the CIA
was not giving it to anyone. They do not know somebody else came
in and asked for the same information and got it and used it
without saying they had gotten it from the CIA. This is not done in
a heavy-handed way. They might say "Nobody can get it," or give
you some other information; you have no way to know that you
have or have not gotten the accurate information.

Mr. MINETA. Does the White House credentialing process include
a security or background investigation?

Mr. LOORY. It includes a Secret Service investigation and I am
not familiar with the extent of it.

Mr. HALPERIN. But again the extent of it is laid out to some
extent in this case. It is not openly-that is if you apply for White
House credentials, the Secret Services goes about getting your rec-
ords from other places and asking people about you. But the people
they ask, they say,

We are from the Secret Service, so-and-so has applied for White House creden-
tials. What can you tell us about this incident in which he threw a pie in the face of
so-and-so, which is a fact.
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When the CIA goes around, they do not say, "We are from the
CIA, we are trying to clear this reporter." They say, "We are from
an insurance company" or whatever, gathering information from
people who do not know they are giving information to the CIA.
The CIA then has constructed a secret dossier on this individual,
which presumably, if he writes a book about the Warren Commis-
sion they do not like, they will use that information to discredit
him, or whatever it is they do not like right now.

Mr. MINETA. Thank you very, very much for your helpful testi-
mony today. It has been very enlightening.

Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. It is not just journalists we are talking about, because

there are others concerned; but what is the legal status of this
whole business now?

Mr. HALPERIN. Of the background investigation?
Mr. AsPIN. Yes.
Mr. HALPERIN. There was a Freedom of Information case called

Weissman v. CIA, which involved a file constructed on a person
who the CIA was thinkii.g of hiring; they conducted a background
investigation of this kind, gave him a clearance, never told him
about it, never offered him a job, and then sought to withhold his
file under the Freedom of Information Act on the ground they had
conducted a lawful national security investigation.

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ruled
that this was in fact a violation of the CIA's congressional charter,
that the CIA was not authorized to conduct background investiga-
tions of American citizens, at least, the opinion said, where they
have no contact with the CIA. The Government decided not to
appeal that decision to the Supreme Court. So that is the law, at
least in the District of Columbia circuit. But it is not an injunction
against the CIA. It simply prohibits them from withholding infor-
mation based on that exemption.

I have been trying thus far without success to get the CIA to say
whether they have in fact ceased this kind of activity or not. There
is a court opinion, which the Government has not appealed, saying
it is a violation of their charter, but it is not an opinion that
requires them to stop, and I think that this committee should try
to find out.

Mr. MINETA. It seems to me it is not only a case of what gets
released but to whom it gets released that becomes, as Mr. Loory
says, the pernicious aspect of this.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me just quickly go over the Warren Commission
case, Mort, that you were talking about, that is the issue of trying
to discredit the people attacking the Warren Commission. Can you
quote again from the document to give us some kind of feel for
what it is that worries you about this.

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. That is a cable, one of the documents that is
in this set, a cable that went out to CIA stations around the
country titled "Countering Criticism of the Warren Commission
Report." It begins with their concern, which is about the critics of
the Warren Commission. It says:

Action: We do not recommend the discussion of the assassination question be
initiated where it is not already taking place. Where discussion is active, however,
addresses are requested, one, to employ propaganda assets to answer and refute
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attacks of the critics. Book reviews and feature articles are particularly appropriate
for this purpose. The unclassified attachments provide useful background material
for passage to assets. The policy should be pointed out that critics are wedded to
theories adopted before the evidence was in; two, politically interested; three, finan-
cially interested or infatuated with their own theories.

Then they suggest singling out Mr. Epstein's book for attack,
using an article in The Spectator which they had in fact prepared
in Langley and published as an attack on Epstein's book. They go
through the answers, no significant evidence, critics usually over-
value particular items and ignore; conspiracy on a large scale is
suggested, and critics are enticed by a form of intellectual pride.

Then they go on and have this unclassified attachment, and3 item
2 of the unclassified attachment says:

Some writers appear to have been disposed to criticism by anti-American far-left
or Communist sympathiw,.

Then they go on to give a paragraph of information about the
political activitities of both foreign and American journalists, re-
porting that one individual was once sentenced to jail by a Federal
jury for concealing his membership in the Communist Party.

Mark Lane was a member of the committee. He also attended
the 8th Congress of the International Association of Democratic
Lawyers, what they describe as an international Communist front
organization. And he thanks in his book a man named Ralph
Schoenman, who they point out works with Bertrand Russell,
which I gather the CIA thinks is 'some sort of criticism of the
individual.

Then they go on to talk about his financial rewards, other peo-
ple's financial rewards, and one of the techniques is to raise ques-
tions which again seems to the CIA to be inappropriate. It goes on
for a number of pages, attacking their love of theorizing and lack
of commonsense.

Then they say the likelihood of further criticism is enhanced by
the circumstances that Communist propagandists seem recently to
have stepped up their own campaign to discredit the Warren Com-
mission. Then they quote from that propaganda.

In other words, it is an all-out attempt to describe how to deal
with critics, including information about lawful political activity,
which I think is the worst but only one of the instances.

Mr. AsPIN. The information in this was sent out to field offices?
Mr. HALPERIN. Yes. It was sent out with the action instruction

that where discussion is already taking place, the addressees are
required to employ propaganda assets to answer and refute the
attacks of the critics.

Mr. ASPIN. Do you know whether they were sent to field offices
in the United States?

Mr. HALPERIN. I do not. Of course the CIA does have operational
field offices here.

Mr. AsPIN. Yes.
Mr. HALPERIN. I do not know whether that was sent to them or

not. I am looking to see whether there is a distribution instruction.
There either was not a distribution list on this document or it was
deleted from the copy that we were given.

Mr. AsPIN. What do you say about remedies in this kind of a
case, Mort?
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Mr. HALPERIN. This is the worldwide Wurlitzer. I think it is clear
that the CIA should be prohibited from the business of using its
assets, if it is going to have any, and I would prohibit the assets
from commenting on American books and articles published by
Americans, published within the United States, I wouldmake that
an absolutely flat prohibition.

I would also prohibit them from engaging in this kind of a
worldwide propaganda campaign. Again it inevitably influences the
United States. Americans' perception of the Warren Commission is
affected by what people are saying in the rest of the world or the
rest of the world is saying this is responsible journalism and the
CIA has no business in that at all.

This case is very clear. This kind of thing should be prohibited. I
say you could write a regulation which, if you had active oversight,
you could tell whether the regulation was being violated even
though at the margin--

Mr. ASPIN. What is the remedy in this case?
Mr. HALPERIN. Prohibiting CIA directing its agents to comment

on books and articles written by Americans. I think that is an easy
rule.

I would go further and close down the whole worldwide propa-
ganda operation. But in any case I would have that rule, that the
CIA should not be in the business of getting its assets to write
articles and editorials and ought not to be writing in Langley, Va.,
book reviews of books published in the United States.

This case I think is quite easy. The Privacy Act was not in
existence at the time. This would now be a violation of the Privacy
Act. I do not know why even the CIA has in its file who was the
vice chairman of the Committee to Abolish the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask Stu before we quit about a couple of the
philosophical issues that you raised.

I had almost come to the conclusion before you got here today,
even almost before these hearings began, and maybe you ought to
persuade me to the contrary, that the least interesting question
that we are talking about in this is the number of journalists. That
that seems to me to be a definitional problem: what do you define
as a relationship, and whether Bernstein is right about 400 or the
New York Times is right about 42. Whatever the number is prob-
ably depends on where you are on that list of activities, what you
are talking about; because if you include everything on that, in-
cluding story confirmation, you are probably talking about thou-
sands.

Mr. LOORY. Exactly.
Mr. ASPIN. So numbers do not really mean much unless you are

talking about what activities; therefore, the point really is to talk
about the activities rather than the numbers.

Mr. LOORY. Well, if you are coming down to salaried association
in that category, you get anywhere near the 400 figure, that Carl
Bernstein figure, I think then you certainly want to know because
you really have a serious problem on your hands. The number is
apparently somewhere between the some three dozen of November
1973 in Director Colby's leak, and the 400 in Carl Bernstein's
article. Certainly I do not think he meant to say all 400 were
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salaried, or paid in any way, but we just do not know. That is the
point.

We do not know how serious the problem was and then we also
do not know what these people did to earn their payments. If it
was a matter of picking up an expense check to fly to Bulgaria, to
check on the construction of a new hotel that agents might want to
check into the next time they are in Sofia, that is one thing. If it
was a retainer so that these people would file book reviews, stories
or anything like that, back to their publications in the United
States, that is another thing.

I think we certainly would want to know about it.
Mr. AsPIN. I think that is right.
The difficulty of course with all of these things is you never

know enough. I mean there is always more that you need to know.
I am not sure that in anything you ever really feel comfortable you
know enough to do it.

What worries me slightly is that if you think, "Gee, we really do
not know enough and we ought to conduct more case studies or
more investigations," you can do case studies from now until 5
years from now on these issues. Sure you are going to know a lot
more; but the point is, in the meantime of course, you have not
done anything. I do not know where the tradeoff is between know-
ing enough to do something that makes some sense and the point
where you just keep studying things and studying things.

I take it you feel we do not know enough about this subject now
to do anything very sensible in the way of regulations.

Mr. LOORY. I think frankly we have just scratched the surface.
Mr. ASPIN. What do you think?
Mr. HALPERIN. One can do endless studies about when you know

enough to act and when you should do more studies. I guess I think
.we do not know enough really to act in this area. It is important
enough that the committee ought to do more research.

One, it would help if you started with some notions of what a
piece of legislation or an executive order might look like, and then
ask yourself what you need to know about past practice in order to
understand how to write that properly, or what issues have come
up that you do not know how to deal with because you do not know
how serious the problem is.

Second, my feeling is that the world was sufficiently ambiguous
in the 1950's and even in the 1960's that I would be very reluctant
to see the committee go into the naming of names or the forcing of
the agency to describe events sufficiently publicly, or I think even
privately, so that the names become clear.

I think you can learn as much as you need to know about the
past without getting into who were the reporters on this newspaper
who did what, and I think it is very easy now to look back and say
it is all wrong, but I think the world did look very different to an
awful lot of people then and I do not think it is appropraite to go
back and try to find out who were the particular reporters who did
these things. But I do not think you need to do that in order to
learn about how the system works.

I guess I would finally say that I think the most important cases
have to do with understanding the way the CIA operated rather
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than understanding how they dealt with a particular reporter,
what precisely one reporter or another was willing to do for them.

Mr. AsPIN. How comfortable do either or both of you feel that
the current mood is the mood that will and ought to prevail?

I know Mr. Loory talks about the arm's-length relationship
which we usually think of between the press and the Government.
It is quite clear in the 1950's there was no arm's-length relation-
ship, and nobody would have thought there ought to be an arm's-
length relationship. I mean it was a different mind-set which be-
lieved clearly that the country was really being threatened and all
kinds of security problems for the country were obvious to people
whq now in retrospect we might question. At the time there was no
question that the country was facing a very, very grave danger.

So the relationship between the CIA and the media in that time
was a very, very different kind of relationship. Now there has been
a change. There has been a change. In other words, the regulations
that we would have written in 1955 are nothing like the regula-
tions that we would write in 1978.

Now the question is how do we know that 20 years from now the
mood is not going to shift again, either toward more of an arm's-
length relationship or, because of the threat to the country, back
the other way toward a closer relationship and the horrors of the
past that we will be uncovering 20 years from now are the reverse.

In other words, we will be uncovering all kinds of horrors where
newspapers did not cooperate and did not help the country, that
would be the horror story, just as they are now that they cooperat-
ed too closely. One of my problems I have with writing any regula-
tions is getting anything into concrete that is not going to allow for
changes in attitude later. I have no confidence that we are now at
the sensible point that is going to exist forever.

Mr. LOORY. That is one of the things I am arguing against this
morning, the drafting of regulations. That is why. I do not think
you can write regulations that will cover all cases and last for all
time. That is why I think that the best course is to simply lay out
the record and then let responsible, intelligent people evaluate
what has happened and conduct themselves in the future as is
judged best, and give this committee and its sister committee--

Mr. AsPIN. If we lay out the record in the way you were suggest-
ing, you really are making a judgment on the past from the pres-
ent.

Mr. LOORY. Yes, but I think different people will make different
judgments. There is a significant number of my colleagues around,
I know, who will look at that record and say "What is the matter
with all that?"

Mr. AsPIN. They will not say it in print.
Mr. LOORY. Oh, yes, they will.
Mr. AsPIN. Well, not very many of them, in the current mood.
I would guess right now if you lay out the record the way you

were saying it,- you really are imposing a judgment of the current
1970's attitude on the 1950's.

Mr. LOORY. I think certainly to a great extent that is true, but
there are people, I know there are people, I have talked to them,
still around who see nothing wrong with that approach.
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Mr. AsPIN. I agree. I could not get any of them to come to testify,
incidentally. There are reporters who believe that and whose views
on the CIA-media relationship are indistinguishable from Ray
Cline's, for example.

Mr. LoORY. Yes.
Mr. HALPERIN. I am not sure that is fair to Ray Cline.
Mr. AsPIN. I suggested that some of them ought to come on our

panel of journalists because we needed somebody to represent that
point of view, but they would not do it.

Mr. LoORY. Could I bring up one more point?
There are people around who are being bum-rapped now, about

whatever it is they may or may not have done in the past. I am
kind of struck by this letter from Desmond Maberley of the New
York Times, yesterday; he is the managing editor for North Amer-
ica of Reuters.

As you know, Reuters was named in the New York Times as an
organization where the CIA planted stories, and Reuters knew it.
Mr. Maberley was quoted in those articles as dismissing the charge
as old-hat, and he writes a letter denying that he specifically
dismissed those charges; also expressing great surprise about Reu-
ters knowing it because Reuters did not know it.1

When I did my piece for the Columbia Journalism Review in
1974, Reuters was one of those agencies mentioned to me as an
example of how the CIA planted misinformation. It was used in a
very specific way, with a very specific story, and I told that story
andI mentioned it as an example.

There was never any confirmation of that until the New York
Times series came along. All of a sudden the New York Times
went further, saying that the stories-plural, and I used only one
story-were being planted by the CIA and some were bogus-again
more than one.

I said: "Terrific, finally 3 years later I have been confirmed." But
along comes Mr. Maberley to deny it all once again. So Reuters
still has not had a fair shake because the CIA still has not been
compelled to produce whatever it is that it has done or not done to
Reuters.

There are other people in that situation. I quoted John Bross, a
ranking CIA man at one time, in my piece as saying that there is
today, high up in the American news business, a person who once
worked as a CIA agent with journalistic cover. He would not name
the person before I wrote the article. After my article appeared he
named that person to me and I went to that person and I said,
what is going on here? The person expressed complete surprise. He
hired a lawyer, went to the Agency; he had it checked on.

It turned out that Bross was completely in error in naming that
person as a former CIA agent. When both the person and I went
ack to Bross and asked him what he had done, in the most

offhand way he said, "That is what Dick Helms told me," and it
was just an offhand comment as if it was gospel. The guy did not
know what he was talking about.

That is, once again, why I think it is necessary to get at the
record specifically and see just what was going on specifically,

'See appendix L, p. 478.
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because we are all dealing with the long ago recollections of a lot of
people talking about it.

Mr. AsPIN. Mort.
Mr. HALPERIN. First I would ask you to add to your list of

questions for Admiral Turner whether Reuters is covered by their
directive. I think it is not, my understanding is it is not a U.S.
newsgathering organization. I think it clearly should be.

Mr. AsPIN. It may not be covered by the Turner directive, but it
may be covered by agreements with the British.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think not only is the British Government enti-
tled to know that, but I think we are entitled to know that also.

Mr. ASPIN. We will ask him.
Mr. HALPERIN. Second, on this question of how do you write

regulations now about the future? I think again I would suggest
what you all get paid for is to take the opportunity of the current
change of climate to write regulations which you would want in
effect when we go back to the mentality of the fifties but could
never pass in the 1950's. Admittedly that is not an easy job.

I think one tries to step aside from the current either keen
understanding or hysteria, depending on who you talk to, and try
to figure out what are the principles here that we really want to
live with. It is like, if I may, writing a constitution. There is always
the danger in that that you go too far and/or not far enough.

It seems to me important in our society to require that change be
publicly debated. You are not legislating for all time. What you do
by legislation is require that if people want to change the rules
they have to publicly argue about why to change the rules. Some-
body could come in and say there is now a leader in the Kremlin
who is in fact like Hitler and we no longer can afford to forego

,whatever it is one can argue about.
The problem with directives like this, which say that the DCI

can secretly change it, or the way the CIA functioned in the past is
that it was able to change its rules in secret. We found that out in
1957 when the CIA's dealings with universities were made public.
Everybody said "Oh, this is all terrible." Others said "Let's not go
too far." So Congress did not legislate. It left it to the CIA and to
the executive branch, the so-called Katzenbach directive came
down, the CIA sat down and figured out how to get around the
Katzenbach directive. They did.

They discovered loopholes in that directive that they could and
did drive most of their programs through in one form or another.
They were able to change the guidance by changing an Executive
order or changing a secret Executive order.

So I think you have to look upon legislation not as a judgment
for all time, but a much more modest position of saying we are
going to require that, if people in the future want to change it,
they publicly justify the change.

Mr. AsPIN. Agreed. That is why we are holding these open hear-
ings.

Norm, you had a question?
Mr. MINFTA. The question was raised about whether there are

three dozen or 400 journalists with a CIA connection; it depends
upon the kind of association and the dollars involved.
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Mr. Loory, I was wondering, as far as the Sun-Times is con-
cerned, do you have a prohibition on gifts reimbursements or ex-
penses on occasion or financial payment; are there rules and regu-
lations for your people?

Mr. LOORY. Yes, we do.,
Mr. AsPIN. Are they specifically directed to CIA?
Mr. LOORY. No. I assume you are talking about a blanket prohibi-

tion against gifts, that sort of thing?
Mr. ASPIN. Yes, regulations in your organization; about what is

considered proper conduct for employees.
Mr. LOORY. Yes; we have those kinds of internal regulations.
Mr. ASPIN. Would this be a proper way to proceed with this

whole media-CIA relationship?
I know you are very leery of Congress, and I am kind of leery of

Congress doing much in this field. I think we can sharpen up the
Turner directive and other things. Maybe with the executive
orders, when we have to approve them we can do some things; but
it is clearly limited.

To a very large extent what we are talking about is a media
issue as opposed to a CIA issue.

Mr. LOORY. That is right.
Mr. ASPIN. So one possible way to go about it, which is one of the

things we are going to raise with the witnesses tomorrow-the
managers, some people from management of newspapers who are
coming tomorrow-is the whole question about the possibility of
doing this thing through individual media outlets.

Mr. LOORY. Yes; individual organizations, individual newspapers,
wire services. I think they should all give thought to this in estab-
lishing codes of conduct for their employees. Again I think they
have to be impressed with the seriousness of the situation.

Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Chairman, we have been talking here today
about the press and the journalists. I gather that you both are
recommending some action, either by way of guidelines, directives,
regulations, or legislation.

Do your thoughts apply likewise to the other media, radio, televi-
sion?

Mr. LOORY. Yes. I talked about the news business to be all-
inclusive; generally the press takes in the electronic organizations
also.

Mr. HALPERIN. I would agree.
Mr. ASPIN. Tomorrow we will meet at Rayburn 2350, which is

around the corridor the other way. That is at 9 o'clock.
I thank you both very much for coming, very interesting.
[Whereupon, at 12:30, the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

at 9 a.m., Thursday, January 5, 1978.]

'See appendix M, p. 480.
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THE CIA AND THE MEDIA

THURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE

PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:10 a.m., in room
2359, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Les Aspin (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Mineta and McClory.
Also present: Loch Johnson, professional staff member.
Mr. ASPIN. So far in this series of hearings on "The CIA and the

Media" wehave heard testimony from former CIA officials and
foreign correspondents, as well as from individuals who have writ-
ten articles on the topic.

Today we shift our focus somewhat to examine the views of a
panel of media managers, including editors, representatives, and
members of newspaper associations, and a publisher.

The publisher on our panel is Robert Myers. Mr. Myers brings a
unique perspective to this discussion, for he has also accumulated
many years of experience as an intelligence analyst for the U.S.
Army and an agent for the CIA. He served in the CIA for 12 years,
and was stationed in Indonesia and Cambodia, among other loca-
tions.

Before leaving the Agency in 1965, Mr. Myers worked as an aide
to Mr. William Colby. Entering the publishing world in 1965, Mr.
Myers first helped found and finance the Washington Magazine; he
then became publisher of the New Republic in 1968, a post he
continues to fill.

He is also vice president of New Republic Books. Mr. Myers-or
perhaps I -should say Dr. Myers-holds a Ph. D. from the Universi-
ty of Chicago.

A second number of our panel is Clayton Kirkpatrick. His distin-
guished career as a journalist expands 40 years of reporting and
managing with the Chicgo Tribune, since he joined the City News
Bureau in 1938.

Today, Mr. Kirkpatrick is editor-of the Tribune. He is also chair-
man of the International Communications Committee of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors, and appears before this
subcommittee in this capacity.

The current president of the American Society of Newspaper
Editors is a member of this panel, too. I refer to Eugene Patterson,
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Writing (1966).

Mr. Patterson began his career in journalism 30 years ago as a
reporter with the Daily Telegram in Temple, Tex., and the Tele-
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graph in Macon, Ga. Today he is editor and president of the St.
Petersburg Times in Florida and president of the Congressional
Quarterly in Washington. In between, he served as manager of the
UP London Bureau, editor of the Atlanta Constitution, and manag-
ing editor of the Washington Post.

Our fourth witness is Gilbert Cranberg, who has been with The
Des Moines Register-Tribune since 1950, and is now editor of its
editorial pages. Mr. Cranberg is also a former chairman of the
Professional Standards Committee of the National Conference of
Editorial Writers-though, I understand, he speaks today not as a
representative of the conference, but as an individual who has
thought about the issues before this subcommittee.

Gentlemen, it is a privilege to have you with us.
Maybe we should have the opening statements of you gentlemen,

if we might, starting with Mr. Kirkpatrick.

PANEL OF CLAYTON KIRKPATRICK, EDITOR, THE CHICAGO
TRIBUNE; GILBERT CRANBERG, EDITOR, THE DES MOINES
REGISTER-TRIBUNE; EUGENE PATTERSON, EDITOR, ST. PE-
TERSBURG TIMES; AND ROBERT MYERS, PUBLISHER, THE
NEW REPUBLIC

Mr. MCCLORY. Will the chairman yield?
Mr. AsPIN. Yes.
Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you. I just want to state, Mr. Chairman,

that I join with you in welcoming this distinguished panel here this
morning, especially to extend a warm welcome to the editor of an
extremely important organ insofar as I am concerned, the Chicago
Tribune, Clayton Kirkpatrick, a long-time friend, also.

I notice that in the Saturday, December 31, 1977 issue of the
Tribune a very significant editorial on the subject of the CIA and
the press appeared in the Herald Tribune. So, I want to say I am
delighted to have Mr. Kirkpatrick here, and I look forward to his
testimony, as well as that of the other members of the panel.

Thank you.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Thank you, Congressman.
Since you have read the editorial, it seems hardly necessary for

me to testify.
Mr. MCCLORY. I think we ought to ask leave that the editorial be

made part of the record.
Mr. AsPIN. Without objection.1

STATEMENT OF CLAYTON KIRKPATRICK

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think that the overall position of the ASNE
with respect to the relationship between the CIA and the press will
be covered by Mr. Peterson. I am going to focus largely on the
international aspects of these relationships.

I have a short opening statement which I will read, with your
leave.,

I wish to state at the outset that I believe the Central Intelli-
gence Agency is a vital instrument of our national security. I
would not wish to see its effectiveness impaired, but I would wish
to see its abuses and excesses corrected.

'See appendix N, p. 490.
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The CIA has been guilty of practices that reflect unfavorably
upon that organization, upon the United States generally, and
upon the free news media of the world.

It is this last aspect that concerns me most. The credibility of
American news media is damaged when evidence is produced, and
even when mere rumor is circulated, that reporters, editors, and
publishers are used to support and promote governmental policy.

These reports are damaging domestically, but they are even
more damaging internationally. A campaign is being waged by
totalitarian governments, with the Soviet Union as the leader, to
deny access to news in large areas of the world and to restrict the
free flow of news to these areas.

The principal targets of this campaign are the news agencies, the
newspapers, news magazines, and news broadcasting enterprises of
the United States and other free democratic nations.

At a general conference of UNESCO in November 1976 an at-
tempt was made to adopt a declaration that would have given
international sanction to government controls over news media so
that they could be used as instruments of government. It was
vigorously opposed by representatives of the free press of the world
and it was not approved.

I was a member of the U.S. delegation at that conference, and I
observed the close and effective cooperation of all free media
around the world in opposing that resolution. It was a united
effort.

Now, since then the advocates of news controls have renewed
their campaign for such a declaration. Part of their argument-
often repeated in international conferences on press freedom-is
that the press of the free world has allowed itself to be used by the
CIA.

Two of the principal international press associations, both strong-
ly committed to press freedom, have been falsely smeared with this
charge. I am a member of both organizations, the Inter-American
Press Association and the International Press Institute.

I have personally investigated these rumors. I assure you that
these organizations which are among the leaders in the fight to
keep the world's press free have not had and do not have any
clandestine relationship with the CIA.

Yet, the rumor persists and it handicaps the campaign for free-
dom. The rumors do not die because of disclosures that in the past
the CIA has subverted some newsmen and some news media.

Now, it is very much in our national interest, it seems to me, to
keep the credibility not only of our own news media high, but that
of the foreign news media, the free news media, because many of
the basic decisions that are made by government leaders around
the world are based on information that is carried to these leaders
by the Western and the free democratic press.

This is because these agencies have credibility. You don't find
nations in the Third World making decisions on the reports of
Tass, of Hsinhua of Tanjug, the Yugoslavian news agency, or any
of the other news agencies where it is well known that the report-
ers, the sources of the information are subject to government con-
trol, or even are agents of the government.
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So, I think it is very much in the national interest that we
preserve the purity of our news reporting, not only from our own
agencies, but from other international agencies that operate in a
free environment.

I do not urge enactment of a law to restrict CIA activities. The
CIA deserves and needs some flexibility. I strongly urge, however,
that the CIA extend its commitment to avoid recruiting American
journalists to a broader commitment to avoid recruiting all journal-
ists, foreign as well as American. I would urge the Congress to
monitor that commitment closely to insure that it is kept.

Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Mr. Patterson, I hope you will give us your whole statement,

because I think it is a very important statement.
0 STATEMENT OF EUGENE PATTERSON

Mr. PArFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your permission I will do that. I do have some additional

information that I would like to bring to the committee's attention
at the end of the prepared opening statement. It is a letter that I
received yesterday from Stansfield Turner, which I would like to
enter into the record of the committee.

Mr. Chairman, it is essential that the Central Intelligence
Agency be brought to recognize that it must not destroy the valid-
ity of American institutions in order to save them.

Former officials of the CIA urged this committee last week to
endorse a double standard for the United States-to profess respect
for truth at home; to demonstrate abroad that we don't mean it.

Former CIA Director William Colby told you it would be "unilat-
eral disarmament" if the United States ceased to subvert foreign
journalists, with money, to serve the purposes of American intelli-
gence. He thought putting our ideals into practice abroad would
deal us a 'self-inflicted wound' in our ideological battle against
authoritarian systems that deny freedom by subverting the truth
themselves.

In sum, you and the world have been told that truth is a weak
armament against propaganda, that a press free of manipulation
by governments is an undependable force in the world.

This is cynicism. Worse, it exhibits a grasp on unreality that
ought to alarm Americans who depend on the judgment of their
intelligence agents for a measure of their Nation's security.

The United States unilaterally disarms itself in its ideological
conflicts when it abandons its beliefs and adopts its opponents'.
The wound is self-inflicted when we rush to fall on our adversary's
knife.

To scrap our strength in a war of ideas and embrace the authori-
tarians' weakness is defeat by default. Yet, this committee was told
the opposite by witnesses for the CIA.

The facts seem pretty simple to this editor who lives 1,000 miles
from Washington working on the second largest newspaper in the
Nation's eighth largest State.

The first amendment established a free press for Americans
whose forebears learned under authoritarian monarchies that
there can be no freedom unless there is free expression.
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We advocate a free press for peoples who don't have it abroad.
We know that few have freedom, but that all in the world yearn
for it. We set out to use the power of our American example to
kindle their faith that it works. That is the essence of the ideologi-
cal conflict we are in.

Yet the CIA had to be forced by public opinion to stop hiring
American journalists to serve its intelligence purposes, and it still
insists on the right to recruit journalists of foreign nations into its
pay.

On the one hand our Government and our press stand for a
belief in expression free of Government influence everywhere. On
the other, the intelligence agency of the U.S. Government reserves
the right to subvert journalists anywhere abroad, and its former
agents express pride at having done so.

If that is not unilateral disarmament in the war of ideas, the
American eagle flies backward.

The intelligence-gathering arm of the U.S. Government presumes
to set its own policy at variance with American institutions, and
destructive of their credibility. The Constitution announces what
this Nation stands for. An agency of our Government advises the
world to forget it.

The New York Times quoted Ray S. Cline, a former official of
the CIA, as uttering last week one sentence of testimony that is so
astounding it deserves to be engraved on stone and planted as a
permanent signpost pointing the wrong direction away from the
American future.

"You know, that first amendment is only an amendment," he
said.

If Congress permits the CIA to go on regarding the anchor of the
Bill of Rights as only an amendment, the Constitution itself can
come to be seen as only a piece of paper in the eyes of the world
and of ourselves.

Mr. Cline testified that he regards the anxiety his attitude has
created in the American press as a wave of sanctimony. A cynic
may see sanctimony where others see fundamentals.

Every citizen recognizes the importance of' the CIA and credits
the difficulties it encounters in gathering intelligence vital to the
Nation's security. As a former officer in the regular U.S. Army I
have a particular regard for the bravery and the sacrifice of those
who follow the hard path of devotion to securing this Nation.

But some terribly counterproductive paths should be closed to
the Agency's intrusion in order to serve the larger national inter-
est. The CIA has accepted an arm's-length relationship now with
the domestic news media unless information exchanges with jour-
nalists come on a voluntary and unpaid basis.

Until it accepts the same policy with respect to paying off foreign
journalists and fouling foreign news media, nobody in this world
can credit the truthfulness of the American claim to stand for a
free, untainted alternative to manipulated news.

Not even Americans can be sure of the news fed back to them
from abroad if it is planted there to mislead others. Why should
this Nation mislead anybody with calculated untruths, abroad or at
home?
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If this creates difficulty for CIA operations in lands where we all
know the media are agents of the government, that price is worth
paying to estblish universally the far larger fact that Americans
live by their title deeds and offer to others an ideology that works
without cheating.

Strength flowing from such a cleanup of ethical sloppiness is
visible in recent years across a wide spectrum of our National and
our international life. As new and open policies have supplanted
mistaken or unworthy shortcuts, American institutions have be en
invigorated, not weakened.

The President stated a priority last week for restoring "a tone to
our Nation's life and attitude of what we stand for." That restora-
tion started before he took office and with our help can endure
long after he leaves.

It is clearly reflected in the Congress. It is welcomed among the
people who have faced painful truths across the past decade and
sense now, with relief, that we are finding our way back to a
fundamental hold on what the Nation stands for. We are remem-
bering that this is our armament.

The CIA has resisted this swing toward honoring the institutions
it defends, and it should be helped forward by Congress and the
President.

Surely it is time to remove American intelligence bribery from
the world's channels of information, no matter the inconvenience,
if the far larger American ideal of freedom is to be credited and
believed abroad.

I am presenting to this committee a resolution adopted unani-
mously by the board of directors of the American Society of News-
paper Editors at its Honolulu meeting in October of 1976. The
burden of that resolution is contained in the following quotation,
which was valid then and overdue now:

At the UNESCO conference in Nairobi-

To which my colleague, Clayton Kirkpatrick, has alluded-
American delegates urged all nations to respect humanity's right to news uncon-
trolled by governments for their own ends. Those words lack force so long as an
agency of the American Government refuses to give assurance that it will forego
employment of foreign newsmen for its own ends.

The CIA has refused to give the world's people that assurance. We believe the
American people through their elected representatives should require it to do so.
The interests of the United States are not served if a U.S. agency reserves the right
to interfere with other peoples' sources of information.

To extend America's own respect for a free and independent press to the efforts of
news media abroad would serve the highest purposes of the United States, and
stand in telling contrast to the practices of totalitarian systems which Americans
expect their government to reject, not emulate.

Mr. Chairman, that remains the position of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors on the practice of CIA payoffs to foreign
journalists.

Quite aside from this hiring of foreign journalists that has dam-
aged the world's trust in our professed belief in free expression, by
what right does the CIA speak for America in its covert propa-
ganda?

The U.S. Information Agency was created to speak the American
message to the world out in the sunshine where it belongs, overtly,
truthfully, and proudly. Let us rebuild respect for the institutions
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America is supposed to stand for by stopping practices that discred-

it the faith in freedom that we profess.
Mr. Chairman, as I indicated, I have received a letter dated

December 27, which came to me in St. Petersburg, Fla., yesterday,

from the current Director of Central Intelligence, Adm. Stansfield

Turner.
I will present this letter for inclusion in the committee's records,

if you would like. But, if I may, I would like to read the principal

part of it to the committee.
I had written Admiral Turner in my capacity as ASNE presi-

dent, asking him what his reaction to the ASNE resolution would

be with respect to a cessation of hiring of foreign journalists work-

ing for foreign media. He replied by noting that his new November

30 regulation does stop paid relationships between CIA journalists

for the American media.
But then he addressed himself to the ASNE's question about the

foreign media in the following manner, and I quote his letter:

Let me attempt to address the issues raised in your letter by sharing with you the

major reasons why our announced policies are carefully and specifically delineated

to cover journalists and staff of U.S. news media organizations.
The underlying rationale for this position, of course, is CIA's abiding recognition

and appreciation of the special status afforded the naiion's press under the Consti-

tution.
Accordingly, in order to do our part to allay the understandable concern ex-

pressed in some quarters that unregulated and widespread CIA relationships in this

area tend to undermine the integrity and independence of the U.S. press, we have

taken special pains to impose stringent limitations on ourselves in our dealings with

U.S. news media organizations themselves, and any employees thereof throughout

the world regardless of the nationality of the employees.
Although upon occasion the severity of these restrictions and prohibitions will

unquestionably present obstacles to our ability to expeditiously and effectively per-

form our statutory responsibilities in the area of foreign intelligence collection, CIA

has chosen to forbmlate and operate under these limitations in the interests of and

out of respect for tl~e separate responsibilities and status of the U.S. press as a free

and independent institution in our society.
At the same time, it is our considered opinion that any further extension of the

scope of the restrictions beyond U.S. media organizations is neither legally required

nor otherwise appropriate, in light of the potential barriers which such action may

pose to this agency s ability to carry out its critical duties in furtherance of the

nation's foreign policy objectives.

In closing he writes-
I hope you will understand the reasons why this agency cannot support the

position taken in the October 1976 resolution of the ASNE.

Mr. Chairman, the ASNE cannot support the position taken here

by the current Director of the CIA who, like his predecessor, has

taken the position in this letter that I have read to you. I would

only comment briefly in this respect.
I appreciate his recognition and appreciation of the special status

the Constitution affords the American press. I appreciate his un-

derstanding that there was a understandable concern that unregu-

lated CIA paid relationships with American media members tended

to undermine the integrity and independence of the U.S. press.

I appreciate his statement that despite unquestionable obstacles

that his new policy is going to present in gathering intelligence he

has taken steps to regulate paid contacts between CIA and Ameri-

can media members.
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But, Mr. Chairman, I don't understand why, if we in the United
States, standing in this world as examples of what freedom is
about, hide behind our own Constitution in our own country, and
yet permit this agency of the government in the rest of the world,
in all the other countries of the world, to make us suspect as to our
beliefs in a free press there.

I recognize, as he said, that if he introduced a regulation barring
paid relationships with foreign journalists, just as he has instituted
a regulation barring paid relationships with domestic journalists, it
could present barriers-his word-abroad to intelligence gathering,
just as it presents obstacles-again his word-domestically.

But, Mr. Chairman, this committee faces a very much larger
question. Are we in America hypocrites, are we following a double
standard, when we say to the world, in this ideological conflict
between authoritarianism and democracy, at home we preach and
practice this, abroad we do it the other fellow's way?

I feel that the very much larger issue lost behind the inconven-
ience and overshadowed by the barriers that Admiral Turner sees,
lost there, is the greatest strength this Nation has, a Nation which
through its feats of arms has defended freedom across a couple of
centuries, but a far larger strength, if we look back across our
history, that the power of our example is the greatest power we
can throw against authoritarianism in this world; perhaps the
greatest examples we have set have been the American Revolution,
which triggered dreams of freedom all over the earth, have been
the Emancipation Proclamation, have been Woodrow Wilson's 14
points, Franklin Roosevelt's four freedoms, the demonstrated
change of the civil rights revolution in this country-these are the
strengths of America.

If our ideology, democracy, is going to prevail in the conflict with
authoritarianism, we have to pay a price of inconvenience, we have
to recognize that freedom presents certain barriers to efficiency, to
order.

But, we also have to recognize that if we are going to base a
foreign policy on human rights, one of the foremost human rights
that we respect at home, Admiral Turner's word, we should respect
abroad, whether it is present or not in the contemporary world.

We stand against the treason trial of Shcharansky in the Soviet
Union. Whether we can prevent it or not, we stand against it. We
stand for justice in South Africa, a capitalist country, and we could
not prevent the death of Steve Biko, but we stand for something
which the world perceives.

There is no free press in much of the world. But, as Clayton
Kirkpatrick has said, we have turned to those Third World coun-
tries, to which Russia is saying: "Look, make your press an instru-
ment of your government, that is the way to go."

Arrayed against that are the few of us with a free press saying:
"That is not the way to go, look at our example, it works."

But Admiral Turner's letter serves notice that the respect he
feels for this free institution in hip own country does not extend
abroad, because that might present barriers to intelligence gather-
ing.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that this committee will grapple with the
larger question, what are we going to stand for in the world, the
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human right for a free press, whether it exists or not-do we stand
for it? If we don't, it is my considered judgment that this kind of
cynicism and hypocrisy over a period of time could lead to the
death of the American dream by our own unbelieving hand.

Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Patterson, for a very important state-

ment.1
Mr. MYERS.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. MYERS

Mr. MYERS. Testifying after such eloquence will make my state-
ment seem more cynical than it was intended.

As I have followed the reporting of this committee's hearings,
the consensus seems to be that the interchange of information
between CIA intelligence officers and American journalists abroad
on a collegial basis is useful and is sanctioned by the people and
organizations involved.

Using American journalists abroad, however, in what one might
describe as a witting operational capacity is not to be sanctioned. If
one had nothing but these hearings to go on, one would conclude
that the CIA intelligence officer and the American journalist were
almost interchangeable links in the reporting process, or at the
very least bore a symbiotic relationship which covered a wide area
of concern.

The fact is that the circle of overlap between the intelligence
officers and journalists is exceedingly small. That is why, I suspect,
the CIA did not grieve much over issuing its November 30, 1977
regulation governing the relationship or, should I say, almost elimi-
nating the relationship between CIA overseas and American jour-
nalists.

The reciprocal relationship between the CIA and the American
press, as has been testified, has been of value to both parties, the
CIA and the press, and often to the individuals themselves whose
careers may have mutually benefited by such connections.

But the relationship is not vital to CIA or the press. There are in
any case self-limiting factors at work that keep the levels of such
collaboration minimal and manageable for all but the philosophical
purist.

One hears about the danger the CIA causes to the first amend-
ment in terms of interfering with the freedom of the press. This
case has not been made in a significant way, in my opinion, by
either Carl Bernstein in Rolling Stone, or the New York Times in
its recent stories.

The American press is not so feeble that it can easily be run
down in the street. CIA intelligence officers may have a different
view on a given situation-say in Vietnam-than other depart-
ments of Government, but one could take that or leave it.

All branches of the Government have an influence on the press
by their presentation of problems. What constitutes unwarranted
governmental influence? Legislative hearings, for example, and the
mailings of various legislators favoring positions on legislation to

'See appendix 0 for the letter from Admiral Turner, as well as other correspondence from

various news associations concerning the CIA.
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the press are for the purpose of reaching certain ends. The press is
swayed or not swayed. Should that kind of influence be prescribed
as well? I think not.

It might be useful to break down CIA activity overseas into two
categories-one intelligence and the other propaganda. In the intel-
ligence field, in terms of covert activities of a substantial sort-and
I don't mean finding out what a subcabinet minister of a'friendly
allied country has in mind-on the hard Soviet and Chinese targets
which are supposed to be CIA's top priority, there is not much an
American journalist can do in any case.

The job of the CIA intelligence officer is to recruit, often through
a progression of agents, key figures who have access to that infor-
mation and who would never meet an American journalist to begin
with.

I have heard of American journalists being used to pass money to
friendly foreign politicians, for example, so that there could be
plausible denial that the money did not come from the U.S. Gov-
ernment.

To me, however, for the CIA to resort to such a tactic shows a
depressing lack of operational imagination, both in terms of the
clandestine nature of the project and in operational procedure.

In the propaganda field the use of American journalists appar-
ently was more widespread. In the 1950's there was the battle for
men's minds, and whether the CIA propaganda efforts helped win
it, I don't know.

But again in the foreign field, the use of an American journalist
to promote or plant a propaganda line tips the hand of the sponsor,
and again is self-limiting, for no news organization-aside from
openly sponsored Government ones-can afford to traffic in inaccu-
rate and slanted news and stay in business.

In black propaganda efforts, again using an American journalist
in anything other than as a cutout to a third party who might be
of the proper local nationality is of not much value.

So, I doubt whether the CIA does or doesn't use American jour-
nalists abroad will ever be decisive in the progress of the Republic.
There may be a slight dimunition of the press' own evaluation of
its own importance overseas.

I doubt if CIA foreign operations will substantially be altered by
the November 30 regulation. Whatever the CIA's relationship with
che American press has been in the past it apparently will be less
in the future.

I do think it is a bad idea, however, publicly and apparently
officially, to rule out the use of any American group overseas,
official or nonofficial. That makes the job that much easier for
hostile counterespionage organizations, and makes CIA intelligence
officers more vulnerable behind the diminished cover available.

I would concede, however, that on the positive side the November
30 regulation may force the CIA to be more imaginative in its use
of covers as well as how to manage its clandestine affairs in the
field.

As others have testified, over the years the relationships between
CIA overseas and the American journalism profession have stabi-
lized into ground rules that prevent most of the horror prospects
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that some see in the possible CIA contamination through planted
foreign stories of the domestic American press.

That seems to me a bit like the argument over whether or not to
have nuclear powerplants. I don't think new legislation is needed
to cope with that one press problem exaggerated, I believe, out of
any reasonable and honest proportion. The CIA has unilaterally
backed out of all but the most innocuous association with the
Galahads of the press.

The ongoing attention to the CIA and the press, however, contin-
ues. The pressure on the CIA to reveal the names of American
journalists who have rendered assistance to their Government's
intelligence efforts in the past is great.

At the present, any American journalist would be loath, I should
think, to offer any help whatsoever or accept a request for assist-
ance, however innocuous, for fear of being held up as a traitor to
his employer and to his profession. This seems to be the sorry end
of the matter.

It also carries with it the implication that the CIA might not be
able to protect its clandestine sources, as has often proven true.
Any journalist knows that if one cannot protect his sources, he
won't have any.

If that is the message from this controversy, the job of the CIA to
find out the intentions as opposed to the capabilities of our enemies
will be more difficult.

I think that in a reasonable time, perhaps aided by the airing of
the question of the relationship of the CIA to the American press
overseas will be seen in a calmer perspective.

Neither organization is essential to the other, but they may as
well coexist and cooperate where the interests of both are best
served. I don't think that is likely to destroy either the Constitu-
tion, the press or the U.S. Government.

Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Myers. That is a very interesting

perspective on the American press.
Mr. Cranberg?

STATEMENT OF GILBERT CRANBERG

Mr. CRANBERG. The statement I have is modified slightly from
the one I submitted earlier.

Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Mr. CRANBERG. I want to say at the outset that I am here as

editor of the editorial pages of the Des Moines Register and Tri-
bune and that I am not representing any membership organization.

We print on our pages a substantial number of articles from
foreign sources. Members of our editorial page staff rely on U.S.
and foreign publications for information in forming the judgments
we express.

I am concerned, therefore, about the possibility of being an un-
witting mouthpiece for CIA propaganda. I know many editorial
page editors share the concern.

It is of special concern that the November 30, 1977 CIA regula-
tion on relations with the U.S. news media exempts freelancers.
The agency can, under this regulation, have in its employ Ameri-
can and foreign freelance journalists who contribute to U.S. publi-
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cations. We make frequent use of material purchased from free-
lancers in this country and abroad.

The CIA's November 30 position on freelancers represents a step
backward from the position expressed June 24, 1976, in a meeting
with representatives of the National News Council. At that time
the CIA said that its February 11, 1976 directive barred relation-
ships with anyone in a journalistic capacity with U.S. news agen-
cies, including freelancers. Now freelancers are exempted.

The latest policy defines accredited but does not define U.S. news
media organizations so that you cannot tell what organizations are
covered.

The regulation also makes it possible for the CIA to establish
news services overseas and for material distributed by the services
to be picked up here and abroad.

Perhaps the regulation's most far-reaching deficiency is that the
Director of the CIA can, by granting exceptions, apparently ap-
prove the hiring of any journalist working for a U.S. news organi-
zation.

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in 1976 was asked at the
annual meeting of the National Conference of Editorial Writers
about the CIA's overseas covert propaganda activities, including
the planting of false and misleading information.

He answered: "I don't believe that putting misleading informa-
tion out as news is ever justifiable * * * I would think that any
information that is placed through any American governmental
organization should be such that it could be published here without
misleading the American public."

Secretary Kissinger added, "If it was done in the past, I doubt
very seriously that it is being done today."

Official CIA spokesmen were asked several months later about
the Secretary's statement that it is never justifiable to plant phony
stories in the foreign press, and they said that the Agency con-
curred.

They stated that the CIA nonetheless wished to retain the option
to engage in "black propaganda." The officials said they recognized
the inconsistency of wanting to engage sometimes in conduct that
is never justifiable, but that is their untenable position.

These same CIA spokesmen discounted the likelihood of fallout
in this country from overseas propaganda activity by the CIA. But
they admitted that the Agency does not attempt systematically to
gage the extent of domestic fallout. Moreover, the Agency has a
peculiar definition of domestic fallout. It defines fallout as the
verbatim reprinting in this country of a story planted overseas.

If a story dispatched to this country draws on material planted
abroad by the CIA, but the story does not quote it in full, that
apparently would not count as an example of the rebroadcasting of

-covert CIA propaganda to Americans.
In any case, the CIA should be required to quit planting false

and misleading stories abroad, not just to protect Americans from
propaganda fallout, but to protect all readers from misinformation.
This Government should not deliberately deceive foreign readers
any more than it should deceive its own people.

Any unilateral disavowal by this country of black propaganda
and similar media dirty tricks would leave readers here and abroad
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still subject to the covert propaganda activities of foreign intelli-
gence agencies.

Soviet disinformation and other covert foreign intelligence propa-
ganda are as likely to be picked up and relayed to the American
public as is the CIA's brand of false and misleading stories.

If pollution of communications is to be eliminated, all of the
major polluters should be curbed.

I would hope that this government takes the lead in renouncing
the covert employment of journalists for propaganda purposes and
in developing support for an international convention against the
infiltration and misuse of the press of other countries by intelli-
gence agencies.

Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Cranberg.
Mr. McClory?
Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kirkpatrick, the statement you made I think is a most

significant one, and especially insofar as our current relati.s with
other countries on the subject of human rights and the demand on
the part of the nations that have the controlled press that antigo-
vernment statements must themselves be considered as offenses
against the government which are punishable, either criminally or
in some other way.

Likewise, I am sure you will agree that at these conferences the
charge is also made that while the Government, except to the
extent that the CIA influences the press, under our Constitution,
and our laws, that several large corporations really control the
news in contrast to the Government's controlling the news in other
countries.

That, of course, is an argument that we have to dispel, and we
have to be constantly alert to., as well.

I am just wondering whether we should be directing all of our
fire against the CIA, because is it not true that the CIA is merely
pursuing national policy in the positions that it maintains, whether
it is trying to influence in devious ways the political outcome of
affairs in Chile, or in Western Europe, or elsewhere in the world?

Mr. Myers, you appeared to cast an accolade to the current
President in setting a very lofty tone and condemning the activities
of past decades. On the other hand, in the testimony here, Mr.
Myers brought out the wide open use in the 1950's and 1960's,
before the last decade.

What about the position of the Congress with respect to doing
something about controlling the CIA and its activities during this
period, since it really came into existence in 1950 or 1947? What
about the role of the Executive? We don't have a bunch of volun-
teers here, do we, as far as the CIA is concerned?

My experience last year on the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence was that the abuses and excesses which were experi-
enced, for which frequently the CIA was condemned, was because
the Executive or an agency of the Executive wasn't following the
rules, wasn't complying with the statutes.

Shouldn't our fire be directed at the Congress, at the Executive?
Mr. Turner is not issuing this statement, is he, just as a volunteer?
Is he overriding President Carter's position or policy on this sub-
ject? I rather doubt it.
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Do you have some comments as to other areas of our concern
beside the CIA?

Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Myers primarily.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think that when you go back into the recent

history of our intelligence activities, you will find a great deal
there that is distressing to all of us at this time. Attitudes have
changed. World conditions have changed..

A good many of the activities that took place in the fifties and
sixties were in an environment of great international tension,
where there was a feeling that there was real material danger to
the welfare of the United States.

We are living in a different environment now. I am grateful for
that.

During that period, certainly there were excesses which could be
chargeable to the CIA, to the Congress, to the executive, and to the
news media. Things were done in those days which the people
themselves who participated now regret.

An example would be Dan Schorr's column in the New York
Times this morning, confessing to his associations with the CIA. I
don't think there is much profit in going back into history to try to
assess blame.

In my presentation here I have asked for a vigorous, an active
oversight activity on the part of the Congress and on the part of
the executive to make sure that those excesses do not occur in the
future. There is a responsibility there.

Now, with respect to the question of whether there is urgency or
danger in the situation that we have today, Mr. Myers has said
that he didn't think that the American free press is so feeble that
it might be run down in the street.

I don't think many people are aware how close we came to losing
the battle at Nairobi. In Paris, in 1975, in De'cember, there was a
meeting of a UNESCO committee, and at that meeting this resolu-
tion was proposed, which would have placed the world's press, if it
had been approved and sanctioned, under an obligation to respect
the directives of the governments of the various nations.

At that meeting we were plowed under. The western democracies
of Europe were plowed under. There were 84 nations there. The
United States was forced to withdraw from the committee meeting
because they absolutely had no opportunity to win the votes neces-
sary to carry ou. position.

So, they withdrew and the seven Western nations of the econom-
ic community withdrew. At the end of that meeting, freedom lost
by a vote of 48 to 8. That was the circumstance that we faced when
we went to Nairobi.

The Third World nations were virtually united behind the propo-
sition to turn the news media into instruments of government. The
only reason we won there, frankly, is because in the first place the
United States was withholding $43 million of its assessment to the
UNESCO budget. That was a powerful weapon.

In the second place, the Third World nations of Africa decided
that they did not want to become pawns in an ideological struggle
between the United States and Russia. So, they refused to vote for
the proposition which the Russians were espousing.
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This struggle is continuing. It will come up next year at the next
General Conference of UNESCO.

We are in a fight, and as long as we have this two-faced hypo-
critical attitude toward the freedom of the press in the United
States, and the willingness to accept influences on the press in the
other parts of the world, our world position is going to be eroded,
and we are going to be weak in this international struggle to
preserve freedom.

Mr. MCCLORY. We do have to guard the independence of the
press and we do have to guard against the attacks which charge
the press with managing the news, with monopolizing, with anti-
trust violations and other activities which present other nations
and spokesmen for some of these other nations with strong argu-
ments that the press of our Nation is controlled by a very few
individuals, don't we?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Those charges are made.
Mr. MCCLoRY. And we do have to guard against those?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes.
Mr. McCLORY. Thank you.
Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman, if I may add, Clayton Kirkpatrick

has said out of personal experience far more eloquently than any of
us can say out of theory what I perceive to be the challenge to
Congress at this moment. That is, at this very moment across the
world the Soviet Union has closed the combat when it comes to a
free press. They are saying to the nations of the Third World, your
press should be an instrument of your government. A small and
hardy band of American and a few Western European editors and
a few delegates of the United States to UNESCO are holding the
bridge at this moment.

Yet, if we turn and look at Admiral Turner's letter saying it is
not appropriate to apply the same overt respect to the press of the
world as it is in the United States, if that is not a direct undercut-
ting of the United States in the battle that is now being actively
waged, I don't know how it could be more clearly shown.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me follow that question if I can. Go through just
briefly for us the UNESCO situation, could you, Mr. Kirkpatrick?
What is the meeting and what was the resolution propose by the
Soviets, just to make the record clear on what it is we are talking
about?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The title of the resolution is significant. It was
a draft declaration on "Fundamental principles governing the use
of the mass media in strengthening peace and international under-
standing in combating war propaganda, racism and apartheid."
This is quite a bundle and there are some very key code words in
there.

Most people would be reluctant to assail anything which carried
the label of being against apartheid. Certainly I would.

Nevertheless, when you read the resolution you saw that it pro-
vided for several things. For one thing it said that States will be
responsible for the mass media in their jurisdiction. It said that
legislation should be proposed to regulate mass media and to see
that it was responsible.

Now there are all kinds of semantic problems here. Responsible
in the United States has one meaning. Responsible in the Soviet
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Union has another meaning. Responsible in Uganda has a different
meaning. Responsible in Kenya has a different meaning. The word
freedom has great semantic differences among the democratic na-
tions of the world and the totalitarian nations.

As Congressman McClory has said, one of the great arguments in
that international dialog is that the Western press, the press in
capitalistic nations, is a captive of capitalism. We argue to them,
you are not free because you have to respect the orders of your
government. They argue to us, you are not free because you are the
captives of the capitalistic system. In addition, they argue that we
are not free, and we run into this in international conferences all
the time, they say why are you opposed to this resolution which
wants to put the mass media in the service of the government for
good purposes? We want to develop this country. We want steel
mills here. So we think the mass media should go out and cam-
paign for steel mills. We want to develop waterpower projects. We
want to develop irrigation projects so we want to use the mass
media to influence our people to support those projects. It has a
certain surface plausibility.

But when you start using the mass media for those purposes it is
not long before you are using it to support the ruling clique in
power. In those nations the ruling clique in power is a small
minority of the entire population.

Mr. ASPIN. In November of 1976, was that the first time this
issue came up?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No. This issue has been before the UNESCO
since 1970.

Mr. AsPIN. What happened? Is it just getting more and more
support, or what is happening with it?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes. The United States through really massive
efforts has been able to ward it off. This time I would say that our
State Department did very significant and useful work in opposing
this. They circulated before the conference position papers to 106
governments, including many of the Third World governments that
were involved in the conference, pointing out the dangers of this
kind of resolution. So that this is a continuing problem.

Now there have been conferences since then. There was a confer-
ence in Florence last April. The General Counsel of UNESCO went
to that conference, Dick Schmidt. The same arguments came up.'
We said, "We don't want to adopt a resolution that would give
international sanction to turning the press over to the control of
the government". The Russians came back to us and said, "This is
silly, your people are being used by your government right now."
The evidence they cited was, "Your people are in the service of the
CIA."

We also argued, "that their people are in the service of their
government." They came right back to us and they quoted from the
record that "our people," they said, "were in the service of the
CIA."

Mr. AsPIN. Let me press it a little further.
We questioned foreign correspondents about the Turner direc-

tive. One of the things that foreign correspondents are always
being accused of is also working for the CIA. Their concern was
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that it might lead to their physical harm or lack of access to
sources because a source thought they were working for the CIA.

So we asked this question of them: "If the Turner directive is
stated and put into effect, will people abroad believe it?" In other
words, will some other country believe that American journalists
are no longer working for the CIA? The journalists thought prob-
ably not, but they thought it was a good idea to have the Turner
directive mainly for domestic reasons.

My question to you is: Suppose we now extend the Turner direc-
tive to include foreign correspondents, is it really going to have any
affect on any of these votes at UNESCO?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think so. I think the openly stated policy of
the Government is going to have some significance. There will be
cynics who won't believe it. I don't think the Russians will believe
it. But, nevertheless, when it is on the record, what other defense
do we have? What other credibility can we offer except that this is
the stated official position that we intend to support. It is the best
we can do.

Mr. AsPiN. They won't fall back and say you are really being
controlled by capitalism or some other way of saying you are under
control anyway? In other words, will it change any votes?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I have heard it in Russia, China, Third World
countries. They certainly are going to continue to say it. But if we
stop the practices-and there is proof that the practices existed,
there are admissions- If we stop the practices, if we say we are
not going to do it anymore, I think it is certainly going to help.

Mr. 4 SPIN. Let me ask: What difference does it make if UNESCO
passes this resolution?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That is a very pertinent question. UNESCO
doesn't legislate. UNESCO doesn't have the power to enforce its
regulations. But I think that in international relations there is an
increasing sensitivity to world opinion. I think that the progress of
dissent movements in Russia and Poland, even in China, is an
indication that even in the most totalitarian of states there is a
certain sensitivity to world opinion. Because there is that sensitiv-
ity, I think that if you had an international body such as UNESCO
that adopted as its official policy a declaration that it was proper
for states to control the mass media, I think it would have an
effect.

I think that when we would go into one of the Third World
nations and say we would like to have a reporter here to report
what is going on in your country and they said, well, we don't want
him here because we can't control him, we can't influence what he
is going to write and certainly the American media is never going
to tolerate or accept that.

Mr. McCLORY. Would the chairman yield for this observation?
Mr. AsPIN. Sure.
Mr. MCCLORY. The Helsinki Charter was designed to provide a

greatly expanded freedom of the press and opportunities for news
gathering, especially in the Eastern European nations. I am sure
that you would agree, would you not, that the actions in UNESCO
are sort of a counterattack against the freedoms that we are trying
to establish little by little through implementation of the Helsinki
Charter?
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Mr. KIRKPATRICK. We are talking about moral forces. If you look
at the course of history, I think you will see that we are making
progress a little step and then another little step and then another
little step and maybe we slide back two and maybe we go forward
three. I think that everything that we do to accelerate that very
slow progress is going to be helpful.

Sure, the Helsinki Agreement is not going to transform Eastern
Europe, persuade them to democratic institutions immediately. But
it is a step. It represents some kind of progress. I think that is the
way we are going to proceed.

Our position in opposing these declarations in UNESCO is going
to be based on the strength of our moral position. That is why I
think Mr. Patterson's comments here are so important. They repre-
sent a moral position. I think that that is going to be our strength.

Mr. AsPIm. Let me push it a little further. This really is a very
fundamental difference that we have come across with people talk-
ing about the press: the relations between the press cf the United
States, the foreign media, and the CIA. Mr. Patterson has present-
ed a very eloquent statement. I am not sure what I believe on this
yet because I think it is a very difficult and very complex issue.

Let me push a little further on the whole question to you, if I
might. What is the UNESCO resolution talking about? It is talking
about control over media within the country. In other words, they
are saying that they are trying to justify the use of media iL-
country X for the Government's purpose which you rightly say will
lead to the support of the current clique in power in country.

I see the dangers of it. You are absolutely 100 percent right in
what you are trying to do to get UNESCO to make a stand. What I
am asking here is: aren't we doing that already with the Turner
directive? In other words, we are saying about our domestic press:
All right, our domestic press is no longer an arm of the CIA or will
not be an arm of the CIA. We will now have an arm's length
relation between our domestic press and the CIA, but foreign corre-
spondents are up for grabs according to the current round of the
Turner directive.

I am saying that the UNESCO resolution is addressed it to the
domestic press. In other words, the UNESCO resolution isn't saying
you can use foreigners for your purposes; it is saying you can't use
the domestic press in country X for their purposes. We have al-
ready done that with the Turner directive. I am not sure that
extending this ban to the foreign press is really relevant to the
UNESCO argument.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Let me say that this is not a domestic and
parochial issue as far as the nations that are in favor of this
declaration are concerned. It has that aspect. The delegate for
Guyana, for example, said we regard the news media in our coun-
try as a national resource. It is just like coal or water power. We
want to use it for any purpose that serves our aeeds.

But the delegate from Tanzania said this: Wf ' ,'t want foreign-
ers in our country reporting what is going on because we can't
control them. They will tell lies, they will misrepresent. They will
be subject to all kinds of distortions. They will impose their cultur-
al standards on our system and therefore they will give a distorted
picture. So what we want is a position where our minister of
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information will deliver information at the border about Tanzania
and there is a great deal of that in these countries. Reporters have
been thrown out of nation after nation in Eastern Europe And in
Africa on the grounds that the Government found their reporting
dispDleasing.

what the effect will be is that there will be a siiut-off of access
to information around the world. Only 30 percent of the world's
nations right now have what we consider to be a free press, only 30
percent. You not only will have access shutoff, but you will have
the right to distribute shutoff. In other words, the reporting of the
free world news agencies will not be going into those countries.

Now I think that most of the world's dn.isions are being made
now on the basis of information that is provided by the free news
agencies. Even in the totalitarian countries you will find that the
government leaders are reading the foreign editions of Time, News-
week, they are reading American newspapers, American news
agencies, Japanese news agencies. They are reading German,
French and British news agencies, German, French and British
news publications. These are the instruments they use to gather
the reliable information that they need to make intelligent deci-
sions. It is this access, this distribution, this free flow of informa-
tion which I think is so essential and which I think is damaged
when people are able to argue that the sources of information of
the United States and the other free nations are polluted to some
degree by government influence.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me go to the second point that both of Aju raised
and which is more a moral point, I guess; the question bout the
issue of whether it is morally correct for the CIA to use foreign
media and the fact that we do stand for something unique in the
world in regard to a free press which other nations do not have.
And the question about whether, because so few other countries
have a free press, we ought to stand for something and therefore
apply the same standards abroad.

I think people arguing the other side would take the same set of
facts and use it to argue that we ought to do something abroad.
Because there are so few free presses in the world and because
most of these countries have a press which is either controlled by
their government or partially controlled by their government or
one which is rather corrupt and you are buying stories into the
press, that in order for us to survive in this kind of a climate, it is
necessary for us to get our side of the story out, to engage in this
kind of activity. We have to have this kind of activity in order to
get our side of the story out, even if what we are trying to get out
is true. That doesn't convince you?

Mr. PATTERSON. That doesn't convince me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. How we get our side of the story out in these situa-

tions, given that there is only a free press in 30 percent of the
world and there are lots of gradations? How do we get our side of
the story out? We make a good moral point by restricting ourselves
and not taking the position; but how do we get our side of the story
into those parts of the world where the press is not free and overt
ways are not going to be effective?

Mr. PATrERSON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kirkpatrick and I, 2 years
ago, spent 3 weeks inside China. Our group of American editors
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was able to get daily broadcasts from the Voice of America and we
knew what was going on in the world. It was easily monitored
there. It could be monitored in English and Chinese. Modern elec-
tric communications are moving the truth around the world. We
can pick up BBC in Peking. The channels of communication are
becoming total and universal. You can't shut the truth out. In a
country that says we believe in a free press, Admiral Turner says
he respects the need to erect obstacles to his intelligence gathering
by respecting the independent and free American press.

We are saying why not transfer that respect to the world at
large and stand as America should stand as not only a believer in a
free press but as a rallying point for the world.

One thing history tells us is that you can put dictators over
peoples, you can suppress them, you can hold them down for 40
years in totalitarian systems such as we have seen in this century
in Spain, but the minute that cork gets a little out of the bottle it
pops up because people yearn for something free. You see a return
of democracy because it is what the people want. Why the United
States cannot stand for that, it being our basic strength-I don't
like the word moral because it sounds bluenosed or blue-sky. It
sounds a little pretentious. I prefer simply to say why don't we
believe in what the United States stands for and represent it in the
world.

Congressman McClory, I think, properly asked why we are blam-
ing the CIA? Is it their fault? They are carrying out national
policy. That is precisely true, Congressman. This Congress makes
national policy along with the executive. Therefore, Admiral
Turner has stated to you what he as the intelligence director
thinks is appropriate in his work. But you are the makers of
national policy so the question comes to you as to what to say to
the executive branch and through them to Admiral Turner.

My hope would be that through whatever method, I agree with
Kirk, passing laws in areas of this type give editors cold chills
because we don't want any limitation on our ability to report news.
The first amendment says you cannot pass any law abridging free-
dom of the press so we are very slow to mention statutes.

I don't know what courses are open to you. You do. Could you
niemorialize the President if it be the sense of Congress that you
want this done? You certainly have power to limit appropriations
for expenditure of CIA funds for this purpose. There are many
avenues open.

Mr. MCCLORY. We can pass laws, too. We can spell this thing out
in legislation if we choose. What I would like to ask you, Mr.
Patterson, is this: In what way do we enhance freedom of the press
around the world by restricting CIA contacts with representatives
of the foreign press? I am thinking, for instance, of using the
foreign press as a means of information. Of course, even recruiting
the foreign press to provide information which might not be availa-
ble readily in other ways, how does that enhance the freedom of
the press or detract from freedom of the press in those other
countries or even in our country?

Mr. PArERSON. The answer in my mind to that is that it en-
hances freedom of the press all over the world when we stand for
it. Admiral Turner says we reserve the right to subvert foreign
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journalists even though we are not going to do it with our domestic
press. I want to make a different point about unpaid relationships
which are not barred.

Unpaid relationships certainly and properly could continue with
journalists across the world talking to CIA or vice versa. But it is
the matter of moving in with American money to subvert. We are
saying we have a better system. Let's serve the purposes of our
Government and let's be fre-.

But Admiral Turner's letter says we reserve the right with
American tax money to come in there and subvert your journalists.

Mr. MCCLORY. But we should express the hope of wanting them
to be free.

Mr. PATrERSON. We should give the example and keep the faith.
Mr. MCCLORY. That would make a wonderful commencement

speech.
Mr. PArrERSON. I would hope I am more effective than that.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Cranberg?
Mr. CRANBERG. We are under somewhat of a handicap in re-

sponding to a question about the advantages of the use of covert
propaganda abroad because we don't have access to the kinds of
materials that the CIA uses abroad and the advantages that flow
from that. The Senate Intelligence Committee has had access to
that kind of information. Senator Inouye made this comment in his
recent report:

I have come to the conclusion that no intelligence agency should be involved with
working journalists. The problem of the flow-back of propaganda to the United
States is a far greater danger than any benefits which might accrue than the
services of a journalist working for an intelligence agency might be able to perform.

I take it we are disadvantaged more by the use of foreign jour-
nalists than any benefits we get from it.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me follow up on these questions.
Basically I guess what you are saying is that it is important we

take this position because it is important we stand for this princi-
ple of ours both abroad as well as at home; that the UNESCO vote
will be influenced by our stand along these lines and this is some-
thing of some importance; and that if we cut the CIA off from
using it, the truth will get out in any case and, anyway, we have
other means of getting the truth to the public in spite of not being
able to recruit foreign journalists.

Let me ask a further question: Why would we restrict this to just
foreign journalists? For example, we also believe in a free labor
movement and yet we recruit labor leaders abroad. We recruit
Cabinet officers and yet that is abhorrent to the thought that the
CIA would control Cabinet officers here in this country. In other
words, why is journalism different from these others, or would you
extend it to these other occupations?

Mr. PAttERSON. In my view, Mr. Chairman, the essence of de-
mocracy is Jetting the people know what is going on. If the CIA is
paying Cabinet members in some foreign country or labor union
movement leaders, if you have a press free in that country, it will
report that to the people. I know I am stating the ideal to you, but
I do consider the first amendment as being first by design by the
founders of this country that so long as you let the people kow
what is going on and stay out of their channels of communication
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with attempts to subvert or foul them in some way, that all else
will be settled by the people. So speaking ideally, that is my
answer.

Mr. ASPIN. So you have much more concern about, recruiting
journalists abroad than you would have about recruiting Cabinet
officers or labor leaders, to take the two examples?

Mr. PATTERSON. I do, particularly in view of the fact that we are
supposed to stand for a free press and are presently arguing in the
UNESCO forum to the whole world that we should not use mass
media as instruments of government. We are saying this in an
ideological conflict with the Soviet Union which is saying the oppo-
site. It seems to me the position of Admiral Turner plays into the
hands of oar adversaries.

Mr. ASPIN. You might end up with the unusual situation where
you are recruiting the Minister of Information in the country who
gives the orders to the press, but you could not recruit the press. If
you have a very heavily influenced press by the Minister of Infor-
mation, under your guidelines you could not recruit the editorial
writer at the desk but you could recruit the Minister of Informa-
tion who told the editorial writer what to write.

Mr. PATTERSON. There is no question that this is not an easy
matter, but it is a crucial matter as to what the national policy is
going to be. Even in Admiral Turner's November 30th regulation
relating to the American press, he leaves a hole 1,here you could
drive a truck through.

Mr. AsPIN. We have some problems with that.
Mr. PATTERSON. He can make exceptions which presumably

means he can hire American journalists if he says so. He can come
to me and if he gets my secretary, he can hire my secretary to
report on everything I do. This is all under that new regulation.
You can't cover every rat hole, but an essential statement of policy
has occurred with respect to the American press which I think
would be enormously helpful to the United States if it were ex-
tended to the world press.

Mr. ASPIN. How far would you carry this? Suppose somebody
came in and volunteered, actually came in off the street and volun-
teered? Suppose a TASS reporter came into the embassy and said,
"I want to help you." Would you then say no, you are a journalist
and we can't recruit you?

Mr. PATTERSON. No. I would take every bit of the information he
would give me voluntarily.

Mr. ASPIN. If he said, "I want to do things for you", would you
say, here is a list of things we want information on, or would you
say we can't do that because you are a journalist?

Mr. PATTERSON. Well, I don't pay for news tips. I have been in
the business 30 years and I have never paid a nickel to anybody
who came to me saying I will sell you something hot. First, I don t
believe it, and, second, I think it is unprofessional. I think the
fellow who comes in and says in the public interest I want to spill
some beans to you, that is the useful information.

Mr. ASPIN. Suppose he wants to spill the beans and he is willing
for you to give him instructions as to what to do? Here is a TASS
reporter and he wants to help. You are the CIA Station Chief in
Moscow and you say to him: "OK, here is the list of things we want
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you to do. Here is what we want you to do for us." Or do you say to
him as a Station Chief: "You are a journalist and we cannot do
this?"

MY. PATTERSON. No. I would give him a laundry list of things to
do for me, but I wouldn't give him a nickel.

Mr. ASPIN. So what you would do with the foreign press is you
would prevent the CIA from going out and recruiting people and
you would prevent them from going out and paying people? But as
for voluntary associations of any kind, you would make all the use
out of them you could?

Mr. PATTERSON. That is a precise extension of the Turner regula-
tion with respect to the American press. It is a matter of recruiting
paid, bribed, subverted, members of the media to be agents for
American intelligence. That is what we are against. But we are not
for any cessation of unpaid relationships between reporter find
spook or between spook and reporter. It is conceivable in some
extreme circumstance that a reporter might consider it his duty to
step forward and give information to the CIA just as a reporter
who has witnessed a murder would step forward without hesitation
to be a witness in the trial of the murder.

Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Myers deals directly with this subject.
Mr. ASPIN. I know. I was going to ask the others.
Mr. MCCLoRY. He is the publisher of the New Republic which I

assume is a conservative publication. (General laughter.]
Mr. MYERS. It doesn't have that reputation.
Mr. MCCLORY. I was going to ask your views on this subject.
Mr. MYERS. I think everything has been said that supports the

basic thing I tried to say, namely, that the free press is a very
powerful force, the truth is very powerful. The dangers of the CIA
being able to seriously compromise that seem to be very minimal.
It is a proposition that is self-limiting as has been said. If you have
a free press that can report on what is going on and it does-and
we certainly have had a great deal of that over the last few years,
particularly in the terms of the CIA-I think it is a minimal
problem. It is an important problem, of course. Everything is a
question of degree. But it seems to me that in terms of the Ameri-
can press, the self-limiting problem has pretty well handled the
CIA situation, that is, the Turner directive is not 100 percent of
what some people would like, but it seems to me that it reduces the
risks given the strength of the press.

The UNESCO thing I don't particularly follow. If 70 percent are
against our position, why they can't get the votes I don t know. As
far as foreign journalists, to exclude them as a group, especially for
intelligence purposes, I don't see why. In terms of using a Tass
reporter in propaganda, that is self-limiting. He is not going to be
putting out too many favorable American stories and maintain his
job. If he has access to what the Soviet Union has in mind in terms
of the missiles they are building, I can't imagine why anybody
would think you wouldn't want to use somebody like that. The idea
that he works for Tass is secondary. Communist reporters are not
going to be doing very much propaganda.

Mr. ASPIN. I think it is important to keep these things distinct,
although they do overlap. One is the question of our relationship
with foreign media and the second is the question of whether we
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ought to be conducting propaganda efforts abroad. If you have a big
infrastructure of media people who are assets, you can use them as
the WurlitzerI to grind out propaganda. But you could also have
propaganda operations even though you were not paying journal-
ists abroad.

So the two questions are not automatically together. Let me ask
you about the separate question. Take, for example, the journalist
recruitment. Do you see any problems with the idea that the
United States should recruit journalists abroad? Would you, in
other words, extend the Turner directives to the foreign press?

Mr. MYERS. No. I think the purpose would almost have to be
different. I assume we are not talking about recruiting Canadian
journalists. I can't imagine why you would want to do that. I think
if you take seriously the CIA's requirements, namely, to concen-
trate on the bloc, or maybe some Third World countries that have
access to the bloc, this is the area where the CIA has fallen down
very badly. Maybe that shows that whether you have the directive
or don't have it, it won't make that much difference, as I also
suggest.

But this is one of the problems in the DDO shakeup. I would
have to assume that foreign agent operations are not flourishing. It
seems to me that they must if we are to know what our opponents
intend to do as opposed to what they are capable of doing. We
know they can blow us up 20 times over, but what you want is the
early warning and the knowledge of their capability.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask Mr. Patterson and Kirkpatrick then. Is
your concern about this essentially just the moral issue or the
principle itself? Does it make any difference what these journalists
are used for that you would recruit abroad? Suppose you were
using journalists abroad only to gather information and you were
not using them for propaganda efforts? Would that make any
difference in your view, or is it the ethical question?

Mr. PATTERSON. It is both moral and pragmatic. Morally, yes;
this Nation is supposed to stand for something and we ought not
depart from it. If it is right to respect a free press and not pay
journalists in the American press, it is right everywhere. We all
know that only 30 percent of the world has a free press, but who is
going to stand for it if we don't?

The pragmatic part of it as Kirk has described is that there is a
great tide running in the world and the Soviet Union in the
UNESCO forum is encouraging the world to believe in the press as
an instrument of the government. That will bring a shutdown of
the lamps of knowledge throughout this Earth. If we can't get
reporters into Africa or other countries, we are not going to know
what is going on there. If we believe in free flow of information for
our own Government, fine. The propaganda part I believe is a
separate question. I have said what I believe. The USIA was cre-
ated for that.

Mr. ASPIN. It doesn't matter what they are used for: you would
be against the recruitment of foreign journalists whether they are

I For a discussion of the "Wurlitzer" see Stuart H. LoAory, "The CIA's Use of the Press: A 'Mighty
Wurlitzer "Columbia Journalism Review, September/October 1914, pp. 8-1.
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used for intelligence or propaganda? You are talking about the
ethical issue of foreign intelligence?

Mr. PATTERSON. And the flat truth that as long as we overtly are
practicing abroad what we are not preaching at home, when we
have a double standard, how can the world believe in our profes-
sions of faith in freedom. That is supposed to be our ideological
position.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Let me give you a concrete example from my
experience.

Last November I went to India to attend a series of seminars on
freedom of the press organized by leading editors of India and
sponsored to some degree by the International Press Institute. The
purpose of this was to draft some kind of a declaration, that the
Indians would draft some kind of a declaration defending the posi-
tion that they had taken for a free press in India, a country where
it had been suppressed for 19 months during the Indira Ghandi
emergency.

At Calcutta during one of the sessions that we were holding to
talk about the free press and its value to the citizens of India, one
of the editors of what they call a language newspaper raised a
serious objection to the presence of representatives of the Interna-
tional Press Institute. There were five of us there, one from the
United States, one from Britain, France, Germany and one repre-
senting the IPI, itself.

His objection was this: What business does the IPI have coming
to India to talk about a free press? Everybody knows that the IPI is
an agent of the CIA.

It seems to me that this is very damaging to our whole campaign
to try to persuade the peoples of the world that a free press is an
advantage to those who want freedom and who believe in democra-
cy. This is a serious problem. It happened that one of the editors
there was a director of the IPI and he was able to state on his own
knowledge and with his own credibility that this was a false rumor.
But it has gone all through India. There are people in India, and
we met them, who said that the stringers that are employed by the
U.S. agencies there are not trusted in India, they don't get back-
ground, confidential information on government affairs because
they believe those stringers are not only serving the agencies, UPI
and AP, but they are also serving the CIA. For that reason some
sources of information are shut off to them.

Mr. MCCLORY. The CIA, of course, in addition to its important
role as far as our national security is concerned, likewise performs
many, many other functions. They secure economic information
and they supply information regarding agriculture and other sub-
jects. At the present time we are laying great emphasis on human
rights in other countries.

I am wondering about this. I know that there are exceptions and
there is a difficulty in applying these rigid rules. But it must be
that the representatives of the foreign press would have more
information about dissidents, about the deprivation of human
rights in those countries than anyone else. The person deprived of
human rights would try to publicize his position and communicate
with representatives of the foreign press.
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Would you think it inappropriate for the CIA to keep in contact
with these representatives of the foreign press who might have
peculiar advantages in getting information about the deprivation of
human rights, which information could be used constructively in
trying to promote human rights and human freedom in these other
countries?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Not at all. I think the CIA would be justified
in getting information from those people as long as it did not
project the image of these people being agents of the CIA. That is
where the problem comes. We are swinging here from wild ex-
tremes, from high idealism to practicality. Let me say something
on the practicality side now.

I don't think there is any problem in the CIA's getting informa-
tion without going to the newspaper. The newspaper reporters in
these countries where dissident movements are flourishing are get-
ting that information from the dissidents themselves. I don't see
any reason why the CIA couldn't go to original sources. In the
practice of law, and some of you are lawyers I am sure, you always
recognize it is best to go to the best source possible. We try to do
the same. I don't think the CIA is particularly handicapped from
being restricted from turning journalists into agents. It seems to
me there is a whole spectrum of information available there to
them just the same as it is to the journalists.

Now, Mr. Chairman, you presented a rather dramatic contradic-
tion here between the restriction that we propose on using journal-
ists and the possibility that they might use the information minis-
ter, an officer of the Government. This is the same topsy-turvy
logic on its face as I see right here in our own situation where we
say to the CIA, you can't use the Peace Corps, you can't use USIS,
Fulbright scholars, AID personnel, but it is all right to use journal-
ists.

What kind of logic is that? That is the logic given to you earlier
in these hearings by Mr. Colby. It seems to me this is logic turned
upside down.

Mr. AsPIN. To be fair to Mr. Colby, he was in favor of being able
to use USIS, Fulbright scholars, and others.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. He wanted to use all of them.
Mr. ASPIN. He wanted to use everybody.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. But he apparently accepted the barrier as far

as these other agencies are concerned, but he did not want to
accept the barriers to the use of newsmen.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me carry this one step further. Here we have
been talking about either/or situations. Suppose we had a situation
where you can't use foreign journalists. Senator Inouye and others
argue your same point, that we ought to not get involved with
foreign media any more than we do with domestic. In other words,
whatever we have at home we ought to apply abroad. You also
have the other point of view argued by many people, too, that
foreign media should be fair game-although they recognize it is
important to have restrictions on domestic media. That is an
either/or situation.

Suppose you have a situation where you said we would not
recruit foreign media in those places of the world where there was
the free press, the 30 percent, but we reserve the right to recruit
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foreign media in the parts of the world where there is not a free
press. Would that have the right kind of incentives?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There you have a situation where we could
defend it cynically if we wanted to. We could say in the totalitarian
nations the journalists are not really journalists anyway, they are
government agents, so we don't care. But I think that is a very
cynical position to take and I would not favor it.

Mr. PATTERSON. As a practical matter, who is going to judge
what is free, what is semifree and what is slave?

Mr. ASPIN. The practicalities are not easy.
Mr. PATTERSON. As a practicality, it is impossible and as an idea,

as a representation of our belief in freedom, it says to those peoples
living in lands that don't now have a free press that we reserve the
right to subvert and treat you as a pariah.

Mr. ASPIN. It also gives them an incentive to get a free press.
Mr. PATTERSON. I am not sure about that. I remember a conver-

sation with a young visitor to the St. Petersburg Times last year
from a Central America nation. He was writing fairly freely, he
said. He was saying what he thought. He said, we have a law at
home that anything that you write that is an economic disadvan-
tage to our nation, we can be put in jail. I said, have you been? He
said, "Yes, I spent 6 months in jail a couple of years ago." I said,
"Do you think you will go back?" He said, "Yes, I probably will."

Right now he is writing fairly free information for his people
because the people running the country are in a sort of generous
mood at the moment. This is the way foreign journalists operate.
These people have to have an enormous belief to take the risk, and
jail terms. They look to us. They say this country really works. A
free press is something to dream for and to work toward politically.

That is the flag we should be flying in this world. The news
accounts of Mr. Colby's testimony said during the height of the
world war 50 percent of the CIA budget was spent on covert
propagandizing. It is down to about 2 percent now. Two percent
dishonesty could be dispensed with to the great advantage of the
United States and without, it seems to me, much convenience to
the CIA.

Mr. AsPIN. Is there anybody else who would like to talk about
this subject or maybe we can move on to others? It is a very
interesting issue and one of the more interesting aspects of it is
that Mr. Kirkpatrick is against the use of foreign media and Mr.
Myers doesn't feel that way. We have somehow got the New Re-
public to the right of the Chicago Tribune.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. This is a demonstration of the diversity of the
American press, one of its great virtues. [General laughter.]

Mr. MYERS. I would not make a statement on the opinion of the
ownership, but I don't think there is that much difference when
you get down to the bottom line on some of these questions. I think
without beating it to death, the self-limiting idea on propaganda is
quite obvious. There is only so much people can do and maintain
their credibility. In a competitive situation you get quickly discred-
ited for doing obvious things.

The question of whether or not to use foreign correspondents as
intelligence agents if they could get to second or third parties is
something else. If you had a French journalist somehow related to
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a Hungarian journalist with a brother-in-law in the KGB who was
anxious to defect, it seems to me that is an obvious way to use a
journalist. Using him in the media for propaganda I think "is a
marginal thing.

Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Cranberg?
Mr. CRANBERG. When a particular covert operation is examined

in depth, in the case of Chile you find that the use of the media
was extensive and covert propaganda was probably the single larg-
est component of that covert operation. So perhaps while what Mr.
Myers says is applicable to the situation today or in many places, it
is also possible for covert propaganda to be a very, very significant
factor in a particular country, in a particular situation.

I think this is one of our concerns. What can happen at some
future time and what kind of safeguards will we have to prevent
that? It always seems when a problem is examined, well, things
were terrible yesterday but things are fine today. If things were
terrible yesterday, they can be terrible again tomorrow. That is one
of our major concerns.

Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Mineta?
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the testimony we have had this morning has been just

great. I have enjoyed this very, very much. I think it is very
enlightening.

Mr. Cranberg, since you do rely on freelancers and many pieces
come from not only domestic freelancers but abroad as well, how
do you protect yourself from what was quoted of the blowback
problem of gray or even black propaganda that may be placed in
the foreign news media?

Mr. CRANBERG. We have no protection. A freelancer contributes
an article. We know something of the credentials of the freelancer.
If he is in the employ of the CIA or a foreign intelligence agency
and if we ask him if he in the employ of an intelligence agency, he
would be bound to deny it, which is one of the especially pernicious
aspects of the emplIyment of a journalist by an intelligence
agency. It is reasonable to want to know what kind of financial
connections a contributor to your newspaper has, whether he is
employed. If he is contributing travel articles, does he work for a
chamber of commerce in some foreign country? If you put that
question to him, you have a reasonable expectation of getting an
honest answer. Does he have a conflict of interest? If you put that
question in te'ms cJ do you work for a foreign intelligence agency,
you cannot expect a forthright answer and you won't get a forth-
right answer. That is one of the reasons this gap in the regulations
is a serious gap. It ought to cover freelancers.

Mr. MINETA. There is not a distinction between intelligence gath-
ering and propaganda when it relates to foreign news media.

Mr. Patterson makes a stronger case of making that clear dis-
tinction, as does Mr. Kirkpatrick. Mr. Myers feels that in terms of
intelligence or information gathering, in a voluntary association
this is all right.

Would you even go so far in a paid relationship in an overseas
media that it would be all right for intelligence gathering, Mr.
Myers?
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Mr. MYERS. Yes, and I would suggest that is maybe the only
motive in some cases of getting people. The motivation of all kinds
of people are different. The value of paying somebody comes obvi-
ously in terms of control, being able to expose them.

Mr. MINETA. But there is no difference so far as domestic jour-
nalists are concerned as far as paid relationships, contractual rela-
tionships of any nature, either for intelligence gathering or for
dissemination of propaganda.

Mr. MYERS. I am only discussing the question of foreign journal-
ists.

Mr. PATrERSON. And I feel, Congressman, we should have the
same policy abroad as we have at home. Your distinction between
journalists hired abroad to put propaganda into publications or
journalists hired abroad to gather intelligence for the CIA, these
are two distinct chores.

But, both of them I think represent hiring, subverting journalists
of foreign news media to do one or the other. I think that paid
relationship, which is now banned with respect to the American
press, should be banned with respect to the foreign press.

Mr. MINETA. What about in terms of the voluntary assocations
here we have on that chart?I Going to the next category of salaried
associations, do all of your publications have some code of ethics
that you require of your employees and stringers and freelancers, if
you do take an article from a freelancer, to be free of gifts, reim-
bursement for expenses, occasional payment on contract basis, or
regular financial payment?

Mr. PATTERSON. By outside organizations?
Mr. MINETA. By outside organizations.
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, we have a national ban on it.
Mr. MINETA. You have a code of ethics that you require of your

employees?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, we mail back all Christmas gifts that come

into the food editor, any person in the news room. We send them a
nice note and mail them back. The business of occasional payment
on a contract basis, they cannot moonlight or write for competitive
publications or for those that might bring them into conflict.

This is a very broad rule that a lot of newspapers observe. For
instance, if your education reporter starts writing for the local
education association journal, that is a clear conflict of interest. If
your business editor starts writing an annual report for the local
anker, that is a conflict of interest and is barred.
These are the kinds of codes of ethics that we operate under.
Mr. MINETA. Is this the case of the Tribune?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes; that is very common. We have a code of

ethics that requires that we pay for theater tickets and all that
sort of thing that used to be accepted rather universally. We have
tried to raise the ethical standards of our people. I think that we
have had some success.

Mr. MINETA. The New Republic the same?
Mr. MYERS. Yes.
Mr. MINETA. The Des Moines Register?

'See appendix E, p. 337.
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Mr. CRANBERG. Yes. In addition to the codes that individual
newspapers have, there are, you might say, industrywide codes, the
ASNE has a code, the National Conference of Editorial Writers has
a code, AP Managing Editors has a code.

But, it is rather difficult to apply these standards to people who
are not in your employ, and especially to people whose contact is
minimal; that is, freelancers.

Mr. MINETA. Having sat through these hearings now for 2 or 3
weeks, as we have been going through this, there is a great deal of
reticence to legislate in this whole area.

I am wondering whether or not maybe it is better to do it from
the news side, from the media side though a code of ethics, rather
than from Congress trying to legislate in this vast area that has so
many pitfalls in it.

I am just wondering what the reaction would be.
Mr. PATTERSON. Congressman, we are slow to ask for legislation.

But I am quick to point out to you that the resolution of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors that I read to you this
morning was passed 14 months ago. No action was taken by Direc-
tor Bush, no action has been taken as we learned today from
Admiral Turner, and none is intended.

I happen to know from conversations that various high members
of the executive branch are for changing this rule, to extend the
prohibition on paid relationships to foreign journalists. But nothing
seems to happen.

I have come to believe that leadership must come from Congress,
that somehow you must say to the executive branch, "This won't
do." How would you do that, would a concurrent resolution be a
course, even a joint resolution?

Certainly you have the power in limiting the expenditure of the
appropriations you make for that intelligence agency to determine
what policy they will pursue. You have great power in this area.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Cranberg mentioned that freelancers ought to
be included. There was an interpretation yesterday given to the
regulations suggesting that they may be saying that editors are
excluded from coverage of the policy itself. Would you say that is
the case? If that is the case, should editors be included as well?

Mr. PATrERSON. You mean in the CIA regulations?
Mr. MINETA. That is right.
Mr. PATrERSON. Absolutely. I think any paid relationship be-

tween an editor of a newspaper and the CIA is wrong because that
pollutes the whole publication, the whole medium, everybody under
that subverted person has been betrayed. I think most of all the
editors should be above suspicion. No question.

Mr. MINETA. What about fake organizations being set up by the
CIA, front organizations, for dissemination of, let's say, gray propa-
ganda?

Mr. PATrERsoN I think it destroys the people's faith in the
written word or the broadcast word-just to deliberately tell calcu-
lated lies. I don't think the truth has ever let us down. -

I think that the reputation of this country in the world has been
enormously enhanced by .e USIA, the Voice of America. I think
that has been our strongest weapon.
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I think probably some of the most unworthy episodes in our
contemporary history have resulted from being found out as having
lied or as having misled.

Wherever in any country, where their press is free or slave, that
we go in, as an agency of the U.S. Government, and put out a
cynical gray or black propaganda publication, I think we simply
contribute to the cynicism and disbelief of those people that free-
dom will ever work.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Congressman, it is also self-defeating, and I
think that is probably why the record shows that the Voice of
America and Radio Liberty agencies which at one time had a
strong connection with the CIA no longer have it because we
discovered that this doesn't work. It doesn't help these agencies to
lose their credibility when they are recognized or exposed as
having a propaganda purpose.

So, it seems to me that our experience has demonstrated that
this is counterproductive as far as our purposes are concerned. All
we are doing here-the CIA has backed away from these practices.
I don't think it is because somebody really held a torch to their
feet. I really think that it was probably that they discovered that it
wasn't really productive.

So, now if they have backed away from these practices, why not
go all the way and exempt the world's press from CIA paid associ-
ations.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Myers?
Mr. MYERS. I think, again, as Mr. Kirkpatrick says, it doesn't

work, this kind of thing. I think that is the whole strength of the
free press idea and the truth. You just cannot get out there and
put out a lot of propaganda through subverted organizations or
through subverted reporters, if you are going to put it that way,
and make it effective.

That thing is self-limiting, and it destroys itself, it is gone. I
think that the places where it has been used-there has been
mention of Chile, my mention of the Kurds, Tibet, and so on. Those
kinds of operations are disastrous, and we are out of those things,
and should be.

I think, though, that it doesn't change my view on whether in
certain cases you might want to use foreign journalists. The string-
er problem is open in this kind of thing, American stringers, I
guess.

It seems to me there is more protection against using stringers
then mentioned. We do use stringers, but if somebody sends in
something that we find is incorrect or slanted in certain directions,
that it doesn't make any sense, we obviously are not going to use
them again. So, they are in fact unemployed.

I think the dangers of stringers are not great because there are
competing sources of information, competing channels. It is not so
easy for people to go out, even if they go out to a very distant
country, and write something misleading that your editors won't
catch.

So, it seems to me that a good deal of the problem that the
committee is addressing itself to is the kind of problem that an
alert and strong press takes care of fairly easily, in stride.

24-353 0 - 78 - 18
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The exceptions are so unique that it seems to me, even if you
have legislation or prohibitions, it is like anything else, there is
always somebody who violates the rule, and who is easily caught as
the culprit.

It doesn't mean that the institution is bad. It seems to me there
will always be a few people that will be difficult to deal with.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Cranberg?
Mr. CRANBERG. This regulation permits the CIA to establish

foreign news services under the fiction that it would not be a U.S.
news organization. It obviously is a U.S. news organization, fi-
nanced by an American organization, financed with American
funds. I think that is absolutely not permissible.

Mr. MCCLORY. Would the gentleman yield for a question at this
point?

Mr. MINETA. Surely.
Mr. MCCLORY. Frequently the controlled foreign press will print

articles quoting from the American press. They will select, for
instance, something that is very critical of our Government, or our
Government policy, and then they will quote that, and they will
say this is the way the American people feel about this position.

Do you think that the CIA or do you think any other agency of
the Government has an obligation to try to bring a little balance,
to try to shed a little light, to really bring the truth or understand-
ing of the issue to these people in the foreign country?

Do you think that the Voice of America or the USIS or other
agencies, are they adequate to take care of that situation? Or, is
the American independent press itself capable of some responsibili-
ty there?

I am quite sure that our Government policy would be that if the
CIA can balance that through some clandestine or some sophisti-
cated means, that that would be consistent with our overall Gov-
ernment policy.

Mr. PA rrERSON. I don't think we need the CIA to put out infor-
mation from a free country. I think we are going to be lied about in
countries that are hostile to us. We always have been. We have
assumed that the truth is stronger than the falsehood.

We have observed that across most of this century the most
widely respected news organizations in the world have been the
United Press and the Associated Press, and Reuters, and to some
extent Agence France Presse, it is a free press.

That is where people turn to learn what is going on. They turn
to the Voice of America and to the U.S. Information Agency. Those
are the organizations that you constituted to make the answers of
the type that you mentioned.

I don't want the CIA covertly fighting fire with fire on my behalf
without any policy maker here in Washington being in charge of
what we are saying or misstating.

Mr. MINErA. But hasn't there been a question of Reuters report-
ers being used by British intelligence?

Mr. PATTERSON. There have been, of course. But by and large I
think the Reuters record has been good. I have been astounded to
learn from The New York Times pieces in the last couple of
weeks-as I am sure my colleague Danny Gilmore of United Press
International here at the press table is surprised, to learn that Don
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Allan-who once worked for us in Rome when we were in Europe
in the 1950's with the old UP, has stepped forward and identified
himself as a former CIA agent while he was on our payroll.

We didn't know that. And, you know I have been had. I should
have known. He was a pretty good reporter, too.

Mr. MINETA. In looking at the regulations, what about the word
accredited? Is there some ambiguity there? Do we have to tighten
what is meant by accreditation in that directive, or the regulation?

What does it mean? What does it really mean? If I am a free-
lancer and I am going to go off to China, and I come to you and
say, "Mr. Kirkpatrick, I am going to be going to China and I would
like to write an article for you once I get back, but I am wondering
if you would write a letter for me on my behalf, just to open up the
doors," does that make me an accredited newsperson of The Chica-
go Tribune?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes. If you give him your credentials, if you
give him credentials identifying him to the public as a representa-
tive of The Chicago Tribune, then in my opinion he is accredited.

Now, the accreditation actually is done by the foreign govern-
ment. They accept or refuse to accept the accreditation that the
newspaper has given to the person.

Mr. MINETA. Is there a distinction between accreditation and
credentialing?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes. You give him credentials, and then it is a
question of whether the agency that he is intending to work with
will accept those credentials--just the same thing I think as you
have in the White House. You might have a reporter who has been
given credentials of his newspapers, but they might not be accepted
in the White House for one reason or another. That is the distinc-
tion, as I see it.

Now, we have many requests for that kind of credential.
Some years ago we were approached by a form.'r broadcast re-

porter who in the fifties had written a long interview with Chou
En-lai, and from that moment on he had some speci al relationships
with the People's Republic.

He told us that he thought-and at that time, and still this is
true-he told us he thought that because of his special relationship
with Chou En-lai he could get into China and possibly establish a
bureau.

We were very much interested in having a bureau. We told him
that if he could do that, we would undertake to give him our
credentials, with the hope that he could become a permanent corre-
spondent in China.

Since then, I have been extremely grateful that the Chinese
Government refused to accept him because now I firmly believe
that he was a CIA agent.

These are the hazards that you will run into in this business.
I think that there is a necessity to make a distinction between

people who are credentialed, and who are an integral part of your
news gathering staff, and the casual people who might want to be
or who might come to you with tips or something like that.

I think there is a genuine distinction there.
Mr. MINETA. The next area I would like to ask about is security

clearances by the CIA for those people from the news media who
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cover the CIA. Should there be a CIA background investigation of
those journalists as to whether they are going to be accredited by
the CIA to cover it?

For instance, if you might have a reporter that covers the intelli-
gence community, should the CIA conduct a background investiga-
tion of that journalist prior to his being accredited by the CIA?

Mr. PAirERSON. Do they now do that, Congressman?
Mr. MINETA. In testimony we received yesterday there was refer-

ence to a background investigation of a journalist, and the purpose
of it was to find out how they felt about that person. Whether or
not there might be problems, I think was the way it was presented.

It extends to even briefings, as to whether or not journalists
would be getting briefings from the CIA, based on how they feel
about that journalist, whether or not they would have problems
with that person.

Mr. PATTERSON. It is a close question in that you would not want
a KGB agent wearing a Tass credential to walk into the most
sensitive briefing the U.S. Government is putting on. You would
expect some care would be exercised there.

The possibility of grave damage results, though, if the CIA is to
be able to name those favored correspondents who are privileged to
cover them. But, I am not sure there is anything we can do about
it, sir.

Recently I received, at my request, under the FOI Act, the full
FBI file-I assume is it full-on our publications, the St. Peters-
burg Times and the Congressional Quarterly. In going through it, it
was quite obvious that whenever a reporter would even call for
information on the FBI, that his file was pulled and he was
checked out and a notice was made as to what his background was,
pro or con, favorable or unfavorable toward the Agency.

So, they have got the records. I would assume that there is very
little that we can do about that.

Mr. MINETA. But isn't that again what was described as perni-
cious in the sense that if a journalist who is writing unfavorable
articles, questioning some practices of the intelligence community,
that all of a sudden they could become foreclosed from pursuing
their own professional efforts.

Mr. PATTERSON. Of course, that is pernicious. The late Director
Hoover's pencilled notations in our file made it quite clear that if
an unfavorable piece had been written about the FBI by a reporter,
he would write down there, "Take him off our mailing list." If a
nice editorial had appeared in your newspaper he would say, "Put
him on the mailing list," which meant special access.

Power is used and misused. It is pernicious, of course, but
human.

Mr. MINETA. Is it an area that we can legislate in?
Mr. PArrERSON. I don't see how you could, Congressman.
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Myers.
Mr. MYERS. As Mr. Patterson says, that is a very difficult area. I

would not be in favor at all of the CIA being able to say or the
intelligence community saying who can cover it. But what happens
is exactly as he has described. In other words, if somebody tries to
cover the CIA or any particular group that don't want that person,
they simply don't cooperate in a meaningful way.
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Mr. MINETA. A leak with a simple phone call, isn't that just as
damaging? Let's say, a leak to a reporter to try and bring some-
thing of a favorable nature to the intelligence community, is just as
damaging as giving false information.

I am just wondering if this is something where we have to keep
that arm's-length relationship between the press and the Govern-
ment. How do we protect ourselves from this?

Mr. MYERS. Over the years it has been the skill of the various
journalists, to either get by that or not.

Mr. MINETA. But journalists get sucked in, too.
Mr. MYERS. That is why I qualified it with skill.
Mr. MCCLORY. Will the gentleman yield.
What we are talking about is certainly not limited to the CIA. It

pervades the entire scope of Government. What we are talking
about is more limited or more unlikely to occur with regard to the
CIA than it is with regard to the White House or HEW or the
Department of Justice.

Mr. MYERS. Right. It is mainly an executive branch problem. The
legislative branch by comparison is much more outgoing.

Mr. PAT ERSON. If I may, Congressman, there is a self-policing
dynamic that operates in the press. In this town it is very damag-
ing to a reporter to be known to have gone into the tank for the
FBI, the CIA, Congressman McClory, President Carter.

If he becomes a water carrier, and a message bearer, in order to
get his news tips, he is hurt professionally. He is judged on his
work and his work is done right out in the open every day. There
have been people in this town who have operated that way, but it
hurts them professionally.

Mr. MINETA. But a good journalist, whether he gets a tip from
Joe Califano, or from Admiral Turner, is going to verify what he is
getting, is going to do other investigative work, not just take the
CIA handout and say, "I have been misled." And when he gets
misled by some other agency, to be criticized because he didn't do a
good verifying or investigative job.

Mr. PATTERSON. That is our bwiiness, to verify and not be misled
and not be misinformed. Of course, that fine line between cultivat-
ing news sources and being used by news sources is the one that
the professional has to be very careful on. He is judged very
harshly by his peers. I don't know any finer jury.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Cranberg?
Mr. CRANBERG. Superficially, you could say that the news leak

was a form of covert propaganda. But I think there is a significant
difference. The reporter knows the source of the information. He is
under no obligation to make use of the information.

Moreover, his editor can request the source of the information
and expect a truthful answer when the reporter has no monetary
obligation to the source.

That is not the situation at all where you have someone who is
in the employ, in the clandestine employ, of an intelligence agency,
and is given information-there is an obligation thereby to make
use of that information, and to plant it and to spread it.

At the same time, the recipient of that information has an
obligation, a positive obligation, not to disclose the source.
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Mr. MINETA. I am wondering if, Mr. Chairman, we might be able
to request this distinguished panel to submit for the record a copy
of their own code of ethics for their firms.

Mr. AsPIN. Good idea. If all of you could do that, that would be
very, very useful.

Mr. MINETA. Thank you very much.
Mr. MCCLORY. Would the gentleman yield.
Does the Society have a code of ethics?
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes. We will be glad to supply that.,
Mr. AsPIN. Let me pick up on some of the questions that Mr.

Mineta was asking because I think there are some very important
areas here.

Let me start out with a couple of questions about the Turner
directive. You see the middle chart over there, entitled "people."
From what we can tell, the Turner directive applies to full- and
part-time accredited journalists. He includes stringers in what he
covers, and he includes nonjournalist staff employees, provided
that management is aware.

It is not clear that he includes editors and media policymakers.
He apparently does not include freelancers, and he does not in-
clude foreign media.

Let me ask first about this business of nonjournalist staff em-
ployees with management knowledge. What is your impression of
that? Should nonjournalist staff employees be prohibited entirely?
Is it all right to have management knowledge? Do you feel comfort-
able with that kind of arrangement?

Mr. MCCLORY. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. It is not just about
knowledge. It is with express approval of senior management.

Mr. AsPiN. Approval of senior management.
Can you see yourself giving approval to the CIA for something

like that?
Mr. PATTERSON. Oh, no.
Mr. AsPIN. You would never do it?
Mr. PATTERSON. Of course not. There might be in this diverse

American press some CIA prone publishers who would.
Mr. ASPIN. Anybody have a different view?
Mr. MYERS. No, I won't do it.
Mr. ASPIN. You wouldn't do it.
Do all of you believe that the editors media policymakers ought

to be included, making the Turner directive more explicit on that?
You see no problem? How about freelancers?

Mr. PATTERSON. I regard editors as being journalists, don't you?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes, we always hope so.
Mr. AsPIN. That has come up in the discussion, the question of

what is the definition of a journalist. It is not clear that the
journalist would define these terms the way the CIA would. So, it
is one of the things that we have to straighten out when Admiral
Turner comes to testify.

Mr. PATTERSON. This unfavorable construction of the definition of
an editor obviously has come to you from reporters. [General laugh-
ter.]

'See appendix M, p. 479.
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Mr. ASPIN. How about freelancers? Bob, do you think freelancers
ought to be included in this?

Mr. MYERS. I think American ones, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. American freelancers?
Mr. MYERS. I think the distinction between Americans and for-

eigners to me is a meaningful one.
Mr. AsPIN. But anyway, Americans in the freelance area.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I really don't see how you can control that.

Freelancers are freelancers. They owe no allegiance to anybody
except to themselves.

I don't see how you can identify them, categorize them, organize
them, in such a way that you can give them some kind of creden-
tial which the CIA can recognize instantly.

I think you have great practical problems there.
Mr. PAT rERSON. I agree on that. Ideally, yes, freelancers should

be covered. But I don't see how you could. An editor who goes out
and buys a piece from a nonstaff member he doesn't know, it is his
fault. He should know that person. It is our judgment that is
involved.

Mr. MYERS. We are talking about the CIA.
Mr. ASPIN. From the standpoint of the CIA. If the Turner direc-

tive to the CIA said "Do not get into a paid relationship with
freelancers," I can see from your standpoint how it would be diffi-
cult to enforce. How would you know that the person was a free-
lancer?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. How would they know? A freelancer might be
somebody who writes one piece in his lifetime.

Mr. ASPIN. All right. But you have to define a freelancer a little
bit.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. YOU certainly do.
Mr. AsPIN. But I think that is not impossible to take a crack at.,
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Take a crack at it. But, I would hate to have

the assignment.
Mr. ASPIN. All right.
Mr. PATrERSON. I am -,ncomfortable defending exempting free-

lancers. I would like to take an absolute position. But I don't know
what a freelancer is. A freelancer is a fellow who comes in to me
with a good idea, a well written story, "I want to do this for you,"
but it is my fault, I think, if I hire a spook to do that for me. I
should know the person.

You pays your money and takes your chances. All people ap-
proach freelancers very carefully, all editors do. Writing a defini-
tion of it, of course, some people are known freelancers. They have
shops. They turn out a constant stream of pieces.

But Kirkpatrick said, other people write one a year. Maybe they
are a professor or in your local college. Maybe they are writers for
your Sunday magazine. It covers such a wide spectrum, I cannot
get a handle on how we would bring them under the regulations.

If it can be done, fine.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you, I get the feeling from the way you

talk that you really are very wary of anybody working for your
organization having any kind of a relationship with the CIA. I take

'For the definition of "Freelancer", see appendix 0, p. 491.
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it that you would very much disapprove of anybody having any
kind of a paid relationship, even for expenses or moonlighting for
the CIA? I take it that with or without the Turner directive you
would not hire somebody who had worked for the Agency, and you
would fire them if you discovered they were in any case. You feel
that much antipathy toward the idea of somebody working in your
organization and having a paid relationship with the CIA?

Mr. PATTERSON. The answer to your questions are all yes, but
this is not an antipathy toward the CIA which is an agency I
admire. They have a tough job. I think we are supporting them in
trying to give them policy guidance as to what is and is not
acceptable.

The CIA in this Government deserves respect. I think it is begin-
ning to earn it. What we are saying here is not designed to weaken
this intelligence agency. It is designed in my view to strengthen it.

Mr. AsPIN. Would you apply the same standards to other agen-
cies of the Government?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. You would not hire anybody who had a moonlighting

job at State or anyplace else?
Mr. PATTERSON. No.
Mr. ASPIN. And if they had a moonlighting job with any other

agency?
Mr. PATTERSON. At one time we would have. Times have

changed. At my newspaper we have tightened down on those arm's
length relationships.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Our attitude is not specific to the CIA. We
would have the same attitude with the American Federation of
Labor, the National Association of Manufacturers, the Federation
of Teachers or any other group outside our agency.

Now we would, from time to time, use material from these
people, possibly, but we would identify it publicly so that our
readers would not be confused into believing that they were hear-
ing from an objective, disinterested source. But the same objections
that we raise to the CIA we would raise to any other special group
that had a particular purpose for getting into the newspaper.

Mr. PATTERSON. I frequently print pieces in my paper from a
former CIA agent, but that is in the title to the piece.

Mr. CRANBERG. I think freelancers ought to be included under
any directive. I think it is possible to fashion the definition of a
freelancer. He is a journalist who does not draw a regular wage.
There are some businessmen who may travel abroad and write a
travel article about wine tasting in France, a one-shot kind of
thing. That person clearly is not a journalist. There are other
people who regularly submit freelance articles and make a living
that way. There are still others who more or less regularly contrib-
ute freelance articles. We run a number of those. These people are
on the Harvard faculty.

It seems to me that if the CIA is contemplating a relationship
with an individual, it ought to take into account the fact that that
individual contributes articles to the media on a more or less
regular basis. I think that type of journalist ought to be included as
among those the CIA will not have relationships with.
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Mr. ASPIN. Let me press on a little further with this line of
questions.

We are worried about a paid relationship. Maybe a paid relation-
ship is the only thing that we can really get a handle on, but isn't
the danger of a voluntary relationship just as great, I mean the ties
from a voluntary relationship can be just as close even though no
money changes hands?

What Mr. Patterson was saying about carrying water I under-
stand, but it is pretty clear at least from what we know on the
public record that there were some journalists who had a very,
very close relationship with the CIA in the sense of doing a whole
lot of activities. They were prior tasking, doing some agency work
of spotting and assessing agents; doing a lot of support work for
CIA activities-and they were not doing it for pay. Not a dime
changed hands. They were doing it because of patriotism. They
were doing it because of friendship, old school ties. They grew up
and went to the same schools that the establishment, CIA people
did; or they were doing it because they were getting good stories
from the CIA. That is a powerful inducement.

The CIA has within its power to give a journalist the Pulitzer
Prize. There is no doubt about it that if the CIA wanted to bestow
benefits on a reporter, it could make him or her. It could do a
tremendous thing for them. Because of all of these ambitions, you
can develop ties between the CIA and journalists which do not
depend upon a payment at all. I guess that raises a whole series of
questions for media and media managers and what do you do about
that?

Maybe the only thing you can really 'control is the paid relation-
ship, and maybe as managers that is the only thing you can really
ask about or can put into your code of ethics.

Is there anything else you can do about a too-close voluntary
relationship?

Mr. PATTERSON. I have concluded that the paid relationship is
the sole one that you as policymakers for this Nation can control. I
think it is up to those of us in the press to control these other
areas. My reason for that is not that I don't see the dangers that
you describe, but they are familiar to us and it is our job as
professionals to control that in the entire press.

Second, if you get into the business of attempting to write de-
tailed regulations governing these areas, you are very close to
blocking the free flow of information that is useful to the American
people in keeping them informed. You don't want to throw up any
barrier between the press of America and its intelligence agency or
any other agency of this Government. That would be terribly dan-
gerous.

The reverse of regulating the CIA might be regulating the flow
of information to the American public and we should stay clear of
that.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think you have a problem of appearance and
reality. There is a distinction which other people can draw there if
money passes. I am thinking about the foreigners who are watch-
ing our operations. When they see money passing, they see split
allegiance. When they see somebody operating informally through
friendship or perhaps ideological bias or something like that, I
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think that they can understand that this is informal, not sanc-
tioned, not an overt splitting of allegiance.

So I think there is a distinction there, imperfect as it may be,
that is useful.

Mr. AsPIN. I think what you are saying is really true, Mr. Patter-
son. It really comes down, in a lot of sense, to the fact that the paid
relationship is not a very interesting question. It is probably the
only thing that we can really regulate. Really the more interesting
questions all have to do with the voluntary associations. All of
those kind of cases that came up yesterday of how they have a
story, et cetera, all of those areas are impossible to legislate in.

Basically what it comes down to is the ethics of the press. It
means in a large sense this whole relationship is really a media
issue much more than it is an Agency issue. I guess it comes back
to the possibilities of these kinds of ethical standards and guide-
lines.

Is it really a possibility that the associations would put out
ethical guidelines? Would anybody pay any attention to those, or
are the associations too weak and the only way to do it really is
through each media outlet itself?

Mr. PATTERSON. The American press is a pretty ornery bunch. I
think somebody once said the American Society of Newspaper Edi-
tors, if it were any looser, it would fall apart and if it were any
tighter, it would be a menace.

Yes, I do believe that the statements of principles and codes of
ethics that we have published, and we all have, NCEW and others,
revised and brought up to date these antiques we used to simply
publish at the beginning of our proceedings. They set goals and
targets that are probably beyond most newspapers at this point.

There are things like banning any appearance of a conflict of
interest. I imagine a lot of small dailies here and there have some
pretty apparent conflicts of interest. But you set the standard like
you tell the world we believe in a free press and we are not going
to subvert yours because someday we hope it will be free.

It is amazing to me living through the past decade at what an
enormous change has occurred in the ethical posture of the Ameri-
can press. The changes we have made with respect to accepting
freebies and junkets and gifts, with respect to being in the pockets
of politicians or executive department agencies in payment for
news tips, the heightening of the professional approach to the news
I think has served the American people very well. This is a cross
action between hundreds and hundreds of newspapers.

But people are setting standards. I think certain newspapers lead
the way for other newspapers to follow. The adversary relationship,
which has its drawbacks, but the arm's-length relationship between
press and Government that you have seen since you have been in
Washington developing has many pluses because there have been
times when the press has been too close and gullible. We hope it
has not become too suspicious and too cynical.

But I think the net gain is a strengthening of the press posture
in American society.

Mr. AsPIN. In regard to ethical standards that have impact, it
would be much more the ethical guidelines put out by each news-
paper or media outlet?
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Mr. PATTERSON. Right, but as far as disapproval in our profes-
sional publications and others on those organizations that have too
close an association with government agencies, there is a restrain-
ing influence. We have a vast role to play. In my judgment the
American press is playing it. In the case of the Congress, I think
you are right, that the one handle you can get is the obvious one,
the paid relationship whereby you are subverting people for money
into the service of an agency of the American Government.

Mr. AsPIN. How are the media guidelines or ethical standards
established? How democratic is the process? Is this the manage-
ment decision handed down to all the employees saying, "If you
want to work here, here are the ethical standards we think are
appropriate;" or is there some discussion with the people working
there? What if a person says:

I want to work for the CIA and I want to get very close to them and I am an

individual, I am a free American, I have my own standards, it is a patriotic duty to

go to work for them? I didn't have any part in the proce s of establishing these

ethical standards, to hell with the ethical standards.

In other words, how do the standards come about and what
loyalty do memlhars who work in the press feel toward these stand-
ards? Is it something they ignore, something put up on the bulletin
board; or something taken seriously?

Mr. PATrERSON. In the case of our own newspaper it is a free
country and reporters have civil rights, too. You can't sit down and
say you can't work in political campaigns because that would be a
disservice to him. Here is a free citizen. He has a right to vote. I
wouldn't want to have a deadhead reporter on my staff who didn't
care.

So basically this is a body of knowledge accumulating over a
period of years centered on a newspaper and its way of going. If
you say to your staff, look, you are free but this is what I think,
the first amendment gave us a special privilege and that puts on us
a special responsibility and while we have the same civil rights as
any citizen, as professionals what do we owe the people who look to
us for objectivity? Your staff buys that. If a reporter came in and
said I don't like your policy on the CIA and I am going to take a
moonlighting job with them, I would explain to him he didn't
understand the nature of his employment because in that case you
are damaging the newspaper and you would be unprofessional. You
would do the same thing there that you would if you found him
taking money from a press agent. That is out.

In the case of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, that is
a conglomeration of all the individual newspapers. Kirk probably
formed a code of ethics in his shop different than how I did mine,
but we hope this is a common experience of all American newspa-
pers. When we rewrote the ASNE code of ethics 3 years ago, we
had a subcommittee and then a committee go over the thing and if
you have ever seen a committee of editors going over a statement
of principles, you would realize that lawyers are not the only ones
who are windy.

Then the board of directors argued it through again and then we
took it before the convention where it was argued again, but finally
we fell back in exhaustion and published what we had.
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Mr. AsPIN. How does it work in the paper? That seems to have
more impact than the American Society of Newspaper Editors.

Mr. PATrERSON. When you set a standard in a newspaper, a good
staff takes pride that you have it.

Mr. AsPIN. But that is essentially a management function. Do
you discuss it with the guild?

Mr. PATTERSON. We don't have the guild, but we have such an
open communication that a lot of the changes we make come up
from the staff saying why are we doing this. You have to react as
management. So it goes both ways.

Our policies on freebies and gifts, we don't have it written down,
but everybody knows that we don't take anything from anybody
anytime that is free. That is covering everything, travel, football
games and the works.

Mr. CRANBERG. There has been an ethics explosion in journalism,
but I would caution placing too much reliance on the code of ethics
protection in this area that we are discussing. The codes with just
one exception are statements of good intentions. If there is a
breach of an ethical injunction, well, there is a breach. There is no
provision for filing complaints, no provision for professional sanc-
tions. The one exception is the Sigma Delta Chi code of ethics.
There is provision there for censuring the journalist who departs
from the code of ethics. The NCEW Code or AP editors code con-
tains no such grievance mechanism. So the professional organiza-
tions are really handicapped when it comes to making the codes
meaningful.

A particular newspaper is not under such a handicap. A newspa-
per can enforce its code of ethics. I suspect that the issue of a paid
relationship is already covered by the code of ethics. You are not
supposed to have outside employment. It conflicts vith your work.

I suspect you would get into considerable difficult attempting to
write a code that deals with some of these issues. Foi" example, on
the question of the extent of a journalist's cooperation with the
CIA after he comes back from abroad, should he furnish informa-
tion to the CIA? Probably many journalists would decline to do
that on the ground that he should not be an arm of the govern-
ment. But I can imagine that a fair number of journalists would
consider that acceptable, they would consider it perhaps a patriotic
duty.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Cranberg, are you thinking of a voluntary
debriefing where the journalist comes in?

Mr. CRANBERG. Yes.
Mr. MINETA. But what if the CIA seeks out the reporter and

says, I understand you just came back from Czechoslovakia and we
would like to talk to you?

Mr. CRANBERG. I can visualize substantial disagreement on that.
I would not participate in that. But I imagine that a fair number of
journalists would consider that OK.

Mr. MINETA. How about prebriefings prior to going overseas on a
trip? Again, the same thing, you would not consider prebriefing?

Mr. CRANBERG. No; I would make a distinction there. I would
regard the CIA in that connection the same as any other source of
information. If I were planning a trip abroad, I might want to stop
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off at the State Department or any agency that might have useful
information.

Mr. AsPIN. But the point that you are raising here is a good one
which is, what do you do about the areas in dispute and how do
you establish a code of ethics in those kinds of cases?

Mr. CRANBERG. I am dubious that on this particular question-

the one on debriefing-that you would find a consensus. I think it
would be very difficult.

Mr. ASPIN. What would the code of ethics that you have, for
example, say about a voluntary association with some organization
that those people are covering. Take a political campaign. Obvious-
ly, if the person is covering the Carter campaign or covering the
Presidential campaign for your newspaper, you don't want him as
a paid worker in the Carter campaign. But would you want him as
a volunteer worker in the Carter campaign?

Mr. CRANBERG. No.
Mr. ASPIN. Would your code of ethics prevent somebody from

volunteering in the campaign if they are covering it?
Mr. CRANBERG. Our newspaper would.
Mr. PATTERSON. I think all you could do would be discourage it.

The reporter does have civil rights. It is a free country and you can
vote for whomever you please and support whomever you please. If
my reporter covering the Carter campaign turned out to be a
volunteer for Carter, he or she would be off that story immediately
and I would put somebody else on who had a less personal involve-
ment.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There is a spectacular instance of that. Laura
Foreman up in Philadelphia had a romantic liaison with a candi-
date she was covering which has become a celebrated case of
ethics. I think in most cases journalists think she was guilty of a
breach.

Mr. PATTERSON. Of course, we could hold a hearing on that case
alone.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The Inquirer wrote 44 columns on it. It is well

documented.
Mr. ASPIN. In each of the cases the code of ethics has kind of

evolved over the years and it is essentially a document or a stand-
ard which is promulgated by management; but it is something
which has kind of evolved over the years with a give and take. Is
that how you would describe it?

Mr. PATTERSON. Through the practice of the profession. The

second paper I worked on in the forties, the managing editor moon-
lighted by writing the wrestling story every Saturday night and got
$25 for writing it. We don't do that. I served as vice chairman of
the Civil Rights Commission for President Johnson for 4 years
because he needed a southern white man to do it. In the 1970's that
would be totally impossible to do. It would be a clear conflict of my
present policies.

We have evolved very rapidly into what I believe is a purified
state, but a little short of sanctified.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Some of my colleagues criticized me for accept-

ing the appointment as a delegate to UNESCO because they
thought that somehow violated my responsibilities. I rationalized
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that by saying I was going over there to fight a battle for the free
press and therefore it was acceptable.

So you have those hard problems. In the case of our own staff,
the impetus for a code of ethics came from the staff itself. About 4
or 5 years ago there was a great flurry of writings in professional
publications about the problems of ethics, the Columbia Journalism
Review, the Chicago Journalism Review, the Wall Street Journal,
several magazines were writing about this problem. The reporters
on our staff came and said we have a professional interest in this,
we feel that any breach of ethics in this organization reflects on us
personally. We think that there should be a uniform policy that
would make it possible for us all to be satisifed that we were
operating under the same management theory.

So the code of ethics actually was drafted by junior editors in
cooperation with staff members and of course it came on up
through the ranks of authority and ultimately was signed by the
editor. But it was generated at the lowest level.

Mr. MINETA. I am wondering if I could go to that first chart in
terms of activities and information.'

What about access to files and out-takes by the CIA? Would you
allow that?

Mr. CRANBERG. I would not treat the CIA any differently than
any other organization. If we gave access to our library, for exam-
ple, to any community organization, we would give it to the CIA.
But I cannot imagine that we would allow anybody to see report-
er's notes or material that did not make its way into the story.

Mr. MINETA. Pictures that are taken that are not pubihvhed,
would you allow them to be accessible?

Mr. CRANBERG. Our policy on that would be the same for all
organizations. I believe on occasion we will allow organizations to-
no, I cannot say that we will allow anyone to see our photo files
unpublished photographs.

Mr. MYERS. It is not a problem for us in that sense because we
don't use that. I think the only things that are sacred are the
reporter's notebooks which they guard zealously.

Mr. PATTERSON. We don't give access to agencies of government,
the CIA, FBI, local police, to photo or news files. We feel that
treating everybody alike is the best policy. That is a flat policy.

Now, having said that, there is always the room for the excep-
tion. If, for instance, the police had reason to believe that a se-
quence of pictures, maybe we -,rinted two and had three left, might
lead them to a murderer ana 1 ad good reason to believe that, I
would make an exception. Just as if we had pictures of missile sites
in Cuba and the CIA said the picture you took, have you any more
because this may be a great danger to the nation, I would show
them, yes. But otherwise, we have this flat policy.

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. We would have the same policy, I think. We

make a distinction between what we publish and what we do not
publish. And we are very wary of providing access to the informa-
tion that we do not publish.

'See appendix D, p. 336.
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We sell photographs. The photographs that we have published, if
people want to come in and get them, we will make copies of them
and sell them. We do not permit, however, excursions into our files,
just fishing expeditions, particularly from lawyers, personal injury
lawyers, where we get a lot of that. Lazy prosecutors, lazy defense
counsel, who think that the easiest way to find the evidence they
need to prove their case is to come to a newspaper and ask us to
open our files. We don't do it.

Mr. MINErA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Let me hit a couple of issues about management's relations with

the Agency and see what youi reaction would be to them. One of
the things that seems to be true, although I don't know, but it
certainly seems to be true, is that the Agency over the years has
had a close relationship with managers, probably closer relation-
ships with managers of the media than with the reporters, though
there certainly are some very close relationships with certain re-
porters. But basically it seems to have evolved into a fairly close
relationship. And what that involved at times is the CIA asking
managers to do certain things. Let me give some examples.

One example would be they would ask the managers to kill a
story or to delay a story: the Glomar Explorer, or the Bay of Pigs.
They apparently have tried to influence the assigning of reporters
to stories; who gets covered where and who does what.

There has been also clearing of stories with the CIA; if some
reporter writes a story that may have some information in it, the
managers send it to the CIA or ask the CIA to read it, I guess, to
get a clearance on it.

Which if any or all of these things are proper and what would be
your reaction to the first example to start with? If the CIA called
and said "We know that some reporter from your publication is on
to a story here and we think that it is highly dangerous to the
national security if that story gets out." What is your reaction to
that?

Mr. PATrERSON. Skepticism. I would defend the right of the CIA
to approach a newspaper, just as I would defend the newspaper's
right to approach the CIA. The CIA should use that very sparingly,
as I believe they have, and without much success, which I think is
proper. Because in this country if you know something and don't
print it, that is almost a professional crime, because the only story
you ever get in trouble with in this country I think is the one you
don't print.

If you ever have information and think you as an editor ought to
keep it under your hat and not let the folks out there know about
it, that is an arrogance that always catches up with you.

But I would say, Mr. Chairman, that considering the nature of
some of the information that the CIA conceivably could deal with,
that could have to do with the life or death of this Nation, I would
not want to cut off any access they had to me or any opportunity I
had freely to make a judgment based on the ad hoc case.

But I have a very strong presumption running toward listening
to them and saying "No, thank you, and printing the story.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Kirkpatrick.
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Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would listen to them and make up my own
mind.

Mr. ASPIN. I take it that in the current either enlightened view
or anti-CIA attitude, depending upon how you look at it, nobody
would listen seriously to the attempt of the CIA to influence what
reporter gets sent where or what would happen-as has come out
in a couple of reports.

Mr. PATTERSON. No.
Mr. ASPIN. What about the clearing of stories under the current

mood? Suppose you were writing a story or you had a long piece
being written by somebody, a long investigative piece, maybe a
series, not a fast-breaking story, but a fairly in-depth study of some
problem, which could potentially contain some information that
was of interest to the national security? Would you as a matter of
course now think it proper to send that to the Agency and ask
their views on it?

Mr. PATTERSON. No.
Mr. ASPIN. You would not send it?
Mr. PATTERSON. No. I would send the reporter to the Agency to

ask the questions that would support his position. That is a part of
the reporting process.

Mr. ASPIN. No. Separate from the reporting process. I am talking
about the finished product now, or semifinished, maybe in a draft.
You would not think it proper to send that to the Agency and ask
their opinion?

Mr. PATTERSON. No.
Mr. ASPIN. Even if you said, "I'm going to reserve judgment here.

I want to hear if you object to anything in the story. I am going to
hold back. I don't say I'm going to take whatever you say." But you
just would never send it to them.

Mr. PATTERSON. No. I am the editor. The CIA is not. And the
reporter answers to me. If he has a story there that looks like
dynamite and looks like it might damage the national security, I
would talk to the reporter and say, "How do you know this? Who
have you checked it with?" And if it looks as though it ought to be
checked with the CIA, I would tell the reporter, "Check these facts
you are uncertain of with the CIA, but don't take them the story to
read. Take them the questions you have about it."

Mr. AsPIN. No. We have the facts in the story. Let's assume the
story is absolutely true. But the only question is as to whether the
publication of this will contain information which is of a security
nature.

Mr. PATTERSON. Once you submit it to the CIA or to any agency
of Government, you are asking them to be your censor. You are
asking them to raise red flags. You are giving them an authority
they should not be handed. It is our responsibility. But the story
that is published should have gone through every filtering mecha-
nism we have to be sure it doesn't damage the national interest
and 1,Aht it is factual. That requires asking questions of the CIA to
support your story. But submitting your story for their fatherly
approval is to me unprofessional.

Mr. MINETA. Would the chairman yield?
Mr. AsPIN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. MINETA. Just to expand on that in a generic sense, what
about the Agee or Snepp kind of situation?' Should there be the
prior approval kind of requirement?

Mr. PATTERSON. I'm not sure I understood the question.
Mr. MINETA. In the case of Mr. Snepp, who has written a book

now, or Philip Agee, some of the others who have written books.
Mr. PATTERSON. Well, I gather when he joined the CIA he signed

a statement that he wouldn't do so, did he not?
Mr. MINETA. That is right.
Mr. ASPIN. So that makes it asbolutely different, if you have that

kind of arrangement.
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes. You are getting over into the internal work-

ings of the CIA itself there, about which I am not too knowledge-
able.

Mr. AsPiN. But basically your position would be if they hear that
you are about to write a story, like the Glomar Explorer, and called
you up, you would listen to them.

Mr. PATTERSON. Oh, yes, sure.
Mr. AsPIN. But if they did not hear about it and you are about to

write a story, you would not call them?
Mr. PATTERSON. Probably would.
Mr. ASPIN. You might? You would call them?
Mr. PATTERSON. Probably, yes. I would not call them. But I would

ask the reporter "Have you checked this with the CIA?"
Mr. ASPIN. I see.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think that my answer might be slightly

different. I think that in wartime, for example, where we are
dealing with matters of very sensitive security and where we might
not recognize all of the factors that might be affected by what we
have printed, I think in circumstances like that I might take that
copy to a reviewing agency. We have never done it with the CIA,
but we have done it with the Defense Department.

I cannot really see any instance where we would take it to the
CIA, but we might take it to the Defense Department.

Mr. AsPIN. Well, for example, in the New York Times series, and
it is the New York Times reporting on the New York Times, so I
guess it is right, they talked about a time when they wrote a story.
The story was that they were checking out the U.S. intelligence
operations abroad, and whether in fact there was a propaganda
machine; and so they asked their various foreign correspondents in
the various capitals, to send in what they could find out, and they
put it together in a story. They did check it, and they checked it
with Mr. McCone, 2 who was not the head of the CIA at the time,
but somebody who obviously had close ties with it. And so it wasn't
actually submitting it to the CIA.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It wasn't for censorship.
Mr. AsPIN. And I presume even if you submit it to the CIA you

are not submitting it for censorship. You are not saying, "OK, you
delete from this and give it back to me and I will run it." You are
saying, "I am sending it to you and I want to hear your objections.

'The people referred to are authors, respectively, of the following books: "Decent Interval,"
Frank Snepp, Random House, New York, 1977; and, "Inside the Company: CIA Diary," Philip
Agee, Stonehill Publishing Co., New York, 1975.

'Mr. John McCone was director of the Central Intelligence Agency from 1961 to 1965.
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That doesn't mean I am going to follow your objections. But I
would just like to hear if you have any problem with it."

I would see nothing wrong with that, but maybe you do.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Well, you are actually asking for verification

and for further information. I think that is part of the reporting
process. It is just the mechanics of how you do it, I suppose. You
are not asking McCone to censor it. You are not presenting it to
him for his approval. You are asking is this correct, is it complete.

Mr. ASPIN. You are not even asking him that. I think you are
just asking him is there anything in there---

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That you could add to or challenge.
Mr. AsPIN. Yes. Or say it was of a national security nature.
Mr. PATTERSON. In my experience, though, Mr. Chairman, when-

ever you are indiscreet enough to submit your reporter's copy to
any expert, the answer usually is "You aren't going to print that,
are you?"

Mr. AsPIN. I am sure that is what they would say. They would
say it is terrible. But that is not the question. So you just say,
"Look, give me the answers to my questions and never mind your
editorial comment." No, I am sure that is what you would get. You
would get a lot of reasons why the story should not be run at all.

Mr. MYERS. I don't know of any cases where we have submitted
stories, although we write quite a bit in that area. That would be
the decision in any case of the editor.

I have not been in the CIA for something like 13 years. But the
civil rights of former CIA employees are ones that are easily tram-
pled over. You always have that assumption, that somehow you are
going to do something to their benefit. So one finds oneself going
over backward to demonstrate that you are being tougher than
everybody else. And I think over the years you can see the stories
we have run in the New Republic demonstrates that.

The only case I can recall submitted to anyone in executive
branch-and this is a good example that I think supports what is
likely to happen-was a piece about Carter and the banks, on his
financing of his campaign. Jody Powell somehow heard about that,
and so he wanted to comment on it. So what we wound up doing in
the end was running his comment on our piece. But I didn't think
it was terribly enlightening.

But this is the kind of thing you run into.
I think if you have done a good reporting job and checked your

facts as best you can, conscientiously, getting into that kind of
situation is something I would prefer to avoid because they can
always find some problems.

Mr. AsPIN. Other questions?
Well, we have gone very late, but I hate to leave without at least

asking Bob Myers some followup on the point where you say that
the American journalists really are not that important to the
Agency in what it is doing. And I think that is an interesting
remark, because although there have been some hints of that from
other witnesses. I think the Ambassadors more or less implied the
same thing, and even Ray Cline, although unfortunately not when
he as in testifying, but later said something about "Well, you know,
it isn't all that important." But I think others might say to the
contrary.
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Let me ask a couple of questions about that.
First of all, is it really fair to judge the worth of the American

reporters to the intelligence community on the basis of just the
China and Soviet Union example? I mean my understanding is
that there is very little in the way of human intelligence that we
get in those cases anyway, and it is mostly technical or mechanical
devices that we use to get whatever intelligence we have. And that
really the human intelligence component is much more in other
countries of the world on which the ideological battle is raging or
something else is going on. And it is not really a Soviet focus in
any case.

So to judge it as not being very effective against the Soviets is
stacking the deck.

Mr. MYERS. Well, I think the CIA has been long deflected from
its important intelligence-gathering target because it has been
easier to do the other things.

Let me briefly mention, from my own experience, which may or
may not be relevant.

I was all the time in the Far East division. I spent 12 years in
Asia. In terms of propaganda, if we are talking about American
and foreign journalists overseas, I think generally that is not very
valuable, for the reasons we have all dicussed. It cannot really
carry the day against competing sources if it is wrong. You really
cannot get away with the big lie. And the point of those operations,
which are after all approved in effect by the President, certainly
now is dubious.

If you want to talk about intelligence operations per se, if you
use two countries I have served in, Indonesia and Cambodia, there
were not many Americans, or certainly there were not in those
days. You really could not pursue the Chinese or bloc targets very
effectively through a passing or based American journalist there.

The limitation is that the average journalist is, let's say, some-
body who has not been there 5 or 6 years, comes down for a few
weeks if there is something going on and little information of
intelligence value because you have had a station there for a
number of years which presumably, if it has been doing anything
at all, has developed decent sources against two or three top prior-
ity station targets. And you are judged on what things you are
working on. One of the easiest things to cover is local politics.

So you also have the Embassy, political officers, the Ambassador,
seeking people in various guises, to keep themselves plugged in on
the local scene.

As far as information goes, there is not too much an American
journalist is going to give you that is not known by people who
have been specializing in it for years.

On the operational side, if you are trying to reach a certain
target, if we are talking about those two countries, sending an
American journalist or getting them involved with an American
journalist might be a very compromising thing right off the bat,
even though there is no relationship whatever, if you are trying to
work against people that are going to give up that protected bit of
information. So there is not really that much operational use for
the average American journalist.
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In the years I was overseas, I had almost nothing to do with
American journalists whatsoever. I think on one occasion I briefed
a reporter from some now defunct magazine because of a telegram
from Washington asking me to do so. And that was it.

Now, in Europe there may be other considerations. I have no
idea. But simply from the mechanics of it, John LaCarre novels
aside, the average American journalist has just not that much a
clout in terms of real clandestine operations.

So I don't think in that sense the American journalist would
actually be missed much.

On the other hand, foreign journalists do have intelligence oppor-
tunities. I am not talking about propaganda ones. Those people
tend to cluster around the American Embassy. They speak English.
That is another curse of a lot of these places. They often do speak
English. They are a group that may have studied abroad and so on.
There is a natural way of meeting all those people. And that is
why I think over the years foreign journalists have been involved
quite naturally with whatever is going on with the American
group.

If you can take them from there into someplace else, it can be
very valuable.

If they are simply a local gossip source, that may be of immedi-
ate interest to the Embassy perhaps, but not in terms of what as I
see the CIA is supposed to be doing.

Mr. AsPIN. Thank you. That is very interesting. Further ques-
tions?

Mr. JOHNSON. I know the hour is very late and everyone is
hungry, so I promise to be brief.

Does any member of this panel believe that the names of journal-
ists who have been employed by the CIA should be revealed by the
CIA or by this panel-past associations?

Mr. CRANBERG. I think they should, but I realize they won't. And
the CIA I think makes a fairly good case that it is prohibited by
law from doing it.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I don't see any great value to going back.
Mr. JOHNSON. When Mr. Colby came here to testify, he men-

tioned that roughly 2 percent of the current CIA budget is devoted
to false propaganda. He really didn't say anything in that testimo-
ny about CIA true propaganda, if there is in fact such a program
today.

Do you believe there should be the planting by the CIA of truth-
ful, but unattributed, information overseas?

Mr. PATTERSON. You are assuming, then, that they pay to get it
printed or broadcast.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. PATTERSON. And therefore I go back to my belief that the

USIA should be the informational organization for our govern-
ment.

Mr. JOHNSON. Any other comments?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I don't like to see anybody going out and

promoting propaganda, whether it is truthful or not. I think report-
ing the news should be straight.

Mr. JOHNSON. Your judgments are, of course, very important
because of the influence you have over your papers and how that
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influence impinges upon other people. It would seem to me that
you would want the best information possible, because good judg-
ments are based on good information.

Would it be tempting, therefore, or might you succumb to a
temptation of the CIA coming to you and saying, "How about
undergoing a security clearance because then we can give you
classified information which you can use for your own background
to make sure that stories you are printing in your paper are on the
right track." Would it be useful to you to have that access to
information?

Mr. PATTERSON. I do not know that I require a security clearance
to call up the CIA.

Mr. JOHNSON. But to get classified information you would. I am
talking about the CIA giving editors classified information for their
background, just so they will have a rough idea of what is going on
in the world from the CIA point of view-not to print the informa-
tion, of course, but just to have that background.

Mr. PATTERSON. I react very poorly to that.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I don't think I would want it if you cannot use

it.
Mr. MYERS. It would seem to be a means for them to try to

control somebody. It would seem to me dangerous.
Mr. CRANBERG. There is an ethical obligation to whenever possi-

ble disclose a source of information. And I gather the kind of
arrangement you are discussing, you could not disclose the source.
And I think there would be real problems setting up that kind of
an arrangement on a continuing basis.

Mr. JOHNSON. These charts we have, of course, represent a spec-
trum of different kinds of activities. I think the whole panel agrees
that when it comes to paid relationships between the CIA and
American reporters, that is forbidden by the new Turner directive.

On the other end of the spectrum, I hear some sentiment that
there ought to be pretty healthy exchange of information and ideas
between reporters and the CIA on a voluntary basis.

But I wonder if there is not some mi.ldle ground that we have
brushed over too quickly. Let me give you a classic case, and let me
phrase it in a hypothetical way, and let me direct the question to
Mr. Patterson.

Let's say you have a reporter overseas, a foreign correspondent
affiliated with your newspaper, and let's say that this correspon-
dent is approached by the CIA agent and the agent asks him
strictly on a voluntary basis to open a post office box for him
because it is a bit awkward for a spy co be doing that on his own
behalf. This is strictly voluntary.

One could argue it might be rather a minor, innocuous activity
for a journalist to perform for the CIA, out of a sense of patriotism
and strictly on a voluntary basis.

It seems to me that that example would be acceptable to you
based on what you have said today. Am I right?

Mr. PATTERSON. I would prefer that he not do it on the grounds
that he should maintain an arms-length relationship with govern-
ment agencies, specifically with the CIA. It is a little like a police
reporter who is asked by a policeman he covers to join him in
assisting the police in the investigation of a story. This can lead
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you into deep trouble. We should report it. We should not partici-
pate in the making of the news.

And so if I had a written policy on it, it would be if a CIA agent
approaches you and asks you to open up a post office box, thereby
giving him cover, I would say don't do it.

Mr. JOHNSON. Do you think it is worthwhile for independent
media outlets to refine an ethics code to the point where it would
cover the kind of support activities that are on this chart, as well
as the example I just gave? In other words, should it say that
information swapping is fine, because this is part of the reporting
business; but, even on a voluntary basis let's stay away from sup-
port activities and agent work?

Mr. PATTERSON.- No; in my judgment that tightens it down too
fine, to attempt to get into something that close, because not all
editors have the same feeling toward these matters. And it is a free
country. And I wouldn't want to impose my own particular ethic in
the case you mentioned on Kirkpatrick. He might have a different
answer.

But the basic development of the arms-length ethic is very strong
now in the American press quite generally.

Mr. JOHNSON. Would others of you in my hypothetical case
permit your reporter to open a post office box for a CIA agent?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would not. I would suggest that the CIA
ager-t get hold of the international representative of Exxon.

Mr. MYERS. I would certainly advise against it. That can get you
into a lot of trouble.

Mr. CRANBERG. Right. In connection with what the ethics codes
say about this, the ASNE code of ethics, under article 3, "Indepen-
dence," might be applicable to this situation. It says:

Journalists must avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety as well as
any conflict of interest or the appearance of conflict. They should neither accept
anything nor pursue any activity that might compromise or seem to compromise
their integrity.'

I think being involved with the CIA and assisting the CIA in that
manner would be an activity that might compromise or seem to
compromise their integrity.

Mr. JOHNSON. My last question: A number of historians, notably
Spengler, have written books and made reputations by talking
about the cyclical nature of history. Do you think this current
sunburst of ethics that we are experiencing now might vanish
rather quickly in the winter of a deepening cold war? In other words,
is what we are talking about right now apt to be irrelevant in
another 10 years were we to face a national crisis?

Mr. PA-rRSON. No; I don't see that happening. I think that we
are coming out of a long winter into a sunnier time, and that the
press and the Nation are healthier as a result. I believe this
evolution has been progressive, with some dips, some cycles, but
that we won't go back now to times like they were 20 years ago.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think that is true. When I started in this
business some 40 years ago, I used to cover police courts and the
judge who liked headlines would sometimes offer to have me stand
behind him on the bench and he would consult me about how he
should dispose of a case in order to get the best headlines. We don't

'See appendix M, p. 479.
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do that any more. These things just don't happen. We have made a
lot of progress in this business. And I think that that progress is
real and that it will continue.

Now, there will be, I am sure, some variations. If we get into a
war, I think that the answers to a lot of the questions that we have
been giving you today would be modified.

I think that the American press is patriotic. I think it does
- recognize its responsibilities and that it is sensitive to them. But it

also, I think, recognizes that the way it serves best, the way it
serves this country best, is to be independent, to be free, to be
challenging to any approaches from the government. That's the
way it is.

Mr. CRANBERG. There has been a lot of consciousness-raising. The
activities that individual journalists engaged in were individual
actions of individuals. This wasn't a subject that was discussed in
any kind of journalistic forum or any kind of public forum. The
consciousness-raising has come about as a result of revelations.
Things went on that we didn't know about. We now know about
them. These thing are now the subject of debate, they are the
subject of resolutions. And I think now the journalists who had
engaged in activities in the past that they regarded as acceptable
realize that they are not acceptable, and I hope that that attitude
will continue and there is a good chance that it will.

Mr. MYERS. Change is a big fact of life. I think this is a little like
the attitude toward tax loopholes.

Mr. AsPIN. Thank you all very much for coming. It has been a
very interesting morning.

[Whereupon at 12:30 p.m. the hearing was adjourned to recon-
vene at the call pf the Chair.]
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE

PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:04 a.m., in room
2212, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Les Aspin
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Aspin (presiding), Boland (chairman of
the full committee), Zablocki, Fowler, Wilson, Ashbrook, McClory
and Robinson.

Also present: Thomas K. Latimer, staff director; Michael J.
O'Neil, chief counsel; Patrick G. Long, associate counsel; Jeannie
McNally, clerk of the committee; and Loch Johnson, Herbert Ro-
merstein, Richard H. Giza, professional staff members, and Cather-
ine Wilson, secretary.

Mr. ASPIN. The Oversight Subcommittee of the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence has been holding a series of hear-
ings on the relationship between the CIA and the media. We had a
series of meetings in December and January in which journalists,
people who were in the management of the media, ambassadors,
and former CIA officials testified. Today we are finishing up at
least the open hearings on this subject by inviting the Director of
the CIA, Adm. Stansfield Turner, to come and talk to us about the
subject.

And we welcome you here this morning, Admiral Turner. Why
don't you start with an opening statement.

STATEMENT OF ADM. STANSFIELD TURNER, DIRECTOR OF
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE, ACCOMPANIED BY MR. HERBERT
HETU, ASSISTANT FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS TO THE DIRECTOR
OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE; AND MR. ANTHONY LAPHAM,
GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
Admiral TURNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps two of the

greatest changes affecting the foreign intelligence process that
have taken place in recent years are our policy of greater openness
and a well defined system of congressional oversight. I think that
this hearing epitomizes both of these changes in a very dramatic
way.

(293)
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Hence, I am delighted to have this opportunity to discuss CIA's
relationships with the U.S. media, and to describe the new regula-
tion which I issued on November 30, 1977 ' in this regard.

I would like first, however, to pay special tribute to my predeces-
sor George Bush, who on February 11, 1976 iV.3ued the first CIA
regulation in this entire area.2 His trailblazing piece of work was
very important to this entire process, and set us off on the right
track.

One of my early actions as Director of Central Intelligence was
to initiate a review of how this regulation and all of our associ-
ations with the U.S. media were working. That review indicated
that Agency policies and operations in this area had actually,
through the process of trial and error, been further refined. And
therefore, I found it desirable to issue this amplifying regulation.

This new regulation recognizes and reflects in an integral way
the important new philosophy of openness which we have institut-
ed during the past year. This philosophy takes as a basic premise
the right of the media and of the U.S. public to know as much
about the intelligence process and product as is consistent with our
natic:nal security. The clarification of CIA relationships with the
U.S. media was designed to leave no doubt in anyone's mind of the
extent of any relationship which CIA might properly have with
U.S. media representatives. It is within this spirit that the regula-
tion was issued, and it is within this spirit that I appear here
before you today.

In this statement I will address some of the points about the
regulation that might be of special interest to you. But first it is
necessary that I make clear a distinction between the Agency's
relationship with the U.S. media in an operational sense, that is, in
collecting intelligence which is the primary thrust of this regula-
tion, and our collateral responsibility to maintain regular liaison
with the U.S. media to provide timely information about the
Agency, its product, and the intelligence process.

Concerning the former responsibility, the regulation unequivocal-
ly bars any relationship with full- or part-time journalists, including
so-called stringers, accredited by a U.S. news service, newspaper,
periodical, radio or television network, or station, for the purpose
of conducting intelligence activities. The parallel clause in the 1976
regulation had prohibited, " paid or contractual relationships." This
regulation raised the possibility that an unpaid relationship or
quid pro quo arrangement might be condoned. The new clause
flatly prohibits a relationship of any kind for the purpose of collect-
ing intelligence or conducting an intelligence operation.

At the same time, the new regulation explicitly protects the
right of any citizen, journalist or otherwise, to impart information
voluntarily to an Agency official, at home or abroad, which that
citizen believes is important to the U.S. Government. We believe
that it is absolutely essential to preserve their rights as U.S. citi-
zens to voluntarily perform a patriotic service to their country. At
the same time, I would emphasize that the regulation does strictly
prohibit CIA's tasking a U.S. journalist with performing any oper-

I See appendix B, p. 333.
,See appendix A, p. 331.
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ational assignment. In short, while the CIA cannot actively task or
dispatch even a willing journalist to seek out or furnish particular
information or assistance, it may accept whatever information a
journalist elects to transmit voluntarily.

We believe it is fair to require that a journalist be duly accredit-
ed in order to be covered by this regulation. There are numerous
part-time journalists, freelancers, who are not accredited by any
U.S. media organization but who occasionally, and sometimes fre-
quently, write for publications. Many of us here today fit into that
category in our interpretation of the term. A freelancer is a free
agent, not accredited by or under contract to any media organiza-
tion. To limit the Agency's relationships to such a general, ill-
defined group would indeed seriously hamper our ability to carry
out our responsibility to collect foreign intelligence.

Mr. Chairman, I probably even couldn't hold my own job under
such a definition.

I am aware that there has been concern expressed in some
quarters that the restrictions imposed by the regulation could be
overturned at my discretion. I refer to paragraph 3 of the regula-
tion which states that "no exception to the policies and prohibi-
tions stated above may be made except with the express approval
of the Director of Central Intelligence." I would like to assure the
subcommittee that the most careful deliberations went into the
inclusion of this clause. It allows for those extremely infrequent
but extraordinary situations when a member of the U.S. media
organization is in a position to provide unique and otherwise un-
available information to the U.S. Government. Such a situation
might arise, hypothetically, if a foreigner accredited to a U.S.
media organization informs a CIA official of a planned terrorist
activity, such as a planned assassination of an ambassador or the
planned bombing of an airliner or so on, and the foreigner is
related, perhaps, to a member of a terrorist group who trusts him
and no one else, so only he can serve as an intermediary to the
terrorists.

Without the discretionary provision, the CIA official would be
unable to employ the services of the foreigner, to possibly assist in
deterring a major terrorist activity. I would hasten to add that
including this provision does no violence to the special status af-
forded the press under the Constitution of the United States. I
extend to you the strongest reassurance that the exception would
be used only under the most extraordinary circumstances. I would
also point out that even under such extraordinary circumstances,
the normal safeguards come into play. That is, the oversight con-
gressional committees would be in a position to inquire into such
exceptions as a part of their oversight responsibilities.

In addition, any member of the intelligence community, feeling
that he saw something going on improper in this regard, has re-
course to the Intelligence Oversight Board to report such an activi-
ty.

The November 30, 1977 regulation also goes beyond the previous
statement by barring without the specific, express approval of
senior management of the organization concerned, any relition-
ships with nonjournalist staff employees of any U.S. media organi-
zation for the purpose of conducting intelligence activities.
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This provision applies to those employees who are in no way
involved in writing or editing news information. It is CIA policy
not to enter into any relationship with nonjournalists such as
printers, circulation personnel and salesmen, without the specific
knowledge and authorization of senior management of the U.S.,
news media organization concerned. Finally, the new regulation
explicitly prohibits the use of the name or facility of any U.S. news
media organization to provide cover for any Agency employees or
activities.

Mr. Chairman, the Agency is in full compliance with this self-
imposed limitation. While the severity of the restrictions might on
occasion hamper our capability to discharge my responsibilities in
the field of foreign intelligence collection, we have chosen to
appear under these limitations out of respect for the special status
afforded the press by our Constitution. Moreover, the recognition
and appreciation of the need to protect the integrity and the inde-
pendence of the press has been balanced carefully and cautiously
against my repsonsibilities to collect foreign intelligence. Experi-
ence to date has confirmed that appropriate balance has been
found, and that the regulation is appropriately formulated. We do
not see a need for revision at this time. 9

And now, Mr. Chairman, I will turn my attention to our liaison
with the media to provide as much unclassified information about
the CIA, the intelligence product, and the intelligence process as is
legitimately possible.

As part of this program we arrange, only on request of a news-
person, unclassified substantive briefigs on areas of their inter-
est. The briefings are designed to provide background information
to the newsperson. We provide these briefings on an unattributable
basis. This is done to preserve the conversational tone of such
briefings and to insure the anonymity preferred by the briefers. In
this way they differ from an attributable interview, which we also
provide on request on a variety of subjects.

The briefings, normally some 3 or 4 a week, are provided by
analysts from the overt side of our Agency. There have been 172
such briefings since Marcl of 1977, 111 different representatives of
the media were included in these briefings.

There are many other aspects to our public affairs program. I
myself undertake a very active public program in support of our
desires to inform the press and the public about intelligence. In my
first 12 months as Director, I have made 41 addresses, including 11
to college audiences, submitted to some 41 interviews by individual
journalists, and participated in 11 press conferences.

Through the Public Affairs Office, we respond to telephone in-
quiries from the media in a positive, forthright, but unclassified
way. We receive some 60 such phone inquiries from the media
weekly. The Public Affairs Office also disseminates to the press
and the public as much of our research as can be reasonably
declassified.

Since March of last year we have distributed approximately two
unclassified reports per week. I am convinced that we owe the
public as =much of our product as can be legitimately disseminated
as a return on their tax dollars. With these same objectives in
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mind, we sponsor group visits to the Agency and respond to some
60 to 70 letter inquiries from the public each week.

This openness program has been well received by the public and
the media and continues to expand. I believe you are aware that I
have requested five additional positions for the Public Affairs
Office to carry on this work. Personally I am convinced that it is of
the utmost importance in helping to restore the public's confidence
in their intelligence services. I also require the additional support
to enable me to perform adequately as the intelligence communi-
ty's spokesperson to the Congress, the media, and the public, a new
responsibility assigned to the Director of Central Intelligence by
the President's Executive Order 12036 of January 24 of this year.

Mr. Chairman, we are determined to provide the media and the
public as much information as possible. At the same time we are
dedicated to keeping all of our relations with the U.S. media com-
pletely proper and in full keeping with the Constitution of the
United States.

I would be happy to respond to your questions, sir.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Admiral Turner, for your helpful and

interesting statement.
Let me turn the questions over to others.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, I just want to compliment Admiral

Turner on the openness program that has been installed so well in
the brief period of time which he has been sitting in the chair as
the DCI. It is a very heavy responsibility. With reference to open-
ness to the public and the media, that program has been going on
well. But beyond that, I also want to pay my respects to the
intelligence community, not alone the CIA, but across the clear
spectrum of the intelligence community for the cooperation it has
given to this committee since it was put in place back in August of
last year. In every instance in which this staff has sought briefings,'
whether it has been members of the full committee or whether it
has been members of the staff, the intelligence community has
willingly and readily supplied that information, a lot of it, of
course, which is secret.

And with that, I want to assure you that insofar as I am con-
cerned, and I know I speak for other members of the committee,
you have won our respect for the manner in which you have

andled your job.
Admiral TURNER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. And I notice that in the first 12 months as DCI you

have made 41 addresses, including 11 to college audiences, submit-
ted to some 41 interviews by individual journalists, and participat-
ed in 11 press conferences, and I just wondered who was keeping
score.

Admiral TURNER. I think I am going to cut back on that, Mr.
Chairman. I think, you know, it was an effort to begin to get this
policy started. I do find it rewarding in many ways, though, to get
out of Washington, get off the eastern seaboard, and to get the feel
for what other people are thinking and asking about us. It is
useful.
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Mr. BOLAND. In your opening statement, you indicate that since
March of 1977 you have conducted 172 briefings, some attributable
and some unattributable.

Do you have that broken down between attributable and unattri-butable?II

Mr. ASPIN. Perhaps you could identify yourselves for the record.
Admiral TURNER. On my right, Mr. Herbert Hetu, who is Direc-

tor of Public Affairs, and on my left Mr. Anthony Lapham, who is
General Counsel.

Herb, all 172 were unattributable, and on top of that----
Mr. HZu. About 100 were attributable.
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wilson?
Mr. WILSON. I don't have a question. I would just like to echo

what the chairman said. I think you have had a very rough reorga-
nization job, and while you have had some darts and arrows shot at
you, you seem to have withstood it very well, and I have every
confidence that the intelligence function of the Government is
going to be continued and enhanced under your leadership.

Admiral TURNER. Thank you very much, sir.
If I may say for a second, yes, we have had a lot of publicity in

the reorganization and the so-called struggle and so on, but it is
behind us and it is just going very smoothly, and we are getting
tremendous cooperation out of all the other agencies, those in
Defense and State and Treasury and everywhere else, and I feel
since with the team pulling together now that the Executive order
has been issued.

Mr. ASPIN. Admiral, let me maybe start off with a few questions
about the directive, now called the Turner directive.

In the hearings that we had, a number of people raised ques-
tions, mostly in terms of what ambiquities that they perceived, or,
what was your interpretation of such and such a term. I would like
to go through the directive, if I might, and just ask you about some
of the areas, some of which you have covered, I think, in your
statement, others of which have not been covered.

First of all, the directive says: "Accordingly, the CIA will not
enter into any relationships with full-time or part-time journal-
ists."1

"Enter into any relationships", I think, is a very important state-
ment, and you clarified that in your opening statement. One of the
questions that came up in our earlier hearings, raised mainly by
people who used to work for the CIA, namely, Mr. Colby and Mr.
Dave Phillips, suggested any relationship was perhaps going too
far, and that you have prohibited any relationship with the excep-
tion on the next page of "voluntary information."

But it is your intention, then, to really eliminate even a kind of
voluntary association when it extends to things other than just
voluntary giving of information?

Admiral TURNER. Yes, sir.
I read paragraph a. to say "enter into any relationships" and

that to be qualified by the last part of that same sentence, after the
comma after the word "station,' so I think it reads "enter into any
relationships for the purpose of conducting intelligence activities,"
is the way I read that sentence.
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Mr. ASPIN. Right. Yes.
Admiral TURNER. It doesn't leave the exchange of information

totally aside. This is activities only.
Mr. AsPIN. All right.
Let me ask then about the second point where it says with full-

time or part-time journalists. The term "journalists" there, does
that extend to other forms of journalists such as columnists, edito-
rial writers, managers, publishers, commentators, people like that?
The question was raised in the earlier hearings. I think most of the
journalists thought that the term "journalist" included those
people, but they were wondering whether in fact in your terminol-
ogy journalist does include columnist, editorial writers, commenta-
tors, media policymakers, and management.

Admiral TURNER. Yes; it certainly does. The closest we have
come to defining that again is to say anybody accredited, and then
go to radio, television and so on. But it is intended, as opposed to
the paragraph b. where we talk about nonjournalistic staff, and
draw the line between those who write or influence the writing
content-maybe writing is the wrong word, but the message con-
tent, whether it is oral-or written.

Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Let me raise the question that you also raised in your opening

statement, and that is about freelancers.
It was a dividing point, but I think an awful lot of the witnesses

thought that perhaps freelancers ought to be included. I recognize
the issue that you raised, the -problem of the definition of free-
lancers, and I don't suppose there is ever any way to define free-
lancers in a clear way in which there isn t going to be some
problem; but I am raising the issue because I am wondering wheth-
er we ought not try to define and include freelancers.

There have been several definitions offered for freelancers in the
hearings that we have had, but one of them which seemed as good
a working definition as any was that a freelancer is anybody, first
of all, who calls himself a freelancer, or second, anyone who re-
ceives a majority of his income or spends a majority of his time
writing as a freelancer.

And I throw that out as a possible definition, not suggesting the
definition isn't going to cause perhaps some problems somewher
else; but basically my impression is that freelancers usually call
themselves freelancers, and a person who writes an occasional
article for a magazine doesn't call himself a freelancer, and in fact
is not what we would want to include in the term freelancer.

Admiral TURNER. There is no question, we could try further to
define this. I will defer to my General Counsel, but we really are
getting into a spot nowadays where we are going to have to take all
of our agents and put them through law courses in order to con-
duct their business, and I really have some reluctance to keep
drawing finer and finer lines unless there is a major equity in-
volved.

I mean, accreditation is pretty simple, clear cut. You start get-
ting beyond that, and we begin to get fuzzy, and it really is quite a
burden on our people. All these other-I am not talking in this
area only, but you know, so many of the legal prohibitions which
we support, but they do put a tremendous burden on our people in
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the field. You pick up a message, it has got a U.S. name in it, you
go get a match right away. But there are so many of these issues
that I am reluctant, unless there is some indication they are really
going to make a big difference here, to keep tweaking definitions
that cause our operational people problems.

Mr. ASPIN. I agree, and I think basically we want to be very
careful that we are not writing regulations which create more
problems than they are trying to correct.

And, as I say, freelancers are a debatable point in the hearings
that we had before. I was just trying to get your reaction to it. I
don't think it is all that impossible to define. I think that you could
get a working definition of freelancer, and the question then be-
comes one of whether it is important.

Aiid let me make the point for why it might be important to
cover freelancers. Essentially what we are talking about, or what
came through all these hearings, is not so much the objectivity of
the press but the credibility of the press. The objectivity is some-
thing which is internal, andyou can even be paying a person to be
working for us in some CIA capacity, and he or she might maintain
their objectivity as a journalist. It is an internal thing, and people
can maintain their objectivity even though they are on the payroll.

On the other hand, some people lose their objectivity when they
are not on the payroll, and they become very one-sided in their
reporting.

So really, this question about paying reporters or not paying
reporters really comes back down to their credibility rather than
their objectivity. I mean, it is the credibility from the standpoint of
the American public, that they then at least feel what they read is
not tainted by being written by somebody who is being paid by the
Agency, not to write that story, necessarily, but to bias their re-
porting.

So essentially all of this, whether we pay people or don't pay
people, seems to come down to the question of credibility rather
than the question of objectivity, and I think at least an arguable
case can be made there are enough freelancers around writing in
American publications of one kind or another (more often maga-
zines, to be sure, than newspaper or television) that, to maintain
the credibility of the American press, freelancers could be included.

J can see your point, but I make the opposite point just because it
was made in our hearings. .

Admiral TURNER. Well, that is reasonable enough. I would like to
say that as a general point that in all of these regulations, whether
it is in this area or electronic surveillance or anywhere else, I do
think that we all have to put some confidence in the oversight
process. Clearly, for us to pay and influence a freelancer who, you
know, really is a significant journalist is against the spirit of thisregulations, and I have some confidence that there are so many
checks built in already to our process that if any of us start really
violating the spirit, somebody :.i going to report it to the Intelli-
gence Oversight Board, and/or you in your oversight process will

asking us about this, and I would hope and expect that with
some periodicity, you w'" come to me or to Herb Hetu here and
say, well, tell us about the exceptions the DCI made this last year,
tel us about the nonmedia associated people, freelancers that you
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have had any dealings with this year, give us an example or two,
and get a flavor of the thing, andl think that if we try to put all
the regulations that are going to go into the charter this next year
and so on, into very precise detail, we may get ourselves tied in
knots. I don't want to have total freedom, but I do think we have to
trust the oversight process to do a good bit of checking.

It certainly has me worried enough that I don't feel that, you
know, I have any freedom here to go out and contravene the spirit
of what I have written without a high probability of somebody
calling me up here before you to account for it.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me hit just a couple more of the points that were
raised at the hearings and then I will turn it back to others to ask
questions.

Further on down, you say that "CIA will not enter any relation-
ship with full- or part-time journalists, including so-called stringers
accredited by a U.S. news service, newspaper, periodical, radio or
television network, or station for the purpose of conducting any
intelligence activities." The question was raised about whether"any intelligence activities" included all forms of CIA activities or
just intelligence collection. In other words, does it mean any intelli-
gence activities, in the phrase used in the National Security-Act of
1947 which allows the Agency to conduct covert operations or other
intelligence activities, as the National Security Council will direct?

Is it that term of intelligence activities, or do you mean just
intelligence collection?

Admiral TURNER. I would include any covert action as well, yes.
Mr. AsPIN. I am just trying to clarify it for the record. It would

include all forms of the covert activities, and what we are not
really talking about is simply intelligence collection. To the
Agency, intelligence activities means a whole range of things, and
not just intelligence collection.

But you mean the broader definition of intelligence activities and
not the narrow definition?

Admiral TURNER. Yes, indeed.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me then raise a couple of more points.
The last of that first page says: "Use the name or facilities of any

U.S. news media organization to provide cover for any Agency
employees or activities."

The argument was raised that perhaps the prohibition ought to
include using any bogus U.S. news media organization. In other
words, not only would it be important that somebody would not be
able to use an existing newspaper, say the Washington Post, but
also would not say they were a representative of the Washington
Sun when there is no such thing as the Washington Sun. And it
was suggested this section perhaps ought to be expanded to include
anything that is supposedly a U.S. news organization, but in fact is
a phony one, one that does not exist.

Admiral TURNER. No question, that could close another small
possible loophole. I only say it is certainly against the spirit of the
regulation to create a news organization for the purpose of doing
this.

Mr. AsPIN. So that was not left out purposely because it is
something very important or vital to the way you conduct oper-
ations.

24-353 0 - 78 - 20
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Admiral TURNER. No; it is not.
I don't really wish to preclude that option.
Mr. ASPIN. Lastly, let me go to the exceptions clause on the back

page: "No exceptions to the policies and prohibitions stated above
may be made except with the sp-ift-c approval of the DCI." You
address that very well in your statement. My own inclination, I
guess, would be to have no exceptions at all; but you make the case
that there ought to be some exceptions, such as in the case of
terrorists.

What about the suggestion Bill Colby made which would require
that if there were any exceptions, the appropriate committees of
Congress be notified?

Admiral TURNER. I have no objection in principle to that. It is a
question of how much paperwork, how much micromanagement
you want to get into. In this case I think it would be small because
I don't intend to make exceptions very often.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask this. I take it there have been no excep-
tions since you issued the directive on November 30, 1977?

Admiral TURNER. That's correct. I mean, I am sure. I don't
remember any. So, you know, I think that is just a matter of style,
whether you want to again count on the oversight process that
once in a while you would in a review of our actions ask me about
this kind of activity, or whether you really want to start a paper-
work routine here that requires us to report in. Again, it is going
to be a big issue in the whole charter legislation, how many reports
do we have to turn in. The draft the Senate has done has some-
thing like 96 reports?

Mr. LAPHAM. Very large.
Mr. AsPIN. And one more statement, and let me turn it over to

Bob McClory because I guess he has got to go. But let me make a
case for the argument that I am trying to make for no exceptions
at all.

If the possibility of your ever using the exceptions clause is so
small and so remote and so slight, I would argue, then, it ought not
be in the Turner directive at all on the grounds this one loophole
does, of course, open up the possibility that all of this is being
circumvented, and at least opens the argument-if somebody wants
to maliciously make it-that all of the directive is being circum-
vented, that all of it is so much eyewash, and that in fact it doesn't
mean anything because, of course, there are exceptions being made
and, of course, you are coming up to tell us and we are going along
with the gag, and it is just a big hoax. The whole thing is a hoax.

That being the case and the chances of you using it are as
remote as that, I would argue perhaps it ought to come out alto-
gether.

Admiral TURNER. I would argue strongly in the other direction
because first, it is primarily intended for what might be an emer-
gency situation where you just can't go get a law changed in time
to help, a life and death situation, and second, I would like to
suggest that even the most important editor or columnist or some-
body else, if he really was going to be able to find out for us
whether war was going to start tomorrow or, you know, something
very important happened, you know, I think you and I ought to
condone an exception if it is really in the interest of the country.
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You know, you are taking a very, very small chance of a very
small lessening of the credibility of the U.S. media. I think the
country would be ill advised to absolutely by law preclude that. I
would rather have lots of checks on me that i don't abuse that, but
preserve that opportunity for the country to do something of great
importance which could come along.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Let me turn it over to Bob McClory.
Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you. I appreciate your recognizing me at

this time, and I have one question, or one statement.
I have been very impressed by your public appearances before

this and other committees, and the prestige and the confidence
that you have provided for the entire intelligence community, and
I want to commend you publicly for that.

I also want to observe that in your testimony here this morning
you have indicated the possible overreaction of the Congress which
neglected the intelligence community almost entirely for a period
of almost 30 years, and then suddenly we are interested in enacting
a great deal of legislation. For example, you mentioned the charter
legislation, and you mentioned the electronic surveillance legisla-
tion. I myself feel that in regard to foreign intelligence surveil-
lance, particularly of foreign powers and foreign agents, subjecting
you and the intelligence community to a requirement to get a court
ordered warrant is excessive, and I think it can hamstring you, and
I think it can make great difficulties.

On the other hand, there are questions now raised with regard to
the guidelines concerning CIA relationships with the media. It is
the fourth amendment that is involved, the search and seizure
fourth amendment that is involved in electronic surveillance, With
regard to this subject it is the first amendment.

Do you feel that perhaps it would be better in order to work
under these guidelines that we submit this to a court, a specialized
court to determine whether or not you are interfering with the
exercise of freedom of the press, that you may be interfering with
the free flow of information or the freedom of news persons to
report the news freely to the American public?

Would it bother you to have, in addition to congressional over-
sight and Presidential oversight and so on, to also have a court
order to decide whether or not you are adhering to the constitu-
tional restrictions?

Admiral TURNER. Well, I think it is another fine line like' wheth-
er we have utterly no escape clause in here whatsoever, that it just
puts one more level of control on. It could be operated that way.
The emergency clause that I mentioned is of course largely intend-
ed to be used in emergencies when maybe timing would be of an
essence here and you would hate to have to be slowed down while
you went to get a court order if it was a matter of a terrorist
activity and life and death. So I would not be included to support
that in this case.

Mr. MCCLORY. You have the responsibility, you have the account-
ability, we have the right of oversight. Isn't that adequate?

Admiral TURNER. Yes, sir, I think it is in this case.
Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Wyche Fowler.
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Mr. FOWLER. I have no questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Ashbrook?
Mr. ASHBROOK. Yes.
Admiral Turner, I would like to get some information regarding

the use of journalists and the news media by the other side. I
certainly don't suggest that if they do it we have to do it, but I
think we recognize that intelligence doesn't operate in a vacuum.

Do the Soviet KGB and other Communist bloc intelligence ser-
vices use journalists for their own purposes?

Admiral TURNER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ASHBROOK. No doubt about that, is there?
Admiral TURNER. There's no doubt in my mind.
Mr. ASHBROOK. I wouldn't think it would take very long to

answer that one.
Do they use their own news agencies such as Tass, Novasti, the

East German ADN, and so forth, as a cover for intelligence offi-
cers?

Admiral TURNER. Yes; very definitely.
Mr. ASnBROOK. No question about that.
Are legitimate newsmen from the Soviet bloc coopted or tasked

by their intelligence services?
Admiral TURNER. Oh, yes.
Mr. ASHBROOK. Do the Soviet bloc intelligence services use news-

men from non-Communist countries as sources, witting or unwit-
ting, agents of information, disinformation, or agents of influence?

Admiral TURNER. We certainly suspect that highly. I am not sure
that I have concrete evidence.

Mr. ASHBROOK. This is an open hearing, so I don't know that I
want you to provide specific examples at this time, but I wonder if
you could provide our committee in the near future, with either a
classified or unclassified report-I suppose if we want to print it in
the record, it should be an unclassified report-on these activities
by hostile intelligence services?

It would seem to me that we should put it in the record as a
matter of balance.'

Admiral TURNER. Fine. We would be happy to do that.
Mr. ASHBROOK. It is funny, we always seem to be pointing a

finger at you and yet we don't note as we should that you do
operate worldwide. You operate against adversaries who do not use
the same standards, do not have the same Constitution. To repeat
what I said in the beginning, I don't suggest and I don't think any
of us believe that simply because they do it we should do it, but I
think we should at least legislate with the understanding that we
are going by one set of rules, the Turner memorandum, and as
near as I can tell, there is no set of rules for the other side.

Admiral TURNER. A U.S. media representative quite legally could
work for the KGB, but under these regulations, not for me.

Mr. ASHBROOK. Yes; it is always interesting. Could you imagine if'
we had someone on our side, like Wilfred Burchett, that he would
be able to tour Russia? This is a good example of the differences. It
may be the Achilles heel that we have. I am not one that regrets or
begrudges our Constitution. Quite frankly, I am glad it is there, but

'See appendix R, p. 529.
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I think we have to recognize that it does place disabilities on us in
the real world of intelligence. I commend you for trying to operate
within our constitutional system against an adversary that doesn't
have one, and I recognize that most of the time you have one hand
tied behind you, and that is the way it probably always will be in
our system.

But if you could supply an unclassified report on activities by
hostile intelligence services using the media, I would be most ap-
preciative.

Admiral TURNER. I would be happy to do that.
Mr. ASHBROOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Mr. Zablocki.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps this has already been asked, and Admiral Turner has

referred to it, but does this memorandum for the media on CIA
regulations on the relationship with the U.S. news media also
apply to all intelligence gathering agencies of our country, such as
DIA and some of the other agencies, or just CIA?

Admiral TURNER. This one actually applies only to the CIA.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Is there a corresponding one for the DIA?
I am not encouraging that it be applied to the DIA because I feel

that we are tying our hands too much in reacting to some of the, if
there were abuses in the past.

I have no further questions.
Mr. AsPIN. Mr. Robinson, do you have any questions?
Mr. ROBINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, in your opening statement you are discussing the diffi-

culty of limiting the scope of your memorandum with regard to
relationship with the media or your regulations, rather, and talk-
ing about relationship with those who are not accredit eds, and you
say to limit the Agency's relationship to such a general, ill-defined
group would indeed seriously hamper its ability to carry out its
responsibility to collect foreign intelligence. You close the para-
graph by saying, I probably couldn't even hold my job.

And I wonder what the impact of this group is upon this situa-
tion to the degree that you make that rather strong statement with
respect to it.

Admiral TURNER. Well, I think I am saying, Mr. Robinson, that
there are a lot of people who contribute occasionally to various
journals or newspapers or magazines, and that if we get into a
situation where we have to debate on each one of those, unless
there is some clearly defined line of demarcation below the one we
have already drawn in accreditation that more than just that you
would maybe be denied some specific individuals. It comes to the
fact that you people finally just say, well, it is too complex to try, if
he is anywhere near this shady area, and you lose opportunities of
getting information or assistance from Americans who could be of
considerable value to you because I think you have to appreciate
by the time a regulation like this gets down to a GS-9 out in the
field, he begins to get sort of uptight about whether he is going to
get put on report or be taken to task for violating this. So he
shades the thing a little bit further, and pretty soon you get where
people just drop important and interesting contacts.
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Mr. ROBINSON. Well, you are making exactly the point that I
hoped that you would, because I feel that the inference might be
drawn otherwise, that this group represents such a wealth of infor-
mation that you are dependent upon them and that you can't get
along without them, and that is not what you are saying at all.

Admiral TURNER. No; I don't think so. Yes; that's correct.
Mr. ROBINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you.
Bob, do you have anything?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, previous Directors of the CIA have often made the

statement that one of the problems of the CIA is it is not able to
defend itself, because by either admitting to the charges or denying
the charges, they are furnishing information to those who should
not- have it.

In your opinion, should the CIA be able, either openly or through
devious means, be able to answer the false charges against the
Agency or the United States, some of which are knowingly promot-
ed by hostile foreign intelligence services?

Admiral TURNER. I think it is a cross we have to bear, Mr.
Wilson, on the one hand to protect our classified information; on
the other hand not to put out false information which has tremen.
dous implications and dangers for our society, and we just have to
grit our teeth sometimes when we know there is a good explana-
tion for something we are being accused of. And it is particularly
tough when it is a negative situation because if you deny it when
you didn't do it, then you are in a position of not being able to deny

---iwhen you did do it, and therefore you have confirmed the accusa-
tion on the other side.

Mr. WILSON. Now, about the publication of books and informa-
tion. Sometimes classified information is leaked to the media by
employees or former employees of the various intelligence agencies.
Do you feel that our laws are strict enough in that regard or we
should have stricter laws?

Admiral TURNER. Well, we are testing that at the moment, as
you k-ow, with Mr. Snepp in the courts right next door here in
Virgi. t, to see whether the secrecy agreement we have will hold
up and will give us good protection. So I am hesitant until that is
resolved, to know.

Certainly if the courts strike down the secrecy agreement, and
say it is not valid, we don't have a case against Mr. Snepp. I think
we are going to have to come to you and ask for some kind of help
here.

Mr. WILSON. Some kind of legislation.
Admiral TURNER. To substitute for that. Beyond that, whether

we should have tougher teeth in the laws, is a very difficult'ques-
tion and one I am sure we are going to be debating between
ourselves in the charter business when it comes up.

Mr. WILSON. In our previous media event, along this line we, as
you know, called in some of the former ambassadors and some of
the critical writers and media people who had made their feelings
about CIA known. I wasn't able, because of scheduling problems, to
make all of those meetings, but everytime we had somebody there
who had some experience with the CIA, I tried to ask the question:
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"How do you rate the CIA along with other intelligence services of
our allies and our adversaries"? I was very pleased that despite all
of the problems that have been reported in the press, that general-
ly-in fact, I don't know of any exception-the attitude by those
witnesses was that our intelligence service is the best in the world.

I hope it is going to be even better under your guidance, and I
certainly wish you well.

Admiral TURNER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ASHBROOK. Bob, would you yield?
Following up on your first question regarding the ability or lack

of ability to defend yourself against charges, real, imagined, true,
untrue, what if false charges are prompted by a hostile foreign
intelligence service, and you know in fact that they are, do you feel
the same reluctance to embark on a campaign to straighten it out?

Admiral TURNER. I certainly don't want to indicate that we have
a policy of total passivity here because I think one of the things we
have done in our greater openness in this last year has been to
answer more questions, to answer them more forthrightly. It is just
that you do get into some positions where you are very cornered.
We have made some exceptions in this past year. For instance, we
were accused of bugging the Blue House in Korea. We did not do
that. We came out and said that. But of course, it could put me in
a difficult position if I were asked in some other instance, why
don't you answer this time.

We have said that Mr. Scharansky in the Soviet Jnion did not
work for us because we thought there was such a human rights
value at stake here, you know, the man was being falsely accused
and so on, that we did that. It puts us in a very difficult position in
the future because generally our answer to that kind of question
has got to be no, or they keep asking it until they pin one of our
true contacts down. I haven't come across the case you specifically
cited, in fact, and, you know, I would have to weigh the equities in
each instance if we were having a disinformation program put out
against us here. Other things you have to do then is consider how
you retaliate to that and turn them off from taking advantage of
you in this way. And there are ways to do that.

Mr. ASHBROOK. Well, you are giving the answer that I at least
hoped to get. If such a thing happened, you wouldn't feel an
inability to in some way retaliate. If it were across the board, if, for
example, the Soviet Union were all of a sudden to put as No. 3 on
their agenda discrediting the CIA, using all the contact sources,
groups, et cetera, at their disposal--

Mr. WILSON. How do you know they haven't done it already?
Mr. ASHBROOK. I don't know that. I am just saying if.
That would include using newsmen, all the things we are talking

about here. Obviously it would put you in an interesting, difficult
position. But I wouldn't like to think that you would be sitting
back and say we can't do this because we are nice guys. We have to
play the rules this way

Admiral TURNER. Oh, no, it is not a matter of being nice guys in
that circumstance. It is a matter of in each instance weighing the
short-term and the long-term equities of what we do. Do we lose
more in the long haul by attacking or revealing, and I think
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sometimes we don't as I have cited these two instances where we
thought the equities were very big and made the exception.

Mr. ASHBROOK. Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you.
Admiral Turner, let me probe a little bit more on the whole issue

of the Turner directive, what it covers and doesn't cover, and the
whole relationship with the media.

We have been using in the hearing three chartsI which you may
not be familiar with; but I guess some of the other people on your
staff may be familiar. Essentially what they refer to is the kinds of
associations that could exist. The first chart distinguishes between
the voluntary association and the salaried association between the
media and the CIA. One is based on voluntary, the other is based
on some kind of paid relationship.

The second chart covers the different kinds of classifications of
people in the media that we are talking about, and a third chart
covers the various kinds of activities that newspaper or media
people might actually do in connection with the CIA.

Now, let me just try to figure out where the Turner directive
does draw the line on these things. We have already discussed, as
you say, the phrase "any relationship," so the Turner directive
covers both voluntary associations and salaried associations. You
have already talked about that in your opening statement. The
people that the statement clearly covers include full- and part-time
accredited journalists and stringers. That you say. It also covers
nonjournalist staff employees with the notification of management,
as you say. Editors and media policymakers, we ascertained in the
question and answer are covered; and you made the eloquent state-
ment about why we shouldn't cover freelancers.

For the record, could you just state your views on foreign media,
because I think it is one of the things that was also a matter of
great debate during the hearings we had? People said we ought to
apply the same directive to the foreign press as to the domestic
press, and others argued to the contrary. I wanted to get your
views on the record on that subject.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, if you would yield, among the
people on the chart there-the American media-were the govern-
mental media such as the USIS, and Radio Free Europe intention-
ally omitted? Radio Free Europe, by the way, is quasi-governmen-
tal.

But with Radio Free Europe, Radio Free Asia, to what extent is
there any coordination with the activities of the CIA or with the
directive now? Is the directive found to be applicable to these
agencies or to these media as well as it relates to the CIA?

Admiral TURNER. Well, we have not considered them under the
rubric of this directive, Mr. Zablocki, as not being-they are not
U.S. media organizations, and we don't have relationships with
them to influence their product, and I would assume that they
would have regulations that would prohibit their being influenced
by us or by the National Association of Manufacturers or any other
types oi' organization.

' See appendixes C, D, and E, pp. 335, 336, and 337.
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Mr. ZABLOCKI. It is not my intention to further tie our hands in
the gathering of information or using certain media for obtaining
such information, but just to get the record straight, I just won-
dered to what extent the CIA had any coordination with those
activities.

Admiral TURNER. I think the answer is none. Does anybody--
Mr. ZABLOCKI. You have no input as far as, for example, Radio

Free Europe or the Board of International Broadcasting?
Admiral TURNER. No, no, sir.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Thank you.
Mr. AsPIN. Could you, just for the record, give us your views on

whether the Turner directive applies to foreign media?
Admiral TURNER. Well, there are two basic purposes to all these

exercises, it seems to me. The one is to prevent the American
public from receiving information that is biased or influenced, and
as you pointed out very clearly, also to maintain the credibility of
the U.S. media.

Certainly the credibility factor is not there in dealing with for-
eign media. On the question of whether any relations we have with
foreign media might end up with the U.S. public receiving some
erroneous information or distorted information, I would only say
that so much of the foreign media are not free, that any U.S.
media who take it from a foreign media without a good deal of
checking of the sources and the authenticity, are doing the public a
very poor service to begin with, whether anybody has influenced
the foreign media-I mean whether we have influenced the foreign
media or not.

So I don't think there is a danger, great danger here to the U.S.
public if we have a relationship with foreign media people.

Mr. ASPIN. So it is basically your view that this ought to be
continued because, essentially, we are not dealing with a credibility
problem, as you say. As for the blowback effect, you say American
media ought to check the stories before they accept something that
is published in a foreign paper.

Admiral TURNER. Particularly Pravda and some of those. I am
sure our people don't just accept that on face value.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me go back to that again, but just to finish up the
charts, let's turn to the activities column over in the final chart
there. When you say that the CIA will not enter into any relation-
ship for the purpose of conducting any intelligence activities, I am
wondering what is permissible and what isn't, and with the caveat
on this side.

I take it that some of those things are permissible and some are
not. In other words, with story confirmation, if somebody calls up,
clearly we start with the most innocuous form of association be-
tween the media and the CIA. If somebody calls up and wants to
confirm a story, you will talk to them.

Admiral TURNER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. OK.
If some information swapping is of the kind where you have one

of the people out in the field, perhaps, in some foreign capital,
talking to a reporter from an American paper, they sit down and
they talk to each other, that is a permissible form of contact?
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Admiral TURNER. I think the necessary caveats here are open
and voluntary.

Mr. AsPIN. Open and voluntary, right.
Prebriefing, you have already covered because you say that is

one of the things you do.
Now, debriefing. What are your ground rules on that? If some-

body comes back from a trip abroad and might have some informa-
tion that is useful to you, what are your operating procedures?

Admiral TURNER. Again, open and voluntary. We won't solicit
them, and there would be no quid pro quo for the prebriefing and
so on.

Mr. ASPIN. Would it be the kind of thing that you might call
them, or do you wait for them to contact you?

Admiral TURNER. Voluntary is on their side and--
Mr. ASPIN. And so they would have to initiate the contact on

debriefing.
You wouldn't call and ask them to come in and talk to you about

what they saw?
Admiral TURNER. Maybe I broke my own rules. The other night I

was talking to a journalist who we prebriefed for a trip to China,
and I said gee, I would sure like to sit down and hear about your
experiences, and the answer was, that would be contaminating.
And so I thourght that was a one-sided arrangement where they
will take our information but they won't even sit down and talk to
us about what they had for dinner in China.

But no, we don t have any kind of a program of asking people
to-I mean, I think you have to be very careful here because, I
want to be perfectly forthright, there are times when I call up
friends in the media and say look, I would like to just sit down and
have a chat with you, not because I think they have got some
particular information, but I want to bounce ideas off somebody
who is knowledgeable. And that is why this is a delicate area.

I have found in my whole career that when you are in this kind
of international affairs business, other than academics, the people
who have the broadest grasp of the kind of thing you are doing and
you want to get outside your own environment and exchange ideas
with people who see it differently than your own employees are the
media, and it is very valuable to all of us to be challenged by them.

Mr. AsPIN. I just wondered what the ground rules are. I see no
reason why you should't call up somebody and ask them if they
want to come in and talk to you about it; but I just wondered
whether under your guidelines, where you say that we will not
enter into any relationships, how you are interpreting that in the
case of calling up somebody and saying, "Look, we would like to
hear about your trip."

Admiral TURNER. Let me say this. I think that the way the
regulation is written, It doesn't prohibit that.

Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Admiral TURNER. We, as a policy today, are not doing that, but I

point out a couple of times where I have done it, sort of inadvert-
ently, maybe. But I don't think in a dangerous way.

Mr. ASPIN. I understand.
Now, I take it that the rest are the kind of things in the prohibit-

ed category. You already said that you do no prior tasking of
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intelligence collection. Asking for access to files and outtakes, even
on a voluntary basis, this directive would prohibit, and the rest of
the kinds of things, doing any kind of support or agent work. These
are not what you ask staff people to do under this directive.

Admiral TURNER. Is that correct, Herb, those are all prohibited?
I believe so, yes.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question with respect to
the prior tasking of intelligence collection?

Your statement says you would emphasize that the regulation
does strictly prohibit the CIA's tasking the U.S. journalist with
performing any operational assignment. While CIA cannot actively
task or dispatch even a willing journalist to seek out and furnish
particular information or assistance, it may accept whatever infor-
mation a journalist elects to transmit voluntarily.

Is that too restrictive an interpretation?
When Bill Colby testified before this committee, he raised some

concern about your interpretation of the regulation as put in place
and how you would handle it. What is your response to that?

What if a willing journalist said: "I am willing to be tasked for
this particular matter?"

Admiral TURNER. I think that should only be done, Mr. Boland,
under the paragraph 3, escape clause, where I can make an excep-
tion. If I determined in that instance that his being tasked by us
was of such importance to the country, to risk some diminution of
the credibility of the U.S. media, then I think it is worthwhile, but
it is better to put it under that exception where, you know, it gets
spotlight attention.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, you have stated in your statement today that
that exception would be used only in extraordinary circumstances.

Admiral TURNER. Yes.
Mr. BOLAND. Is it so extraordinary that a U.S. reporter might

willingly agree to be tasked and indicate to you that he was willing
to be tasked for a particular intelligence mission?

Why would you put that in the realm of extraordinary? I take it
that the exception would be used under unusual and, to use your
word again, extraordinary circumstances.

I have, incidentally, no disagreement with the exception myself,
but I think discretionary power ought to remain in specific heads
of agencies and departments. As a matter of fact, on the committee
that, I chair, the Appropriations Subcommittee, with some 11 agen-
cies, I don't know of anyone, whether it is a Cabinet officer or an
administrator, that doesn't have some discretionary power to waive
some rule or regulation practically in all of them. I think that
probably cuts across the whole Government, so I have no particular
problem with that.

You obviously don't agree with Bill Colby that your interpreta-
tion is too restrictive.

Admiral TURNER. Yes; I do not--
Mr. BOLAND. That CIA will not willingly task--
Admiral TURNER. Will not task a willing--
Mr. BOLAND. A U.S. reporter; but if he is anxious to come in and

voluntarily disclose information which is helpful to you, you would
accept that, of course.
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Admiral TURNER. Yes. It is a matter of weighing the equities
here.

I think I am with Bill Colby in the sense that the more freedom I
have, the better I can do that job, but at the same time, we are all
here talking today about protecting the American citizen, and I
think if you start opening that up, it becomes a point of danger.

Mr. BOLAND. I am not sure that that is so. I don't really quite
follow that. I think that if some U.S. reporter or member of the
media comes in and says, "I am willing to be tasked, I am in a good
position to be tasked for this particular assignment and some par-
ticular intelligence that would be helpful to CIA," then I don't
think there is any abuse of any inherent constitutional power in
this instance.

Admiral TURNER. Wouldn't that reduce the credibility the chair-
man is talking about, though, because some of our media would be
tasked by us and some would not.

Mr. FOWLER. Would the gentleman yield?
I thank the chairman for yielding.
The incredible thing about this directive-and I am commending

the work of Mr. Aspin and his committee, regardless of what side
you are on, I think the directive goes further in protecting the
professional status of journalists than it does in helping with the
work of the CIA or even the credibility of the CIA.

What Admiral Turner and the CIA have done is say that even,
as you were saying, even when you have a willing journalist,
willing to be tasked, that you are not going to do it, and by not
doing it, what you are doing is protecting th worldwide reputation
of journalism as a profession. As we all know, except for Washing-
ton, most journalists are hungry. [Laughter.]

Up here, you know, they have to loose their belts after lunch,
but I can see over and over again, throughout the country, some
young journalist who would be delighted to supplement his income
and his reputation for verve by willingly v'liciting a relationship
for the best and most patriotic of reasons v, ith the CIA. But what
this directive is doing is saying look, we ar going to protect your
own flank against your members who would like to play both sides,
and in that, I think that you have done in extraordinary job
through your directive in trying to protect an institution that it is
certainly not your job as the chief intelligence officer of our Nation
to protect.

Mr. AsPIN. If I may comment for a second, I think what we are
talking about is that, essentially, all of this comes down to a very
heavy burden on the journalistic community. I don't think there is
any way you can write a regulation that maintains the integrity of
the journalists, nor should we try and write a regulation that
maintains the integrity. And even with this one, there are subtle
ways in which somebody could be tasked. I just commend Admiral
Turner for writing a directive like this which, in effect, says it is
not the policy of the Agency to do these things. But essentially,
even if it were, if the Agency had no policy like this, it would be
bad journalism to allow yourself to be prior-tasked by the Agency. I
mean, it is just a classic conflict of interest.

Mr. FOWLER. That is why they are protected, the journalists.
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Mr. ASPIN. How could somebody be doing some work for the
Agency while at the same time reporting on the Agency's activi-
ties? The reporter will eventually find himself in a conflict. But I
am just happy to see that the Admiral has a regulation which in
effect says it is not our policy to do these things.

Now, still, to protect against that, you need the integrity of
journalists, and you need the integrity of the Agency and the
people out in the field; but if it is a statement of policy, it is a good
statement of policy, and I commend him for it.

Mr. BOLAND. I am happy, too, but I am amazed that the CIA has
interpreted that relationship that way at all.

Mr. ASPIN. That's good. It's all right. Don't complain about it.
[General laughter.]

Let me just talk a second, Admiral, if I could, about this whole
relationship because we raised some very interesting issues in
these hearings, and you have to have sat through these crazy
hearings to really get the flavor of the relationship between these
two ant hills, the media and the intelligence community.

In a sense, the Agency is like other agencies of the Government.
It is like the State Department, it is like the Defense Department,
in the sense that everybody in town is trying to influence the
media. It is a game everybody plays in this town: trying to influ-
ence the media, getting favorable stories about them in, getting
unfavorable stories out.

Admiral TURNER. Some of us just aren't very good at it.
Mr. ASPIN. But when you talk to journalists, what really kind of

frightens them about the Agency, essentially, which doesn't fright-
en them about the State Department and doesn't frighten them
about the Defense Department, is that the Agency speaks about
assets and control and handling, and they have a lot of secrecy
connected with it. It is a kind of a moth-in-the-flame relationship
where they are fascinated by what the Agency does. But they are
very fearful of getting sucked in because, after all, Agency people
are professionals at dealing with these kinds of things. That is a
part of their trade.

And it is a peculiar relationship because in some sense they are
in the same business. Both the Agency and the journalists are out
looking for information and both of them have something that the
other one wants. You would love to use those journalists for cover
and that kind of thing. And to do your line, you think, "If they
would only be patriotic and only do what they are supposed to.'
And the journalists think, "If those guys would just give me the
information and let me get my Pulitzer Prize." You have got great
information that they need. They have got a sort of access and kind
of ability to influence events that you would like. So, it surprises
you that they don't want to come and be debriefed; but it doesn't
surprise them at all. They take information, not give it. They are
in the information-taking business; and, what they give, they give
through their outlet, their publication.

So it is a weird thing. Journalists and Agency people like each
other; in a sense, they are kind of fascinated by each other. And in
lots of ways they are similar kinds of people. Each of them has
what the other one wants. Each of them is trying to use the other,
in a way, and each of them is wary of being used by the other. It is
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the most amazing kind of relationship I think I have ever followed,
and I just uncovered it ia these hearings. As I say, you have to sit
through the whole hearings to get the flavor of this kind of com-
plex interrelationship.

Admiral TURNER. If I may?
Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Admiral TURNER. Our openness policy, we have gotten into some

ridiculous situations now where we had a journalist call up the
other day and say you briefed me in January on such and such. In
March it changed and you didn't call me and tell me. I mean, they
want me to be the press bureau for the whole American media, and
the effrontery to think that we are going to pick up the phone
when somebody gets a change of policy in some foreign country
because we gave a briefing on it once. We can't guaranteed that
briefing for a lifetime.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me go, if I may, back to the questions.
On the media, we are talking about the whole issue of what we

cover in the American media, and the question about-flowback. Let
me raise a couple of issues that have come up in the hearings
concerning foreign media and the concern that what is in the
foreign press might get back into the American press. Let me ask
specifically, for example, about the case of Reuters.

Now under the Turner directive, Reuters would not be covered.
It is a British news service.

Admiral TURNER. That is correct.
Mr. ASPIN. So it would not be prohibited; yet Reuters has, I don't

know, what, some 16 newspapers in the United States which get its
service?

What do we say about the case of Reuters? It is a British news
service, and it may be unique in the sense that I don't know of any
other news service which is so extensively reported in the United
States; but it is a British news service so it is a case where the
Turner directive does not apply. It is, however, a case where infor-
mation could easily flow back into the United States or articles
could appear in the United States press written by people who
were involved with the CIA.

Admiral TURNER. It seems to me you have to hypothesize a chain
in which our relationship with a foreign correspondent results in
his distorting his press coverage, results in it being them replayed
by the editor of a U.S. journal who reprints it and therefore giving
some bad information to the American public. I think it is a fairly
tenuous chain, first that our relationship is going to lead to some-
thing being very distorted in the first place, you know, but no
maliciousness in us, yes, but again, there are checks that I men-
tioned before. And the problem other than putting in this regula-
tion the names of Reuters and London Times or other agencies we
know are free and open, is you then cut us off from all kinds of
media opportunities-and I have described to you how valuable I
think the outlook of media people is, from areas that are just not
free anyway, and that the editor would look with great skepticism
before the Prague Gazette or something was replayed in the U.S.
media.

So yes, there is a risk. I am not trying to minimize that.
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Mr. ASPIN. I guess what I am pointing out, then, by this line of
questioning is that there is some area which is still not in a sense
covered and the only way to cover it Would be to go to the foreign
media, which you made the argument against and others have
made the agrument against. But there is a chance of direct play-
back into the United States on something directly written, Reuters
being a case. But there is a number of feature services, too. I guess
the Observer, the Guardian, the Times of London have got feature
services. There is that Toronto Globe and Mail correspondent in
Peking for many years who American newspapers were playing
because we had no access into Peking. He was reporting from
Peking for a number of years. So there are these cases where you
have foreign press operations coming right back in, and it is not
simply a case of the U.S. editor checking the story before he plays
it in our paper because these are wire service stories that they are
inclined often to take and put right into the papers.

Admiral TURNER. But on the other hand, because they are free
press, I think you have some reasonable check that the Reuters
correspondent is not going to take orders from Herb as to what to
put in his paper. He is going to-because he has his credibility at
stake. The Pravada correspondent doesn't have his credibility -at
stake.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Admiral TURNER. Now we can buy people from-I have got to be

careful here.
No; you have a much better chance of buying and directing

influencing a fellow who is in a nonfree press.
Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Admiral TURNER. Which would be treated with skepticism when

it comes back to the United States just because it comes from a
nonfree press. Your ability to take somebody from the Reuters or
Guadian or whatever services and dictate to them what to put in
their newspaper or their copy is fairly low.

Mr. ASPIN. Actually, isn't the chance to dictate copy fairly low at
both ends of the spectrum? It is hard to dictate to the British press,
but it also would be awfully hard to dictate to Pravda and Tass-to
get a story in there.

What you are really talking about is the middle-level people
where the press is kind of up for sale, and there you can have some
influence about what they publish.

Mr. FOWLER. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. AsPIN. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. FOWLER. Admiral Turner, you mentioned, to slip into the

vernacular that I abhor, the question of disinformation, whether it
be perpetrated through journalists or anybody else. I thought you
were mentioning, in answering the chairman's question, that we
have some checks against apparently what you call this blowback
effect, the blowback effect coming from disinformation.

What are those checks?
Admiral TURNER. Well, first of all, let's make sure we make a

distinction here.
If there is a deliberate effort on the part of the CIA to buy a

foreign journalist, to get him to print a deliberate story, that is not
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intelligence; that's covert action and you all have to approve-
approve, I'm sorry, you all have to be informed.

Mr. FOWLER. I was just going to say, I was delighted that you
would yield to the Fowler effect.

We get the Fowler effect with the Turner directive, and it makes
a lot of progress. [General laugher.]

Admiral TURNER. Bad slip, but you all are informed of the covert
action thing. So what we have just been talking about by inference
is really a covert action. Now, if it comes to using a member of a
controlled foreign media to target and get us information, you
know, I go to him and say I want you to ask so and so or, you
know, find out so and so, that is intelligence collection, but that
really has very little blowback possibility other than the fellow
maybe is more friendly because he is on our payroll or something,
some sort of effect.

Mr. FOWLER. I understand that, but let's just say we have re-
cruited, however we do it, we end up with a story, a false story in
the foreign press. That story, depending on its magnitude or its
timing, is going to be reported on the 6 o'clock television news, that
so and so press reports this. Therefore, that information, though
false, will be reported to the American public. In other words, you
can't control, once the false facts are out there, for whatever rea-
sons, however laudatory from my perspective, those false facts
cannot be controlled as to who the audience, as to what audience,
to which audience will be the ultimate recipient.

Is that not correct?
Admiral TURNER. That's correct.
Mr. FOWLER. Now, if that is correct, is there anything that we

can do about that?
Admiral TURNER. I don't think so without unduly tying our

hands. Ca the one hand you do have the control of the covert
action notification procedures. You do have the fact that when this
country wants to put information out, we really want to put out
true information. I mean, our motive for putting out false informa-
tion is so much less than the rest of the world. I mean, we just
don't need that technique as a general matter. And third, you do
have the check that even the 6 o'clock news isn't going to put out
something from a news agency that is just totally-that is not
credible. You know, sometimes what you are talking about would
just not get a hearing in many cases because it wouldn't be believ-
able.

But yes, I can't guarantee you that there won't be some blow-
back. I am simply saying I think it is all second- and third-order
effects, and that there are clear checks against our starting a,
sorry, a disinformation campaign or a false information campaign
into the foreign media that comes back here.

Mr. FOWLER. I appreciate your recognition and assessment of the
difficulties of controlling that source.

That's all that I think it is important for us to recognize that, I
don't know what the circumstances are and we certainly can't
explore it right now, for using disinformation, but it just seems to
me that what you have said is that there are no-that if that
disinformation is seeded, there are no checks as to which audience
it ends up influencing.
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Admiral TURNER. I wouldn't want to go quite that far, sir. I
think there are checks. I think the integrity of the U.S. media is a
check.

Mr. FOWLER. There are no checks; the CIA can have no checks.
Admiral TURNER. Yes, sir, there is no guarantee, but I think the

system has its built-in check, your check on me that I am not
starting big disinformation campaigns without deliberate or proper
oversight, and the checks of our own media process that it doesn't
want to get taken into a false story. That is, I think the standard of
any good reporter is to try to be sure he is only putting out good
information and not bad.

Mr. FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. One final area that the Turner directive does not

cover which came to light in the hearings, besides the Reuters
News Service and related cases, was the relationship between the
Agency and foreign media outlets. I am thinking of subsidized
English language newspapers in other countries, such as the Rome
Daily American; or actually having a proprietary in the way of a
feature service of some kind abroad. That is another way in which
Americans might get influenced in unfortunate ways by some rela-
tionship which the Agency might have with foreign-and particu-
larly English-language-newspapers abroad. This seemed to many
of the witnesses-and I must say, it seems to me, too-to be a
peculiar kind of way of influencing foreign opinion, as we are more
likely to influence American journalists in that country who don't
speak the language very well, or American tourists who happen to
be going through rather than influencing the opinion in the foreign
country.

And I wondered if you had any comment about the whole rela-
tionship between the Agency and subsidizing foreign English-lan-
guage press abroad, or news services of one kind or another.

Admiral TURNER. That all gets into the covert action field. So to
the extent that any of that were contemplated, it is subject to the
whole set of oversights that we have been talking about there. I
think that is the check against our doing something in that catego-
ry that isn't worth the danger.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask, then, just to finish up on this directive,
what is the status of the directive? Is it now a formal regulation?
What is the legal status of the directive?

Admiral TURNER. It is a printed regulation of the Central Intelli-
gence Agency and binding on everbody there.

Mr. ASPIN. Does that mean it has been sent out to the field and
everything has been conveyed?

Admiral TURNER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. So it is a formal regulation.
[Admiral Turner, nods in the affirmative.]
Mr. ASPIN. Admiral, if you wer.e going to make any changes in

that directive, would you make them public?
Admiral TURNER. Oh, yes. This is an unclassified directive.
Mr. ASPIN. But what I am Fsaying is, it being a directive and

nothing which has been approved or disapproved by Congress, if
you were to make any changes in this directive or the directive
were to be changed in any way, would you do it publicly?

24-353 0 - 78 - 21
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Admiral TURNER. I not only would because it would-it is unclas-
sified and it would end up being public, but if I tried to sneak
something in here, the media would be in here on top of me in
nothing flat, and I think there is nothing better than to have a
forward policy on this because it is going to come out anyway. So
why get beaten over the head for trying to sneak it out.

Mr. ASPIN. So it would be made public if the thing gets changed?
Admiral TURNER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Are there any supplementing directives or any imple-

menting directives? Very often a policy comes out and then a little
bit later there are telegrams going out that implement it and that
say, "All right, here is what it really means." Sometimes it is not
quite clear that they jibe.

Are there any supplementing instructions or anything to go with
this?

Admiral TURNER. No; there are none.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROBINSON. Mr. Chairman before you leave that general area,

may I ask a final question?
Mr. ASPIN. Surely.
Mr. ROBINSON. Admiral, in your statement you mentioned that

you give two types of interviews, unattributable and attributable,
and the unattributable interviews are made on request by news
people. The attributable ones are made as a general rule three of
four times a week, but the ones that are made on -request have also
a requirement that the person receiving the interview would pro-
tect the anonymity of the briefer.

Does the protection go further than just protecting the anonym-
ity of the briefer, in other words, for example, is there any request
to protect the confidentiality of the material involved?

Admiral TURNER. No, sir, we do not brief on anything that is
classified, so any information we give them is theirs to do what
they want with.

We are concerned if our analysts start getting too much public-
ity, they then get phone calls at ho'ne, they get phone calls at their
private number at the office, and you know, it begins to get out of
our control, as a matter of fact.

We have a very fine procedure, I believe. We set up recently a
special office, and if we give one of these unattributable briefing, it
is under Herb's general-it is in his office area, and that is where
the media man comes, that is where our man goes, and it is under
his general oversight, because you know, when you take a young
analyst who hasn't much experience in dealing with the media, we
have got to protect him as well as service the media. And so that is
why we try to keep this anonymity. We don't hide all of our lights
under bushes, but certainly some of that is useful.

Mr. ROBINSON. Thank you, Admiral. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Admiral, let me just follow up on that question be-

cause it did arise in one of the cases that one of the people who
came before us to testify raised. One of the issues they raised was
the possibility of briefings being given by the operations people, as
opposed to the analysts. And the case that was cited was the case
now in dispute of the Time magazine article about Allende. Let me
just briefly go into the testimony to explain the situation.
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What we were talking about in the testimony was a case brought
forth by Dr. Morton Halperin. He brought forth a case where Time
magazine was going to do a cover story about Allende. Reported-
ly-and Time disputes the report, I should say for the record-
Time was going to give the cover story a certain slant. The Time
people who were writing the story went over to receive a briefing
at the Agency. They went to the operations people, and they got a
different slant on the thing; and then they wrote their story in a
different way, or so it was claimed. The Church committee uncov-
ered some documents and claimed that it was different. Time mag-
azine says nothing doing: We consulted a lot of different people and
a lot of different sources.

Never mind the controversy; the point is that the analysts will
do the briefing for the Agency now for the news media under your
policy, as opposed to the operations people?

Admiral TURNER. That is correct.
Some of the operations people, both overseas and here, there

used to be a lot of contact overseas. The media was quite unhappy
in some instances with it, but we found that that was desirable and
necessary, particularly if we are losing our cover overseas because
a journalist would establish a relationship in Paris with our man
and then he would go tell somebody when the man got transferred
to some other station, hey, if you want to find something out in
that country, go see Joe, and pretty soon we had no control over
who knew who was who. And I don't have any enthusiasm, I mean,
I just don't want the operations people dealing with media. They
are in such sensitive areas that they should eschew that kind of
relationship.

Mr. ASPIN. So it is your policy now that if somebody calls up and
wants a briefing on such-and-such a subject and they don't specify
who they want to see, you send them to the analyst.

Admiral TURNER. And if they do specify who they want to see,
we still send them to the analyst.

Mr. AsPIN. And you try to apply that abroad, even where there
are no analysts?

Admiral TURNER. That's right.
Mr. AsPIN. What do you do abroad? You just don't try?
Admiral TURNER. We don't give background briefings and things

like that abroad.
Now, I don't-I have got to correct something for the record, Mr.

Chairman. there is a directive that went out from the Operations
Directorate amplifying or telling about this directive.

Mr. HETU. It doesn't change it.
Admiral TURNER. It doesn't change it. We will provide you a

copy of their message to reassure you on that, but one of the things
here is that if you say there is to be no relationship and they have
had this traditionally abroad with our station chief and the leading
U.S. media people, we have had them come in with cables, well, I
have known Joe all my life. Can I not invite him over for dinner,
or if he invites me to dinner, or we go to a cocktail party. I mean, I
just can't emphasize that to you too much, people in the field don't
want to break either the law or the regulations and so they come
in with all of these detailed questions as to what is the borderline
here, and that is what this directive is about.
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Mr. ASPIN. Is it unclassified?
-Admiral TURNER. I am not sure whether it is or not, the Oper-

ations Directorate hardly ever puts out anything unclassified.
Mr. AsPIN. But you will provide it?
Admiral TURNER. I will provide it to you, if it is classified in its

full form, and I will try to provide you an unclassified version of it
for the record.

Mr. ASPIN. Fine, thank you. Let me then go into another subject,
which gets us to the point that the implementing directives some-
times don't sound the same as the public directives. An issue arose
in the hearings when we talked to the former Ambassadors;
namely, the relationship between the ambassadors and the CIA,
and particularly the station chief in the countries in which they
were assigned. There was an article in the New York Times recent-
ly on this subject, and I would like to ask unanimous consent to
put it in the record.1

In essence, what had happened was that the President issued a
directive saying the Ambassador was in charge of the people in his
operation in a country. The charge in the article was that, in fact,
there were supplementary CIA directives sent out afterwards
which in effect began to hedge on that and say, "Well, there are
certain things that the Ambassador ought not see, and certain
matters that he should not be informed of, and certain message
traffic that he should not have," whereas the original Carter letter
had said the Ambassador was in charge of all personnel and was
entitled to see all messages. This is an issue which, of course, has
been around a long time. President Kennedy and President Nixon
sent out similar letters to their Ambassadors, and, similarly, things
which were given in the first instance by the President were taken
away in the subsequent instance by the bureaucracy.

And I would like, if I could, to get your views about this on the
record. Is there anything that the Ambassador should not see?

Admiral TURNER. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN. OK. What kinds of things?
Admiral TURNER. Sources, names of agents, in some cases he

should see them, but in most cases not.
Mr. ASPIN. On what grounds should he not? Why shouldn't the

Ambassador be allowed, if he wants to know, even the sources, the
most critical kind of case to the Agency?

Why shouldn't the Ambassador know the sources?
Admiral TURNER. Not because we don't trust the Ambassadors,

but for two reasons. Leaks of information, in my opinion, are
geometrical with the number of people who know the information,
regardless of who they are.

Second, in order to protect very secretive information, you must
sometimes dissimulate. If you are shaking hands at a cocktail party
with a man who is supposedly in the cabinet of the country to
which you are accredited, and yet you know he is on our payroll, if
you are not trained and skilled in this, and there is a counterintel-
ligence agent from the KGB at the party, you may inadvertently
give this away. And we have had instances of this kind of thing. It
takes training to keep secrets.

I See appendix P, p. 521.
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There are sources I do not want to know personally. I am not
that trained at it, even though I am becoming very conscious of it
from my exposure. And I don't think Ambassadors would want to
assume some of that responsibility when lives are at stake.

Further, we can't get some of these people to do the work for us
if they know the Ambassadors are going to know this because they
understand the mechanism I have just talked to you about. They
will trust the Central Intelligence Agency because we are profes-
sionals; that is our business. And it is a real problem.

If they know-if they thought we were going to tell you their
names, and you have never asked for that in any of the committees
of the Congress, you know, we wouldn't be able to recruit some of
these people.

So yes, there-and there has been never any intent by the Secre-
tary of State or myself-we put out a directive that the President
approved which set these guidelines, to make it a total disclosure
to the Ambassador. What I have done, this new agreement I signed
with the Secetary of State last spring was to draw that line where
we stop telling the Ambassador further over in his favor. I have
tried to be more open, more forthcoming because close teamwork
between intelligence and the State Department is just very critical
in my opinion, and therefore I wanted to lean over as far as I
thought I possibly could to share with the Ambassador and make
sure that we are all on the same team.

It is working well, and despite that erroneous story, the relation-
ships have improved and are working smoothly. I know of only one
or two Ambassadors who have had any complaints whatsoever with
this. The vast majorty of them-and I really had to check it since
this story-are very pleased with, the new program, and we did not
put out any supplementary instructions that in any way contradict-
ed the basic State-CIA agreement. I have not had anybody come to
me and say here is a paragraph-but we did have to put out
supplementary instructions, not because we were undermining it;
because the onus of change was on us. I mean, we were opening up
more. We were pushing the boundary line toward the Ambassador.
The Ambassador didn't have to do anything different except under-
stand he was going to get more information. But you don't get an
organization, particularly in an area like this, which is vital to our
operations, to make a substantial change without impressing on
them how you are going to do it, and that you are going to do it.

I personally wrote a long cable to all my chiefs of station and
said, now, this is what we have done, this is why we did it, and this
is-politely-I want you to carry this out. That was one of the
cables that Binder says was intended to do the opposite. And the
last line in my cable was, you will show my cable to the Ambassa-
dor.

So I think it is a total canard.
Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Let me just press the issue a little further because I see almost

no time in which a congressional committee would need to know
the sources. I can see, however, some cases where the Ambassador'
might need to know the sources, and, indeed, it would be very
appropriate for the Ambassador to know the sources.

Admiral TURNER. I agree.
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Mr. ASPIN. Where would it be important that the Ambassador
know?

How do you decide when the Ambassador should know and when
the Ambassador shouldn't know?

Admiral TURNER. There is no prohibition on the Ambassador
knowing anything. There is no, you know, express rule that says
this kind of thing he will never be told. That is a matter of
negotiation between the Ambassador and the chief of station. Only
the chief of station is going to know everything that goes on in his
station, so clearly he is the one who has got to make the first
judgment.

But the rule that I laid out clearly is I don't want Ambassadors
surprised about our activities.

Mr. ASPIN. Correct.
Admiral TURNER. So if an Ambassador, he is going to know there

is an activity going on. He may not know the name of the person, if
there is an agent involved in it. Well, once he knows about the
activity, he has got some clue that maybe he wants to know the
name. So it isn't totally dependent on the chief of station volun-
teering is what I am trying to say.

So there is an interplay in the field. The chief of station either
volunteers or doesn't volunteer; the Ambassador has some informa-
tion about the activity. He either asks or doesn't ask. If in that
process there is a difference, it comes to Secretary Vance and
myself to resolve. And that is all clearly laid out.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me just quote a couple of paragraphs from the
Binder article, because here is the case of Frank Carlucci in Portu-
gal, now your deputy over at the CIA. The article states:

On learning that the Agency station chief was maintaining a covert relationship
with several members of the 1974 Portuguese government, the official continued,
Mr. Carlucci demanded that the connections be terminated.

He is talking about Frank Carlucci's activities.
The CIA officials and a knowledgeable State Department official agreed that

under the new guidelines such a controversy would probably not arise because the
CIA station chief would probably not feel obliged to identify all of his covert
relationships by name. Under the directive, the Agency official went on, the Ambas-
sador would be made aware of covert operations, but would not be involved in them.

In other words, what the article says was that when the situation
became a little more vague, Frank Carlucci was able to get a lot of
information, I guess by force of his personality and the unusual
circumstances that existed. He was able to do things which an
Ambassador now in that circumstance, even with the thing more
delineated, would not be able to do.

Admiral TURNER. I say to you, sir, that's balderdash.
Mr. ASPIN. All right.
Admiral TURNER. There is nothing taken away from the Ambas-

sador by these new regulations. His access to information is en-
hanced, absolutely.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes. I tend to think that you are right, that on
balance the information is enhanced to the noncontroversial cases
and, indeed, probably in 99 cases out of 100. I have talked to
Ambassadors, too, and can confirm what you said, which is essen-
tially that they are pleased with the information they are getting
and, in fact, do not want any more or see any need for any more. I
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am just wondering about the exceptional cases where you do have
an Ambassador who really does want to get into it, or some kind of
a crisis situation where the Ambassador really is the operation
officer in that country, and now that we have delineated this thing
so finely, whether in fact we would be prohibiting him from getting
information. But you say that is not so.

Admiral TURNER. Well, you are saying delineated finely, and I
am saying that all the new delineation is in favor of more informa-
tion to the Ambassador.

Mr. AsPIN. Except that when it was vague, an Ambassador who
really wanted to know, and really knew how to maneuver, could
get an awful lot of information about what was happening just in
terms of insisting upon it.

I don't know. It perhaps is not a situation that is going to arise.
Admiral TURNER. If there is any circumscribing here, it is all

caveated with the provision that if there is a difference, it comes
back to Vance and Turner.

Mr. AsPIN. Have you had a chance, or has there ever been a
request for you and Vance to arbitrate any situations yet?

Admiral TURNER. Not thus far, but not too much time goes by
that I don't talk to Secretary Vance about something like this. It is
not because they have come to a head in the field and-well, there
are differences. It is mainly over the degree of reporting that we
do, and how much we work to find out what is going on in the local
scene, and you know, some Ambassadors are very possessive and
don't want anybody else reporting about political intelligence in
their country. They are the head man. And I make it very clear to
Secretary Vance I can't accept that because the President of the
United States is entitled to intelligence reporting from anywhere
in the world from people who are not associated with the policy
process, and that is my people. And, therefore, I want and demand
from them their assessments regularly of what is going on in that
country, even though it may duplicate what the Ambassador does.

But I tell them I want you particularly, if you disagree with the
Ambassador, you know, the country government is going to fall, no
it is not going to fall, I want you to let the Ambassador know that
you are sending me your opinion, and let me know that he would
have disagreed with that.

Generally speaking, what is being worked out is they run the
cable through the Embassy who then even maybe puts a paragraph
on and say the following reason-that's fine with me, because I
don't want to take just my chief of station's opinion if it is quite
opposed by the Ambassador. I want to be able in my own mind to
balance the two.

Mr. AsPIN. Is it a regular process, then, in the cases where there
isn't a controversy, that the assessment cables-without sources
now, I am not talking about the sources-are in fact shown to the
Ambassador?

Admiral TURNER. Yes, yes. And the new provision, there is no
way we can legally withhold that kind of a cable from the Ambas-
sad or.

Now, in each station, you know, I don't know how much the
Ambassador wants to read.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
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Let me press a little further because I am a little puzzled on
when you think it would be proper for an Ambassador to know the
names of the sources and the times when it wouldn't be proper for
them to know the names of the sources.

Admiral TURNER. Well, we feel that if the Ambassador is going
to have regular contact with this person, that there may be times
when he should.

Now, I have told you the other side of the story regarding wheth-
er he can keep the secret, so you know, there is a difference in
each case, and I think in that kind of a case, you would approach
the Ambassador and say look, there is somebody you are seeing
every week. This is what he is doing for us.

Now, do you think you want to have the responsibility on your
shoulders of not inadvertently disclosing that relationship? The
risks of your doing business with him without knowing that he
works for us are the following. I mean, you know, you might make
an agreement on so and so which we have to come to you and tell
you you really can't follow through on that. I am scratching here,

ut I think that has got to be worked out in each case. But, yes, we
don't want an Ambassador to get totally trapped.

Mr. AsPIN. Would you think it proper to talk to the Ambassador
before you approach a source if it might be a particularly risky
source, and get his opinion?

Admiral TURNER. That is part of not being surprised.
I mean, we don't want to make a pitch to the foreign minister of

some small country to come and be on our side, and then he goes
and complains to the Ambassador, I was attempted to be recruited
by your CIA man.

Mr. ASPIN. And the Ambassador is caught off guard.
Admiral TURNER. That would be being surprised.
Mr. AsPIN. Is there any other area where you think it would not

be appropriate to tell the Ambassador?
Admiral TURNER. Oh, yes; yes.
Mr. ASPIN. What else, what other kinds of things?
Admiral TURNER. Well, sometimes the physical activity of collect-

ing information, like some technical means, planting sensors or
that kind of thing, is a very delicate, risky process, and you
wouldn't want all the details. You know, you wouldn't want it to be
known because of my geometrical leak rule, Turner's law of geome-
try, that-you wouldn t want the details, you know, the place, the
time, the hour, the operational details to be known by anyboy more
than absolutely has to.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes.
Admiral TURNER. Somebody's life may be at stake if it ever got

out, but again, you don't want the Ambassador surprised if it fails.
So he has got to know enough about it but not every detail. That is
the kind of line we are attempting to draw, and it just can't be
written out in express rules. It has got to be negotiated in every
instance.

Mr. AsPIN. OK.
Any thing else that comes to mind?
Admiral TURNER. I think those are the two principal categories

of activities.
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Mr. ASPIN. Because what has happened is that various Presi-
dents have tried, in effect, to write kind of all-encompassing letters
saying, "The Ambassador is in charge of everything," and, in fact,
we wrote a law in Congress to that effect at one time which never
had any implementing directives put out about it.'

Basically, you are saying that really it is not the right way to go,
that there is a small percentage of situations which should not be
disclosed to the Ambassador.

Admiral TURNER. It doesn't mean he is not in charge. It means
he doesn't need all of the details to be in charge.

Mr. ASPIN. Right, right.
So what you are saying, essentially, is that on some of these kind

of things, we ought to be looking at this thing from a different
angle, and Congress and the Presidents really ought to be doing
this differently.

Obviously you are not the only director to think that, because we
have had this kind of back and forth for all these years. It has
always been a peculiar thing, because Congress thinks it is right
that the Ambassador ought to be in charge and ought to have every
piece of information.

Admiral TURNER. I happen to be a military man, and what we
are saying is that we are interested in giving our Ambassadors
more complete authority over their activities than we even do our
military people. You know, a military commander today isn't total-
ly possessed of all the facts or all the control over his operations.
He gets orders from Washington every couple of hours, and one
thing or another, and neither are Ambassadors going to be-this
old image of I am in charge, total access, total control, it just isn't
practical in our modern society.

I think we have got it to where they are not suprised by our
activities. They will have adequate control that we aren't doing
things that they really don't think should be done.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask about one other area before we quit, and
the House will probably be calling and we should probably let you
go.

Let me ask about a case that came up in our hearings, and the
reason I raise it is because it occurred since you have become the
DCI, and that is the whole problem of the Demetracopoulos case,
and the whole question of files.

Leave aside Demetracopoulos himself; I am not all that con-
cerned about the particulars or going into the truth or falsehood of
the statements, but only the questions about the CIA's use of files
and what the ground rules are on using files about people.

First of all I guess the question is on the keeping of the files.
What kinds of people does the CIA have files on?
Let me go into the background of this case again.
There have been articles, printed in the papers about this fellow

Demetracopoulos, which attribute CIA sources with information
which Demetracopoulos himself says is false. In any case, the ques-
tion that it raises is not the validity of the information so much,
but the use of files and the use of information to discredit people.
This is the fundamental issue that we are talking about, and the

122 U.S. 2680a (Aug. 1, 1956).
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questions are: to what extent does the Privacy Act apply to the
IA, to what extent does the CIA have files about people, what are

the ground rules on which the CIA grants access to files to people
who are outside of the Agency, say, in the media?

Admiral TURNER. It is a real problem because the Freedom of
Information Act and the Privacy Act both apply to us. We have no
exemptions from that. We do not just provide files on people to
anybody who asks. I find no evidence we have provided files on
Demetracopoulos to anybody. On the other hand, we have to be
very circumspect because any file we have can be asked for under
the Freedom of Information Act; whether it is releasable or not is
another issue, and there is a Freedom of Information and Privacy
Act procedure going on with respect to the Demetracopoulos right
now, and I hesitate to get into it too much before that is resolved
and maybe gone to court and whatever else it takes.

Mr. AsPIN. I understand.
Mr. LAPHAM. Mr. Aspin, let me add to the Director's answer on

that. It is true that the Privacy Act as well as the Freedom of
Information Act applies to CIA. However, the Privacy Act contains
a prov sion that allows CIA to exempt itself from certain of the
requirements of that statute, and we have partially, although not
fully, exercised that authority.

However, we are not permitted under that statute to exempt
ourselves from the provisions that have to do with conditions on
disclosure of information, that is conditions under which we can
disseminate information. Those requirements of the statute are
fully applicable to CIA as they are to any other agency.

Mr. ASPIN. And what is the case when you have, as with Deme-
tracopoulas, a permanent resident alien? What is his status under
this classification?

Mr. LAPHAM. His status is the same under both statutes as a U.S.
citizen.

Mr. ASPIN. So he has the same access and has the same status as
a U.S. citizen.

Mr. LAPHAM. Precisely. He is of equal status with a U.S. citizen
under both acts.

Mr. ASPIN. And tell me again, what is the CIA exemption or how
does that work in the act?

Mr. LAPHAM. The act gives the CIA power to exempt itself from
certain limited requirements of the statute but does not, however,
give the CIA any power to exempt itself from the requirements
that relate to the disclosure outside the Agency of information in
its files, private information in its files.

Mr. ASPIN. How does that apply if you are not making it public
but making the information available to other agencies of the
Government?

Mr. LAPHAM. It applies whether you are making it available to
other persons who happen to be nongovernmental or to other gov-
ernment agencies.

Mr. ASPIN. The same thing.
May I ask, what is the basis on which the Agency would open a

file on somebody?
What kinds of people do they have files on and how does the file

system work?
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Mr. LAPHAM. That is an enormous question. I can't begin to
cover all of the ground on that, but I will try to get at it this way.

If you are talking about U.S. citizens or permanent resident
aliens, then the basic ground rules are set forth in most recently
the new executive order that the President has issued,, and before
that was set forth in somewhat different form in the Executive
order issued by President Ford,2 that those orders enumerate cate-
gories of information which we are allowed to collect and to retain
and to disseminate about U.S. persons, and those are the basic
provisions that govern those activities where U.S. persons are in-
volved.

Obviously there are an enormous number of circumstances in
which we open files on persons, and they range all the way up
from applicants for employment.

Mr. AsPIN. Admiral, you said that there in no record that any-
thing was made available on Demetracopoulas himself.

Admiral TURNER. That's right.
Mr. ASPIN. There are some pretty good controls on that, on the

use of those files? You keep very close control or access to those
files?

Mr. LAPHAM. Well, again, the procedures are written to conform
to the guidelines that appear in the Executive order, so that what
gets into the files and what can come out of the files and be
disseminated to other persons is essentially governed by those enu-
merated categories of information.

Mr. AsPIN. But is access to those kinds of files fairly limited and
kept to a number of people, because there are a couple of ways in
which the information on Demetracopoulos could have been made
public? One is, of course, the newspaper reporter is given access to
the files; but you said that apparently was not the case. The other
way is that somebody had access to the files and looked at it and
remembered what was in there, and then went and talked to
somebody. And I was just wondering about what kind of access
there is to files like this by people.

Admiral TURNER. Well, as a general rule, of course, we are quite
compartmented in the Agency, for good cause. So I think the
normal procedures provide a set of barriers, you know, the South-
east Asia people don't just let the European people into their files
because they don't have cause for it under normal circumstances.

But I probably cannot give you a specific guarantee any more
than the old need to know phrase, which we do take quite serious-
ly. But I can't erect either a physical barrier or a specific regula-
tion on this because, for example the European deskman does
occasionally have need for a file on an Asian case.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me just tell you what the concern is, and that is a
general concern. The specifics of this case are, God knows, very
complex and murky; but the general concern is over the use of
Agency information or maybe the use of Agency cachet to do a
number on somebody. When one claims that CIA files exist which
state such-and-such information, this gives it a certain kind of
credernce that wouldn't ordinarily exists. To say, "I heard that so

E.O. 12036 (January 26, 1978).
2E.O. 11905 (February 18, 1976).
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and so claims he got medals in the war but he really didn't," is one
thing; but if someone can say, "The CIA has investigated and found
that he claims that he got medals and he didn't," that is a different
story.

And there is a certain amount of evidence that Demetracopoulos
is but one case of this kind of CIA cachet being used to really do in
people; and very often the target may be critics of the CIA who
have written books that are unpopular, that attack the CIA. I am
just concerned about this whole area, and I don't know how to get
a handle on it. If indeed, as you say in this case, the file was not
made available to the press, and in fact the Privacy Act does for
the most part apply to the CIA, those are the obvious legislative
ways to get at the problem. Do you understand the problem that I
am worried about? The case of maybe the CIA doing in Mark Lane
as a person or doing in, maybe, Agee. Maybe Agee deserves to be
done in; but it is a concern about the use of this kind of informa-
tion. Maybe it isn't even information that is in the CIA files; but
the use of information to attack critics or to attack people who are
unpopular for one reason or another.

And I don't know how to get at the thing except that the Deme-
tracopoulos case is an interesting example.

Admiral TURNER. I am not sure how to get at it either. We are
bound by the several laws that put some restraints on it. The point
that vas made a while ago, do we ever defend ourselves against the
false accusation that out file said so and so is one way we could be
brought into trouble, too. And here again we have that some prob-
lem. Sometimes we can defend ourselves, sometimes we can't, even
if we are falsely accused. And it is very tough to lay down some
specific law or rule or regulation as to how you control the release
of data from these files.

I mean, for instance, I have quoted in the press, and I will stand
up and say any time that Mr. Snepp came to me and told me
eyeball to eyeball that he would clear his book with me, and there
is a memo to that in my file and I am sure it is in some file labeled
Snepp down there.

So I have released information from a file there which, you
know, clearly is intended to question the credibility in some sense
of an individual, in part because I have been falsely accused in the
media about my relationships in this case.

So we do release information, and there are cases where I have
released information that was in the files, but it was also in my
head from personal experience.

Let me give some more thought to this because it is a tough one.
Mr. AsPIN. It is a tough issue.
Let me see if anybody has any more questions.
Loch, do you have a couple of questions?
Mr. JOHNSON. I just have two brief questions.
May I refer you to your opening statement where you talk about

briefings by the CIA for press people, and you mentioned that in
any instances where you provide briefings on an unattributable
basis, this is done to preserve the conversational tone of such
briefings and to insure the anonymity preferred by the briefers.

I can fully understand why you would want to preserve the
anonymity of your briefers, but I am not sure that preserving the
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conversational tone is a good reason for having a cloak of anonym-
ity.

My question is why don't you simply attribute your briefings to
the CIA, not to a specific individual?

Admiral TURNER. Herb?
Mr. HETru. They are not attributed to CIA or to intelligence

sources. This is just to further protect the anonymity of the briefer.
I would emphasize again that we do these only on a request basis.
Our ground rules are well known to the press and we have never
had a complaint.

Admiral TURNER. Take anothercase. Now, Mr. Aspin just point-
ed out, the CIA imprimatur on something gives it added credibility.
I am going to get very skittish if every time we have one of the
unattributable briefings and it becomes attributable and therefore
it can be quoted in the press as the CIA says so and so, because
then I am going to want to assure that I have approved what that
fellow says. In other words, I don't want him giving bad informa-
tion, but the borderline between opinion and fact, between an
Agency opinion and an analyst's opinion that could probably be
made an Agency opinion but hasn't been officially endorsed is-very
fine.

Mr. JOHNSON. But one could simply attribute it to an analyst
without naming the analyst.

Admiral TURNER. But then it becomes a CIA opinion no matter
how you caveat it. They won't say a CIA analyst. They will say
sources in the CIA said, and eveybody-nobody in the public is
going to feel that is attributed to a GS-13 and not to Stan Turner.

Mr. JOHNSON. I suppose the other side of the argument one can
make is that the public has a right to know or an interest in
knowing where the information is obtained by a journalist, and if it
is obtained from the CIA, the people should be told.

Admiral TURNER. I endorse that 100 percent, if you really push
that rule and make the journalists reveal their sources, I would be
delighted, but I don't think you will get very far with that.

Mr. JOHNSON. I don't mean reveal sources in terms of individual
people, but I mean agencies.

Admiral TURNER. They won't reveal where they got things, let
alone the names of individuals, and I would be delighted if they
would because we would close a lot of leaks if we could get the
sources of journalists.

Mr. JOHNSON. You also say in your statement that your briefings
are unclassified.

Do you ever give classified briefings to journalists?
Admiral TURNER. Absolutely not. They are not cleared for classi-

fied information. That would be breaking the law.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, if you give only unclassified briefings, then,

why according to the record have you given background security
checks on certain journalists before briefings?

Admiral TURNER. That is all in history when these rules didn't
apply and we were talking about using them and we wanted to
know if the fellow was reliable. If we were going to use him as a
source of information or to go out and gather information for us,
you know, you don't want a fellow who is also working for the
KGB.
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We don't do that now.
Mr. JOHNSON. Would you under your tenure conduct a back-

ground clearance check on a U.S. person who was a journalist?
Admiral TURNER. No; I would have no reason to.
Mr. JOHNSON. I suppose if that person applied to become an

employee of the Agency---
Admiral TURNER. Well, then we are talking about doing it with

his knowledge, and there is nothing wrong with that.
Mr. LAPHAM. There is a possibility, I would have to say, on that.

If he came to us not in his capacity as a journalist but in his
capacity, let's say, as a historical researcher and he wanted access
to classified files, where there is a provision in the Executive order
relating to classification the allows that kind of thing to be done,
but that is going to involve historical research and access to classi-
fied materials under close safeguards, under those circumstances
we might conduct a background investigation. That, of course,
would be done, however, with his consent.

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, may we have for the record the
document he is talking about that allows a journalist to have
access to classified information? I

Mr. LAPHAM. No, I didn't say a journalist. I said it allows histori-
cal researchers, and I suppose a circumstance could occur in which
a journalist happened also to be the researcher.

Mr. JOHNSON. Because indeed sometimes journalists are also his-
torical scholars.

Mr. LAPHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. That's all I have.
Mr. AsPIN. Any more?
Admiral, thank you very much for a very informative and inter-

esting morning.
Admiral TURNER. Thank you. I enjoyed it.
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the subcommittee recessed subject to

the call of the Chair.]

I See appendix Q, p. 522.
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APPENDIX A

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C 20505

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

11 February 1976

Office of the Assistant to the Director

STATEMENT

Over the years, the CIA has had relationships with

individuals in many walks of American lift. These

relationships, many of a voluntary and unpaid nature, have

reflected the desire of Americans to help their country.

Such relationships have been conducted by the Agency with

the clear intent of furthering its foreign intelligence

mission and have not been aimed at influencing or improperly

acting on any American institution.

Genuine concern has recently been expressed about CIA

relations with newsmen and churchmen. The Agency does not

believe there has been any impropriety on its part in the

limited use made of persons connected in some way with

American media, church and missionary organizations.

Nonetheless, CIA recognizes the special status afforded

these institutions under our Constitution and in order to

avoid any appearance of improper use by the Agency, the
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DCI has decided on a revised policy to govern Agency

relations with these groups:

-- Effective immediately, CIA will not enter into

any paid or contractual relationship with any

full-time or part-time news correspondent

accredited by any U.S. news service, newspaper,

periodical, radio ,or television network or station.

-- As soon as feasible, the Agency will bring

existing relationships with individual. in these

groups into conformity with this new policy.

-- CIA has no secret paid or contractual relationship

with ahy American clergyman or missionary. This

practice will be continued as a matter of policy.

CIA recognizes that members of these groups may wish

to provide information to the CIA on matters of foreign

intelligence of interest to the U.S. Government. The CIA

will continue to welcome information volunteered by such

individuals.

It is Agency policy not to divulge the names of

cooperating Americans. In this regard CIA will not make

public, now or in the future, the names of any cooperating

journalists or churchmen.
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APPENDIX B

NEW REGULATIONS APPROVED ON. CIA RELATIONS WITH U.S. NEWS MEDIA

The Director of Central Intelligence, Admiral Stansfield Turner,

ordered Implementation of the following regulations on 30 November 1977:

I. Policy. The special status afforded the press under the

Constitution necessitates a careful policy of self-restraint on the

part of the Agency in regard to its relations with U.S. news media
organizations and personnel. Accordingly, CIA will not:

a. enter Into any relationships with full-time or

part-time journalists (including so-called %Stringers")
accredited by a U.S. news service, newspaper, periodical,
radio, or television network or station, -for the purpose
of conducting any intelligence activities. The term
"accredited" means any full- or part-time employee of
U.S. or foreign nationality who is formally authorized

by contract or by the issuance of press credentials to

represent himself or herself either in the U.S. or

abroad as a correspondent for a U.S.'news media organization

or who is officially recognized by a foreign government

to represent a U.S. news media organization;

b. without the specific, express approval of senior

management of the organization concerned, enter into any.
relationships with non-journalist staff employees of any
U.S. news media organization for the purpose of conducting

any Intelligence activities;

c. use the name or facilities of any U.S. news media
organization to provide cover for any Agency employees or
activities.

24-353 0 - 78 - 22
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* 2. Limitations

a. The policies set forth above are not designed to

inhibit open relationships with Journalists (as for example

contracts to perform translating services or to lecture

at Agency training courses) which are entered into for
reasons unrelated to such persons' affiliation with a

particular news media organization. Willingness on both

sides to acknowledge the fact and nature of the relationship.
is the essential characteristic of the open relationships

into which CIA will enter with journalists under this

provision.
b. In addition, CIA will not deny any person including

full-time or part-time accredited Journalists and stringers

regardless of profession, the opportunity to furnish informa-I

tion which may be useful to his or her Government. Therefore,
---CIA will continue to permit unpaid-relationships with

journalists or other members of U.S. news media organizations
who voluntarily maintain contact for the purpose of providing
Information on matters of foreign intelligence or foreign
counterintelligence interest to the U.S. Government.

c. Likewise, the Agency, through the Office of the

Assistant for Public Affairs to the Director, will continue
to maintain regular liaison with representatives of the news
media to provide public information, answers to inquiries,
and assistance in obtaining unclassified briefings on

substantive matters.
3. Exceptions. No exceptions to the policies and prohibitions

stated above may be made except wiJi the specific approval of the DCI.

-END-
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APPENDIX C

PEOPLE-

American Media

* full and part-time accredited journalists

e stringers

r non-journalist staff employees

* editors, media policy makers

* free lancers

ForeignMedia
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APPENDIX D

ACTIVITIES

Information

& story confirmation

* information swapping

e -pre-briefing

* debriefing

* access to files/outtakes

o prior tasking of intelligence collection

Support

* host parties

* provide safehouses

* act as courier

Agent work

* spotting

* assessing

* recruiting

* handling

Propaganda
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APPENDIX E

BONDS OF ASSOCIATION

Voluntary association ("contact"), based on:

* patriotism

o friendship ties

e career advancement (getting a scoop)

Salaried association ("assets") based on:

* gifts

e reimbursement for expenses

* regular financial payment
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APPENDIX F

WASHINGTON POSTOctober 11, 1977
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APPENDIX G

NEWSWEEK
October 10 1977

BY STANEY KA W

ASSOCIATING WITH THE AGENCY

Every time some muckraker allegesS that American journalists surrepti-
tiously served the Central Intelligence
Agency. I anticipate personal complica-
tions. For even though I am not now nor
ever have been on the CIA payroll, I
have dealt with the organization so ex-
tensively over the years that, given the
prevailing mood these days, I fully ex-
pect my name to appear in a sensational
disclosure of the kind just published by
Carl Bernstein of Watergate fame. I can
Imagine, should that occur, the futility of
denying the unprovable. What all this
suggests to me Is that, in style if not
substance, we are returning to the witch-
hunts of the McCarthy era, when any
unconventional behavior aroused suspi-
cion of wrongdoing. The difference in
the present atmosphere of righteous non-
conformism Is that it is dangerous tohave
been conventional.

This Is in no way to argue that the CIA
did not recruit members of the press for
various purposes. Back In the early
1950s, in fact, a senior agency official
made rre an otfer that, happily, I was
able to refuse--iot out ofethikal motives
but because, I recall, a double life would
have confused my existence. I remember
a colleague, however, who must have
worked for the CIA. He suddenly leftour
bureau and was afterward revealed to
have directed a covert operation In Latin
America. Oddly enough, he was rehired
by our publication after the operation
ended-as if he had merely taken a leave
of absence to write a book. During that
priod. in short, the CIA had not yet

e a dirty acronym.

MAKING CONTACTS
But while I rejected a secret CIA as-

signment, I certainly made a point of
cultivating agency representatives
around the world during my two decades
as a reporter abroad. Some of these oper-
atives were dreadful, many were medio-
cre and several were superb, as any as-
sortment ofofficials are. But they all had
Information. It was myJob to obtain what
I could of that informnation and then
judge its validity by checking with other
sources. Thus, to use Bernstein's sinis-
ter-sounding words, I was one of those
"foreign correspondents who fousid that
their association with the agency llped
their work." What the prsent-day muck-
rakers rail to understMusl, however, is that

as A!IA - O000

It wu easy enough for a conscientious
journalist to detect when CIA agents in
particular countries were promoting a
special line, as they did for example in
Laos, where die agency functioned at
times with almost unbridled autonomy.
No reporter worth his salt was gOing to
fall for the clim that Cen. Phoumi Nosw
van, the so-called "pro- Aerkn strong-
nu." represnted the hope of Southeast
Asia, a his CIA mentors would assert.
No was the agency very successful in
persuading anyone that client dictators
like Chiang Kal-shek or Field Marshal
Sjuit Thanarat of Thailand were "firm
friends of freedom" in the cold war
against Communism. I still wonder, In
retrospect, whether the CIA apologists
for the Greek colonels really believed
their own arguments or were cynically
carrying out orders to burnish the Image
of their pr g.

FALSE IW-ORMATION
it was also not very difficult for a

normally skeptical journalist to discern
when a CIA man was engaged In a "dir-

-infornattosreffort designed to tarnish
adversaries of the United States. When I
began covering China from Hong Kong
In 150, for instance, the agency chief
there went out of his way to divulge to
me that the CommunlstChine, would-
explode theirfirst atomic bomb on Oct ,
their national day. I asked what assur-
ances he could give me that the test
would take place. "None," he replied.
"But If it doesn't you can file a follow-up
dispatch reporting that it was a failure." I
declined the story, so we played tennis
Instead and I survived to report the first
Chinese nuclear explosion when It actu-
ally happened five years later.

But looking beck, I would say that on
balance the CIA analysts I have encoun-
tered overseas were valuable--and often
invaluable--contacts for a correspond-
ent, and a few have remained good
friends. It Is well known by now that of
all the American groups In Vietnam. the
agency was the most realistic In its
gloomy assessments of the war, even to
the extent of incurring Lyndon Johnson's
wrath by warning him that bombing the
North would not deter Hanoi. In Laos,
along with promoters of the Tinhorn Ty-
ma:ts, there were sensitive CIA types

who recognized the destructive pres-
sures being put on that benighted land
by U.S. policy and they may have suf.
fered professionally from speaking out,
both within bureaucralc channels and to
iourmaists

HELFU ASSISANCE
If had to single out the most useful bit

of assistance I received from the CIA, I
suppose it would concern the where-
abouts of Mao Tse-tung during the
spring of 1966. Mao had dropped out of
sight the previous winter and his long
absence from public view was prompt-
lag tales that he had died. A CIA man in
Hong Kong. however, urged me to resist
the rumors. Mao was alive and well and
preparing a gigantic new campaign, he
told me. And, of course, the advice was
accurate: Mao surfaEed not long after-
ward to launch the Cultural Revolution.
Years later, reminiscing about the epi-
sode, I congratulated the CIA man on the
efflciency of his intelligence network
Inside China. "It was just an educated
guess," he countered modestly--or per-
haps deceptively.

Among the accusations being leveled
at journalists who associated with the
CIA is the charge that they"cooperated"
with the agency. That suggests, as I un-
derstand it, that any give-and-take be-
tween correspondents and CIA officials
made the journalist an accomplice of the
agency. But avoiding this practice,
which Bernstein denounces, would have
rendered it impossible for him and his
Washington Post colleague, Bob Wood-
ward, to root out the Watergate scandal.
For as they themselves have described
it, they bounced details off their cele-
brated source, "Deep Throat," and he
guided them on that basis. As every cor-
respondent knows, information is the-
best leverage for acquiring more infor-
matlon. To withhold it In dealing with
the CIA or any other government depart-
ment Is to give up thetask of reporting.

Despiteall this, I would agree with the
muckrakers thatjournalists had no bus-
ness signing contract to serve the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agencyand that those
who did should be exposed. The primary"
responsibility of the Journalist is to re-
port and to interpret current events foe
his readers. But foe that very reason, .
relationship of mutual respect witir the
agency is Indispensale
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APPENDIX H

Allegations of General Cushman's Complicity in Efforts to Steal Ellsberg's
Psychiatric Records

A number of press stories have created an impression that

Marine Corps Commandant General Robert E. Cushman, Jr., while

Deputy Director of CIA in 1971, knowingly authorized the use of Central

Intelligence Agency facilities in the attempted theft of the psychiatric

records of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg by Mr. E. Howard Hunt and Mr. G. Gordon

Liddy from the Beverly Hills office of Dr. Ellsberg's psychiatrist. For

example:

a. New York Times, 7 May 1973, Page 1: "Gen.

Robert E. Cushman Jr., the Marine Corps commandant who

in 1971 was Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, authorized

the use of Central Intelligence Agency material and research

in the burglary of the office of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg's former

psychiatrist, sources close to the Watergate case said today."

b. New York Times, 8 May 1973, Page 26: "The

Central Intelligence Agency and at least one Congressional

committee are investigating a report that General Robert E.

Cushman Jr., the Marine Corps commandant who, while

serving as the C. I. A. 's Deputy Director, authorized the use

of the agency's facilities and equipment by a group of burglars

allegedly directed from the White House. "1
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c. The Washington Post, 8 May 1973, Page 1: "Rep.

Lucien N. Nedzi (D., Mich.), chairman of an Armed Services

subcommittee on the CIA, disclosed that the agency's director,

James R. Schlesinger, confirmed to him yesterday that Marine

Corps Commandant Robert E. Cushman Jr. authorized use of

CIA equipment in the Ellsberg burglary case."

d. Washington Star, 8 May 1973, Editorial: "And someone

at the White House, possibly John Ehrlichman, induced someone

high at CIA, probably General Robert E. Cushman, to authorize

the use of the agency's clandestine services in the burglary of

the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist."

e. The Washington Post, 9 May 1973, Page 1: ... Gen.

Robert Cushman, then CIA deputy director and now Marine Corps

commandant, met with and agreed to help Hunt in the scheme

to steal psychiatric records of Daniel Ellsberg from his

psychiatrist's office in Beverly Hills."

In the interest of factual accuracy regarding this important matter,

and in fairness to General Cushman personally, I wish to point out that this

Agency's investigation to date has produced no evidence whatsoever

that either General Cushman, or any other CIA official, had any knowledge
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or suspicion that the equipment and assistance requested on behalf of

Mr. Hunt was for use in burglarizing the offices of Dr. Ellsberg's

psychiatrist, or for any other illegal purpose. On the contrary, CIA

had no detailed knowledge of Mr. Hunt's activities but CIA officials

apparently were under the impression that Mr. Hunt was engaged in

investigating security leaks that were a major concern of the Government

at that particular time. When Mr. Hunt's continued requests for

assistance aroused the suspicions of Agency officers that he might be

engaged in some improper or illegal activity, or activity beyond the

Agency's authority or charter, it appears that General Cushman immediately

terminated relations with Mr. Hunt and thereafter the Agency refused

-his requests for further assistance.

3
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DRAFT 19 July 1972

DRAFT:JM:19 July 1972 #3

Briefing Paper:

CIA and Illicit Drugs

We are increasingly troubled by a series of allegations to the

effe-t that this Agency either actively participates, or knowingly acquiesces,

in the illicit drug traffic abroad, particularly in Southeast Asia, For

example:

a. An item in the New Yorker magazine of 11 April 1970

identifies Professor John T. McAlister, Jr., of the Woodrow

Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton,

as authority for the allegation that in Laos the CIA had committed

the U.S. to supporting a faction of Moo tribesmen led by General

Vang Pao whose sole objective was to dominate the opium

producing areas of northern Laos. From this, it was concluded

that the U.S. could thus be aiding and abetting heroin traffic at

home.

b. An article in Ramparts magazine of May 1971 entitled

"The New Opium War" alleges that:

1. "The ubiquitous CIA, whose role in getting the

U.S. into Vietnam is well known but whose pivotal position

in the opium trade is not" is one of the "principals of this

new opium war."
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2. "The CIA not only protects the opium in Long Cheng

and various other pick-up points, but also gives clearance

and protection to opium-laden aircraft flying out."

3. "CIA protege General Vang Pao... uses his U.S.

supplied helicopters and STOL (short-take-off-and-landing)

aircraft to collect the opium from the surrounding area."

c. An article by Flora Lewis in Newsday magazine of

7 May 1971 refers to the Ramparts allegations and quotes the poet,

Allen Ginsberg, as claiming to have "on the tip of his tongue a lot

of precise names and places and figures" regarding "CIA support

of the dope trade."

d. On 5 May 1971, Jack Anderson alleges in his column in

the Washington Post that "a congressional investigation has confirmed

our earlier allegations that the Central Intelligence Agency is involved

in the Laotian heroin operations."

e. The March 1972 issue of Earth magazine contains an

article on heroin traffic which among other things alleges that

"Americans exercising the authority oi CIA" are "involved in

narcotics.,

i. A story in the New York Timnes of 17 May 1972 by

Hans J. Spielmann, identified as "an expert on the opium traffic"

throughout Southeast Asia, charges that "large-scale traffickers"

in the Laos, Burma, Thailand areas "were even given the use of C. I. A.

) ,Lanes."
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g. In an appearance before the Foreign Operations Sub-

Committee of the Senate Appropriations Committee on 2 June 1972,

Alfred W. McCoy, a student in Southeast Asian history at Yale

University who is preparing a book on "The Politics of Heroin in

Southeast Asia" testified that:

1. "Most of the opium traffic in northeastern Laos is

controlled by Vang Pao, the Laotian general who commands

the CIA's mercenary army."

2. "And in Thailand thc CIA has worked closely with

nationalist Chinese pax -rmilitary units which control 80-90%

of northern Burrma's vast opium exports....

3. "In northern Laos, Air -America aircraft and

helicopters chartered by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency

and USAID have been transporting opium harvested by the

agency's tribal mercenaries on a regular basis. "

3
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h. Writing in the July 1972 issue of Harper's Magazine,

Mr. McCoy expands on the above charges to make the following

points;

1. General Vang Pao 'has become an increasingly

notorious entrepreneur in the Laotion drug trade."

2. The CIA assurances of food supplies to the Laotion

Meo tribesmen allowed the Meo to "allot more land to the

growing of opium."

3. When Air America became the only air transport

available, "it began flying Meo opium to markets in Long

Cheng and Vientiane."

4. After the North Vietnamese offensive in northeastern

Laos, 'Wang Pao was able to continue his role in Lao's

narcotics trade by opening a heroin laboratory at Long

Cheng, the CIA headquarters town."

5. "CIA contract airlines have reportedly carried opium,

and individual CIA men have abetted the opium traffic."

i. The lead editorial of the St. Louis Post Dispatch of

27 June 1972 contains the flat statement that "the connection of the

U.S. Central Intelligence Agency with the dope traffic in Laos has

long been notorious."
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J. On 10 July 1972 Representative Charles Rangel issued

a public statement accusing the Agency of a "paranoid quest for

secrecy" in keeping vital information about the drug traffic from

the American public, and of "covering up for the international

merchants of death."

Intensive investigation has revealed that each of the above, and

similar, allegations which have come to our attention are unfounded.

We have sought specific details as to the who, what, when and where

underlying these accusations Lut the accusors have failed to produce

evidence supporting their charges. However, accusation, rumor and

suspicion based on these allegations continue to circulate and, unless

refuted, will no doubt do grave damage to the reputation for integrity and

credibility of not only this Agency but of the entire American presence in

important overseas areas.

As part of our effort to set the record straight, our Executive

Director, Mr. W. E. Colby, has recently written to the editors of certain

publications which have lent credibility to some of the allegations of concern

to us. In these letters Mr. Colby has emphasized that the charges in question

"have been most carefully investigated and found to be unsubstantiated." He

has cited the report by Mr. Roland Paul, Investigator for the Foreign Re-

lations Committee in the April 1971 issue of Foreign Affairs which states

that "due to the long association with the CIA, the Heo tribesmen in Laos

were shifting from opium to rice and other crops." He has quoted from a
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letter from Mr. John E. Ingersoll, Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and

Dangerous Drugs, to Representative Charles Gubser of California, which was

printed in the Congressional Record of 2 June 1971 and which states

"actually, CIA has for some time been this Buceau's strongest partner in

identifying foreign sources and routes of illegal trade in narcotics...much

of the progress we are now making in identifying overseas narcotics traffic

can, in fact, be attributed to CIA." And he has refuted, point by point,

Hr. McCoy's above-quoted allegations in Harper's magazine.

John M.MauryA
Legislative Counsel
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U. S.Backed Laos Troop. I
Capture Tw0 re as

plain and west alo1 0ouea 9t rmught In Laos." raid Oni dip.
Thai Force Also Used after round.the.clock bo- I o atic source today. He said

had leveled several towns .;. t:%.,Ci A,,-erian-Laotlan thrust to-

ByT. D. ALLMHAN scattered small dot c. ward the South Vietnamese
$e t, ",.,, y.,t TIM1, forces. border might provide the Nixon

VIENTIANE, Laos, Sept. 17 The offensives, planned &e AdmilistratiOn with reduction
-In a series of secret military last month at conferences if in filtrationn to justify large.

operations In the last three Long Chong in northeast La:,s scale troop withdrawal& from
w A r dos'and at-Savannakhct in cen ra! South Vietnam.

weeks. American-backed t trateg Laos. -appear de signed to de 1  -Ur,,ted States B-52 strikes,
have seized two strategic areas the Cornunists a serious blcw'v along the Laotian sections of
of Laos long held by pro-Corn' -. .' .. the rail have Increased great-'

_ .un.st forces. - ly in the last two weeks, the'

In northeast Laos, rightist s . said. They said as many| • .:. '..vrr,. .. , ]as Njrs sorties a .day were be-.

forces, stiffened by Thai sol- ] .'i r':i't I as ,"ow ote a a wr ae
~r~ '~' ing I'own over Laos, and that

diers and officers, have seized ! f, O '.'I "r >. t'he increase in borabing In Laos
the Pa|ine desJarres, a stratigi Pee" L'Z.J ,/' was part of the reason .for the
area 105 miles north of here. i- .air war i South

)w., j ,/"' - ..... a. . """n I oh
T'he plain had been held by the V, ' - i Ame,,cnpartcpation in I

Communist since 1964. In cen- , I- . the" ?]ne des Jarres and HoI
trial Laos. similar forces have iV _- ". Chi ,inh Trail campaigns now,
pushed east along Routs 9.,,,,-' ! exteds to the field level, the

Integrated Plannin ReportedI.,o,,. .t.',urce*said. They confirmed

Reliable sources confirmed ... . Ameria, Continental Air
today that Laotian Government ,:e we tal

Stts i adI~IbCspprServlcrsanthUiedStstroops, with heavy United ,k' , Yo. - were flying rein.
states pir and logistic supportJ|-..- -. A - I ;; [ ocm tsple ndrs

h. taken K .. -unilo ,anced areas, while Amer-

recently the site of a Chloiese ,,,.,.,-t oa Arafcneag en
Communist diplomatic mission, | .C". of rwe endvln, local Aomn
and Sepone. - : , ,icw d-sin foca conm

In addition, Laotian troops J raanes e fi' t ao' ,

have seized the town of Muong -..CAMII".; "tl da Lo

Phine,. also in centra' Laos, and - _ .. It . . -

Lie tOwqs of Muong Phanh,'
Xieng Ihouangville, Ban Ban, as United States troops amcI ,Ya,.ed ",,sL.
Bn Laf Sene and Phong savan -withdrawn from vienam.
,-ail in the Piaine des Jarres The thrust into nor::-z.'
ae * aos -- where during 6.e

Well informed sources today years the Government no. 

Said that the successes were had steadily de.erinra0 -'
Cou nteracts robelI inilitarv v*

Ithe result of fully integrated toriesntat seeme reto di ,.retres that seemed to e-i.-ned

:Arerican.Laotian military the neutralist Laotian ?i'e,.,
panning and the most intense Prince Souvanna Phou.a.

• ,;rinca- n bo-nbin; ever -seen in June, North Vi ,'.
1lr, Laos. So far, the advances and Pathet Lao troops s:..

........ . SoMuong Soui, a neutralist base.:

.Jave rnit little resistance, lead- northwest of the plain.

;; ri:litary observers to be.; Goal It 11o Cli "°i" ' Tr:ll
!irNr.t;iat the offensives caught The thruv.t across ,--.

t2, Co mnunist.kd Pathet Lao Laos, according to w .-

sd their North Vietnaniese al. formed sources, ix A. i
lies by surpri',e. Ito use Laotian and Thi .::.1 .

to cut the Ho Chi ,vr,- '.
The sources said LaOtian and reduce North Viet..e '

L.iS. s30'n6 mWd6 up largely of infiltration into South Vi:~ e.

Royal Tiiai soldiers in Laotian " a'very. real sense. t':e
,ufiforms, had moved ontO the y r,in Vietnan is .now be.;,

24-39* n - 78 - 33
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LIMi.TED OFi'ICIAL USE-VIENTIANE-6526,

.CINCPAC FOR POLAD .

SUaJ: UEW YORK *TIMES ARTICLE ON MILITARY ACTIVITIEs IN LAOS
-T.D. ALLMAN

REF: STATE 159248 SEPT 18

..E iAVE N'OT BOTHERED TO COi:,ENT ON ALL T Y. INACCURACIES IN
7h,: (RTICL, QUOTED REFTEL. IMMEDIATELY UPON ITS RECEIPT, HOWEVER;,

iSTITUTED APPROPRIATE INQUIRES RE THE LAST TWO SENTENCES.
;,LL BESPO:.SES 'AIERE NEGATIVE. YESTERDAY It' FRONT OF OTHER
Jr -;ALISTS ALLMAN REAFFIRMED THE TRUTH OF HIS STATEMENT, HE

, .,E, AY .VE US THE lltJAlE OF THE "A;eZRICAN' CIA AGENT" WHO
3YILLED Y GUFIRE A WEEK BEFORE TiIE '.2TICLE WAS WU1TTE -- .

S _DON CURTIS. FURTHER INVESTIGATION AGAiN R-VEALED NO
:.'l-;AT I0 ABOUT SUCH A MAN. HOWEVER, LAST EVENI NG WE WFRE

C'.;D tl' A JOUR(IALIST THAT ALLMAN IiAD AFFIRMIED TO HIM THAT H
.,k A iiEPOi?, OF DEATH ON TUE CIA AGENT THAT HAD BEENJ KILLED.

t GAVE US A ;01 AREA FOR INQUIRY AND VE ASCERTA14NED THAT O,"
-U,3ER 6 WE PREPARED A CONSULAR REPORT OF DEATH ON CURTIS

SUOu RATHBONE I1, WHO D'ED IN VIE NTIA',S ON SEPTEIER. ,
FiVe DAYS, A. PRE, ATURE BABY- WHOSE LUNGS U.RE..STILL .COLLAP.SED,.• ,. .. '. ... .,. ,:. ; : .-, ;. '.'.~ *.*. : . . , .. .

S. . , , , '
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THE GRANDFATHER OF THE BABY IS EMPLOYED BY AIR AriERICA AM). BOT
-HIS ANiD THE MOTHER'S ADDRESS IS INDICATED OH THE REPORT OF',
DEATH AS C/O'AIR AMERICAN VIENTIANE. FURTHER I NVESTIGATION '

REVELAS THAT ALLMAN WAS IN OUR CONSULAR OFFICE SHORTLY BEFORE
HE FILED THE STORY AI WAS PERMITTED TO USE THE TYPEWRITER.
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CI Teaches Terrori toiL i end 
By Jack Az,,erson

Bomb and booby trap experts
from the Central Intetllgento
Agencl have been quietly
trnining forehga police to make
explosisedevlces at an Isolated
federal school in Texas. The iU.
triage Is so deblous that the
PenItaa, hal retuned to have
anyIhLrs to do with it.

The cfc.lcm-nd.daggey profit
sors arean loan from th CA to
the'Acncy for International
Development, which runs the
school at 'the Vordr Fatrol
Acdem7 in Los Fresnos.

The e::Ltrnce of the school
wns first depicted in the movie
"State of Siege,." where foreign
polled were shown being
trained to oe bmbs end booby
trIps ag lnst political oppo-
senta. Bt because the im was
propagandistic, few took sect-
orly the reality oi the "terror
school."

Dubious but curious Sen.
James Abourerk (D-S.D.) began
a quiet investigation. His conit.
dential tnd,ngs raise disquiet-
ing questions about America's
police aid to mitiLtryjunta.

in one memo wrung from AID
by Abou'e~k. Assistant Admin.-
l sratr f'i thew lt~rvi y con-
c,.1lS t01 it the Defense Deport-

meftt refused to teach the bomb
course whe It was st up in
I19. Therefore, "the Central
Intelligeote Agency agreed to
provide guest lectur for this
portion of the training pro-

At the secret school. saM.,
demoastratUe are gives of
*the eons etno, us anl
counter-messurel against
homemade bomb suad explo-
sive devices used by crimtal
terrorists." Tho foreign police
also get graphic lectures on
booby traps, incedlades
and other lethal devices. To de-
fuse and dispose of booths, Hapr
vey explained, e police officer
first has to etam aU about
them.

The docuents obtained by
Abourek lhew that mot of the
163 policemen trained at the
school Come from military-
backed regimes such as those
In Brazil, Gratenals, Thailand,
Uruguay, Panama and El Salva-
doer. Only a thin blue line ot
cope are trabed for the demo-
craciles.

AID officials eiplained to us
that they have had fewer re-
quests for the "Technical loves.
tigationa Course" from dema.
ereCIes. The bomb-blhtistit
course, they add, is only part of

the curriculum at the Texas
hideaway. The visiting police
are also taught bomb squad or.
ganitation, record keeping and

course called "Press Releases
and Press Relations."

At the CIA. a spokesman said
the decision to kelp with the
antibomb cotse was Lssoel-
aled with terrorist attacks on
American personnel and aclt.
ties In foreign land. The
mes are now being re.

viewed.
SULNT TREAMENT-Litst

year, the four foolhardy Cubans
on the Watergate squad were
willing to follow their ring.
leader, . Howard Hunt,
blindly, Now they bold him In
24lenteontept.

They had planned to plead
not guilty and appeal to the
Jury (or understanding. But at
that time, the White House
wanted to avold a public trial.
Hunt advised them to plead
guilty, and overnight they
changed their plan.

The Cubans sometimes quar-
reled among themsehes, but
all four swore by Hunt. They
wept with him when his wife
was killed In an airliner crash.
They would bare died for him.

mlicit tho sordlid Watcrgto
stoiy uns s;read across the

front pagets.They found oat that
Hunt had collected te of
thousands of dollars In behalf
of the Watergate defendants.
But only a few polhy payments
ever reached them le used
mot of the money tW pq his
own Iea expenses.

le Is now prepared to testifl
against h Cubans, whom he
recruited to break Into Ells.
bergs psycblaulrat's offlit, in
rotur for ImmuMity for him-
sell

But perhaps the last slrarc
was the deal he wangled tran
the Senate Watergate commit-
tee. in return fur his coopera-
lion, the commilttee arrcnged
for him to'be removed from Jil
Into spacious, comfortable
quarters at FL Holabird, Mid.
Our sources say ho occupies his
time playing checkers and
ches.
. The four Cubans, ienwhile,
are still behind bars. They SAv
him as he was cashing a $100
money order just before clefk-
Ing out of jail. .a gest re of
contempt, Eulgenlo Ii'rtitrz.
pulled his emptypi ci-r111 nmiulr
oiLlls11 " Yt' wftcl'.,l to.
ithor i II celii alliic tC'v lf)
sticel ilot Itunt wai ld away.
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.s'r,9 it:

CIA Goal: Drug, Not Kill, Anderson.
By Vervon A. Guid Jr. which was released yter.Wao."JA Sum kVw 4ay.
The Senate Intelligence The chief figure In the

Ca t planning was Watergate
orsT Toun an evidence- conspirator and former CIAtT . o el--_ agent E. Howard Hunt.

or ered Jack Anderson
a -Tiae- t it does "HOWARD HUNT testi-
appear that the-r-eir Ws-w " fied that somewhere in late.
cusslon of d r'g n' the 1971 or early 1972 special
coTu-nst-todriscrel~im. -counsel to the president

-Ti- i reort Charles Colson called Hunt
wafimade In consulitaLi into his office and asked
wlih a former CIA physi, him to find a means of dis-
cdin to expore means oT" crediting newspaper
drugging Anderson to dis- columnist Jack Anderson,"
credit him by rendering 'te report said.
him incoherent before a " "Hunt testified that nel.Public a pearance. This ef. ther Colson or anyone elseapparently never pro- ever mentioned him theneeded beyond the planning possibility of assassinatingstage," said the report Anderson even in the sense

of contingency plannIng,"
the report continued.

Colson did cot go alongwith Hunt's version. The
former White, House Insider
told the committee that he
recalled "Hunt on a couple
of occasions coming to me
with some hair-brained
schemes, something to do
with drugging involving
Jack Anderson."

COLSON TOLD the com-
mittee the on!y e'ious dis.
cushion of the effect of
drugs on a specific target
Involved a plan to disorient
Daniel Ellsburg, which Col-
son said "never received a
yery sympathetic reac-
tion."

The committee Invecti.
gated the Issue after a
September 1975 Washington
Post report that Hunt old
associates he had been
ordered to assassinate
Anderson but that the plan
was canceled at the last
minute.

-WqMW"qFM"MP -
b ./1-W, 49 1- 1/ ro tv
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John Maury
... speaker

D ellelis ,From CIA

Rated Lowii

* * :4/ ~.-~4

~ 1LJ~1@

,, A recent retired top Central
, Intelligence MCfncy (CIA) and

7 State Dept. official said in Buf.
falo Thursday that "very little
good" has come from the probe
into the CIA by recent congres-
sional panels.

John M. Maury, former chief
of the CIA Russia Dv., and as.

2 sistant secretary of defense for
legislative affairs under Pres.
W idents Richard M. Nixon and
Gerald R. Ford, made the state-

* ment in a press interview.
He was In Buffalo to speak

before a dinner meeting ef the
Saturn- Club at 97,7 Delaware
Ave.
Spying Ordered

Maury said the most contro-
vcrsial activities of the CIA such
as domestic spying. were done at
the direction nf Prsi.idcnrts
Juhnson or Nixon or their top
assistants.

If the public Is concerned
about the CIA's activities, he
said, it should be careful about
who it elects as president.

Maury said Ihe top profession-
els in the CIA would much
rather gather foreign informa-
tion which can be done secretly
by spies and scientific means
tban become involved in politt-

"cal activities.
The CIA's biggest job, he said,

Is to make sure the president
i.% adequately Informed on the
strength and Intentions of for-
eign powers.
Secrecy Vital

Maury said it Is important that
much of the CIA's activities re-
main seret because "it is a
business where you have to rely
on confidentiality."

He indicated he believes it
is unfair to have a law which
makes it illegal for Internal

-Revenue Service employes to
give out information on tax
forms, but to have ro law for-
bidding any ex-CIA agent from
divulging information w h i c h
could cost the lives of people.
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)U.S. Opponent of CIA Charges
SlaiL Agent Had Lebanese Role

It~chtie; O-eordisn

ATHENS, April IS-P.ich-
ard S. Welch. the .A sta-
Uon ch-ef here who was
murdered Dtic. 23. spent
much of his time activating
the Lebanese Phalangists
and rightist Palestinian
groups, according to Win.
slow Peck, a self-described
former U.S. inteili.ence ofi.
Cer.

'In other .wor.;." Peck
says In an interview pub-
lished here this weekend by
the rn,Maazine Anti. part of
lWelch's job was "to kindle
the war' in Lebanon.

Peck. who says he worked
for the National Security
Agency In Istanbul. Vietnam
and Paris as well as in the
United States. said in the in-
tervIew that most of the
CIA station in Athens is
zow working on the situa-
tion in Lebanon and thit
the agency uses American
banks in Athens to finance
the Phalangists.
. The U.S. embassy here re-

fused to comment on Peck's
claims.

Peck isid he has
"defcted" to the anti-CIA
lobby and described the
agency as a "secret criminal
police force" responsible for
25 coups between 1964 and
19;3.

The Athens CIA station.
Peck said. now has a staff of
170 and has taken over the
role played earlier by sta.
tio,s in Cyprus. Beirut and
Tel Aviv to become the
aveney's command post in
the eastern Mediterranean.

The CIA faces no danger
from the present Greek gov-
ernment. Peck says. claim-
Ing that police services in
Greece "were always con-
trolled by the CIA."

Police Investi ations into
.Velch's murder have pro-
duced no leads so iar. Intel-
ligence sources here press
doubt that a leftist crganiza-
tion that sought publicity
through its claim of respon-
sIbility for the murder had
any connection vith it, armi
some sources doubt that the

: organization even exists.
Rather, the sources say,

rightist extremists who had
dealings with the Greek
junta and the CIA may have
taken revenge out of a feel-
ing that they had been be-

'trayed.
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An Ex-Moscow Correspondent's CIA Footneote
.1*'

Permit 3 former Moscow correspond.
;.-it :o ;.cd a footnote to one short para-
"Z;I I. in the al-pa,,:e final report of
he "cnite intellige'ce committee-"

the parzgroph recounting the particu.
lar cov;.rt o ,:r;nion of the CIA that got
the i.::ed out of Mo!cow.

", *(lher CIA book. Tlac Pcnlnv.kiy
pirP-Is was puli:.h'.- II the jnitied

51t::• fr or,:ratn::d re~z~sls.' hut ac-
tua iy becawe com~nercially viable,"
thv S,.-ate report says. "The book- was
prepared and written by witling
h.- ri-y ; tsse; who drew on actual! case
.rattiiaI$. Publication rights to the
.:arx,"'ript wcrc sold to a publi-her

l2.roL, La a ti ust fund c slabliled for
t!c r. p.psc. Thi( puhi.her was una-
w.ir, -)f any U.S. Government interest."

O1e: Ilenko)vsly (the common spell-
lg), .%,ou nav recall, was a Rutisslin offi-
c.r , !.o spi d for tl, We.-t 15 years
::o.-I was caz;:hIt and killed. His

"'a c;:" were pit')ILded here in late
I.' 't'ie I'st and '.9 other papers -:ri-
aji'.cd excerpts. The Rtissians, 'ailing to
,vt Tile lost to halt p)hlic3tion. retal-
1;.td by closing Its Moscow bureau for
two years.

T.,re are several layers of shabbi-
n.s ;.ror diceit that need to be pulled
o:f tic I'.nkcovsky book now that it has
b.en officially acknowledged as the
pr.-,aanda action it was.

_Firt. it was prccLly the "coarse
.fraud. a rmixture of provocat ve inven
Utlan ZNd anfti.ovlt an4er' at ,o.

vlet authorittes-true. the pot CahlhirLt thh kttle hi!rc *me st a a e
* lime. This does not mean it did not In-.

elude some of Pcnkovsky's own words
and thotight. as well as material pro-
vided by the'ClA "assets." This much
was granted by the varicts writers who
challongcd its overall atihentieity.
Thv:.w includtul fit..t Victor Zorra. vork-
ing from internal evidence, uho was
calumniated by the CIA for his pains.
and two years later David Wise and
Thomas Ross, working from external
sources.

The point remains that the book was
a CIA fraud pu.ished 'or what the
Senate report terms "operational rea.
sons"-presuni.hly to embarrass the
Russians i some way. This the book
did do. to Judge by the lussians'
screams at the time. Wjs Ih(,re some
larger point in niaking the Ituivsians
scrv;em? I wonder if the CIA took the
sreais as proof that the operation was
a succe'z. l'crhaps someone who knows
will tell.

It would also be intere.ting to know,
in view of "editor" F.itk ,ilneys
plelge in the book that "tlt hulk of the
proccds," would go to a fund "to fur.
ther the cause of genuine peace anti
friendship between the American and
Russian peoples." just how the profits
were spent. (I took these various quer.
ies to both the Senate and the CIA and
got nowhere.)

Secondly, the real victims of this op.

ration were American citizens. Their
government gave them to believe that
a fraud was a reality: the fraud of the
honk and.the fraud of the particular
picture of the Soviet Union drawn in
the book-a picture describing Soviet
leaders and Intenlton in terms (high
livers. nuclear first.slrikcrs) likely to
sob,'r any Ainerir:n who thought It
might be wo lib tryingf to get along a bit
better with the Kremlin.

Unavoidably this raises the question
of whether among those "operational
reason.-" was sonehodys conscious de-
sire to deflect the American puic
from detente. This project %-.-as
planned. after all, in the years shad-
owed by Kennedy's pre.Virtnam.
Amet ican Unive:sity overture (Octoher
1.;3) for hIproved Soviet-American re-
lations. Were there sonic inrecon-
strueled bureaucrats who didn't go
lont? Trte or uint. this is is the sort of

corrosive s Uv.ilon invited hy cotfinht.
imo CIA manipulatlon of our Instit t-
tions at home. -

Victor Zorma sti ltgiqent at the time
that intelligence ag'itwirs In denocra-
cies "suffer from the grave dt.advan-
tage that In attempting to damage the
adversary they must also decelve their
own public." Quite so. But was that de-
ception a byproduct or part of the In-
tent?

Let us 2ssumo the book was only
meant to smear the Russians. or to spite
the Soviet "d farmatlin'" h-a2h ^.

whatever. Publication had yet another
unfur,'.een domestic conseqt;ence. It
deprived AmerIcan readers of the re-
ports th:t this newspaper was contrib-
uting to the relatively thin stream of
Americait-produced news coining out
of Mose(w.

I ho-ps no one will think it unhccom-
lg cf at, to point out It;t the hook put
into the hands of the American puhitc
what Prof. Samuel Sharp correctly.
termed "drivel.' and took out the work
product of an earnest correspondent.
For professional a, well as personal rea-
sons. I trust no one uill feel it was a fair
exchange. In any event the public was
not of fvr.d a choice.

But finally you may say. why diti The
Washinvton Post.publih the book ex-
cerptr? Nlow did we let ourselves be de-
c -ived? Th,. Post niade a go, I faith ef-
fort-h-f Pre. during and at.r tul:lica.
timo--An-e " if there %%is a U.S. goiveiti-
nert lIald ill the ,look. It aIlproached

the CIA. But no reason was found to
overrule the iies jutlgniit that the
book .%as a hot item. So tie paper went
ahead.

You can conclude ,,,at newspapers in
the l.XAs were naive. mnadeqouately
alert to the need to challenge the uses
of secret power. Our plea must be:
guilty as clhrged. Only a few of us jour-
nailsts are mnune to the temptations
and vulnerabilties of the larger socie-
twt 'riso %avi,+,,, ._$ ,*

C.'T4-

FRIDAY, .APRIL 30,-tq7A
U f

THE: WASHIINGTON POST,
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CIA Is Said to.Aid Recrmting
Of U.S. Mverenaries for Zaire
*C 3y7rneet Volkzaa

_ - . 3 4abS- --...... ...
The Central. Intelgence Adeso Is

csmitty svppetw edorts to rami
r" hu dred meceaut" to the

8ttea ,od Great &ttsan t.*
fight on bebalf of ZaLre Presideut
.Mbutu Sese Seko against -atangese

C, or, ntilso" oro Sa..
n ,ho a a hal strong lks with a
llfornia was who is in ehargo of the
OtAn recruitment, tb.* soWMV

It also has pased word quiet to
the uUtice Department that it will not
cooperate in a pedln invsutpUon
of the Anmrican a s ocs! acUTIft

* The man, Dar'd D of yanoa,
CaHiI, was involved in the rerutitaet
of Amertcen mercenarte for flgting
in Mg$bia last 7ear. Three of those
mercenAs were killed L action, and
another was captured, and ezecut
ar a triaL
.-. esolt stateumts b .the Justies

Department that DSaffn would be
prosecuted for violation the neutraltW
laws,. no prosutoum evr took place.
Fturther. the sources say, the CIA m
fused to provid, &a laformatioa to
the Justice Department. -

The Wve arpicot Moba' by the
Kata",4, enPXWA by AmS Is
believed to Am fa Anoa's auer
against Mobaitor allow the us
of UlmJ for satlCom 2n a vuserk
last yeu.

The Mercenazy ipw~acom in asola,
the surce sar, wras run by the CIA
to ft on bowa~ of tbooe gueTRri&s

The Ansola mere ary operator
was directed by Sundn, with help.
wanted ads placed La t-4he reno Bee.
Last moatb, new s appeared asig
for romes from people with "mili-
tary backgffurds" for h.;brisk work
in Africa at up to $,000 & mootb. ,

Buihin has admi ed ;pdag the
ads, saying be" was seedlng 100 m,.
cenarlo for combat !m Z-1e He ri-
fused to say who wa providing the
money.

NEW YORK TDIES 18 APRIL 197?, Pg 2

C.I.A. Denies Aidin RecruitmentOf Merce.arizs t0OF* htt 2aire
O f -u;_rn it wouldnot cooperate in any ;M-/.T"Vt~n o( Mr.

ny GwwAm vrtiutzo of k~e.
s..WW ft rae 6"110 raw i "I a absolutely aue tha Ls not cor.

WASH ITON,. April 17-The CerJ frict," he said.
Intellienc A= categorically denied Zaia GOVenM ' Officials in Kinaha.
today that it was involved in recruit d s denied 10 days alp that Zaire w
mercenary soldiefe to help Zaire res r ting Ameican a.-d D rtish mcV.
an invasion by Katasigan exiles rom An- "deg- O official tod the Gover=mst

l~a. . . .. . lW #_ that Mr. Butldn, who hadc ,We we not vocruideS mervman . = bh= to rec td so to 100 moce.
anywhere to fisht -,. ,m" sid met.. narf4 teloalp In an kryium."
bertt Rem lstt t for pie affain, to The Offical ag e aid that Zaie's
the Dirscor Centl Intelligunce A4. LmbssIi, to WALhIlnltm ?!d been ord.
miral Scansleid Ture. 'or , m*re as ere to makea formal pr.ist abo)t Mr
s5Stin with Wy sui r' ,niitment," he tuprin's acdv -.!.

Mr. Necu '%,oA commeni:nj on a report S'k. .id th-, , p r ,, Sere
in NewsdAy. the Long Island newspaper Se.ko hd indiceS;..eral weeks &so
that the C.I.A. was secretly supportin that Zaar3 might have to recaxt merce-
efforo, to recruit several hundred mutte- nails to ree, the it-1si0n. which he
naries In the United States and BM'.ain asserts was launched %Lh C-te pa.ticipa.
to serve a!onsde Zaire'i army in'resst- tion of Soviet &nd Cub&a m;iL$ur/ advis-
ing the Katangan incrursion. ers.

The N wsday article said that the C.I.A. Since that time. how--or. Morocco 1,m
h:-d "st-ons links" with Dvid 3ufkin of responded to President .[Dru'$ appeal
Ka-rr... Calif.. who dascnbes hrsulf as for hlp from Afrcan cxm&-res by sip-
an exxpee.ced rn~r'remear ard v',ho h., plyi,'; 10, , ,"-Si "'.o.red

S.a::jvJwti.&Adts in Caio- Lo ze -n Fnch pia".
(:;.. , , 'r otn. '. :.!rcenir;.-4 t.) vik-rrmi(, :'er'! 44ili . : -!:e ., '

iecve in .i;:e. of the (,ro.,;can r.T.'ars, O's Pvsence
t .*les FInanclnj Ravl+mnt of French officers as s's the Li-a-

sion area, the mal.i t - fur.
Mr. J.' eiv-'1g r!at t'.e C.I.A. was v'ish-d hv B ziwri and i t. ..miItary

pr %+il.:z.imt fIor rocnean.mt of merce- a'd lro.l!ed by the U-::rd Sa:i zvid
nari fur 7.ire "here r, In Britain or oro!ied by F.,ypt an-I (Th.- -. hr'e

.-. vh;n ele." Ia il so rd.nied an allega, caused President Mob, in aa!-indcn L-ty
tio.s in t Ne's'iay sltr; that the C.i.A earliec ide4 of recruicIni rer.-x.

V.

4
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Dirty Tricks Under L
So mny different and normally clashing interests

coalesced in the riptide that defeated the nomination
of Theodore C. Sorensen to be Director of Central
Intelligence that there are few clear lessons to be
gleaned from the episide. But if anything seemed clear.
it was that since the rule of law has still not been
established v;ith sufficient force over the darker aspects
of the C.I.A.. the attention given to the identity of the
director is Inordinate. As President Carter moves to
make his secoud sele:tion for the Directors!ip, he

-should bear in mind the yet more urgent need: to
regularize covert activities amnd rl-re t!!"-. under th'
law. The nation needs greater protection than the good
Instincts of -vhichever pcrson fiacaliy lands in the
director's chair.

o ,;.:. .).. -: tt.c ' arts , t.ite inteltl.enco
b u s in e se. d iri ,? h re - .r c ' ;r-"' ; n 1 - r : - .

the shocking revelations of the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence obviously still much on his mind. Mr.
Vance outlined how to achieve substantially tighter
control over such programs.

For openers. Mr. Vance would limit covert activities
to what he termed "the most extraordinary circurn-
stances." Then he would construct a tight chain of
rc.;....'.: r ci c,:.a:.::-t.-; t'tey bc ap.
proved by a committee composed o' the Secretary of
State. the Secretary of Dtfense, ,-e Attorney Gener:l
and Lhe President's National Security Adviser. On top
of that, Mr. Vance would add clear Presidential respon-
sibility; "I think that the President of the United States
himself should sign off in writing, saying that he
believes this vital to the national security." Finally, the
Vance plan ,would require that the appropriate Con-
gressional committee be notified of the plan in advance'
so that members of Congress could make their views
known to the President before any action is taken.

Mr. Vance's proposal represents i substantial move-
ment toward governmental responsibility, though it

b- 2~"
I " 2. 4, ." 7

falls short of the demand by some critics that covert
action be abolished entirely. The problem, In the critics'
eyes, is that covert operators and Presidents alike have
been able to Meld major-and unaccountabie--power.
The result has been a two-tiered foreign policy: one
that was understood and generally approved by the
Congress and the people and a second, unknown,
unapproved, conducted out of sight and sometimes with
grotesque ends In mind--overthrowing governments,
conspiring with mobster to assassinate a foreign chief
of state, trying to pIson all the pigs In Cuba.

C;,,a's pii S. ab a matter of tact, provide an excelledExample or what the CAMAc despise about covert action,
n g a r p*orted that in 1971, C.I.A.( ntrcuced AFrMcn sine '',-""-' . -. .

IfTiTo -be-elau;%iered to orev ent a _ Oarc .nL_.s
c;2:.:.'. I trie, ;,e story gal"$ a Aost ot prototype"
u--e os Whose nutty idea was this? Who approved it?

Did anyone, or was it simply the work of operatives
fora-ing in a never-never land in which neither law
nor morality Is clear?

There should be a national judgment, in the form
of legislative action by Congress, to determine whether
the United States should contintue t,% ;': -'.
tncs, and within what boundaries. %%'e corlude w tiJ
Mr. Vance, that however bad a name covert actionr
may :ave achieved over the past few years, the. world
Is still dangerous enough and untidy enough to justify
themin "the most extraordinary circumstances." But
the "tight controls" that Mr. Vance has recommended
should be specified by Confress.

The legislation should clarify the legality of covert
operations, detail the steps necessary for their initiation
wM approval, and provide criminal sanctions for
violations. That should solve many of the most difficult
problems. It Is hard to imagine a President or even a
Cabinet committee member actually signing his name
to documents appoving a Cuban pLg episode.
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After seven weeks In Cuba in the
su'cmer o! 1971. Agee went to Paris
.here western counter.ntelligence
--ents btgan to track his cooperation
-. h DOL Those contacts increased at-

t.; A;.-e r.oved t , London in lat. 1172
D ;'.rx the ne years enlinq in

,..: , 1274, Agi.e made five separate
:r;ps :o Cuba. t:.1.s. she British domes-
:.c i',:i h e.c s..rvice, develops-d its
i.or..:cvertibi, e idence that Agee

Pr-esident included Robet Morgan' 0'
North Carolina, Russell I.ong and Bi.n-
siett Johnston of Louisiana. John Mc-
Cle'an of Aurk-nsas and L!o'ci Bantse
ofTexas... 1

Neverth-!ess, 40 votes against
Warfnke amounted to a dis. n-! a--.nni -
trition perioTmance co:.;iering that
only two weeks ago there %% e.e probs-
bly fewer than 10 ne- -i :s.
Nlississippi's other senator. c;-irnan

n ot even mi'nanr ntplon~atic rflatlOllseemed particularly inappropriate.

Considering his public denunciation
of_ rightist regirnes, this may seem a
double standns'd. But it reflects the atti-
tude of many liberal advocates of
human ri.:hts." ssho have always had

far more criticism of right-wir:" re-
gimes than cf Communist states and
%,-c did no- expect Carter's ecteal treat-
r;.ent of bo:h forms of tyranny.

PhIl pAg 80. ACIA's i-frst fetr. L _-_________,___-___.___________._._-_.-___-_-'__,_.,_,_,_._._.'._.,__._,_,_.

WVASHINGTON-Evidnc thatT. ROWLAND EVANS and ROBERT NOVAK
CIA Azeat Philip Agee has cooperted' ______________________

with the DCI, Cub3TSoviet-bos4ed in.
telligence service. wms the Unan.
bounced cause fowr the highly unusual 'as trafficking with Cuban intelU- John Stennis of the Armed Services
d ton core r serhed ony uinslast gence sometime last year. Thisfollowed Committee, originally argued against
deportation order- served on him last verifiable Agee contacts with agents of his committee (which lacked jurisdic-
November by British Home Secretary Cuba In Algiers and throughout lion) even holding hearings on Waxnlke;
' erlyn Rees. -, Europe, particularly in Spain and Italy. he ended up voting no.

That means Agee, far from being Although not announced, that was the A lootnote. Two southerners who
just another kiss.-ad-tell alumnnus o 'entire basis for Rees's actio. against! decided their Concern about Warnke
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Agve. outweighed loyalty to the Prosident

is probably its first bonside defector. ". A footnote: Instead of complying were from Carters own state of Geor.
Al1hoizoh there Is no indication that co-. with the expulsion decree. Age. went gia. Htetman Talmadge and Sam llunn
operation started unt.l after his resig- to Scotlaad, where he is brining suit lunn's opposition generated tl.l
nation in 190, Age. appears to be th. under an obscure' Scottish law in an among Car terites about'rying to purge

.rst CLAofficial known to have co- effort to escape deportation. That is not him in ext year's Georgia Democratic
operated with an adv-.rsar-ygovernment. expected to work according legal p-ary, but neither the President nor.

For what it's worth, then, any un- and intelligence experts here. . is top political advisers want to go

told secrets of CIA operations known - down that dreary road.

byi Agee are assumed to be known Io
S;%viet intelligence via the Cuban can- KIN~ELBYIT n ao McGOVERN ON BIGHTS. Sen,

rec*ion. reason the embarrassing 404,01e total Geoge S. McGovern, who ai*nlow-
.against Senate confirmation of Paul eedhis oce when denouncin viola.

AgeW, author of the anti.CIA Inside aVarn%, as chief disarmament negotia-. e .e. h.i
tne Company." resigned after-12 years tor was not even higher was President Vienan .of ciil_ ertiae inwie th
o! service, much of it In Mexico Cit - Carter's lobbying success wi*t South- Vien oter Pri a . .te indic
WuII•inlormed sources In the intell- er conservative Democrats such s Concern over Presient C makers public

w~nc orld believe Agee began to col- Sen. James 0. Eastland of Missssppi. Cuall faCnnrgtsi ormns

l te with Cuba's Directorate of C .arn on
General Intelligence (DGI) soon after he s prs tp'as nape At aVaslhington social gathering at-Ideological grounds. Eastlacid snappedteddb svrllerloioca,

his resignation. back angrily that he had given his word by several liberal polit!c3ns,

The relationship between DGI and *to Carer. Besides, said Easliand. the ,cGovern expressed this view in con-
t'-e I-G3 is iati;nte. Te top Cubaa Presideni had assured him that Jimmy rC
KGB officer had a.a office right nxt to Carter, not Paul Warnkeo woud be run- signed to the United t, dtions. McGo-
t*-.a h,.d of e'a DGI Li Ia:'ana's ning arms negotiations with t:. Soviet .ven said hr fel quiet n diplorcy al-

.ijemar section. The links beteeo the Union. ways accomplished iworein roving
two sectices are such that DGI ns 'foreign governments toward a liberal
be kno.tvnas ar 'ubsidiuc " iateI. . Other southern senators ricliled rights.policy than noisy denunciatiors. I

gence service of the KGB.- against Warnke's views on disarma- Furthermore, he added, attacking a
snent'but reluctant to oppose t e new government with which the US does

Yret~el~ nciaeo~soereasirgas nt een ainainaipomast elaion
!

t

)
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Part Il--Main Fdition--28 Fe '3 77

WASIIINGTC N POST 28 February" 1977

F.Y.I.
IN THE WAKE of the uproar over the CIA/Husseir

affair, President Carter has committed himself
both publicly and privately, to the proposition that a
much better effort must be made by the government
to keep its secrets--especially the CIA's secrets. Thii
strikes us as fair enough. It Is only after the govern.
ment has lost control of its secrets (or abused its right
to create them), after all, that you get Into these
wrangles over whether it is right or wrong to publish
"secrets" once they have escaped the government's
reach. Mr. Carter, we are advised by an Associated
Press dispatch in this newspaper on Saturday, has
also committed himself, in private meetings with his
Cabinet and with congressional leaders of both par.
ties, to the proposition that it was "irresponsible" for
this newspaper to publish 10 days ago the first ac-
count of the CIA's m dti-million-dollar, under-the-ta-
ble subsidies to Jordan's King Hussein over the past
20 years. And this, you will not be surprised to hear,
seems to us to be not only not quite fair, but also un-
realistic and unwarranted by the facts.

The President, of course, is entitled to his view. And
weiould have to admit that it appears to be a popular
one, judging from a representative sampling of letters
to the editor on the subject elsewhere on this page.
"Unpatriotic ... irresponsible journalism of the most
dangerous sort - . . in the vilest taste"-those are
strong and sobering words. But we cannot help won-
dering, nevertheless, whether this outburst would
have been quite as loud, or as nearly unanimous In its
condemnation, if this newspaper--and here we find a
certain irony-had not promised to keep a secret at
the President's request. It is a relatively small secret,
and we remain bound to honor IL But the White
House has publicly confirmed some parts of It, accord-
ing to a report transmitted by the United Press Inter-
national. Yes, Deputy White House Press Secretary
Rex Granum apparently told Helen Thomas of UPI
and others on Saturday, "there was a communication"
between the administration and The Washington Post
prior to publication of the CiA/Husseln story. And yes,
"thcre was no doubt uhat our preferences were. - at
least that the tory not run while (Secretary of State)
Vance was in the Middle East."

But no. the President "did not try to stop the story.
... It was simply an attempt to provide the context
and the setting, to explain to them what the impact
of the story might (be)."

t And again: "It was no request."
We bring this up today, For Your Information, be-

L cause it strikes us as a classic example of the way gov-
t ernment officials so often try to have it both ways
s when their own security breaks down and a secret es.
- capes--and also of the problem that this presents to a

newspaper. We will let you decide whether the Presi-
dent was, or wasn't, trying "to stop the story." What-
ever the case, he had perfectly reasonable "prefer-

* ences"; the story was embarrassing, even potentially
disruptive, as many news stories are. But the Presi-
dent did not make the case against publication on
grounds that the national security would actually he
endangered-presumably because he did not have a
case. He did not use, in that "communication" that
Mr. Granum speaks of, the sort of language he appar-
ently felt a need to use, after the fact, to convey his
sense of outrage and his determination to tighten sc-
crecy controls.

Other presidents have made the case for self-cen-
sorship on national security grounds-we can't off-
hand remember one that hasn't. Some have even
been heeded, and one, John F. Kennedy, went so far
as to indicate his regret that he had successfully per-
suaded the New York Times to delay a story that
would have revealed in advance the preparations for
the Bay of Pigs. Other such requests have been ig-
nored-and, come to think of it, in those cases we
also can't recall offhand an instance when there has
been anything like the damage that the government
bad grimly predicted would result.

So this newspaper follows a firm rule, in all but the
most extreme cases, and so do most others that we
know of: the safest, soundest practice is to publish a
story as quickly as possible after it is ready to be pub-
lished. To do otherwise is to fall captive to the gov-
ernment's whims or wishes--or to one's own. The
point Is not, as so many suppose, that newspaper pub-
lishing is necessarily a fiercely competitive business
-a free enterprise. The real point is that newspapers
cannot be true to their trust if they allow themselves
to get in the position of managing the news, of pick-
ing and chooswi-publsbing or withholding--on the
basis of anybody's hopes or fears of real (or fancied)
consequences. "No newspaper, we suppose, would
have kept the lid on" the CIA payments to Hussein,

[.our colleagues at the Washington Star said in an edi-
-,torial on Saturday. We agree.

I
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While CIA Cuts Back Hwy MWS 31 DwI 19n7(30)
Soviets Itensify Espionage Operations

It hasn't been siotced much by the press, but dur-
ing the past few months a number of Soviet spy
sings havc be u broken in Wstrm Europe. In most
cases, no announcement bas been made for fear of
enudangeial; "octentc," with the offending Soviet
"diplomats" permitted to quietly leave.

Last March, the French government arrested
four persous who were part of an espionage opera-
tion by the Soviet militar, intelligence, the GRU.
Like its sister organization, the KGB, the GRU
operates in Western count ics. both under diplo-
Iiatic cover, s, 5 so-called legal agents, and with-
out Iegal cove," (the "illepals").

Wescro irtiligcuce services estimate that well
over 100 "legal" KGB and GILI operatives (unc-
tion in France. Many of them are assigned to spy-
ing within France. but others ha've asignmcnts
relating to West Gcr-many and other NATOcoun-
tries. When the GRU ring was broke, the French
quietly aski.d a ,uinber of Soviet pies with diplo-
rutatic cover to leave. '

Hardly had this cpisode faded wway. uhen the
Frcnch. on Oclober 18. arrested five wore spies
employed by thc Russians, including some retired
French army officers. Again, Soviet "diplomats"
implicated in t;,e affair Aere quietly asked to leave.)[hTr,rs ci ta U a tnt, that r an th~ o p_ w:

1_ p how-
ever, were act; s Sovic.t newsmcn, and thus had
no diplomatic cover. The Soviets continue to make
extc.,ivC use of both Russian and foreign reporters
u. csi)ions' ssgncnls.

(hl,'i-It. t"licevi ti1.It t0ic twot ircintly broken Sro-
viet olty raisnm io Isuuniwo hail lwcii iii | leitii e-

tween iS and 20 years before they were identified
and neutralized.

Danish authorities also broke a spy ring last Oc-
tober operated by the GRU. Like the French, to
avoid emba rresing the Soviet Union, Soviet dipio-
mats involved were asked to leave. They were
Nikolai Stankevich, a high-ranking GRU officer,
who served As.the erpbaasy chauffeur, and Alexand-
er Pachukov, a Soviet air force major, assigned to
the GRU.

Irocally, while the Soviets continue their
Intensive Cold War spy opeealiois President
Career's new Central Intelligence Agency
director, Siaasfield Turner, has been disman-
tling the agency's espionage and eounter-
espioasge operatIons.
At Turner's instigation, some 8 16 employes will

be forced to leave the agency by 1979-a decision
that even the Washingon Post acknowledias has
"doepy shaken" the agency (sw iRuKe EvNrrs,
Novcmbtr 26, pap 3).

While Turner and Co. initially suggested that the
cuts were largely due to a surplus of agents from
Indochina, it turns out that a number of CIA sta-
tion chiers in both Western Europe aa4 Japan have
gotten their pick slips. Among those to be dis-
patched are the top 6id officers io West Germany.
Norway, Canada. fustria, Switzerland, Spain,
Sweden, Japan, Australia and Luxaenbourg.

"You'd have to be blind looking at that list," a
senior CIA official told the Pot.i, "not to undcr.
stand the effect thii as li , tui . i, c i i i c l,'r tirr
bi{tt te sIt,.'
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Go Bt;c to
1962 Schem8e

By Thomas O"roole
WAshA'wton ro~t staffl %wrr

The Mifmhes Glorn.r Explor.
er, which recovered parts of a
sunken Soviet submarine for
te Central Intelli-nce Agen-
cy three years ago, had its
origins in a scheme to raise
fallen Soviet missi!cs from the
ocean floor as lo:mg as 15 years
ago.

The company given a con-
tract by th.. Air Force to lift
Soviet missiles from the bot.,
* tont of the Pacific 1I the 3a31.e
company that opcrted. th.
.Glomar Explorer ior-the CIA.
The company is the Global "
Marina Co. of Los Angeles,
which as far back as Septen- "
bee, 1062, went to the Air Force
with a proposal to recover So-
viet missiles using a recovery
vessel halt the size of the .
Glomar Explorer.

Under cover of 2 project
that started out with the cod, . '
name of Sand Dollar, the Air
Force s.hrme to retrieve So.
viet miilos war every 'bit as
secret as the CIA's plan to
raise the sunken submarine.
How lon-.Sard Dollar lasted
and how Mlany Soviet missiles
It recovered Is not known, but
sources saild it was so Success-
ful that it encouraged the CIA,
to go aheid with it3 plan to
raise the sub.

The missile recovery opera-
tion cntered on a pi'rt of the
Central Pacific southwest o
Palmyra Atoll In the Line Ts.
13nds, which -le east of the
"-!arshalt Islands and.south of
the Hawaiian Islards and
%%here the sutroundia- dcwaes
a as deep as Is,OCo fee. 71his
*4 whero Soviet nose cones con.
saIn in,; their missile guidance
systems and dum,y warhe..ds
end- d their 6.00)-mile tc st
flights that began in Soviet
.Via.

l on of th.'.;o detail att.- re.
vr:aled In docOments on file
with the U.S. Court of CIainms,
where a qermt tril involving
:a Si0q ms in'li n,, suit ; ,in t the
f.,ieral -nveritmcnt rn patent

it'rt r..';I t mitil th heii ft of
t:' k bercts ended :lnost 4
th:ee wees ago.

Stilt other detais are in do.
itno nt that Clah s Cotrt
" ri.i Jtrie Fracis l-Wlovne

mcl) wit of the puJblic record
hut which were sern by 'tho

"_ 1,, 1 N" 115 AA , a!_ I



GLONAR, From Al testimony. The only people outside of mini:Z nanganese and nickel from those depths the "ocean floor 's so'1,, •~ci .'or main

*'s*in-ton Po L A fei" ethers here Jud;e Browne and the lawyers for 't'e ccan floor. a mioith and Iree of rubb;sh ;n marine
filled in by sources fami:ar witlh.- each side wlho heard the whole case "Tie sc., rch will look like a dri:;irg life tihit a in.n-rnade object weUld

'oniar E.\p]Crc: ansi its :tc:|ps iu the werc two "observers:" believed to bL- ship to the public and the ou!:iJe stand out.
i~ln.mer of I 74 to raise _- Soviet sub- employees of the CIA. world" Bascomt told the Air ro'ce The way Bascom proposed to re-

,=rirc tlat rark in the pacific with all Two groups of witness testified. and CIA. "If at each .te visited Ile cover the lost ubjc¢t w:.% to attach a
.L crew in .1047. One group included people who knew ship drills one core bole completely .':lnt stel "cl.mrshel" to the end of
' The suit was brou.ht aginsL the Bascem, his work and his proposals to through the soft sedimcnts the rerults the thi pine w;hi lrO|.,tZ sooks

pOvern|rlen two y'e.s' o by \\'ilrd raise the m!ss'.es back in 1962. This .l p ht.1 .scoin. an occallographer l-ho had wouldbe enormously valuah!c O.-'%i-- f'!:,'d - Cal: 41"'1;., :e p-01,)." .ckt ps11r1-& lnso~n a oean~rphr wo ad group ;s itlcntificd in documents tn Uifahly. the cover story w\oud be riii J,'- wV... t. o t:!,%t I:,ail'.s hlt lviii.
directed i.>r tle .ation: . $eience. the surt' public record. 'il seunts . filed. aciditional nwciy courie he tI ch.'lt . th the ' tra];'L
Fountdati tn the d rated .lohole IrAJ- wvitnest I.rotp \~. made tp of people .ri ci t re o sir t wou .e dw Il tN7 Wtr.
't to dll throtot:i the earth's cruit Ivolved in the Vlomar Explorer pro- ( .ie ftle clxnilhelt I:enel 1th

I recover rock and sediment samples ect to recover the Sub. urine. Their O - .. ;
e.din_, hac to the earth'% rrm-hian. nlrl.When the Air .orc- and CIA r lair.,-.

i 1a.1ca, r1:,l110 ttiit ttht U1tar ord. down Dlancom's proporAl, he wvendt f4 -tr re-
til.Iitur'cr a.IlV;.a:!.dnti tnhe l'Uplaceln sutanor. years litter to t'e : [ Nattona.l A o :u-. "t. f" :,l.l ::.e :; :lr" re.

rine u.ia::: t¢¢e11:hj;1e$ he l entcd pJ ualle jiruWne lated a ilag arder ties r.rKd Space Adi:nl*siratlon with a cvery atvice bu oyntat :.'al t. .",:'l165. i oaio a::o chimcd tha.t lie fnd -on all prospective witnesses in the prupo il to r~c,.'cr %Pace s hips f~lirg rise U i:e .tS:r.'cc c:,rryia:,h obtt.l.si .c ompan heo c.ior ed a h case more than a year ago. He later into the oc It ha. found. " . '. . ;ea aid1 cornpnty te iormt-d called Ocean InluetoIthooce rdr(clld an. ZB~ra adem the :,ro- hs teonYN-iie 0 cScience and Ezgineering r included. in the gag order (toled a postal after te ,Iercury apccralt ths w,. the only feasible w , o, re-
tke Air Force and te CIA in April, "Potectie" order) secre'tarles, steno- carrying astronaut Virgil (Gus) Cris- trievin; heavy Objects frort the deep
] G2, a method to raise sunken Sovtiet raphers and twists wth access to sum almost sink on sPlashl:ng down In ocean .zor.
missiles, trial testiLmony and all the documents the AJh-.l!C e ' Judge Browne is d'e to make his

The Air Force* and CIA rejected ...introduced In the triaL.a- ru',lag i the case th:s week. reports
Lascom's proposal, saying they d4W The documents seen by The Wash- ment,.I auable with some in-r w sihe ruit ! e cna ht e.is Ilcpo1"t

mcnsely valuable object, aboard will Aettht;enhniesi rlnot thirk it would work and saying iIngton Post tella f asYnaIb tale all return from spa and be los e pt under al t i nllr record of
they did not hav e the money to fi.. their own. " ' ocean." Muasom 'solid. "It Iftar be a pu unda.er eseal t,!etrc, re acord ,rofa

O~fl. cean."Dasctle~ came even thovsb Zaseonl iprob2-iance its trial In September of the Iascom's 1262 proposal to -the Air sa-ple of the moon; it may have irre- bly wii ap'ea: t'te derislon !f It grex
same year, Global Marine proposed a ' Force and CIA to raise sunken Soviet place tle records aboard or even the a~lnst in.
scheme to raise :he mLs!ls and op- " mssiles describes tWe use of a..sh!p body of a, astronaut. Public pressure .I:'ag:wli'e lhc 60-foot Ctoa..r Ex-
karently wax ;,worded a contract to do' ih.n.t sounds rcif:.rkably l ie the" G will renire that it be roered." plirer Is %ittinm in moIbal in Cal-
j,) before the year e hded, mt arxplorer which lifted p ece- of a Basco.-'s pritosals for recovuriia, lrornias' Pay, wa.-cr the S.c- "
' D,--scum's c; ; wt% triedl st-i.r •Russial| suima-in: thaet seal: in I 10" heavy ob-eots lost on the ocean 'lOr r.mcixto nQ Joanu', rlve:-s cote-
April 12 before the Court of Clalms, feet of water b; bcing able to stay in are iatr:guinw. lIe proposed building a 'o0:cU.hr. "1"ie derrick that held lis
where all cases of patent Infringe- the same Positon on the surface for &I l that could drA2 four miles of oogtthe. uref are. . . ad its

tiant against the federal government days *it a time,. o hpta ol dr-gfu3mlsof crl pipec his '-cen rcnsov '. and itsaeltried. aans trial eed a y n •a dase atel..of potionn an drill pipe just above the ocean floor four miles of drlil pp ;.v"yn to theore trie. Th~e trial, ended .lay L is naeon tells'el pos'tionln.- an unan- 'at speeds no faster than 2 m.p.b. National Sven.-t F :,:ai;n to usedescribed as the most sccret~e:.e a'cr chored dril! ship in the Pacific in 1061 Hz proposed &tlachin, sonar and oa it; re:I dri*iing l:lp. ti:e Clon:ar
ituard by the Courf of Claimn,. for one month 'in :,pite of high vind. teleii;on cameras to th end of C hallenu'r.
- Tile trial was held in :. closed curt. and currents' without moving the the )i :e to find Whe -st ohjet.L "'l ship has been pairtet Nvy-

* Wiln whose location was not p,'-tvd ship cut of position. . - . . , t.ns:m's chip h.ad water jets anti gray anl ben 'nrsitoseci by It~lf at
ont the court's hnllctin baard. -)ates:"" fla.'cr aIso s !:a'istedIn h's ]D2 "bppoed vropellers ho the l-ow and t;.e ('11. of a li.C of 4r. tankers and

a:4 ine of t!, tria.l werev ntet p ctedr,p~: a "cover riary" to -.'lc t,-s: sin t, e stir .itiw:s in ;ri: .1:,~; :11.: cU-'t.%:Y ko. tie Y.!r-either. \itn .iscs czime to the trial one the I-:ii of ;vcovcring snken So- the oce.n for t:ay. AL had ar. a'rns e .\i.siii; ,tr:,i.a. rhe€ g7nvri2t a tkne. leavln" by a clilferccit dcor vi t mLtsiles. ;c ru.'gcs{rd :he re- .vsytt-nl th:at would Silop the <ijp whe Servk.e .\,:'nalstralian tried to lease
3-1 t.ey woud not be sc;an by the rext covery ,hip be 6ivcn tie scenirie it located a larva= 4jjcet ti the ocean " the shl's it n'J.YoIy Vh cou'd "Ise It.itnc.,s. t . iissio of drilihghito deep oreun btian, lIe -aid th.t at Clrpth% of 10. but c pkeep cnt stcrd everylhly

There was no bailiff in the eai. sediment. The covant- -r Gloolar. CX rem "(! -dr.::r I, woul not be away. t. . -.m r cori- ,d..
The .e|iol-:raplter tape-reco-dad the F:nlorcer was that it tVas involved! in hiar-d to fCid a lost ob.'.ct because at cmt) a t.

lit. - t ....- .
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THE WASHINGTON POST DATE PAGE

u afs. id 'lopRisas a
85 Laurence Stern

*X-Jmlrnm ol Iall writes

.' . .go-rnMent - z mti, 1.ao
in hit )ficlis. Ln I97O.?_W.PY j9for_ -!rp
,lfsr.,, edir,-. in 197). c. orqtj,t. (or-

Alt . n( il. a- rit0LAV~jr' .l0!

-1 Iv lln.initf Jack Anderson.
h 'I 5 III 51" "ialanrpts.i_'tb~e

'l,.....d cn~trsqLlon;%.jj.)4n.<

D'inU01te -ateli benc 1A 4.b ! aaj ". -Ji, i lti &i e

'apped by-M Gam!m a, Giipysyse
re 0viet a"arv G rAM'1 5_-ry

,onld&, lbne , .- zesIdent., .iKojli
Rpdsww- A an .Peemlle-MeX .4

j, n. " ' In coillahoration _with the,'4a.
PJni; .S j t.j'Agcnej - -tbhe . rtrn-
eit0. chief githerer of Inteltuenct
Y. elcctronkc, m- nas.
A former Intelligence official who

monitored the Gamma Gupy intciception
traffic iald that the cooversations re-
veiled few major strategic secrets but
"gave usapp"e9i ,e4mlabae WaKW tion
odm'hepersnilitles and health oqJop
,.Lvlet leader But wi didn! fipd.out
)bout, say, the invasion of Cz.blo-

ulkla. It was very gosnipy-Brezhnev's
health and maybe Podgorny's sex llfe.'

12w, CIA had built a fdicility a few
miles from Its Lallgley, V.. hea'cqua r.
tr., where Incoming traffic fihnrn the
super.secret IUomcow lap ivas'nbni1*red,
according to kno'ledtiahble sousm.
"Anderson's column, which appeared

on Sept. 16. 1971, did not specify the
man% by which the conversitionss of
top Kremlin officials was transmitted
to Washington.

ltelligence sources here-sld, the
Spylet limousine telephone traffic was
tpue ptibtle to itceitiunl&t6a 4h
_hones were not sift f i cilently
srambled"-a technique lor 'moldng

r n w ierd , nnp-prCof.
See GANIhIA, Alt, C*L 1

The iane nr tile telephn,
Iti U11'rVatioil is r-esorledly an
N.% cloric av-iicaiiit di.
rstilIlle io iririty and gcrr's-y
of the inlioil.)

ltilt ;mtsg- Ii , ,,ii.l it.

Illt'lsu. i14l lie 5Is it.i's *,I Iht'
t~M:lli Ii' b 'l usj'ts tli j,'iltmC~fitsi i,'s snails'. Ilirisi ',.t, m,
0is-..tcesl, Ails-r,'stin " l, 'liutleti il lis"be ri fcrre(Itn

'ihu otumnist ,aid his orivi
nil soure ot te Soviet tp

told hint the Iluusiasn had al.
ready realized their phone
irsfic wa being monitored.

OliCrsinc. hr, insii.., hi
would nol hnrs' liiiltees Ihllw
column. Atnsii . il.l li
agried o Lu isl ss m k'-tils
of the system aid ,,aqcflealily-
promlsed Hetmo ot to IIlude
1t the oieratiOsi In his hon, k.'
The Anderson Papers. [

A " " IATFi.04'xA* j R'l, I Lri.

n "M 0 Jn m' n~ii-.

sirt, Im h& I all r'-s VKli-.
41WhI're was. ovlyk ione olllr

i 'll liT-Ii'all Rtr' s ,i ,iir.,6'l l Nfa' A. 1973: h 0I~,11l.!
iN -l"Ihe( 0.% %%;1:: 16~I Ii

oatt ,In tile vinnlsy for sui'k-
enles" a

-" 'rnier liti'Iiiw,'- fi tor
clal io had aso-'s ti lie'
Gamin&s Giup' I Infic" ,li;" l11
tericd Ie or'-t-irI I"';, hs:sk
as "ComplleIl., ivrllilg,. e,
sori-cd no pllrl'u'o .d l-,,w
our best Kiill ,
the Soviet Un1in"

There has ht.i'i - tsl,,p,.iJ
conjecture 01n11 lIIw 'it tll,

louse Special iii i-ll iis-u
Unit. known v% lite- I'Iuiwusr.
was lnvestl1 i i Pi, %ak
in the fall of1971 ilhi crilmti,
mlsed an imnlt i-itsli
ge-lee source Ill tllf. Sill i I I. ,
fall. ,

While IIf ntis, 'lpevtl rioli.-li
1. Fre d lBtsesiih rl it;lsl It' is
SPCMtkhs to (i.q4siur.:,' th' iii
dli'tnicit (if slhmli i) -tirlr .
mil. Chn i-s I",I. lc i.;gii lt
t:il f lltdl Ksu-i 11I ,a i,

prtsscideinl,1 il ,INV Will c lisl
Ih1113 the psrise-s-i itii' ,I Ih0 4i
iroes wouId jesill-0/1% Im:1
tionast i'isril. I I

2 .L r i ill ihn a li. I5 ' l il , i i , i

4~ 11 -i6 hi- ":,ilh ,,siui I0,1.*.
s olii lhe rt'h i.itsisl I liii si
5&.ie'l t iii 1 ,1 ,, .i sius Iii-t't
11K, V.1i1..:ll 1'. , . l '

S 111 t11. Iiqk ".l -,si . , "ti1.1 '1114r ullitli l110 tf' flh

%yili th( i -,-i.ls.%ilr ii *i 1
sutisu e ill a fulels ll islsttllil
il-l tll.'l liI i . ...
wilich LA 1141 lu it J04,11!'

faautho nal. il i-;ss. li- ils Mil

bccl'tll Sls'u.'si h i l is
Ilac neffih.,1l.ik'e1 leel%

24-3i5 0 - 78 - 24
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of a Beirut slum devastated by last
month's street fighting or MORGAN will
be killed.

In a tape recorded message sent today
to the U. S. Embassy in Beirut, MORGAN
pleaded that the United States not
abandon him because of "my color and
race."

Commentary by Eric Sevareid

MUD: Each of the three investigations
of the CIA had had to deal with the deli-
cate question 'What's the proper balance
between secrecy and security?"

Eric SEVAREID comments on that ques-
tion.

ERIC SEVAREID: Free governments have
never known how to handle the problem
of secret information, and obviously
a free press in a free society in
peacetime does not know where to draw
lines between secrets that damage the
society by remaining secret and those
that damage the nation by becoming
public.

Representative HARRINGTON of Massachu-
setts has been penalized by the Armed
Services Committee for leaking CIA
information that the committee received
under the secrecy commitment. Mr.
HARRINGTON now proposes law by which
every member of Congress would be not
only free, but obliged to leak secret
information that he regards in his wis-
dom as evidence of illegal actions by
the government.

This would man, of course, that
every secret that could possibly be
withheld from Congress by administration
people would be witheld. It would be-
come harder than ever for a citizen to
find out about illegal, injurious govern-
ment actions.

While Ws. WARRINION would make the
congressional leak obligatory, the' pro-
posed new criminal code would make
leaking of any classified information
bany civil servant a crihe. Those

receive such information, including
reporters, would also be guilty of (a]
crime.If there's any forml solution between
these two wild extremes, nobody has
come up with it. Quite probably none
exists. And this country will simply
continue at a grave disadvantage where
security secrets are concerned with
the Soviet Union.

Secret end illepl activities that
do not seriously involve national
security are something else, and much
of this has been quite properly ex-
posed. But we stand now with a govern-
ment troubled by sow of its own be-

S ~

havior and a press both please and;
troubled with some of its behavior.
The fact that American agents with
long-distance electronics were able
to overhear the conversations of Sovle\
leaders in their Moscow limousines was
published here. That was the end of \
that source of information. The fact
that U. S. submarines have been able to
penetrate Soviet harbors and pick up their
communications was published. The prac-
tice, both ways, had been going on for
!years. Publication has ended that source(of information.

Were these two stories information
the people had a right to know and
benefitted by knowing? Only a rather
exotic cult of editorial thinkers would
say yes.

Illegal intelligence operations
damaging to the liberties of Americans
have to be exposed. But we're now at
the point where the mere act of publish-
ing makes any kind of CIA practice ap-
pear to be injurious and wrong. And
the CIA itself is at the point that the
diplomatic service reached during the
wild days of Senator McCARTHY: good
men quit; new men are hard to recruit;
present employees, including agents,
have become super-cautious, self-censoring
nearly everything put on paper.

It may be years before the CIA's bad
men are separated from the good men,
its bad practices from the good prac-
tices. It'll also be years before even
the good men will conduct the good prac-
tices with vigor and competence and pride
in their work.

TODAY SHOW NBC TV 7:00 Al

No News of Relevance to DOD

CBS MORNING NEWS CBS TV 7:00 AM

JLY. 10
No News of Relevance to DOD

Please note: the following transcripts
are available.

Commentary on the proposed closing
of military facilities in New Jersey,
WINS Radio, July 9, 1975, 8:38 AM [New
York].
Agronsky& Company, WTOP TV, June 28,
1975, 7:00 PH.

"Eyewitness Report from Cambodian Re-

6 Friday, July 11, 1975

I
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military secrets endangerln their
country's survival, merely because
Xerox machines make documents
available to Informers. (Nor have gov-
ernments the right to withhold vital
truths qn nonsecurity matters by over-
classifying them.)

Another thing: Why does my Insls-.
fently moral profession never seriously
Investigate" itself? How many pub.
lshers, editors or reporters Intent on
public exposure have been treated foe
psyc ogical or mental dlsorders?

At the same time, In the obvere
why do papers and magazines have to
PAy ineresingly heavy, penalizing
mall rates while United States Con-
gresmien can send handouts aromd
the world with a free postal franl&

Questions, questions, questions All
these problems, both favoring and dis-
favoring the profession So which I
have devoted my life, have been al.
tered or magnified during that time,
Io a degree they existed when I began
almost 44 years ago. They are sl
with. us; only ae perplexIng and
worn
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JOHN M. MAURY
3022 OUMBARTON AVENUE

WASHINGTON, . C. 20007
(202) 333-3788

20 January 1978

The Honorable Edward P. Boland
Chairman, Permanent Select Committee

on Intelligence
U.S. House of Representatives
Room H-405, US Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

My attention has been called to a portion of the testimony
of Mr. Morton Halperin before your Committee on January 11
wherein Mr. Halperin says: "The Welch Assassination case is
the only episode that I am aware of where there is clear
evidence of CIA manipulation of the American press for the
purpose of influencing events in the United States."

Since Mr. Halperin appears to attach considerable significance
to this case, and since it is one with which I am personally
familiar, I should like to offer this letter for the record
to supplement material I have previously submitted in support
of my testimony before the Committee of December 27.

In support of his allegations Mr. Halperin contends that CIA
spokesmen failed to announce to the press that Welch had
been warned not to live in the house in front of which he
was assassinated, and argues that Welch's death resulted from
his failure to heed such warning, rather than from the pub-
licity given his CIA association by the Greek press, replaying
stories from the anti-CIA publication Counter-Spy in the U.S.

The facts do not support Mr. Halperin's contention.

Up until Welch's death, neither the identity of the CIA
station chief in Athens nor the location of his home had been
much of a secret. They were generally known throughout the
American community, the diplomatic corps, the foreign, military
and security ministries of the Greek Government, and the press
corps, both domestic and foreign.
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The point is that whether Mr. Welch lived in the old CIA
house on Queen Frederika Street or moved around the corner to
the only other house which the Embassy then had available, his
CIA identity would have followed him. I happened to visit
Mr. Welch in the Queen Frederika Street house, which had been
my home during my six yearn as CIA station chief in Athens, just
before his death. I remember he spoke of the sensational stories
which had just appeared in the Athens press identifying him as
CIA station chief, and he commented that he was now a marked
man. He mentioned the possibility of moving to other quarters,
but pointed out that wherever ha lived in Athens he could be
easily tracked down by any would-be malefactor, and a move would
serve no useful purpose.

There can be no doubt that the stories in the Athens press
identifying Mr. Welch were based on information previously pub-
lished by Counter-Spy. Indeed, Mr. John Horn, publisher of the
Athens News which featured the revelations about Welch's CIA
role on November 25, 1975, stated that he did not run the
story until he had "checked it out" against the list of CIA
personnel compiled by the publishers of Counter-Spy.

The fact is that Welch was an attractive target for assassina-
tion not because of where he lived, but because the Greek press,
following the lead of Counter-Spy, had dramatically pinpointed
his CIA identity. As students of terrorism agree, the main
objective of terrorist organizations usually is not punishment
or elimination of an adversary, but publicity for a cause--in
this case the anti-CIA cause.

In sum, Mr. Welch's death was a logical outgrowth of the work
of a handful of defectors or disgruntled former intelligence
employees who, in violation of their oath of office and with
full knowledge of the likely consequences, have sought to destroy
the CIA by jeopardizing the careers, the safety and the lives
of their former colleagues.

In view of Mr. Halperin's anti-CIA activities and attitudes, it
is not surprising that he should seek to obscure this fact by
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implying that Welch's death was due to Welch's own indiscretion,
and charging the Agency with deceiving the public as to the
circumstances.

The simple truth is that, as the Washington Post editorialized
at the time, Welch's death "was the entirely predictable re-
sult of the disclosure tactics chosen by certain American critics
of the Agency."

Respect

John M. MaurY
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APPENDIX I

IXNTAJOICS ACM MMI AND UXCENAXOD OPP XAT2MAIA

SMoe 32. The Foreign Aulatance Act of 1961 is amended by adding
I at the mn of pat I the following nw sections:

22 LEO 2422. So.6 Limitation on:Itlisc Ac TiMie a 0ofud
appropriated under the authority .of this or- y other Act may be

eede y, or on behalf of the Central *ntel for
operations in foreign omntrie., other than Ativites intended solely
for obtaining ne sary inwe e unlem and until the President
fnds hat each such operation is important to the national security

ProoidentUl of the United States and reports, in a timely fashion, a description Ireport to and scope of such operation to the appropriate committees of the Con- |
Con el., gres, including the Committeb on Fore Relations of the United !

States Senate and the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the UnitedI
States House of representativee -

"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall not apply
durin military operations initiated by the United States under a
declaration of war approved by the Congress or an exercise of powers

5o USt 1541 by the President under the War Powers Resolution.
notes
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APPENDIX J

8 Septecrber 1970

Si:J,'i.,,d .s :-ditio:;?l d~ata on PCC maneuvers to control.

('h .:.:n ,n.ss co':.. ',' cations rcedia."

.,iring 15-17 Septebcr the C'iil'*Oad Comrumunist Party (PCCH)

'i.- L.Thr n -h Cef arid (o;. r~sc D-o~u') Jof--uTri'.e

cottinuid his sjiccc.,sfuj )rmaneuvers to bring Chilean mass

Con,.-nficaft io;ns .,-dia under UP' control.

In key Yadio/TV meium,PCCH gave orcei-s to PCCI c'ontrolletl

state technical university (UTI,) which is fiiipnced by the

Ciilein Cov'er,,ient to drop all -etences 'of being cultural.'

anI ecrucat ional sta tion and to coi;centrate on propgation - -

UP .rd ;lCC}! i,'vs and political co:;mentaries. Communist studtunt!

and crinnel ,ori-.ers have taken over full editoria. control of

Catholic Univ::rsity Channel 9 which h is broadcasting n ews Comiruli)ary

-ad po' itical inerview"s of apparent co'r.aunist rather t~hnn

f-ctclaipst or UP origin. The.Government and the PDC have m a d

a si-official disclosure of the U'TE -e.d Channel 7 takcolers

by PCCJI through president: palace-paid joiirialist and TV

I eWsc.sster Luis IJernandez barker. In a lead article published

by the 31DC oriented weekly. news magazine "Ercilla" on talks

*'ctwieen PDC Co;amis: ion and UP re guarantecs for future Democratic

i'.vernmCnlt- under Allende presideniitl news leader ilernandev.

.;ar..er rote: "La comision que converse con Allende le Ileve'

'ria ca;r-Peta con docum.itos que, a su juicie, demuestran esta
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%Ct O o d -J . it'te dol "' . bCouEl: ii 6 Aa L0 1 II , . ',i U UVt J'i .

.polite: 2 c.,:7 . ta en )a U n6, en ei canal 9 do T%'; su inici.ativa

- 'n . ,;uC . rvet *;-tn a.c '.pt , C ~ c: . s'. yo s e n la T V ienc i o lr i " .

tin c-n Ins p iiicipales'cmisoias, no son los unicos ejeiplos.

Por los de..as, agrega la DC, tales impetus no son or~ginalei"

,A c a C I ' . ; .. ' o " F nr ,. n n n r t . C .e - C ; t r -, t e - 3 y Ce s .-

experiencia historica on Europa, Asia y koerica Latin."

Note charges leaL-ed through Hernandez Parker are directed.

at PCCH alone and not a PS or UP as a whole, t

PCCH/UP pressures on radio stations' to h ire tip pressrooia
personnel and announcers and - give Up personnel }y news ................. ................... . ;.. : '.'''

con;,aent ary space hard resulted in a nunrbe) of sjr r"i/oi-s by

frihtcned s tion managements. 'At' .he. sn e- t i-..hese st t -.ns

* ave been forced to dismiss veteran staffers both to make

roo:n fox up incu:1bents and cover Sncreasing .Iosslos In acver-

tisii1, revenue. GOC/PDC has taken note this situation in

go%'E'rn;,cnt daily "La Nacion'" 15 September article headline "
. It

"Periodistas Denuncian Persecucion En Radios". The article

rep]a);s a complaint by national trade union of radio ne;smen

(sindicate de periodistas radiales) against increasing

censorship if information being imposed-on various radio

1 stations in'Santiago. It also denounces the campaign of

terror and pressure against radio newsrmen which includes

arbitrary dismissals despite national law forbidden dismissals

of ne'is-men'durifig election period.
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rte ,.:!.-ori in ted "orriznt ion of nass communications

-.. . rs" (O'C'i%) is no-.,. riiing spot announcencnts of a

Srcl c.-.-)nt A." S n.tuLe on to p audience radio ,orta.es,

F;i d uevo 141;.ndo and Fadio ,.ineria. The leftist press section

Z. c, ernt'e.ned '3dio :1c,-r.cultura is issJing bull.etlus

IL A sto.-,ts 2;S thou-h they ate bone f ide news iteins.

t-ations in Nalpiriso,* La Serena and Concepcion are following

suit. in an attempt to pl-acate the UP.

The PCCH is still not attempting to cow independent snail

prov1ncipl newspapers, but has "struc" at "Sopesur" chain o..

- papers In ,rhajor southern cities. In lastditch att empt.to:".

lkeep provincial. chain out of PCCH hands Sopesur. directorss
and ,-ain stocf~l~ol~ders Pre reliably reported'to be negotiating ""

, a -ae of controlling shares to a "PDC front .griou,. In the-

mCn.e 1-ican editor of bne. of the leading Sopesur papers

reporin that unless Ply moves rapidly the following Sopustir
papers will have to stop presses: "DWirio Aust." in

I TeotUco, "Correo dc' Valdinia', "La Pren'sa de Osorno", "L

" Pre;an" of Conccpclon and tho conservative daily "fiario

Ilustrde" in S;intiago should the Sopesur Soutern Press

Chain and "El'_ .rcurio" northern chain either stop presses

o! Co:r0 tilnder PCC11 control this will mean end of significant

free press in Chilean provinces and force rural population

* to turn for informnti6n to 'national chain and provincial

radio stations which, as previously reported, are falling

Sundr POCC anI UP control.
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'" 1 :rc:'ic" I. iL ia o persists i1 l 1, editorial

itt:,).c m 031 UP. ilte collar 1:ork rs union at :;ercurio . still

Sa i:-." it .ill ,physically ejC-ct any strangers hired at

C. . u: r Up .:essu *Ct;t -ut he minority of Mercuri.o

s( ., is loosing courage at spate of rumors reporting iijminent

depr tre for ',raVi 1, Argent ilia a. U. S. of -3eadin¢. im a 11a

A.. 0't .. io. T"-'se ru,..ors, toiij1g gc-rerated by Hector

Precut BJana(,os, ?.ercur'' staffer who is one of heads of new •

"Unitc:d Front" movement.

Just prior to elections MAPU. and PCCH directed student

leac(r and le;tchers in C;atholic University Jourlna'lisra School

forcc1 ejection of all professors and assistants associated

Swith iio~i--left st newspapers. PCCI and MAPU have now r.am.ed

throvh P.0W university law reorganizing structure of journalir.,,,

'8:ho: aid :in process are relieving all. non 'UP personnel of

4;eir Jobs 1,,'ough legal.- Iction. University of Chile

Jolrn-V11isia School, already ufider U IP control haus already

e)Jc}Ud 'd non-.'-:arijsts from school Pdiini.:trative and -teaching

positimsns J

In its cagern&ss to pressure PDC congressmen to vote

for 1:1) encle with aininum guarantees the PCH has surfaced one

f Its top assets, PDC Deputy Liis .aira. Deputy "M.airai was

"-he :ey "Non-M;rxist" whip in the illegal house of deputies

, o.7!mission rigged by PCCI[ t6 investigate and try to prosecute

nti-U"P p*-sbns and organizations allegedly engaged 5n

conducting election pr'opaganda on be)inlf of foreign Covernments.

I nrtjrg[; under his ,.;po;.n.psrudoi,yw "C.stor" in the 17

epte;'Aber issue of the vi 6en'tly antTi.-rig,,ti:,t "fabloid1 l."Clari,,i".
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:., "; to ,;s fellow PDC conglrc-s inbn to gorgut about seeking

C .. "..s from, the UP in return for voting for AlcnIc in

it': .- ff c t.i on. '.at crn lie -tined with 20 pages or'

of gtLartt'es to presc:-ve. -Chilean democracy?". Ve insists

tint, the PC's prima j' task is to p)revent the election of

F. . . t2.-vi to 1g!..I.-,i '0. e ..- rc-aC " trough PDC

strength in the coalition govcrmneut with the UP after the electi

C=.. ...
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,: ',' . :'n:!.. D, ri,- t}he W eek of 2,0 Sp- eml)er

Yiwh-rls of Chilean clemocatc letters to d3ny Allende the voteo
he nceds to win t)Y.'2 October run-off clcction in Congress have I.ot
!m',Fpcretl. P;esidz -t Frei had .', aen nc,.irapging the maneuver to line

• 11, 0ZC v\'oe for Alc-sindri but 1-el has appeared ly now realized tiat
h :.:, ! ..;: (- VO; .. Vis parLy's Cc. -e:.sion . votes." One rcaso:% cor
t;, .:c .o ,!t i:ol, in .": tl ion (o (h: ,ei!ct and inde .is.on of F'ei him
self, is ihe animosity of J3eriardo LJei-hMon, once a close collaborator
of Frei and certainly not a Marxist, who harbors a grudge against Frei
Lor having ignMminion'ly removed him from his post as 1-finistel- of.
Interior tw.o years a'!o. I Allende needs only 21 PDC votes to vin, and

. N:. wvo as PDC Vice-President co'n-rols at least that nAmA):r,
h, wvarned Fre I hat h. intends to cd.i.liviar them to Allende. The Union
P~opu]ar, sensing confu.lsion in the opposition camp, has also becn wooinr
the Alesai-dri coir.servaI ives b", offering to usc their technically .,wledg,
al inaw.gesfial talents in the new government. * On 23 Septem ber the PD
pre5ented to A "e he l enocratic "&arantees" which, if niet, wouldd
Ji16tce it to cast t1e votes of all of it; 75 parliamentary members to . --
Al 'enwd. ".'i; p-ints, ,.hicv t tlhe IDC Natiowtal Convention is to approv-e
eary nc,>:& weeh, are: respect for a p-ralisti6 stnte; noneotab):!Amnent
of a sociallib, s tate; freedom to exiSt. 2 d coexist for all pglitical parties

h-ich r(fl(cC tic);aal sirtimnent5; freedom of inform'alion; respect for
,'i!jjj of the armed forces and their present separationfrom political matte -s, "which involves their .bcirg forliddent to vote o-

form litic-l committ:es in military quarters or ships;'freedom for
uni-,s; adiniist rative gma;:rantees, including respect fo; public careers;
;'!,d Strict applic;,tion of th1. constijutional reforms advocated by th.- U. P
O the : e day Alleodic, n:fter a three-hour talk W'ith Schator Benjamin
Thado ail meml. r. of the PDC Political Com'mittee, announced that ho
;-cepted the points" in general, would subni tlem' for consideration by

.Ihe U. P. and wold reply officially on 25 September. It appears certain
i;,:L t0'C U. 1). vill coFlc:de (o almost all the 19DC demands. Communist
le;,Aers are not'at all concerned alito.t making "gua'-antees", but they do
wNv" a.; ;bicg a margin a, possible in the congressional vote in order to
pro.'pawlj'ize outside'Chile that Allende has thc support of the whole:
ciuntry arid that there is virtually no opposition to his government. The
ati:ah.d 24 September interview with Allenile is i.fic;,tive of the Cextent
to v..'hich /ll,:nd0e is preIared to go In ",;,arantceing" lrce elections,
!,1 iv te: opropcrty aid th,. lihe.
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.l: i e Allc~we forces Iaive ])'cn Creatilg Chilean 1.ii'ar
S. vi d !;loves, have floaled rinors Ilhat Allende intends to
',iL p,'ec_. Con'-.. r :'S in Cihief of tha A rmed Forccs in office

. i .. ." " . -. ,. ~inS ." 'C. i.',,r. Fcei r(.p~mr1ediy h's

n:.'1ih,!J.y ]c .rs t st e now considers that parliam entary t dion
to defet Aflcnde is . .p.ssle, blanmiig his loss of control over the

3'I)C on ]"ia.dolniro TVI!'ic alnd Biernardo Leighton, who are determined
to r -!ac a,' a, M....;it vith Allonde alvl tfhe U. P. vili.ary 1.. .s have

b;ib ;leaw;.lile tile Conimunis ;- are movine qu ietly ahead with their
p1l:ans to ps!\kme early control of the Ca,ineros nationall police force)
a.nd othc.r civilian security services. For example they Wave already
called on Luis Jaspard. Fonseca, Director-Ganeral of Investigaciones,
demanding that he accept a 1ipaiseo" representative and nake.aaikdtle
his files. jaspard refused, but 3ater discovered the Commu, sts intei-
ro-.tin , mrmb'i-rs of his staff: A oi gh-ranking official Of the Carabir,

has )e;.nd that AIlendfi.: plans to Jincreasc the f,.rce by 8, 000 men or prc
A I lcnc: tertdnc:'ji , mediately -upon li s iiiaugmi ration, thus obviously " . -.
reducing the- ability of the Carapbineros to support any future anti-/llend
uprisingl. Atl!.ongh the U. P. inends to deal gently Nvith'the regula,-
'n,.itary until its cont-ol o. the intellifelce services is fully ebstubished
th-ey have already evalu ted each military officer in lerms of his iI.:dl,.c.I
rchiabiMiLy and singled out specific officers for removal or solatin.

)co.moic distortions since the election Svere discussed by Finan
]iiiister Zaldivar on 23 September. Attached are a lengthy nyno;3wis of
flid Zaldivar speech and a 21. September National Industrial Strvey situa-
t'i CO rport.

Former Ambassador. D .ngan -rticle was wid::ly.playe'd in Cihile
cud reportedly hs further demoralized conservative ard DC leaders
whip are still trying to stave off an Allende victory in Congress. "One
eicotragin[; sign,. however, has been the rapid growth of an organization
called "Patria y Lihertad", which is led by Pablo Jio'.rigues Grez, a
well Lnown -trifitgo lawyer. The organization h.ld its second public
meeting , on the iight of 23 Septeinber, and a 24 .etel-,t(mber article in
Diario Ilustradosaid that more thrim 20, 000 people were turned away
" fr te.1 Etio de Chile. The rally, which had b:x.en announced by
air dropped leaflets calling upon Chileanis to ;ave thm country from

arxism, was addressed by nlodrigueds and by representatives from
l:Ibor, :.udent, women and political groups. lodrigies told his -adienc.
,.,t to bt taken in by A llend 's "guara,.C.ies" and not to believe hat

Alleiic .'s government co'ld be both Communist and democratic. lie
coricld: .d by s.Yi11r;g th%-t "P.t:ia" w'oulM continue to defend dc:,nocr.,cy
tihr6u,,h lecA! mean:, b",t "si )uiereu Ia guerra. civil ... aqui nosCiiccorii r;m;i cc pie. '
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[)

Salva'Jor AI.TW,1iZ2 . z.- r..-':.. on 26 July 1908 irn
.C.:-.-.:':.r.j, (:;'ilt.. Bc:,rn in..o a. .. .iy of p;c-,rir.ent p',s.ctanSo his ': ,n

ia :,,-,noed one in Chile. Be xcceived a r,c dical ,.trce from Ihl:.: iiivers'a'
of Chile in 1933, but limited Mis -medic;.l activities s to those of a research
pt-o,i.it. lie became a political activist during 1,is school days and'
,.., , xr.:-,nr,t 'A arrt o' -r ,n;crt actiti s DceS t: c ;. s fa l,,'r c:.C

cic;,t ity, he c::s : -lt ;ei;t ; by .ar xist V' / ttm " -

a;id (host: to assis-t in the c-tablisl)ment of the Soca.list Party in 193' , -'

sigrr;'yim:g a merger of various Chilean 1M.arxist groups. lie launched his
political career by becoming the head of the Socialist naovement in.
Val-araiso aul', in 1937, h'e was elected to the Cham;ber of Depuies: -...

* In 1939, he was appointed Minister of Public Health. Four years later,'I
he w: . );-ned Secretary Gedecral of the Socialist Irty'.Y, and in 194S
.as elected Senator from Valdivia Province.

In 19049,..Senotor Alln ;: )s persuaded by the.Corrnmunists'
to lbMac o;e a wierum.-;r of the Executive Comnmnittee of lu Con)-i-n--roL'.e'for
*l orld Peace which had been orgenizcd by the Chilean Corrwruni.t Pa.yI?-
*r;o- to a peace cojerence which was to be held in. ,exco.

in r.'.tgost 1951, the Spanish Co'mmunist newspapers lx. . _
C.h1I,:, "'%C:ncC.a/j alid .i,11 :pPkC.a, \vetoc :.ubsidi md by Allende. awl other
pc "; Chil Corini .t!. ad sypathizre. *

In Octoab r 1951, the Socializ, t T"zirty y;roclaimzaed Allcade
as iia caatiuatce fov irefilent. 1'fie Co)r, nnui.it jo'-,ed tiac: Socialist
3'r y in a coalition );.be]e( the People's Front, whose plA'form advotd..".

* tk n;.tic,,;,lization of xiiaea anti trade wvif) te Soviet Moc. In the 'elections>':
I c-Id in Stn!cm-bc.. 19,152, Allernice finished last arong four cand.datcs, wAt'.h

appro 'unately 5?, 000 vote", out of a total of rr corC t in- '900, 000..

Since 195Z, when the Coitirnunit cai:,c'l te eological -

dom:;z tinn of ),i People':, Front, Allemd:. )-;-s enjoyc 0 the" , wholehlarted
.Su)Ypp.l':'of the C},ile;n Gorniuni t Party Depite Alle:de's notest sh1owAing,
lhere is. )storic;il -ignificance in the Front's (:xiete :,e. It v/as C0ile's
fi at g('*nini'ly Iefti.t ci ctoral front, alid it v.a.% e ,coi*ning Of a
*Sci.lif, at-Co~rr,\:ai.0t alliance -Aicli was to hc tlhe r;t'i of th( far left's

;CC,c.*€ Ioiuairu'- ill s%lbnbaeuel yc;rs.

RpciIsc. c o r, lRea elS t:ed to, th Sena i - crch 1953, Allen(1 cont Iiou1 l-y
o;, ,lr 11.3c l O;- of the L;w for the -l, :,,ne::t Defc .':,e of Democ-ra(:

;,i ci };ra,..ri Cor, rumri !.t. fiorn voti ;g id 1o'.ing public office, .ant
Stro:i,-ly% I!e, fre e (lec betwen Cli.c- bnd t,: Soviet i'll c, ,ivig1:. A 8.'
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S. " • ....

£r :, -; .".. .s .o c-, s -. le .,f c c , ze to Li e U SSR.

1,s not ,".1 1 SI-, however, that Allnde openly m .nifested
Cc:..w,;ist sympz!tihes. Th-is occurred whe. Allende, then vice president
o: .. ,,rll P.Zcc Council, )iceaded a.dr-gation invited by the Chile,'.n-.

('','. ;' J' .;l :tijte to to.;r ( USSR M C c ,.ov :ia. At 1h;:
. -. 1sc '.s v~cc pr-siden, of the Co.-nvunist front, A-rupci on

On A.kiea- .-. Deirtocraci. Esparola.

Also in 1954, Allende identified himself with the pro-Conrmnunis
Guat .aln go-,(-xrjment and attacked U. S. action there. Allendc spent
-ix i', ,r. hf in Cc, n-nunist C).i ,a, and served as President of the Chilean
Cir; ,c c Cu Inrll]istitute froin 1957 to 1959.

Jn the 1958 electio.ns; Allfewde was the presidential ca.n'id-tc
of tic Ppula.r Action Yront,'FRAP,'whi:ch consisted of thie Partico
S " the Clilcin Cominunist Party, and sone minor leftist groups.
I;e i.!;; ;iccd r.:ce, but lost by 33, 000 votes .n a- field of five canr idate..

In 195P., A)lcdc Was still a inemV.-er of the WVorld Peace
Corii, ;U.nd in 190as elected an io~ioxr-ry rnerrber of the C;hilean-
CxA,;,, CulturAl Inst.itute. lie travelled to eipig ag,in in 1960, "ancd

.at:," sent his.wife .rid du .htc there. .

In 19O,?, Allendce visited the Sc .'>t Union to attend the Y~o.)d
P, C .r.c Council Co:ress. F'rn 1.959 to )96?, he ; n annual v!-,itor to
Al,, c o~ic- r i ng wth Fidel Cist ro; ,.i)orn i- dcscribcd as a "true politnl

Pti" 5le hts been a. consistent and firnm suppo)-Imr of Castro, aic.

after hi,. )969 visit to Iiav.'r,; , it .S jurnored that h,: was placnieg "to

launo. Castri-typ revolutioit in Chile. le .barloned this approach,"
moV( wv, in flar., of the C.ilc.n Coirnei ;' ti'.di 'iomnal "via pacifica".
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The Socia. lls later cspo.s-.d the 1-avana TricontinentinI

,-jrc.s: .-.b'. ard a r. .,-rs of public Socialist-C.,sn ist

ciffc, er,ces which lasted through 19(S. T1hase differences highlig:..t
tie Socialists' Castro-revoluitionary reiai as opposr:d to the Coyrncinuists'
appoack to power by wvay of the "via Y;.cifica".

The Conuhists and the Socialists resolved their difftrenc
ar'l, in concert v'it.h the fladCical Party and a fev.-, p)jinter groups," prciuce,

cloCu;,r sent called the Ilasic Prograrp of P6pul'ar Urrty. All' nde cvent; .ll
emeitrged as the Popular Unity candidacy for president in 1970. .

.................. ,.'...--. .. ,

Allendc is an ektrcir.ly ambitious, vcry vain man.. Desp.i
i , c'lairs that he is a mr-rn of the ;ras.ses, he is a syrr-,ol of snrtirhd

aiencr :awl ca;,itali At arnmeritivas. ]His wcll-stoclhed w:,r l"robr: of f.anlcuy
.u'ts, his yacht, Iris beautiful unnncr hoe .t th beach- Y9sort 9f
Alg:r ob-o, al belie his "comrnnn-man" public postun ..re.

It i. interestin, to ncte Ilhat Alleni' has always becn to the
eft. Gill Coririunists, nore papist 0,;.n thte'Pope, and that he espousedl

1h2" Vil"tijt \'a 1 ' to ievluimion nodeled on the Ca stro/Gicvara plan and did
rror accede to tlre clectcral way for revolution until Caitro fell under
t-ibsantial qSov;et infi-.c-ne.: ;nd Lirnsel f.o j ed for the p eaCeful way to
revolution in certain, cire.urnsances, such as tlhote that existed in Chile.
!gut violcrcr' as a desirable and necessary political factor has not cisappe
as a ,atter of Sociali!st P;trty policy or as a part of Salvador AMll'de's
r.rr,:eup. •. ]/arch of t.,i'- year Soci;alist Part) Se.-ator Carlo.,; At.-.%iranc

. 'ie ,ill put up ;' 'pa recior.' (cxeclltion wall) in our Jyrop]c' '.Souverin
i in Cuba, for those v,,,o h;ave illeg;lly profited 1,y turning over the

ec-trtry's basic \vea.lth, to irTnhraliarn. " The following month, on

4 ' V n-78-35
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:-.r'l 7, 1"", S,.st P.y - v.rio P7.MLai ro, spe-in ofthe e
.::: ":'. We:.: .dor in Giite-..inla, a, io tc d by the.

.: : , iro,; Amliss.eo:, - consider it justifi.ble. " Speal-ing
. ' i .s. inti s:nalt rally i,' Sant go on Sep',emlo,-r 13,

hc audience that he and the Unidnd'Popolp.r would paralyze
t,.e c ::; c y if ;.r, *01.e t C-o steal the "do's .*ctory". The rally lad

- .. , l to , ..ho ' L,.- b C air. i of b0oc.1c a "(
Aile,;6e's ,accvion t: presidency, ard his. message of terror got
throu:rh desp c the s- .ll audience.
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'The Ceutra! Intelligence Agency di-
rected its.offices around the world in
1067 "to employ propaganda assets" to
counter doubts raised by critics of the
Warren Comml3slnu's investigation
into the as.asinatiort of Pre.d(inet
- ennedy -- -. -.:.:_--- -_. . . -.. ..... .

The propaganda campaign was to be,
waged In part by passing- unclassified
information about the assassination to
'CIA "assets" who could usa the mate-
rial in writing "book reviews and fea-
ture articles" that would "answer and
refute the attacks of the critics," ac-
cording to a newly released CIA doc-
vtn~itt.

The document said the aim was "to
provide material for countering and
discrediting the claims o. the conspir-
acy theorists, so as tf) inhibit the cir-
culation of such claims I other coun-
tries."

Tha document w-' amog some 850
page of material released yesterday
by the CIA under the Freedom ot In-
formation Act.

The documents show that the CIA
:examined copies -of almost all books.
about the November, 1963, assassina-
tion, including one by then-Congress-
man Gerald R. Ford. A CIA officer

.called Ford's book "a re-hash of the
:Oswvald case" and criticized its "loose"
:writing.

Ford wis a member of the Warren
'Commision which concluded that Lee
Harvey Oswald was solely responsible
for the assassination. Ford quoted ex-
temsively front secret-seisions of the
commLssion lit his book, "Portrait of
an -Asa lrl," w-bJch agreed with the
eoItt,.'ion's finding.

The 1&7 dbpxt.ch to 'ciefs, certain
station and. bases" says that the rash,

of books and articles criticizing the

WatTeC1 Commission's finding "is a
matter of concern to the U.S. govern-
ment, including our organization."

"Efforts to Impuga [the] rectitude
-nd wisdom (of conunission members
and staff] tend to cast doubt on the

holeoe leadership of American socie-
ty," the memo said.

"Mloreover, there seems to be an in-
creasing tendency to hint that Presi-

" dent Johnson, himself, as the one per-
son who might be said to have bene
fited, was in some way responsible for
the assassination. ".

. "Innuendo of such seriousness af.
fects ff6t only the. individual con-
cerned, but also the wbole reputation
of the Americau government."
I In using propaganda assets to re-

"fute thesis charges, the dispatch said,
"our play should point out, as appllc-
able, that the critics are (1) wedded to
theories adopted belor- th. evldenc!
was In, (2) politcally Jrter.sted, (3) fi-.
nancially interested, (4b) hasty and in-
accurate In, their research, or (5) infa-
tuated with their own theories."
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-. *zco Of- C. .1- !_ ,r

Now B0%'" t o a t, by Mfaz Lan e

1..hs~~~ is fox- i.-ornnation only to i vitae 1

P_ i on to Ch, eC CzzY p Uohe" adD bo 0. Z ,zl .u~ 0 J u .d at b 7 MA'kf : C-La-Me~
'N-jv YG-C: iic!t, -ti --na zt, & VWinsto=, l /Mr~. Lam- is a Nzw Yo,, .

w... -, , • -,,Z -_ "! o r e ' r o f t--a N ew Yo. State"":" "
ibe Zcscz_,"ob- as a. stor.-.y, bgclhazactex~ -.,'- %.".'gi

Z*"- "! atk : .e wex ao::" "ca'- ' .... . ..zdy tragedy Lbot i .-.en-
.3S ad es" couso.".or *,M.rs. o o.rnot- of te assass'

.A suc', he has .-=o.aed - -1.h Se n s to v :c.; 1Zf-wigo a o uto,- boa -...e' nc.
nb-aoad~ vhO 'nave souglit to C-Co-30 Lotte as ni...:

* . a - Lune ae~ Aeo~ ~ azron Con% mi.1ssiG% and
-t e x-z r.- it..d- , at tla- r ec-.:eo e of 5r. Oswald toz represent

sn. z hei.ZVsest, to ha..a acces-, Ao- owc the Cc- nm-s"ion
a -ccess, Pnd op resnct witnesses . ±Lo Corn'-: sson. deied this rac11est

oAi :aveal ocCasi.s o-a t.he bas"s ha Le - travey Oswaids widow was : "
ZZ01 heir ad was repiles.ntcd by co-alz (Hearings1. VoL. lf, pp. 56-.7)..
-:y t.e.on iore the Co:tz.:'ssu'. was of such a nztute as to ca.se'

4-. Chi- fus.i e to state VHzL% e have every reason to doubt the
t=C ss, of w h a' you have herztcf o: t ls us. you have clone

3, M-.. as book is ing ..ae into a 150 sstdocU_ _•.tay
-.:i= canca .. -o ju- rnet i rected by _Erni de k-toxnio,.vho. also:
o-ectedae Jocuentary o the Mci't at ihe on tile \v='ty hearings.
It is -" -&'ard worelecse- Seter oz (-ee-cdipping, Tab ). 5

bo' *otan aninrowican by the well-kr-own>

"i:isb Lzori'an Ht Tevor-'. o or. ravor-Roper was in tho fore-fri on ,

. .- . ......... ... . ........

.* . -.. • * . .'.-=. >icdRs toe inu-n .en iatae direct T:-vo_ -oemr deiae t.: ,halso

o ,. ,,*.t~ - *o •

•~~~~~. . . .. . .. . . . . . . ".. ...... " .

for FOIA Review on SEP 1376..o n
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Tab A

t Yu~h *o J"-...'.-.. (. 30?-304). ,;-:k Lane &C. .SS "~o',C~r oatdu. : >.ch--d "ir:-..s, DeputyD:-cj o for PJ.en. ded .

"-:".=ua.¥ 2 ,.19-'4, ':.o.rn eoon D. Al-.ubart a-- Bur V,7. G= s-,.."a-,.... .

.. b o th.> W en Co.-a'ssioi, subject: Jack Ruby - _Za--ound.

.'-nts and ot-er Pct,.r-cnt L- nor..ation (Co.-:n..ssion ,xcbit 'No. Z980 "
szt .!ortl in _-Icarz-gs, Vol.o XXVI, p, 4'7-47'1 La.=F- ctiotes C-, Co =.--

A 13 oa ' a forand a.. .s s tt: -"

It is possible that Ruby c, "id"have bceaut' I d

by a. political-y rnoivzted -zo-,:p alt-a tupon -ae oro.-.s
0. omo,-" or because of ,". -... t"a.. cc.,acer of ',
individuant appzoaclai-g Ruby."

desi*- cs ths ........ s a =ay oor" an:! 1i s
-:ner cal ordcez tc .ra.cs fro.n the ,erard.... which he c-ai,-.. "-

thIe Commission counsel , assezed as f ac. Actui 1 y th e _Nf. -c-o r a n • ",zlos not list test asser-tons i-.. .=-rical order and Ln.^. has si.oly

C>:tractcd partial state.-ncnts fro- the M'emnoranduz,. to Suit "it; .pos,"''

Lan e thcr. statesat- this- C , i -' .--- :s-oa .. 'dum .. -,"uggested , .

that the CMA conidcr tCha e-;stcnce of t between -uy and othrs "
night hcave been, i-nterestcd in the sassination o1 pasidc.nt lKencney,

A cto; alIy, the M ernoxaadu n erely contai;:.ed a co.n- urn of ir _ z.-'. "-"
',ich the Co,.mmaIssion then knew about Jack P, ub/ amd contained no su- .
vestion as to whz.t CMA was to considecr, The actual request to CMA for
":nzorrnatioa concc-ring Jack 'Ruby carie ?.t a -ceting bctwoeen CLA. 3:e3c-.
sent.atives and Co.m.ission staff on 1Z .March 1964 at which t.e :tem u.
vas hzadcd to th-- CL, representatives. The correct facts cortce;r-.iac th ..is
rccuns awl me etIng were contained in a letter fr:,m the Connisso."-
Ocneral Counsel Rankin to Mr. l-chms dated ay 19, 1960 ("Henrinz; Vo1,
X-V7, p. 466, Exhibit No. 2980), as Lane krowsjor he quotes fxov. the
Razkina letter aad then adds that "The Co~nrdnssioa waited pat-en - zt," C.
response e from the CL. for rnore than two ,mno-this. .Then RakXa wzot•""
to Eelms., " (p. 303). -"

Lane continues (pp. 303-304) .
.................................. .... ..- ....... :-"..,

1I"'Alost four months lal-cr, the CIA responddad to
Ian.-iu's lettcr. Then, in a cz.:..nucatlao .atcd•

A -•-1964. ? - ......................................
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x--: irtioa of Cc-tzat L-1il-Iigerce agency files has

no oa ack Rtub or his d acti-vit.es,
The Cent "l "'e ,ence Age.ncV has n6 ir.dication Uiat.
Ruby and Lee axvcy Oswzld ,vcr knew each oLUer,
wvere associated, or r:-ight h-.vc been comaected i any
ma.n -'a (This rcply of 15 Soter.nber vtas przpaxed I
by tOe ActIng DDP, }..ess'aes, a ad i5 coa~a.ne '

I.'

in Rearzia.cs, Vol, 1 /, p. 4 Z' , C o.-I,-% 5 io 02 a xh bit ,....-. ; ..

, The CUM.s reply wvas dc c:eznU in two -espects
it v/as pxeparcd just -tize days Incfo-e Co~ i~oxt
presented to the Presel. -, ... One m"y c, o: ..i d c -y

* assu-me that by Septcrnber 15-t~k.e Commi*s sion hadl coa
Cl u .d .it"s d."ibexations." (p. 304")."

This statern-a is ag-ain x.sleaalin. because CIA bad at an carliecr dat.0
Cor. ..unicated itz negative fir-6ngs regarding .RU'b, to the Cor.- mission
A Mr. I.ararnss-mes' moe••ar""'urn of 15 Septe•ber stat-s that%. "This

"n d w. corirrnl our crer state M.ent to the. Cor.nms,. W P

Mr. Lane continues ,....

pese date of the reply appears 4o be less ta-n

materiali in any event, for tlh-e CIA never dappled
11h the maty serious questions posed in the prelim-

* nary report [i.e.. )4erorandum]) and as sor.ed instead.
qute gratuitously, that a search of it s own files revealed
no evidence that Rluby and Oswald were assh a ,te

o although that question had not been among those sub.rsittc"d
to it.*., *

er"nTh sLcoostion that a conspiracy may have taken'

the life of President Kennedy has been ridictiled bythe. 1 4-
American media as the iave.tion of Europeans, who areO
portrayed as being co" sP ac'-' '-r.nl-'"'d' and of political

•radica1r. That suggestion. however. . ,a:, developed by

o v s.:'i ,.:: ,; LA . . .. # • . ..

* t ri~ W irr an) C eve-5int, 'wor the tal nee grppe ".,'-' ' ' .'..

'10 to been b d,. ipos"ttve'-

(p.y 30 or [. ,, -iroa u.-]a d ss re st d . ':" •"-'u.-
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L .Rush to Juce.inent, MEarlk Lane discusses the photograph of -xL
Ui.. known -An-ivia1 which was obtained by CIA in Nexico Cit'y and for'yarde4

;hel F)3I in Dallas !o~lowiag the P-e ni--t t ls ass. ssination. Lane falls
itto inany of the errors rege-ig tis photograph which characterized its
dztscription in -dward Epstein's book Incu-st published in Jxue 1966..' L3a4e
note- that this photograph was show to t e scrior Mrs. Oswald on, 23
Novc.-nber by FBI A ,e-nt Odu..n, and that rs. Osw-I d was n-. =-ble to rCcog-•"
Mzc the ptrsoa photographd., However, after Lee Hazvey Oswald was
killed, she saw - pictu.re of Ruby in a newspapers and stated that this was
the ran whose photograph Avent Odu'-n had shown her. Mrs. Oswald
testAlliad to this before the Cor.inuissioa. Lane states that .

A. M"rs. Oswald may have been mistaken; th e--
man ia the pIcture publisheC,. by the Conr-.uss Ioa.
cortai-ly does not closely rzsem...ble Ruby. But why
was the picture shown to h-r ia the first place? ,:
Certain ifor.-ation known to although not publishe-"
by the Commission may provide a clue."' (p. 351)"..... •

Lan(- then sta-tcs that much of the iafornatioa regarding Os;'aldls trip to
Me.xico was supplied by CL and adds

"That agency. which keeps watch on the Cuban

*rnbassy in 1,1:.dco City, evidently photogra-phed a
man leaving the r-rnbassy on September V? and said
that the man was Oswald." (p. 351).

Nere Lane falls into the same error .s Epstcin, because the photograph
v:s nut obtaiucd by surveillance of the Cuban mbasy. Furthermore,
CIL% did not t(ll the Bkircau "that the :nan was Oswald. " CLk merely said-
that it might have been Os\,?,d, because at the. time of the assassinatlon.
neither the CIA or the FfI ia MIexico (City knew what Oswald looked like.

Lane continues "... the pholoraph was given to the Bureau
on the morning of November 22" and cites the '/art&a Connmission Repo- t
a-s his source. Actually, the Warren Corn.-mision Rcport states that CIA,
provided the FfBI with the photoraph on Noveinbe r 22, whi ch is correct"
However, it was not fur'nished on the nc.o',iug of 2. November as Lne "
rays but was delivered on that date by cou-'rier from 'Mexico City following

• " ... ",. .. .. . 't .. .. ...- ., . :t ... . ';
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the i2.atioa Furthe.rmore, Lane states Ihat the ,.y.of the

photo;r aph

"was evidcntly a rnatter of routine and
unrelated to other events that day, The picture

almost certaitily ca ued consternatioa in Da~las,.
for the man in the photograph was not Os-ald;

the CMA had macid a 2- istaka.2'(P 351-35 2).

With regard to the cropping of his Xhotograph -as shovn to

M's.OsI, al d and the Corn-.nission, La-ne states that.
• ~ ~ ~ ~ h .r n. . p2: • .r .• .- . . .. .. r. c "..t.o.-.

"*;'. . "';.' "The CIA refused to nerrnt the pictu e to
be shown to the Presidez4's Cornisson unies.

it bad t a-L bac!grouacd ell inated', X. \ot

until the FBI had complied witn that direcve ' c.

was tho pictre shown to the Comrns sion,'I" (p. 35 2),

Lane's statement is stronger thz.n thaI of FBI Agent MallCy whose af dv .i

be cites as his source. Malleys affidavit actually sta-cs that C.M. "a no •

objection to this Buicau furnishing a copy of this ptturo the . .-: ""

dent's Cornmaission with all bachgrou n d c1iMinzed." (hearings, Vol. -Xx"

p, 469). 7"

." Lne takcs note of M~r. Helis' affai.vit to the Corr-ission

which s.t.cd that the picture was ta-heu "... outside of the con'xlental
United Stats soetime during the period July 1, 1963 to Novembc Z "

1963." La.nethcnac'As '-"":

"Indeed the object of Lhis accu rnlato of

.. " evice was simply to enable the Conminission

" to rebut Marguerite Oswald's assertion that the

" man in the picture shown to her Was Ruby." (p. 352).

Lane notes that the Comrnission, the BlI and tlbe ClIA vere

Unable to locate the man in the photograph tand concludes: "Was :he CM,

InisIed on purpose? Was someone posing as Oswald? If so, it is unlfortu--"

nate that the full resources of the United States intelligence agencies were

unable to locate the man whose picture had been taken by tho CIA&" (p, 35;
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I March 1965

MEMtO(a-NDUM FOR: Mr. Helms

SUB3JECT: Congressman Fordt Dook "
on the K-:e~ sasm-to ZV

I. This is for yoU- infor-rmation. Iwas'-irFornmedby
of your concern

Z. On or about 11 Februay"
for-wardcd me a. copy of a xe-bash of the
Oswald case prepared by Congressma. Ford and Stiles, an.
individual who sat with Ford during uch of the hearing
period. I read the thing stunmarily -. turning each page
andI rUZL.Ang down the copy -- for references to the A lency.
I did nt regard aay of the treatment of CI%, vfh'ch is
minix4l in. amount, to be objection-blc. I felt very strongly
however about the fix st chapter, which I read in detail. It
is entitled, ',The Comrnission Gets Its First Shock", and it
shocked me because o[ its implications for the Bureauts
image in the light of the charge that Oswald was an FBI
agent. Th'bat charge, made by Texas law enforcement
officers, was the Commission's "firSt shoc!.". jfCither
the chapter nor the rest of the testimony sustain it, as Ford
himself points out, but the writing is just loose enough tc
permit quotation out of context. Ford and his co-author
really doalt nail down the charge as -an absolute and utter
canard. I felt, therefore, th-at the chapter, as -written,
could be. used by the Lefties (Mark Lane et P.1) to colrtinue .
the campaign of which you are already aware. •
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3. I called this to attention ea;.rly in the
week of the 151h a-" he author ived me to take u. the rnater

di-ectly wi-h the J3tu'eau 1Lbison, , Idid so )zlter
in the wNc. (o., or about 18 Fcbru,-ry). Decause the
copy had to be returned to' on. the 19th, L
was i 'zble to lerd the Bureau t1he mnteri!.
howe-el-, took nc, es o. my observatoas a.d, of course,
guaranteed that the confidence vvhich I had to ,ask be obserN-ed.

4. Chapter 1 cot'ains a quotatioa of AWVD from the
hear ing records which is t.uncated ard might give him. uxnbrage.
I took no action o . this because, in general, rny feeling is that
the less we to ur1 i . this manuscript the better. An more so,
because my run through the boo'-, had not turned up any references
to the Ageacy that had rained my backles, ,

cc:
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corn;ie(io t the 'atsk.. This wa % large umdua partLicuarly

sinc thi - St:Zff wA3 b_-ing ?reDozc' ior other typ.)j ot astlitanc: by
the Commi'rison. Mr. Rufnkir'3 o fl.7-,-up letter also 7a3 answered.

by phoc,'. /e reiterated the above conclusions OIul n added tht ate 
)Ad juJt co:,Led the reit i t"he .. tracing in depth and were irk
the vuoc-.:, of -repriwv an answor. Decausc: of the complc;i-ty o I

kh . . . . • • .'•.o

tile Ua~lx, so'eral draftawe n~,c and rejct.c bc~ore the fina1
version -t'a ent to tha Cornni)i3tlc.C[.

".-" 3 "- a -aze .351 ar, d 352,'L n dicu ot atho'.1 :;a zrth. '. c;.-¢' {

of th 0 vknuov..: ind-r'oduali which v-. :. by th', C tA in Moe.-nco.Cit:-

• *rs..,i:ai.ucrtte Os5t'ad.who Jntc: clai,,ed the pbotao.rainA to b* tit'..
oi J oC Ruby.. A iscr5 sio-e- o, T-cide-t t n. phow.oraib to

related a.idavits, all appear tlu h- CoMAn; D t o 6",..ranon sl.i.,
S". 469; Vo! 1XVT, p. 633.) Lanetasser-t tha the phooraph' o'
evidently t ea In. front of tle Cun-- - ,a . exlco Clt'; z 7,. .
Septoniber 1963, zarc that it -;aa ,ft!rte-d to the FBI on tho of" ._t
2Z Novernbr. As in the case of EpSL ein, Lane is Incorrect ro~arding • .
thd . place the photoarap- a a taken, and tb,) date it va'",.

"furnish,.to thc FBI (Ep stz1in 3aY: rte gav1.t to the F3I BT Oen Nov<.mber).,j

tano ;nc nweh tbat the picture~ in not tt, of Jack~Rbo.c
Oswald.Fasy btOaCAoilrIA aIWinit vjat tt2. . a
1lat wat; mblta':vcn, lie tlhn twits the Corn=ission, OUC--Ir"i' ai , th"':. a '-|
"CLA, [o- tr-2.ble to loc.to the U iacr;,n individaal, asserin', tJ'a' ".'.

" te fth ull resources of th,..U ited S .nac. UtelliI ce
n to ctO tha -narx Whose pitiLur h. d beem taken- ,

by tht CT .:.

. On Pat 373, L" ne" tak• e"- o pn 1., ' ... .. 't.

ttot "it had' ccas to th rull CIA fi".' t -.Os. d. ...... - Z,,.
• .t tr: . C a t least o one occasion. , ' . :.:...,I ,:...a :t:o po-.-.n . .-

o' o". it-, v pIC d3 be.loplayed to ll- o C or.. ItSion U 1 st0.e....- :
b' •-3 baan. removed. Lamo w-. rfe.r i* to t he,

r ;- o r,:d p'-o'~gnpba o! tbhe w..;c'v ':. indivciduz v ic4~ was c-orpe
to protecc' t, e ,ouco and to delete tbe b cA ft o - .

* .. -• •. * . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ....S- .. v--.
. . . . . . . . . .. ;.,; . .:.1

toiprotect...................................................... •.....,.....: -..-.

* .. ,.I ".<': ' t> l

D"i s.i .!b u t 'o : % 11 . . . .

Orig - 1~

I- i. * . • - ' . .. • . "* .*'.. : ;

1 - , .., . . , .o . .-- •,
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I -:;: - .-.- ..-...--.. ...

Op:- Cal, o'lial

1. A crt spoa'er.t told ha had tha
i ,a si:,-r.:lit fromo Isis ho:.e off ic to try to track d6wn the anuscript of the }Ianclhestc

coo on 9-c-nnt,:d'y; assassination. Va hopeei that it ,vas nw-i in the hacd3 of a French
S iub!i.hcr for tl:Inmlation, and that he woulc-d be able to -et rhold of it at least

tny, because understands that Jacqueline Kennedy was withdrawingS

the book, at least tenmorarily, perhaps to insist on certain cuts.

2. . checked locally and learned that the book's French rights had beer
sold by a London literary asent, Goarail of Intcrcontinantal Literary Agency (phone
COVent Garden 3131), jointly to two French publishers, Editions iobert Laffont and
Editions Stock, who were Soin, to publish it. But they do nor have a text, and onl)
on-: person, Jean Rotenthal of Editions Laffont, has had a significant azount of text
iz, his hands. Audre Day of Editions Stock said he felt that the Kennedy family vas
gain:; to withdraw che Look for serious cuts for political reasons.

3, work-% for Editions Arthaud, which will soon publish Mark Lane's
RuOh to JUdZrent. Lane will be in Paris (probably very shortly) to appear oh a
long 'ranch television prozra- dealing with the Xennedy assassination.. The French
publi.1 cr thinks Lane's book (which describes the 14 persons who had died violently
sinc.t the assassination, all of vhon were hey witnesses) is quita factual. Lena is
ao15 reportedly involved in the Bertrand Russell mock trial, but the French publish

o,-3 :. think t;he television appearance will deal -with this.

i sitr ibu'tion Ao •c6efrtum b P,

2- fo" FOIA RL-. on

I *:-..- .• •r~r

0 -3 It.NC 10 'SP C I. A. -:.'-U.. nA

S9 .Novenbar 196

*IQ P L "
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"___........ _ or FOIA FEvE,,on SE? 1)73 - • "

>2'.......". -l~ .:o os."r ':,; '-:-'CJCi jo. or

P , I Po "r X g.Z-t lnf .r rae-fr*

1. Our Ccnce-n. ,on te he day of Presid-.r-t :Knnedy'n asassination on,
the:- nz ee Spcc- -aut the: rospo-5ib ;.lity for his ntu-der. Atlough I I'?

this " s " ed for a tn-e by the larrcn Co:ission report (which app-ered at
th C,, of Lept-,vreoer 961, va-rious ",:riters have now had time to scan the
Co'-:,sion's published report and docuze-nts for new pretexts for questioning,
an; t- ee., a ne wave of books -nd articles cr!ticizi.F9 the Co-iusiort 's
f-A;zi::I- -In .ost cases thu critics have speculated as to the existence of ce-vnt

ina of conrpicacy, and oiften they heave ir.pid tha.. the Co_-ission itself va. -

PresuAtly as a resut Of the 5ncreastng challenge to the Warren
Cc-.- -on's Repovrt, a. public opinion sol recently indicated .that' 46,, of the
t=e-' public did rot third: that O-s-.&!d acted aon.-, while nore thavn half of
thrsr z'oald thought that thz Co nisslon had left sone ouastions unresolved.
Ixu'-'- tolls abroad vould sho't siilra, or possibly tore adverse, results.

2. Thin trn. of opinion is a natter of concern to the U.S..overnant,

mnclu,... our orzj-u-zatioa. The naohtrs of th'- atrren Co.n-ission wore natur.ll-
choeses for their integrity, ep-oricnce, and prominence. They represented both
va.jo- patties, and thE-y end their staff were deliberately darn ron all sections
of tha country. Ju;t because of the standing of the Co-nissioner's, efforts to
iz:,;n their rectitude ar.d visdon tend to cast doubt-e "the whole leadership ofr
Ai-,-:riev,, society. Moreover, there seers to be an increasivrg tei0-,ncY to hint
that residentnt Joh-nson himself, as the one person who right be said to hove
e.nenited, was in ,o-e way responsible for th esassin:4t.on. Inn;uendo'of

such ;:-loesntsu :afets not only the individual conc.azed, but also the whole
rc:-taticn of the Anirican Governzent. Our orfgeanmzatioa itself is directly
invo.-,'td: anong other fActs, we contributed iufor.nation to the investiGatioa.°
Conn-2'rasy theories have frequently thro-wn suspicion on out" organizations, for
cx-u by" fal..y .lle,[inS that Lc Harvey 03,w-d worked for us. The ain of

-"- this dicLatcb is to provide nateriv. for counterinG end discrediting the elacis
of th co:,npiracy th,eorists, so as to inhibit the circulation of such claims in

* other" cDuntries. Uclqgrctund info. r-:tion is supplied in a classified sction and
in a nuber of nclas.ified atteclb:.ents.

3. Action. V2 do not reco.:rend that discussion of the nssassination ques-
t op.be initiated vhre it is nc:t already taling place-. fl,--re d",cxssi6n is

..LQ-t./'-. :ur nldresseez are requested:

WDPATCN olveteL P6 Mjunta 041

9 atta',sents h/v" ' • ' -"

I /"rt DCL",:ISAI:OU K hv:i0 -
1-- " 6-LJ .I h2S:rLC9 d2 H 1o -- n] as' ci tied j _____ ____ ~ p
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.£:rgce.t?' :n to us-! their !i: .- rn: -' u , %-,l, -° .'- .... - .... .... . .. * ....- -

- - -' pro . , .. ?n-: set to -nn;:ar or! r:.fut,: th_- attaciso of the
"-c cc reviews . f .tu:- aeticico arc p'rticuiarly ap.ropriate for

.. '-' : rc~l'..Sf- tt..h:!nts to this ,eid...nce should provide
-,. - -;.'oud .. t.r ftr pa-'age to assets its" play rlou .d point out,

-that t.ei e (i)weflcd " to theori:. adopted before the
- (ii) .,li-cally interested, (iii) financia.ly intere:sted, (iv)

. ,-.,Ccate in th-.ir rea-ch, or (v) infatu t-d with thcir owrn theories.
St c '..." o discu-str.S o1 th , whole phenrc.--:o, of criticizn, a useful

be to zi.lc out Epstein's theo.v for - tack, using the attached
letc.-.-:r kn.:brel atic.e nd Spectator piece for bac-ground. althoughh Miark "

sn,.,', - ij auth less convincinrg than Epstein's an cone.is off badly yhere"-
b'y hno;'le!gezbU critics, it is al.o nuch rore difficult to unser

as a "o'-, s one bccozcs lost in a morass of unrelated details.)
Ic. Ivn n:-t-iate or aedia dtscusston not directed at any particular writer, or

. :£-blcaticr.s which nay be yet forthonigzi, the follo-wing arL-unents
-ala te uce l: .

. o a:-..-uNcpnt ne;w e-'is-ncc has e-terged which the Conaission did not
- "": '> ass; ...... ion is sceties cpared (e.g., by Joaohic Joesten

.rt:cn: ussell) vith the Dreyfus case; however, unlike that case, th
ett?a.ks en the Warren Co--ission have produced no new evidence, no ne-i culprits
i-.'. -r-.. conneucingly identified, and there is no agreement arong the critics.
(' tte: parallel, thougTh an inperfect one, right be with the Reichstag fire

S 3, which sqne co::.cetent historians (Fritz l'obias, A.J.P. Taylor, D.C. Watt)
?icv ',s set by Van dar Lbb- on his o-wn i-:itiativ:, without acting for

;./t or Co-nunists; the lazis tried to pin the blan2 on the eo.ru-nists,
let t'-n v ter have be-en uuch wore succes.sfv-l in convincing the orld that the
Vpt-is v'ere to bla e.)

b. Critics usually overvalue particular iters and ignore others. They tend
to p..ce nore cmphsis on the recollections of individual eyeutnesses (which
." IsD reliable and nore divergent -- ard he.nce offer rare h.nd-holds for

crtic-isn) e.nd less on ballistic, autopsy, and photographic evidence. A close
ex. zt--tio cf the Co'.:,.sion's records will usually show that the conflicting

- c)e--t..- s accounts are quoted out of context, or were discasrd& by the Co is-
sic lr g:-ood and sufficient reason.

c. Ccnspiracy on the large scale often suggested vould b:! iunossible'to con-
coal in the United States, asp. since inforn--ats could expect to receive" large
royalties, etc. r;ote tht Robert K,nnedy, Attorney General at the tine and
John F. "-nnedy's brothx', would be the last =3n to overlook or conceal ny "
conspiracy. A-nd as onc reviewer pointed out, Consre.;san Grad R. Ford would
har'y have held his ton;ue for the sake of the Dezocratic a-dninistration, an
Senar gumssell would have had every political interest in exp.o.iing eny nisdeeds
on tl-.e pert of Chief Justice Warren. A conspirator moreover woLld hardly choose
a. location for a shoting here so nuch depended on conditions beyond his con-
trol: the route, the speed of the cars, the roving targ, et, tie rish that the
a..sss w;,,ld be discovered. A rCroup of wealthy co:spirators could have

. . -" " iTh sor.e ',ec'.: c ondi.tic~t3.:•..

e. Critic-. have often !: .en enticed by a form of int-Ilcctual prid:: th.-y
light.; c:' soc theory ind Cll in love with it; they lo scoff at the Co:.is-

sio ieo;-,e it did not pl'ns nsver ever; question with a flat decision one
way or t.-.,- other. Actully, the caelke-up of the Cor_'aission and its staff 'as"'

Sc-x:..) X.': t ra, ,.rd. ,".rst ov,,er.-cc,.Atl'.t to c.ny one theory, or <gainst-
- -. .. . . • l. rztrSM A ,*tA -.,. PLLU• ,,lf.
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:. 3... 1::.I u 2 . " o tO 1 'rO -'i o:f-1 jaiL'I1 .i'%rcc rervice.

. - to ch~r. tt U- C".zis io: ' :,:p-rt '"t a ru h jb, it .:r,-d
.:. <.c fa:cr the &.:: iir. orici'i.ly s't. But to thU: dei;ze that

': z.;' "eD to rp-.d p it- reprtir:,, this Va.s; ]ary'ly clth- to
t'" rr,'-'s.;"o: i r.re. :Isi'-b s:92ecJt-t tori alr-'.ady iyp'-flritg, in so:-e cases

cz.:.r.k; frr ': s ate crittcs -'ho, r lf:sinj to arPnit their e rror, are now

:'t' out ive- critic-S .--

S:ch v:u aecusation-: as that "r2o:c than tn people have died nystri-
1" can eA'-.ts te .aCO d in so-t? nore nature ;.ay: e.g., the TnC±-

' V conczncd .- e for the nost p:trt ditd of natural causes; the Con-
r -'ion staff questiOecd 4118 witnesses (the FBI interviewed far tore
: opl --, cond-,ctin.; 25,000 interviews rnd re.nterviews), and in such a

. ro,jp, a cert-ir. ran*er of deaths ere to be e:-2tcted. (When Pen
cne of the oriinatort of the "ten ,:ytrious deaths" line1 ap-
on t !t.e-1on, it entered that, two of the deaths on his list were

i'ron h'art attacks, one from cac!.er, one vas from a head-oc collision on

a bridge, anid one occurred when a driver drc (ted into a bridge a-butm=.nt.)

5. ""i'm p--nible, counter speculztio-i by cncoura.nir -reference to the

Co : ,;:'s P.isort iselt. Or.n-.inded tosrisn readers shoirl still be

::-:... •by the enra, thoro,,-'.:ss, obJec'. vi'.: and s,'-ed vih hJch the Ccc-
, --d. ..viewers of oth2-r book. n<iZ,h b- encouraged to add to their

tecoi:t, the idea thzt, checkin- back with the Sep-ort itself, the'. fouad it far
usus._o; to the work of its critics.

/ ,
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~cX.&:'~nd S:.t.':ey of .too's Concerning
th A-* s 1 :.-' t.on o t Prnic-,. rennedy

1. (F,:ct' h rw'le indicated, the factu:- data Civcnin"
-. vv, 9 -d) Si:s cf the authors of recent ho.-; oi ,

I. or- R. -h~ ~c, ih t-ue-thmt;!Lco :-_ay~ '~ ~1d a
.- 'i: An - .t icn of the Ccntre.! -'i-..; arC. C:.:;!Aons; o t-.-. Q:r n
, .:r.) !h.v- ,' -' . :, .:r ,. th _t : co-.sot,.: c'- :.. .t-,d b :'. • the Warreni

:-i: ini ' : i% ltS.........-"aLL.: • { s: :r rstn,.,;L-, thev il_¢.atey

Lsticrd t : 'lves to shot thIt thez" ware right and that the Ccz.--iissioa
.han.t; to the not-in of -ateri _. published by the Co.iissioa,

of it confl.cting or risl- a-(li. 'hen rea ot. of context, they have
ha.f.itt.e di7fVi, t,, in tuncovarin itons to s:b:tantiate their om theories.
.h.,:y have also in soae cases ob:tine nr- and divergent testimony tron vit-
i-:sses. And they have usually failed to discus the re 'utsations of their
nearly cli.3 in the Co:ission's Report, Appendix X1I ("SpeculF.tions Lad
i.- 'n~ ), 'hiu , . is still a o ilce to le0.k ^o.r r',.t era co'nter-
in; the thaorist-.

2. So'?, writers appear to h?-ve been prediapose- to criticism by e-'.ri-
f-:-.ican, f--1-f[t or C--- .ist s,:-.athies. The British "rn-o Killed
:cn.edy Co:-.'+:tt:-"' iniuxi: sore oV the r.o:,t .rnistent aod "cl Knf~l h
critics ot the United States, e.g. f.iehr1 FXot, Kingsley !,:xtin, Y :nn:th

%YfLE., ed !;-I Ii.e'.l. Joazh.iz Jrcte;T hns ,en publicly rev. led
i a on-ti:- :,.:--r of the Gernman Co:-.-unist Party (ITCD); a Gestapo &.,cvnent

C ovI.,^r 3.937 acn ; the Germn Foreign M-inistry files microfll :ed in
,-land end noi returned to V.e:st Ger,-_. custody sho,,s that his party book
a 'a x ~5, 532315 and dated 12 .,ay 1932. (The originals of these files

arc nov avi !able at the V'est Germa:n Foreign flinistry in Bonn; the cozy in
the U.S. Fational Archives -: )y bc fotmd under the reference T-120, Seria'l
I918, F-.. E2 5 648 2 -4l. 51: Eritish Nublic Records- Office sho3ai z_l- have
. c oy.) Joesten's A.eric;., pDublishcnO, Carl .f'rzani, vas once sentenced to

"'" il b) a federal jury for ccncealini; his Ccauzist Party (rPUM)
in order to hold a governuneat Job.! Available info.rnaticn indicates that

-, , I~2k La-ne was elected Vice Cfne-6o the Vew Yo:k Co L.c I to Abolish the

\house Un-.4.ocrican Activities Co~nnittee on 23 1ay 1963; he also .ttenled the
.ith Congress of the International Assoiation of Democratic La%;yers (an Inter.
nwtionat Co:7u.n~ist front organization) in Budapest fron 31 March to 5 April
l53- , where he expounded his (pre-.Report) vieys on the Keunedy assassin:.tion.
In his ncl-nowledreints in his boo., Lane expresses special thanks to Ialph
J;cho.x" an of London "%ho particip:tcd in and supported the vorh-"; Schoennan
is of Cou'se the expatriate American vho has beer. influencing the aged
1P-r trar.d Runell in recent years. (See also para. 10 below on Conmunist

I'ortn to rcploay spE-culation on the assassination.)

3. Another factor h3s be.en the financial rev-.r-d obtainable fr- sen-
* 2 .in.O ', i::k;. . !~ .....lt.- - -'s 1&tu.:h o :--.,n _ n! ' hed on 1 .:ut--t .190

. ~~~o 13 ' A't 'h .;tE.,
" .:. :, '. [, r, ,' c z-. b: e rn - : ,: . -: .. :, !. ;= -S p. . ,r'n -.
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11,C0, 03,) ,opies ly th1- t d-te, in tic.p.ttofn or . Id., to coe. Ihe
1 ', . ( ,,'." (z-tr.: r' e. !,'-. iow, i eoort.d the bii k n at th-

* C, . t'.c -nri cte;-.ry of the boct r,_llc, list, havir been in to-.
io:, for seven - o- th,. lint for 17 l-cel:s. Lne has re-

' a on ab7t 1"5 televi-ion und radLo 1rzrgre*s, and has'
alo giv: :n nlt rr-lo.iblic lect,:,'6s, all. of v*hich serves for advertise-
r Fent. ' has also tut together a TV filn, -. d is p ~in it. to European%
t,.ecaters ; the 70" has Pu-'chased rights for a record $!;5,000. Lrnile
neither Ihb rah- n Zapruder nor tillia ilan .. r should be classed stith
the critics of the Cw.--ssian we are discussing here, nwz.a paid for the
Z.-.rudr fil, of the assassination ($25,000) and fc r: ..a-irn ri~bts to
.... ,.sts 1: athof n Pres.e at ($665,000) indica the ney a vatlable
for atrial related to the assassination. Some p er-en (e.., Sylvan
Fox, ThInner ; cstions f.-.bout President .nedr's A sassiz.nton Leo

SheO~ Affa,1) he-ae published accGunts C-hLnn in on their
Journaistic expertise.

h. Aside fron politic . and financial rt'es, some people have aip-
pt-ently published accout-; s:,,lv bec.ouse t:v e-e burnin-- t rtve th
world their thtoCV, e. ., Farold eisberi, in his Vnitevash I1, Pnn Joncs,
Jr, . Foziv v . iCr: ,and Gcorge C. Tlonson in The Oyest -or T-uth.
Vcisberg's book wa -st published privaLely, though it is zxov
.ttaining the dignity of co:-erciOl publication. Jones' volume vas pub-

lished by tho aU--to'n Te>:a .; of which he is the editor, su.rl
I.e:-.son's booklet by his o.'-" en' iecrirn firm. The ir-pact of these books

w.l" -- chzb2. y .h relatively slight, since their ,riters w-ill appear to
readers to be hysterical or p:-ranoid.

5. A con'::on technique arong many of thu vriters i! to raise as nnny
questionn e a si ., while not bothering to work out all the consequeaces.

Eherbert tKitgon., has written a parody of this approach (his questions actually
refer to Lincoln's assassination) in "A New Inquiry is Fciedcd," Ie'y York
5':.! s .:_,ne, 25 Decenber 1956. M1ark Lane in particular ('ho repres.-ats
hir-Le.f as Oswald's lawyer) adopts the classic defense attorney's approach
of thro-'Inz i- unrelated details so as to create in the Jury's m iud a stun
of "rieasonab.e doubt." His tendency to vander-off into minor a-etails led
one observer to co..--rent that whereas a &ood trial lhtvyfr should have a sure'
instinct for the jtoular vein, Lane's instinct was for the capillaries. His
tz-etices and also his nerve were typifie. on the occasion w'hen, after getting
the Cor iinnion to pay his travel ex-pnses back fro: Englend, he recounted to
that body a sensational (and incredible) story of a Ruby .ilot, while refus-
in, to na.-a2 his source. Chief Justice WFarren told Lane, "!e have every
reason to doubt the truthfulness of vhat you have heretofore told s.s" -- by
th, standardz of legal etiquette, a very stiff rebuke for Pun.attorney.

6. It shoul-d be reconized, however, that another kind of criticism
in recently er:e-red, represented by Nv a rd Ja. Pp:,tvin's T ro,. Ft. Lpstein V/

, . . ne, to th.: cirual read,.r, he prese:its what appears
', b: n r.:,- .... / ,c- , r . e:;-...d c -. :. tb.:; tY . '.[ : : c-t, or bed eabov..
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.. :,s cet,_d like v c ,ichard l'overe anl Lord Divlin,' previously

. t h C cns .ep:rt, t'o chnngc their rin,.t. . Th- I Yo:,:
' e".' , e'k' revieer-. s hs said that iFsteiu's vork is a sva' rhed

,' :hich hai r-. it r'esoetthlc to do'ht the CcLiie-ic3n':, nditr:.-
;h1:. r2:,r.. -tabt)it Qef-ct has been cnhan:cd by life :'mazire's 25 f!ovcxn=.

". ..-. , '.. an t n.. ticn th:.t- h,-r' is a "reasonable
€'oF' as we, A.u etionr £a:,'s fro.-a the Zp-uder fil (o-.id
t.. T.;e,: ,d un i-A .. .-'Kth Covernor Cnnnllv ;'o r"o 't- hi. belic-
thai he was not ntru-: by - s-.e bullet th.,t struck President Kennedy.
(Com.elly does not, h3 -:,-er, agrs-c that th.re should be another investia -
ti,..) E stein i h- polished a nea article in the t _ce b?: 15

_-, of Fnire 1 .' C cxplats away objectont; to his t.ook. A

cC:-,y of ac. early" critique of Eptein's views by Flteher Kr.ebel, nublishe_:d
it. To-A-, 12 July 196, nd an unclassified, unofficial analysis (by
"-'S ;,zta ar") ar att-ched to this dim;-atch, deal ", ith specific qus-
tions raised by Epstein.

7. Fere it shoa!d be pointed out thz.t Epstein's coapetence in research
has b, :a cres;tty exaggerated. Sone illust rati'ons are given in the Ylai-cher
K-,-A article. As a furth .. er sp:cirnen, Erat-.in's boo .refers (pP. 93-5) to
a croped-down picture of a Itavy-et nan taen in ,,exico City, saying; that
the. Central I-atelliience Agency guve it to the Federal Bureau o4 Investiga-
tion on 13 :ovecnber 1963, and that the Bureau in turn forwarded it to its

:Ulan office. Actually, affidavits in the publish V:arren nateria.l (vol.
X1, p. 1;69-7O) .,"ow; that CIA turned the picture over to the Fill on 22 Jio-

, -,.9-53. (Au . atter of interest, .. rk L:ne's Rush to JA+.u5nt- claims
t,::-t the photo vas furnished by C!A on the m-n,:; of 22 Iovcnber

the fa.ct is th.t the FBI flew the photo directly from Mexico City
to Da-llas irn-edatlv af-r Oi.ald's .rr.:->, before Os:ald'n picture had
b.en .ubli. .f:id, on the chance it right be Oswvald. The reason the photo was
e-roTened vas tht t the background revealed the place where it was ta-:en.) An-
othelr exan-.ple: where Epstein reports (p. 1:1) that a Secret Scriviec. inter-
view. report vr'a even withheld fron the li.tioal Archives, this is unt-ue:
en Archives staff rcineb.r told one of our officers that EnOstein c&c-e there
.id asked fo'" the rer.ofn~u, Be yas told that it was there,, but was clansi-
fieO. Indeed, the Archives then notified th,2 Seccret S_.rvice that thcer" had
l,:? a request for the doent, en;1- th Secret Se vce a classified it. But'
l tat time, Entein (whose preface Give-s the i p sion o prolongqed archi-
val ,esearch) had chosen to finish his searches in thtt trchives, vhich had
on!y lz., ted two days, ani had left tow..n. -Yet Epstein charges that the Com-
tn&[:,cn s over-hasty in its vork.

8. Aside front such failures in renearc'h, Epstein and other Intellectual
critics sltc,, syaetorns of sore of the love of theo"iz.r;, and lark (j^ co-.on

nLd c?e.-x[" eeinic cis.layefd by Rich' :d H. Popkin, the author or Th e Second
O'...-_, lcaus 03:ald van reported to have bzen seen in different, place-s at
th, s. ti:e, a pheno:;.enon not surprisi-r g in a sensational case where thou-

.and:h of real or alleged 1witoesses vere inter viewued, Pop.in, a profes-or or
, l-,-.I-, f x:j'-. tht there a.tualy 'ere tw'o OCwalds. At this point,

L!..,.-::l .. :c..-.., ,: of Ic.;;C, c '" -:±L : +'A +-.- l .:':;x cu c '. L'w:. in .Q"- rt ;. tiu;u.+
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,-:: cw.bjr :ti,:: s ; s Co-:-:;on attorneyy Arlcn Sp-.ctr re.-irked, "Why. r,
I:.. '. t t.,re. (iva-K-s? V.h y stop at tw:o?" Ueverthcens *r, anjcV frorn his.

1 n: i1 (.:, b C .l .-I to pubi.sh a sumrt of his vi s i --The l '_
":.,-,'.- E.n th..r - h bies r reo1 Ly in t*;,. Fren'h 15uov l

';'": ;"" t}i., -lt"::~z v .... ;tOCCY ''S W25't;'; .. , an in iktmku's . ...W..hk.-a. P'op':inL ;..es~

.. ...a.o:.a. v:ccUs ton !:, :ci~i c .- i, s 'inr; that "u;p,.rn F oe'
Cr'\ ics" see .z::ned's assCnSWrrzrto. as par of a subtle conspiracy at-
tributable to "r.-rh.a.s even (in rumors I have heard) ?enna.dy's successor."
O -- r.bara Garson ha-, made the s7L':e point in another way by- her parody-

. .1 .:ee.4,r. entitled "iac..re," vith .ht is obviously
President ketnedy (Ken 0 i-ine) in the role of Dunc-,, and Pre-sid-ent

n ' ! (i e nIrd) in the role of ML'cbeth, laCiss Carson ;cakes no effort
to prove her point; she rerely insinuates it. Probzby th, indirect form
of accusation is du- to fe.a-,r of a libL). suit.

9. Other books are yet to appear. William anchester's not-yet-
pzubiish-d Th-_ ath o' a Prsident is at this writing being purged of
r:t:*ria! ours.;Jly objectixiable to Mrs. Kennedy. There are ho.eflfl
,i,.:: Jacob Cohen is vriti.-t a book vhich ill appe: n 1967 Victe:.' the

tiZtl,: Honest urdicK, defending the Co:7isi:_'on report, and one- of the Ce::-
r.:t'.,iou altt:..cys, 1,sley J. Lieber, is also reportedly writin, a book,
sertizv, forth ho .. sides. But further criticism will no doubt ay)ea,-;as

.....n. P". has pointed out editorially, the recent death of Jack
will pIuU-bl] lead to spzcu)flticn thiat he wp.s "silenced" by a con-

"qi recy.

10. Tbh: lil.,.-Iihood of further criticism is enhanced by the eircC-
: ctaC rci. ,ee recentlv to have stezr)ed uti .i

o 'i cl _.irj, to dseredtt the 'rn Cotaision. ,; a rready n,tced, iow,j 's
? Tv Si:"'t rerinted v-rts of arn article by Richard Popkin (ai rd 28 Se-
e. ~r f19,56 i.se), and it also Lrsvc the S';iss edition of Joest.en ' l s.test

V'ol: an cxteunce'.., lau.datory review in it!; ntnber for 26 October. Xz_::.a.
ha!. alo publicized Joesten'n book in articles of 18 and 21 October. (1n
vie"; of this publicity and the Ce.nistbackgrod ... of Joesten and his

can publisr, together with Joesten's insistence on pinnie- ; the bt-e
on ... ch favorite Cora-Iunist targets an1 IL. Rt, the F11 and CIA, there
see:.3 reason to suspect that Joesten's bzook and its exeloitation.- are par
Of a jIanned Soviet propaganda opez'atlon.) Tans, reporting on 5 ifovcrtber
On the dre)osir. of autopsy photographs itn the ilationl Archives, said that
the refusal to cave vide public access to then, the disapparance of a

ltecher of dc.oents, end the r.ysterious death of fora than 10 people, all
rc L: many ALrericans believe Kennedy was killed as the resujt of a con,-
spiracy. hc radio trans:uitters of Praniue and .arns'v used the wniversary
of the assa:-,sin-ation to attack the Wlarren report. The B,).ga'irpn press con-
durtd a cc:rpai.n on th-. subject in the second ha-lf of Octob:!r; a Creek
Co:.::Ur.ist Aesac.r,. _vl, laced the lc on CIA on 20 Nove-riter. Sijni-

icntly, the start of thi- ,;tepped-up cap.ign coi!1eided with a Sovit
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, .- w.S. F.ibm s' in V.s.o - stop distributing tli- JC sian-

e Iit i, c the W xrc. report; (12..:k e......... SCL? ptc;ab,_r)
the Soviets apparentlyy "did not wa,nt vere ft.cts to get in their
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUI.IA

- -- - - - - - - - - x

MORTON 11. HALPERIN,

Plaintiff,
A

v I -To. 76-1082

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE"
AGENCY, ET AL.,

Sa De fndan ts.
-~~~~ ~ ~ ~ --

- x-

Was;hi.ngtorn, D. C.
Tuesday, June 21, 1977

Deposition of C1AR1ZS A. BRXGGS, taken on behalf

of the plaintiff in the above-cntit..ed action, at th-o office

of Mark 1I. Lynch, Esq., 600 Pennsylvania Avcnue, S. E.,

11ashington, D. C. 20003, pursuant to otice, becjinning at

10:05 a.m., before Sandra S. Morgan, a notary public in and

for the District of Coluimxia.

A i1EA P.A ICES:

For the Plaintiff:

MARK I. LYNCI!, Etq.
American Civil LiborLies Union Foundation
600 Pcnnsylvania AverUe, S. E.
SuiA 301

" .Washington, D. C. 20003
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For the Defendants:

PAUL FIGLEY, Esq.
Information and Privacy Section
Civil Division
Department of Justice
Room 6336
Washington, D. C. 20530

JOHN 36AVERY, Esq.
General Counsel's Office
Central Intelligence Agency

Also present;

Morton H. flalperin
Kenneth Taymor

* CONTENTS

EXM-11NATXON BY COUNSEL FOR

iITNESS:

CHIAW.,ES A. BRIGGS

3I.AntrIFJ • DEPE'DM|TS:

...

(11e cxhibits.)
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3

P R 0 C E E D I 11 G S

E.hereupon,

CIIARLES A. BRIGGS

was called as a witness and having been first duly sworn

was exnviined and testified as follows:

EXMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFF

BY 11R. LYNCH:"

M. r. Briggs, would you identify youth 3elf for the

record?

X Yes. fly name is Cha-les A. Briggs. I am a senior

officer of the Central Intelligence Agency, 25 years vith

the organization.

.(I Could you tell us your current position in the-

agency?

. I avq the information review. officer for the deput-1

director of operations.

I believe in one of your earlier affidavits or

denial l.etter you were identified as chief, services staff,

and then Freedom of Information review officer.

Could you explain the difference between thoo tuc

titles? 'I

X Yes.. I had my previous title, which was chief of

services staff, at that time. I no longer do. It's in

.1,
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another component of the clandestine service.

0 Have your duties with respect to Freedom of

Information matters and particularly with respect to the

request which is the subject of this lawsuit been the same

in both positions? "

A. Yes, I carried that function with me.

O Could you explain, please, the role you have play

in responding to Hr. Halperin's request which i the subje

of this lawsuit?

I. All right.

Procedurally, when requests come into the agency,

they go to the appropriate components for file search; and

%ehen documents are found that were originated in the

clandestine service, they go through a lower review process

and subseqLently come to m..; and I am the final release and

review authority in the clandestine service. ,

The accurate organizational title is DDO, Deputy

Director .or Operations.

Q. Now, %ith respect to the two documents which are

still in controversy in this case, document number 6 and

document number 7, were you the officer that classified A
these documents?

A. No.•
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O. Can you identify the officer?

A. Not by name.

S By function?

A. lie is the chief of the unit in DDO which is the

fennel for all -- the focal point for all the docunentatior

found in Freedom of Information-Privacy Act cases. his

number appears on the classified version of the documents

ill question.

QL hat is the reason for your refusal to identify

this individual by name?

A Because he is undercover, under tli. CIA Act of 194

the director is, I guess, precluded or loae; not have to, or

vlhatever the phrase is, reveal. the nav-en oi individual-0 in

the agency.

Q In the initial denial lot-or in this cane, April

1967 -- if you would li):e to refer to it -- yoai have your

file there, don't you?

11R. FIGLEY: Yes.

13Y 111. LYNCI:

Q. Two docurients were located in response to the

request.

Could you now tell us which one of these two

docx,,ents -- relate these tw¢o documents to the subsequent
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numbering of all seven documents? '.h1ic.h wore the first two

that were bcated?

I don't know whether I can do that. X am farxiliar

,ith document number 6 and document number 7. I 1.now what

they are.

OL Can you recall whether documents 6 and 7 were the

first two that were located among the other five?

I don't know the order. in which they were located.

( Now, did you per onally review the classification

determination which was reached by the unidentified officer'

A. Ycs, I did.

( .nid did you rtsake a do novo rev.cw of his determin;

tion, or was. it a more cursory review?

A. DM novo. Do you mean did I determine on my owni

that it was a valid clan ilicatton? Yes, I did tliat.

I lo,., if X could direct your attetion to your

first affidavit filed in this case, and 5f I could particu)

direct your attention to paracjriips 0 and 9 of that affida-v

are the individuals whose identities

11RI. FIGfLY: Xs this the January 21, 1977

affidavit?

CAR. LY11CH: Yes, this .is the first Briggs affidal

executed January 21, 1977.
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BY MR. LYNCH:

I And I would like to particularly direct your

attention to paragraphs 8 and 9 in vyhich you lay out justifi-

cation for claiming exemption 6.

I would like to clarify if those claitas are still

being viad3, that the information which is 'still in con-

troversy, are these claims still being made for that infor-

ination or have they been muted out?

E-R. FIGLEY: I think thai:'a more appropriate for

me to respond to.

These paragraphs \:emt only to-ardt; tbe naxom of

those people who you no longer are contesting and do not

relate to the imaterial w;ithhe3.d from documents 6 and 7.

BY iR. LY 1C :

Q.' Sinlarly, in paragraph number 10 of that affidavit

you cayr "In the3 instant cas;e, the right to privacy is not

the sole consideration, however. At issue is the ability of

the CIA to maintain and protect confidetial relationships."

Is that still the issue rained by the withholding"

of documents 6 and 7, or has that ben muted by the

plaintSff' s tithdraral?

X I am not sure that I understand exactly i.lhat you

are asking. My focus on docu.-nts 6 and 7 is in terms of
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the sources and methods of protection and the classification

of the file copy of the document.

It was my understanding that the other aspects had

been muted.

(L I am trying to determine which of your testimony

is still applicable to the documents that are in issue and:

which of your testimony relates to matters that are now

mute.

). I guess I really don't know how to answer that.

tlayb3 I am not tracking you.

nl. rIGLEY; Is tho question w whether or not

paragraph 10 has any further application in this case?

* Perhaps you could ask him whether the confidentl&1

concerns are applicable to continue %wthholding. We get

into a prolen to tie him to the phro-sinij of paragraph 10.

Genoral.y, I %,ould say yes, it is, 7h1 lawsuit

is much narrower now than it was at the tiae thick affidavit

%las filed.

33Y )SR. LYNCH:

Ll Let me bach up a bit.

Did your statement in paragraph 10 that the issu-

in this case is the ability of the CIA to viaintain and prc"

confidential rolationshipa, was that intended to extend t'-
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individuals other than those who might be considered

intelligence sources w.ho had a professional relationship with

the Cli.?

~. Yes. "

O It was intended to extend to individuals beyond

that category?

. Yes.

Q Okay. Thank you.

I'ow, if I could direct your attention to your

second affidavit in this law'sult, which was executed on

April 28, 1977, and if I can direct your attention to

paragraph 10 of that afficdavit in ;rhich you state, "The

docuient. ,ere prepared in 1970 in response to a request for

a linitcd prcos background briefing on the political situation

in Chilc.i"

Could you c>plan whether that ph case 'lii.ited

presr ]ac);,oground briefing" has rsome n-ianng? Mnat is a

lited preuG background briefing?

A. It wasu't the press iii general. It was, in that

insta,,ce, I believe I am not sure phytlcally how uiany
I..

people w'ere present. It was a limited number. It may have

only bsfn one.

(k On what basis are you able to make that statement?
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/

t."

A. M3y discussion with individuals and reading of the

files. X wasn't physically present so I don't know for

certain.

In other words, it was, as I understand it, a

special circur.stance. There had been a request for informza-

tion; and, in the case of documents 6 and 7, to the best of

ray knowledge, a single individual was involved.

Q How have you acquired th3 knowledcje as to which

you testify in this case?

A. Agonizingly.

Through considerable review and discusions vith

the involved or knowleu.cgeable persons, I should say.

AcLually, I don't )01ow, if there is anybody left N.4h 1zs

physically involved at the tine.

Q" 11hat has happened to individca].s --

A They have retired, to the best of Pty knoyledee..

Now many individuals were involved in these trans-

acLionis in 1970?

X X don't know the answer to that. r aia only certain

of one individual who was physically involved. There wore

others, V'i sure, who assisted in the bnc!:ground preparation;

but'l don't know, the nu'abers.

O Do I understand you to say thare v.ar. one individual

24-353 0- 78 - 27
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who handled the briefing?

X. That's my understanding.

(k Is that individual now retired?

X Yes.

O Will you identify that individual?

A Sorry.

O Could you answer yes or no?

A. No.

4 Will you state why?.

P. Same CIA Act cf 1949.

Aro you roferrinj to 50 U.S.C. 403(g)?

A. ~ guess. The one that gives --

MR. PIGLEY: I think that's w1hat h3 is

to..

ref errliig

'TIuB w'vimESS: Names, titles, organizational affilia-

tion.

MR.- LI.CJI: Counsel, are you directing the witness

not to inzlwer that question? .

MR. FIGLEY: Ho has indicated himself that he

can't ans%!er. This is a high official fron the Central

Intelligence Agency. Ho knov s better than I do.

I thin, though, that clearly this is information

which it beyond the scope of disclosure and Freedom of
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Information discovery cases.

f.M. LYNCH: Despite the fact that this individual

Is retired?

IR. FGLEY: Me may be retired now --

TIHE WITNESS: Can I say something about that?

This is a constant issue. The fact that an

individual has retired does not negate or change thu previous

fact that he had associations with individuals who ero

sensitive sources in the past perhaps st-ill living 4nd still

actively supporting the agency.

For official ackno:iledgement of a relationship*

with the agency to be rnade a ,attcr of public record tauld

conceivably impact with very ntwgative consequeces for an

individual.

" I know somotiries it is hard for the public to'

understand ,hy so-i-ob-,dy who it no longer affiliated cannot

be acknowledged, but probably in the past he was overseas,

so;,e',ihere and probably dealing with fo;:eioners; and ;e "

neither can acknowledge the fact of the location of a stalt'ion

overseas nor the naraes of sources.

BY 11R. LYNC[: ,

Ex Thio.-indivdual-was a senior official in the

operations directorate,- was he not?
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Q And did this official ever have an overt assignnentl

with the Central Intelligence Agency?

A. r don't knof the answer to that. Not to my

knowledge. I believe not, but I can't say.

" 0 lWhat is the basis for your belief?

L. To my knowledge, he was never assigned but to the

operations directorate.

Have you talked to this individual vith respect.

to this lawsuit? . .

I. No. 7

S Have you attempted to contact the iidtvidual?

A. No.

Q. On what basis have you formed the conclusions that

you have reached as to these transactions that took place

in 1970?

IL On the basiss of the record and conversations with,

people ,;ho wore in the component in ihich he served.

Q What kind of record are you r-Iferi'-i-Ig to? Are

there files you have reviewed to reach tiee conclusion?

L Enscntially on the basis of asking who the

individual was who maade the docuipents in question avAilable.

O Are there any collate.-al document; that you have
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reviewed that have contributed to your understanding of

these transactions in 1970?

A. Nothing else relevant to this particular issue.

I.did review all the documents in the case in

totality, and I addressed the documents relevant to this

issue in the earlier affidavit, the seven documents.

(X When yu say you revieveed all the documents relevant

to this case in its totality, do you inaoan there are nore

documcnte than the seven docuuments that have been identified

in responrce to this docuent?

M1R. FXGYEY: Are you asking u;h.ther or not there

vero ot hr docunni n parLalinin to the briefing of Journalists

or other docuumen2s pertaining to Chile in 1970?

1Y K-R. LY'CH:

" Aro you tal]:ing about this particular )riefS.gn,

relations p;ith the press in general, or the entire Chilean

issue?.

A. X have had occacS.on to read an awful lot of.

doctimentn on Chile.

In paragraph 10 of your second affidavit, you

s;tato that, "The doclurents :erc prepared with thO explicit

uuder-tan.ding and agrcem-nt: that the information contained

thcnoin, ;hile factually accuraLe, would iiot be attributed
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to tiw U. S. Government or the CIA."

What is the basis for your statement there was an

explicit understanding and agreement?

IL The information that I received through discussions.

with the involved organization indicated specifically that-

that %ras the nature of the agreement, that it was a confiden-

tial arrangement. The understanding was that the briefing

materials woould be given if the agency was not identified.

Q. fow many individuals have you had conversations

vith in forninvg those conclusions as to which you have

testified?

. I don't |know the answer to that. I can thin of

half a dozen at least

(k Half a dozen. Are any of thcee individuals -- wee

any of these individuals principally helpful to you, one or

ti:o or th-ee that %iere particularly informative; or" were

all half dozen eCiually infor);atLive?

1. I would have to say that one or two of them are

more kno .ldgeable than the others, not because they wore

physically present. but in the interim they had to involve

themselves so deeply in the documentary analysis of the
Chileal Vin-tton. ,-"

( Did cithei: one of these tw:o people have personal
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kno7?leice of this press breifing which is the subject of the

lawsuit?

L Were they physically present at the time?

Q~ Right.

x- Not to my knowledge.

Q. Were they involved ih the decision at the time to

make this Information available to the press?

x No, I don't believe so.

Q Is there anyone left at the agency who was inAlved

:in tho decision-making process?

Y. Not to my knowledge.

Early retirement is becoming a way of life.

. Also in paragraph 10 you state, "An affirmative"

decision was made by a senior CIA official that classifica-

tion ma)L:incjs would not'bn used on tho released docu-i. rts."

- That statement is based on the saioo kind of

conversations; is that right?

. R-ight..

Q Mot with the senior official?

L No. Xt is my understanding it %nis the sam.-

individual.

Q Eased on your conversations with people who vere

familair with this transaction, is this practice often
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followed at the CIA, where classified information made

available to nembors of the press on the understanding --

MR. PXGLEY: Lot ma object to that on tho grounds

you assume it was classified information, and I don't think

klr. Briggs has said that, nor have defendants.

TM WITN.ESS: The information itself was not

""classified, but it was the link between the"information,.

documents and the agency that is classified.

BY MR. LYNCH:-

Q. Well, has it beon -- does the CIA, on occasion,

make avzailable .inilar inforvamtion to omber-s of the press

on the understanding that the link between the CIA and/ the

Infor.atio vill not be wade public?

A. I am not aware of circas.tances like thic o-curring

with any frequency. At the moment, X can't say 7 an aware

of any other circuristances like tlis.

-Jourr? lists over1te.. thiink-we-t.ted-thct7--earlier.

Mt-in no ease-i'.oud iibe-'cla.s~fiad- information.

O- But tho linhago of the information to the CIA

Vould bo a classified fact, in your viow?

L It vould depend on the information.

For example, here, what I have donor, in tody'u
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world, given the Preedom of Information Act and my desire

to adhere to two la;s -- Freedom of Information and the

director's responsibility to protect sources and methods --

Is to release as mich of it that posed no problem.

( To the be-s; of your knowledge, under what authority

did the senior official release a fact which is classified?

A. He didn't. The information released, the informa-

tion itself, was not classified.

L Would_you agree that he made public disclosure,

disclosure outside of the CIA, of the fact that the CIA had

this information?

?L Vell, he certainly did that to the idliviluzA.

Dut the arrangeme;ft was a confidential arranger -nt. I:)

passed that information to that individual on the condition

th.t his source of the i.nfornation, i.e., the a(ieoLcy', vould

not be revealed.

The connection of the inform natioii to the CIA was

iade to him, and the perscon had had a. E-ecurity clearrcOe.

lie, like anybody else on whoi-n we get a clearanc3, p,:%:.scd the

procedural standards' by receiving classified information if

ve chose to give it to him. 7

O Did the individual know lie had be-en cleared?

A. X don't know the anc-:ar to that.
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Q Would the answer to that he retrievable from the

files of the agency?

. ?Vo, because all of the relevant docur.entg -- well,

I don't think so. We would have the record of the fact of

a security clearance being granted. They don't necessarily*

knot the individual kriew himself he had been cleared. ,

n ad this individual signed a secrecy agreement? .

L Vot to my knowledge. A secrecy agreement isn't

necessarily signed by everyone on whom we get clearance to

discuss either a project or an activity or information.

Xt is signed by an employee or an agent or staff

employee.

In other words, if X you are fzimiliar %,ith the

fact that me- -bave- contact ithU, -. business-o" .acadejaia-or

whatever fo: thiepurp.3e of acquiring Snformat.on-froi themi

Ile will run a security clea an-tO~y.to.-g-L-a.fetl- "

whether there-As-any poton a1-poblem-..

In that kind of a situation, t) c 3.idiviOu.zO does "

not sign a secrecy agroemnt.

g IWhen yot released the classified fact to this .

person, the 11nkago of the inforz.tion to ths acjency, on the.

condition that he not wnke public disclosure of this linhae,

did you have any way to enforce that agreor.%ent and undorstaid:)
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with the individual?

A. Nlo.

We hava little way of enforcing a secrecy agreement

except in good faith.

O You have pretty potent ways of enforcing secrecy.

agreements with people who sign them.

2 " L Forgive my levity.

0. That last exchange shouldn't have been on the racor, ,

I guess.

Was the individual cleared for the specific purpose

of making this information available to him?

.- o.

n fow long before the information was made available

had he been cleared?

A. X don't recall the exact date. It was, In time,

before 1970; but I don't recall the exact date.

Do you have a rough idea? One year? rive years?

A X have no idea.

How was the information actually transmitted to

this individual?'

X It isimy understanding that tho docuirnnto themselves

actually were physically passed.:

}lie was given copies of the documents?
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A That's right.

Was this information made available to any other

m-edia representatives?

A. Not to my knowledge.

C Were there other limited press background briefings

on the political situation in Chile given to other numbers

of the press in the fall of 1970?

x Well, the other documents that aren't at issue

this morniat were given to other newsmen.

( Were those other docutwents docui:ents-that have

been at issue in this case and the reciuist for ihich hus

b en eithdra.n, or .'ewro they docwi.nts that ;ore construod

not to ba within the scope of the original request?

A Xt's r:y understanding 7 an only addressing

doaun.2rts 6 and 7 this morning.

I:R. MXGLBY: That's wzhat the notice of deposition

provides, but insofar aD you can do so, you can anr,.;or thir;.

TH1P WITiESS: I thin Y have indicated, Wth

respect to the affidavits, that there were a totaI of four

docw-13nts reslevant to the background briefings; and the other

two involved, I aa not sure whether this individual. was also

a recipient of those documents.

hut I am sure that there w ere other individuals
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BY I.R. LYNCHl:

Q. Could you clarify that?

A. There were fotin docu-nents that figured in back-

ground briefings.

C lumbers 1. 2, 6 and 7?

P. Right. "

I and 2 is not the subject of this deposition.,

Xt is uy understanding that documents I. and 2 were given to

an individual or individuals oth-r than the individual that

we are discurgsing in connection with 6 and 7. Whether ho was

also the recipient of 1 and 2, 1 am not sure.

6 and 7 ware given only to one individual?

P. To the best of y )-.nov;ledge.

t 1 and 2 may have been given to ,nere than onto

indiv3.d

regu'est

A.

IL

ial?.

That's possible.

Did th3 individual who received <docuantr 6 and 7

bachgrouud briefing, or was it offerdC- to hir.?

My understancding is that ha reque.ted it.

Did this individual work for Time Magazine?

I can't annver that.

If I could direct your attention to paragraph 7 of
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your second affidavit, you say that, "Two of the huwnan

.ntll , e sources involved in acquiring the infor.ition

describ-cd above are currently residing abroad and nay. b

expected to continue to provide information of value to this

Govern..'ent's foreign intelligence mission provided thoir

identities are protected.".

Were both sources involved in furnishing all three

sets of information, the three differe n t sets of deletions?

. Try that again?

A. Let me explain. I will talk about three sets of

dCletions, There iu one block in docuv,.ent 6 of the first

15 .iz. These is th- second block of 6 .ines, and 35 lines

talking up the totality of docur.ent 7.

Vere these tv:o sources sources of all that iforr-

nation, 'or did ono source furnish coi.i of the block-, and not

other of the blocl:5?

Could you relate source one and two to the inforu.a-

tion that a bten v;ithhOld?

A rim going to have to think about how to avoid

tolling you vho they were.

X think it would be correct to say that -- well, I

actually don't really :now the answer to that. Xt'n zIiy

under.s;tanding tliat one of the sources furnished info,-iation
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in ow, edocum.:.nt but did not furnish iny of tli3 Informat!on

in another docunit,

I can'L sry that with absolute certainty.

Xn other vrords, the first document which, a: you

know, is four pages long, consists of a ch.ronological

sequeance of information. It is possible, I suppose. I just

dons; kno;.

Q All right.

If I could direct your attention to domum.nt 6.

11R. FXGL)LY: Ilas that been filed?

X.R. LYlCH: Attac)-w.v2t I to the, second Jrwiqq

nffidav. t.

BY iR. LYICI:

(k And if I could direct your attention to th. 6 liues

delet-d %ro.n pace 3, thi).rd priagrah, of document 6, you

stfo i n your id, n patragrzp' 5, that tleore li. its

cons-ist of pcronal'etii). , conce.rning a foreicin p r':lalityo

1,as this p rs3oniality Salvador Allcn-do?

hR. FIGaEZY: Let r,.:- object to that on thct crounds

it goes to the subject Platter of the !awxuii.t.

NR. LYIMCII: Thi.- ontiro ptga anid the prev.o".S ;

page, in fact, the prcviou' two vagos, ara biograph'cA;I

rtater.ial on Allende. It %rould seem quito likely thaL the
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third paragraph on page 3 also pertains to Allende.

if it doesn't, it could nzke a big 4iference in

the veigh% that night be attributed to the claim of exeinption

MR. FIGLEY: Hlow is that?

MIR. LYNCH: You have a document that talks almost.

totally about Allende, and you say this information pertains

to a foreign personality. .

It seems that it's fairly -- mo.;t likely th.-

paragraph refers to Allende. If it doesn't, X .ould like

testimony on that fact and ;e may avoid a whole lino of

dispute(.

WE ,11XRIESS: I can say that it does reo) to

Allen&-e, but I can't Cay any more about it.

MR. LYlUC!!: All r-ight.

1 1I;ow, -ith re.;Vect to the fi'st ).5 line 1h:, i t'o

doloted frora paragraph 6 -- X'r sorry, fron d 6,

which you descr.be in par, raph 4 of your c -ond affidavit,

you say this consists of foreign intellig .ice infor:w-Lion

concerning npocific secret political arrngeein nts but7 n

foreign qov'ernnment officials and the identities of ii1v1SVdua.-

who played significant roles; in %honve "ccot ac2Liviti ;.

Is Allonde ona of th' individual; Vho5C! id:titleors
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has b,.!en Witthheld bore?

A. X think I can an ta'er tat affirmati.vly, but again,

I TaL-t E.y any vtore than thaL.

g. With respect to document nu=nb-" 7, which you

describe in parograph number 6 of your second affidavit, you

stato that the document concerns secret co,.aunical.ons

bLtween foreign government officials.

Is Allende one of those officials?

L Yes.

Q %. would li):e to go back to tho status of the

individual to w.hom documents 6 and 7 w.er 'ade available.

Is it correct that your' Costirony is that this

in'Uv..vda1 was clea-kl for rece.,.p o. cl essfici 5:ifoIMAoii?

A. The c).ea::aico hd b)en a tu, on hi, y0:-.

(\ ... |as tho .mfor',tJ.on r:zvde av 'lahlo to )im -- 'a

thru . -- did the individual have.: any j.ofossien.1.

rela.ti.o;miwp -ith th Centr 'l Xntellicjenco Acnoy?

A. 1o, not to i.q )no?,q..ocge..

CL War the inform. (t.on ade avzJi axle toh r because

he war considered roliablo and tru,1tvorthy, that h1a would ))-.

conrcxil reliable ind tru: tZ:oithy in kc-p3ncj ie aeowent

under w:h.ch ha recoivad th iiiforati.on?

S ull, ho as1od fCo): Uto inforo-ation in the firvt

24-353 0 - 78 - 28
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instz'ucc, and ik vould be my assu!pion that it ,as given to

hin because he was trustworthy because we had deLeririned,

through the clearance process that, according to tho

procedures, he was -- could receive information.

O Could you explain the nature of the unde'rst,4nding*

that you had -- that the agency had with this indivii mal

with respect to how he could use the information?

A I don't think I found anything in tha vecore or

in anythilig I heard that put any qua).ifieies on it ocept for

not attributing it to the agency.

he was fi e to report thin info rmnsion long as

.. Y. .
he did not identify that it acefro r:i the ngency?

(. Was the nature of thick mderstanding such that ho.

cou.d nr%Ca the arncy connection :no--.:n to h.s ; e.to" o):

publisher, or vas he prohibited froi ikkirg tiat d.sclostate

as el "

IL 11ell, I don't ]no thai- ho vz.s npoWifc;lly

prohibited, but it wou.d ba atypical. T'he arrn"ant was-

between tho individual and the agency, and I would oni;surle

lie would not make it available to hit publisher or anyone

also.

mft. xYiWII: Okay. I don't think I have tiny ).tore
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ques tioW3 Inless the plaintiff has one.

Can wue take a brief recess and then comie back?

MR. FIGLEY: Certainly..

.(Recess.)

MR. LYICH: Back on the record.

Just a fewr quick further questions.

BY M.R. LYICH :

(t Could you elaborate the basis for your refu!wal to

answer whether the person to whom this briefing was given

w'as a M'i age agazine employee?

o. Well, as a bans.c part of th Vatio.ial Secur.ty Act

of 1,17, tho director is onjoY.ned fro.q identifying sou:ecos

and i. as a part of tha intcllignice tridc. craft proces-,

w'ho en .dcje in confidentiaO. rclationshIp; waich wre Iavo to

honor o: people don'tt be elpful.

I guess jDst recently and wost specficlly,

liP. miuL,, vhen ho was DCX, issued a press state enent, bocautwe

of all the public concern about tho CIA and the proms;,;

and ho c.xplainid %1at the circu:?stz.uccY had b]cOn and 1i" l Id

dow:n soxL. nel rules for the future.

And in that docu:nint, he stated that although wte

lon' t cigasje, as w had, with mieib..bors of thc U. S. press asi

actual sources in the fuu'kne, he still would noL identity ay'
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individual who we had had contact with.

O So this individuml, then, is conSidered an

Intelligence source?

11R. FIGLEY: I think you are putting words in his

taouth. He didn't say that.

hR. LYNCH: He said he wouldn't identify intelli-

gence sources. - '

MR. FIGLEY: I think he said the director issued'

a statement stating that the CIA would not identify

individuals who are .o,.bers of the press -ho had relationships

%rith the CTA.

MUR. LYNCH: Could you 'rcad that anse.;er back?

(Tho reporter read the pending answer.)

R. LYNCi: So your position is that this inforna-

t fon faIIr withinn 403(d) (3), oxov pt.on 3?

MIR. FIGLEY: o, I don't think it's beoin" withheld

on that bas3.s at all. It is being withheld on the basi .it

has not bren pu')icly disc.osed and that the CIA h..s ontered

a confidcnUial agreccwnt with this individual not to

identify hin.

we have not withhold this inforiiiation on tho basis

of exeption 3. It las withheld, on tle bacia of exemption G.

The fact that plaintiff has waived or dropped that
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portion of the lawsuit doesn't mean that we are now obligated

to disclo,,a it in discovery.

I.. LYINCIIi Do I understand you to say the CIh has

an explicit agreement with this person, not t.: identify him?

HR. FIGLEY: I don't have personal knowledge of

that. Perhaps 1r. Briggs does.

TIE WITNESS: What I know is that we had an agree-

rent that he wouldn't identify us at the tirae. I don't have

personal knowledge of our having said, "We von't iden'Lfy

him," but that's agency practice, the director's charge to

US.

IR. LYt CrC: I am seeking this person's identity

not b Icauze 3.t's within the ,cope of the request but becaune

he could pr:ovid, highly relevant teatiroony.

'I I!E TZ'IBaESS: I ullde):rnad that, and I foee. bound,

than, to return to oxtAption 6 bt-,causo T can't, without his

periissioii, identify him,.

)) *M LYCH

Xn view of the fact that the Sonato co~m%'tto.c.

report identified Time I-agilne as buin.i" one o the

recipients of these briefings, can you ac:hnolocige that the

individual vias a Tim3 Magaz ine em:ployee?

1 li1 , I call't.
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3Wa this information given to the recipient in

connection writh his official duties?

ni. FXGUY: Let me object to tha question on the

ground it is unclear. Official duties as a reported and

employee of some publication, or if a free-lanca reporter,

his official duties as a free-lance reporter?

IAR. LYNCH z I am referring to the provision which

provides that classified information can only be provided in

connection with official duties. I am trying to determine

if this information was given in compliance with that

executive order, Executive Order 11652.

IR. FICLEY: Will you re.:tate your question with

that in mind?

BY fIR. LYNICH: ..

E iving r'orfred to Exocutive Ordor 11652, as Chi.

information (Jiven to th3 individual in cowip.thne \t t-hat

requir-renL of the executive order?

A. As I have indicated before, the information itr'f

.as not 0lasSifiod.

Q. I am referring to the fact of the agency's connection

with this information. I thought we had come to an under-

standing that the fact, the crux of t],Ii U case, is the

agency' s connection with this Information and that connection:
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A I 4on't quite know how to do tds.

Tho record indicates that he or the inst-itution h _

vorks fe:" asked for backgrowLd information on Chile. So, in

that zense, hl ras asking for the information in conformance

with his po3ition, not as an individual or private citizen.

The information that Oas given to him is -- was

unclas fied.

X would have to assume that the agency folt free

to give him the information because of the fact that we had

run a clearance on him previously and we knew, when va said

to him, 'Ii trill give you the information on the condition

that you don't reveal the affiliation," that he would honor

that co,.nitren. . .

Q. Was thin infoiT ation clear d 1x.cause c b: a

reporter?

X don' t knoui tha answer to tUAt.

It could vell have bevi becatise of his access to

info'i .iaLiorn or his travel at the point S n tit.,tc at vhich tho

clearance i;as sought. X don't k;now i'-hor he vas a report :6-r

at the tine the claoranco was taken. "

O. Aro there any agency regulations which cjovern the

disclosure of classified fact to iudividal,: r are outside

I..
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the c .:y' s ermployaent?

T Sure. There a~c rgulatioa im.ening Executve

OreO.: 1).652, v:hich doct address recipients both in and out

of th.; govc rn . ....t.

OL (n addition to the executive order, does the agency

have any regulations that would cover this hind of transact, on

In addition to the implementing instruction! of

11652?

\ X misunderstood you. You have the Executive Order

11652, and then you have impleienting instructiolIS in addition

to that?

. • ight. . .

Q. DLo any of t*ose inplmotng iutrc.c. o .- :

the nituzaion which .;at the genesis c; th.e la-;uit, -.here a

cla:;Ufed '.acL was rvado .vailable to tiiJ; ":- "".

11R. FIGLEY: You uacid cirISSiftlcd fnctU mde

availa!.Ae to a reporter. Mir. Bwiggs has (poatedly tsaid

that the docut:en- given ovu: :ere not ci .iiiie doou.1nt:.

I ]:no.; .what you are saying is the fact of tho Ct

connecCion as disclosed to him, but in readings selected

excerpt,: from thlu deposition, that may not be clear.

X would appreciate it if you could be 1.1ore (:,plicit3

MR. LYNCU- I think we are very clear on the
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record thut we understand that the deleted information is

.. ,t i::'-;elf classified but the fact that th3 CIA had r!'ssessioi

of that info iation in 1970 is classified and that fact was

made available to the recipient of this information.

ly pending question is whether the agency has a.

regulation that deals w:ith making available classified

facts, which we have at issue here, a classified fact at

issue here, making such facts available to people who were

not employed by t]wo agency.

TUE WITZIESS: I th.nk that the best way to answer

that in to say that the cloarce process is the guaranty,

is the control; anel there are, yes, regulations on the

procedures for Vatting a ceAranco for someone.

1VY .1R. LYTCHI:

(v. Are the%.e regulations. that deal with reporters

baing c~lecared bhcausa they are reporters?

X I am not aware oQf anyLhing in that. context.

I am aiaro of regulations, nubseqnont to all the

near-current ho)pla, lhich laid down conditions fox" not

dealing vith reporters.

Q. In 1970, are you. aare of any recgulationn?

X I don't recall tVat the rccjulationu wero co

specific ae to identify reporters or doctors or categories
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of pcop.e that wa;.

FR. FIGL!" : 0

Thank you.

([-Teretipon, a

deposition was ended.)

I have read ti

a corr(.c$ transcript of

qucstie.c therein record

Subsccib-.d and

of

kay. I

ie have

don't have any more

no questions.

35

Cples~ions3.

t 11:15 am., the taking of the

tricATE oP iOEPaRE.,i'

-ie foregoing 35 pages which contain.,

the answers made by m~ to thol

vorn to mrje this • y

Ulota.-y Public

Ily cori:ms.lon expires

CFNT]
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CCRTXFICATSE OF NOTARY PUBLIC

X, Sandra S. Morgon, the officer before whom /te

forejoinq deposition was taken, do hereby certify that thv

%itne-.'! vhO.0 testimony appears in the foregoing deposition

was duly t-;orn by rae; that the testimony of naid witness

was taken by me stenographically and thereafter reduced to

tyTvrit .ig by ma; that said deposition is a tnie record

of the testimony given by said wiLness; that I am neither

cotnmel for, related to nor employed by any of the parties

to the action in which this deposition llas taken; and,

further, that I . not a crztive o" o~ployea of any attorney

or covn:;e employed by the parties heroto, nor financially

or other..wise interested 5ii the out.ome of the action.

Notary 'ub).ic in " .a
the D.utrict of Col ubia

yi coerm:.rio ) c.pircs Octobcr 14, 19P1.
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Washington Post, 12/29/75, p. Ai6

har el.ch.-..."r

THE MURDER"I Richard S..Welc, CIA station' .expect Whenthey fingered Mr. Welch? T.ironies are
chief in Athens. *as: the entirely predictable result the - overwhelming. Here are jome American foes of the CIA
disclosure tactics how by cert;In American critics of adopting the morality'-and even :a&ettlnlg, the
the agency as part of their effort 00 destroy it. His was tecbnique-in&wt aasssnatio--which tbe have so
one of the names published In a.perlodical called often dwcribed as characteristic of the agency Ibelf.
Counter-Spy; in a bock, former. CTA officer Philip Aee Here are critics of the CIA emp*iyng a disclosure taei
has also named names. Precise causee tboe using virtually certain to lead o asssination, just as therl
these tactics include experienced for-mer CIA men, they of the country comes to the'vlew, which the gov
would be in a position to know that public identification of ha already formally embraced, that assasinatit6n is
Richard Welch was tantamount to an open Invitation to unacceptable abuseof power.
kill himn. The surprise is not that this happened to him, . " -
but rather that it had not happened previously to others. Institutionally the CIA has a good deal to account I
That none of the criticspuled the trigger imeaninglesi. over thq years.. It is, however, currently making a
There are'enough potential killers at large around the accounting in the only way acceptable In a democrat!
<orld to spare thecritics thatchore. ., society: according to Internal and congressional

"If anyone is to blame for Mr. Wech's death, it is the process; of review. Tat review must, of ourse, g
CIA," explained Tim Butzof Fifth Estate, the grouphere on-with due vigilance against such perils to individua
that publishes Counter-Spy. "Wc don't want to see as have been freshly dramaUtzed In Athem. To think tha
anyone shot." One canunderstand why Mr. Butz does not' any of the CIA's past excesses constitute a moralli
%ish to acknowledge that his group set Mr. Welch up for ror extra-legal punishment of its employees is jus
the hit He no doubt believes every word he says. To. wrong. Richard Welch, after all, was not the agent of
blame the victim for the murder, however, is simply to hostile power. He was an American citizen serving h

flee one's own responsibility for contributing to it. What government, and he had been accused of no crime.
other result than killing did Mr. Butz and his colleagues mourn hls death.. .,
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:-e W'ashington Pos
january 23. 1977.
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CIA ,ews -an-g.ne
By Morton Ht. Halpemin

W HMN Richard Welch aitied. In Athens lIn Jun. t WIM to become the CIA station hIe, hi super .
ors at the Ageocys tmety, Va., heq r w e ",
cerned about his safety. Thr awiy did not stem hem
the fact that some months esarUr an/Aherin nbca-. p a,
tfon called Co=zit,,Spy bad ietifie him as forer4
station e iz In Peru. Rather, the concern was ased o .
Wekhacbo" oforesdence.* ' ' -

nh ousew in an Albena suburb had bee the rid- .
ecc of a Ojeccession of staioo ches over nyo Years Til ,*4
and was widely known theGreekcapital s .ach.The.
oGflc~ i at CIA headquatna o cts also
Imew that ant1Amorkaubm was at it e~e ptch in -

Creee with much of tb.astageosm dirted at the s
Cl[A.

ft was decided to warx WAlcb In keeping with the de-
ferwscwtradtlonally accorded a field representative by 4

IA headqurters, Weh was &n no der. ua qu1V0-;
cal edar w to mv Lowthe ld edsom lowe'vrm

source wh hays sef the pertinent CU cable - It ha ; ,
neyer bm released but was ref eru to briefly in the .
Sent InteSLM e Commhue repOt - AY It all bt In-

stvtscted Welch to find anotherh1oLUe. Iz4

The combtned jadgm of the people at besdquqprt- ,,,-,:

ers, the cable said wee that It would be wheot for him to
live elsewhere. Welch was advised In the strongest pox* A '1

bie terms that there would be concern for his safety
should he more into the tradft~al re ea Repord -V

ly, there was spectic Weremc to the danger of aseal-

Wlh was unpersuaded iBack to LA4eY %*d a cable
aying that, for administrative eoAvtnence and other
reasoa Welch would take the chance

All of ths was well knownat CI headquarters when

nea aztfved that Wekh had been shot to deaths U he.'
and his wife returned bome late at night from a Christ- •
ms party at the Amerkcn ambaadors home. But Richard Welch: teorned.
none of thi pertinent Informaton was made pubc at -. - .
the time. lntead, the CIA swung Into action with a • a"
sic disinformtioi campaign directed not at some bos-
tila tntelligeoce agency or enemy natiou but at the'* ' rles filed out of Wabington on Welch'sideath that night

American public. i O.:l noted that he had been lWted L CounterSpy. Non#
The CA's then press spokesman. Anus Thuermar be- mentioned the CtA wa3rlgs to Wekh as to his place of

gan calling the reporter who normally cover the intel-- . .resene •
Ilgence agencies. Thuermer, as was his habit spoke on i The t be w udeled wae a CM& officil, eco
deep background. the newsen could we the Inforp. iitn h-Ut b daife sa S nelie
tion but not AttributelIt tdsany $Mon c - .. I sorce. told the Associated Press that weve had an

What Thuo'mer s) was that Welch bad bee ilenti. American gunned dow by other Americans fingering
ted a3 a CLA aSent In Counterpy, tha uzgAine pu' • him- right or Wrong - as a CIA agenL A few days
I'shed by an anCIA group called thi h F rtt& He. later the White Hou'preu spokesman said Welch's
dtd. not tsl the reporters that th"CIAbad warned death had come at lee in part as relt of publication
Welth tot to Uve to the house In front of whikh he was of .Wk L To Washington post rereed tkal jour.
kiled.or that the houe was known In Ahens as the . k acceptance of the CIA lie when it said eltdort-
homeo the CIA sUt chief. .• . that Welh's murder ow the entrely predkctable

r-Ault of the diqclrisure tactics cbroen by ceruln Aweri-
Acceptell ]Utge ijcan critic of the y."

HE POir here 13 not whether the as.,.t= Thus, the Walch murder his become part of CIA my.
learned of Welch's identity becairse of the Counter-. " hoo. The assu,natlou was, of course, tragic and

Spy article or hb coke of presence - It b wel know xcsbie, but the aftermath points to the dangers of
that In most capitals, particullrly In Western countries," permitting an Intelligence agency to use the flow of in-
anyone who really wats to lesi the CIA chief natme formation to diStort public debate on vital Issues. "
can doo.'Thepoatbratthe C e fgaedtn
news maagemnt Immediately after his death to make Hole
a pobt*capol at.Swis

Uvr works e1 the Center for National Secrity
,Ahre he recently o-o04thered 'The Ls -test



32 SMATk SUM an. ~-t i r
How CIA m'anag es-affer! le s urder

By Mortn H. Hapsuin .... - ~ 4eecc'However. sources who hav seathas paqudent CtA 4 ~Wa hemrsi a htYec a enIUII~S
Special ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A frr-tewsie~o o*c~ k bt a never been released but was referred po efty. -&CI agen Counter-Spy. ft magarine published by a ad

WASHINGTON - When Richard S. Welch-a&vd- AIM h heSnt nelgne omte eot-m It all *but: srA a cafle the Fifth E~'ate. Hie did oft tell do rersfW5
SJune. , t o beom heCIA stat chlehis lauperlora nsruced Welch to find another hme. . t that he CIA had warned Wach no to live In tehouae -n

the agency's Langley (Va.) hedquarters were-cncerned The combine judgment of the people at hea "Uat the which he was killed or that the house w a know In Aen s"
about als safe y ,- ca said, w as l tt w o ul for im to i e e e. a the hom erft e CIA i aLi wh t- c i ef" - . ".of

Their anxiety did nw aeom from the fact that some months Aher. Welch was advied In the strongest possible tem ha tm poit hrIsntw thrteaaal irnedfearlier a- .,m.rator, publication called Counter-Spy had Identi- there would be concern fpr lia sa te should be mo ino On :th ,Welchs Idenity .aselam of the (mter-Spy article hiah
fled him as fortner station chie In traditionalI residence. Reportedly. *Anr was specific Ic&I i m ~"~ - - -c - It Is well knwn that In mstee capitals4
Pawe. her, the cano s based to the dange of assassnati. an
an ch Wc's choke of reduce. The Welch wa upermaded. Back to Langley wt a cale M a Ow CIA satien chiefs UMe can do 0. 1U POnt
hot, In a suburb of Athens had been ing that, for admnllratl e Convenience nd oter reasMon. rls that ie CIA engaged Ie management Imuiedlatel
the residence of a succession of sta- Welch would take the chance. after his death to make olitical P -.tio chiefs over many years and was All of this was well known at CIA headquarters when news , . ... " was a uc . Th
widely known n the Greek capital as arrived that Welch bad bee shot to death as he and his wile 'Tm dlsThe r d ioInc wa OMlMe
such. The officials at CIA hesdquar- returned home from a Christna party at the American am-, : filed out of Washliton that lght an Wlch'sdqcath all
ten were aware of these facts. and bessadors home. But none of this pertinent information was 4 that be had been listed in Counter-Spy. None imed the
also knew that and-Americanism was ."made public at the time. Instead. the CIA wwlg ino actin • CIA warnings to Welch as to his place 0f residence.
at a fever pitch In Greece with much with a dasmc "dlsinformatinm" campaign directed not at - The ass tlonalM wak at coure, tragic and inecusabie.,*bu
o he antaxoismi directed at the .'ome hostile Intelligence agency or enemy nation but at the' tf aftermath points to the dangers of permitting an
CIA. - American public. I .- telligence agency to ain the flow of lnformntloantto

it was decided to warn Welch. In - The CIA's ftmbe-p spokeman, Angus Tner. bel p. blc debate on vital Inues.
keeping with the deference tradition- calling the reporters who normally cover the lntelligence 1 .H I 4. -- N O.

mcARD . ally accorded a field rep entatIve. agencies. Thuermer. as was his habit. spokeon "deep back- Mrortonks lper/n w" at theCenter for $eua r.
wELcH by CIA headquarters, Welch was glv- ground"; the newsmen could up. thi informtion but not at- Ity Studs, -where he recently co-uhj)r "The" L!We.

n. no clear. unequivocal order not to move Into the old rdL t itaite it to any source......__ ._,_____,,,'"_._.... .______

l
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WAmsN.'oTO.D.C. •

29 March 1977

Mark H. Lynch, Esq.
John H. F. Shattuck. Esq.
Project on National Security

and Civil Liberties
122 laryland Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Gentlemen:

The Director of Central Intelligence has asked me to reply to your
letter of 17 March 1977 in which you expressed concern q ver the possibility
of CIA activity involving the forthcoming book of your client, Mark Lane, on
the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., entitled Code Name Zorro.
I do not foresee that CIA would have any reason to take any action designed
to interfere in the publication, promotion, distribution, reviewing or public
discussion of Mr. Lane's forthcoming book, and CIA has no intention of

taking any such action.

As concerns your request for the promulgation of a new regulation
of the nature you suggest, in my opinion the issuance of such a regulation
is unnecessary. The delineation of CIA's functions and authorities is set

forth in the National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 1403, et seq. ; the Central
Inwiligence Agency Act of 1949, 50 U.S.C. 1403aet seq.; Executive Order
11905 (41 Fed. Reg. 7701, 19 February 1976); pertinent National Security
Council Directives and appropriate CIA regulations.

Sincerely,

Anthony A. Lapham
General Counsel

(3)
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122 Miylund Avenue N.E. Woshimjlon. D.C. 20002 (202) 544"5300

Admitral Staisrleld T'uvner
Director of Central Intelligence

Central Intelligence AGency
Wash1tq,,Lun, D.C. 201j05 Mirrh I'l, 1977.

Dear Admiral Turner:

This letter Is written on behalf of Mr. Mark Lane and the
American Civil Liberties Union. For the reasons set forth below,
we request (1) a commitment from you in writing within ten days.
that the Central Intelligence Agency will riot interfere In any
way with the publication, promotion, distribution, reviewing,
or public discussion of Mr. Lane's forthcoming book on the
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., entitled Code Name Zorro;
and (2) the prompt promulgation of a regulation prohi-biting the
CIA from interfering In any way with the publication, promotion,
distribution, reviewing or public discussion of any book.

We make these requests because Information recently released
to Mr. Lane by the A(en,:y has r'even led that the Agency undertook
a covert campaign to counter and discredit certain books concerning
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Including
Mr. Lane's book, Bush to Judgmet. Because these activities exceed
the Agency's statutory *:harter, 50 U.S.C. § 403(d)(3) and violate
the First and Fifth Amendment rights of the authors and the First
Amendment rights of the public at large, Including the membership
of the ACLU, they should not be repeated.

A CIA dispatch to "Chiefs, Certain Stations and Bases,"
dated January 4, 1967 states: "The aim of this dispatch Is to
provide material for countering and discrediting the claims of the
conspiracy theorists, so as to Inhibit the circulation of such
claims In other coutrles" (l-.'xhibit A, p.l.) Thi document
also contain:; the follo%iJn, requests for "ac:lon":

I~ ~ ~~~~~~~.1 I. w, AA ,I I I W~,,A ,..h .A...hI IJ .. ilw|!, ,.'
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a. To discuss the publicity problem with
l:ilInon and frleicldly <1 tie co'nt;ict.:s (,;pcial1ly
pIoliticlanr, and edito)r) . .... nI t out also
that pa t:; of' the vomt::iiracy t.:lk alp',at to lit!
deliberately generated by Communist propagandists.
[I' 9,(. t.heii to u: e tl e' 111"luelt"ee to di neourk'De
tirmluinded and -L'4'I;lOl; :;peC'il;itlOi.

I). '|ito 'mrihl),y Iim'( ill;;lma n :l :n;d ::('t:; io ;t1i::.vj mI" l

alld I'tratUl'e at ideLs a-t paI| ilul.rli y i|peup |lo;ltC
for this purpose.

Another diopatch to "Chiefs, Certain Stations arid Bases", dated
July 19, 1968 also instructs that "assets" may be assigned to
counter published criticisms of the Investigations of the
assassinations of President Kennedy and Senator Robert Kennedy.
(Exhibit C).

The released documents also reveal that numerous books and
authors, in addition to Mr. Lane, were targets of these operations:
Joachim ,Toesten, Oi2ald: Assassin or Fall Guy; Leo Sauvagf7e, The
Oswald A FfaIi: An Examinat ion or Contraditloils and Otnissto :i- (if
the Warren L.port; Sylvan Fox, The UJnanswe'ed Questions AbOiLt
Presideiit Kenned'y's Assassination; Harold Weisberg, W imtewash II;
Perin i 1ones Jr., iFo-r'ive My,/ (v1 e f'; Goorje T'hori on, Th, Qi ':
for Truth; Edwaird Jay Epstein, Inquest; and Richard H. Popkin,
The Second Oswald. (Exhibit B).

The CIA's efforts to counter and discredit these books
apparently met with some success, for a note on January 4, 1967
dispatch states:

"This was pulled together by (deleted) in close
conjunction with [deleted]. We furnished most of
the source material, proposed many of the themes, and
provided .eneral 'expertise' on the case. The Spectator
article was written (deleted). 23 Jan. 1967."

Although these operations may have been primarily aimed
at audiences abroad, including United States citizens abroad,
they Inevitably had a domestic impact, because magazines such
as The 3 IL cta ,tor have a slg:m 17" cant reader'hlmlp It the United
States. Yet another alarming,, fact disclosed by these
dncumcnLmts Is thal, the CA obt1a cil : proo' copy or lti.; to
Judgment at loa-t two weeks before the book wnu publ1|,shed.
Although tihe 11uhiic:t L1n dale was Augi,-st 15, 1966, a CIA offIcial
sulbmitted a review dated August 2, 1966. (Exhibit D).
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Thloue uctiviLties of the (;IA clearly Infrinee on the
rtght ,og authors to freely communicate ideas on public Issues
uild oil the right of' the public to receive such tl.:,:; without

Consumers Council, 25 U.S 74,5 9'T6)7PuvL.e..-'re, action
by the Agrency which interferes with the circulation of published
books violates the authors' Fifth Amendment rights. Greene v.
McElroy, 360 U.S. 474, 492 (1959). These rights, of course
extend beyond our national boundaries and restrain governmental
action abroad as well as at home. Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. I,
5-6 (1957). Moreover, these activities exceed the CIA's
statutory charter, for in enacting 50 U.S.C. 6 403(d)(3),
"Congress apparently felt that it had protected the American
people from the possibility that the CIA might act In any way that
would have an impact upon their rights." Final Report of the
Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities. S. Rep. t/b. 94-755, 94th
Cong., 2d Sess., Book 1, 138 (1976) cited with approval in
Weissman v. CIA, No. 76-1566 (D.C. Cir., Jan. 6, 1977) (petition
for rehearing pending).

In view of these statutory and constitutional violations,
we believe that it is necessary for the Agency to promptly
lOrouu)Uate a regulation which will prohibit its employees from
engaging In such activities In the future. Mr. Lane, however,
requires a more immediate assurance that the CIA will not inter-
fere with his book on the King assassination, which he has written
together with Dick Gregory and which ib due to be released
on April 4, 1977. Consequently, we will deem his request to have
been denied ir not answered within ten days. While we expect
that you will provide the specific assurances we seek, we also
wish to make it clear that we will seek Judicial relief in the
event that the Agency does not comply with our requests.

Very truly yours,

Matrk 11. Lyllvch

John H.F. Shattuck

cc: The Hon. Griffin Bell
MilL: KJC
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MCI YORK. NEW YORK
yrosS

v 803,123

*-1,406,633

Ubiquitous Hand Guides Relations of U.S. and Greece
"Alow on 11,a11i GorimeoMt to aeeow th, a- Umod Sales I.tormaations Se.n oMcke. he was osooclet with both th yodst.oov

P'O-Rtfm¢ k -l Celh Was. ad ws ew I o ied a Syea N1e In Istli dlact so v"tm.
WAStH W'. -, Tru"A'sag t bp pOaac i It I A Ileo t l @lf, At"tletll btl0". Asked --I che ilii-.-hr

MT,, .DO.. 5H si itoll .,sls rtril .m his.;,' b_ .it to t mum rie. =W.r Thlmll++mVe

"Yfrd js e, dec. hi atms tam c r l.t!' oe t ae Ihs . -d- regpod- 1b C . Is
card, aed attd thels d l. ,lgi" rd. WSen a ca ereIpedet 4 ll." H - h New' Hot N a- psaia ea "1 my aOeis aI ae am " to ea lb.
hecavat Ie Fisers th'. tc y hsm York or Atice uola sa nd . . mol aote vote stoe of I -'* 'is14 ;r 4gei I IIIeat my bfto kieh' For
has noeer lhed to restart at mith withlit ml- I try I help H e l tt I.s =cb b=t., - It M.e'r.ceso" th r w , i . - WCoeget A wvell-dremed so wkith the cta 'A the visa clintepedeei -me~ :Lbw ewaColson he 4.- Jiote ~ tarbeaircd • a boe viet be o1letch dnhilt- i.C8111 wMi he mob Wd'3 s wl forL. wa stieV "I miglJ-it h1 thefth U of ote..
We lirO&Oc tottte foer timitl a week - a i ohm.' a sone-m operation, 41d4' "s tainting bmn p,4M

tmore thase itolN¢ hoeo .i olio, a ntio.lSh %# m this wo 1 1a-e 7 sIk m I who hoeletto 6- so%1 &b e Gdw.-
it er aa i 1poes i. 11It Oale pelet 1'C has 

1 
of i t l figting 1 I for] in I .44 1 im4 m ioe threegh lt Ireland" t i;. l a.

oheotleity e nrhl ae tAt o ey l o' '~i Poe Ys t Selig 1 a I a w ali is.t ! m tIty m ellll o i e Aisibleelr l hi o h o
happened l tirldtisete ehtwos Gomt bsde.heg th -r tl¢ wl, r . sli tim eltlego , be s Is m
aid the LlritrdStates tla Is. 0lm oid. Paoinote twoct. I ev be dt ; Prqm piindo ho , N.V iris MA more in e id ethe

p~thas siesAe cetativiy bee, mwe the %at heodd ihateho ctl ia pctaaUipu for4 D'.vile A C" .otaamatesom he d I A

bu he bel+ll . tt . •ow -, ir *%, in. cpa evtl o wita. 1W Mr' dll , Is -sipor i & ~ ag " rC.

orl.0. a. the beaust of is t a% eiarmot. tale 1If they are tayitill t0 Wie a ocie OIwiatr opol ad, to"c t sesonr Case ftr* Of to l'aemhle moterill Wo I hook. Of
cite cetbb tat copodty-o*r both tii for wht thlie State DeoIireal "t"erorpoi.cy eversel that aay inlect hlle ho4

AI M wniettI AlMe is r diliobi bry lisle litrvn<'€Wlu.erepn:

At~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~: th msce~ eadurha oiimeaydadsitteNptcblt tock smarket Ha ttrs to Heiv Yorl tokheoacanelt htb

; Has Itook obvilono cosstn Ins whistl Ib-

lialt Orportmen~t as the main fl ms holderss ohm they Sri ott t I 0o t iir oh tOmec a week oak hisrtsvuiti desarfthed 50 blatol.offers 10 .00W as
kind a iam s'in that appoear, i he,. 't , ecltOwrds t* fgivt tlI Mi a.t work. he mSys the raw datKe sseembte by le thefatted
deatro ,,d w socatiaeli of a otaled thet benefit t e IIIIIIIIonre meret atte rl toli ri tote $taten ocet"aW oboit kit. dtpeyo
Sitai Amtnodor to Greertt He bhal o We Dmitrittpesia" said that nm his fall of gel er t the m i of 12111 one e "ast that p ably e-
tocp44fiid a newt jWire Stlpti Of the C41,1. 01"nict Mri Schlitetc aid the Stt De- as a loeing attohe tai to atreg ini toe h' w it uhfeoit flha Dwitird.
trot latltigetoct Age"") by the Sielitit eremet had desM theiiteyt w - the military dictattorstip io Geem bl OPOs bes from Omec
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Of Jo-amism, I Itdliene and a Greek's Record

To the k.or.
T boDec. 6 WM Ybont 0

by David Shm in so 11t th
wifth inaccurec that I fee Cab.
stnebud to P?o u#lEgn your
Vowc HWttkMns Am~o pnt
offkii doesmertatlon is aWlabie to
support my fflowft pobet

tinder opens by descrblh me u
a "self-styled journslkL" 7is is un-
true. He rwt only ign~ OW 20 Yom
of relxn"b for U.S. and Grek pub.
cations but oveooks Oven your own
editorial of Dec. 30, 1970, art the
'~a'--t gr PI then in power r oom.
to "ha editoril.l MIS ?hIM eere
to me " "a respected, asit-edIsd [not
elf.stykd] Greek onalist."
Dnder hm consistently Mnoud or

distorted my words in a two4our i.
terview he had with me on Sept. 30.
This to soddy j -urnam became ,
with his permission. I taped the Ier-
view and s"t him a copy of the tm-
scrolt.

Binder casts doubt on my record
w a Oteek resist fighter against
the Germans in World War 11. He ig-
nores the record:

0 Offi letters ad rMpo from
U.S. Air Force General Leo Wade,
then U.S. air attache In Athens, in 1950
and 1951. saying that my "war record
is most outstaing One* my assist.
ance to the Allied cause," and from
General Wiliam Quinn, cief of the
U.S Army minion in Oreece.

* My receptln 195lof theCroso(
SL Mark at a cramony attMded by
Defense Miniser (now Prefner) Cars-
manlis, aJong with the ministers of
the navy and air foroe, and t*e nali-
tary, air and naval attaches of the
American Embssy and seven othe
senior U.S. officials. I was cited for
havix "saved the lives of seven
Americans during the occupatloo."

* The award to me by the Greek
Government of the Golden Cross of the
Order of King George I In 1955 for
exceptionall serve " to the Resist-
ance and the Medal of National Resist.
a recift my experience of tortue

am b been swmn ed to
dea by the Gwmm. Binder was
-t NO of thefe sod COWh docu

mom an Oct. 3. He Ixaned them.
Even th C-.-- L mnowledMd ,t

1962 ow M I sew d Uner the
Privacy AA dt I was ipuWd Ced
senmoW to dob hy the Geenas
for eabota. &a*

inder clw called C.I.A vmds
that I "wu assod"W with bot
Yugoam avnd Israeft inlgemn serv-
ke." lb Megation, is rated by a
Fe6. 19, 197M. C.I.A. study. This shly
was furnished to rat a4d refern to
me, -~u thAt "thes we no bard
f c n to e in oed to ao the be
No wae for any f g gem-
mere oaant dw kh nts at GrIece
(or for the matter, the United States),
tha he is in the par of say national
overnmt, that be b oew been e

member of a fo~n ntemem
seriYkm.

and.r Owes other auleed C.I.A.
reCord to theffect h" in 1951 I
af my services to the C.I.A. buti
wu turned down. The facts are thel
rv es. ZuAS P. MSTaACo.o."

Wasid.iton, Dec. 13, 1

I
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11,91111111 11611 lowland Evads and Robert Nou4t

VD.C. A Covert Operath
M - 534,400 That Failed
S - 736. 521

How Speaker Cart Albert was made
the at of a undercover attempt by
the Nxon adminisnration In tale 1 71 to
destroy the effectiveness of a Greek ex-
pltriate wbe lobbying agalie the
mUltary detatoeship Is Athens it uri-
ated the Nixon high mmasd.

Thi effort failed only because top of.
f icab in the State Deportmet found
out about it. They ordered withdrawal
of a malicious, unsigned memorada
that had been sent to Albert and issued
a private apology to the designated vic.
tim. UMas De stracopoulft the memo-
randum on plain white paper was
drafted by State and Central Intellig
erice Agency bureaucrats.

Ihe ep ode. reminiscent of otber
covert political operations us the 5171-
1972 Nton White House, can now be
brought to light because Albett has an.
nowsced his decuion rot to run for re-
eltction. Those involved refused to dis
cus the afa1i carter because of pomi-
bi repriats from the offke of the
Speaker, the third highest governmrnt
official

The ftie effort insulved, directly or
indirectly. White House legal counsel
John Dean. US. Ambassador Henry
Taus in Athens, an implacable foe of
Demettracopoulos, Nixon fund-raiser
and confidant Thomas Pappas, a rich
Greek AmerKan with intimate ties to
the military Junta and who was under
attack by Destraicopoulos. and kaer
figures.

For the Nixon While blouse. It ended
on Dec. 2. 171, shortly after the rnem-
orandum was ordered withdra n. On
that day, a bitgsly unusual, written ex.

rkvi , of the aborted effort, ud by
te House peeAitVu to h3Ve been

unsigned, was sent directly to Dean in
the White Hosts from the State Depart.

ent. It reviewed the campaign against

De setracopoulos and stated that. no
matter how controversal be was, no
case cfud be made against him. More-
over, it warned that the Intended vic.
tim was co9idring a lae suit againt
the U.& government for the anon)-
mow messns4um, which could
prove ext ret bar -

For Demetracopoils, however, the
affair did no end until he had ex-
tracted a grudging letter from Albert
fully seven non ts later. The Speaker
tol Detirmsopoos tit -a routine
Inquiry ito the Ststv Fttparltsent) by a
rnemt er of try suaff" had triggered the
niemortiidim. Albert snil his office
had %ought the baklgruund informa-
tioc because Albert had been irifor1ner
"yoa might be keking an appointtn.'t
at snn,- future dle "

In f-act. hheirnatcop.uk, first iirt
Alber I w the tad iD0. Ih: ljid seers
hns iitny tines bet-Aen th ta and Dc-
acn;ct-r lii7, and had brought high e:
piratecnrtary hadets of Greece, ban.
bhed from office during the junta's
rule, t the Spcaker's office to mtt Al
t, rt

ibus, Albert Aj, the vlitim of a s-t
up b) the administration, which
wanted the niR)t prtttigsous coligre
sional figure possihle tu nake the te
quest for background Inforniation on
Demelracopoulos Wht-n he or his staff
compi ied. the nimorsadum cek-utated
to destroy the effectiveneu of Verme.
tratopouoa was quickly sent to capltol
Hill fTe clear purpose- to hase it
widely distributed, under the unpruna.
tue of the Speaker.

Tao copt,'s of the memoraidum
were taken to the House, one for Al-
bet, the other for the House Interna-
tional Hetattoss Comlittee, w which had
not asked for it but %here It was as-
sumed there would be wtdcapread dis-
tributIon. A committee Staffer, shocked
by the anon)mous document. gave It
only to Rep Benjamin Rosenthal of
New York, chairman of the European
subcommittee.

Similarly shocked, Rosenthal asked
thea Congresakoa Assistant Secretary
of State David Abskire why the State
Departmeat would tend Itself to aoay

oins charges agaist Drnietracsoutaik
that were probably libelous and carcu
late them on Capitol ill. Abshire.
caught utawi are, discussed the malter
,,th then teipuly tidtr Sr-cre:sry of

State Willowa B Maton 'tir and thr
tiriin t-l) -i dered the two copie' of
the rir,-rankhni rMe-ve.

On Jan. 31. Arabre wrote N-nira-
copoulos what asonihd to an unusual
official apology . the man who ran con.
grelrnal affaus for the State Depart-
miat ,rote Iht he had not "secs. ap
proveW or tven heard of the paper
prior to iL' ver limited dutribution'
and that ltie department would not
stand behind "a memorandum contain-
Ing que-.tK-rtbl- ni3ta-ril -

The Ia tiapter in thn, plot against
the man it h had tumie t he regardeA-
as a diogircis g difly by 1ir. Nixon'a
advisrs tiSa the snot revealing, there-
port to John titan. recipient of so ntany
undercover reports s tee days of the
Whtte House plumber, explaining why
this pertiutr I has failed.

)n
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Nixon 'Smear' Crux of Issue

McGovern's Objection
Blocks 557 Promotions

By Walter Tayler
4A.s .r t u EfSia1Wfi

An ob ection by Sen. George
McGovern to the promotion of a sen.
lor Stite Department official who al.
legedly was involved in a Nixon ad-
ministrition smear campaign
against a foreign journalist effec-
ticly blocked the recommended
advanrcment of $57 other career
diplomats

The effort to discredit the journal.
ist, Greek exile leader Elias Deme.

traropoulos. has been tied in the past
to an effort by the 1972 Nixon re-ele.
twn campaign to attack McGovern,
the Dim tcr.tic presidential nomi.
nee

The official who is alleged bi
McGovern to have been involved in
the scheme is George T. Churchill.
iho at the lime was head of the State
Department's Greek "desk" and who
currently is hled in an agency direc-
tory . s director of the Office of Inter-
naiio.nal Scurities Operations of the
Bureau qif Pollico.Military Affirs.

McGOVLRN. it was learned.
raised ohjeetions earlier this year
aftcr he diIcovered Churchill's name
on a ist uf 551 career Foreign Serv.
ice officers% whose promotwns had
been recommended by former Presl-
dent Gerald R. Ford and Later
endorsed by the Carter admininstra-
lion.

Last week, at the insistence of the
South Vak%,tA I)emocral. the Senate
Foreign Rtlions Committee post.
poned action on all 551 officials until
the State Department formally re-
sponded to detailed questions about
Churchill's past record with the
agency.

In a letter to Committee Chulrnan
John J. Sparkman. D-Ala., McGov-
er tied Churchill to the effort to dis.
credit Demetracopoulos. charginfA
that in 1971 he was "involved di.
recdly' in the prtparation and circu-
lation of a memorandum -containing
defamatory and anonymous accusa-
tions" against the Greek expatriate.

McGovern alleged that three years
later, Churchill assisted a free-lance
writer by providing him with "infor.
nation identical in certain respects"
to that contained in the 1171 memo-
randum.

CHUkCHILL. who was r.com.
mended for promotion to the State
Department's top career service
rank, could not be reached for coni-
ment

McGovern was reportedly away
from the city and could rot be con-
tacted, but an aide. John Holum. ccn
firmed last night that the South
Dakota Democrat, chairman of the
Foreign Relations subcommitite on
international organizations. had thus
far block,.d the Churchill promotion.

He added, howtvwr, that McGov.
ern had received late yesterday a
"fairly straightforward" reply to the
25 questions about Churchill's alleged
role in preparing the anti-Dene.
tracopoulos memorandum that were
sent last week to the State Depart.
meint.

Holum said that McGovern had
fillow-up questions he wished to di.
rct to the department about
Churchill. but that rather than bold
up the promotions of individuals not
involved in the matter, he would Per-
mit all 518 names. including Church.
Ill's. t go to the full Senate for d.-
bate,

AS A RESULT, an appearance by
Churchill ut a public hearing on the
promootions scheduled for today was
canceled. he saId.

Holum declined to make available
the rspontts to Lte IS prepared
questions that had been received
from the State Department.

Demetracopouks, who lives in
Washington and has been working
against Churchill's advancement.
said after a meeting with Ifolum last
night that McGovern's decision to
free the promotions was due, at least
in part. to pressure frum others on
the promotion list.

All the officials on the list would
stand to receive significant pay
raises it their promotions are ap
proved. M.aany of them currently are
st&Laioned with the departm et here.

McGovern bad asked the State De.
apartment to submit the Churchill
promotion separately, but it had de.
clin d to do so. Demetracopoulos
so Id.

The controversy now surrounding
the Churchill promotion stems from
attempts, beginning in 1971. to dis.
credit Demetracopoulos. who at that
time was an outspoken Critic of Not
only the military junta that control.
led Greece but of Nixon admiistra.
tion officials who supported the
Athens dictatorship.

AMONG OTHER thing., Dem-e
tra.opoulos, who fled Greece in 1967.
leaked to reporters a confi-ntLial re-
port by the staff of a House Foreign
Affairs subcommittee that was crilS.
ea of the junta and of then.U.S.
ambassador to Greece Henry J.
Tasca.

Following that disclosure, in
November 1971. an anonymous
memorandum critical (of Demetraco.
poutos and evidently prepared at the
State Department, was circulated on
Capitol lill. After Demetracopol os
complained about the memo. it was
ordered withdrawn by David M. Ab-
shire, then assistant secretary of
state for congressional relations.

Later. according to Demetrac,"pu.
los, information similar to that in the
State Department memorandum was
given to a free-lance journalist, who
used it In an book that is about to be
published.

In May 1173, syndicated columnists
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak
said they had tied a public attack on
Demetracopoulos during the 1072
presidential camp gn to an intI.
MeGovern campaign inspired by
John B. Connally's Democrats-for.
Nixu oraniatlm.

THE ALLEGATION involved a let.
see from the the-mayor of Savan.
th, Ga,, John P. Rousakis, to

McGove-n complaining about an
interview the Democratic prside-
tal nominee bad liven r)emetraco.
pouilo. In the letter, which Evans
and Novak said was given wide cir-
culation by the Greek-American
press, the mayor referred to Deme.
trocopouloo as "an obscure Greek
Communist journalist."

Although the mayor denied that he
was prompted to write the letter, the
columnists quoted federal investiga-
tors at saying they had dicovered
that the allegations against the
Greek exile originally had beet
drafted ot a Democrats.for-Nixom
leterhead and sid the material was
used in an attemL to discredit
McGovern among Greek-American
voters.

Churchill has not been linked to the
Rousakis letter, and he was not
asked about it In the original ques.
tiltnaire submitted by McGovrn to
the State Department.
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1!onorable George McGovern
United States Serite
I.:ashington, D.C.

Dzar George:

Thanks for your letter about your subcommittee's
interest in U.S. policies toward Greece during the
military dictatorship. I am very happy to hear of this
interest and will cooperate in any way I can.

Elias Demetracopoulos testified before the Sub-
committee on Europe, which I chaired, in our hearings
on "Greece, Spain and the Southern NATO Strategy" in
July 1971. In November 1971, Mr. Clifford Hackett, the
staff director of my subcommittee, was given a copy of
an anonymous memorandum by !1r. Roy Bullock, the staff
administrator of the Committee on Foreign Affairs., This
memorandum contained very serious and unsubstantiated
allegations concerning Mr. Demetracopoulos.

According to :r. Bullock, he had been given the
lvrmorandum by a member of the State Department's con-
Crassional relations staff. This staff member told
.:r. Bullock that the memorandum had been prepared at
the request of the Speaker's office.

Mr. Hackett sent me a copy of the memorandum which
I judged to be deplorable both in content and in the
manner it was distributed. He also determined that the
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honorablee George McGovern .tay 12, 1976
'age number Two

rm..wnorandum had becn prepared in the Bureau of "Near East
Affairs w;'ich, at that time, was responsible for Greece.
Although we considered giving Mr. Demetracopoulos an
opportunity to reply to the memorandum and then sending
the memorandum and response to members of the subcom-
mittee, we did not do so since Mr. David Abshire, As-
sistant Secretary of State for Congressional Affairs,
visited me the following week to say that the memorandum
was unauthorized by him and should be considered with-
drawn. Consequently, we have never made any distribution
of the menorandum to anyone, including Xr. Demetracopoulos.

If I can help further in this matter or supply any
other information pertinent to your subcommittee's study,
please let me know or have someone call 1r. Hackett, who
is now on the full committee staff, at 225-3042.

Sincerely

Benjamin S. Rosenthal, M.C.

BSR/ah
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May 7, 1976

Dcar Son:

During your chairmanship of the Ifouse Subcommittee ol Europe,
youi held extensive hearings on U. S. policies towards Grecce.
AmWong your witnesses was -2ias Dometracopoilos, whose
important work on behalf of Greek democracy we both know.

I understand that Mr. Dernetracopouilos %'as the subject of an
attempt by the State Department to discredit his testimony by
an .tnunymous and defamatory mcrnoranlun which the Depart-
ment prepared and circulated on Capitol lill.

As chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Near Eastern and
South Asian Affairs, which included Greece in its jurisdiction
from 1967 to 1974, 1 am considering a review of U. S. policies
toward that cowutry during the period of the Athens military
dictatorship. For that purpose, I would like to have sone
details on the Department of State's efforts to influence con-
gressional study of such policies during that period. The
Demnetracopoulos memorandum and the circumstances surrounding
its creation and distribution are imi)rtant fur ny stibcommittee's
e fforts.

I would appreciate any cooperation you can
matter.

Sincerely yoturs,

George McGovern.

iluior.,he hienjimin S. Rosenthanl
11. S. ;nuse of Representativet-

'U~nifeb z41is Z-Onals
C044#41 TSE Ooi

AGRAITULU 5 A040 F40.5TRY

@4IAL

provide me in this

fip4

Mr. Elias Demetracopoulus
Fairfax lfotel
2100 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washini..ton, D. C.

Messenaer Will CaU
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Ito;: ts.).'O")
December 3, 1971

Honor.bie William B. Ma. ,b-r, Jr.
Deputy Under Secretary fr Sd-inistraticr
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bill:

1 wouid like to bring to your personal and immediate
attention a matter of the u'most urgency and importance
which I am sure is bound to have very serious zopercussions
to every one involved in this very ugly affair.

I have heard, and subsequently verified. that the
Department of State very recently originated and distributed,
in response to a Congressio.al request, an anonymous mmoanCdn
conerninq me.

This two paqe memorandum without documentation or
attribution of any kind contains a series or malicious,
damaging and untruthful accusations about me, and consti--
tutes, in my opinion end that of my lawyers', a libal.

I could give you more details on this matter but T
am sure that, if you are nvt already aware that this r._moranduaiexists, you car establish easily its existence, its cwn:encs

an the story of its origin an- distribution.

I can assume you that ' will take all appropriate and
necessary steps to nullify co.-1etely the effects of this un-
pracedeted, irrespuns.ible and despicable action.

AwaitinV your earlier written reply. I rena.n,

Sincerely -. ur,

. -Elfas P. senecraopculas
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ELIAS P. DEMETPACOPOULOS

VO10 14ASSACNKS[IS AV[-VI
w&S10iN.CN D C 1000

r 26.2,0 December 8, 1971

Honorable Benjamin S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Subcommittee on Europe
Committee on Foreign Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Vs. Chairman:

In view of the fact that you had invited me to
testify on Greece last July before your Subcommittee and
in reference to a two page anonymous and libelous memorandum
concerning me, prepared and distributed recently by the
Department of State to Congressional recipients, I would
appreciate an early reply to the following questions:
(a) Have you been given a copy of this memorandum, and
(b) has the Department of State subsequently requested a
recall of its memorandum?

I ask these questions because the Assistant Sec-
retary of State for Congressional Relations, Mr. David M.
Abshire, has expressed his indignation over this affair
and assured me, last Sunday, that he has ordered the
immediate recall of this memorandum as "unauthorized."

Sincerely yours,

EPD/mf Elias P. Dfnet racopoulos
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

We Dow 419 .. 20M~

December 10, 1971

Mr. Elias Demetracopoulos
The Fairfax Hotel
Washington, D, C.

Dear Elias:

Bill Macomber was notified of the receipt of
your December 3rd letter overseas and in a telephone
conversation with his staff he has asked that I respond
to you on his behalf.

As you realize, the Department prepared the paper
in question in response to a specific request for
information from a Member of Congress, and I am sure
you recognize the Departrient's responsibility to
respond to such requests. However, from our conversa-
tions last weekend, you know that upon looking into
the question of distribution of the paper, I acted to
have withdrawn the two copies that had been distributed.
In withdrawing the paper, it was explained to the reci-
pients that it had been distributed without my knowledge
and that I personally would not have approved the dis-
tribution of such information in this form.

As I have already assured you, I regret that this
matter was handled in this way.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Abshire
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

wa m"%ft. D.C. S2O

January 31, 1972

Hr. Elias Demetracopoulos
The Fairfax Hotel
Washington, D. C.

Dear Elias:

This is in further reply to my letter to you of
December 10, 1971 and our subsequent conversations
concerning the paper prepared in response to the
request of a member of Congress. I should like to
clarify, and to assure you, that in seeking to have
withdrawn the paper to which you referred I was
concerned, on reflection, that the Department of State
not be regarded as standing behind a memorandum
containing questionable material. I hasten to reiterate
that I had not seen, approved or even beard of the paper
prior to its very limited distribution. With this
assurance, the paper having been promptly withdrawn
and recipients notified of the reasons therefor, I
trust that we may consider this matter closed.

Sincerely yours,

David K. Abshire
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations
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OWNJAMIN . ROWNTHAL o res
1.OqT. WIN vow POOMIGN AFFAIRS
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)ouie at Aetprw~ntatibd ,,,----.. ,,1
Wa4ugfr, p.C. 20515

February 28, 1972

Mr. Elias P. Demetracopoulos
Fairfax Lotel
2100 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Mr. Demetracopoulos:

Thanks for writing about the memorandum concerning
your activities which was circulated recently on Canitol
Hill by the Department of State. fir. I;ac!'ett, Staff
Consultant of the Subcommittee on Europe, sent me a
copy of that memorandum which he hbd received throu-Ih
the Committee on roreiqn Affairs, from the State Depart-
nent.

This memorandum, v'hich I judged to ]xe deplorable
both in content and in the manner it was distributed
by the State Department, was subsequently recalled b,,
the Denartment. This recall was confirmed to me in
person recently by Mr. Abshire.

Sin erely,

BSR/ca
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ELIAS P. Demr.TRACOPOULOS
fIRfFAA KCIL

2*00 KASUCUS AV'CVA
WA5.leCTCm 0 C t00041*) S), Ji00 € O

April 7, 1972

The Honocable Carl Albert
The Speaker
HiousA of Repreaentatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Speaker:

First, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
for tho very interesting, useful and courteous meeting wo had
at your office on March 9, 1972 on the occasion of the visit
to Washington of the Speaker cf the last Greek Parliament,
Mr. D. Papaspyrou, and the representative of the Greek National
Radical Union Conoervative Party and former Minister of Public
Order, Mr. G. Rallis.

Second, I deem it necessary to bring to your personal
attention a delicate matter of considerable importance which
already has had a lot of ramifications. The issue concerns
the preparation and distribution by the State Department of
a libaloua anonymous memorandum concerning me to Congressional
recipients and "in response to a specific request for informa-
tion from a Member of Congress" to qkxote a December !0, 1971
letter of the Department of State. Your office has been named
as the source of this Congressional request by a numbor of
State Department officer3. I have already b-&.!.efed your
Lagiolativo 7Aocfittant Mr. Michael L. Reed cn this matter
on March 16, 1972, and presented to him all available docu-
mentation which tells a very ugly story.

I am enclosing this documentation for your information,
including two letters froin the State Department, addressed to
me, dated December 10, 1971, and January 31, 1972, plus a
letter from Congressman Benjamin S. Rcsenthal, Chairman of
the House Foreign AfCcirs Subcommittee on Europe datod Feb-
ruary 20, 1972. In addition, the Assistant Secretary of
State for Congressioial Rcations, Mr. David M. Abshire on
Decanxbor 5, 1971, personally telephoned me in New York to
exproes his indignation, to inform me of the actions he ordered
to be taken, and to apologize for this affair.
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The Ylonorable Cz.rl Albert
April 7, 1972 - p. 2.

This maLter raises a number of serious q-,iestiors and
creates, in the opinion of my lawyers and myself, a very
dangerous precedent if the State DF.partmont officers' account
of how the memorandum originated is indeed true.

The proper crking relationship between the Executive
and Lejislative Branches of Government, the protection of
indivt.dial civil rights and character assassination by un-
ethical Congressional and governmental procedures are involved
here.

In this connection I would appreciate receiving, at
your earliest convenience, answers to the following questions:

I. Have you personally requested last year from the
Department of State any information or data concerning me or
has such a request been made, by any msmbar of your staff; if
no, f.r wha;-t reasons?

2. If such a request waa made, was iL -ione in writing?

3. If yuel received this t'o page anonymous me.morandum
concernin .: me, what was your personal reactions or that of
your staff to .. "this me-mcrandimi, which I judged to be
deplorable botI, in content and in t|,e manner it was distributed
by the StIate Depa:'ment," to quote chairman Rosenthal's lettter
or February 28, 19727

4. Can you confirm that this memorandum was recalled
and can you state the reasons given to your office for this
recall by the Department of State?

5. Have you or your office passed this libelou3 in-
formation in any way or in any form to a third party and could
you name that party? Further, havu you authorized itn distri-
bution by the State Department to other Congressional offices?

6. If the statement of the State Departmient officers
about the role o! your office in t).is matter it, not true, thEn
I will ba glad to provide you with thuir names, positions end
other relevant data in crder to enable you t- taXO all ,teps
you deem nnenssar,.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures (5) Elias P. D.smetracopoulos
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IJ~t pas'h.wIsm
ZA.A.16Mt of pe~ttfti1tS

July 25, 1972

Ur. Elias P. Demetratopoulos
Fairfax Hotel*
2100 Massachusetts Avenue, Nl.11.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear mr. Demetracopoulos:

This is with reference to your letter of April 7 and
your subsequent visits and telephone calls concerning
preparation and distribution by the Department of
State of a memorandum concerning you.

The memorandum in question was prepared by the Depart-
ment of State in response to a routine inquiry by a
member of my staff since the office had been advised
you might be seeking an appointment at some future date.
I do not recall any of the information in the memoran-
dum and am advised the Department of State has with-
drawn it. In accordance with the policy of this office,
the memorandum was not distributed or made available
to any third party.

Sincerely,

The Speakor

CA/Rckh
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LAw OFFicEs

WILSON. WOODS 0 VILLALON

PiNIYLANIA AVIit( A 331H SmaF r V
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IUWr.i.,U G VIL I ALON 202 6"-4600
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JOw P HOiLI- N.,I LIO.'AD AP I
LAw NCs E I lItlIMAM cow

February 9, 1972

Mr. Elias P. Demetr4copoulos
Fairfax Hotel
2100 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Mr. Demetracopoulos:

I have carefully reviewed your recent exchange of correspondence
with the Department of State, including Assistant Secretary of State Abshire's
letters of December 10, 1971 and January 31, 1972 on tht subject of an anonymous
memorandum allegedly prepared within the Departnient at the request of a member
of Congress.

I consider the letter of January 31, 1972, including its statement that the

"Department of State not be regarded as standing behind a memorandum containing

questionable material" and that the paper has been withdrawn and the "recipients
notified of the reasons therefor" a sufficient retraction and apology for the contents
of the memorandum as to preclude the need for taking any legal action at this time.

The statute of limitations on defamation actions in the District ef Columbia
is one year. Should the memorandum surface again during the next ten months, we
may want to reconsider the question of legal action in the light of factors mentioned
in my letter to you of December 22, 1971.

Very truly yours,

Warren Woods

WW/d
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JACK WASSI CRMAN
COUNBELOR AT LAW

WARNER BUILOING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

7S3.SIUOS

February 11, 1972

Mr. Elias P. Demetracopoulos
2100 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Elia s:

I have reviewed your correspondence with the Depart-
ment of State relative to the memorandum which was distributed by
that office at the request of a member of Congress.

The Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations
advised you on December 10, 1971, that he acted to have withdrawn
the two copies that had been distributed of the anonymous memo-
randum relating to you. He stated that it was distributed without
his knowledge and that he personally would not have approved the
distribution of the information in this form. Subsequently, on
January 31, 1972, you were further advised by the Department of
State that that Department should not be regarded as standing behind
a memorandum containing questionable material.

In my opinion, there has been a sufficient retraction
and apology to warrant no further formal steps by you or legal action.
I do, however, feel that it would be advisable to obtain a copy of the
memorandum and to prepare and submit a rebuttal to the Department
of State for its files.

Sincerely yours,

JACK WVASSERMAN
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MiEi1ORANIMU14 FOR:

VIA:

SUBJECT: Eiias Diinitrakopoulos

1.!

2. The study is "forwarded 6s Att~cluiu-nt--
A. You may wish to read through it.. What. energcs from-
the study is. the picture of a Greek best described as a
political confidence man with great charm and a rare
ability to impress important people in both Greece and.' -
the United States. He has been a gadfly reporter for.-- 1
25 years. There is no record that he has ever he"d an
important position in the Greek Government or been
responsible for useful activity in either politics,
military affairs, government or business. He-is an
information entreneu- who has made a Aumber of onemies,
many of them senior American officials, and thrives on
being the center of controversy. While he has boon an
annoyance, there are no hard facts In the record to show
that he has worked for any foreign government against
the interests of Greece (or for that matter the United
States), that-he is in the pay of any national government,
thnt he has over been a mombor of a foreign intelligence.

• ' .. • • I ' " *"*... .

• l, , .
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vi s:e or has ccr bcuIn involved in c 'iin;iil ac:tivitics.

3. '.0e files do reveal that certain'
officials, is'14bll as naify C[A staff

officers and other inforr.ants, believe that J)irntrakopoulos
has-r'codrted in a manner which injL-cd good'Greck-American
i'clations and that he has affected a 1iestyle jihich
would re(uire funds greater thnr v'ho'.c he -ar, h)c expected
to have earned as a r-ciorter:

4. In hind ight, the A;'t,:cy J)-.y )h;i'c ,ver--rut'ed ._to.
the.provocations of .1) imi t.-'Thei iil]os. *rlte ti1l s -rcveajI

* * that we have 1cnied--cbrectly-- to a numb.oer stotfi- "
do."is id persnalitics, both American and foreign, that.....

li ~sevur iin employce of ,the Aiaricaa intcllirence

S. As (ai.as lie can;tcltvohavc&.not taken .any..n.;. toi i i again.t. J)imitrakopotilos whiji may h;'ve..coiitraecJmcd. ?*
t/,OnCf l .,w; the . .c.I .

Dimitrztkopoulos,. speaking !t rovgh Jack jA:\de cson . "col,-.
has accLiscd tho Agency of harasi.ent.

Since he has ocen a controvorsial,.i(ure and the subject'
of meany suspicions as well as antagonim s, ie inevitably
have had a reporti.ng responsibility but do not know at
what noint this could begin to bo considored."Iiarnssinnt."

1COP 3.."

* * ; .j .
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WILLIAM A. DOBROVIR / ANDRA N. OAKES / JOSEPH D. GEBHARDT / DAVID L. SCULL

2005 L Street, N.W. Washington, D. C. 20036 (202) 785-8919

December 9, 1977

Mr. Gene F. Wilson
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Re: Elias P. Demetracooulo'

Dear ir. Wilson:

This is a new request for CIA records on behalf of Elias P.
Demetracopoulos, under the Freedom of Information Act and the
Privacy Act. His affidavit authorizing us to represent him is
on file with you.

We request the documents referred to by New York Times re-
porter David Binder in his article (attached) of December 6,
1977, in the following quoted passages (underlined by me in the
story),

(1) "At the request of the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Greek intelligence service, KYP,
sought but found no evidence of underground
resistance activities by Mr. Dimitracopoulos,
a C.I.A. official said."

(2) "C.I.A. records show that in 1951 Mr. Dimi-
tracopoulos offered his services to the agency
and was turned down. They show that he offered
to work for United States Army intelligence in
August 1951 and was again turned down. The
C.I.A. records further allege that in the 1950's
he was associated with both the Yugoslav and
Israeli intelligence services."

We also request all records reflecting the delivery cr show-
ing of any CIA documents concerning Mr. Demetracopoulos to Mr.
Binder, and any records of CIA officials or employees and mr.
Binder having contact, either in person, in writing or on the
telephone.

Since the furnishing of t. ;e documents may involve violations
of the Privacy Act, I ,:ope you -:in deliver them to me at least

24-353 0 - 78 - 30
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Mr. Gene F. Wilson
December 9, 1977
Page Two

within the ten working days provided in the Freedom of Information
Act, if not sooner.

Sincerely yours,

i am A. Dobrovir

WAD crk
Attachments
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CENTRAL INTELLGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

JAN 6 RICO

0 i;,. 1§78

Iwilliam A. Dobrovir
200S 1. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20036

Dear Mr. Dobrovir:

This is in. response to your letter of 9 December on
behalf of your client, Elias P. Demetracopoulos, requesting the
documents referred to by New York Times reporter, David Binder,
in his article of 6 December.

As you are aware, we are presently processing all documents
pertaining to Mr. Demetracopoulos, which were surfaced in re-
sponse to his Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts appeal
to this agency. We are proceeding with our review methodically
on a document-by-document basis. Because of the volume of
documents, and with your prior concurrence, we are making
releases to you in increiaents. All information which is
releasable under the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts
will be provided to you.

You also requested any records reflecting the delivery
or showing of any CIA documents concerning your client to
Mr. Binder, or any records of contact between CIA officials
and Mr. Binder, either in person, in writing, or telephonically.
'' can find no record of any document or information ever having
been provided to Mr. Binder, either in writing or telephonically,
pertaining to Mr. Demetracopoulos.

We hope this response satisfies your request.

Si1 cerely,

Gene F. Wilson
Information and Privacy Coordinator
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WILLIAM A. DOBROVIR / ANDRA N. OAKES / JOSEPH D. GEBHARDT / DAVID L. SCULL

2005 L Street, N.W. Washington, D. C. 20036 (202) 785.8919

January 16, 1978

Mr. Gene F. Wilson'
Information & Privacy Coordinator
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Re: Elias P. Demetracopoulos

Dear Mr. Wilson:

This is in reply to your letter of January 5, 1978, in which
you write: "We ban find no record of any document or information
ever having been provided to Mr. Binder, either in writing or
telephonically, pertaining to Mr. Demetracopoulos."

Mr. Binder's article stated:

C.I.A. records show that in 1951 Mr. Dimitracopoulos
offered his services to the agency and was turned down.
They show that he offered to work for United States
Army intelligence in August 1951 and was again turned
down. The C.I.A. records further allege that in the
1950's he was associated with both the Yugoslav and
Israeli intelligence services.

Accordingly, it is evident that CIA records were made avail-
able to Mr. Binder. Such disclosure is presumptively unlawful.
5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). You are aware of CIA's obligation to record
and to disclose to the individual each disclosure of a record
concerning him "to any person." 5 U.S.C. S 552a(c). If the dis-
closures made to Mr. Binder were not recorded, then the CIA has
violated the law.

I request that CIA ascertain who made the disclosures and
failed to record them, so that Mr. Demetracopoulos may, if he
wishes, pursue any criminal or civil proceedings that may be ap-
propriate. See 5 U.S.C. S 552a(g), (i).

Sincerely yours,

41ii4am Dobrovir

WAD: c rk
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APPENDIX K

T1149 L~SCal"DING.T IM E "e NtW 4 1*080
N P 0 R A TI 90

DONALD N. %"LOON
vice PW"SIOEN?

COOPORATO PUOLC ArOAIM

January 20, 1978

Mr. Morton H. Halperin
Director
Center for National Security Studies
122 Maryland Avenue N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Dear Mr. Halperin:

I would like to take strong exception to a
part of your testimony before the House Oversight
Subcommittee as reported in the January 5 Washington
Post.

In that testimony you strongly imply that
TIME ran a story on the Allende regime that was
influenced by a false briefing from CIA. That is
not true.

We have checked with the editors and corres-
pondents involved in the October 19, 1970 cover
story on Allende and they report the following. As
is customary, files were requested from many South
American capitals, as well as from Washington and
other cities around the world. The editors also
studied a substantial amount of existing material
from other sources such as newspapers and magazines.

As part of this process Jerry Hannifin, a
seasoned and distinguished correspondent of Latin
American affairs in our Washington Bureau, set up
a number of interviews, including one with CIA.
Hannifin regarded the CIA as a source worth inter-
viewing, a practice which is comonplace in Wash-
ington and throughout the world. Indeed, other
correspondents have testified before the House
Oversight Subcommittee that it's often useful to
approach CIA for information.

Our final story reflected the Judgments of
our editors and the correspondents who worked on
it and had nothing in particular to do with the
CIA briefing.
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2-

To enter the realm of conjecture for a
' moment,- it would not surprise me if some CIA of-

ficial might attempt to take credit for a paragraph
or a thought that appeared in the story. It does
surprise me that you would assume that just because

.,TIME requested and received a briefing from CIA
(false or not), its story would be necessarily
colored by that briefing. Like other reputable news
organizations we try and weigh the full range of in-
formation from many sources and come up with a rea-
soned and responsible article.- That's what we did
with the Allende piece.

.,-..Sin rel ours,ely

D?'~ bc
'. ',:L- . -. .,........... -...................
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30 January 1978 .

lr. Donald M. Wilson . .
Vice-President ..4 % .... .- 0. A.

Time, Incorporated
Time & Life Building .. , .
Rockefeller Center . .
New York, New York 100..

Dear Mr. Wilson:

I write in response to yoA.1 e 9o . -24.0U-v .......
garding my testimony befo.
committee. .

As I am sure you know,
in its report on the CIA,.Q3 814t.t.hat .
"Briefings requested by Time A.l4 oY.4 J..tb ..
in Washington, resulted , ... ris..-
of the Time story on Allen4e'. ,ior2 .. ..
in the t-ng of that sto "*... . , ........
1963-1973t Staff report o
on Intelligence A
p.25).

Since I had seen nothing 4. hq, rrl. .Q t. t 4 A ah .. _......
Time took exception to tM, f6 -W 0. . * f. .....

at it was correct. .. .

My .c~ent was based on these .
assumption. I will in h
case, make mention ofy , tQ .%

section, be interested to q.u' uh.M ,q . W VA q k; .kq4.th.
church Comittee or its
the basis on which the CC -,vo,,..

delusion.

~......... .. ,

5-

ImH/hdd .

cc: Hon Les Aspin
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APPENDIX L

Runima=4 the C.I.A.
'Tothsbor:" . ":''

On Dec ., t Ti ebAAMd an-
article'a the CI.A.'s "Woddwde

N etwo&" The writs at
that artce quoted ouncess Iamili
with the sijtaWon" as saying that tw

t .IA. accaslonply borw '!MSsete'
Iide Retr for the planting @o

- am Mtodem and tha Routes rn
thUat' tMhew s"oi e being *Otanf
by the C A. and thM some wSrO
bogus-• .'f S h et, w. patapao them Is a

'ydreac. to a quote by me although
my name was m le) that such
chi-rie wre "old-bat Stuff to us."

•hat qbote had nothing to do with
th comments about Planted and bo.
to stoles, which came a, a
to us when we rid Mw Times artl.
ci.. The quote *s 'given thz'smouthe r, b S~ptinbr,Inz
s to a question from It Tin
sekng'ieaction to thi Rolhng Stone- iride about the C.A. a
aegd sv suppled to Its fatfts
by eeive of Dw. tanztion S.

gaIzInS how much digent to-
search nd checking had gne into t bp
pt6dactkm of The Tmes article, we'
wo disappointed that nobody sotwht
comment'from us before going ahead
With pobicat f thealeson
about wt W .

vNW, iad boencontacted,
Wae d4knlssd the allegtz Qts
a M the CIelty4

--a Opcu. After athe CI.A. t

Mt we womn Vt ated and
eat t~sult Is, a blanket'sa ofI

the irrlaus.CJA sOures qt4e W,
lboy b# o rAPd tne ate

Retes e*15soe a W t 6
usotzy eI~oeto edtblish a

We sl~laaltmpreo.2 I
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APPENDIX M

American Society of Newspaper Editors

A Statement of Principles.
PREAMBLE

The First Amendment, protecting freedom ofexpression from abridgment by any law, guarnto" to thepeo-
pIe through their press aconsAtiational right, and thereby places on newspaper people a particular responsibili-
ty.

Thus journalism demands of its practitioners not only industry and knowledge but als the pursuit ora stan.
dard of intepity proportionate to the journalise's singular obligation.

To this end the American Society of Newspaper Editors sets forth this Statement of Principle as a standard
encouraging the highut othic:al and professional performance.

.. "ARTICLE I - Responsibillty
The primary p urpos of gathaing ad distributing news and opinion is to serve the neral welfur by in-

forming the people ad enabling them to ma wjudgnienta on the isum of the time. Newspaperman and women
whq abu s the power of their professional role for selfish motives or unworthy purpous arv faithless to that
public trust..

The American presswas made free not just to inform or just to srve as a forum for debate but alsoto bring
an independent scrutiny to bear on the forces or power in the society, including the conduct of official power at
all levels or government.

ARTICLE I - Freedom of the Prem.
Freedom of the press belongs to the people. It must be defended against eft-roachment or assault from any

quarter, public or private.
Journalists must be constantly alert to sea that the public's business Is conducted in public. They must be

vigilant against all who would exploit the press for selfish purposes.

ARTICLE III - Independence
Journalists must avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety as well as any conflict of interest or

the appearance of conflict. They should neither accept anything nor pursue any activity that might compromise
or seem to compromise their integrity.

ARTICLE IV - Truth and Accuracy
Good faith with the reader is the foundation of goodjournalism. Every effort mutt be mads to assure that the

news content is accurate, free from bias and in context, and that all sides'are presented fairly. Editorials,
analytical articles and commentary should be held to the same standards of accwuacy with respect to facts as
news reports.

Significant errors of fact, as well as errors of omission, should be corrected promptly and prominently.

ARTICLE V - Impartiality
To be impartial does not require the press to be unquestioning or to refrain from editorial expression. Sound

practice, however, demands a clear distinction for the reader between news reports and opinion. Articles that
contain opinion or personal Interpretation should be clearly identified.

ARTICLE VI - Fair Play
Journalists should respect the rights of people involved in the news, observe the common standards ofdecen.

cy and stand accountable to the public for the fairness and accuracy of their news reports.
Persons publicly accused should be given the earliest opportunity to respond.
Pledges of confidentiality to news sources must be honored at all costs, and therefore should not be given

lightly. Unless there Is clear and pressing need to maintain confidences, sources of information should be iden.
tified.

These principles are Intended to preserve, protect and strengthen thibond of trust and respect betwen,.n
American journalists and the American people, a bond that is essential tb sustain the Vant of freedom en-
trusted to both by the nation's founders.

• -adopted by the ASNE board of directors, Oct.. 73, 1975.
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Chicago Sun-Times cde
of professional stdi rdh

..1 The following.Code -of Pr A sso~ tandards has been
adopted by'-Th6-Sun.Tineras .a-.staternent! of principle for
--- ~itself" arid.itSem yeand as a benc.-frfkbywhich its

-readers cam. jxagor, i~s

The integrity-.oL.Th. Chcago Stm Times.-tz& dIts reputation
• for- fairnessrand-i racy .:Thar Integrity i' based..on keeping our

-news columns freeot baor-opinion- Tob rofessional Is.tobe

..', .".'.fThe foltown~ ,aenesinveeen .prepafreadtforthe'g(idaice. of
• the staff-an . tnovaflow of the public; as4ta".th.plcles.that. under-

lie: our professionaL standards. No gufdelfnes-can':meet. every;, situa&
-'i.tionsAnd, no-gufd=elfe-or set-:of, rles;canubsttute*r-replace'a

reputationo=f teity- built on.day-to-day- decisions, by an. editorial
staft dedicated*t0;.finding. the-truth and publishing it Without fear or

4-Accuracy in- reporting: the news is the mark-of a professionaL Itis
a standard ot excellence toward which we-wilt always strive.-

,. .. Every effort wil bet made -to-av , ,errrs .or, inaccuracies.
..~t fi-ce . - 6r ,. - ile aton,,

'. 4Th ere-is no excuse.. for' fail ure .tolcheck-.fac or allegation."
flecMhe-sti~e they acopn0rreren-.-- '--.,..

. 3Mistakeishould be corrected promptly and candid y.it iJ-
impossible to. avoid all error; It Is easy to -correct errors..
In making the correction, we should not be afraid to admit
Swe have eried. .

•- shouldat FAIR PLAY
: .e should at all times show respect for the. righ'ts-of',those' en-

,countered in the course of gathering and presentlngnews. In this=respe_ t:. . .I .-. v." -. :-? , - ._ ". :€/''. '.- :, :, Any person or..orgaiff ati&on .whoserepu tn,,fs ,aitcked is
% ' , .- entitled to simultaneous "rebuttal. :,.. , .

2. Every effort should be made to present All sides bf"ontrO.
. - versial issues. " . . "
•-3. The anonymous quote, especially In stories involving con-

troversial iAsues, Is to be avoided except in those cases
when the reasons for. concealing the identity of a sotrce
are manifestly clear to the reader.

4. The newspaper commits itself to protect and defend the
Identity of confidential news sources providing us with In-..
formation considered valid for publication..5. Articles of opinion and analysis shall be properly 'Identi-
fied as such and kept distinctive from news .coverage.

* '. .::: " . ETHICS obl.ga.io..o"any
Our management and sfaff must remain free 0.obliatiorl to any

special ,terest and be committed only to the public's right to know.
1 I. Secondary employment, political Involvement, holding

public office, and service In community *organizations
* should be avoided If they contain the possibility of conflict
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of interest or of compromising the integrity of the newsy.
paper. Acceptance of gifts or services of value is also to
be avoided..:

2. As a general principle we will coitnii6 pay for all travel..:
. .... It'f .exception is required, a decision be made on the

merits: ot-each cas,.with the understand" that conditions
of anyL.tr- travel ar eto be fully:explained in connection-.. "./,.with thi iubequent new cov. rageo.i: ..--. .:...-

"ACCES

pubUc-, s.bepa Iw our_
" poUCy to p vodek reguladepartment.fordemch comment .y or
- correctioe;-.subjece. only to Umitations of relevancyad space .

W.. We. want o-dtlo.4ith our readers Jtok-i--s. klr- newspaper r.
'' well as ouri.JhalI.be the policy of our editors and-their staffs to:.

encourage the maximum amount of public par c patio In bringing-:
all points of viewbefore our readers. .,

Finally, we recognize that integrity lsourg wua.To'n"
tain that Integrity- we, pledge our best efforts and full resources to
keep faith with those to •whom'we owe ultimate, esponsibility
our readers.
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JOURNALISTIC ETHICS AND YOU

Editorial staff members of The Tribune are expected to avoid any
compromises of their journalistic integrity. This must include even
the appearance of compromise. The only special interest The Tribune
will serve is the public right to know.

The following guidelines are consistent with the professional stan-
dards expected of editorial staff members.

1. Gifts of significant value should be returned imedtately.
Gifts of insignificant value such as pencils, key chains,
etc., may be accepted.

2. The Tribune will pay travel and other costs for staff
members on assignments. Free or reduced fee travel is
acceptable if no practical alternates are available.

3. Press passes are permitted for those staff members on
assignment to cover theater, cultural, sports events,
and the like. Free tickets or passes may not be accepted
for personal use.

4. Food, drink, and cover charges for night club and restau-
rant assignments should be paid by staff members, with
reimbursement by The Tribune.

5. We must avoid involvement in public affairs and other
outside activities, particularly political activities,
that could jeopardize the independence of the paper and
the staff. Those wishing to become active in public
service organizations or community groups should discuss
the matter with their supervisors.

6. Outside work is permitted if there is no conflict of
interest. A staff member should obtain permission from
his supervisors before undertaking any free lance projects.

Common sense is the best guideline. This code is purely the expres-
sion of high professional standards already practiced by most of the
editorial staff. The code applies to management and staff alike.
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CODE OF ETHICS

This code of ethics has been drawn to provide guidance to Register and

Tribune staff members and to ioform the public of our policies.

All of us as members of the pr*ss have operated under our owe codes of

ethics. In some cases these individual codes may be nore strident thea

what follows here, but this code at least vil give us all the same mnisiai

guidelines.

As statements of general principle in this code of ethics, the (olloving

are offered:

That an individual's own good Judgwent and integrity are the keystones

of this code because it would be impossible to spell out every single question

that might arise as the result of adopting such a code.

That our management and employees iust remain free of obligation to any

special interest. That this statement means avoiding all possible conflicts

of interest, or even th. appearance thereof.

That the public must be assured that our writers, photographers ind

editors are beholden to no one; that they are devoted only to the txth.

That this code of ethics applies to all editorial employees of The

Des Moines Register and Tribune, beginning at the office of editor sad going

down through every other newsroom employee and embers of our news bureaus.

MEALS -- This code of ethics will continue the present company policy

of having staff members pay for their own meals. There are times who it soy

be impossible to pay for the meal beforehand or at the time. In these

instances, the staff member shall see that appropriate payment is sent later.
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TIAVL -- 1he company policy in this area has been clear in the past--

pay our own way. This will continue to be our policy. There are times when

staffers ride with sports teams on chartered aircraft, or with public

officials on military aircraft, or in chartered private aircraft with a

political figure. On such occasions the company will send a check covering

our staffer's share of the transportation.

TICITS -- It will be our policy that no staffer accept any free -ticket

to any event except working press credentials which give assigned reporters

and photographers access to otherwise restrict,, areas. This detailed

breakdown is offered on the matter of tickets:

MOVIES, CONCERTS, PLAYS, CLUB SHOWS, ETC. -- If a reviewer is sent, he

will buy a ticket and have the company pay for it. No other stiff membeIr

will accept either free tickets or passes to shows.

SPORTS TICKETS -- No free sports tickets or passes vil be. accepted,

except for working press credentials which give assigned reporters and

photographers access to otherwise restricted areas. If the editors feel

other tickets are needed for use by sports desk personnel or for sports

writers who want to watch teams in games other than when they are covering

them, the@* tickets will be purchased by the sports department.

GIFTS -- Staff members will not accept gifts or discounts offered

because of the employee's connection with the newspaper. Gifts shall either

be returned to the donor or turned over to charity.

BOOKS AND RECORDS -- Free books and record albums will not be solicited.

Those unsolicited books and albums received will either be given to a reviewer

as compensation for the review or be sold at an employee's sale with the

proceeds going for charitable purposes.
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OUTSIDE ENPWTYMT AWD ACTIVITIES -- No one shell be active in any

group or organization or hold outside employment when such activity may

bring the employee into a possible conflict of interest with his Job at The

Register and Tribune.

This will mean that no employee will hold membership oa boards. of

directors of corporations, or assume leadership or activist roles on boards

or organizations about which this employee might be called upon to write

stories, take pictures, edit copy or make editorial judg-ents.

Politics Is an area where particular care will be neqided. Nothing in

this code is intended to prohibit voting or membership in a political party.

However, working for a candidate or party would be a clear conflict of

interest for almost any staff member, and certainly would give at least the

appearance of a conflict of interest.

No employee will produce material:-free or for pay--for an individual

or an organization if such work puts the employee in conflict of interest

with these newspapers.

Free lancing will be allowed as long as the buyer is not in direct

competition with The Register and Tribune or if no other conflict of interest

exists. If, in the course of free lancing, a person uncovers a significant

aews angle not previously reported by The Register and Tribune, these news-

papers will have first chance to publish this fresh material.

There is a flat rule against any employee producing publicity material

for a public official, politician, government agency or sports team.

No one shall accept pay for appearing on a radio or television program

if the sponsoring body is an agency or organization that the individual

might be covering, or if being paid would constitute a conflict of interest.

24.3M 0 - 78 - 31
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No one shall accept pay for asking a personal appearance or a speech

before any group when that group is within the staff member's assigned area

of coverage, editinS, or editorial judSment, or if being paid would constitute

a conflict of interest.

Nor shall any staff mmber ake public statemets'of opinion that. wll

compromise that staff mieres creditability on the job.

No staff member shall hold financial interests which can be influenced

by his writing or editing. For example, no reporter or editor who regularly

handles the writing end editing of the stock market, coeamditiea or real

estate shall be the owner of a stock, commodity or real estate which might

be so influenced.

Nothing in this code is intended to prohibit the holding of financial

interests which do not constitute a conflict of interest.

While acting as a private citizen, no employee shall use his employment

at The Register and Tribune as a means to solicit special consideration or

treatment.

CONTESTS -- Staff members shall not enter contests sponsored by special

interest groups whose philosophies pose a real or apparent conflict with

the fairness of the newspaper or of the individual employee. In general,

therefore, employees shall avoid contests other than those sponsored end

judged by recognized journalism organizations, academic departments of

journalism, or photography associations.
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ETHICS CODE ADDENDUM

ZALS -- The committee recognizes that questions will arise about the

acceptance of such things as a cup of coffee, a hot dog, or a meal in an

individual's home. The key to such situations is judgment. We don't want

an individual employee or the company embarrassed by having a scuffle with

someone over who viii pay for coffee, or put in the position of embarrassing

a hostess by demanding to pay for a meal served in a home.

In the case of the meal in the home we feel the code'a statement

"appropriate payment is sent later" means the customary thank-you note sent

later.

We think it is logical that when one is invited by an individual or firm

to lunch or dinner it would be neither discourteous nor unprofessional to say

something to the effect, "Yea, I'd be happy to meet you, but I want to say

beforehand that our policy here on such things is that I pay for my own seal."

There are some Instances when one cannot pay--places where the meal or

drinks are catered and no money changes-hands. Examples are private clubs,

the "night-before-gane" dinners and social hours sponsored by universities,

golf socials hosted by universities and political dinners. In each of thee-

examples there is good reason to have a staff member on hand. hews is being

generated, column items discovered, sometimes tips for future stories uncovered.

We want our staffers to attend such functions.

In such cases it will be our policy to pay for these meals later with

a company check. This may be handled in the cases of colleges and

universities and our sports writers with a lump sum payment prior to the
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season, or after the season. In other cases it will be handled by 0e

staffer talking to his supervisor and agreeing on a payment and then having

the company send the check to the sponsor of the meal.

TRAVEL -- In the case where a check needs to be sent to cover transporta-

tion of a staffer. it will be the responLbility of the staffer to till his

or her supervisor that the check should be sent.

The question of riding from a hotel to a stadium with a team, or sharing

a cab wLb another, or accepting a ride from an low airport to town vith

someone will be a matter of Judgment. In most cases it vil be a matter of

convenience to the staffer. Over a period of time the matter of who pays

for the cab likely vii even out and in the case of taking a ride from on.

lows airport to town, one can offer $5 for gasoline and put that on the

expense account, but if the offer is refused the only way to handle it is

wLth a warm thank you.

TICKETS -- Ticket expense vll be put or, individual expense forms, or

covered by picking up an advance. Is the case of the sports deparlnt,

which may be buying blocs of tickets, the payment may be covered in on

advance check, or one at the end of the season. This will be worked out

by the various department heads.

CIFTS -- if a gift is received and there seems no eay or routine way

to return it, then tta gft will be turned over to the department head for

eventual disposal t h:,iSL local charity. It night be a good idea to send a

mote to the donor may tn4 such be been done and that it is because of

company policy on gift s.

Sam departments or indLvlauels receive gifts which are not necessarily

aimed at an individeal. For example. the home and filly department lets
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cosmetics or new laundry products; These vill be stored and periodically

distributed through charity. Some companies make mass mailings of calendars,

books or some advertising token (ball point pen being one example). These

can be kept or thrown away at an Individul'a Judgment.

B00K3 AND WZOORDS -- it shall be the staff member's responaLbility to

turn unsolicited books and records over to a supervisor for a decision on-

whether the material should be reviewed or sold at the employee sale. (It

has been suggested that department heads should have first cracIk at books.

to be sold in case any of these books could be used as departmental reference

material.)

OTSIDE EKPWTIM T AND ACTIVITIES -- Persons holding jobs as stringers

or free lancers should make clear to their supervisors what they are

stringing, and for whom.

A staff member can accept expenses of travel and lodging from an

organization oposoriug a speech or other appearance (provided the company

does not provide these expenses) and if the acceptacce of such expeuses

does not pose a conflict of interest snd if the arrangement is cleared

beforehand with the employee's supervisor. -

Examples of stock holdings which might pose conflicts because they are

subject to the influence of Register and Tribune stories are over-the-counter

stocks rnd nev offerings in Iowa. Not covered would be holdings In such corpo-

rations as Quaker Oats or GeneraL Motors--in other words national corporations.

Ali.~
Gene R.f~ieb, Larri Neibergal11

David W ltke Arlo Js beo

hn Fzrer -luck Turnbull

(
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Chicago Tribune
Dec. 31, 1977
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27 December 1977

Mr. Eugene Patterson
President, American Society of Newspaper Editors

c/o The St. Petersburg Times
Post Office Box 1121
St. Petersburg, Florida 33731

Dear Mr. Patterson:

This is in response to your letter of 5 December 1977 enclosing an

October 1976 resolution by the Board of Directors of the American Society

of Newspaper Editors and asking for our views concerning CIA policy

regarding relationships with foreign journalists working for non-U.S.

news media organizations.

As you know, we have recently announced a detailed, expanded policy

statement dealing with CIA relationships with journalists and staff of U.S.

news media organizations. In relevant part, this statement (which has

been incorporated into our internal regulations) bars any CIA relationships

with full-time or part-time journalists (including so-called "stringers")

accredited by a U.S. news media organization. The term Raccreditedn is

specifically defined to cover a foreign journalist who: 1) has been issued

the requisite credentials to represent himself or herself as a correspondent

for a U.S. news media organization, or 2) is officially recognized by a foreign

government to represent a U.S. news media organization.

Let me attempt to address the issues raised in your letter by sharing

with you the major reasons why our announced policies are carefully and

specifically delineated to cover journalists and staff of U.S. news media

organizations. The underlying rationale for this position, of course, is CIA's

abiding recognition and appreciation of the special status afforded the

nation's press under the Constitution. Accordingly, in order to do our part

to allay the understandable concern expressed in some quarters that unregu-

lated and widespread CIA relationships in this area tend to undermine the

integrity and independence of the U.S. press, we have taken special pains
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to impose stringent limitations on ourselves in our dealings with U.S.
news media organization. themselves and any employees thereof through-
out the world, regardless of the nationality of the employees. Although
upon occasion the severity of these restrictions and prohibitions will
unquestionably present obstacles to our ability to expeditiously and effect-
ively perform our statutory responsibilities in the area of foreign intelligence
collection. CIA has chosen to formulate and operate under these limitations
in the interests of and out of respect for the separate responsibilities and
status of the U.S. press as a free a-d independent institution in our
society. At the same time, it is our considered opinion that any further
extension of the scope of the restrictions beyond U.S. media organizations
is neither legally required nor otherwise appropriate in light of the potential
barriers which such action may pose to this Agency's ability to carry out
its critical duties in furtherance of the nation's foreign policy of objectives.

Because of the above considerations, and with all due respect to your
organization's concerns in this area, I hope that you will understand the
reasons why this Agency cannot support the position taken in the October
1976 resolution of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.

Yours sincerely ,'-

STANSFIEIUNER
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ASNE to CI: H hands off.
The board of directors of the Ameisn Soiety of

Newspaper Editors calls on the Central itellianceAency
to give assurance that it has completed the ternslnaion of
CIA employment or all correspondets of United States
news media. In addition, the ASNE board calls on the
President and Congress to require the CIA to extend this
hnds-off rule worldwide so as to prohibit CIA employment
ofjournalists working& for foreign news media a well as for
American media.
. te power of America's commitment to freedom resides.
in its example. The C IA should exhibit the American corn-
mitment to free press abroad and at borne alike. The agency
has refused to give assurance that it will not employ foreign
newsmen. We urge a reversal of that policy, by law if
necessary. because it subverts America's advocacy or a free
flow of news for all people apd damages the ideals that
Ar iecans profess.

Director George Bush on February II. 1976, directed the
CIA not to enter any future contMctual relationship with
aly full-Line or part-time correspondents of American
rews media.

We note Mr. Bush and CIA representatives gave subse-
quent assurance to the National News Council on June 24.
1976. that this directive prohibits CIA employment of
A,.enrican n.ews executives, stringe.i for Ameicn news

ors.siiztiors, foreign nationals working as newsmen for
A.cnan pews o.Sanixztions and firceancc writers who
cvu.d be irte -re in any manr as being journalists.

However. CIA spokesmen saM it would Uke time to
phase out all past arrangements with sucht people in M
ordedy manner. TheASNE is now told theywerstahit In
terms ofcompletiangthetenrinationsby tbedafthisyear.
This sulgests the aency has not comrpleted th severances
nine months after they were oirlared. We ask that the CIA
Director report compliance with his directive. of last
February promptly and publicly.

We further ak that the President by=Wi order. or
Conipess sod the Presdent byJoimt oleione pcobl the
CIA from employing newsmen of any natiem.

At the UNESCO coaference in 149koM American
delegates urged all nations to respect humanys right to
Aews uncontrolled by Sovernusts for their own eads.
Those words lack force so lons as an alency of the
American goverrmen refuses to giteassa that it wi1
forg. euploy.mat of foreign newsmen for its owe ends.

The CIA has refused to give the world's people that
assurance. We believe the America p*epe through their
dected representatives should require it to do so The in-
terests of the Unted Sates are not sar' hif U.S. slency
reseves the right to intefere with oherpeop oc-s o
information. To extend Americas own respect for a free
and independent press to the efforts ofsm mediabroad
would serve the higher purposes of the United Staes,. and
stand in telling contrast to the practices of totltarian
systems which Americans expect theirgovernmentto reject.
not emulate.

S
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THE ASSOCIaTE PRnS MmAN EDITRs ASSOCATON

BARCAY JAMESON

Mk avow A S..If PA% i. M 8*7"1

December 12, 1977

Loch Johnson
House Investigations Committee
House of Representatives
Capitol Building 8405
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Johnsons

The following resolution was adopted by the membership of
APHE at its annual convention October 28, 1977, at New Orleans.

CIA Practices 5'

RESOLVED, the Associated Press Managing Editors' Association3

1. Condemns the Central Intelligence Agency's past use of
foreign and domestic newsmen to gather information and intelligence.

2. Urges an immediate halt to all such activities, wherever
they may exist.

3. Calls upon the CIA to give public assurances that the
practice has been halted and, should CIA officials not respond,
urges the Congress or the President to make such prohibitions
mandatory.

4. Recognizes that CIA links with newsmen were a two-way
street, and equally condemns newsmen who were *used" by the CIA.

5. Reaffirms its belief that the credibility of the nation's
free press rests upon its absolute freedom from governmental
interference.

If you need further information, feel free to get in touch
with me.

sincerely,

cc: Executive Committee
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THE FUND FOR INVESTIGATED JOURNALISM. INC.
134 OIO4NECT1ICU AVMI, IW.

WAMSHINTOK 06 C. MIN0
T.L. 204-11044
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J4U1U1 DUICA. VM CAIIA
RICIANO EARNET
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MICK KOTZ
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JAMES POLK
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-Wr WALTERG
ESICUW WINTHROP

Sow W(IOAo
CMARLIS YOST

January 4, 1978'

Mr. Loch Johnson
Subcommittee on Overight
Permanent Select Coniittee on Intelligence
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515:

Dear Mr. Johnson:

This is in response to your request of
DeceMber 29, 1977, for the views of the Fund for
InventLgative Journalism on certain questions re-
garding the use of Journalists by the Central
Intelligence Agency.

I have enclosed copies of our cor-
respondence with the Agency in 1976; we have had no
contact with the Agency on this matter since then.
You asked our position regarding "recent CIA
directives on this subject." Our only knowledge
of these directives comes from newspaper reports.

It appears from these reports that the
category of independent or free-lance journalist,
under the reported new policy, may still be left open
to use by the CIA. If, indeed, this is the case,
the Fund's concern expressed in our May 14, 1976,
letter to Director Bush remains. We then wrote:

&The Fund has a special concern
about free-lancers. Most of the per-
sons who receive grants from the Fund,
a private foundation, are free-lance
journalists. Their investigations
sometimes are carried on abroad. Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency actual or
potential use of some free-lance jour-
nalists taints all free-lancers work-
king overseas on legitimate writing
projects with the likely result that
their freedom to report may be severely
restricted by the action of foreign
governments or reluctance on the part
of sources to assist their reporting
efforts.

"Beyond cur own institutional con-
cern, however, we believe the entire
practice of systematically using ac-
credited journalists, bona fide free-
lancers, and foreign nationals who work
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for U.S. publications and news media
organizations abroad badly serves the
American people. By threatening the
integrity of the press, the practice
encourages the people's distrust of
all reporting."

Definitions are important but tricky. Some free-lance
writers work at it full-time; their writing is their sole source
of income. Others write occasionally, doing other things as well
to earn their living. Therefore, these factors are of limited
help in defining a free-lance journalist.

Membership in journalistic organizations which are
open to free-lancers may be of definitional help. The Overseas
Press Club, Th4a Overseas Writers Club, the Society of Magazine
Writers and the Washington Independent Writers are among such
organizations. (A copy of a resolution passed by the Washington
Independent Writers on June 2, 1976, on the matter in question
is enclosed.)

A free-lance journalist may work on assignment from
a publication or broadcasting outlet, carrying a letter to that
effect as a credential that establishes the writer's legitimacy.
Such journalists may also be accredited by a foreign government
while they are working abroad. In such cases it seems to me
the free-lance journalist meets the test for exclusion from
CIA use for intelligence purposes. The question is whether this
prohibition would bar the agency from using such a journalist
for intelligence purposes unrelated, or only incidentally
related, to his or her reporting assignment. 'f the CIA's
new policy doesn't rule out the agency's use of such free-
lancers, it should for the reasons we stated previously. The
designation free-lancer -hould not connote some category of
lesser legitimacy than staff member, correspondent or stringer.

I hope these comments are of help to the Subcommittee.
Please let us know if we can be of any other assi tance. We
would appreciate a copy of the hearings when then e printed.

/rely,ec pr
ard Br

Enc.
HB/skc
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May 14,. 1970

Honorable George Bush
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr. Dush%

The recent reports of the Senaite Select C-
mittes oan Intelligence Activities, as well a the
reported findings of the House Select Commttee on
intelligence and the Rockefeller camiLsaici, verify
the clandestine operational use by the Central Zn-
telligenoe Agency of American journalists, mews
executives and news organization. The board of
Directors of the Fund for Investigative Joura lisa

. regard. such practices an destructive of the fun-
damental premises of a tree press and corroeive of
the First Amendment.

The Fund has a special concern about free-lmes:
Most of the persons who receive grants from the F=6
a private foundation, are frue-lance journalists.
Their investigations sometimes are carried on abroad
Central Intelligence Agency actual or potential meof eam free-lance journalists taints all free-
lancers working overseas on legitimate writing pro-;-
jects with the likely result "that their freedom to
report may be severely restricted by the action of'
foreign governments or reluctance on the part of
sources to assist their reporting efforts.

Beyond our own institutional concern, h e o
we believe the entire practice of systematically
using accredited journalists, bone fid free-lancers
and foreign nationals who work for U.S. publicationi
and new media organisations abroad badly serves the
American people. By threatening the integrity of
the prees, the practice encourages the people's
distrust of all reporting.

We call your attention to the requirement of th
Congressional press galleries that Journalists ac -
credited to the gail ries actually be engaged In
journalism and have no activities which conflict wit;
that principal function. The galleries established
thie eminently sound requirement to assure against
actual conflict of interest or the public suspicion
that fair reporting is being subverted.

24-353 0 - 78 - 32
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We, therefore, urge that you go beyond your
previous policy statements on this matter and
publicly announce now the terodnation by the
Central Intelligence , agency of all use of jour-
naliets, including free-lancers. stringers and
part-tine reporters and editors, whether or not,
accredited, for intelligence operations.

we look forward to your early response to
our recommendation.

Milton Viorst
Ch ai rma

XV/skc
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CENTRAL INTELIGEN= AGENCY
WASHMICW.D.C. 2050

21 May 1976

Mr. Milton Viorst
Chairman, The Fund for

Investigative Journalism, Inc.
1346-Connecticut Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Mr. Viorst,

Thank you for your letter of May 14, 1976.

We have, as you know, considerably changed our
practices with respect to the press. Although doubtless
you have seen my statement on this matter, I enclose a.
copy of the full text for your convenience.

.-Recently, I have addressed myself to this matter at
ASNE and Overseas Press Club meetings. I have also talked
privately to a number of members of the Fourth Estate.
Although not all of them are totally happy with the situa-
tion as it is, I have met witI-considerable quiet under-
standing. One top figure in the national media told me
privately that he thought that after issuance of my state-
ment, no more could properly be demanded of us.

I am alert to the points you make in your letter but
feel we must stand on the revised position we have taken.

You are doubtless aware, as are we, that the linking
of newspaper men and intelligence in the minds of counter-
intelligence services world-wide long antedated -.he
establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency. The
linkage will remain in the minds of even those most closely

.fPzl. Alt
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allied to our way of thinking no matter what steps we
take or public announcements we nake. This is a fact
of the world of today and tomorrow.

I understand your concern and I hope you will under-
stand how far we have come in this matter. In a perfect
world, we might be able to run the intelligence business
in response to the criticisms of each and every point of
view but I'm afraid that perfect world is not yet here.

DSincer

4.ush
iictor
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J. ROBERT MOSKIN

941 FIP!T, ¥v1NUl, K4W YORK. NOW YORK

Mr. Howard Bray
The Fund for Investigative Journalism,
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Howards

Thank yoi fo;f sending me col
with George Bush.

June 2, 1974

Ipc.

ier of your exchange Q

I find Mr. Bush's reply totally inadequate and
unsatisfactory. I am personally appalled that he cites
his appearance before the Overseas Press Club as indicating
or presenting an opportunity or certification for acquiescence
by professional journalists to his position. I will bring
this'matter to the attention of the board of the OPC.

I certainly agree with your proposal that the
professional organizations take a consolidated stand on
this matter. It is important. May I suggest you draw
up a simple brief, hopefully one paragraph statement
of our mutual position and circulate it to the heads of
the various organizations for their signature. And then
publish it.

Perhaps the statement should also carry the
signature of important editors, reporters etc. I am not
sure on this it depends on how.smuch of a job you want to
undertake. Because I know nothing will get done unless
one individual follows up on what yo ave begun - you.
I certainly hope you do it and will bb ready to help.

I don't think Bush's statement should be allowed
to stand as the last word - with the implication that it
is acceptable.

In haste. Best,
4e

PS: So far, I have not seen Matt Bassity's communication
to Bush based on the resolution passed at the last OPC
Board meeting.
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t346 CONNECTICUT AVENUE. N.W.

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 2003

TEL. 201"402-144

July 5, 1976

)AVID EATON
.L.AVTON FRITOM1*

AM1*sJ m,PAY muCK

LEfiN SMNA
,OWAnO SlAY 9.11C.".. ,,,

IDVI. SOAIeD,
LDoIJQJ Ai L9N,

*, .IA5 A515000

.ISIO UO-Aft~

.AC. s00IFFos- Am oo ESSI
)AVI KRASLOWm
USA~MM wageN

USSELL IdCEYT?
-3p ,. $Te

A0lSR~WAT

YOST

Mr. George Bush
Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Bush:

Thank yoa for your letter of May 21, which the
Board of Directors of the Fund for Investigative Jour-
nalism has carefully reviewed. Our unanimous con-
clusion is that your letter fails to respond ade-
quately to the points we raised in writing to youl on
May 14.

You were kind enough to enclose a copy of your
February 1I, 1976, statement concerning, among other
things, the Central Intelligence Agency's use of

journalists. Your statement asserts that the agency's
relationships "have not been aimed at influencing or
improperly acting on any American institution."
Whether or not such has been the deliberate aim of
the agency, the point we strongly made in our letter
was that the C.I.A.'s admitted continued use of jour-
nalists for intelligence purposes damages the press,
a constitutionally protected institution, and the
people it serves. In view of recent reports that the
agency has modified the policy you enunciated 6n
February II, we would welcome clarification of your
position.

We found it interesting that you mentioned your
appearances before various journalistic organizations
to address this problem, naming the Overseas Press

Club as one of the organizations. It is our under-

standing that after your appearance, the Overseas
Press Club formally called on the C.I.A. to end the

practices we too have condemned. That action by the
Club isn't mentioned in your response to us. You also

noted that the C.I.A. 's policy with regard to the use

of journalists for intelligence purposes has "met
with considerable understanding" from a number of

journalists -- all of whom you left unnamed. We have
met none of our colleagues who share that view.

Your letter of May 21 concludes that since we

do not live in a "perfect world," the practices our

Board has criticized, perforce, must continue. You

may want to consider whether the abuses we and other
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f s s i I iournalisit: oz ;'nitLLaLULi 4 . .
. 1: 1.' :-tinued use o! cort.ain categories of journalists

S". , .'. It .:. r.Jross -- exacerbate international tensions and
' , '.o'ius: if A-%rica. s of their institutions.

•j . i nestly, -.e ai.preri.te the burdens you carry and
• j: cf:',r,- to mrn'eroL , certain q:estionable agency practices
A 4, :. We su),mLt that those efforts, with respect to

It,, . irralists, fall far short of what can and should
. I : Ioc i:' .: LipoL fect world.

.0i- ikk lrward to hearing from you.

Sin ce V'eos
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LO , CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINOTON. D.C 20505

Of FICE OF THE DIRECTOR

19 July 1976

Mr. Milton Viorst
The Fund for Investigativw.

Journalism, Inc.
1346 Connecticut Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Viorst,

I am responding to your letter of July 5 to Mr.
George Bush, Director of Central Intelligence.

The 'statement published on February 11, of which
you have a copy, is, of course, in effect, and the Agency
is in full compliance with these self-imposed guidelines.
The prohibition on further use by the Agency of journalists
employed by American news-gathering organizations was, as
you are aware, a purely voluntary act on the part of the.
Agency to eliminate even the appearance of possible impropriety
and to meet the constitutional concerns about which all of
us feel strongly. On June 24, we had a lengthy meeting with
officials of the National News Council, at their request, to
provide some clarification and interpretation of the February 11
statement. You may wish to contact the Council if you are
interested in their assessment of the discussion and their
statement to the press on our meeting.

With reference to your comment on' the Overseas Press
Club appearance by the Director: the reason that an approach
by that organization to the CIA is not mentioned in Mr. Bush's
letter is, quite simply, that we have no record of any
communication from the Overseas Press Club on this subject
and no knowledge of any action such as you describe.
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I find it necessary to refer also to the exact
language of Mr. Bush's letter to you where he speaks of
having "talked privately to a number of members of the
Fourth Estate". Mr. Bush considers that it would be
improper for him to identify individuals with whom he had
spoken in these circumstances; at the same time, please
rest assured that we do not impugn the veracity of your
own unsourced report on your colleagues' views of the
Agency's policies.

Finally, I must respectfully submit that your
interpretation of the final paragraph of Mr. Bush's letter
as an insistence on the continuation of "abuses" ard
"practices" that your Board has criticized is at variance
with any reasonable reading of the plain language of that
paragraph.

We do appreciate your concern and we thank you for
sharing your views with us.

Sincerely,

AnAdew T. Falkiewicz.
Assistant to the Director
of Central Intelligence
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If 7t

V.

PROPOSED RESQLMM 'A, JUNE 2 GENML ?4ENG OF WIW

wH=As, on February 1, 1976, the Centril .
Intefligence AgencY annOunced that it would no longer M &W
tull-or-part-time coZTespondent accredited to the United States
news media; and

WMMAS, the Frma Report or the Seate Selmt
Ccittee to Study Governmntal Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Activities disclosed that les& than half or%ht we$
f fty Journalints or news media employees p. 4-UIX wil be
affected by the new CIA policy, because it does not apply to
"freelance contributors" ahroad; and

WEmso aUl independentt, unatfiliated writers are
potentiL1Y suspect when g= aze used by, CIA for covert activ-
ities or espionage;

RESOLVED that the Exutive Board of the Washington
Independent riters be directed to write to George Bush, the
Director or Central Intelligence,, to

(1) Protest the continued use of journalitst as
spies since, by casting suspicion on all independent Jourml-
ists and writers, the practice Inhibits their ability to report,
reduces the flow of informtio to the public, an t
a clear violation of the FIrst Amendent or the Coittio of /9
the United States; and

(2) To dwnd, tbatnae, toat CIA 1.umniaw q

its use of independent wri iT!An any way* or conimrutiy, the
a of eori acting as JottraalstZ or writers.
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WASHINGTON INDEPENDENT WRITERS
Sums 710

1010 V-mwohtu Av- N.W.
Wokshi.troN. D.C 20005

(202) 347-4973

January 16, 1978

B"-. augiw.

jm Snnim.

P?.AV MCCsou.

jaw C.A.M
Cai--- N. CA00M
KAua FAmiaA
3-vs C. Gon.aa
HAAmVm KATS

PDsLcu C Laes
Umr Vae"
1.. 0. .
Davis Was

-. Mr.-Loch Johnson, . -
- Subcommittee on Oversight
Permanent-Select 2Commit ee on Intelligence

at U.S.- House oV.Represent~tives-

411

.Dear" r, Johns ,

SSimnce several members of the board of:The Fund for.: V
,investigativeJourna 1ism also serve- on -the bo-ird- of::

. . .the.Washington"Independent Writers, it.came to my .A.4
-. ttention that 64u' had solicited a statement from the
'.:Fund concerning the:use of journalists by the Central

I Intelligence Agency..

Since I,in my-role as president of WIW,had an exchange
of correspondence with the CIA regarding this issue
I 'am taking the liberty of sending you my file of these
letters. My final letter, dated June 13, 1977, still
remains unanswered.

If this exchange of correspondence throws any further
light on the issue, perhaps it can be appended to the
transcript of the hearings when it is printed.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sfncerely yvs.

'a~rbar Raskin
WIW Board Member, Chairwoman
of the Professional Relations
Committee

1"NLu"
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RESOLUTION PASSED JUNE 2, 1976 AT A GENERAL MEETING
OF THE WAS.HINGTON INDEPENDENT WRITERS

WHEREASj on February 11, 1976, the Central
Intelligence Agency announced that it would no longer pay
ahy full-or-part-time correspondent accredited to the
United States news media; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report of the Senate Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Activities disclosed that. less than half of
the fifty journalists or news media employees working for
CIA will be affected by the new CIA policy, because it does
not apply to "freelance contributors" abroad; and

WHEREAS, al independent, unaffiliated writers are
potentially suspect when any are used by CIA for covert
activities or espionage;

RESOLVED that the Executive Board of the Washingtoi
Independent Writers be directed to write to George Bush, the
Director .of Central Intelligence, to

" ' (1) Protest the continued use of journalists as
spies since, by casting suspicion on all independent journal.
ists and writers, the practice inhibits their ability to
.report, reduces the flow of information to the public, and
therefore constitutes a clear violation of. the First Amendmej
of the Constitution of the United States; and

(2) To demand, therefore, that CIA immediately
end it use of independent writers or journalists for
intelligence purposes or., conversely, the use of CIA
officers posing 'or acting as journalists or writers,
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20505

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

July 6, 1976.

Miss Barbara Raskin
President
Washington Independent Writers
1057 National Press Building,
Washington, D. C. 20045

Dear.Miss Raskin,.

I am responding to your letter of June 7 to the
Director. Thank you for bringing to our attention the
text of the resolution adopted by your organization.

The policy set out in the statement of February 11
represents a voluntary limitations on the part of the
Central Intelligence Agency of perfectly legitimate
intelligence functions. This action was undertaken
because of the constitutional concerns expressed bythei
representatives of American news media, and because we
are determined to avoid even the appearance of any im-
proper use of journalists by the Agency.

We recently had occasion to discuss this matter
with representatives of the National News Council. I
refer you to a press report of that meeting Cattached),
and suggest you may wish to consult the Counci on their
assessment of our position.

Sin rep

%

assessment oh ourpoitin.

Andrew T. Falkiew z
Assistant to the .i'ector
of Central Intelligence

kss
Enc.
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WASHINGTON INDEPENDENT WRITERS"" " "Sun 710

1010 Vzad*ron AVL N.W.
f W ASNiNuTOe. D.C 20005

(202) 347-4973

$saw April 21, 1977
-ON. ..

,.1 ~ X at 
. ..

.O. L D~ff
C. G-ont Admiral Stansfield Turner

.. L, Director, Central Intelligence Agency

,.w v,'.7. Washington, DC 20505
,..,a~ny..

'ASW, Dear Admiral Turner:

On June 7, 1976, 1 wrote to Mr. George Bush on behalf of the
Washington Independent Writers and enclosed a resolution adopted by
our membership. The resolution noted that according to the final
report of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Opera-
tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities the CIA announcement
of February 11, 1976, would not apply to "freelance contributors"
abroad. The Washington Independent Writers resolution asked that
the CIA immediately end its use of independent writers for intel-
ligence purposes.

Mr. Bush's reply of July 6, 1976, did not contradict the con-
clusion of the Senate committee. Instead, he referred to a press
report, of a meeting between the CIA and a private group, the National

.News Council, and he enclosed an AP account of this meeting. The AP
quoted Mr. Bush as having told the council that freelance writers for
American news organizations would not be "hired". by the CIA.

Since a wire service story reporting second-hand what may have
been said to a private group cannot, of course, be considered a state-
ment of official policy by the United States government or one of its
agencies, we would appreciate a direct statement from you as to whether
the CIA's current policy is, or is not, to use independent writers in
its intelligence activities and operations.

As matters stand now, the only official statement by a govern*-
ment entity remains the Church committee's report stating that the
CIA policy against using Journalists does not applyto freelance
writers.

We would greatly appreciate clarification of thls-very important
matter now that you have assumed directorship of the agency. Thank
you.

Sincerely yours,

Barbara Raskin, President
Washington Independent Writers
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20505

13 May 1977

Ms. Barbara Raskin
Washington Independent Writers
Suite 710, 1010 Vermont Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Ms. Raskin,

Thank you for your letter of April 21 on behalf of the
Washington Independent Writers. We are hindered in our
desire to respond to your request for an official statement on
the matter of "freelance writers" by lack of an official or
agreed-upon definition of that term and would very much appreciate
your giving us a definition to which we might respond.

o For example, does the fact that an individual might write
one or two articles, perhaps quite incidental to his normal.
profession, make him a "freelancer"? A professional person, a
lawyer, for example, might write on gardening, food, travel,

..etc.'

There are people in many professions who write articles as
a byproduct of their profession a politician writing for
Foreign Affairs, or a physician writing for a medical journal,
forexample.

Or is a'"freelancer" a person who earns say, more than half
his income from writing?.

I hope you-can see oyr problem, and I believe your response
will help.

" " ' '"Sincerely,. .

Herbert E. Hetu
* Assistant for Public Affairs
to the Director of Central Intelligence
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WASHINGTON INDEPENDENT WRITERS
Sur 710

1010 Vzamonr Avt N.W.
W#,s&NiproN. D.C. 20005

(202) 347.-4973

V""D-" June 13, 1977

.LA* C~p wf

. Gv &" Mr. Herbert E. Hetu
r,"*C 91co Assistant for Public AffairsruniC ftc..a

,T" v, ,,, to the Director of Central Intelligence
.. o .w.o.,, Central intelligence Agency

o w,,, Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr. Hetut

Thank you for your letter of Hay 13, 1977.

The resolution passed by the general membership of
the Washington Independent Writers on June 2, 1976,
instructed the Executive Board of Directors, of which

' I am president, to ask ". . that CIA immediately end
its use of independent writers or journalists for

"intelligence purposes or, conversely, the use of CIA
officers posing or acting as journalists or writers."

I have extrapolated this .section of the resolution for
my edification a: well as yours because your letter was
confusing to me. After a considerable period of thought
I finally realized that the examples which you set forth
in your letter are not germane to the issue. To engage
in any definitional dispute (about whether a lawyer who

writes an occasional piece on gardening, or a physician

who contributes articles to medical journals, or a

person who earns a certain percentage of his income
from publishing are or are not freelance writers)
would only cloud the issue.

WIW's request was a simple one. We want CIA to ammend
its February 1, 1976 announcement. (that it would no longer

pay any ful]-or-part-time correspondents accredited to
U.S. news media) to include independent, or freelance,
writers NOT accredited to any U.S. news media agencies
as well. This means that CIA would not allow freelance
writers under contract to do intelligence work to publicly

claim they are still independent writers and that CIA
agents no longer be permitted to use freelance writing
as a cover. Both these situations cast suspicion upon
genuine freelance writers who do NOT work for CIA and

though it may be difficult to define "freelance writer"
it is not difficult for the agency to identify its
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-2-

operatives. All we ask is that when a person is working,
for CIA he not present him or herself as an "independent
freelance writer." This is a question of true and false
faces; it is an issue of misrepresentation which incrimi-
nates an entire group of innocent people.

Saying one is a freelance writer often affords a person
access to places which would not otherwise be available.

Thus the misuse of this claim - and the keeping secret
of material meant to be made public - threatens to
endanger potential sources for authentic freelance
writers. Secondly, as independent writers and journalists,
we are all concerned with truthfulness. Writers form
a natural association which starts from an assumption
of trust in one another. If a person says he or she is
an independent writer, other writers trust that person
accordingly - giving and sharing information and insights.
When the so-called writer is, in fact, a spy, he or she
uses that natural association of trust for instrumental,
purposes which have nothing to do with the actual work
of independent research and writing so that our natural
association is perverted and our trust destroyed.

Consequently, Mr. Hetu, we see this question in funda-
'mental terms and do not want to engage in a semantic
exercise in which the agency, or any of its affiliates,
can find a way "around" any ultimate definition of the
term '"freelance" through linguistic rearLangements.
We prefer to keep our attention on the fundamenhi issue
of whether people are what they say they are and whether
intelligence agents are brave enough to say what it is
they are really doing.

I look forward to your response. We are available to
meet with you in person if further clarification of our
position is necessary.

Thank you.

Sincerely yo

garbara Raskin, President

24-353 0 - 78 - 33
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Overseas Press Club of America, In,,
Hotel Bitmor, 55 Eaet 43rd Street • New York, N.Y. 10017? (212) 687-2430 & C44: ovitspA

vwr rrto-.kin: Ihnry Celftrmrn eaori~x: Crme N!sth
howlC. *:r

s&,iuwxJ Malthiew A- R. Btasty Lawrence SteisA TlaAsumtm: A.Ile Dinwt I
Itobir MOO

S, Aug. 11, 1976

Sonorle Omoge Buh
Central tntellig"eo Agency
Vashington, D.C. 20505

1)"r mpg Bushl
Back in Tuns the boalA of Oovernors of the- Overseas Press

Club adopted the attached resolution. Through an oversight it was not
forwarded to you.

Howsyerp on':une 26 the R1ev York Times carried an artiles
which said you had told representatives of the National NeRws Council
that the CIA would no longer hire foreign correspondents as agents of
the CIA. There eses to be some question among our members ms to
whether this decision has bean implivtintod. I trust it has bdt
would appreoiats confirmation from you.

Sincerely,

¢C

Robert Hoshin

4.

l(lili) 1)1' (; VI~lI\OHt.; A(TIIVF. Jt.*n 8 ,or. I. oris J. Ctkkeo~o C ri, Ngtr C.rtwrlcwlt, Mckhnrt4 ',,or-%,A. Kri.Ih S

i,kr. ..rlin'l .Ar I '...trhk-k, KM CI.1tl), ) )tkrtrt Jimrhn. Ml611 O+8r1wl. Lb1ph Ii. &.I,, John L. Stro. ipltoi E. Shrr;i,,

,I. I Wil !1. ACTIVE AI.IIINA I'r: Arlh, K4..kt. ASSOCI ,rI E 1 D.isId Ank rm. (GCorge burn., ll.rny Itm.'4VitW:A I
A IF NAII lAI 'M;1. 901. . Jm & Frnaor

i.,r Itl' I 1I ": WOt. WilIt.mi" Eugee Lw..., Kismt Ir l Loo i1 orTI Lio.n Vlrtlod', W. W. Ch plin. I4I

,,'c. 'Fr.,, Url y,'LAo. P. Lm itcr*. Jolw r)Ay. W1i1ha,,, 11. CO q. J. CIhItfi St.,r. '.yne I, harden. C.I lIeW i, 11.

I'. M ,11 I,i~ johne Iilia.I.6wH JoIn 1106a J~I.,r 11 . jolm,4tn, Will Tel.., Morretl FoGurn. Mr-hooilet Mmki MW l-60. 114
V i ll Iheirice. 1.6A Itoynwool.
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Msolved.A 5/20/76

That the .Badof.'GdVernors of the overseas Press Club ~'

of.America wishes to.express its concern over the clandestine'

use of,-,ourhalists,.i.-,.he Central: Intelligence Agency#

reportedly theSna.and %HOUse 51pledt'Committees 0n

'and, * ... . .. j.<,1. ,. , -

Intelligence' n the Rokef R eer Commission. y

Suhcovert use of joxalists-as well as the'use of journalistic

NcOversW by intelligence operAtives# endangers the credibility

of a -free press and the in/erity ands afety of all me-bers

of the press, and especially those who are working abroad

as-jo knalists, whether they are staff members, stringers.

or freelaricers, accredited or not.

Therefore, the Board of Governors directs the President

of the Overseas Press Club to communicate these- concerns

to the director of the.Central Intelligence Agency, and

any other relative intelligence organizations, and to request

thatsuch agencies stop# and publicly announce the termination of,

the use of all ournalists,'including stringers and freelancers,

whether or not accredited# for intelligence purposes.
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CENTRAL INTELUGENCE AGENCY
WASHING

T
ON, D.C. 20505

OFFiCE OF THE DIRECTOR

August 13, 1976

Mr. Matthew A.R. Bassity
President
Overseas Press Club of

America, Inc.
Hotel Biltmore
55 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

Dear Mr. Bassity,

I am responding to your letter of August 11 to
the Director of Central Intelligence. Thank you for
bringing to our attention the resolution of your
Board of Governors, dated May 20, 1976.

Both the resolution and your reference to the
June 26 article in the New York Times apparently over-
looked Mr. Bush's-statement of February 11 (to which
he made reference in his appearance at the Overseas
Press Club),

-.-Effective immediately, CIA will not
enter into any paid or contractual re-
lationship with any full-time or part-
time news correspondent accredited by
any U.S. news service, newspaper,
periodical, radio or television network
or station.
--As soon as feasible, the Agency will
bring existing relationships with in-
dividuals in these groups into con-
formity with this new policy.
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Overseas Press Ulup q1 ikilaie , Ljut
HaWe Bihmsre 55 FAA 43rd Saree Now Yoda. N.Y. 10117? (212) 687-43 * Ce&OW pfZI

Vllca r" nomawp: Henry ceernua."ft. ~ Cracd N b , ll
4 1 C C A . R . " •-- S R u $ s e n c e T u u Ie . I A A M U . . . s. l i.

. : . R+ sc- l . . 'ae le' " . '
WriWU.Y: 14slili~w*A. iL 5~crdly .Lawreace Sts.iia4i ~JCIAAJIss~stI

" ..4 i.. "re

,eptembqr 24? 19T

Ifororable George B1sh
The. Director .
Central Intelligen e Agency
Washington, D.C. 2;505

Dear Hr..Bueh ."-

'I appreciated the prompt letter of August 13 from Hr. Andrew T.
Falkiewicz a your Assistant replying to the resolution of the Board
of Governors of this Club. I have waited until the Board could meet
and discuss this letter before writing you asain.

At the BoardIs meeting this week, the members reviewed at lengtI
the disturbing complexities of the mix between the Central Intelliges
Agency and the American press.' We realize that there are many problem
yet to be solved if both your Agency and the members of the press arl

to do their separate andL independent jobs for the Tbenefit of the Amel
people.

In this discussion, the mejabers' first concern was for the protl
ion of the credibility and safety of working journalists. The oonsers
was .,that your statement that the CIA wili no longer "enter. Into any I
or contractual relationship" with members of the press is a major sti
in that direction. It is particularly valuable because it comes direc,
from the Office of the Director rather than through third parties,

But the Board passed a option unanimously expressing its contin

concern over the 'other side of the coin." That is that the CIA shou.
not uxse the "cover" of journalist, newspaperman, reporter, broadcast
etc. for CIA agents. The Board insists that this practice be stopped
cause it clearly endangers not only the credibility but the$lvery liv,
of American and other journalists working abroad. And we ask that thi
CIA~make public its policy of not using journalistic "covers" so thai
it s.lcnown around the globe.

I 1(''.FIJ (h C VI\'I' OI4S AC"I'I" .i: .I ... r. l..,.h j, (.Aklcr il. MI.FL'rit. C..rl, , IIi-.N-I IXV i4 ',,l. I..ii'Sh 4
l, i m, J ..r.el &I as w %I '.14riAl ILC,j,ly. 1. I~i. i .A i,,. W,-wrill 4 1']|ril. i lp~lh It. 14 l, IA , 'N, 11n l . 4iI . 1 V " l'~,

11151 II'AYSDA 1 El'Lk 1-o 1'1.., 114n,- Irwrnll''J~A J6*v4.Idw'r.18I'l .W
4*',,,.,I,w*'. r.t1L, 1-16s I . &Nil% l . , 4 I' ll .' J4,.1 I, DAV . , 1' +'. :ll. .V14 d S11411. WAy,.- ILId1, Iw lup, 0 %; 111%(1. i,. *1 his,,

I'. w lmt+p,+tI,I I Wdiht+i. )A. LIr I. k .w.d J. 1. JIolt.iln. 1411' -*1, 14 M-19 I 1 4;I1r1. l 12fih. l )ih14lQrr. Vk4.4 11..1, 11

l., .. WII Oi .Lkr. J.,.L I).1iui . P""W

I . NI
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:'Honorable Oeorge Buah

The Director
Central Intelligence Agency "
'ashington, D.C. 205Q5 -

As working journalists with some responsibility for the oonitin-
uation or a free anq effective press in t~is oountrr4 we hope that yo
will take our concern sertoualr and make Flo"er agny&plco
this additional poi-turaenys oic

- . oatthew ,,F$.D ity
President . ,
Overseas Press Olub

5 'Bru
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ENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WAI4INGTON. D.C. Ro0ce

OFFICE OF THE DeaECrOA

6 October 1976

Hr. Matthew A. R. Bassity
President, Overseas Press Club

of America, Inc.
Hotel Biltmore
55 East 43rd'St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Mr. Bassity,

We are pleased to know that the Board of Governors of
the Overseas Press Club has now studied the Director's

statement of February 11 promulgating the policy of the

Central Intelligence Agency regarding its relations with

working journalists. Your continuing concern appears to be

rooted in a simple misunderstanding which I hope to clarify:

Briefly, it is immaterial whether the CIA's "paid or
contractual relationship" covered by the Director's statement

is construed as involving a CIA employee working as a

journalist or a journalist working for the CIA. The language

of the statement was intended to, and clearly does, apply to
both situations.

As for giving "global" currency to the Director's
statement, that, Sir, is'surely entirely up to the press.
The credibility and the lives of Aherican intelligence officers

have been not only endangered but destroyed through the

irresponsible sensationalism in some of the media. Any

contribution you may make to the "other side of the coin" will

be welcome not only by this Agency but, we are certain, by

the American public as well.

-e
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On behalf of the Director, I hope that the clarification
of his February 11 statement will entice the new
understanding of the Agency's position indicated by your

letter of September 24.

With good wishes.

Sincerely,

Andrew T. Falkie
Assistant to the Director
of Central Intelligence
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APENDIX P

NEW YORK TIMES - 2/3/78
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MANAGEMENT HR 7-1c(8)

amended (50 U.S.C. 403h), or in the agreement between the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the CIA dated 10 February 1955. If special
circumstances require that a non-U.S. person under sponsorship oLCIA enter or
leave the United States without using his true identity, the approval of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service is required. In addition, other normal
liaison relationships may be maintained between CIA and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

(8) PROVISIONS RELATING TO OTHER ACTIVITIES

(a) Counterintelligence Activities. CIA is authorized to engage in counterintelligence
activities in conformity with requirements of law and National Security Council
directives, including certain services of common concern as specified in NSCID 5,
paragraph 3.

(1) With respect to counterintelligence activities in the United States, CIA must
conform with procedures specified by the Attorney General (see Annex D).

(2) With respect to counterintelligence activities conducted abroad, CIA operations
directed specifically at United States persons will conform to paragraphs lc(l)(b)
and (c) above and will be coordinated with the FBI and/or with other Federal
agencies as appropriate.

(b) Polygraphing of United States Persons. CIA internal polygraphing programs
authorize polygraph examinations of U.S. persons and are restricted to CIA
applicants, employees, individuals being considered for or holding CIA security
clearances or approvals, or other persons involved in CIA operations. Polygraph
examinations of other U.S. persons will be conducted only with their consent and
only with the prior written approval of the Director.

r' (c) Foreign Economic Activitie.s of U.S. Persons. Except as provided in this paragraph,
no operational or analysis project will be undertaken specifically to collect

t., information regarding the foreign economic activities of a U.S. person. This
restriction would not preclude studies of foreign economic a-tivities that include
analyses of the roles of U.S. firms, for example: foreign demand for U.S. grain; U.S.
technology transfer to the USSR; foreign discrimination against U.S. firms; and
studies evaluating the importance of the U.S. in worldwide economic activities, such
as shipping and energy. To the extent that information on the economic activities of

U.S. persons abroad is incidentally acquired from sources other than electronic
surveillance in the course of CIA's normal foreign intelligence activities, and is
significant to the other U.S. agencies, it may be forwarded to such agencies with the

approval of the Deputy Director concerned. If, however, the information is acquired
from electronic surveillance activities, then this information is subject to restrictions
contained in Annex B.

(d) Cover. Cover as established, coordinated with, or arranged by the Central Cover
Staff is appropriate support for our foreign intelligence objectives. To the degree
that cover and proprietary arrangements are required, a clear justification will be
developed as to the relationhip to and support of CIA's mission.

(e) Proprietary Arrangements. The operations and development of esential proprietary
arrangements will be conducted as necessary to perform the functions and duties of

the Central Intelligence Agency. CIA proprietary companies shaU not operate on a

commercially competitive basis with United States businesses, except to the extent
necessary to establish commercial credibility or to achieve the clearly defined
foreign intelligence objectives outlined in Executive Order 11906, Section 4(b),

- Revised: 8 September 1977 (1057) 8.1
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paragraphs (1) through (9). No investments by a proprietary company will be made

on the basis of any substantive intelligence obtained from CIA.

(f) Cover for Other Agencies. CIA shall not provide cover for other Government

agencies except as approved by the Deputy Director for Operations or his designated

representative, Chief, Central Cover Staff, as stipulated in HR 240-1.

(g) Identity Documentation. The Deputy Director for Operations in consultation with

the Office of General Counsel shall strictly control the issuance, accountability, and

recovering of identity documentation procured or produced by CIA for its

operations or in response to requests from other agencies.

(h) Domestic Events. All Deputy Directors shall exhibit particular sensitivity to the

possible coincidence between CIA training, testing, operational, or support activities

and significant domestic political, or other events which the unwitting observer

could interpret as improper Agency activity. This refers particularly to political

conventions, the activities of dissident groups, etc., in which cases CIA activities

should be terminated, moved away, or suspended temporarily.

(i) Support to the White House Office. Any support requested by or extended to the

White House Office, excluding the dissemination of foreign intelligence, must have

the prior approval of the Director.

(j) Target Watchlists. No list shall be developed as a target watchlist on American

citizens.

(k) Foreign Radio Broadcasts. Monitoring of foreign radio, television, or press which

includes statements by, reports activities of, or makes reference to, United States

persons is permissible when such activity is an incidental aspect of coverage of

foreign radio, television, or pres.

r4 (I) Journalists and Staff of U.S. News Media Organizations

(1) Policy. The special status afforded the press under the Constitution necessitates a

careful policy of self-restraint on the part of the Agency in regard to its relations

0 with U.S. news media organizations and personnel. Accordingly, CIA wilI not:

(a) Enter into any relationships with full-time or part-time journalists (including

so-called "stringers") accredited by a U.S. news service, newspaper,

periodical, radio, or television network or station, for the purpose of

conducting any intelligence activities. The term "accredited" means any full-

or part-time employee of U.S. or foreign nationality who is formally

authorized by contract or by the issuance of press credentials to represent

himself or herself either in the U.S. or abroad as a correspondent for a U.S.

news media organization or who is officially recognized by a foreign

government to represent a U.S. news media organization.

(b) Without the specific, express approval of senior management of the

organization concerned, enter into any relationships with nonjournalist staff

employees of any U.S. news media organization for the purpose of

conducting any intelligence activities.

(c) Use the name or facilities of any U.S. news media organization to provide

cover for any Agency employees or activities.

(2) Limitations

(a) The policies set forth above are not designed to inhibit open relationships

L with journalists (as for example contracts to perform translating services or to

-,Bevised: 30 November 1977 (1087)
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lecture at Agency training courses) which are entered into for reasons
unrelated to such persons' affiliation with a particular news media
organization. Willingness on both sides to acknowledge the fact and nature
of the relationship is the essential characteristic of the open relationships into
which CIA will enter with journalists under this provision.

(b) In addition, CIA will not deny any person, including full-time or part-time
accredited journalists and stringers, the opportunity to furnish information
which may be useful to the U.S. Government. Therefore, CIA will continue to
permit unpaid relationships with journalists or other members of U.S. news
media organizations who voluntarily maintain contact for the purpose of
providing information on matters of foreign intelligence or foreign
counterintelligence interest to the U.S. Government.

(c) Likewise, the Agency, through the Office of the Assistant for Public Affairs to
the Director, will continue to maintain regular liaison with representatives of
the news media to provide public information, answers to inquiries, and
assistance in obtaining unclassified briefings on substantive matters.

(3) Exceptions. No exceptions to the policies and prohibitions stated above may be
made except with the specific approval of the DCI,

(in) Clergymen and Missionaries. In light of the special Constitutional concern with
church-state relationships, CIA shall establish no secret, paid or unpaid, contractual
relationship with any American clergyman or missionary. This restriction applies to
any person whether or not ordained who is sent out by a mission or church
organization to preach, teach, heal, or proselyte. In addition, American church
groups will not be funded or used as funding cutouts for CIA purposes. It is intended
by this paragraph to prohibit, for example, any use by CIA of an American
clergyman or missionary who is not made aware of CIA sponsorship of the activity,
or any CIA use of a U.S. person's status as a clergyman or missionary to provide a
cover for any CIA activity or assignment. It is not intended to prohibit open
relationships with clergymen or missionaries, as for example contra: ts to perform
translating services, entered into for reasons unrelated to the religious status or
affiliation of such persons. A willingness on both sides to acknowledge the fact and
nature of the relationship is the essential characteristic of the open arrangements
that are permitted by this regulation. The CIA will continue to welcome information
volunteered by American clergymen or missionaries. If, in the determination of a
senior Agency official, such individuals might possess important foreign intelligence
information, the Agency might initiate contact so as to afford an opportunity for
channeling this information to the Government. Such initiatives, however, shall not
be taken abroad.

(n) Academic Community. CIA may enter into classified and unclassified contracts and
other arrangements with United States academic institutions of higher learning as
long as senior management officials of the institution concerned are made aware of
CIA's sponsorship. CIA may enter into personal services contracts and other
continuing relationships with individual full-time staff and faculty members of such
institutions but in each case will suggest that the individual advise an appropriate
senior official thereof of his CIA affiliation, unless security considerations preclude
such a disclosure or the individual objects to making any third party aware of his
relationship with CIA. No operational use will be made either in the United States or
abroad of staff and faculty members of United States academic institutions on an
unwitting basis. CIA employees will not represent themselves falsely as employees of

-- Revised: 16 December 1977 (1091) 8.2.1
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United States academic institutions. CIA personnel wishing to teach or lecture Ft an
academic institution as an outside activity must disclose their CIA -ffili~ton to
appropriate academic authorities; all such arrangements require approval in advance
from the Director of Security. Pursuant to Federal law, CIA will neither solicit nor
receive copies of identifiable school records relating to any student (regardless of
citizenship) attending a United States academic institution without the express
authorization of the student or, if the student is below the age of 18, his
parents. For a detailed explanation of the policies and procedures outlined
above, see HHB 7-2.

.-.Revised: 3 October 1977 (1087)8.2.2
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3. AGENCY PRESENTATIONS TO NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZA-
TIONS. The Agency is frequently requested by non-Governmental organizations to
provide Agency representatives to speak on the subject of intelligence or on specialized
substantive topics Although the Agency will not tale the initiative in such matters, it is the
policy of the Agency to respond positively to such requests in order to increase public

understanding of the Agency's role in Government and to foster beneficial relations with

the academic and professional communities Thii regulation provides guidelines for
handling such requests.

a. GENERAL

(1) All requests from non-Governmental organizations for Agency speakers will

normally be referred to the Assistant to the Director for response. If a request is

handled directly in a Directorate or Independent Office, the Deputy Director or

Head of Independent Office concerned will inform the Assistant to the Director of
the request and the proposed response.

(a) The Assistant to the Director may approve requests for speakers on the general
subject of intelligence in those cases where there are clear precedents for an

affirmative response. In those cases where there are no precedents, or unique

problems are presented, the Assistant to the Director will submit the request to
the DCI for approval.

(b) Requests for speakers on specific substantive topics may be approved by the
Deputy Director responsible for intelligence production on that topic. The

responsible Deputy Director will inform the Assistant to the Director of the
proposed response.

(2) Congressional requests for Agency speakers to address non-Governmental organiza-
tions will be handled in accordance with these guidelines, but action will be
coordinated with the Office of Legislative Counsel.

(3) It is the responsibility of the Deputy Director or Head of Independent Office

concerned to ensure that the content of any presentation is unclassified and is

consistent with the established policies of the Agency and the U.S. Government.

(4) The decision to approve or refuse a request will not discriminate among requesters
and will be based on the following considerations:
(a) The subject matter of the proposed presentation, particularly in terms of the

Agency's competence to handle the topic and the propriety of an Agency
representative speaking on the topic.

(b) The availability of a qualified Agency speaker.
(c) The geographic location of the requested presentation, particularly in terms of

the financial expense this might present to the Agency.
(d) The size and composition of the proposed audience.
(e) The extent and nature of any publicity and the likely press coverage attendant

to the presentation.
(f) The physical environment of the event and the likelihood of circumstances that

might put employee safety at risk.

(5) The participation of Agency officers in briefing programs should be in response to
outside requests. Agency personnel should not take the initiative in soliciting or
initiating requests for briefings.

(6) Agency officers who receive requests for briefings directly from their outside

contacts should inform the Assistant to the Director and, when appropriate, the DDI

00 l1,,,. O7A tQoAI 11
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Coordinator for Academic Relations (DDI/CAR). An officer wishing to respond
affirmatively to such a request will request approval through command channels
from the appropriate authority, as specified in paragraph a(I). The request for
approval should have the concurrence of the Director of Security, and when
necessary, the Chief, Cover and Commercial Staff. A copy of the request for
approval to present substantive briefings will be provided to the DDI/CAR for
record keeping purposes.

b. BRIEFINGS ON THE SUBJECT OF INTELLIGENCE

(1) Briefings or presentations on the general subject of intelligence such as the mission
and functions of CIA and its role in providing intelligence to other components of
the U.S. Government may be given to non-Governmental organizations on an
unclassified basis only.

(2) It will be the responsibility of the Assistant to the Director to maintain a roster of
Agency officials who will participate in these briefings. This list will be composed of
officials with the seniority and Agency experience required to ensure familiarity with
and understanding of the full scope of the Agency's mission and programs.

c. SUBSTANTIVE BRIEFINGS

(1) Agency personnel are encouraged to keep abreast of developments in their
substantive fields. This may be done by attendance at academic seminars and
professional meetings and may include the presentation of unclassified briefings in
their substantive fields. These briefings will generally be requested by academic
groups. With a view to increasing substantive exchange with the academic
community, the Agency will be responsive to requests initiated by academic
institutions or professional associations for Agency speakers on substantive topics.

(2) The Assistant to the Director will be informed of all requests for substantive
briefings and the proposed Agency response thereto. The responsibility for
responding to such requests and making the necessary arrangements for speakers
will be carried out by the DDI/CAR in behalf of the Assistant to the Director.

(3) Agency representatives chosen to present substantive briefings will be selected from
those officers who are actively engaged in or are directly responsible for research and
analysis on the topic in question.

(4) Approval for substantive briefings will be granted only if there is a clear
understanding that:
(a) The requester must provide a reasonable prior guarantee of minimum publicity

before and after the speaker's appearance.
(b) The speaker will not be available for ad hoc or unscheduled appearances with

other groups,
(c) The speaker's presentation will be confined strictly to the substantive topic on

which the briefing was requested.
(d) The speaker will not be authorized to meet with representatives of the press or

to respond to their queries.

d. LOCATION OF BRIEFINGS

(1 ) It is preferred that briefings be conducted at headquarters, be restricted to groups of
less than 50 persons, and be given to groups seriously motivated to increase their
understanding of intelligence or specific substantive matters.

12 22 June 1976 (954)
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APPENDIX R

3 July 1978

Honorable Edward P. Boland, Chairman
Permanent Select Committee on Intellignece
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515,

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am forwarding an unclassified study on Soviet propaganda
as a follow-up to the request made by Representative Ashbrook at
the 20 April 1978 hearing on CIA and the media. It is my under-
standing that the Committee wishes to include this study in the
hearing transcript.

Because the study is unclassified, it deals only superficially
with certain aspects of Soviet propaganda operations, most particularly
with the covert activities of the KGB. I believe, however, that it will
provide a useful primer on the scope and magnitude of the Soviet
propaganda apparatus as well as the cynical disregard for truth which
characterizes Soviet propaganda operations.

The study--as its last paragraph indicates--covers Soviet propaganda
directed against American interests from abroad, but does not concern
itself with Soviet propaganda operations conducted within the United States,
as this is outside CIA's purview. You may wish to con-s7der requesting
the appropriate agency to prepare such a study. As our paper suggests,
there are indications that Soviet propaganda activities against the United
States wili increase in the future.

Yours sincerely

/~ ~ SANILy' RNER

Enclosure
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INTRODUCTION

1. This paper is submitted in response to a request
from the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
for an unclassified study of Soviet propaganda activities.
We are aware that the Committee is principally concerned with
Soviet exploitation of the media; but in order to respond
comprehensively to this requirement, we shall discuss not only
Soviet media operations, but those elements of the Soviet
propaganda apparatus which, while not media themselves, are
employed by the Soviets largely to stimulate media attention
to Soviet propaganda themes. Among these are the pro-Soviet
communist parties and the international communist front groups.
We shall also deal briefly with other aspects of Soviet propa-
ganda which do not normally involve media exploitation, such
as KGB "agent of influence" operations and forgeries, and
the use of the Soviet diplomatic corps to disseminate "the
line."

2. This study will consider the role propaganda plays
in Soviet foreign policy, principal Soviet propaganda themes,
and techniques peculiar to Soviet media activities. In this
respect, however, we shall largely limit ourselves to Soviet
propaganda directed against the interests of other govern-
ments, rather than those which publicize the achievements of
the Soviet state and society.

3. Because this paper is unclassified and is intended
only as a general survey of a highly complex subject, certain
aspects of Soviet propaganda are touched on perhaps more
lightly than they deserve. We would be happy to provide the
committee with additional details on any topic covered in
this report on a classified basis.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4. The Soviets believe that propaganda plays a highly
significant role in the execution of foreign policy. Propa-
ganda campaigns are planned and directed at the highest levels
of the Soviet regime. The fundamental aims of Soviet propa-
ganda directed abroad are to weaken the opponents of the USSR
and to create a favorable environment for the execution of
Soviet policy. The primary target of Soviet propaganda abroad
is the United States; Soviet propaganda seeks to isolate the
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United States from its allies and to create a world-wide image
of the United States as aggressively "imperialist" and "racist."
Specifically, the Soviets attempt to show that U.S. military
spending and weapons development make this country the major
threat to world peace. Such anti-American themes are used
both to denigrate the United States and to bring pressure to
bear on U.S. policymakers. Moreover, they are exploited
directly or by implication to justify both aggressive Soviet
policies abroad (as being in support of the "anti-imperialist
struggle") and Y ivy Soviet milita. expenditures.

5. '. carry out its propaganda programs, the Soviets
huive developed a world-wide network of assets second to none,
consisting of an extensive short-wave radio system, broad-
casting in many languages; two news agencies; the pro-Soviet
communist parties; the international communist fronts; bilateral
friendship societies and other quasi-official instrumentalities;
a large corps of foreign correspondents, many of them Soviet
intelligence officers; the foreign clandestine propaganda
assets under the control of the KGB; and the intelligence
services and assets of Cuba and Moscow's East European allies.

6. Noteworthy aspects of the propaganda activities
carried out by this network include:

a. Central coordination: All Soviet media are
subordinated to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(CPSU) and their activities are coordinated at the
highest levels of the party. The Soviets are able to
orchestrate propaganda campaigns on a world-wide basis
with relative ease.

b. Intensity: By the same token, the Soviets are
able to saturate their media with specific themes to
ensure broad international attention on major propa-
ganda issues.

c. Duration: The world-wide campaign against the
U.S. development of the "neutron bomb" (clearly evaluated
by the Soviets as a major target for anti-U.S. propa-
ganda) began in mid-1977 and continues to this day.
It is, however, merely an aspect of the general Soviet
campaign against U.S. weapons development which began
not long after World War II. Such general themes--
U.S. "racism" is another--may be repeated in varied
forms, virtually ad infinitum.

d. Disregard for truth: Western propagandists
generally believe that propaganda emanating from
official sources should be true, in order to establish

2
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source credibility. Clandestine propaganda, it is
felt, may occasionally distort or lie, but only in
extraordinary circumstances. On the other hand, in
Soviet propaganda, whether official or covert,
exaggeration, innuendo, and outright falsehood are
common. Thus, since mid-March, the Soviets have
attempted, by repeated efforts in a variety of media,
to establish in the European mind that the kidnapping
of Aldo Moro was the work of Western intelligence
services or, specifically, the CIA. A summary of
the Moro campaign, which epitomizes Soviet deceptive
practices, begins our study.

I. THE MORO KIDNAPPING

7. On 16 March Italy's most notorious left wing terrorist
organization, the Red Brigades, blocked the path of an auto-
mobile carrying Christian Democratic Party President Aldo Moro,
shot down his five bodyguards, and kidnapped the veteran poli-
tical leader. Moro's abduction was universally regarded as a

severe setback for moderate elements in Italy, if not the
West as a whole. He had played a pivotal role in maintaining
the unity, of the Christian Democratic Party and in orchestrating
the understanding between Christian Democrats and Communists
on which Italian political stability depended. Thus it seemed
inconceivable that Moro's kidnapping could be interpreted as

serving the interests of the United States; but a listener to
Radio Moscow might have drawn different conclusions.

8. On 16 March, the very day of the incident, a Radio
Moscow short-wave broadcast in English labelled the kidnapping
a "crime of reaction," and one of several "attempts by a right
wing force to aggravate the situation in Italy." This general
statement was apparently intended to lay the groundwork for
more specific charges. On 18 March, in a broadcast aimed
specifically at the Italian audience, Moscow alleged that the
kidnapping was "prepared by internal and international reaction-
ary forces." Another broadcast on the same day stated that the
official French Communist Part) newspaper "L'Humanite" had
reported that "secret services whose activity is connected
with the NATO military base in Naples" were involved. On

19 March Moscow rephrased this charge, blaming "a far flung
organization with connections far beyond Italy's borders."
A 23 March broadcast alleged that the kidnapping of Moro had

been too complex an operation to carry out without the assist-
ance of foreign secret services, and quoted "L'Humanite" again:
"It is no secret that the Central Intelligence Agency is
actively operating in the Appenines Peninsula."
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9. Broadcasts on 28 and 31 March again strongly hinted
that CIA was involved in the Moro affair. Then, on 2 April

the Soviets made a direct charge. On the Moscow Radio Inter-

national Service, commentator Anatoliy Ovsyannikov stated:
"Well, to call a spade a spade, that service /Eehind the
kidnappinR7 is called the Central Intelligence Agency and
the foreign power that it belongs to is the United States of
America."

10. Soviet media thereafter continued to condemn the
United States and NATO generally for interfering in Italian
internal affairs, as well as blaming CIA for the Moro kid-
napping. As late as 7 May, two days before the discovery
of Moro's body, TASS was alleging that the aim of the Red
Brigades, under a mask of leftism, was to induce a rightward
political swing in Italy, that the Red Brigades must have had

outside help, and that it was perhaps significant that Western

intelligence services, particularly the USA, were actively
interfering in Italian political life. (The only "evidence"
of CIA involvement Soviet propagandists have offered is that

the operation was too complex to be carried out by mere
terrorists.) These themes have not only been repeated by
pro-Soviet press outlets, like "L'Humanite," but in a
whispering campaign by Russian diplomats.

11. It should be noted that the themes introduced by
"L'Humanite," undoubtedly at Soviet suggestion, were picked
up and rebroadcast by Soviet official media. "Feedback," a

problem of great concern to the U.S. Congress as far as the

American media is concerned, is normal practice for the Soviets.

II. ROLE OF PROPAGANDA IN THE CONDUCT OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

12. All countries use propaganda to advance their foreign

policy goals. The CPSU leadership, however, regards propaganda

as a major, indeed, indispensable, adjunct of Soviet foreign

policy and military strategy. The Soviets are willing to spend

vast sums on propaganda; our rough estimate of 2 billion dollars

per year might be on the conservative side. It is believed that

the World Youth Festival staged in Moscow in 1957 by the Inter-

national Union of Students, a communist front group, alone cost

in excess of $200,000,000--and that was only one, albeit the

most costly, of many i.-t. rnational actions carried out by

Soviet front organizat is in 1957. The Politburo itself
approves the major themes of Soviet propaganda campaigns--

and the means which will be used to disseminate them. For

example, KGB forgeries and other major covert actions require

Politburo concurrence. (Mikhail A. Suslov, a Party Secretary
and senior member of the Politburo in point of service, holds
the propaganda "portfolio" within the Politburo.)

4
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13. Under the Politburo's general guidance, the various
elements of the Soviet party and government bureaucracy play
important operational and coordinating roles. Among these are
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the KGB; the CPSU's Inter-
national, Propaganda and Information Departments (see para-
graph 14 regarding the Information Department); and the Radio-
TV Committee, a ministry-level organization which administers
Soviet broadcasting. Of these, one of the more significant,
though not well known, is the International Department (ID),
which is responsible for: liaison with communist parties
outside the Bloc; the international front group apparatus;
and national liberation movements. Boris Ponomarev, a Party
Secretary and candidate member of the Politburo, oversees
the work of the ID.

14. In the spring of 1978 Leonid Zamyatin, director of
TASS, was elevated to become director of a new "Information
Department" of the CPSU Central Committee. A variety of overt
sources have indicated that Zamyatin will be responsible for
"directing foreign propaganda." While the scope of his duties
remains unclear, his appointment suggests that the Politburo
intends to place even greater emphasis on propaganda in the
future.

15. There are two other recent indicators that the Soviets
intend to place increasing reliance on propaganda, and particu-
larly to intensify their propaganda against the United States:

a. In January 1978 the Presidium of National
Presidents of the World Peace Council, the major Soviet
front, held meetings in Washington and New York. Partici-
pants interviewed such American decision and opinion makers
as they could contact, trying to obtain soundings of the
mood prevailing among American leaders.

b. Simultaneously, a delegation of members of
the Supreme Soviet, the Soviet parliament, arrived
on a tour of the United States. This delegation
included Ponomarev, Zamyatin, and a number of other
Soviets who play a primary role in the development
and execution of propaganda policy. This group
visited newspapers and radio stations in several
American cities. It is apparent that one purpose
of their mission was to determine major concerns of
American opinion makers, as well as the susceptibility
of American mass communications to Soviet media
operations.

S
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III. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOVIET PROPAGANDA

16. Centralized Control and Orchestration. The foregoing
paragraphs underline the point made earlier that Soviet propa-
ganda policy is formulated at the highest levels of the bureau-
cracy, with its execution tightly coordinated from Moscow.
This close coordination and control ensure that the entire
Soviet propaganda network is fully responsive to the demands
of policymakers, and can be mobilized quickly and efficiently
to disseminate whatever specific propaganda themes they desire

on a world-wide basis. As in the Moro kidnapping exploitation,
it ensures that themes planted in one vehicle can be immediately

picked up and re-broadcast by other propaganda assets.

17. Intensit . The main elementi of the Soviet inter-
national propaganda network were listed in paragraph S and

are described in detail in Part V. This vast complex of

propaganda assets enables the Soviets to bombard the inter-
national audience with propaganda material from a broad

variety of sources: some official, such as Radio Moscow;
some quasi-official, such as the communist press; and some

nonattributable to the USSR, such as the covert placements
of the KGB. The impact of this diversified network, dwelling

on a certain number of pre-determined themes, albeit with
variations in content and perspective, is hard to overestimate.

18. To make this point with greater force, we have
appended an annex on the Soviet propaganda campaign against
deployment of the "neutron bomb" in Europe, which was initiated

in July and August of last year, largely through intensive
treatment by Soviet shortwave radio. Subsequently the themes

established by Soviet media were re-broadcast in Eastern Europe

and then picked up by the front groups, which held many public
meetings and demonstrations in Europe on the "neutron bomb"

issue. The broad attention paid to the subject by non-communist

Western and third world media thereafter can be attributed
partly to stimulation by this official and semi-official cam-

paign, supplemented by the clandestine activities of the KGB.

The "neutron bomb" has by aow become a major political issue

in virtually every European capital.

19. Duration. The neutron bomb campaign has continued
since July oflast year. Viewed in the perspective of time,

however, it appears not as an independent campaign, but simply

another phase of the Soviet propaganda effort against U.S.

weapons development and military spending, which has continued

without abatement since shortly after World War II. The World

Peace Council has campaigned exclusively on this general theme--

along with praising alleged Soviet initiatives on disarmament--
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since its formation in 1949-S0. The theme of American "racism"
has at least as long a history in Soviet propaganda, overt and
covert.

20. Disregard of the Truth. In Western countries official
government media generaly adh-ee to the truth, albeit colored
by subjective interpretation, not only for moral reasons, but
on the sound practical grounds that reliance on the truth in
time establishes credibility. Western governments and public
opinion alike prefer that misleading propaganda be disseminated
only through secure, nonatt:ributable foreign outlets, in other
words, that it be the exclusive province of the secret services.
In the United States, Congress has expressed concern over even
clandestine dissemination of false information abroad, fearing
that such misleading material could be unwittingly picked up by
American reporters overseas and pollute the U.S. media.

21. No such inhibitions deter Soviet propagandists.
Ethical considerations are subordinated to the demands of the
Soviet State. The "big lie," as the Moro kidnapping exploita-
tion demonstrated, is hardly the exclusive province of the KGB.
Moscow Radio, TASS and other official media demonstrate little
concern for truthfulness. Credibility is seen as being achieved
not through accuracy, but by careful blending together of fact,
distortion and outright falsehood, enhanced by intensive
repetition.

22. Another recent example of misleading Soviet propa-
ganda is the OTRAG case. In 1975 a consortium of German air
industry companies combined to create OTRAG (Orbital Launch
and Rocket Corporation), a company intended to develop a
capability of placing satellites in space for commercial
clients. In 1976 OTRAG contracted with the Government of
Zaire for a large testing and launch range in the Shaba pro-
vince. The site was accessible to the public, and technical
facilities as of 1977 were observed to be extremely crude.
It is clear also that while the sponsors of OTRAG may well
have been sincere in their plans eventually to develop a rocket
for commercial purposes, as of early 1978 they had acquired
no commercial clients; operations were at a standstill.

23. However, in the fall of 1977 TASS began to send its
clients stories claiming that OTRAG was a West German rearmament
scheme designed to produce cruise missiles and IRBM's. Media
in Europe and the Third World, at least in part under KGB
encouragement, added bits of information about the new "secret"
German military missile development facility in Zaire. By
early 1978 a combination of TASS, the Soviet internal press,
and KGB covert press placement had created a legend that the
United States (specifically the CIA and Department of Defense),
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France and West Germany, with Zairean President Mobutu's con-
nivance, were engaged in a conspiracy to help Germany become
a major nuclear missile power through development of OTRAG as
a cruise missile testing range. As the complex of fabrications
has grown, it has been picked up by legitimate journalists
throughout the Third World and even in the West.

IV. SOVIET PROPAGANDA OBJECTIVES AND THEMES

24. Soviet propaganda directed abroad may extol the
achievements and policies of the Soviet State; praise foreign
governments or political groupings with whom the Soviets are
attempting to curry favor (e.g., Ethiopia, Southwest Africa
Peoples Organization-SWAPO); condemn the enemies of those
governments or groupings (e.g., Somalia, South Africa); or
attack the adversaries of the USSR, primarily China and the
United States. The preponderance of Soviet external propa-
ganda, however, is aimed at the United States, her NATO allies,
and other countries with whom the U.S. has friendly relations.

1S. The content of Soviet propaganda targeted against
the U.S. changes in accordance with the issues of the day, but
at all times reflects certain continuing objectives, among
which we can list the following:

a. To influence both world and American public
opinion against U.S. military and political programs
which are perceived as threatening the Soviet Union;

b. To demonstrate that the U.S. is an aggressive,
"colonialist" and "imperialist" power;

c. To isolate the United States from its allies

and friends;

d. To discredit those who cooperate with the U.S.;

e. To demonstrate that the policies and goals of
the United States are incompatible with the ambitions
of the underdeveloped world;

f. To discredit and weaken Western intelligence
services and expose their personnel;

g. To confuse world public opinion regarding the
aggressive nature of certain Soviet policies;

h. To create a favorable environment for the
execution of Soviet foreign policy.

8
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26. Among the themes employed to achieve these objectives
we can include:

a. The U.S. is devoting excessive funds to its
military budget in general, and to weapons development
in particular. Since World War II the Soviets have
campaigned vigorously against virtually every major
new U.S. weapon. The atom bomb itself was a target
of Soviet propaganda until the moment the Soviets
acquired their own atomic capability. As indicated
in the annex to this study, the "neutron bomb," though
patently a low-yield nuclear weapon intended for de-
fense against a Soviet armored assault, provided the
Soviet propaganda machine with superb raw material
for a doomsday weapon scare story. Moreover, because
this "sinister" weapon was to be stored and used
primarily in Europe, its development could be exploited
to demonstrate that the Americans were pursuing military
policies in total disregard of the interests of their
European allies. The clear intention was to isolate
the United States from the rest of NATO. To the
extent that the "neutron bomb" campaign was expected
to reach the United States, we assume it was intended
to encourage public hostility towards the American
defense establishment. Similarly, the OTRAG story
was intended to stimulate European, and American,
public opinion against U.S. and German "militarism,"
and conceivably was specifically targeted against the
development of the cruise missile. A sub-theme in
this context is alleged U.S. intransigence on SALT
and other arms control issues; the USSR, conversely,
is portrayed in Soviet propaganda as a champion of
disarmament.

b. Allies and friends of the United States are
servants of "imperialism" or henchmen of CIA. President
Anwar Sadat of Egypt has, in particular, been visited
with a cascade of vituperation for his efforts to
establish a mutually beneficial relationship with the
United States. On December 15, 1977, a Moscow Radio
broadcast to the Arab world quoted a Baghdad news-
paper article, with apparent approval, to the effect
that "American imperialists are encouraging /gadat7
to conduct this course." A "Radio Peace and Progress"
broadcast from Moscow on 29 December in Arabic charged
thpt Sadat had obtained about $1,000,000... since 1960
in return fur his services to Washington." During
the most recent Indian election campaign, Soviet media
condemned the leaders of the Janata Party as "fascists,"
"reactionaries," and "in the pay of the CIA." Though

9
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Janata leaders are outspoken proponents of non-
alignment, the Soviets apparently feared their
victory would lead to a shift in Indian foreign
policy towards the United States. When Janata
won the election, the Soviets were highly embar-
rassed and their media were forced to alter the
themes of their broadcasts to India abruptly.
U.S.-West German and U.S.-Israeli ties are frequent
targets of extremely hostile Soviet propaganda.

c. The U.S. is the devoted friend of conserva-
tive or right wing regimes. Propaganda aimed at
Latin America frequently alleges U.S. support of
certain right wing South American governments,
while broadcasts directed at Africa exaggerate
U.S.-South African ties. U.S. arms sales (real
or imaginary) to "repressive regimes" are frequent
targets of Soviet propaganda, thus: TASS, in
English, 6 February 1978, "Among the biggest
weapons7 clients of the U.S. are the dictatorial
regimes in South Korea, Paraguay, Nicaragua and
Haiti." Soviet propaganda is particularly aggressive
in condemning real or alleged arms sales to regimes
which are adversaries of Soviet clients, such as
South Africa or Iran. (An exceptionally high volume
of current Soviet propaganda is directed at Iran
and U.S.-lranian ties. This can presumably be
explained by Iran's position on the Soviet border,
her status as an oil producer, and Soviet anticipa-
tions of an unsettled political situation following
the demise of the Shah.)

d. The United States, through clandestine
intelligence operations or diplomatic pressure, is
constantly interfering in the affairs of other
countries, including its closest allies, to advance
its own interests, to help local right wing groups
to prosper, and to bring down "anti- imperialist"
regimes. The Moro kidnapping exploitation is a
good example of this sort of propaganda. A forged
U.S.I.S. press release, containing a spurious speech
by President Carter which implied that the U.S. was
exerting heavy pressure on the Greek government with
respect to Greece's relationship with NATO, was
mailed to various Greek newspapers in September 1977.
The official communist daily reprinted the forgery,
which is assumed to be of KGB or satellite intelli-
gence service origin. Soviet diplomats in Africa
are known to be spreading rumors of alleged U.S.
plots to unseat certain African socialist leaders.

10
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e. The United States is by nature unsympathetic
to the needs and ambitions of the third world. Alleged
American racism is a continuing subject of Soviet
propaganda, as in the current media campaign protesting
the "rigged" death sentence of the U.S. black "civil
rights worker" John Harris (convicted of rape, robbery
and murder in Alabama). The American capitalist system
is portrayed as of little relevance to the economic
requirements of underdeveloped countries.

27. These various propaganda themes, primarily intended
to weaken the Soviets' major adversary, fulfill at the same
time a corollary purpose: to justify and promote the foreign
policy of the USSR. Thus, to the degree the Soviets are suc-
cessful in projecting the image of the United States as an
"imperialist" nation, they justify their efforts to gain
influence and control events in the third world as part of
the "anti-imperialist struggle." To condemn the "neutron
bomb" and American defense spending is at the same time to
attempt to deflect criticism of Soviet weapons development,
foot-dragging over SALT, and the burgeoning USSR defense
budget. Criticism of U.S. weapons sales to "reactionary"
regimes legitimizes Soviet "arms transfers" to "freedom
fighters" and "national liberation movements" engaged in the
"anti-imperialist struggle"--and generally facilitates the
Soviets' efforts to expand their influence and role in the
third world.

28. In short, propaganda exploiting these themes fulfills
objectives a. through f.: It is generally designed to show
the United States as the principal threat to world peace and
stability. At the same time, it serves objectives g. and h.
by obscuring the aggressive intentions of the Soviet Union
and creating a favorable environment for the conduct of Soviet
policy abroad.

29. These parallel sets of objectives tend to manifest
themselves most blatantly in material produced for internal
consumption. Thus an "Izvestiya" editorial of 4 February 1978
condemns the "insidious designs of the militarists of the
United States" as leading to "an increased threat of a new
war," while claiming that "the Soviet Union spares no effort
to halt the arms race." Propaganda directed at Third World
audiences tends to be weighted in favor of attacks against
the West as opposed to self-praise. As far as the West is
concerned, although the Soviets do project some of their
cruder propaganda to Western audiences over shortwave radio
and through other overt media, it is likely that they judge
the Western and particularly the American audience too sophisti-
cated to accept such themes as, for example, that the USSR is

11
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the unchallenged champion of peace and disarmament. Moreover,
we believe that the Soviets regard Western and American decision-
makers as a more important propaganda target than the American

mass audience. To reach them, the Soviets are more likely to

employ the more subtle means of influencing opinion described
in Part V, such as diplomatic channels and third country "agents

of influence." In propaganda disseminated through such chan-

nels--largely in one-on-one conversational situations--it is

difficult to separate "the line" from actual Soviet perceptions
of reality. Therefore, our judgments as to the themes the
Soviets are attempting to project through these channels remain

speculative, although not unsubstantiated by reporting.

30. We assume that these themes are largely intended to

fulfill objective "g" and "h" by affecting American policy-

makers' perceptions of Soviet intentions. In the May 1978

"Encounter," Lord Gladwyn, a former British foreign minister,
suggests that the Soviets are attempting to persuade the West

"that Russia is 'just an ordinary Great Power' with certain
legitimate interests," that is, to promote the concept that
the USSR is in many ways the mirror image of the USA. A

variation on this theme which we have noted in certain chan-

nels is that the leadership of the USSR, as in the United
States, is composed of "moderates" and "hard-liners," Soviet

"hawks" and "doves." Brezhnev emerges as a leading "dove,"
committed to detente and willing to oppose the Soviet military

establishment's demands for an expanded share of the budget.
Our belief that this theme may at times be deliberate Soviet

propaganda is reinforced by the fact that the Soviets could
clearly see themselves as gaining diplomatic advantages by
American acceptance of such a line. For example, if we grant

that Brezhnev is a "dove," then we must accommodate ourselves
to his demands in order to encourage the more moderate elements
in the Soviet leadership; moreover, we must expect that the deal

Brezhnev offers us is the best we can expect to get from the
Soviets.

V. SOVIET FOREIGN PROPAGANDA ASSETS

31. In the following paragraphs we describe the foreign
propaganda assets of the Soviet Union. Because we are concerned

solely with propaganda directed abroad, we have not considered
the propaganda role of the Soviet press. The press is, of
course, an important vehicle for propagandizing the Soviet

people. Additionally, the Soviets frequently use such major

prestigious publications as Pravda and Izvestiya as the means
of initiating new propaganda themes, or floating new stories

related to old themes, so that they may be replayed by Soviet

short wave radio, lASS, or other elements of the Soviet foreign
propaganda network.

12
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32. Broadcasting. International radio broadcasting

plays a conspicuous role in Soviet propaganda. Total output

of Soviet broadcasting to foreign listeners doubled in the last

20 years, to approximately 2,000 hours per week. Currently,

13 radio stations in the USSR maintain regular program schedules

for foreign listeners around the world. The most famous is

Radio Moscow, which is the official voice of the Soviet Union.

Radio Moscow uses more than 100 short wave transmitters and

beams programs to virtually every country in the world.

33. Also located in Moscow is a smaller, but more

aggressive political station, Radio Peace and Progress. It

went on the air in November 1964 claiming to be the "Voice of

Soviet Public Opinion." The Soviet government disclaims

responsibility for this radio's programs, but in fact Radio

Peace and Progress uses the technical facilities of Radio

Moscow and is under the control of the Soviet government.

It broadcasts programs for three general regions--Latin

America, Asia and the Arab World--as well as programs 
speci-

fically for Haiti, Brazil, Paraguay, China, Mongolia, Indonesia,

Israel and Germany. Because of its ostensibly "unofficial"

status Radio Peace and Progress cart take a harder political

line with less diplomatic risk than Radio Moscow, and 
it does

so frequently.

34. Strung out across the land mass of the USSR are ten

domestic radio stations that also broadcast to foreign countries--

Radios Baku, Dushanbe, Kiev, Minsk, Riga, Tallinn, Tashkent,

Tbilisi, Vilnius, and Yerevan. For the most part they broad-

cast to neighboring countries, such as Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan,

and Sweden, although the stations in Ki.ev, Vilnius, and Yerevan

beam their signals as far as the Western Hemisphere.

35. At this time there is one clandestine radio station

operating from Soviet soil, which is a significant, but

perhaps temporary, reduction from the six or more that operated

in the past. The current station calls itself the "National

Voice of Iran to Iran." It does not identify its location

or sponsorship, but monitoring indicates it uses Radio Baku's

transmitters. It broadcasts pro-communist, anti-Shah news,

commentaries and features in Azerbaijani and Persian.

36. Another special radio is "Radio Magallanes," which

transmits from Moscow. Formerly the radio station of the

Chilean Communist Party, "Radio Magallanes" moved to the USSR

in 1974 to continue Spanish-language broadcasts to Chile. It

is not a clandestine radio, but acknowledges both its location

and its sponsorship by Radio Peace and Progress.

37. There are four other radios that are probably directed

by Soviet broadcasters, but are transmitting from Eastern
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Europe. They are "Our Radio to Turkey and Cyprus," "Voice of
the Turkish Communist Party to Turkey and Europe," "Voice of
the Italian Emigrant to West Germany," and "Voice of Greek
Democrats Abroad to West Germany." The four radios are clandes-
tine stations, not acknowledging their location or sponsorship.
They broadcast news and commentaries, and may feature news
bearing upon discontent among their target audiences. Two
of the stations broadcast specifically to foreign workers in
Western Europe.

38. In recent years the Soviets have expanded their
linguistic capabilities and are currently broadcasting in 84
languages. Much of their increased language coverage is in
Third World tongues, with African and Indian languages receiving
particular Soviet attention. Soviet broadcasts to Africa main-
tain a regular program schedule in 11 indigenous languages
(Amharic, Bambera, Fula, Hausa, Lingala, Malgache, Ndebele,
Shona, Somali, Swahili, and Zulu), as well as English, French
and Portuguese. rhe Soviets use 13 languages for broadcasts
to India (Assamese, Bengali, English, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada,
Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu).

39. The Soviet Union also produces television programs
for foreign audiences, which are distributed abroad through
official bilateral agreements with other countries and through
hookups between East European and West European television
systems.

40. The Soviets also produce a large number of propaganda
films for foreign audiences.

41. News Agencies. The Soviet Union has two major news
agencies, which distribute news in print abroad. They are TASS
(Telegrafnoye Agenstvo Sovetskov Soyuza) and APN (Agenstovo
Pechati Novosti). Their relative positions and roles are much
the same as those of Radio Moscow and Radio Peace and Progress.
TASS is the official news agency of the Soviet Union. It is
the first to carry official government announcements and it is
considered more authoritative and reliable than Novosti.
Novosti (or APN) on the other hand is ostensibly an "unofficial"
Soviet news agency and therefore free to take a hard political
line and disregard political niceties.

42. TASS maintains bureaus and correspondents in approxi-
mately 100 countries and supplies its service directly to at
least 60 countries in Russian, English, Spanish, German and
Arabic. The overall volume of TASS transmissions in all'
languages is believed to be more than 800 hours daily. (The
actual volume may be higher, as this figure includes a rather
conservative estimate of TASS microwave transmissions.)
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43. Novosti claims that it has information exchanges
with more than 100 international and national agencies, more
than 100 radio and television companies, more than 7,000 of
the world's largest newspapers and magazines, and 120 publish-
ing houses. It also claims an annual transmission to foreign
media of 60,000 articles and more than 2 million photo prints,
as well as correspondents in 80 countries.

44. As impressive as these figures are, it should be
recognized that both TASS and Novosti make much of their
material available to foreign press outlets free of charge,
so that their volume is not an entirely valid measure of their
impact.

45. Publications. The Soviet Union publishes a large
number of books and magazines for consumption abroad, and
Novosti plays a key role in this enterprise. At its own
publishing house in the USSR, Novosti publishes books, brochures,
guides and booklets in over 50 languages. Combined editions
run more than 15 million copies annually.

46. Novosti also publishes in other countries, bringing
out more than fifty magazines and over 100 press bulletins
as well as a number of newspapers. One of these magazines,
Soviet Land, is a bi-monthly, published in India in 12 languages
with a print run of more than 500,000 copies. Another is
Sputnik, a general interest monthly magazine, that pays
particular attention to articles for youth and young adults
in foreign countries. It is published in English, French,
German, and Urdu. Both TASS and Novosti have large staffs,
and Novosti also draws upon freelance writers.

47. Pro-Soviet Communist Parties. There are more than
75 pro-Soviet communist parties outside the USSR and the
Communist Bloc with a total estimated membership of over
3,500,000. Over 2,500,000 of this total is in Western Europe.
These parties are uniquely valuable to Soviet propaganda.
Communist parliamentarians make speeches in support of Soviet
interests which are picked up by media of all political
colorations. They also acquire membership on international
parliamentary and consultative bodies. Party journalists
infiltrate left-of-center, moderate and conservative media.
Additionally, some parties have major newspapers of their
own; and a few of these have truly impressive circulation
figures--for example:

Italy L'Unita (daily) 400,000
Paese Sera (daily 180,000

evening)
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France L'Humanite (daily) 150-180,000
L'Humanite dimanche 4S0-500,000

(weekend)

Japan Akahata (daily) 2,200,000
Zenei (monthly) 100,000

Moreover, party members are always available to swell the
ranks in demonstrations called by front groups or other
organizations to protest U.S. policies or for other Soviet
propaganda purposes. While many Communist Parties, particu-
larly in Europe, are no longer under tight Soviet control,
they still generally follow the Soviet line on foreign policy
matters.

48. International Communist Front Groups. There are 13
major international communist fronts. A front is an organiza-
tion which appears to be independent but is in fact funded
and controlled by the Soviets. While the size,and membership
of fronts may vary, they all employ similar propaganda techni-
ques, such as mass assemblies and international festivals, to
gain publicity. Their purpose is to spread Soviet propaganda
themes and create a false impression of public support for the
foreign policies of the Soviet Union. A list of these organi-
zations follows:

Claimed Membership* Headquarters

Afro-Asian People's Solidarity No data Cairo
Organization

Afro-Asian Writers' Permanent No data Cairo
Bureau

International Association of 25,000 Brussels
Democratic Lawyers

International Federation of 4,000,000 Vienna
Resistance Fighters

International Organization of 150,000 Prague
Journalists

International Union of Students (Affiliates in Prague
90 Countries)

Women's International Economic 200,000,000 East Berlin
Federation

*Many front groups members are citizens of Soviet or Bloc

countries. The non-Soviet Bloc membership of the Interna-
tional Organization of Journalists, for example, is estimated
at about 15,000.
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Claimed Membership_ Headquarters

World Federation of Democratic 40,000,000 Budapest
Youth

World Federation of Scientific 300,000 London
Workers

World Federation of Trade Unions 170,000,000 Prague

World Peace Council (Affiliates in Helsinki
120 Countries)

International Radio and No data Prague
Television Organization

Christian Peace Conference No data Prague

*See page 15.

49. A major forthcoming front group propaganda activity
is the l1th World Youth Festival, scheduled for Havana July-
August 1978. This Festival, sponsored by the International
Union of Students and the World Federation of Democratic Youth,
will be attended by representatives of communist and non-
communist youth groups from most countries of the world. A
total of 15-20,000 delegates is anticipated. It can be expected
that the Soviets and Cubans will closely orchestrate its pro-
ceedings, and ensure that the proceedings of the conference,
resolutions adopted, and speeches by those permitted access to
the rostrum will project an image of international backing for
Soviet/Cuban policies in Africa and Latin America.

50. The most important international front is the World
Peace Council (WPC), which acts as a major sounding board for
Soviet themes on peace and disarmament. The President of the
WPC is Romesh Chandra, a member of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of India. It has affiliate national Peace
Councils in 120 countries. Because of the strident nature of
its propaganda, the WPC was ejected from its original head-
quarters in France, and later from Vienna. It has maintained
headquarters in Helsinki since 1969. In that year, it was
recognized by the United Nations as a legitimate non-governing
organization, and since then has become active in UN-sponsored
disarmament activities. There is unconfirmed reporting that
the WPC intends to establish a permanent presence in New York.

51. Front organizations may establish regional as well
as national affiliates. For example, FELAP, the Latin American
Federation of Journalists, is an extension of the International
Organization of Journalists.
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52. The international front organizations alone produce

33 monthly and biweekly publicatons which are mailed 
to willing

and unwilling recipients all over the world. Some fronts also

produce special bulletins which are mailed in bulk 
to addressee

lists far exceeding the membership of their affiliates. 
(An

unclassified handbook on the international fronts is attached.)

53. Friendship Societies. Bilateral friendship societies

play an important supp ementary role to the activities of the

international communist fronts. Friendship society activities

are carried out under the direction of the "Union 
of Soviet

Societies of Friendship and Cultural Ties with Foreign Countries,"

established by Lenin in 192S. The Union publishes a newspaper,

"The Moscow News," in English, French, Spanish and Arabic and

a magazine, "Culture and Life," in Russian, English, Spanish,

German and French. Local friendship societies, such as the

Indo-Soviet Friendship Society, are generally controlled 
by

Communist Party members or other individuals sympathetic to

the Soviet Union. They frequently invite Soviet representatives

to speak on a wide variety of subjects (e.g., "The Indo-Soviet

Commission for Cooperation in the Social Sciences"). Coverage

of these cultural gatherings by the local press is an important

propaganda spinoff of friendship society activities, through

which it is hoped to offset the adverse publicity the USSR has

received through the defection of such prominent personalities

as Rostropovich and Solzhenitzyn. Friendship societies often

maintain reading rooms or libraries, well stocked with Soviet

publications and Marxist classics. They also sponsor cultural

exchange activities such as film festivals.

54. Soviet Journalists Abroad. There are close to 500

Soviet journalists stationed abroad, most of them employees of

TASS, Novosti, Pravda, or Izvestiya. While these journalists

claim to be as indep-ndent as any Associated Press or New York

Times reporter overseas, they are as much employees of--Te

Soviet state as a Soviet Consul or Ambassador, and, indeed,

frequently live in official Soviet residences abroad. These

journalists perform a variety of functions in addition to their

normal role as reporters. Novosti offices abroad publish press

bulletins, from which many third world newspapers extract

material for publication. Some TASS and Novosti representatives

double as intelligence operatives, and may be directed to

recruit and handle local media assets. Additionally, Soviet

correspondents, because of their ostensible independent 
journalist

status, are able to establish regular professional relationships

with their local colleagues with an ease denied to American

officials. These relationships frequently enable them to

influence local press coverage of international developments.

55. Diplomatic Contacts. The Soviet Ministry of Foreign

Affairs is an integral part of the Soviet propaganda apparatus.
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The Soviets use their diplomats not only to spread the official,
overt Soviet line, but also as a means for passing deliberately
misleading information to foreign governments. For example, a
recent authoritative report revealed that a Soviet ambassador
had advised the Chief of State of a third world country that
the U.S. was plotting to overthrow his regime.

56. At times, Soviet diplomats or other officials abroad
(e.g., TASS correspondents) are used as "private channels"
between Brezhnev and the local Chief of State or government.
The Soviets apparently believe that messages passed through
these channels have greater impact and credibility than normal
diplomatic exchanges. In these messages Brezhnev frequently
appears as a moderate "reformist," surrounded by hard-liners.
(See paragraph 30.)

57. Propaganda Activities of the KGB. The KGB provides
a nonattribultbe adjunct to the vast overt Soviet propaganda
network. It performs certain unique functions, such as the
manufacture and distribution of forgeries and running high
level influence agents, but its propaganda activities represent
only a small fraction of the overall Soviet effort.

58. KGB Covert Media Assets. Much of the Soviet covert
propaganda effort is at best only semi-clandestine. Pro-Soviet
or anti-American propaganda appearing in the foreign press is
often so blatant in nature that its Soviet origin is obvious,
even though the source is not admitted. Most of this semi-
clandestine activity is believed to be handled by non-intelligence
personnel, rather than the KGB. KGB placements, often intended
to denigrate local opponents of the Soviets, will normally be
far more subtle, and even contain mild criticism of the USSR
to conceal their sponsor. Sometimes the purpose of KGB or
other Soviet press placements abroad is to propagandize the
Soviet people. Recent editorials appearing in African journals
which have explained the correctness of Soviet policies in, for
example, Ethiopia, have been broadly replayed in the Soviet press
and radio news networks. Also, KGB press placements abroad
may have a third country as a target. The Soviets might find
it difficult at present to float a story in the Cairo press;
but the) could use a controlled press asset in another country
to, let us say, plant an article that the U.S. was plotting
against Sadat, in the belief that if the story was sensational
enough, it was bound to reach official Egyptian eyes and ears
automatically. Otherwise, the Soviets could replay the story
in controlled media elsewhere to reach an Egyptian audience.

59. KGB "Agents of Influence." Reporting indicates
that the KWhas a number of officers who are accomplished
at developing strong personal friendships with political and
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economic leaders in both capitalist and third world countries,

arriving with them at an understanding that permits the other

party to collaborate occasionally with the Soviets on matters

of mutual interest while retaining his integrity and loyalty
to his country. In return for his services, the KGB may offer

such a collaborator support for his undertakings, when they

do not conflict with Soviet interests; international publicity

for his accomplishments; or special communications channels
to the Kremlin leadership. It appears that some "agents of

influence" are employed by the Soviets because of their role

as senior executives of institutions which comment or publish
material on domestic or foreign policy matters.

60. KGB Political Action. The KGB at times assists the

CPSU/ID in-the clandestine funding of certain political leaders

in Africa and Asia. Soviet support of some political groups

must, however, be indirect. The KGB may wish to avoid direct

contact with certain terrorist or national liberation movements

because exposure would have serious consequences for the Soviet

image and Soviet foreign relations (as well as for the recipients

of Soviet assistance). In such cases the KGB operates through

"cr'-outs," such as non-Soviet revolutionary support organiza-

tions and leftist branches of certain international religious,
social or philanthropic organizations. (The Soviets might also

use local communist parties as go-betweens with radical groups

they wish to support.)

61. Forgeries. Forgeries of apparent Soviet origin have

been appearing with increasing frequency in the last year.

Most of these recent forgeries have been alleged copies of

official U.S. Government documents, which contain demeaning
references to friendly governments. The Arab world, and Egypt

in particular, appear to have been prime targets of recent

Soviet forgery efforts. KGB forgeries are not always intended
for media exploitation. For example, last March an envelope
containing a microfilm of a bogus letter from U.S. Ambassador
Filts in Cairo turned up at the Sudanese Embassy in Beirut.
The letter, addressed to our Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, called

for the overthrow of the Numayri Government in the Sudan. In

this instance, the intended audience of the forgery was the
Sudanese Government; surfacing in the press was not vital.
But in other cases, as for example the forgery of President

Carter's speech on Greece cited in paragraph 26, d., the intended

audience is the general public. In such cases, it is common

Soviet practice to mail forgeries anonymously, or under a

pseudonym, to local newspapers, in the hopes that one Will
automatically replay the document because of its sensational

nature, or on a prior understanding that the communist press

will exploit the forgery. A variation on this technique is

to ensure that a prominent Soviet agent of influence receives

the forgery and denounces it publicly, with the denunciation, it

is hoped, covered by the press.
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62. Soviet Satellite Propaganda. The Cuban and European
intelligence services conduct propaganda operations parallel
to, and in support of, the KGB. It is well known, for example,
that the Czechs are particularly adept at the fabrication of
forgeries. Three major satellite press agencies: CETEKA (Czech);
DNA (East German); and PRENSA LATINA (Cuban); supplement the
product of TASS and Novosti. As indicated in paragraph 37,
clandestine radio transmiTters are located on the soil of
certain Bloc countries. Cuban short wave radio broadcasts
regularly in Spanish and Indian dialects to Latin America.
The Soviets frequently employ personnel of other communist
states as front men when they do not wish to appear openly
involved in domestic situations. For example, after the
Communist Party of India split into pro-Moscow and pro-Peking
factions in 1974, East German diplomatic and media representa-
tives frequently contacted members of the pro-Peking group in
efforts to induce them to reunite with the pro-Soviet faction.

63. Conclusion. This paper has not dealt with Soviet
propaganda activities conducted within the United States, as
they do not fall within the responsibilities of this Agency.
We believe that some of the evidence presented in this paper
suggests that such a study would be worthwhile. The recent
visits to the United States of the leading personalities of
both the Soviet central propaganda apparatus and the WPC,
the major Soviet front group, may well presage, as we have
suggested, an intensification of Soviet propaganda intended
to influence American public opinion and policymakers. Campaigns
initiated abroad against American policies, and particularly new
U.S. weapons--such as the "neutron bomb" or the cruise missile--
presumably had their U.S.-based counterpart. We have mentioned
that certain Soviet themes floated overseas have reached the
U.S. press; but the Soviets would be unlikely to rely on mere
windfalls such as these as the mainstay of a propaganda assault
against their principal adversary. If, as must be assumed,
the main objective of Soviet propaganda is to weaken the United
States and her allies, operations to further this end are
undoubtedly taking place on our home soil.

Attachments:
1. Annex
2. "International Communist Front Organizations" Booklet
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ANNEX

SOVIET PROPAGANDA: THE "NEUTRON BOMB"

INTRODUCTION

1. The Soviet Union during July and August 1977 initiated

an intensive worldwide campaign against U.S. production of the
"neutron bomb" which continues to this day. The Soviets have

pursued this issue in every media channel and wherever it was

possible to stimulate adverse public discussion. The campaign

demonstrates that the Soviets maintain an impressive capability

to promote international propaganda on issues they consider

important.

BACKGROUND

2. Initiative from Moscow. A study of broadcast commentary

of Moscow domestic and international radio services from 4 July

through 21 August suggests that the earliest sustained propa-

ganda on the "neutron bomb" originated exclusively from the

Soviet Union and that the Soviets escalated this attack in later

weeks to support the propaganda campaign as it got underway

elsewhere. Of some 3,000 broadcast items examined weekly,

the number devoted to the neutron bomb issue rose from an

insignificant level during 4-10 July, to dominate Soviet

commentary during the three weeks of 25 July to 14 August.

The attention given the neutron bomb then began to fade.

Period Total Items Neutron Bomb Issue

4-10 July 3,247 --

11-17 July 3,123 2%

18-24 July 3,163 5%
25-31 July 3,118 13%
1-7 August 3,091 13%
8-14 August 3,445 11%

15-21 August 3,331 5%

3. No other topic during the 25 July to 14 August period

received so much attention. The campaign was sustained not

only by volume but with specially staged, dramatic events. On

30 July, TASS for the first time since December 1974 issued

a broad statement on U.S. foreign policy, denouncing the
"neutron bomb." During the week of 1-7 August, Soviet media

directed attention toward support of the "Week of Action" on

1
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the bomb organized for 6-13 August by the World Peace Council
front group. To keep up momentum, Pravda on 9 August published
an appeal by 28 communist parties against production of the
"neutron bomb."

4. There was nothing elaborate or complex in the themes
used in the campaign. The "neutron bomb" was described merely
as one more dreadful implement of war in the American arsenal,
with the distinction of being the ultimate capitalist weapon,
one which killed people but left property intact. The U.S.
was portrayed as hypocritical for raising human rights issues
while developing the bomb, and endangering the security of its
European allies in the interests of its own defense. The bomb
was also pictured as a threat to detente.

S. Echoes In Eastern Europe. The campaign in Eastern
Europe, which took off in the latter weeks of July, was massive,
well-organized and faithfully mirrored the Soviet effort. It
employed all channels of public communication: press, radio,
television, petitions, public letter-writing and demonstrations.

6. Front Group Action: In declaring 6-13 August an
international "Week of Action," the World Peace Council establish-
ed a focal point for action against the "neutron bomb." The
Soviets' own Peace Committee used the occasion to pass a reso-
lution stating the development of the neutron bomb violated
the Helsinki CSCE agreement and threatened SALT negotiations.
Similar staged incidents followed:

- Peace Councils in various East European states held
protest meetings and passed resolutions.

- In Istanbul, a Peace Committee demonstrated in front
of the U.S. Consulate General.

- An Accra group, described as completely out of local
character, delivered a protest letter to the U.S.
Embassy.

- In Stuttgart, Frankfurt and Dusseldorf, front groups
delivered notes to U.S. Consulates General. In Bonn,
two Soviet journalists were observed at a demonstra-
tion at the American Embassy.

- A front group in Lima, Peru, sent a protest to the
United Nations.

- In Tanzania, a WPC delegation sought propaganda
assistance from President Nyerere.

- Other major international front groups, such as the
World Federation of Trade Unions, participated in
the "Week of Action."
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The purpose of this front group activity was to maintain the

campaign's momentum and to draw non-communists into the cam-

paign, particularly in Western Europe. What had begun as

manifestly a Soviet effort now appeared to many as a general

public reaction to the alleged horrors of the "neutron bomb."

7. Media Pick-Up In Western Europe. There were two

types of -iverse public attention for the "neutron bomb"
which the Soviets hoped to generate in Western Europe and,
in fact, did. The first might be called "hack comment" and

came from the front groups and from publications of communist
parties. Thus there were articles in the Belgian CP newspaper,
"Le Drapeau Rouge," (on ten different days), and the Austrian
CP paper, "Volksstimme," "L'Unita" in Italy, the Greek CP/

Exterior newspaper, "Rhizospastis," and so on. The second
type of comment, and the far more important, was that of the

non-communist press situated politically in the center or on

the left. A segment of this press could be counted on to
react almost automatically once the'neutron bomb" received
enormous attention in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
Others in this group could be expected to respond negatively
on the bomb issue for various reasons: anti-Americanism;
doubts on NATO's viability; hopes for maintaining good relations

with the Soviet Union; or an honest distaste for the development
of new weapons of mass destruction.

8. For the Soviets, the real propaganda success lay in

the broad, auverse editorial treatment given the"neutron bomb'

by this second journalistic sector, a performance judged by

NATO Secretary General Luns in a 26 August speech as consisting
of half-truths, untruths, and ignorance. This involved even
the most objective elements of the media, which felt an
obligation to carry both sides of the argument. An Italian
source indicated it was impossible to distinguish left from
right on the bomb issue, while a Paris report underscored the
Soviet propaganda success by commenting that in France anti-
bomb themes were appearing in local media totally independent
of Soviet influence.

9. Propaganda Elsewhere. While Western Europe was the
main target ovf-et propanda on the "neutron bomb," the

campaign, as the following examples illustrate, was of world-
wide dimensions.

Libya: Tripoli media for weeks carried bcmb-related propaganda
6TYparent Soviet origin.

Peru: Lima's most prestigious newspaper, "El Comerico," carried
an attack on the bomb by the director of the International
Institute for Peace front group, located in Vienna.
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India: The Calcutta English language daily, "Amrita Bazar
Patrika," carried 13 anti-1merican stories during the campaign,
several related to the bomb.

Pakistan: The Urdu newspaper, "Mashriq," routinely published
anti-bomb material.

Mauritius: The Port Louis newspaper, "Le Militant," carried
three bomb-related articles.

Mali: "L'Essor," the country's only newspaper, published stories.

Ghana: Major Accra newspapers provided a steady diet of anti-
bomb propaganda.

Afghanistan: In Kabul, the Soviet Embassy attacked the U.S.
directly in its "News Bulletin."

Japan: For the first time in five years, a Soviet delegation
appeared for a conference against nuclear weapons in Hiroshima
and used that forum for anti-"neutron bomb" propaganda.

Ethiopia: The English language newspaper, "Ethiopian Herald,"
carried much Soviet-origin material on the bomb.

10. Phase Two. In September 1977 Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown announced that President Carter would not approve
production of the "neutron bomb" until America's NATO allies
agreed to deploy the weapon. It might have been assumed that
this statement would bring an end to the Soviet propaganda
campaign. In fact, the Soviets maintained a continuing volume
of propaganda on the putative horrors of the "neutron bomb"
and encouraged their East European allies to do the same.

11. In late January 1978 every Western government announced
that it had received a letter from Leonid Brezhnev warning that
the production and deployment of the "neutron bomb" constituted
a serious threat to detente. These announcements received heavy
media coverage worldwide. Also, Western parliamentarians
received similar letters from members of the Supreme Soviet,
and Soviet Trade Union officials sent letters to Western union
organizations and leaders. It gradually became clear that the
Soviets had decided to shift their propaganda attack away
from the United States and direct it more at our NATO allies,
who would have to make the decision in the immediate future as
to whether to accept deployment of the bomb on their soil.

12. Phase Three. Even as Brezhnev's dramatic gesture
brought home to West Europeans the weight of the "neutron bomb"
issue, the Soviets were planning a series of conferences in
Europe which would move the propaganda drive into a third
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phase. The target of this new effort was the United Nations

Special Session on Disarmament (SSOD), to be held in New York

from 23 May to 28 June.

Three conferences were utilized to provide psychological

momentum at the SSOD. The World Peace Council, through one of

its sub-fronts, the International Liaison Forum of Peace Forces,

organized a symposium in Vienna on "Nuclear Energy and 
the

Arms Race" in collaboration with the International Atomic

Energy Agency, a United Nations body. This meeting, held

6 to 8 February, was attended by delegates from 22 countries

and was used by the WPC to raise the'neutron bomli'issue. The

WPC president, Romesh Chandra, was quoted by the East Berlin

newspaper, "Neues Deutschland," ar stating that the Vienna

meeting "was a contribution to the UN Special Session on

Disarmament."

13. A much larger meeting was staged in Geneva 27 February

to 2 March under the aegis of an organizing group calling itself

the "Special Non-Governmental Organizations Committee on Disarma-

ment." In fact, the real organizer was the WPC, aided by the

Swiss Peace Movement and East Bloc representatives accredited

to the United Nations in Geneva. Chandra presided over this

meeting, which was attended by 126 representatives of peace

organizations from 50 countries. The final statement condemned

the proposed manufacture of neutron weapons and promised sup-

port against the "neutron bomb" for the third in this series

of meetings, held in Amsterdam.

14. The Dutch Communist Party was the prime organizer

of the "International Forum Against the Neutron Bomb," held

18 to 20 March in Amsterdam. The Soviets collaborated with the

DCP in this extravaganza. Sympathizers from all over Europe

were brought in for the meeting, which culminated on 19 March

in a march of some 40,000 persons.

15. While the above conferences were being carried out

there were other meetings and regional gatherings--some

scheduled long before--which the Soviets adapted to their
"neutron bomb" propaganda purposes. For example, the Second

Continental Latin American and Caribbean Conference in Peace,

Sovereignty and Economic Independence, held in Mexico City

1 to 4 February, and jointly sponsored by the WPC and the allied

Mexican Peace Movement, was used to promote propaganda against

the "neutron bomb." The WPC International Conference for Peace,

Security and Cooperation in the Mediterranean, held 9 to 12

February in Athens, also addressed itself to the bomb issue.

At the same time, East Bloc allies of the Soviets, particu-

larly the Czechs, Poles and East Germans, maintained heavy

propaganda activity against the "neutron bomb."
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16. On 4 April 1978, American newspapers announced that
President Carter had decided to delay production and deployment
of the "neutron bomb." This declaration caused not so much as
a break in stride in the Soviet campaign against the bomb.
Soviet assets attacked the President's decision as a dodge;
it was alleged that "nothing of substance had changed," and
that the "protest movement must grow even stronger." In his
26 May 1978 address to the SSOD, Soviet Foreign Minister
Grnmyko said that neutron weapons "must be banned once and
for all," calling them, "a particularly vicious and cruel
means of mass destruction, intended to annihilate all things
living."

ANALYSIS

17. We have selected the "neutron bomb" campaign for
special consideration because it illustrates the duration and
intensity with which the Soviets are capable of conducting an
international propaganda campaign, as well as the general
difference to the truth which characterizes much Soviet
propaganda material. Also, the programmed development of the
campaign, the interplay between various types of assets, and
the quick shifts in emphasis in response to changing situations
suggest the control Moscow enjoys over its international
network. Moreover, the scope of the campaign demonstrates
graphically the investment the Soviets are willing to make in
propaganda.

18. Soviet Objectives. By creating an atmosphere of
dread and Toreboding about the "neutron bomb," the Soviets
hoped to further a number of their basic propaganda objectives
and themes. First, by presenting the bomb--a patently defensive,
low yield nuclear weapon--as a new and particularly dreadful
addition to the American nuclear arsenal, they encouraged
criticism of U.S. defense spending and weapons development,
and furthered the image of the U.S., rather than the USSR, as
an aggressive "imperialist" country and the major threat to
world peace. In so doing, they sought to justify, in the eyes
of the world public opinion, Soviet military spending and the
development of new Soviet weapons. It was natural that the
principal geographical target of the Soviet "neutron bomb"
campaign was Western Europe. Efforts to portray the bomb as
escalating tensions in Europe were intended to create fears
among the U.S.'s Western allies of American intentions, and
thus to undermine NATO unity, a prime goal of Soviet propa-
ganda activity. In particular, West Germany was portrayed as
the sacrificial lamb of an aggressive U.S. military policy.
To the extent that the "neutron bomb" campaign reached American
eyes and ears, we can speculate that it was intended to stimu-
late doubts in the U.S. public about our own military establish-
ment, its motives and its policies.
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Impact. While an accurate measurement of the 
impact of

any propaganda campaign is difficult, if not impossible, the

fact that the "neutron bomb" has become a major 
political issue

in most European parliaments must be 
attributed in some degree

to the effectiveness of Soviet propaganda. The conclusion

should not obscure the fact that many informed individuals

in Europe sincerely opposed the "neutron 
bomb" on grounds

entirely unrelated to the content of the Soviet propaganda

campaign. That campaign, in fact, did not bother to come to

grips with the pros and cons raised by military 
experts with

regard to the "neutron bomb." The point is, rather, that

by conducting a massive propaganda campaign 
exaggerating the

lethality of this weapon, the Soviets made 
"neutron bomb" a

household scareword in Europe, if not throughout the world.
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INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST FRONT ORGANIZATIONS

I SUMMARY

Soviet-controlled international front groups
are among Moscow's major propaganda weapons today.
A front organization is a group which appears to be
independent but in fact is controlled by Soviet
agents. Its objective: to create public support
for Soviet policies among the unsuspecting.

Some front groups seek the support of the
masses -- students, women and trade unionists.
Other fronts aim at smaller targets -- lawyers,
journalists and scientific workers. All Communist
front groups have a common trait: they consistent-
ly push the Soviet line.

There are 13 major Communist international
front organizations, most of which were started in
the late 1940's. These groups claim millions of
members but nearly all of this membership is found
in Communist countries. The Soviet Union provides
much of the money for these groups, directs their
leaders and controls their propaganda -- all in
stcrrat.

Front groups employ similar propaganda tech-
niques, including mass assemblies and international
festivals, to gain publicity. The fronts fulfill
other important purposes. They serve as a base for
the development of Communists in countries where a
Communist party is banned. They provide Soviet in-

telligence officers with opportunities to enlist
individuals as agents. And they continue to create
a false impression of public support for the for-
eign policies of the Soviet Union.
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II BACKGROUND

Nine of the major Soviet-controlled front organizations
got their start in the 1945-1948 period following World War II.
They were the World Peace Council, the World Federation of Trade
Unions, the World Federation of Democratic Youth, the Inter-
national Union of Students, the Women's International Democratic
Federation, the International Organization of Journalists, the
International Association of Democratic Lawyers, the World Fed-
eration of Scientific Workers and the International Radio and
Television Organization.

This was the period when Stalin was expanding and consoli-
dating Soviet power in Eastern Europe. A Communist coup van-
quished Czechoslovakia in February 1948 and the Berlin blockade
began two months later. It was the height of Lhe cold war and
the rest of the world recognized the fronts as aggressive cold
war propaganda agencies.

Other fronts followed, three of them -- the Afro-Asian
Peoples' Solidarity Organization, the International Institute
for Peace and the Christian Peace Conference -- founded in the
wake of the 1956 Hungarian revolution.

In subsequent years the fronts became less strident. They
advocated peaceful coexistence, later detente, and switched to
more sophisticated programs intended to appeal to well-intentioned
but politically naive individuals. The fronts talked of goodwill,
peace and understanding, even while continuing activities intended
to advance Soviet global policies.

The fronts today, as a result of Soviet organizational ef-
forts and clandestine financial assistance, are effective in-
struments of Kremlin foreign policy. They are widely accepted
in many Third World countries and a number are officially ac-
credited to United Nations agencies.

The fronts, however, remain under Soviet discipline and con-
trol, promoting causes which echo the Moscow line -- and shifting
whenever Soviet policy changes. A front campaign in late 1977
against development of the neutron bomb was only one, although
the most recent, example of this coordination of front activities
by Soviet officials, acting through the International Department
of the Soviet Communist Party and through the KGB/GRU, the Soviet
intelligence agencies.
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III THE MAJOR FRONTS

* The World Peace Council (WPC), with its headquarters
in Helsinki, is the most important Soviet front organiza-
tion. It has carried on a major expansion program in re-
cent years, particularly in the Third World. The WPC
President, Romesh Chandra (see page 13), a leader of the

Communist Party of India, has been closely involved in

front activities for more than a quarter of a century, con-

sistently reflecting Soviet goals and policies. The WPC

claims to have affiliates in 120 countries. It holds well-

advertised international congresses every three or four

years -- the last in Warsaw in May 1977. The WPC supports

disarmament on Soviet terms (without international inspec-

tion) along with various subsidiary campaigns backing So-

viet policy on the Middle East, Cyprus, Chile, South Africa
and other regional problems.

* The Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organization (AAPSO),
with headquarters in Cairo, is anooff-shoot of the WPC and

supports WPC programs at its various meetings and in its

published material. AAPSO gives the Soviet Union a foothold

in the Afro-Asian bloc and also in Latin America, through

the related Organization for Solidarity with the Peoples of

Africa, Asia and Latin America (AALAPSO). One indication of

Soviet influence in AAPSO was the holding of the 12th AAPSO

Council in Moscow in 1975.

n The World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU), centered
rn Prague, is the largest and one of the most active front

groups. It claims a membership of 170 million in 70 coun-
tries. Most members, however, are in Soviet bloc countries,

with 100 million in the USSR itself. The two largest non-

Communist bloc trade unions in the WFTU are the General
Confederation of Labor (CGT) in France and the General Con-

federation of Italian Labor (CGIL) in Italy, both Conmunist-

dominated. The WFTU claims to be furthering trade unionism,
but it attempts to weaken non-Communist labor organizations.
WFTU-affiliated labor groups (in the Sudan, for example) have

beun involved in Communist takeover attempts. Like other
fronts, the WFTU distributes large quantities of printed pro-

paganda, including a monthly journal of 30 to 40 pages,
printed in 10 languages and distributed in 75 countries.
The journal is for labor activists. It outlines ways to

promote the Soviet position on most major political events,

whether labor related or not.
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* The World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY), with
headquarters in Budapest, claims a membership of 150 mil-
lion in 100 countries, but membership is concentrated in
the Soviet bloc. Though not without some rivalry between
them, the WFDY often works closely with the much smaller
International Union of Students (IUS), which has its head-
quarters in Prague. The two groups have jointly sponsored
a series of international youth festivals over the past 30
years -- the last in East Berlin in 1973, the next sched-
uled in Havana in July 1978. Both the WFDY and IUS coor-
dinate their activities with the WPC and other fronts.
The terms "youth" and "students" identify the Fronts' tar-
get audiences for indoctrination. Control of both Fronts
is held by trusted adults.

* The International Organization of Journalists (IOJ),
centered in Prague, claims 150,000 members, many of them
belonging to affiliated national unions. The IOJ attempts
to discredit non-Communist news agencies and publications
but remains silent about the absence of press freedoms in
bloc countries. It offers training (indoctrination) pro-
grams to Third World journalists, offers a news service
heavily weighted with propaganda and awards prizes to Com-
munist and leftist media workers.

* The International Institute for Peace (lIP) was or-
anized to provide temporary cover for WPC activities in
1958. lIP headquarters is in Vienna. It claims to pro-
vide a forum where scientists of East and West can discuss
peace problems, but its membership is centered in bloc
countries and lIP hews closely to the Soviet line in all
its activities.

* The Christian Peace Conference (CPC), centered in
Prague, describes itself as a forum for Christians every-
where to "search for God's will concerning current politi-
cal, social and economic problems." Its highest organ is
the All-Christian Peace Assembly (ACPA), which scheduled
its 5th international conference in Prague in 1978. The
CPC has been headed by Metropolitan Nikodim of the USSR
since 1969. It helped to organize a world conference of
religious leaders in Moscow in 1977. Statements issued
after CPC meetings always follow the Soviet line.

* The Women's International Democratic Federation (WIDF),
with headquarters in East Berlin, has claimed a total mem-
bership of 200 million from 120 affiliated organizations in
more than 100 countries. Most of the membership is in the
Soviet bloc. WIDF sponsored a world congress in East Ber-
lin in 1975 as part of a United Nations "women's year" which
it helped organize. WIDF meetings and publications -- in-
cluding a glossy quarterly printed in six languages -- em-
phasize Soviet bloc propaganda behind a facade of programs
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dedicated to women's rights and education, peace and dis-
armament.

* The International Association of Democratic Lawyers
(IADL), centered in Brussels, claims a membership of 25,000
and considers law a function in the struggle against "im-
perialism" and "colonialism." The IADL issues periodic
statements about legal and human rights abuses in non-Com-
munist countries but never discusses such violations in the
bloc area. It has sent observers to trials held in such
countries as Chile, Iran, Morocco, Spain and Turkey, but
has never attempted to monitor trials held in the Soviet bloc.

* The International Radio and Television Organiza-
tion (OIRT), with headquarters in Prague, offers full
membership only to national broadcasting and television
organizations. The avowed aims of OIRT are to facili-
tate exchanges and cooperative efforts among its mem-
bers. In practice OIRT has become a tool for coordi-
nation of Communist radio and television propaganda.
It attempts to influence the development of Third World
radio and television organizations through training and
other assistance programs. Only European Communist
countries, Finland and Cuba were represented at a De-
cember 1976 OIRT Council meeting.

* The World Federation of Scientific Workers CWFSW)
has its headquarters in London and a Secretary-General's
office in Paris. It claims a membership of 300,000,
drawn mainly from Communist countries. Its program
follows closely on WPC propaganda initiatives and has
included such abuse of science" themes in the past as
allegations of U.S. use of "germ warfare" or "chemical
warfare." The WFSW picked up the WPC campaign against
the neutron "bomb" in 1977.

* The International Federation of Resistance Fight-
ers (FIR), with its headquarters in Vienna, also main-
tains close liaison with the WPC, following the WPC line
on disarmament. FIR, after World War II, brought to-
gether former political prisoners and victims of Nazism
and Fascism, including World War II partisans and re-
sistance organizations. It extolled the role of Commu-
nist partisans and the Soviet Army and was critical of
non-Communist resistance groups. it is of declining
significance today, although it continues to sponsor ex-
hibitions and lectures at World Youth festivals and simi-
lar gatherings.

7
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IV SOVIET CONTROL

The strongest evidence of Soviet control of the fronts through
the years, despite poses of independence and non-alignment, has
been their faithful adherence to the Soviet party line.

When the Sino-Soviet feud erupted, the fronts sided with the
Soviet Union and elbowed Peking out of their meetings. Front of-
ficials suspected of pro-Chinese sympathies were eliminated.

When Tito broke with the Cominform, the front organizations
expelled Yugoslav members; they were later welcomed back when Niki-

ta Khrushchev repaired the breach.

Soviet suppression of the Hungarian uprising in 1956 and the
Soviet-led invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 resulted in public
protests from some front officials. It took several years in each
case, but Moscow finally replaced all those who disagreed with its
policies. Host front activities meanwhile, remained in a state of
suspension, until discipline had been restored.

Front groups, similarly, jumped to follow the Kremlin line
when the 1973 Arab-Israel conflict erupted. All the fronts de-
nounced Israel within a atter of days, usually in the same
phrases. More recently they have echoed Moscow's position on
such problems as Angola and Ethiopia. The president of the
Ghana Peace Council (a WPC affiliate) was ousted from his post,
after q uestioning the Soviet role in Angola, and accused of
being 'on the same side as the imperialists."

The various fronts joined in chorus against development
of the new neutron radiation weapon in 1977. These same
fronts earlier echoed the same line, sometimes using the same
phraseology, for Moscow-proposed "general and complete disarma-
ment" and in drumming up signatures for the Stockholm peace ap-
peals.

The fronts coordinate and interact with one another, usually
emphasizing the same subjects at the same time. Some who have
become disillusioned with the fronts and quit them have publicly
confirmed the fact of Soviet control and the undemocratic nature
of front organizations, with public meetings stage-managed from
start to finish by a leadership hand-picked by Soviet represen-
tatives.
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Jiri Pelikan, a veteran Czechoslovak Communist who headed
the International Union of Students from 1953 to 19,S3, told the
New Left Review in January 1972:

"The Soviet Union was always trying to impose its tactical
policy of the moment on the organization ... The Soviet members
saw the IUS and similar organizations merely as unofficial in-
struments of Soviet foreign policy."

Richard K. Ullmann, a former vice president of the Christian
Peace Conference, asserted as early as 1963:

"We had better admit .... that our Eastern brothers are being
used for Comnunist policy and that through thenowe are being used
in the same way."

Dr. Josef L. Hromadka, a Czechoslovak theologian, resigned
as chairman of the CPC in 1969 following the Warsaw Pact 1968
takeover of Prague. lie indicated in his resignation that al-
though it had been Metropolitan Nikodim of the Russian Orthodox
Church (the CPC president) who purged the CPC after the 1968 in-
vasion, the move was in reality ordered by the Soviet government.

"This is not just an internal church decision," Dr. Hromadka
said, "there must be pressure from outside." lie died of a
heart attack shortly thereafter.

Over the years, many rank and file members, as well as some
officials, have dropped out of front activities after discovering
that things were not as they seemed. Disillusionment over Soviet
control has been the main cause of such defections. But front
organizers continue to round up new recruits and sometimes boast
of the new blood being brought constantly into the organization.
Romesh Chandra, head of the World Peace Council, told the 1977
World Assemhly in Warsaw, for example, that 60 percent of those
in attendarce had never participated in a previous WPC inter-
national meeting.

Besides offering a mechanism for manipulating public opinion,
the fronts also offer the Soviet Union other important benefits.

Front gatherings serve as agent enlisting grounds for Soviet
and bloc intelligence services. Front meetings in the USSR and
Eastern Europe are ideal for this purpose because bloc intelli-
gence officers can control the circumstances of their meetings
with likely recruits, with no fear of surveillance by or inter-
ference from non-Communist security services. Most of the agents
enlisted by Communist bloc intelligence services over the years
were targeted while on visits to the Soviet bloc, some while
in attendance at front meetings or on free vacations in the bloc
offered in connection with these gatherings.

10
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Fronts also act as cover for Communist parties and organiza-
tions in countries where open Communist groups or parties have
been outlawed. They serve as propaganda organs in countries where
conditions are not ripe for open Communist activities or for the
establishment of a Communist party. They have alsc helped to
channel training and arms to insurgents and opposition political
groups.

I1I
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V ROMESH CHANDRA -- NUMBER ONE FRONT MAN

The World Peace Council (WPC), the major Soviet-controlled
international front organization, recently honored Romesh Chan-

dra, an Indian Communist, by elevating him from Secretary-Gener-

al to President at its 1977 meeting in Warsaw.

The honor was well-deserved from the Soviet point of view

because Chandra, possibly the best-known of all front officials,

has faithfully followed the Moscow line throughout his quarter

century in the front movement. Year after year, Chandra has

praised Soviet peace initiatives and condemned Western "im-

perialists." The WPC, Chandra said in Moscow in 1.975, posi-

tively reacts to all Soviet initiatives in international affairs."

Two years earlier, at a 1973 Moscow peaqe conference, Chandra

asserted that those peace organizations which took an anti-Soviet
stance "ceased to be genuine peace organizations." Chandra has

never strayed -- even during such periods of stress as the War-

saw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. He stood up for

Moscow then though there were widespread protests from leaders 
of

some other front groups who were subsequently ousted from 
office.

Chandra, now 58, travels to scores of countries annually as

part of his WPC assignment. He speaks at WPC seminars and re-

gional and planning conferences and before United Nations 
com-

mittees. He is cited in countless WTPC news releases as an
authority on peace.

Rom&s Chandra of kxino hos bis an organizer and leader of Soviet frit

rup sime at least 1950. He has ben a key fiuxe in h World Peace
Coucaila p sice becoming a meter of ift executive committes in

1953r He is now its P ,,'dent. He heled found Ow Afro-Asian Peooe'
Sallidkrity Organizaton (6APSO) and has played a rok in ouncing ond

.perotig a number of h front groups. Caor ho is to oy to the

Sh Union ant-oi e se told a WPC go eing pofa cy pow* tou

13
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lie has been ith WPC practically from its beginning, active
in international eront gatherings since at least 1950. He be-
came a member of the WPC executive committee and one of its sec-
retaries in 1953. The following year he helped launch another
major Soviet front, the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organi-
zation (AAPSO) -- Moscow's response to being banned from the 1955
Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung. Chandra has helped guide AAPSO
since, including its participation in many WPC propaganda cam-
paigns. Chandra is also a founder and former director of the
I-ternational Institute for Peace, a separate front group which
remains under WPC control. He also heads some front subsidiary groups.

Clever, ambitious and vain, Chandra has been known in India
for years as the Indian with the Russian contacts. In 1953 Mos-
cow ised him as a go-between with the Indian Communist Party, ad-
vising the Party to refrain from criticizing Jawaharlal Nehru so
as to keep him neutral. In 1963 Chandra made a secret trip to
Moscow to uphold India's case in the Sino-Indian dispute. Chandra
makes frequent stopovers in Moscow during his travels as WPC
spokesman. Those familiar with the workings of the WFC say
that the Kremlin uses these visits to keep Chandra posted on
the party line.

The Russians, while thus keeping a short rein on Chandra,
also exercise other means of control. They keep a representative
of the Soviet Comnmunist Party at Chandra's side at WPC head-
quarters, with authority to overrule Chandra whenever deemed
necessary. Igor Belyayev, though listed only as a secretary
in the WPC secretariat, is the Soviet representative who cur-
rently wields this power in WPC affairs.

14
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VI POSSIBLE COUNTERMEASURES

A number of steps can be taken to'regulate and control the
activities of Soviet front organizations in non-Comiunist coun-
tries. Some are listed below.

* Records can be kept of local citizens who attend in-
ternational front gatherings, particularly those held in
the USSR or in the bloc countries of Eastern Europe. Most
Communist agents have been enlisted while visiting or
living in bloc countries. Even travel to Western Europe
or elsewhere under front auspices may be suspect. So-
viet bloc intelligence officers frequently ofer free
vacation trips to Eastern Europe to those attending front
meetings in non-Communist countries. They may oifer to
provide special documents, so there will be no record of
such a trip in a person's passport.

* Those local citizens permitted to attend internation-
al front gatherings can be warned in advance about the
likelihood of recruitment efforts by hostile intelligence
services. They can also be interrogated after their re-
turn to determine if approaches have been made.

* The financial accounts and budgets of national groups
associated with Soviet international front organizAtions
can receive close study. Requirements can be imposed on
them to submit regular financial statements covering income
from dues and local fund-raising activities and to observe na-
tional currency import regulations in the case of donations from
abroad. The Soviet KGB and other bloc intelligence services have
sometimes channeled clandestine funds to dissident groups and
opposition political parties through national front
groups.

* Some national front organizations have raised
funds by the black market sale of vodka, cigarettes,
cameras or other luxury goods which may have been smug-
gled into the country. Customs officials can keep a
strict watch on such smuggling attempts and authorities
can investigate suspected black market sales.

* Some security services have found that suspicious
front activities can be kept under surveillance by en-
couraging local patriotic citizens to join and report
regularly on developments.

15
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* The international Communist fronts sometimes flood
a country with propaganda -- mailed booklets and pam-
phlets, publications issued by various fronts, wall pos-
ters, etc. Much of this material would be barred if dis-
tribution were attempted by a Soviet bloc diplomatic
mission. Reciprocity can be the general rule here as
in other dealings with the Soviet bloc. Distribution
of such propaganda could be banned on grounds the Com-
munist countries do not permit distribution of outside
propaganda to their citizens.

* Authorities can keep an eye on visiting delegations
representing the various front groups. They can be
screened, for example, to make certain that they are
not being used to infiltrate subversive elements. Their
contacts with local citizens can be monitored as a clue
to likely targets. Similarly, records can be kept of
those local citizens who accept membership on local front
committees.

* Not all local citizens who agree to work with inter-
national front groups are traitors to their country. The
Communists make a practice of attempting to attract ideal-
istic but naive local personages to serve on local com-
mittees, even to serve as local chairman, to provide a
facade of respectability. Those who accept such offers
might well be cautioned, however, concerning such standard
operating practices by these front groups. Similarly,
local labor leaders who may have been chosen to attend
a trade union course or seminar or young people who agree
to attend a work camp or recreational activity organized
by a front group should not be branded as potentially
subversive for this alone; they, too, can be cautioned
about use of such lures by Communist front groups for
ulterior purposes.

* Local publishers, editors and other media repre-
sentatives who may be the targets of Soviet line propa-
ganda issued by national affiliates of international
front groups can be advised to acquaint themselves with
the recent history of these fronts, specifically the un-
democratic manner in which. they are organized, their
reliance on Soviet financing and Soviet control over
selection of officers and propaganda themes. The vari-

ous Communist fronts, it can be noted, invariably criti-
cize human right, violations in non-Communist countries,
but are blind to such violations in Soviet bloc countries.

16
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VII BACKGROUND, STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITIES OF FRONT GROUPS

MAJOR COMMUNIST FRONT ORGANIZATIONS

Intwrnstional Radio and
TelevIsion Oqrnization

Afro-Asan Peoplie's
Solidarity Orgmiiztion

Intenational Aseolation of
Dwrncrti -ay

Intrnationa Federation of
Restance FighWn

Trade Uniom

THE WORLD PEACE COUCIL (WPC)

Background

The World Peace Council (WPC) is the Soviet Union's single
most important international front organization. It is usual-
ly the first of the various front groups to respond to new Mos-
cow propaganda initiatives and it coordinates the activities of
a number of other front groups. The WPC Presidential Committee
includes the top leaders of the World Federation of Trade Unions
(VFTU), the World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY), the
Afro-AsiaL People's Solidarity Organization (AAPSO), Women's
International Democratic Federation (WIDF), International Union
of Students (IUS) and Christian Peace Conference (CPC).

17
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Conunist writers themselves have cited the peace movement
as the most important joint action of the "anti-imperialist"
forces. Peace has been a major Communist slogan since the Bol-
sheviks campaigned for power in the USSR 60 years ago under the
banners of "land," "bread" and "peace." The 1950 Stockholm
Peace Appeal, launched in 1950, was the first big WFC endeavor.
It sought an absolute ban on the atomic bomb, at a time when the
USSR had not yet developed its own nuclear capacity. The 1950
appeal was so successful that Moscow decided recently to do it
again with a new "Stockholm Appeal," directed against "the arms
race, the stockpile of weapons in the hands of the imperialists

The WPC claimed in 1977 that the new campaign had at-
tracted more than 400 million signatures. The Picasso peace
dove, also promoted by the WPC, advertised scores of inter-
national Communist gatherings.

The peace movement led by the WPC appeared to be taking an
expanding role in Soviet agitprop operations in 1977, partly to
counter the adverse propaganda effect of increasing shipments
of Soviet military supplies to such countries as Angola, Libya
and Ethiopia and Moscow's supporting role in such conflicts as
the Ethiopian-Somali confrontation and the victory of the MPLA
in Angola over two non-Marxist liberation groups.

Everybody is for peace, and Moscow has capitalized on this
fact for years by coupling the idea of peace with any number of
Soviet policy initiatives, attempting to encourage broad accep-
tance of Soviei formulas for resolving international conflicts,
ranging from Angola to Cyprus, with the most emphasis on Moscow's
solutions for problems of disarmament and detente. The WPC at-
tempts to create an emotional atmosphere which obscures any cri-
tical examination of Soviet disarmament proposals, specifically
their lack of any enforcement machinery for international in-
spection, to make sure that no one cheats.

The WPC had its origins in a Soviet-organized "World Con-
gress of Intellectuals for Peace," held in Poland in 1948. This
led to the "First World Peace Congress" in Paris the following
year, which resulted in establishment of the "World Committee of
Partisans of Peace," renamed the "World Peace Council" (tC) in
1950. WPC was forced to move to Prague in 1951 after the French
government ordered it out of Paris for subversive activities.
Then in 1954 Moscow moved WPC offices to Vienna, until the Aus-
trian government forced it to move once again in 1957 for "acti-
vities directed against the interest of the Austrian State." How-
ever, WPC continued its operations in Vienna under the name of "In-
ternational Institute for Peace" (lIP), until it finally moved to Hel-
sinki in 1968 where it is located today. lIP remains in Vienna.

Although publicly committed to peace as its raison d'etre,
WPC activities invariably coincide with Soviet international
policies and goals, particularly support for sweeping Soviet
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proposals on disarmament without international controls or in-
spection. This pro-Soviet bias has been evident throughout the
years. The WPC denounces Western "colonialism" and "imperialism"
at every opportunity, but closes its eyes to what the Chinese
call Soviet "hegemonism" and "social-imperialism." It describes
Western military maneuvers as threats to world peace, but defends
Soviet bloc maneuvers as peace-keeping exercises. It demands
withdrawal of Western forces from advanced bases, but ignores the
growing number of Soviet military footholds in Africa and Asia.
Periodic Communist crises through the years -- for example, over
Hungary and Czechoslovakia, the Sino-Soviet confrontation, the
Cuban missile crisis, the ouster of Yugoslavia from the bloc --
have resulted in campaigns on Moscow's behalf and purges of front
organization leaders who dared to question the Soviet position.

Structure

The WPC boasts an impressive organization chart, listing a
president, 22 vice-presidents and about 120 additional members of
a Presidential Committee chosen from affiliated peace organizations
in more than 50 countries and from a number of other international
front organizations. Romesh Chandra, a ranking member of the In-
dian Communist Party for many years,was named President at the 1977
WPC congress in Warsaw -- the first to hold this office since the
death of F. Joliot-Curie in 1958. Chandra had been a faithful sup-
porter of Soviet policies in his earlier post of WPC secretary-
general since 1966. The Presidential Committee runs the WPC
between Council meetings. There have been 11 major Congress
sessions since 1949, the last one in Warsaw, convened with a
good deal of advance promotion under the label, "World Assembly
of Builders of Peace.

In addition to the Presidential Committee there is a WPC
Bureau, responsible for implementing committee decisions, and a
Secretariat, which serves as an executive body to carry out de-
cisions of the Council, the Presidential Committee and the Bu-
reau.

The WJPC has established numerous subsidiary organizations,
usually on an ad hoc basis, to carry on specific campaigns. Cur-
rently these include the International Campaign Committee for a
Just Peace in the Middle East, the International Committee for
Solidarity with Cyprus, the Commission on Mass Media and Infor-
mation, the International Commission of Enquiry into the Crimes
of the Chilean Junta, the Commission on Scientific Research for
Peace, the Commission on Ending of the Arms Race and Disarma-
ment, the Commission on Development and a New International
Economic Order and the International Human Rights Commission.
Moscow directed its WPC agents in 1977 to soft-pedal the human
rights issue after embarrassing questions about Soviet viola-
tions were raised by non-Communists at earlier WPC-sponsored

19
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meetings. A decision was made to confine WPC human rights ac-

tivities only to regional gatherings, which could be 
confined

to specific area violations with no danger of getting 
into So-

viet bloc repression of its activists.

Ultimate control of the WPC lies with the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union which, with some assistance from other bloc

countries, provides most WPC financing, and'has a 
hand in se-

lection of pro-Soviet Conaunists and other leftists 
for posi-

tions throughout the WPC administrative structure.

Chandra himself has a record of servile loyalty to the So-

viet Union. He views Moscow as the foremost champion of peace,

challenging imperialist proponents of the arms race, and says

so publicly at the drop of a gavel. He is on the road almost

constantly, speaking out at WPC-sponsored conferences, forums

and protest gatherings all over the world; he makes frequent

stopovers in Moscow on these travels, to consult on the party

line.

Yet the Kremlin does not rely on Chandra alone to carry 
out

its policies in the WPC. A representative of the International

Department of the Soviet Communist Party has for 
years sat at Chan-

dra's side, in a background WPC role, but holding ultimate control.

This position was held for a number of years by Aleksandr 
Berkov,

but the job was taken over in early 1977 by Igor Bel yayev. Berkov,

and later Belyayev, were listed only as one of 
a number of secre-

taries in the Secretariat, but they were recognized within the or-

ganization as the final authority, including the power of veto, as

representative of the USSR. Berkov, for example, was known to have

over-ruled Chandra on certain decisions involving 
meetings or other

activities and relayed the party line concerning 
WPC causes and op-

erations. Two other Russians playing key roles in the WPC are Vi-

tally Shaposhnikov, who is listed as a Soviet member 
of the WPC

Presidential Committee, and Oleg Kharkhardin, who 
is executive of

the Moscow-based Continuing Liaison Committee 
(CLC) of the World

Council of Peace Forces and also vice-chairman 
of the WPC-affiliated

Soviet Peace Committee. Both are officials of the International De-

partment of the Soviet CP Central Committee. The International De-

partment (ID) is responsible for major clandestine political activi-

ties abroad including the front organizations, 
foreign Communist

parties and activities such as strikes and demonstrations 
designed

to destabilize foreign governments. In terms of power in Moscow the

ID stands firmly over the KGB for clandestine 
political activities.

In these matters the KGB may act only on direction 
of the ID.

The WPC structure is honey-combed with hand-picked 
pro-Soviet

Communists and other leftists. There are a certain number of pres-

tigious non-Communist figures to provide a facade of independence

and nonalignment. But most individuals affiliated with the NPC 
are

active in Comnmunist affairs in their home countries 
and many are

active on national peace committees. New members of the WPC are se-

lected from nominations submitted in advance by 
the various national

peace committees. These national committees, in turn, have been set

up as local Communist fronts, generally with the assistance 
of the

20
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WPC. By maintaining control over key WPC officials, the USSR com-
mands the content of the communiques, resolutions and statements
which issue from WPC events, and directs the final decisions on WPC
projects and activities.

Opposition to Soviet domination erupts on occasion, but trusted
leaders are usually able to confine this to private meetings of com-
missions or sub-commissions. At several 1977 meetings, beginning
with the World Forum of Peace Forces held in Moscow in January, non-
Communist participants embarrassed Soviet representatives on several
occasions by asking pointed questions about human rights violations
in the USSR. Opposition views seldom find their way into the large-
scale public gatherings, however. Dissenting views, if they exist,
are ignored. The Soviet human rights activist, Andrei Sakharov,
sent a message in 1976 to a WPC-sponsored forum on disarmament in
York, Britain, for example. It was not read to delegates, as Sak-
harov requested, because, the organizers said, it was too long, too
late and of a "different nature" than other messages. Two Soviet
delegates threatened to walk out if it were read.

WPC headquarters are in Helsinki, Finland. The WPC has
opened a new office in Geneva, in order to be in closer touch
with United Nations agencies there. The WPC holds consultative
status with a number of UN agencies and WPC spokesmen have ad-
dressed UN committees on disarmament, decolonization and other
matters. The UN sends representatives to the larger WPC meet-
ings. A NPC delegation presented Joliot-Curie gold medals to
UN committees on apartheid and decolonization in 1975 -- an act
which brought a Chinese attack on the VYPC as a "hired tool" of
the Soviet Union. In May 1977, a Chinese spokesman at the UN
went a step further and referred to the WPC as "the highest tool
of a certain super-power."
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Activities

The WPC attempts to achieve its propaganda objectives main-

ly by organizing worldwide campaigns, coordinated regionally by

national peace committees. These have often involved mass col-

lection of signatures -- for example the two Stockholm Appeals.

Massive protest campaigns are sometimes launched, supported by

forums, conferences, public statements and a flow of pamphlets

and booklets. The WPC spearheaded such an effort against the

neutron "bomb" in 1977. Regional campaigns are co-sponsored by

individual peace comittees, and delegations of top-level WPC

officials from Helsinki make visits, particularly to Third World

countries, to lend prestige to the local peace front and to stim-

ulate local support for WPC goals.

WPC propaganda activities reach a peak every three or four

years at large-scale Congresses, designed to attract the attend-

ance of some well-known non-Communist liberals, as well as the

solid core of loyal party members who stage-manage these spec-

taculars. The most recent one, called "The World Assembly of

Builders of Peace," held in Warsaw in May 1977, attracted 1,500

delegates from 125 countries according to its sponsors. Moscow

provides clandestine funding for these periodic extravaganzas,

which usually include free travel, free hotel accommodations 
and

some sort of souvenir for delegates, such as a gold-plated

watch, properly inscribed to peace. The previous ConRress was

held in Moscow in 1973 (where the watches were handed out) at an

estimated cost to the USSR of more than $10 million. The 1977

event may have cost more. One of the principal propaganda
achievements of the Warsaw meeting was passage o a-resolution

condemning "the imperialist and Zionist maneuvers" against the

USSR and their attempts to capitalize on human rights issues in

the Soviet bloc. Delegates also paid resounding homage to Leonid

Brezhnev and the Soviet Union for Moscow's policy of peace and

detente. Congress resolutions are always by acclamation, not by

a vote. Delegates sometimes do not get a chance to read resolu-

tions they have adopted until they are published later.

Other WPC-sponsored meetings in 1977 included a "World Forum

of Peace Forces, held in Moscow in January, said to have drawn

500 participants from 115 countries, and "A World Conference 
of

Religious Leaders for a Lasting Peace, Disarmament and Just Re-

lations Between Peoples," also held in Moscow in June, with a

claimed attendance of 700 from more than 100 countries. At the

first meeting Chandra, then WPC secretary-general, praised the

Soviet Union for its "peace initiatives" in recent years.

Other IPC gatherings propagated the Soviet line on a variety

of international issues, including Angola, Timor, Indonesia, Cy-

prus and the Middle East. On Angola, for example, the WPC con-

demned attempts to implicate the Marxist government (and, in ef-

fect, the Cuban troops stationed in Angola) in any "so-called
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invasion of Zaire." The Angola issue -- as do other issues peri-
odically -- resulted in some dissent in WPC ranks. Ben Kumah,
President of the Ghana Peace Council, a VrPC affiliate, was re-
moved from his post, accused among other things of issuing an un-
authorized press release on Angola "putting him on the same side
as the imnerialists." He had also been a member of the WPC
Presidential Committee.

The WPC issues a number of publications including a bi-
monthly, New Perspectives, distributed in English and French,
and a monthly, Peace Courier, published in English, French, Span-
ish and German. It also puts out a large number of bulletins and
booklets on specific regional issues.
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THE AFRO-ASIAN PEOPLE'S SOLIDARITY ORGANIZATION (AAPSO)

Background

The Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Organization (AAPSO), es-
tablished in Cairo in December 1957, was designed to fulfil two
purposes: (i) to serve as an anti-colonial offshoot of the World
Peace Council (WPC) and (2) to facilitate Soviet entry into the
Afro-Asian bloc, from which the USSR had been excluded at the
Bandung conference of 1955.

AAPSO was created with the ostensible aim of co-ordinating
the efforts of African and Asian peoples against colonialism
and promoting their political, economic and cultural develop-
ment. But whereas the Bandung conference sought to bring to-
gether "non-committed" African and Asian nations in a campaign
for independence, AAPSO from the outset has been a tool of the
Comunis ts.

The Soviet Union and China were among 18 countries whose
delegates decided on the formation of an Asian Solidarity Com-
mittee at a conference in New Delhi two weeks before the Ban-
dung conference. In December 1956, the Asian Solidarity Secre-
tariat, meeting in New Delhi, decided to expand the organiza-
tion to include African countries. The first Afro-Asian Soli-
darity Conference was held in Cairo in December 1957. An AAPSO
constitution was adopted in 1960.

YuK4 As-Sbai of EW ha been Seavtoy-Genwero w Afro-Asi
e Sol6dity Orgmouztion (AAPSO) Wte it beg.on I 1957. He was

abo electe it. Poeiden i n1974. He is a m e of Oe Presideti
Canwatte ofOw Wold Peace Cau (WPC) and Secretry-Gerda of
Owe Afro-Asia WrtNm Permanent Sureas (MWPI).
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During its first years, AAPSO was jointly controlled by
the Soviet Union, China and Egypt. The Sino-Soviet dispute led
to disruption of AAPSO conferences at Moshi, Tanzania, in Febru-
ary 1963 and at Winneba, Ghana, in 1965, and to a walkout of.
the Chinese from the eighth AAPSO Council conference in Nicosia
in February 1967. The Nicosia conference decided to make Al-
giers, instead of Peking, the meeting place for the fifth AAPSO
plenary conference that year. Since 1967, Soviet domination of
AAPSO appears to have been virtually unchallenged; and working
control of the organization remained in the hands of men trust-
ed by Moscow. The Russians said that the departure of China
strengthened rather than weakened AAPSO. By 1975 it was no longer
necessary eve qto hold CQncil meetings in African or Asian coun-
tries. That 7ear the 12L AAPSO Council meeting was held in Moscow.

Structure

AAPSO/membership has comprised three main elements:

(1) African and Asian political parties and national lib-
eration movementss which have attained power.

be)s Afro-Asian national solidarity committees whose mem-
bers ve been drawn primarily from local Communist and pro-
Cou ist political groupings and related front organizations.

(3) Representatives of political parties and movements in
opposition to established regimes in African and Asian countries.

Many of the African political organizations and movements in
fhis third group which are (or have been) active in AAPSO -- for
example, the Socialist Workers and Farmers Party of Nigeria -- are
banned in their home countries. Other member organizations play
insignificant political roles in their own countries, partly be-
cause their affiliates lack substantial membership and because
they fail to represent majority views. But any political group
unrecognized by its own government but represented in AAPSO may
be assumed to be acceptable to Moscow sponsors of AAPSO as well
as to key Communists in control of AAPSO.

There does not appear to be a comprehensive listing of AAPSO
members and affiliates. But committees affiliated to A-APSO exist
in most countries of Africa and Asia. Afro-Asian Solidarity Com-
mittees in the Soviet bloc countries are accepted as associate
members. Countries which have hosted AAPSO and AAPSO-related
conferences in recent years include Egypt, Libya, Syria, India,
Iraq, South Yemen, Cyprus, Lebanon, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Benin,
Greece and Angola. An Emergency International Conference of
"Solidarity with the Struggle of the People of Angola," held in
Luanda in February 1976,was attended by delegates from approxi-
mately 50 AAPSO member countries and 80 international organiza-
tions.
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At the first AAPSO conference (Cairo, 1957) countries --
classed as "progressive" by the Cairo Preparatory Committee --

which were represented by delegates chosen by their own govern-
ments included the USSR, China, North Vietnam, Mongolia, Egypt,
Ghana, Sudan, Syria and Indonesia. The 13th International Con-
ference of AAPSO held in Mozambique in Seotember 1975 was at.-
tended by AAPSO Council members from Egypt, Cyprus, Gambia, Ku-
wait, Laos, Mali,"Palestine", Upper Volta, and the Soviet Union.
Also represented were members of the national liberation fronts
of Algeria, Bahrain and the Comoro Islands, the UPRONA Party of
Burundi, the National Revolutionary Councils of Dahomey and
Ghana, the "organizations for solidarity and peace" of India
and Iraq, Lesotho, Libya, Madagascar, Morocco, Namibia (South
West Africa), the African National Congress (ANC) of South Afri-
ca, the United People's Party of the Seychelles and delegates
from Swaziland, South Yemen, Vietnam, Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), East
Germany, Poland, Romania, the World Federation ot Trade Unions
(WFTU), the World Peace Council (WTC), the World Federation of
Democratic Youth (WFDY), the Organization for Solidarity with
the Peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America (AALAPSO), the
Soviet Association of Jurists, the Finnish Committee for Africa,
the Committee of Anti-Imperialist Solidarity, the African So-
ciety, Angola's MPLA, the African party for the Independence
of Guinea and Cape Verde Islands (PAICC) and the Movement for the
Liberation of Sao Tome and Principe. The Front for the Libera-
tion of Mozambique (FRELIMO) was a joint organizer of the con-
ference with AAPSO.

AAPSO headquarters remain in Cairo. Yusuf As-Sebai, who
has occupied the key position of Secretary-General since
AAPSO's inception, was elected AAPSO President in March 1974.
As-Sebai, who has been Egypt's Minister of Culture, remains
AAPSO Secretary-General as well as President (Chairman of the
Presidium). But Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's renunciation
in 1976 of the Soviet-Egyptian Treaty of Friendship raised
doubts about Egypt's future role in AAPSO.

Other leading AAPSO officers include five Deputy Secre-
taries-General -- Facimo Banguera (Guinea), Kamal Baha el-Din
(Egypt), Mursi Saad el-Din (Egypt), Nuri Abdul Razzaq Hussein
(Iraq) and 0. P. Paliwal (India) -- and three Deputy Chairmen
-- Vasco Cabral (Guinea-Bissau), Vassos Lyssarides (Cyprus)
and Azis Sharif (Iraq). Bahia Karam of Egypt is head of the
women's section. There are 17 Secretaries: five from Black
Africa, five from the Arab States, five from Asia and two from
the USSR; and 13 Presidium members from different Afro-Asian
solidarity organizations.

The Secretariat has been the key organizational unit in
AAPSO, and since 1974 appears to have shared primary responsi-
bility for the direction and execution of policy with the Pre-
sidium.
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Conferences held by AAPSO are stage-managed in such a way
that Soviet direction of policy remains more or less constant.
At open sessions of AAPSO's forums, a representative of the
host country's national committee generally acts as chairman.
The representative selected is one who can be depended upon to
accept Soviet guidance and to nush through resolutions emanat-
ing from either the AAPSO Permanent Secretariat or from a pre-
aratory committee (which has also, presumably, been selected
because of its reliability in Soviet eyes). AAPSO debates, .
whenever considered necessary, are packed with disciplined Com-
munists to ensure decisions acceptable to Soviet interests.
Voting is nearly always by voice. Soviet guidance is well hid-
den from uninitiated delegates and is provided to key orga-
nizers and leaders at preparatory meetings, discreetly out-
side the hall while meetings are underway, or between confer-
ence sessions.

Activities

AAPSO's activities have been closely linked with those of
the WPC; Yusuf As-Sebai has represented AAPSO on the WPC Presi-
dential Committee. AAPSO conferences have also been attended
by such front organizations as the Women's International Demo-
cratic Federation (WIDF) and the International Union of Stu-
dents (IUS) -- in addition to those fronts listed in attendance
at the September 1975 international AAPSO conference.

As-Sebai is also Secretary-General of the pro-Soviet fac-
tion of the Afro-Asian Writers' Permanent Bureau (AAWPB), which
broke away from the Chinese-controlled organization (AAWPB-
Peking) in 1966. AAWPB-Cairo and AAPSO not only have an over-
lapping directorate but both focus on problems in the same geo-
graphical area. AAPSO, however, appears to be more active,

In association with the WPC, AAPSO has sponsored recent
conferences in support of liberation movements in Southern Af-
rica, gatherings in support of the Palestinian case against Is-
rael, a conference of solidarity with Iraq, seminars on Middle
East oil and a meeting on Indian Ocean bases.

AAPSO has involved itself in political controversies on be-
half of North Korea, over Indochina, in defense of the MPLA in
Angola and in support of liberation movements in Latin America.
It has Joined other fronts in denunciation of "imperialist sub-
version? against Cyprus. At a preparatory meeting in Nicosia
in September 1977 for a year-end AAPSO conference in Baghdad,
AAPSO announced support for an "independent, territorially in-
divisible, nonaligned, united and demilitarized Cyprus" and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops.
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But while taking up causes with which developing countries
and anti-colonial movements are emotionally involved, AAPSO is
invariably mindful of the interests of its Soviet sponsors.

A blatant example was the holding of the 12th AAPSO Council
session in Moscow in September 1975. AAPSO Deputy Chairman Aziz
Sharif said of the location: "Moscow has always been, and is,
our dear city which attracts the eyes of all fighters against
imperialism and colonialism."

An AAPSO Emergency International Conference for Solidarity
with the People of South Africa, held in Addis Ababa in November
1976, was used as a forum to conduct frontal attacks against the
West and particularly against United States initiatives in the
Middle East.

The 5 th International Session of the AAPSO Presidium, held
at Cotonou, Benin, in March 1977, denounced U.S. "imperialist
maneuvers" in the Spanish Sahara and accused Washington of "per-
etrating a Two Koreas plot." The Presidium also issued a dec-
aration of support for Soviet bloc policies in Asia, Africa

and Latin America.

Because Soviet representatives were among the founding mem-
bers of AAPSO, Moscow has a special, controlling, relationship
with the organization, over and above the usual front services
the Soviets command. The Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee of the
USSR is an appendage of the International Department of the CPSU
Central Committee, which makes policy decisions and provides
direction to international Communist front organizations. The
existence of such a Solidarity Committee inside the USSR gives
Moscow an excuse for open activity and propaganda in the Third
World. At the WPC/AAPSO conference on Indian Ocean bases (held
in New Delhi, November 1974), for example, Soviet delegate Vic-
tor Popov was able to defend Russia's "peaceful role" in the
Indian Ocean.

The Soviet Committee summoned As-Sebai to Moscow to review
the 12th AAPSO Council session held in September 1975. AAPSO
delegates were called from various countries to Moscow, presum-
ably to receive guidance, before the 1977 Presidium confer-
ence at Cotonou and travelled directly from Moscow to the con-
ference.

The AAPSO Secretary-General's report to Council in 1975
acknowledged contributions to the organization from Solidarity
Committees in the Soviet Union, Egypt and Irao and considerable
help in money and kind from "Socialist" countries.

Since 1960, the AAPSO Fund Committee, located in Conakry,
Guinea, has been used to distribute Soviet and bloc funds to
national liberation movements and to selected political opposi-
tion groups in African countries. AAPSO has also been used to
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channel arms and arrange training for African organizations
favored by Moscow.

AAPSO forums have been used as cover for secret, direct
negotiations between Soviet and other bloc representatives 

and

leaders of non-ruling Communist parties and of radical opposi,-

tion political parties bent on seizing power.
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WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS (WFTU)

Background

The founding meeting of the World Federation of Trade Unions
(OFTU) in Paris in 1945 marked a renewal of the historical Marx-
ist emphasis on the labor sector as perhaps the most important
instrument in the conflict with capitalism. The meeting, origin
nally an initiative of the British Trade Union Congress, was the
first of many post World War II efforts by Moscow to foster con-
trollable international instruments to support its policies.
Befitting the significance accorded the proletariat in Marxist-
Leninist theory, WFTU has been one of the most consistently ac-
tive and largest of the fronts.

Like the other fronts, WFTU's initial mix of Communist and
non-Communist affiliates and staff did not survive Moscow's ef-
forts to consolidate its control, and by 1949 some of its non-
Communist affiliates left to form the International Conference
of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU). In this early period, Moscow used
WFTU to carry out a propaganda campaign, strikes and demonstra-
tions in direct support of its opposition to Marshall Plan aid
to West Europe. Its subsequent failure to support strikes in
East Germany in 1953, or in Poland in 1956, and its endorsement
of Soviet action against the worker-supported Hungarian revolu-
tion in 1956 further dramatized its role as a tool of Moscow's
foreign policy.

Enrique Pastorino, Pr*eWent of the World Federation of Trade Unions
(WFTU), is a member of the Control Commnittee of "h Cowmnist Party of
Urumuay, lying in exle in Prague. He becam hood of the WFTU *ton
Renato Sitossi of haly was ousted after te WFTU Secretoriat criticized
the Soviet4ed Inasion of Czechiovakia in 1968. Pastorino, a Lenin
peace Prize wk in 1972, serves on the Presidential Comittie of the
World Poce Councl.
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WFTU was expelled from its headquarters in Paris in 1951
for subversive activities; it relocated temporarily in the So-
viet zone of Vienna, only to have to move farther eastward to
Prague in 1956, where it remains today, for "infringing" Aus-
trian neutrality.

As of 1975, WFTU claimed affiliates in 70 countries repre-
senting about 170 million organized workers. Almost 90 percent
of its membership comes from its affiliates in the bloc. The
Communist controlled General Confederation of Labor (CGT) in
France and the General Confederation of Italian Labor (CGIL) have
been WFTU's most significant affiliates in the West, providing
the bulk of its non-bloc European membership.

Structure

The organizational structure of WFTU closely follows the
pattern of other fronts, with the highest authority residing in
theory with a Congress of the Affiliates which meets every four
years. The last five have been held in bloc countries; the 1978
session is scheduled for Prague. Observers from non-affiliated
unions and other internationalor anizations are invited, to help
provide a facade of unity with other groups. The Congress "elects"
a General Council which chooses an Executive Bureau to assist it
in providing policy guidance between Congresses. Programs and
decisions are actually carried out by a Secretariat headed by
a Secretary-General, a post occupied since 1969 by Pierre Gen-
sous, a long-time member of the French Communist Party. His
only predecessor, Louis Saillant, also from France, is credit-
ed with the successful consolidation of Moscow's control, al-
though he subsequently was displaced soon after criticizing
the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. Other senior officials
include Enrique Pastorino from Uruguay as President, Shripar A.
Dange of India, as one of the Vice-Presidents, and Boris Aver-
yanov, former head of the International Department of the USSR
trade union, as the most prominent of the five departmental
secretaries.

Since the number of delegates to the Congress for each af-
filiate is determined by the number of affiliate members, the
Soviet Union's All Union Central Council of Trade Unions (AUCCTU),
combined with delegations from other bloc countries, completely
dominates the assemblage. The AUCCTU also has a major role in
WFTU's management through its direct ties into the Communist .".,
Party of the Soviet Union, which formulates all national and
international labor policy. The internal political role of
Soviet trade unionism is well-established -- it claims 100 mil-
lion members, and about 60 percent of the delegates to the AUCCTU
Congresses are full or candidate members of the party. Its In-
ternational Department maintains the largest overseas staff in
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the international trade union field and is a known arm of Soviet
intelligence.

Five departments under the Secretary General of WFTU over-
see the implementation of programs. In addition to those con-
cerned with geographic re gions, there are specific departments
for such activities as relations with UH agencies, propaganda,
and the Trade Union Internationals (TUIs). The latter were es-
tablished in part to counter the Trade Secretariats of the ICFTU,
and carry out programs among workers in similar or connected
trades. Nominally independent, the Tils are actually financed
and controlled by WFTU and their affiliated unions are themselves
usually parts of national unions which are WFTU members. They
provide further opportunities for WFTU training and indoctri-
nation and are heavily involved in recruiting individual unions
for the unity campaign. Ten of the eleven TUIs have their head-
quarters in bloc countries. This TUI network is further supple-
mented by allied regional groups, such as the All-African Trade
Union Federation (AATUF), thePermanent Comlittee for Trade
Union Unity of Latin American Workers (CPUSTAL) and the Inter-
national Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU)..

WFTU has worked more diligently than the other fronts, with
the possible exception of the World Peace Council (WPC), to de-
velop close working relations with intergovernental organiza-
tions. Reflective of this was its creation in 1967 of a "Spe-
cial Commission on United Nations Agencies." It now has Cate-
gory A status with ECOSOC, UNESCO, the International Labor Or-
ganization (ILO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
and has permanent representatives at the UN headquarters and
with ILO and the FAO. As expected, it also maintains close re-
lations with other fronts such as the World Peace Council, the
World Federation of Democratic Youth, and the Women's Inter-
national Democratic Federation; these fronts receive program
and information support, as well as financing for joint cam-
paigns. WFTU has been particularly close to the WPC and its
Secretary General is a member of the WPC Presidential Committee.

WFTU has an expensive publication program, including an -
illustrated monthly journal, "World Trade Union Movements," and
a weekly bulletin called "Flashes." Pamphlets, brochures and
special bulletins are also issued regarding specific events or
campaigns. The monthly is circulated in about 75 countries in
English, French, Spanish, German, Russian, Arabic, Japanese and
other languages. ' Flashes" appears in all the maj or European
languages except Italian and there is also an Arabic edition.
The TUIs have their own parallel publication programs which
further proliferate the'WFTU message. A new publication called
"Opinion," which is devoted to African affairs, made its ap-
pearance in June 1977. The line and coverage of WFTU publica-
tions is generally traceable to "Trud," the organ of the Soviet
affiliate.
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Like the other fronts, WFTU does not publish its budget
figures, but claims that affiliation fees publication sales
and special donations cover its costs. Given the level of its
activity, the latter category of income is probably substantial
and includes subsidies in cash and kind from the bloc countries,
for example, Czech support of the publication program and the
underwriting of the WFTU training centers for Third World trade
unionists by the East Europern affiliates where they are located.
Some reports place the 1976 budget at about $2.3 million (ex-
cluding the hidden subsidies) and indicate that it represents a
30 percent increase over the previous year, continuing an ex--
pansionary trend since 1974. Host of the increase is said to be
for programs vis-a-vis other trade union organizations, repre-
sentation at the UN agencies and the activities of the TUIs.

Even less information is available about an "International
Solidarity Fund" which provides a supplementary budget for special
* usually sensitive -- activities such as strike support or spe-
cial aid programs in countries struggling against "imperialism,
colonialism, fascism, and the monopolies." Moscow has been known
to use direct covert financing through both diplomatic channels
and AUCCTU representatives to support local strikes and other
political action programs..,

Activities

WFTU's main task as described by Alexander Shelepin, the
former chairman of USSR's labor confederation and prior to that
head of the KGB, is "the comprehensive suppoiL and defense of the
world socialist system." Its programs, whether linked with genu-
ine problems of the worker or not, are designed primarily to sup-
port Soviet foreign poli.cy. 1_TU uses its bloc training centers
and the educational programs of the TUIs to indoctrinate parti-'
cipants in a Marxist approach to labor activities.

A fairly typical agenda for one of its meetings was that of
the Engineers Couission held in Prague in July 1977. It included
"labor safety, a new economic order, multinational companies and
preparation for the Ninth Congress of WFTU to be held in April
978." Similarly, a WFTU-supported conference of the World Feder-
ation of Teachers, held in Moscow in 1977 to discuss "the school
and the teacher in the world today," condemned the actions of
"imperialist governments" and "reactionary forces" in South Af-
rica, Chile, Uruguay and South Korea. A list of such meetings
held around the world in the first six months of 1977 would in-
clude, among others, a meeting with the Cuban and Latin American
members of the Wood and Building Materials Industries TUI in War-
saw, an Arab conference of metalworkers unions in Iraq, a "Work-
ers Tourism" meeting in Paris and an Asian affiliate meeting in
India. Appeals and messages of solidarity were issued with re-
gard to Chilean prisoners, apartheid, ill treatment of Pales-
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tinian political prisoners in Israel, implemntation of th. Hel-
sinki Agreement, support of the IQLA in Angola, and condemnation
of the new escalation of the arms race by the United State*."

In recent years WFTU has increasingly emphasized-its cam-
paign for unity of action among.Comunist and non-Comunist labor
unions, while simultaneously undercutting the influence of its
main competitor,-the ICFTU. The WFTU Congress in 1978 was to
center on this theme. Representatives of the Socialist-oriented,
ICFTU and the qiristian World Confederation of Labor were urged
to participate and have been the object of a three year WFTU ef-
fort to arrange joint meetings or proclamations.

WFTU has also stepped up its participation with the agencies
of the UN, particularly the International Labor Organization
(ILO), to substantiate its bonafides in the unity campaign and
presumably also to facilitate its effort since the early 1970s
to relocate back to Paris or to Geneva. In 1974 it was able to
catalyze the first of a series of ILO-asonsored meetings of Com-
munist and non-Communist European unions on social welEare prob-
lems of workers. Its apparent new flexibility in permitting the
Italian labor confederation to have "associative status" with
WFTU. to allow it to meet the requirements of membership in the
new European Trade Union Confederation with non-Communist unions"
of the European Community. is a measure of the significance WFTU's
sponsors Rive to the unity campaign. The British TUC and the
German DGB have been courted persistently by the Soviet Trade
Union in its "bi-lateral" program of exchanges and joint semi-

Inars.

While WFTU support of Moscow on foreiRn policy issues is
still obvious and often appears contrived, some WFTU leaders,
such as Secretary Karel Hoffman, Chairman of the Czech Central
Council of Trade Unions, have already criticized WFTU's propa-
ganda for being too offensive and militant.
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AIekAon* Sl slpit of the Soiet! Union has been a kej fipr In three
Smvie *ron Orre~atons*-4he Intvinotonal Union of Student~ (IUS). the
World Federation of Demoweti Youth (WFDY) and the World Federa
of Trade Unins (WFTU). In betwoe, he aq headed te " C ttee for
State Security (KOS) for three yars and was menther of the Politburo.
Shelepi began has career I the Kaieaml, the Soviet youth organization
As a leader of Komemal, he was eete a vice daiman of IUS in 1949
ot th age of 31. He was a vice dchman of the WFDY from 1953 to
1958. He was ckely amocae with Moscow-oposred World You^
Festivals from 1949 to 1958 and played a mar role in the 1957 festival
staged i Maecow at an edstmed cost of nearly $100.om milan Shlpi
mod from te youth frho to the KGB post, then, in 1967, was named
chairman of the AlIUnlon Cou4d of Soviet Trade Unios, the ctral
trade union organization i the USSR. He becme a vke president of the
WRU during thi period. Once considered a posie successor to
Simzmev, Shlei lost favor in Apri 1975 and was ousted from the
Politu and i uni" Po"ts.
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VQRD FEDERATION OF DM4ICRATIC YOUTH rFDY) and
IN TrOmAL UROQ or sTnp rs (IUS)

Background

The historical roots o f commist student and youth orga-
nizations trace back to the international Communist Youth Or-
ganization founded in the post-revolution days in Moscow. Its
name alone was enough to scat* off potential non-Comonist col-
laborators, and it got nowhere.

Moscow tried again after World War II as part of an over-
all effort to create a series of Communist fronts without the
Comnist label. The World Federation of Democratic Youth
(WFDY) was founded in London in 1945 with Soviet participation
and the International Union of Students (IUS) got its start
similarly in Prague a year later- At the beginning, both or-
ganizations represented varying shades of political opinion.
Moscow's usual organizational problem of control versus influ-
ence was, however, resolved by Stalin in favor of control. As
a result, most of the non-Communists who initially accepted
the new international organizations as non-partisan were soon
disillusioned with the heavy-handed Soviet attempts to dominate
them and all but the most gullible dropped out.

The WFDY, based in Budapest, claims a membership of 150
million in more than 100 countries today, but most of its mem-
bers are from Communist bloc countries; affiliated groups from
non-Communist countries generally are connected with local Com-
munist parties. The IUS, headquartered in Prague, has ,a smaller
membership', estimated at 10 million, the bulk of it also in.
Communist countries.

The two organizations have worked together over the last 30
years in promoting a series of 10 youth festivals, staged in Com-
nunist capitals for the most part in order to maintain tighter
control. The last such festival was put on in East Berlin in
1973. Preparations have been underway since 1975 for the 11th
such festival, scheduled in Havana, Cuba, beginning July 28, 1978.

Like others of the Moscow-controlled fronts, the WFDY and
IUS have reflected the internal feuds of the Coummist movement.

In August 1968, for examplA, WFDY President Rudolfo Me-
chini and Secretary-General Francois Le Gal, both Communists
in good standing in the Italian and French Communist parties,
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respectively, sharply condemned the Warsaw Pact invasion and
occupation of Czechoslovakia. Official action by the WFDY to
protest the invasion was blocked, however, by Soviet bloc rep-
resentatives on the Secretariat. Shortly thereafter both Me-
chini and Le Gal were removed from oLfice and replaced by more
disciplined comrades.

There were similar repercussions in the IUS, which had its
headquarters in Prague and a Czechoslovak President, Zbynek ,
Vokrouhlicky. He was subsequently replaced after sending pro-
test letters to youth and student organizations in Warsaw Pact
countries. The IUS never took up the Czech invasion at its
meetings.

Another shakeup tookiplace in the WFDY in early 1977 with
the announced resignations of the federation's Italian Presi-
dent, Pietro Lapiccirella, and its French Secretary-General,
Jean-Charles Negre. Both were said to be unhappy over Moscow's
domination of the organization.

Since the mid-1960s, the Chinese Communists have been ex-
cluded from participation in the two groups. Discrimination
has even extended to factions within individual Communist par-
ties. Followers of the independent-minded leader of the Spanish
Communist Party, Santiago Carrillo, have been removed from po-
sitions at both WFDY and IUS headquarters.

Jiri Pelikan, the Czechoslovak Comnunist who served as Sec-
retary-General and President of the IUS for ten years (1953-63)
summed up the Soviet position at IUS Headquarters in these words:
"The Sov!tt Union was always trying to impose its tactical policy
of-the-moment on the organization .... The Soviet members saw the
IUS and similar organizations merely as unofficial instruments of
Soviet foreign policy."

Organization

In theory the structures of the WFDY and the IUS are said to
be democratic. There is a Congress of affiliated organizations
every two or three years which elects an Executive Committee that
is supposed to meet twice a year. The day-to-day work is carried
out by a smaller Bureau and Secretpriat, whose members are chosen
by the Executive Committee. In practice, thanks to the magic of
Sbviet-style democratic centralism, the appointed executives de-1,
cide what names will be listed on the election slates and there-
by gain permanent control over all the key positions. The So-
viets always hold a-vice-presidential position in both the WFDY
and IUS, and several other key positions are reserved for Com-
munists responsive to Soviet direction.
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The French affiliate of WFDY proposed in 1974 the creation
of a separate West European Department at WFDY headquarters on
the grounds that special conditions in the capitalist nations of
Western Europe gave rise to special problems which were not shared
by the Coaxunist-governed states and, therefore, were not soluble
on a pan-European basis. Presumably fearful that this seemingly
innocuous change in the organization of its headquarters might
serve as a carrier of the dread Eurocommunism virus, the East
bloc leadership of WFDY opposed the French proposal. The propo-
sal was subsequently withdrawn.

The WFDY publishes a monthly news bulletin, WFDY News, and
a bi-monthly glossy magazine, World Youth, in English, French and
Spanish. The IUS publishes a monthly World Student News and a
fortnightly bulletin, News Service, in the same languages. Both
organizations distribute booklets and pamphlets on topical and
regional propaganda subjects. These publications, as do the
statements and communiques issuing out of their meetings, con-
sistently follow Soviet policy and are invariably directed against
the West.

Both organizations are recognized by UNESCO and ECOSOC.
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Activities

The two youth and student fronts generally sponsor a half
dozen or so meetings each year which are geared to current needs
and opportunities for advancing Soviet foreign policy and de-
nouncing western "imperialism.'

Both organizations condemn discrimination and repressions
directed against youth and students in such countries as South
Africa and Chile and alleged violations in other non-Communist
countries. But they have remained silent when student rights
are violated in Communist countries -- for example, demonstra-
tions by African students in Moscow and Sofia in 1963, impris-
onment of Polish students in 1968, widespread arrests of stu-
dents in East Germany in 1969 and crackdowns on student dissi-
dents throughout Eastern Europe in recent years.

By far the most important activity of the WFbY and IUS,
however, is thei. joint sponsorship of the World Youth Festivals.
The festivals have attracted an average attendance over the
years of 20,000 young and not-oo-young persons. Communists
seem to age slower than others, as many Soviet bloc youth and
student officials are well into their thirties; Aleksandr She-
lepin was closer to forty when he resigned as Vice President of
WFDY in 1958 to take over as chief of the Soviet secret police
organization, KGB. The purposes served by the Festival are mani-
fold. Under such attractive slogans as "anti-imperialist solid-
arity, peace and friendship," the gatherings serve, perhaps most
importantly, to attract non-Communist sympathizers. The KGB and
other blo? intelligence services look on the Festivals as a happy
hunting ground for fresh recruitment prospects.

Youth festivals are expensive undertakings, costing up to
an estimated $100 million in some years. Fidel Castro is said
to be attempting to raise a purse of $50 million for the 1978
extravaganza planned in Havana. Overt sources of financial sup-
port, such as national fund-raising drives, probably account for
no more than 30 percent of actual costs. The balance is paid
through covert means by the Soviets and, under pressure from Mos-
cow, by the other Warsaw Pact states.
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THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF JOURNALISTS (IOJ)

Background

The International Organization of Journalists (IOJ) was
founded in June 1946 in Copenhagen. Two earlier groups, the In-
ternational Federation of Journalists (IFJ) and the International
Federation of Journalists in Allied and Free Countries disbanded
to merge with theIOJ in the belief that it would become a genu-
inely representative international organization. But Communists
secured key positions in the new IOJ and,when it became clear in
1949 that the Communists had taken control, all non-Communist
affiliated unions withdrew. The IOJ's first President, A. Kenyon
of Great Britain, described the organization then as "a branch
office of the Cominform."

The dissident unions revived the IFJ as a non-Communist fed-
eration in 1952 with headquarters in Brussels. IOJ headquarters
had been moved in 1947 from London to Prague, where they remain.
In an effort to heal the split with the IFJ, the IOJ in 1955
founded an International Committee for Cooperation of Journalists
(ICCJ). But with most of its officers-leading members of the
parent IOJ, ICCJ was simply the Soviet-sponsored IOJ under another
guise. The IJF announced its rejection of IOJ overtures for re-
unification so long ag the IOJ represented countries in which
freedom of the press was denied. The IFJ remained unwilling for
years to collaborate with the IOJ on even technical and general
matters. The Helsinki Agreement of 1975, however, appears to
have led to a limited rapprochement between the two organizations.
Observers from the IOJ attended the 13th Congress of the IFJ in
Vienna in May 1976, and the IFJ sent observers to the 8th Congress
of the IOJ in Helsinki in September 1976.

In 1963 a rival organization, the Afro-Asian Journalists'
Association, was established by pro-Chinese journalists in Dja-
karta. Its headquarters are now in Pekin.

Structure

Claimed membership in the IOJ, open to national unions of
journalists, national groups and individual members, is 150,000.
The highest IOJ body, the Congress, elects the Presidium, con-
sisting of the President, Vice-Presidents and the Secretary-
General. Policy-making, however, is carried out by the Secre-
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tariat in Prague on directives which emanate from the Inter-
national Department of the CPSU, transmitted through the Inter-
national Section of the Journalists' Union of the USSR.

Kaarle Nordenstreng, a Finnish Professor of Journalism and
Communications, was elected President of the IOJ at the 1976
Helsinki meeting as a result of strong Soviet backing. Arrange-
ments had been made for IOJ Congress delegates to stop in Moscow
for two or three days for pre-Congress briefings by officials of
the Union of Soviet Journalists. The Russians had decided that
Nordenstreng, an open admirer of the Soviet Union, would serve
their interests better as chairman than would a known Communist.

Jean Maurice Hermann of France, a former Socialist closely
allied since World War II with the French Communist Party, had
been IOJ President since 1950, despite his protest registered
in 1968 against the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. The Rus-
sians, who suffered a temporary setback in influence in the IOJ
after the invasion, waited until 1976 to push Hermann out of the
president's office but approved his face-saving election as
Honorary President.

Jiri Kubka, a Czechoslovak journalist who continues to hold
the key post of Secretary-General, remains a favorite of Moscow.
To show his loyalty to the Soviets, Kubka used the Presidium, at
a 1969 IOJ conference in North Korea, to block any discussion of
the Soviet invasion of his own country.

Presidium members are selected either because they represent
important affiliated organizations or because they are specially
useful as individuals in promoting Soviet/IOJ interests in tar-
get areas. Most of the 20 vice-presidents elected at the 1976
Congress were from Third World countries. One of the Vice-
Presidents is Viktor G. Afanasiev, the Chairman of the Union of
Journalists of the USSR and chief editor of Pravda.

The IOJ claims to be financed by affiliation fees and "cul-
tural enterprises," such as lotteries and exhibitions. But funds
from such sources are believed to cover only a fraction of the
organization's total expenses. Affiliation fees of 50 cents per
member bring in about $75,000 a year. Between 1964 and 1974 an
"International Solidarity Lottery" raised an average of.just over
$500,000 a year. Although IOJ accounts are rarely published, a
document submitted to the UN in 1968 claimed a budget of $6.3
million. Most of the IOJ's funds are believed to come from
'special contributions," but details of Soviet assistance are
not available. The IOJ has a "Solidarity Fund" from which grants
are made to support organizations, individuals and campaigns --
for example, a gift of nearly $300,000 to Vietnam journalists in
1977.

The IOJ has close contact with other front organizations --
particularly the WPC, WFTU and WFDY. IOJ representatives in the
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WPC include Secretary-General Kubka, IOJ Vice-President Ernesto
Vera of Cuba (a key figure in the Communist bloc of journalists)
and a Secretary from Poland.

The IOJ has collaborated with the Pan African Union of Jour-
nalists as a means of influencing African journalists and has set
up a "Palestinian Center" in the Prague office.

Activities

The avowed aims of the OJ include defense of "freedom of
the press and journalists" and "defense of the right of every
journalist to write according to his conscience and convictions."
In practice the IOJ exploits, exaggerates or distorts cases of
alleged persecution of journalists and of censorship in non-Com-
munist countries -- with the exception of countries where Moscow
is currying favor, for instance, India during its 1975-76 censor-
ship. But the IOJ remains completely silent about the absence of
a free press in Communist countries. It refrained from any acti-
vity to support Czechoslovak journalists who lost their Jobs be-
cause they disagreed with the Soviet invasion in 196F. The orga-
nization did not even protest the arrest and expulsion of one of
its own secretaries, Ferdinando Zidar, of Italy, from Czechoslo-
vakia in 1972.

The IOJ has engaged itself in a systematic campaign to dis-
credit independent international news agencies and non-Communist
newspapers by repeated charges that these organizations and pub-
lications are tools of "imperialist monopolies." The organiza-
tion supports all major Soviet propaganda statements on inter-
national issues. IOJ delegates took part in preparations for
Lenin's centenary.

In support of a Soviet campaign to discourage the use of
new, Western-developod technical equipment in the media, The
Democratic Journalist, the OJ monthly publication, recently
described use of such equipment as "electronic imperialism --
imposing on the people of other countries a foreign ideology."

A major activi ty of the 1OJ is the training of journalists,
as part of a Soviet-directed campaign to influence journalists
in the developing countries. Most of the training takes place
in the IOJ's East European schools -- in Budapest, East Berlin
and Prague. Another IOJ school has reportedly been completed in
Sofia and further schools are planned in Havana, Algiers and Bagh-
dad.

The IOJ, accredited to UNESCO, cooperates with that UN body
in holding training courses and conferences for journalists. 1OJ
has participated in UNESCO discussions on the media and on mass
communication. The IOJ and other Communist fronts have used
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their influence with some UNESCO officials to conduct a relent-
less campaign behind the scenes in support of a Soviet-backed
proposal for international arrangements by which governments may
regulate or control the news flow within and between countries.
The proposal has been opposed by Western nations because of the
threat it presents to the fundamental principles of a free press.

The OJ is heavily infiltrated by Czechoslovak and Cuban
agents. It operates a world-wide news service, offered practi-
cally free to Third World news media. A review of this IOJ ser-
vice in any given country faithfully reflects current Soviet pro-
paganda themes.
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THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PEACE (liP)

Background

The International Institute for Peace (lIP) came into
existence as a front for the World Peace Council (WPC) after
it was expelled from France in 1951 for subversive activities.
The WPC moved first to Prague, then, in 1954, to Vienna. When
the WPC was expelled by the Austrian government in 1957 for
"interference in the internal affairs of countries with which
Austria has good and friendly relations," the liP was set up
in Vienna to provide a legal cover for the WPC secretariat.
The WPC continued operations under the liP's name until Sep-
tember 1968, when the WPC moved to its present headquarters
in Helsinki. The liP has continued to function at the ori-
ginal WPC address (Estate-Haus, Mollwaldplatz 5, Vienna).

A notable example of the liP's usefulness to the parent
front was provided a year after the World Peace Council was
forced to move from Austria. After years of lobbying on be-
half of its Soviet sponsors, the WPC succeeded in organizing
a "Conference for Security and Co-operation in Europe," which
opened in Vienna in November 1969. Throughout the preparation
for the conference the WPC, trying to keep behind the scenes,
used the lIP as a surrogate. Maurice Lambilliotte, a member
of the lIP executive committee, headed the preparatory com-
mittee.

Present Status

The lIP remains strongly under the influence of the lar-
ger Soviet-controlled WPC. The lIP has a presidium of seven
members and an executive committee of 30. Although the execu-
tive body is ostensibly independent of the WPC, it is in fact
elected by the WPC General Assembly.

Of the lIP presidium officials elected in December 1969,
the president, James Endicott of Canada, and the two vice-
presidents, J. Dobretsberger of Austria and Nikolai E. Pol-
yanov of the USSR, were also members of the WPC. In the pre-
sent presidential committee which runs the lIP, the IPC members
include Dr. Eric Burhop of Britain (who is also president of the
World Federation of Scientific Workers, WFSW), Coran von Bons-
dorff of Finland (a WFSW corresponding member) and Dr. Marian
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Dobrosielski of Poland. A former director of the IIP, Romesh
Chandra, of India, a faithful follower of the Soviet line for
a quarter century, has been secretary-general of the WPC since
1966. He was elected, at a Congress in Warsaw in 1977, to the
presidency of the World Peace Council -- an office vacant since
the death of F. Joliot-Curie in 1958. The present president of
the lIP is Dr. Georg Fuchs of Austria, and the office in Vienna
is under the control of the administrative director, Vladimir
Bruskov of the USSR; Moscow, therefore, appears to hae its own
man in residence.

The ILP delegates to the World Congress to End the Arms
Race, for Disarmament and Detente (organized by the Continuing
Liaison Council of the World Congress of Peace Forces), held
in fl6lsinki in December 1976, comprised two delegates from West
Germany, one each from Britain and Austria, two from Finland,
one from East Germany and one, Alexander Kaljadin, from the USSR.

Significantly, however, the lIP's affiliate organizations
are mainly in Cormunist countries -- the USSR, Bulgaria, Cze-
choslovakia, East Germany, Poland and Hungary. The others are
in Austria, West Germany and Finland.

Activities

The lIP claims to provide a forum where scientists from
East and West can discuss peace problems. The. establishment of
an 18-member scientific council was announced in December 1969.
In 1970 the late Josef Lukas of Czechoslovakia (then a member
of the WPC presidential committee and director of the lIP) des-
cribed the liP as the "scientific-theoretical workshop of the
WPC." After the lIP convened a "Scientific Conference on Ques-
tions o'i European Security" in February 1971 at Vienna, Georg
Fuchs (then lIP vice-president) termed it "the first repre-
sentative meeting of prominent scientists from the East and
West at which the major political, economic and cultural prob-
lems in Europe were thoroughly discussed."

But while discussions of detente and disarmament serve
as a screen, the organization concentrates on issues in'sup-
port of Soviet policies. For example, the lIP was brought
into the Sino-Soviet dispute on Moscow's side. When a Chinese
peace committee accused WCP secretariat members of a "base
trick" to prevent Chinese delegates from attending a 1966
meeting of the IIP in Vienna, the ILP's lawyer in that city
accused the Chinese of "inaccurate and tendentious state-
ments."

The lIP publishes "Peace and Sciences" in English and
German. It has member organizations in Austria, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, East and West Germany, Finland, Poland, Hun-
gary and the USSR.
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THE CHRISTIAN PEACE CONFERENCE (CP)

Background

The Christian Peace Conference (CPC) came into being in
1958 and was formally constituted in 1961 at an All-Christian
Peace Assembly which the CPC, at the invitation of the Ecu-
menical Council of Czechoslovakia, had helped to organize.
The All-Christian Peace Assembly (ACPA), installed as the
highest organ of the CPC, held further conferences in 1964,
1968 and 1971 and was scheduled to hold its fifth meeting
-- in Prague, as always -- in 1978. Prague is the CPC head-
quarters.

The CPC set out from the start to attract religious-
minded people from countries outside the Soviet bloc who be-
lieved in the CPC's avowed aims to promote international
Christian unity and "to dedicate itself to the service of
friendship, reconciliation and the peaceful co-operation of
nations, united action for peace and to co-ordinate peace
groups in the peaceful development of society."

For some West European members there was early disil-
lusionment. Richard K. Ullmann, a former Vice-President of
the CPC and one of those who attempted to counter Soviet in-
fluence, acknowledged as early as1963: "We had better admit
.... that our Eastern brothers are being used for Conmiunist
policy and that through them we are being used in the same
way.

Officials of the CPC, along with those in a number of
other front organizations, were replaced by Moscow in an ef-
fort to restore discipline following differences that arose
over the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The
invasion precipitated a crisis in the CPC and almost caused
its collapse. The then CPC President, Joseph Hromadka, and
Secretary-General, J. Ondra, both Czechoslovaks, were forced
out of office after they had protested against the invasion.
Several West European members resigned from the organization.
But by February 1970 Russian control had been restored and
the CPC has become increasingly subservient to Soviet poli-
cies since. Reporting on the Fourth General Assembly of the
CPC, held in Prague in September 1971, Le Figaro (Paris) said
that the CPC had become "an instrument of Soviet policy
All who meet in Prague will have accepted beforehand the'de-
cisions taken for the CPC's future under the presidency of
Metropolitan Nikodim (USSR) and with Junusz Makovski (Poland)
as SecreLary-General."
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Nikodim has been President of the CPC since 1969. A
Hungirian, Dr. Karoly Toth, has succeeded Makovski as Secre-
tary-General. The CPC has seven vice-presidents -- one each
from Madagascar, Cuba, Hungary, Switzerland, India, West Ger-
many and Czechoslovakia.

A Committee for the Continuation of Work (CCW), consist-
ing of some 98 members, carries on the CPC's work between
meetings of the Assembly. There is a working committee of 23
members, including the president and secretary-general, and
there is an international secretariat of 18 members.

The CPC claims to have members in 48 countries. Members
of Christian associations, professors of theology and Christian
laymen are eligible for membership. Regional organizations
exist in Africa, Asia, Europe, North and South America and Aus-
tralia.

The CPC operates as a surrogate of the World Peace Council,
and is represented on the WPC's presidential committee and on
its council.

Activities

According to its constitution, the CPC seeks "to be a forum
at which Christians from all over the world will meet together
and search for God's will concerning current political, social
and economic problems." The CPC strives to maintain close co-
operation with such bodies as the World Council of Churches, the
Conference of European Churches, the All-African Church Con-
ference, the Berlin Conference of Catholic Christians (Eaqt Ger-
many) and Pax Christi International. The CPC has consultative
status with UNESCO and is frequently represented at meetings of
various UN special committees, including those on racialism, de-
colonization and disarmament. It issues a quarterly publication,
Christian Peace Conference, in English and German and an infor-
mation bulletin about three times monthly.

The CPC helped to set up a preparatory committee to org an-
ize a World Conference of Religious Leaders in Moscow in 1977.
The CPC took part in discussions at Bremen in April 1976 on
"Liberation and Detente -- young Christians participate, in the
spirit of Jesus Christ, in efforts towards a better world."

Eighty participants from Europe, North America, Africa and
Asia attended a seminar in West Berlin in January 1975 on "What
is the meaning of the Word Christian in the Work for Peace?"
CPC President Nikodim, at whose suggestion the seminar was held,
sent a message noting that the gathering was the first oppor-
tunity in years for'leading members of the CPC to enter into dis-
cussions with former members of the movement and with repre-
sentatives of other Christian peace groups. The message express-
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ed the hope that ways could be found to continue the "fellowship."
At an international secretariat meeting at CPC Prague head-
quarters in January 1976, a resolution was approved to "support
all constructive efforts towards international detente and the
implementation of the resolutions of the Helsinki conference."

In spite of such facades, the record shows that the CPC's
major effort is to promote Moscow-approved political policies.
Some examples are listed below:

* The head of the Russian Orthodox Church delegation
to a CPC Working Cornittee meeting at Limuru, Kenya, in
April 1977 was cited by Tass as having "decisively re-
ected suggestions by Western propaganda concerning
violations of human rights' in the USSR."

* The CPC in January 1976 publicly called for sup-
port of the MPLA in Angola.

* At an International Secretariat Working Comittee
meeting in Moscow in April 1976, at which 50 leading
church representatives were present, Metropolitan Niko-
dim spoke of "the necessity of putting an end to Zion-
ism's misuse of religious ideas for justifying Israel's
aggressive policy."

* The Asian Christian Peace Conference (January 1975),
attended by 100 representatives from 22 countries, adopt-
ed a resolution demanding "full reunification of Korea
in accordance with the principles of the five-point pro-
posal of the North Korean government."

* At the World Conference of Peace Forces held in
Moscow in October 1973, J. Michelko, of Czechoslovakia,
speaking for the CPC on the disbanding of military blocs
in Europe, protested against broadcasts of-Radio Free
Europe.

0 At the CPC's Pourth General Assembly in 1971, reso-
lutions on Vietnam, the Middle East, East Pakistan and
South Africa all reflected Soviet positions. At subse-
quent major CPC meetings statements issued on such in-
ternational issues and others (for example, Angola,
Spain. Chile. disarmament. Cyprus, Latin America and
a new international economic order) have continued to
follow the Soviet line.

Trends

The scope of the CPC's work appears to be increasing. In
addition to regional conferences in Europe, a Christian Confer-
ence for Peace in Latin America was held in Chile in April 1972,
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and venues for meetings of the CPC Working Conmmittee have in-
cluded Canada (September 1973), Madagascar (September 1974),
the USA (April 1976) and Kenya (April 1977). A Conference on
Disarmament and Hunger, first discussed in 1975, is still to
be held. The CPC planned an All-African Christian Peace As-
sembly in Sierra Leone in December 1977 and an All-Christian
Peace Assembly in Prague in June 1978.

Its Soviet sponsors have made efforts since 1968 to in-
crease CPC influence in developing countries. The secretary-
general reported to the CPC's Fourth Assembly in 1971 that
representatives of the Third World now "constitute nearly 40
percent of the assembly."
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WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL DEMOCRATIC FEDERATION (WIDF)

General

Like many other Communist fronts, the Women's Interna-
tional Democratic Federation (WrDF) began in Paris (1945) but
subsequently (1951) was expelled by the French government and
set up its headquarters in East Berlin. It now claims 120
national affiliated organizations in more than 100 countries
and its ability to generate activities among leftist women's
groups around the world suggests this claim is not overly ex-
aggerated.

However, no non-Communist women's group of any importance
has ever Joined and WIDF has been run by the Communists since
its founding by the French Communist-dominated Union of French
Women.

The Union of French Women, which became a major WIDF af-
filiate, subsequently condemned the Soviet-led invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968 as a violation of state sovereignty
and non-interference. At the subsequent WIDF Sixth Congress,
no French delegate was elected to the post of either presi-
dent or secretary-general; one or both of these posts had been
filled by the French previously.

In the past WIDF has claimed a total membership of "over
200 million." Whatever the figure, most members are from

Fred brown of Australia, the President of the Women's International
Demca'atic Fderation (WIDF), is also a member of the Preskentl
Conmrttee of t*a World Peawe Counci (WPC). She has been a member o!
the Cerl Commttee of the pro-Sovet wing of the Australin Commurst
Party skc 1961. Her husband, Wilton, is also one of Austrola's top
Community
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Communist countries. WIDF claims that its budget is support-
ed by affiliation fees and "special contributions," but no
figures are made public. Prior to its World Congress of Wom-
en in East Berlin in 1975, however, one million marks (about
$400,000) was known to be transferred to its account.

WIDF publishes a glossy quarterly in French, English, Ger-
man, Russian, Spanish and Arabic and issues bulletins and pam-
phlets on special topics. It maintains close relations with
the World Peace Council (WPC) and other fronts. Its President,
Freda Brown (Australia), and Secretary-General, Fanny Edelman
(Argentina), are members of the WPC presidential committee.
WIDF has status with both UNESCO and with ECOSOC, where it
maintains permanent representatives. It also hop speical sta-
tus with the International Labor Organization for mtters deal-
ing with the rights of women workers and child labor ;nd main-
tains contact with the World Health Organization on a regular
basis.

Activities

WIDF's avowed goals are "to unite women regardless of race,
nationality, religion and political opinion, so that they may
win and defend their rights as citizens, mothers, and workers,
protect children and ensure peace, democracy and national in-
dependence; and to establish-friendship and solidarity."

It has had no compunctions, however, about interpreting its
charter solely in terms of support for propaganda campaigns of
the Soviet Union and the other Communist fronts. Run by a bureau
and a secretariat, the so-called "highest organ" of the Feder-
ation, The Congress, has met only every four or five years and
has little say in policy matters.

In any case there has been a party consensus on most issues,
although opposition among some of its members to its subservi-
ence to Moscow led to a withdrawal of the Italian affiliate as
early as 1963. Since the Soviet-Chinese split, Peking and Al-
bania have regularly attacked WIDF as "Moscow's puppet." Its
own spokesmen, as well as its programs, repetitively articulate
the premise that "only socialism (i.e. communism) leads to wom-
an's complete liberation and offers the-most favorable conditions
for maximum use of her rights as mother, worker and citizen."

This theme was interwoven among all the topics discussed
at WIDF's 1975 "World Conference of Women," held in East Ber-
lin as part of United Nations "women's year" activities -- the
latter itself being a WIDF initiative through its UN associ-
ation. WIDF managed to get UNESCO support for a preparatory
meeting for the East Berlin conference, sponsored in Havana by
the Cuban Federation of Women. Participants from 140 countries
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took part in the 1975 conference, and speakers included Hor-
tensia Allende of Chile and Angela Davis, well-known U.S. Com-
munist. Tightly controlled by the East German hosts and WIDF
officials, the meeting aroused some controversy, but was gener-
ally successful in promoting East German and Soviet policies
and a considerable amount of anti-Americanism.

As part of its Seventh Congress, held simultaneously, WIDF
announced plans for a number cf seminars and conferences sup-
porting Soviet policies on peace and security in Asia and a
world disarmament conference. The 1976-1980 program of action
included a series of international meetings on women's role in
the struggle against Zionism, apartheid and fascism as well as
about their status in various professions. Regional meetings
were planned on such topics as the struggle for peace and na-
tional independence in Asia, "the role of women and their or-
ganizations in defending their rights ... and opposing pillage
by the multi-national companies" in Latin America, and "ideo-
logical penetration by imperialism with the aid of mass media"
in Europe.

Centers offering courses in literacy, hygiene and nutri-
tion were planned for Africa, Latin America and Asia as part
of a facade of WIDF activities in seeming support of its char-
ter and responsibilities under its UN status. Meanwhile, in
June 1977, the president and secretary-general of WIDF took
part in a Moscow conference on "Women and Socialism" as part
of the celebration of the 60th anniversary of the October Revo-
lution. Tass has reported WIDF's profoundd concern" over
American plans to develop a neutron bomb and the Federation
consistently supported Moscow's propaganda on Angola and other
African issues.

Methods

WIDF's programs have been a mix of openly avowed support
for Soviet policies and "educational" projects regarding women's
role and rights in society and how socialism can provide solu-
tions to their problems. It is somewhat different from the
other fronts in the completely Communist character of its mem-
bership. Although it maintains an International Liaison Bureau
in Copenhagen for contact with other organizations in the West,
it appears to make little effort to involve other leftist groups
or persons in its own programs. This is atypical of the classic
front and WIDF appears at times to exist mainly to provide Mos-
cow with consistently quotable statements from a so-called in-
ternational group for use with its own Soviet and bloc constitu-
ency. It also serves effectively vis-a-vis the Third World in
offering Marxist solutions to social, educational and economic
inequities, an effort significantly aided by its identification
with various UN agencies. While its significance as a voice in
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support of Soviet foreign policy is hard to demonstrate, its"social" work among women's groups in developing countries has
considerable potential for the long-term advancement of Marxist
doctrine.

Both for its own programs and its close support of other
fronts, such as WFTU in the labor field and WFDY in the youth
field, it appears to receive considerable financial support
from its communist party backers as indicated by its very pro-
fessional and costly propaganda publications. The heavy ex-
penditure of foreign exchange by East Germany for the 1975 Con-
gress attests to the importance with which WIDF is regarded in
the bloc. Although it faces competition from programs support-
ed by Western governments and non-communist women s interna-
tional organizations, WIDF is by far the more aggressive in
pressing the identification of ideology as the dominant factor
in the determination of women's role in society.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DEMOCRATIC LAWYERS (IADL)

Background

Although restricted in membership by definition, the In-
ternational Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) has been
one of the most useful Communist front organizations at the ser-.
vice of the Soviet Communist Party. Founded at Paris in October
1946 on the occasion of an International Congress of Jurists,
the organization made its debut with a leftist-French coloration,
as it was initially sponsored by the Mouvement National Judi-
ciare. Lawyers from 25 countries attended the first convocation.

By 1949 it was obvious the IADL was a Communist instrument.
Most non-Communist members by then had withdrawn their support.
Expelled from France in 1950, the IADL set up headquarters in
Brussels. Lawyers representing 64 countries registered at the
Tenth Congress held in April 1975 in Algiers. A membership of
25,000 is claimed.

A Review of Contemporary Law is published by the IADL twice
a year, and an Information Bulletin sporadically. Propaganda
pamphlets occasionally are disseminated.

The latest statement of aims as enunciated at the 30 th Anni-
versary Meeting held at the UNESCO Building in Paris was: "To
put law at the service of men, democracy, freedom and the new
international economic order."

However, the real and ideological interests of the IADL
were covered by the agenda at the Algiers meeting which consid-
ered law to be a function in the struggle against imperialism,
colonialism, neo-colonialism, racism and apartheid. Under the
banner of anti-imperialism, the IADL's thrust at Algiers was to
do battle with the large international companies as a way to
gain adherents and backing in the developing world, and in the
name of the rights of man to defend leftist groups and individ-
uals bent on changing economic, social and political institu-
tions. Mention of the defects of the Communist world was not in
accord with the rules of the meeting. The IADL has sent observ-
ers to trials in such countries as Chile, Iran, Morocco, Spain
and Turkey, but never to trials held in Communist countries.

Tactics, frequency of meetings and the intensity with which
causes have been, and are, pursued vary with the temper of the
times and traumatic events affecting the Communist movement.
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The IADL in the past three decades has responded to such events
as the cold war, the Stalin-Tito confrontation, repression in
Hungary and Czechoslovakia, the Sino-Soviet dispute, the Berlin
crises, Allende's rise and fall and the USSR's policy of de-
tente. It has over the years set up a number of subsidiary
commissions and committees to support specific Soviet propa-
ganda themes. IADL pamphlets and bulletins have also supported
these causes.

The Sino-Soviet feud surfaced within the IADL at Conakry
in October 1962. At Conakry the Chinese moved unsuccessfully
to set up a rival IADL organization, excluding the USSR. At
the Budapest Congress in 1964 the Chinese delegation charged
that an illegal agenda had been foisted on the meeting by the
USSR based on the erroneous "line" of the Soviet Union. At the
IADL's 20th Anniversary Meeting in Paris, Chinese lawyers sent
a telegram announcing they would not attend and denouncing the
"conspirational activity of a handful of IADL leaders under the
manipulation of Soviet revisionists." The Chinese probably did
not make a blanket indictment that most IADL leaders were in
the Soviet camp because they hoped to wean away some of them
into the Chinese orbit. The Chinese may have been influenced
by a striking event in 1966 -- a protest by the IADL French af-
filiate (the French Democratic Lawyers' Association) with re-
gard to the trial of two Soviet writers, Andrel D. Sinyavsky
and Yuli M. Daniel. The protest signed by Pierre Cot and Joe
Nordmann, President and Secretary-General respectively of the
IADL, was the first time a USSR action had been criticized.

Campaigns and Issues

In retrospect the lone protest against a Soviet dereliction
in he Sinyavsky-Daniel trial looked suspiciously like an ef-
fort to improve IADL's credibility. Prior to that there had
been one-sided, IADL inquiries into "war crimes" in Korea; in
1965 and again in 1967 IADL commissions went to North Vietnam,
joining forces in the second instance with the Bertrand Rus-
sell Vietnam Tribunal.

There were other issues, such as support for "progres-
sive" elements in Indonesia brought to trial following an un-
successful Communist coup, the trial of Regis Debray in Boliv-
ia and a commission report on arrests of leftists in Iraq in
1963. Invariably a blind eye was directed towards the USSR
and Eastern Europe. As time went on the IADL spread its in-
quiries even further so regional affiliates in India, Africa
and Latin America could draw attention and attract support.
Two regional conferences took place in Latin America in 1952
and 1953 to help-set the stage, one in Calcutta in 1955 and
the one held in Conakry.
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Activities in 1970s

From 11arch 1964 to July 1970 no IADL Congresses were held.
(The Eighth was at Budapest in 1964 and the Ninth at Helsinki
in 1970.) With the embarrassing Soviet intervention in Czecho-
slovakia in 1968, the IADL marked time and did what it could
to extend its organizational scope.

The IADL Bureau met with 50 lawyers from 20 countries at
Budapest in May 1971. There they set the tone and direction
for the 1970s. Pierre Cot and Mihaly Korom, the IADL Presi-
dent and the Hungarian Justice Minister, ':s keynote speakers,
laid down "Principles" on Vietnam, the Middle East, the inter-
national petroleum situation, European security and coopera-
tion and racial discrimination; proposed various meetings on
oil rights (sovereignty of natural resources), human rights
(i.e. defense of communists), the economic struggle in Latin
America, a world conference on Indochina; and then passed the
decisions of the Bureau meeting to a World Peace Assembly which
had been conveniently scheduled by the World Peace Council,
also at Budapest, a week later.

The Budapest Bureau meeting also was an occasion to kick
off a propaganda barrage -- a "save Angela Davis campaign,"
charges the U.S. was escalating the Indo-China war and support
for Hanoi's "peace proposals." IADL leaders then fanned out
to meetings they helped promote, such as a Colloquium on the
Rights of Oil-Producing Countries at Algiers in October 1972;
a forum on Human Rights in Latin America, held at Montevideo
in September 1971; and the Third International Conference of
Lawyers on Indochina at Brussels in February 1973.

During the past two years, the IADL has made little ef-
fort to cloak its support for Soviet foreign policy and other
Communist ties. Its main publicity vehicles for news re-
leases invariably are L'Humanite of Paris and East Berlin's
Neues Deutschland. On the occasion of IADL's 30th Anniver-
sary Meeting in December 1976, held at the UNESCO Building in
Paris, major congratulatory messages, according to L'Humanite,
were from President Podgorny of the USSR, Pham Van Dong of
Vietnam and President Boumediene of Algeria.

These were among the major subjects and "causes" pushed
during the past two years:

0 IADL prutested Israel's Uganda raid as a "crime
against international law."

0 IADL pressed a campaign against Chile, and call-
ed on journalists to join in efforts to save the lives
of imprisoned leftists in that country.
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* "Imperialist intervention" in Zaire was protest-
ed. No adverse comment was offered about Cuban inter-
vention in Angola.

* IADL organized an International Conference on Hu-
man rights in Namibia, which took place at Dakar in
January 1976.

* IADL criticized U.S. failure to implement the Paris
Vietnam agreement.

* IADL named delegates to attend Bonn Peace Week '77.

In the 31 years of IADL's existence, it has so consistent-
ly demonstrated its support of Moscow's foreign policy objec-
tives and is so tied in with other front organizations and the
Communist press that it is difficult for it to pretend that
its judgments are fair or relevant to basic legal tenets. The
IADL has not hesitated to work openly, even publicly, with
other front organizations -- especially the World Peace Coun-
cil. President Cot is a Peace Council member and was awarded
the Lenin Peace Prize in 1953.
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION ORGANIZATION (OIRT)

Background

In its early. days the International Radio and Television
Organization (OIRT) seemed to fulfill the main requirement
stipulated by Lenin (at the Third World Congress of the Comin-
tern in 1921) for a "transmission belt": a front organization
under Communist control but with a non-Communist majority of
members. The organization was founded at a conference in Brus-
sels in 1946 by 28 radio organizations of European and African
countries under the name of the International Radio Organiza-
tion (IRO).

From the beginning the eight votes of the Soviet Union and
its satellites, used as a bloc, were sufficient to maintain con-
trol over the non-Conunist members of IRO. But the manner in
which, the Communists sought to run the show provoked Algeria,
Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, Tunisia and the
Vatican to secede in November 1949. The IRO facade of a demo-
cratic mix of disparate ideologies collapsed. In February 1950
the British Broadcasting Corporation struck a blow against the
Communist-controlled IRO by organizing a rival non-Ctoxmunist
organization, The European Broadcasting Union (EBU), with head-
quarters in Geneva. In April 1951 IRO received another rebuff
when Syria and Yugoslavia withdrew their membership. Most other
leading non-Communist organizations have since left the Moscow-
controlled front, mostly to join the EBU.

At a General Assembly in July 1959 the IRO's name was
changed to International Radio and Television Organization or
Organisation Internationale de Radiodiffusion et Television
(OIRT). By 1963 the only non-Communist members of OIRT were
radio and television organizations from Finland, Egypt, Iraq
and Mali.

Structure

In contrast to other front organizations, full membership
in OIRT is confined to national (broadcasting and television)
organizations. There is provision for associate membership.
While remaining outside the now almost totally Commutist OIRT,
the Yugoslavs have attended meetings as observers.
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The OIRT's highest body is the General Assembly, which
elects the Administrative Council. Within the Administrative
Council is the Presidium, comprising the president, vice-presi-
dents, secretary-general, director of the technical center and
chief editor. In 1966-67 the president was from Poland, the
secretary-general from Czechoslovakia, the two vice-presidents
from Mali and Mongolia respectively, the director of the tech-
nical center from the USSR, the chief editor from Czechoslo-
vakia, the chairman of the technical commission from Bulgaria
and the vice-chairman from Cuba. Ordinary members of the Ad-
ministrative Council came from East Germany, Czechoslovakia,
the USSR, Cuba and China (although China had already for all
practical purposes withdrawn from the organization).

In 1973 the OIRT President was Dr. Jan Zelenka of Czecho-
slovakia. Another Czechoslovak, Jaromir Hrebik, had the key
post (in terms of liaison with the USSR) of secretary-general
-- a position he had held for at least 10 years.

The OIRT headquarters are in Prague, where the main tech-
nical center is also situated. Before the Sino-Soviet split
the OIRT had another technical center in Shanghai. The Inter-
vision Council, set up by the OIRT in 1958, established a tele-
vision network of OIRT members in 1960.

Activities

OIRT's overt activities are mainly concerned with tech-
nical matters. The organization has published a periodical
review, mainly technical, Radio and Television, in English,
Russian, French and German. The avowed aims of the organi-
zation are to link broadcasting and television services in
various countries, to exchange information and to "uphold
the interests of broadcasting and television by solving all
questions by means of international co-operation." But OIRT
has a basic political propaganda function on behalf of its
Soviet sponsors, including attempts to influence the develop-
ment of Third World radio and television organizations through
training and ether assistance programs.

OIRT is the tool for the co-ordination of radio and tele-
vision propaganda of the Conmunist countries for ultimate
targeting at non-Cormmunist countries. Because the radio and
television organizations of the Communist countries are state-
controlled and subject to the ideological direction of the
Communist-Party, talks and other programs acquire the poli-
tical slant desired by Moscow.

During the early years of the organization Commuunist
broadcasts to Latin America, Africa and Asia increased no-
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ticeably. At the 1965 General Assembly of OIRT, held in War-
saw, a resolution was adopted calling for "the fullest expan-
sion of fruitful ties with the radio and television broad-
casting organizations in Africa, Asia and Latin America."

While stepping up the export of xadio and television pro-
paganda to Third World countries in the years immediately
following the Warsaw resolution, OIRT and its East European
affiliates also attempted to build up relationships with West
European broadcasting and television services. A number of
agreements on co-operation between East and West European
countries were concluded or renewed Ln 1967; and the Austrian
and Yugoslav television services were repff sented at discus-
sions on joint programs devoted to the 50LH anniversary of
the October Revolution and plans for covering the 1968 Olympic
Games.

OIRT held what was described as its 5 1st Administrative
Council Session in Bucharest in December 1976. As reported by
the Romanian national news agency, Agerpres, the meeting was
attended by representatives of the broadcasting and television
organizations of European Communist countries and of Finland
and Cuba. Program exchanges and other forms of co-operation
were discussed, according to the report,
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WORLD FEDERATION OF SCIENTIFIC WORKERS .(WFSW

General

The World Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW) was
launched in London in 1946 at the initiative of the British
Association of Scientific Workers. The WFSW has consultative
status with UNESCO. Headquarters is in London and the secre-
tary-general's office is located in Paris. Although individ-
ual scientists and scientific organizations in all parts of
the world may join, the main membership, claimed at 300,000,
is drawn from Conunist countries which from the start have
controlled programs and policies.

Of the eleven General Assemblies held since 1948 (the
London meeting in July 1945 was a Constituent Conference),
three were in non-Communist cities (London, Helsinki ahd Par-
is); one Assembly meeting was split between Paris and Prague;
and seven others were held in Communist East Europe.

Although the General Assemblies are forums from which
positions are presented in detail, planning and primary tasks
are carried out more and more through the Executive.Council.
The Bureau, which convokes its own meetings, recommends stra-
tegy and initiatives and acts also on the recommendations of
standing committees. Regional centers in Prague, Cairo and
New Delhi tailor activities to their geographical areas.

Published material and guidance is conveyed through the
quarterly, Scientific World, now printed in English, French,
German, Russian and Esperanto. Two recent pamphlets, on Dis-
armament and Ecology, were produced jointly with the WFTU.

The current roster of officers illustrates where the core
of the organization has its roots, and the dominance of the
Communist countries in its affairs. In addition to British
President Dr. E. H. S. Burhop (1971 Lenin Peace Prize winner
and member of World Peace Council Presidential Committee),
representatives from these countries are officials: USSR,
Bulgaria, East Germany, Hungary, Rumania, Czechoslovakia,
North Korea, Poland, Yugoslavia, Mongolia, Vietnam, France,
India, Egypt, Japan, West Germany and Holland.

Strong Eastern European representation not only assures
policy and program control of the WFSW by the Communist coun-
tries, particularly the Soviet Union, but it provides a way
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by which financial resources can be funneled into the appa-
ratus by legitimate membership contributions and in other ways.

Ninety percent of WFSW's financial support is estimated
to come from the Soviet Union and East Germany. President
Burhop gave an indication of that assistance when on the oc-
casion of a Symposium of Young Scientific Workers in 1971 at
Enschede, Netherlands, he thanked the Soviet and East German
affiliates for their generous donations to the travel fund.

Because of propaganda and "abuse-of-science" campaigns
increasingly undertaken by the WFSW, the organization has co-
ordinated more and more with other front groups, including the
World Peace Council, World Federation of Trade Unions, World
Federation of Teachers' Unions, International Union of Stu-
dents and the International Radio and Television Organization
(producing for many years the program Science in Service of
Peace). WFSW has arranged a systematic input into UNESCO and
the ILO.

Ties with the World Peace Council have been constant.
Professor F. Joliot-Curie, the first WFSW President from its
founding until 1957, was also President of the World Peace
Council. Professor C. F. Powell, the second President, was
a member of the WPC, as have been other officers of the WFSW.
The WFSW was a major influence in organizing the first con-
ference of the Pugwash Movement- of Scientists for Peace.
Professor Powell was chairman of the Pugwash Continuing Com-
mittee in 1967.

Disputes in the Communist world have echoed within the
WFSW. Yugoslavia was expelled from the WFSW, at the time of
the Tito-Stalin controversy. The Sino-Soviet confrontation
found expression at the Afro-Asian Scientists Symposium in
New Delhi in 1965. The Chinese delegate accused the Soviets
and Indians of collusion in attempting to undercut the influ-
ence of a previous scientific symposium held in Peking in 1964.
The Chinese convened their own "Physics Summer Colloquy" at
Peking three months later. The WFSW refused to condemn the
Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, as suggested
by some affiliated organizations. Ivan Malek, head of WFSW's
center in Prague, was fired after the invasion as a result of
Soviet pressures.

Activities

The avowed aims of the WFSW, stated in the Constitution
and Charter, meet the general criteria of most scientists: To
employ science for the peace and welfare of mankind; to use it
as a means to help solve the urgent problems of the times; to
exchange scientific knowledge freely; to improve the status of
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the scientific worker; to direct scientific endeavors for the
advancement of society; and so on.

Actually, throughout its history, the WFSW has neglected
the pursuit of scientific objectives and has concentrated on
supporting the soviet line regarding disarmament and world poli-
tical issues. For example:

* During the 1962 Cuban crisis the WFSW protested
U.S. defensive measures, but was silent about the Cuban-
Soviet missile buildup.

• The WFSW Conference on ABC (atomic, biological and
chemical) Weapons at East Berlin in November 1971 took
up "abuse of science" themes upon which it had hammered
since the Korean War (in those days a "germ warfare"
campaign against the U.S. was conducted). At the East
Berlin meeting a resolution was passed calling upon
the U.S. to "cease chemical warfare in Vietnam." The
Soviet proposal for convening a world disarmament con-
ference also was a major agenda item, as it had
been since the executive council's meeting at Varna
in 1966.

Activities over the past two years clearly show what kind
of organization WFSW has become and how it can be expected to
act in the future.

President Burhoo called a meeting of the Bureau and the
special connissions at East Berlin in January 1976 to evaluate
the results of a disarmament symposium in Moscow in 1975 and
the implications of the Helsinki Conference on the WFSW. The
11th General Assembly at London in September 1976 worked under
the umbrella theme, 'The Interrelation of Current Economic and
Social Developments with Science and Technology." A Bureau
meeting in January 1977 at Morainvilliers, France, announced
plans for an international symposium on multinational companies
to be held in 1978. Earlier the Socio-Economic Committee at a
Paris meeting planned coordination activities and information
exchanges with the WFTU, ILO and UNESCO.

For his part, President Burhop was responsible for two
"disarmament initiatives." He was one of a number of signers
of a letter sent in December 1975 to the British Prime Minister
in which the United Kingdom was asked to cooperate with the USSR
in seeking a universal ban on nuclear weapons. In 1977 he issued
a WFSW brochure denouncing the U.S. decision to produce the neu-
tron "bomb" - - an issue which precipitated frenzied activity by a
number of other front groups.

Organizationally, the WFSW today is more tightly controlled
than ever by its largely Cormunist membership. It has succeeded
in setting up liaison and lines of communication with United
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Nations organs. As always, it works in tandem with other front
organizations. It has enlarged the number of members and af-
fi iates in the developing world.

/

Now and into the foreseeable future, the WFSW! will support
Moscow's disarmament proposals and the Kremlin's positions on
security and cooperation in Europe. The U.S. (as in the case
of the neutron issue) will continue to be attacked for "abuse of
science." Efforts will be made to curry favor .in the develop-
ing world, directing criticism at the multinational companies
as monopolists charged with exploiting the scientific worker.
In Europe, and West Germany in particular, charges of dis-
crimination against scientific workers with leftist persua-
sions can be expected.

If anything, the WFSW will be more political and les
scientific.
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INTEflATIONAL FEDERATION OF RESISTANCE FIGHTERS (FIR)

Origins

The International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR)
was organized in 1951 in Vienna, where it has maintained its
headquarters since.

Growing out of an association of former political prison-
ers, the new federation expanded the membership to include
individuals or groups which had been victims of Nazism or fas-
cism, including especially World War II partisans and resist-
ance organizations. Descendents of those so involved are also
eligible. At the time it was a major effort by the Communists
to influence and make use of an elite veterans groups, many of
whose members had moved into political or bureaucratic posi-
tions of significance in Western Europe. Its roots and the
nature of its membership limited its organizational efforts
essentially to East and I-lest Europe, where it claims represen-
tation in every country. The only non-European affiliate is
in Israel.

The FIR presently publishes a journal in French ("Resist-
ance Unie") and in German ('"iderstandskampfer"). It maintains
two press services in those languages, used to publicize acti-
vities and resolutions and occasionally issue special pam-
phlets.

Its current President is Italian (Arialdo Banfi); Alex
Lhote of France is Secretary-Ceneral. The FIR is recognized
by UNESCO and ECOSOC.

Activities

In addition to promoting the memory of the horrors of con-
centration camps and the ideals of the resistance, the FIR
charter calls upon its members to unite to secure independence
for their homelands and freedom and peace for mankind. Members
are to fight against racial, political, ideological and reli-
gious discrimination and to work for peaceful relations between
nations in accord with the United Nations Charter.

Nevertheless, like other Soviet fronts which are supported
and controlled by a department of the Coumunist Party of the
Soviet Union, the FIR has been persistently selective in imple-
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menting its charter only in support of Soviet foreign policy
positions. Calling attention to neo-Nazism and fascism in such
countries as Spain, Chili, Greece or West Germany has been a
recurring theme in its meetings and publications over the years.

It has consistently followed the Russian lead on disarma-
ment, human rights, the Portuguese elections and South Korea.

After Tito's break with Moscow the Yugoslav affiliate was
expelled. Discrimination against Polish-Jewish survivors of
concentration camps in the Polish affiliate was ignored, as were
the purges of pro-Dubcek members of the Czech Association of
Anti-fascist Fighters. A serious and vituperative split in the
Congress over the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia was glossed
over in reports of the session and different accounts distributed
to Eastern and Western member groups.

The FIR Historical Commission has organized conferences on
the History of the Resistance which extol the role of the Com-
munist partisans and the Red Army, denigrating all other parties.
Its responsiveness to Soviet interests is further documented by
the alacrity with which it set aside its anti-United States pro-
gram on Vietnam in 1974 to accommodate Moscow's initiatives on
arranging a European Security Conference.

Although FIR since its founding has consisted mainly of Com-
munist groups, uith its acceptance by ECOSOC it has had more
success in arranging joint efforts with Western veterans organi-
zations, such as the Paris-based World Veterans Federation, with
which it organized a European symposium of ex-servicemen for dis-
armament in 1975. In July 1977 it called for an end to the arms
race in a message to other non-governmental organizations with
consultative status in ECOSOC.i

Current Status

Although the highest governing body of FIR is its Congress
of representatives of member organizations, that body now meets
only every four years and real power lies with the Bureau.
Headed by the president, it controls the secretariat, super-
vises implementation of decisions by the Congress and is res-
onsible for the budget. No budget figure are made public,
ut the federation claims to be financed by affiliation fees,

gifts, legacies and "other subventions."

FIR sponsors such activities as annual memorials and ral-
lies at monuments and at former concentration camps, medical
conferences on the effects of imprisonment, and days or weeks
of "solidarity with Former Political Prisoners and Fighters
against Facism." All are used as a facade or occasion to
enunciate positions on issues selected by the Bureau with So-
viet guidance.
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These annual pilgrimages or celebrations have become less
frequent And the significance of World War II resistance and
veteran groups has declined with the passage of time. The FIR,
however, continues to add its voice to the chorus of other
Soviet fronts. It maintains close liaison with the World
Peace Council (WPC) and the International Association of Demo-
cratic Lawyers (IADL) and has sponsored exhibitions and lec-
tures at the world youth festivals sponsored by the World
Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY). Although FIR strength
may have eroded in recent years and the level of its activi-
ties declined, it continues to contribute to Moscow's world-
wide propaganda program.

The non-Communist International Union of Resistance and
Deportee Movements (UIRD) has denounced FIR as "an instrument
of agitation and propaganda" serving the USSR and has consis-
tent y rejected FIR appeals for joint action.
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